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ON PSEUDO-TH EOSOPHY.
" The more honesty a man has, the less he
affects the air of a saint. The affectation of
sanctity is a blotch on the face of devotion."
-LAVATER.

" The most difficult thing in life is to know
yourself."
T H ALES
-

.

!SHALL WE WI� :SOW THE CORk , BUT FEED UPON THE CHAFF?

H E presiding genius in the Daily News Office runs amuck at
LUCIFER in his issue of February r6th. He makes merry over
the presumed distress of some theosophists who see in our serial
. novel, " The Talking I mage of Urur "-by our colleague, Dr. F.
Hartmann-an attempt to poke fun at the Theosophical -Society.
Thereupon, the witty editor quizzes " Madame Blavatsky " for observing
that she " does not agree with the view " taken by some pessimists ; and
ends by expressing fear that " the misgivings that have been awakened
will not easily be laid to rest. "
Ride, si sapis. It is precisely because it is our desire that the " mis
givings " awakened should reach those in whom the sense of personality
and conceit has not yet entirely stifled their better feelings, and force
them to recognize themselves in the mirror offered to them in the
" Talking Image," that we publish the " satirical " novel.
This proceeding of ours-rather unusual, to be sure, for editors-to
publish a satire, which seems to the short-sighted to be aimed at their gods
and parties only because they are unable to sense the underlying
philosophy and moral in them, has created quite a stir in the dailies.
The various Metropolitan Press Cutting Agencies are pouring every
morning on our breakfast-table their load of criticism, advice, and com
ment upon the rather novel policy. So, for instance, a kindly-disposed
correspondent of the Lancashire Evening Post (February r8) writes
as follows :--

T

The editor of LUCIFER has done a bold thing. She is publishing a story called
" The Talking I mage of U rur," which is designed to satirise the false prophets of
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Theosophy in order that the true prophets may be justified. I appreciate the motive
entirely, but, unfortunately, there are weak-minded theosophists who can see nothing
in Dr. Hartmann's spirited tale but a caricature of their whole belief. So they have
remonstrated with Madame Blavatsky, and she replies in LUCIFER that " the story
casts more just ridicule upon the enemies and detractors of the Theosophic Society
than upon the few theosophists whose enthusiasm rnay have carried them into
extremes." Unfortunately, this is not strictly accurate. The hero of the tale, a certain
Pancho, is one of these enthusiasts, and it is upon him and upon the mock " adepts "
who deceive him that the ridicule is thrown. But it never seems to have occurred to
Madame Blavatsky and Dr. Hartmann that the moment you begin to ridicule one
element, even though it be a false element, in the faith, you are apt to shake the
confidence of many if not most believers, for the simple reason that they have no
sense of humour. The high priestess of the cult may have this sense for obvious
reasons,* but her disciples are likely to be lost if they begin to laugh, and if they
can't laugh they will be bewildered and indignant. I offer this explanation with all
humility to Madame Blavatsky, who has had some experience of the effects of satire.

The more so as, according to those members of the T.S. who have
read the whole story, it is precisely " Madame Blavatsky " against whom
its satire is the most directed. And if " Mme. Blavatsky "-presumably
" the Talking Image "-does not object to finding herself represented as
a kind of mediumistic poll parrot, why should other "theosophists " object ?
A theosophist above all men ought ever to bear in mind the advice of
Epictetus : "If evil be said of thee, and if it be true, correct thyself ; if it
be a lie, laugh at it." We welcome a witty satire always, and defy
ridicule or any efforts in this direction to kill the Theosophical Society,
so long as it, as a body, remains true to its original principles.
As to the other dangers so kindly urged by the Post, the " high
priestess " acknowledges the benevolent objections by answering and
giving her reasons, which are these: The chosen motto of the Theosophical
Society has been for years-" There is no religion !tiglter tltmz truth " ;
the object of LUCIFER is in the epigraph on its cover, which is " to bring
to light the hidden things of darkness. " If the editor of LuciFER and the
Theosophists would not belie these two propositions and be true to their
colours, they have to deal with perfect impartiality, sparing no more
themselves than outsiders, or even their enemies. As to the " weak
minded theosophists "-if any-they can take care of themselves in the
way they please. If the " false prophets of Theosophy " are to be left
untouched, the true prophets will be very soon-as they have already
been-confused with the false. It is nigh time to winnow our corn and
cast away the chaff. The T. S . is becoming enormous in its numbers,
and if the false prophets, the pretenders (e.g., the " H. B. of L.," exposed
in Yorkshire by Theosophists two years ago, and the "G. N. K. R."
just exposed in America), or even the weak-minded dupes, are left alone,
* The " obvious reasons " so delicately worded are these : " the high priestess of the cult " is almost
universally supposed , outside of the T. S., to have exercised her own s:uirical powers and " sense of
humour" on her alleged and numerous victims by bamboozlin_f them into a belief of lur own
jnvmlwn. So be it. The tree is known by its fruits, and it is posterity which will have to decide on
the nature of the fruit.-[Eo.l
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then the Society threatens to become very soon a fanatical body split
into three hundred sects-like Protestantism-each hating the ot her, and
all bent in destroying the truth by m::>nstrous exaggerations a nd idiotic
schemes and shams. vVe do not believe in allowing the presence of
sltam elements in Theosophy, because of the fear, forsooth, that if even
''a false element in the faith " is ridiculed, the latter " is apt to shake the
confidence " in the whole. At this rate Christianity would be the first to
die out centuries ago under the sledge-hammer blows dealt to its
various churches by its many reformers. No philosopher, no mystic or
student of symbolism, can ever laugh at or disbelieve in the sublime
allegory and conception of the " Second Advent "-whether in the
person of Christ, Krishna, Sosiosh, or Buddha. The Kalki Avatar, or
last (not " second ") Advent, to wit, the appearance of the " Saviour of
Humanity " or the " Faithful " ligltt of Truth, on the White Horse of
Death-death to falsehood, illusion, and idol, or self-worship-is a
universal belief. Shall we for all that abstain from denouncing the
behaviour of certain " Second Adventists " (as in America) ? What true
Christians shall see their co-religionists making fools of themselves, or
disgracing their faith, and still abstain from rebuking them publicly as
privately, for fear lest this false element should throw out of Christianity
the rest of the believers ? Can any of them praise his co-religionists
for climbing periodically, in a state of paradisiacal decollct/, on the top
of their houses, trees, and high places, there to await the " advent ? "
)l"o doubt those who hope by stealing a march on their slower Brethren
to find themselves hooked up the first, and carried bodily into Heaven, are
as good Christians as any. Should they not be rebuked for their folly
all the same ? Strange logic !
THE WISE MAN COURTS TRUTH; THE FOOL, FLATTERY.

However it may be, let rather our ranks be made thinner, than the
TheosophiCal Society go on being made a spectacle to the world
through the exaggerations of some fanatics, and the attempts of various
charlatans to profit by a ready-made programme. These, by disfiguring
and adapting Occultism to their own filthy and immoral ends, bring
disgrace upon the whole movement. Some writer remarked that if one
would know the enemy against whom he has to guard himself the most,
the looking-glass will give him the best likeness of his face. This is
quite true. I f the first object of our Society be not to study one's
own self, but to find fault with all except that self, then, indeed, the
T. S. is doomed to become-and it already has in certain centres-a
Society for mutual admiration/ a fit subject for the satire of so acute
an observer as we know the author of " The Talking Image of U rur "
to be. This is our view and our policy. " And be it, indeed, that I have
erred, mine error remaineth with myself."
That such, however, is the policy of no other paper we know of
x•
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whether a daily, a weekly, a monthly, or a quarterly-we are quite
aware. But, then, they are the public organs of the masses. Each has to
pander to this or that other faction of politics or Society, and is doomed
" to howl with the wolves," whether it likes or not. But our organs
LUCIFER pre-eminently-are, or ought to be, the phonographs, so to
speak, of the Theosophical Society, a body which is placed outside and
beyond all centres of forced policy. \Ve are painfully conscious that " he
who tells the truth is turned out of nine cities " ; that truth is unpalat
able to most men ; and that-since men must learn to love the tmth before
they thoroughly believe it-the truths we utter in our magazine are often
as bitter as gall to many. This cannot be helped. Were we to adopt
any other kind of policy, not only LUCIFER-a very humble organ of
Theosophy-but the Theosophical Society itself, would soon lose all its
raison d ' etre and become an anomaly.
But " who shall sit in the seat of the scorner ? " Is it the timid in
heart, who tremble at every opinion too boldly expressed in LUCIFER
lest it should displease this faction of readers or give offence to that
other class of subscribers ? Is it the " self-admirers," who resent every
remark, however kindly expressed, if it happens to clash with tlteir
notions, or fails to show respect to their hobbie::s ?
". . . . I am Sir Oracle
And when I ope my lips, let no dog bark ! "
Surely we learn better and profit more by criticism than by flattery,
and we amend our ways more through the abuse of our enemies than
the blind pandering of friends. Such satires as the " Fallen Idol," and
such chelas as Nebelsen, have done more good to our Society, and
certain of its members, than any " theosophical " novel ; for they have
shown up and touched au 'l!if the foolish exaggerations of more than
one enthusiast.
Self ab11egation is possible only to tltose who ltm•e learnt to know tlt�m
seh•es ; to such as will never mistake the echo of their own iwter �·oice
that of selfish desire or passio�t-for tlte �1oice of di�'ille inspzration, or all
appeal from their MASTER. Nor is clze/asltip consonant with medium
istic sensitiveness and its hallucinations ; and therefore all the sensiti1•es
who have hitherto forced themselves into discipleship have generally
made fools of themselves, and, s;oner or later, thrown ridicule upon the
T. S. But after the publication of the " Fallen Idol " more than one
such exhibition was stopped. " The Talking Image of U rur " may then
render the same, if not better, service. If some traits in its various
drama/is persona: fit in snme particulars certain members who still
belong to the Society, other characters-and the most successful of
them-resemble rather certain EX-members ; fanatics, in the past, bitter
enemies now--conceited fools at all times. Furthermore " Puffer" is a
compound and very vivid photograph. It may be that of several members
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of the T.S., but it looks also like a deluded victim of other bogus Esoteric
and Occult Societies. One of such just sprung up at Boston U.S.A., is
now being n ipped in the bud and exposed by our own Theosophists.
These arc the " Solar adepts" spoken of in our January editorial, the
ames damne/s of shameful commercial enterprises.
No event could
vindicate the policy of our journal better than the timely exposure of
these pseudo-adepts, those " Sages of the Ages " who bethought them
selves of trading upon the public hunger for the marvellous ad
absurdum.
\Ve did well to speak of them in the editorial as we have.
It was timely and lucky for us to have pointed to the ringleaders of that
shameful speculation-the sale of bogus occult knowledge. For we have
a\·crtcd thereby a great and new danger to the Society-namely that of
unscrupulous charlatans being taken for Theosophists. :\1islcd by their
lies and their publications filled with terms from Eastern philosophy and
with ideas they had bodily stolen from us only to disfigure and misapply
them-the American press has already referred to them as Theosophists.
\Vhether out of sheer flippancy, or actual malice, some dailies have
headed their sensational articles with " Thcosophic Knaves," and " Panto
gnomostic Thcosophs," etc, etc. This is pure fiction. The editor of the
" Esoteric" had never been at any time a member of our society, or of
any of its numerous Branches. "ADHY-APAKA, alias the Hellenic
ETHNO�rEDON and ENPHORON, alias the Greco-Tibetan, Ens-m011ellS
0�1 maue padmi AU!\1" (sic) was our enemy from the beginning of his
career. As impudently stated by him to a reporter, we theosophists
hated him for his " many virtues ! " Nor has the Sage " bent under the
weight of centuries," the VIDYA NYAIKA, said to be represented by a
person called Eli Ohmart, had anything to do with the T. S. The two
worthtcs had, like two venomous wily spiders, spread their webs far and
wide, and numerous arc the Yankee flies caught in them. But thanks
to the energy of some of our Boston Members, the two hideous
desecrators of Eastern philosophy arc exposed. In the words of the
" Boston Globe," this is the" \VEIRD

T AL E

WHICH :\fAY HAVE A SEQUEL IN COURT."

" If there are no arrests made, I shall go right on with the work ; but if they make
trouble, I shall stay and face the music."
Hiram Erastus Butler, the esoteric philosopher of 478 Shawmut avenue, uttered the
foregoing sentiment to a GLOBE reporter last evening as calmly as one would make a
casual remark about the weather.
Thereby hangs a tale, a long, complicated, involuted, weird, mystical, scientific,
hysterical tale-a tale of love and intrigue, of adventure, of alleged and to some extent
of admitted swindling, of charges of a horrible and unspeakable immorality, of com
munion with embodied and disembodied spirits, and especially of money. In short, a
tale that would make your head weary and your heart faint if you attempted to follow
out all its labyrinthine details and count the cogs on its wheels within wheels. A tale
that quite possibly may find its sequel in the courts, where judge, jury, and counsel
will have a chance to cudgel their brains over almost every mystery in the known
universe."
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These are the /zeroes whom certain timid Theosophists-those who
raised their voices against the publication of the " Talking Image of
U rur-'' advised us to leave alone. Had it not been for that unwillingness
to expose even impersonal things and deeds, our editorial would have
been more explicit. Far from us be the desire to " attack " or " expose"
even our enemies, so long as they harm only ourselves, personally and
individually. But here the whole of the Theosophical body-already so
maligned, opposed, and persecuted-was endangered, and its destinies
were hanging in the balance, because of that impudent pseudo esoteric
speculation. He, therefore, who maintains in the face of the Boston
scandal, that we did not act rightly in tearing off the sanctimonious
mask of Pecksniffian piety and the " Wisdom of the Ages " which
covered the grimacing face of a most bestial immorality, of insatiable
greediness for lucre and impudence, fire, water, and police proof-is
no true Theosophist. How minds, even of an average intelligence,
could be caught by such transparent snares as these publicly exhibited
by the two worthies, to wit : Adhy-Apaka and Vidya Nyaika-traced
by the American press to one H iram E. Butler and Eli Ohmart-passes
all comprehension ! Suffice to read the pamphlet issued by the two
confederates, to see at the first glance that it was a mere repetition
more enlarged and barefaced, and with a wider, bolder programme, still
a repetition-of the now defunct " H. B. of L " with its mysterious
appeals of four year ago to the " Dissatisfied " with " the Theosophical
Mahatmas." The two hundred pages of the wildest balderdash constitute
their " Appeal from the Unseen and the Unknown " and the " Interior of
the Inmost " (?) to " the A wakened." Pantognomos and Ekphoron offer to
teach the unwary " the laws of ENs, MOVENS, and OM," and appeal
for money.
Vidya Nyaika and Et/momedon propose to initiate the
ignorant into the "d priori Sambudhistic (? J philosophy of Kapila '' and
-beg for hard cash. The story is so sickening that we dislike to stain
our pages with its details. But now to the moral of the fable.
YE SPURNED THE SUBSTANCE AND HAVE CLUTCHED THE SHADOW.

For fourteen years our Theosophical Society has been before the
public. Born with the three-fold object of infusing a little more mutual
brotherly feeling in mankind ; of investigating the mysteries of nature
from the Spiritual and Psychic aspect ; and, of doing a tardy justice to the
civilizations and Wisdom of Eastern pre-Christian nations and literature, if
it did not do all the good that a richer Society might, it certainly did
no harm. It appealed only to those who found no help for their per
plexities anywhere else. To those lost in the psychic riddles of Spiritual
ism, or such, again, as, unable to stand the morbid atmosphere of modern
unbelief, and seeking light in vain from the unfathomable mysteries
taught by the theology of the thousand and one Christian sects, had
given up all hope of soh·ing any of the problems of life. There was no
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entrance lee during the first two years of the Society's existence ;
afterwards, when the correspondence and postage alone demanded
hundreds of pounds a year, new members had to pay £r for their
diploma. U nless one wanted to support the movement, one could
remain a Fellow all his life without being asked for a penny, and two
thirds of our members have never put their hand in their pocket, nor
were they asked to do so. Those who supported the cause were from
the first a few devoted Theosophists who laboured without conditions or
any hope for reward. Yet no association was more insulted and
laughed at than was the Theosophical Society. No members of any
body were spoken of in more contemptuous terms than the Fellows of the
T.S. from the first. The Society was born in America, and therefore it was
regarded in England with disfavour and suspicion. We were considered
as fools and knaves, victims and frauds before the benevolent interference
of the Psychic Research Society, which tried to build its reputation on
the downfall of Theosophy and Spiritualism, but really harmed neither.
Neverthclesss, when our enemies got the upper hand, and by dint of slander
and inventions had most maliciously succeeded in placing before the
credulous public, ever hungry for scandals and sensations, mere coll}'ectures
as undeniable and proven facts, it was the American press which became
the most bitter in its denunciations of Theosophy, and the American public
the most willing to drink in and giggle over the undeserved calumnies
upon the Founders of the T.S. Yet it is they who were the first told,
through our Society, of the actual existence of Eastern Adepts in Occult
Sciences. But both the English and the Americans spurned and scoffed
at the very idea, while even the Spiritualists and Mystics, who ought to
have known better, would, with a few exceptions, have nothing to do
with heathen Masters of \Visdom. The latter were, they maintained, "in
vented by the Theosophists : " it was all " moonshine." For these
" Masters," whom no member was ever asked to accept, unless he liked to
do so himself, on whose behalf no supematural claim was ever made,
unless, perhaps, in the too ardent imagination of enthusiasts ; these
Masters who gave to, and often helped with money, poor Theosophists, but
never asked anything of the rich-these MASTERS were too much like
real men. They neither claimed to be gods nor spirits, nor did they
pander to people's gush and sentimental creeds. And now those
Americans have got at last what their hearts yearned for : a bona. fide
ideal of an adept and magician. A creature several thousand years old.
A true-blue " Buddhist-Brahmin" who appeals to Jehovah, or Jahvelz,
speaks of Christ and the Messianic cycle, and blesses them with an
A:\IEN and an "OM MANE PAD:\11 HUM" in the same breath, relieving
them at the same time of 40,000 dollars before they are a month old in
their worship of him
. . Wullahy I
Allah is great and-" Vidya
Nyaika " is his only prophet. Indeed we feel little pity for the victims.
What is the psychology that some Theosophists are accused of exercising
.

•
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over their victims in comparison with this ?
words of explanation.

And this necessitates a few

IGXORANCE NOT ALTOGETHER BLISS.

All know that there is a tacit, often openly-expressed, belief among a
few of the Fellows of the T. S. that a certain prominent Theosophist
among the leaders of the Society psycltologi::es all those who happen to
come within the area of that individual's influence. Dozens, nay, hundreds,
were, and still arc, " psychologized." The hypnotic effect seems so
strong as to virtually transform all such " unfortunates " into irresponsible
nincompoops, mere cyphcrs and tools of that theosophical Circe. This
idiotic belief was originally started by some " wise men " of the \Vest.
Unwilling to admit that the said person had either any knowledge or
powers, bent on discrediting their victim, and yet unable to explain certain
abnormal occurrences, they hit upon this happy and lr�r;ical loop-hole to
get out of their difficulties. The theory found a grateful and fruitful
soil. Henceforth, whenever any Fellows connected theosophically with
the said " psychologizer " happen to disagree in their views upon
questions, metaphysical o; even purely administrath·e, with some other
member-" on despotism bent," forthwith the latter comes out with the
The ma,t;ic WORD
favourite solution : " Oh, they are psychologized !
springs out on the arena of discussion like a Jack-in-a-box, and forthwith
the attitude of the " rebels " is explained and plausibly accounted for.
Of course the alleged " psychology " has really no existence outside
the imagination of those who are too vain to allow any opposition to tkeir
all-wise and autocratic decrees on any other ground than phenomenal
nay, magical-interference with their will. A short analysis of the Karmic
effects that would be produced by the exercise of such powers may
prove interesting to theosophists.
Even on the terrestrial, purely physical plane, moral irresponsibility
ensures impunity. Parents arc answerable for their children, tutors and
guardians for their pupils and wards, and even the Supreme Courts
have admitted extenuating circumstances for criminals who arc proved
to have been led to crime by a will or influences stronger than their own.
How much more forcibly this law of simple retributive justice must act
on the psychic plane ; and what, therefore, may be the responsibility
incurred by using such psychological powers, in the face of Karma and
its punitive laws, may be easily inferred. Is it not evident that, if even
human justice recognizes the impossibility of punishing an irrational
idiot, a child, a minor, etc., taking into account even hereditary causes
and bad family influences-that the divine Law of Retribution, which we
caJI KARMA, must visit with hundredfold severity one who deprives
reasonable, thinking men of their free ·will and powers of ratiocination ?
From the occult standpoint, the charge is simply one of black magic, of
envot2temmt. Alone a Dugpa, with " Avitchi " yawning at the further
"
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end of his life cycle, could risk such a thing. H ave those so prompt to
hurl the charge at the head of persons in their way, ever understood the
whole terrible meaning implied in the accusation ? We doubt it. No
occultist, no intelligent student of the mysterious laws of the " night
side of X ature," no one who knows anything of Karma, would ever
suggest such an explanation. vVhat adept or even a moderately
informed chela would ever risk an endless future by interfering with, and
therefore taking upon ltimseif, tlte Karmic debit of all tltose wltom lze
would so psychologi:::e as to make of them merely tlte tools of lzis ow1z
sweet will !
This fact seems so evident and palpably flagrant, that it is absurd to
have to recall it to those who boast of knowing all about Karma.
Is it not enough to bear the burden of the knowledge that from birth
to death, the least, the most unimportant, unit of the human family
exercises an influence over, and receives in his tum, as unconsciously as
he breathes, that of every other unit whom he approaches, or who comes
in contact with him ? Each of us either adds to or diminishes the sum
total of human happiness and human misery, " not only of the present,
but of every subsequent age of humanity," as shown so ably by Elihu
Burritt, who says :" There is no sequestered spot in the Universe, no dark niche along the disc of
non·existence, from which he (man) can retreat from his relations to others, where he
can withdraw the influence of his existence upon the moral destiny of the world ;
everywhere his presence or absence will be felt -everywhere he will have companions
who will be better or worse for his influence. It is an old saying, and one of fearful
and fathoming import, that we are forming characters for eternity. Forming
characters ! Whose ? Our own or others'! Both-and in that momentous fact lies
the peril and responsibility of our existence. Who is sufficient for the thought?
Thousands of my fellow-beings will yearly enter eternity-�' with characters differing
from those they would have carried thither had I never lived. The sunlight of that
. world will reveal my finger-marks in their primary formations, and in their successive
strata of thought and life."

These are the words of a profound thinker. And if the simple fact of
our living changes the sum of human weal and woe-in a way for
which we are, owing to our ignorance, entirely irresponsible-what must
be the Karmic decree in the matter of influencing hundreds of people by
an act perpetrated and carried on for years in premeditation and the full
consciousness of what we are doing !
Verily the man or woman in the unconscious possession of such dangerous
powers had much better never be born. The Occultist who exercises
them consciously will be caught up by the whirlwind of successive
rebirths, without even an hour of rest. Woe to him, then, in that
ceaseless, dreary series of terrestrial A 't�itchz"s ; in that interminable reon
of torture, suffering, and despair, during which, like the squirrel doomed
to turn the wheel at every motion, he will launch from one life of misery
•

Devaclum,

rather ; the entr'tute between two incarnations.
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into another,: only to awake each time with a fresh burden of other
people's Karma, which he will have drawn upon himself ! Is it not
enough, indeed, to be regarded as " frauds, cranks, and infidels," by the
outsiders, without .being identified with wizards and witches by our
own members !
THE GENUS " INFIDEL" AND ITS VARIETIES.

It is true to say that the varieties of infidels are many, and that one
" infidel " differs from another infidel as a Danish boar-hound differs from
the ·street mongrel. A man may be the most heterodox infidel with
regard to orthodox dogmas. Yet, provided he proclaims himself loudly
a Christian, that heterodoxy-when even going to the length of saying
that " revealed religion is an imposture "-will be regarded by some as
simply " of that exalted kind which rises above all human forms." •
A " Christian " of such a kind may-as the late Laurence Oliphant
has-give vent to a still more startling theory. He may affirm that he
considers that " from time to time the Divine Influence emanates itself, so
to speak, in phenomenal persons. Sakyamouni was such ; Christ was
such ; and such I consider Mr. (Lake) Harris to be-in fact, he is a new
avatar," t and still remain a Christian of an " exalted kind " in the sight
of the " Upper Ten." But let an " infidel " of the Theosophical Society say
just the same (millttS the absurdity of including the American Lake
Harris in the list of the A vatars), and no contumely heaped upon him
by clergy and servile newspapers will ever be found too strong !
But this belongs properly to the paradoxes of the Age; though the
A ·mtarzc idea has much to do with Karma and rebirth, and that
belief in reincarnation has nothing in it that can militate against the
teachings of Christ. We affirm, furthermore, that the great Nazarene
Adept distinctly taught it. So did Paul and the Synoptics, and nearly
all the earliest Church Fathers, with scarcely an exception, accepted i t.
while some actually taught the doctrine.
DO NOT START TWO HARES AT ONCE.

From the sublime to the ridiculous there is but one step, and Karma
acts along every line, on nations as on men. The Japanese Mikado is
tottering towards his end for having played too long at hide a!ld seek
with his worshippers. Hundreds of shrewd Americans have been
taken in through disbelieving in truths and lending a too credulous ear
to bold lies. A French abbe has fallen under Karmic penalty
for coquetting too openly with Theosophy, and attempted to mirror
himself; like a modern clerical Narcissus, i n the too deep waters of
Eastern Occultism. The Abbe Roca, an honourary chmzoille (canon) in
* l'idc Lady
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the diocese of Perpignan, our old friend and irrepressible adversary in
the French Lotus a year ago-has come to grief. Yet his ambition was
quite an innocent one, if rather difficult of realization. It was founded
on a dream of his ; a reconciliation between Pantheistic Theosophy and
a Socialistic Latin Church, with a fancy Pope at the head of it. He
longed to see the Masters of Wisdom of old India and Eastern Occultism
under the sway of Rome regenerated, and amused himself with pre
dicting the same. Hence a frantic race between his meridional phantasy
and the clerical bent of his thought. Poor, eloquent abbe ! Did he not
already perceive the Kingdom of Heaven in the new Rome-Jerusalem ?
A new Pontiff seated on a throne made out of the cranium of Macropro
sopus, with the Zoltar in his right pocket, Cltochmalt, the mal� Sephiroth
(transformed by the good abbe into the Mother of God), in his left, and a
" Lamb " stuffed with dynamite, in the paternal Popish embrace. The
" Wise Men " of the East were even now, he said, crossing the Himalayas.
and, " led by the Star " of Theosophy, would soon be worshipping at the
shrine of the reformed Pope and Lamb. It was a glorious dream-alas,
still but a dream. But he persisted in calling us the "greatest of Christian
Buddhists." (Lot us, February, 1 888.) Unfortunately for himself he also
called the Pope of the " Ccesaro-papal Rome " " the Satan of the seven
hills," in the same number. Result : Pope Leo X I I I. asserts once more
the proverbial ingratitude of theological Rome. He has just deprived
our poetical and eloquent friend and adversary, the Abbe Roca, of
theexercise of all his functions in Holy Orders, as also of his living, for refusing to submit
to a decree by which his works were placed on the Index Expurgatorius. These
works bore the titles of "Christ, the Pope. and the Democracy;" "The Fatal Crisis
and the Salvation of Europe;" and " The End of the World." Even ·in the face of
the present papal decision, he is advertising the appearance of a fourth work, entitled
" Glorieux Centen aire," 1 889. " Monde Nouveau." " Nouveaux Cieux, nouvelle Ten·e."

According to Galignall i (and his own articles and letters in theoso
phical organs, we may add) the fearless-

Abbe has for some time, (says Galignam), been denouncing .the Papacy as a crea
ture of Cresar, and as wholly preoccupied with the question of its temporalities in face
of the crying needs of hun;anity. According to his view, the Divine aid was promised
the Church until the end of the world, or of the age ; and the Cesarean age having
passed away, ail things are to be made new. He looks forward to a spiritual corning
of Christ by the spread of the modem sentiment of" liberty, equality, fraternity, t!>ler
ation, solidarity, and mutuality," in the atmosphere of the Gospel. Although his
views do not appear to be very clear, he argues that the Gospel is passing from " the
rnystico-sentirnental phase to the organico-social phase, thanks to the progress of
science, which will iJJurnine everything. (The Globt.)

This is only what had to be expected. The Abbe would not accept
our joint warnings and took no heed of them. The sad epilogue of our
polemics is given (not altogether correctly as regards the present writer)
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in the same Globe, wherein the news is wound up in the following
words:" He has been contending, in the Lotus, in favour of a union of the East and the
West by means of a fusion between Buddhism and the Christian Gospel ; but Mdme.
131avatsky, the foremost European convert to the Indian religion, has· emphatically
repudiated all attempts at such union, because she cannot or will not accept the
authority of Christ. The Abbe Roca is therefore left ·out in the cold."

This is not so. What " Mdme. Blavatsky " replied in the Lotus (De
cember I 887) to the Abbe's assertions that the said fusion between his
Church and Theosophy would surely come, was this:
. . . . " We are not as optimistic as he (the Abbe Roca) is. His
church sees in vain her greatest 'mysteries ' unmasked and the fact
proclaimed in every country by scholars versed in Orientalism and
Symbology as by Theosophists ; and we refuse to believe that she will
ever accept our truths or confess her errors. And as, on the other hand,
no true theosophist will accept any more a carna!ised Christ according
to the Latin dogma than an anthropomorphic God, and still less a
' Pastor ' in the person of a Pope, it is not the adepts who will ever go
toward ' the Mount of Salvation,' (as invited by the Abbe). They will
rather wait that the Mahomet of Rome should go to the trouble of taking
the path which leads to Mount Meru."
This is not rejecting " the authority of Christ " if the latter be regarded as
we and Laurence Oliphant regarded Him, i.e. as an A<: atar like Gautama
Buddha and other great adepts who became the vehicles or Reincarna
tions of the "one " Divine I nfluence. \:Vhat most of us will never accept
is the anthropomorphized " charm ant docteur" of Renan, or the Christ
of Torquemada and Calvin rolled into one. Jesus, the Adept we believe
i n, taught our Eastern doctrines, KARMA and REINCARNATION fore
most of all. When the so-called Christians will have learnt to read the
New Testament between the lines, their eyes will be opened and-they
will see.
We propose to deal with the subject of Karma and Reincarnation i n
o u r next issue. Meanwhile, we are happy t o sec that a fair wind is
blowing over Christendom and propels European thought more and
more Eastward.
•

.

.

GOD IS INVISIBLE AND INDEFINABLE ; WHAT WE CAN DEFINE OR
SEE IS NOT GOD. MEN DESIRE IN THEIR SPECULATIONS TO APPRE
HEND GOD: THEY APPREHEND IN HIS PLACE-THE DEVIL, WHO
WOULD ALSO POSE AS GOD.
l\IARTIN LUTHER.

THE DEA TH OF JUDA S ISCA RIO T.

I3

ttbc JDeatb of Jubas Jscariot.
[A wiid spot by the Lake. Judas lying motionless on the ground; after a long
silence he raises his u.iild, haggard face a11d speaks in a hoarse, despairing tone.]
Lost ! Lost ! Ail lost ! .
and yet, ah God! God ! God!
Thou knowest (if truly thou art Deity,
And not mere phantom madness likt: all else
In this wild soul), thou knowest I loved him well .
With all my might of manhood
.
with the hope
I held of happiness and purity . . . .
With worship passing wonders, as the bird
Flies swift beyond the tortoise . . . . with all strife
To reach the love I craved for in his eyes,
To feel the sunshine of his blessedness
Fall quivering down my life . . . . Ah God! God ! God I
Unmoved, unmO\·able, look down on me,
On me thy creature formed from out the clay
By thy swift-quickening might . . . . look on me here
Cast down to earth with horrible shudderings,
In anguish craving as the highest bliss
Return to nothingness and clay again . . . .
I gaze into the blackness, and but see
Perpetual anguish of those pleading eyesOh, Christ my l\Iaster, whom I vile betrayed
For tinsel silver! oh my Lord, mine own,
My friend, my king, my God, my torturer! . .
My groping fingers tear away the light
And seize the darkness, holding it fast clasped
Before my aching s ight, to shut those eyes
Those saddened, pleading eyes, away from me,
Yet still they shine tear-bright : Oh agony!
Oh torture of remorse! Oh Paradise
I see behind me in the lessening
Fair light of bygone youth, fast barred to me
By blackness of my sin !
. Ah treacherous tongue
Urged fiend, swift to despair!
How dare I speak
Or breathe the usual greetings carelessly,
" Good morrow, friend ; a fair bright morning, love."
Or any words unnoticed glowing on
In happy days, severely wringing down
The gentle slope of life. How should I dare
Even to greet a brother ? But I rave !
I have no brother now
no sister
love . . . .
.

.
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Or friend . . . . no humanness, no softening
Dwells in my blackened·soul-alone-alone
For evermore alone I journey on
Thro' blackness of despair, until one day,
One time-flash, fi end-winged, shall bring forth for me
A sharper final pang, and I am deadDead by mine own foul hand-a traitor dead
While all the busy world moves whirling on
And smiling as it passes, shuddering
Between the ripples of a light, low laugh
To think that it dared shudder at my fate.
·• What could a traitor and a perjured friend
Expect but bitter ending and despair, "
So whispers it, half fearful all the time
Lest dispraise of my sin·be praise of him
It crucified because it would not hear
The truth he bore upon his godlike brow,
A crown of terror to its falsenesses ! . . .
I ts falsenesses! Ah traitor, even now
Thou dost not dare to hold the terrible truth
Before thy shivering mind! . . . . its falsenesses !
Know, fiend, it was thine own : it strove in vain
{And evermore had striven) to crucify
Thy Lord Divine, unless from thy foul tongue
And greedy Just of silver it had bought
The night which kissed, with feigned caressing word,
And with love's kiss betrayed him . . . . unto death
The shameful death and anguish of the Cross !
The falseness of the world ! . . . . The open hate
The loud-voiced scornful threat to crucify
A scoffer at false Jh·es, so fair without
So foul and hideous underneath the mask
This was not shameful like thy grovelling sin :
Remember thy meek lies ; thou downward-eyed
Thou thinly speaking, quivering platitudes
Of saving for the poor, yet holding back
The riches of great hearts to squander them
Upon thy filthy lusts-thou loving him
With empt�· words, betrayed : and why, forsooth ?
Because thou grudgest that he, seeing clear
Into the darkened chamber of thy soul,
And knowing it •SO black, held in his eyes
A piteous pleading when they gazed at thee,
A prayer for nobleness within thy heart
To bud and blossom to that height of deed
He loved in others, yet not loved thee Jess
But others more . . . . [throws himself down on the grou11d again]

THE DEA TH OF J UDAS JSCARJOT.
Ah God ! Go::l ! God
I see it now all clear ; my little mind
Held but my stunted self, and yet I dreamed
It bore within its narrow dimnesses
Chri;;t raised and crowned, the over-ma�tering
Fair angel of my life. Ah, God, I know
The love I boasted was but vanity ;
[ sunned myself so proudly in his light,
And thought it wreathed my brows with holiness
And filled my life with bliss and purity :
Alas ! mere selfish love that sets itself,
Its own small feelings, its own happiness,
Before the thing it loves, is but a curse !
How dare I talk of love . . . . love dead to me
Who dares to love me now ? . . . Ah ! threatening God,
No single human soul beneath thy sun
But feels a horror at my sinfulness !
Not one of all that canting brotherhood
Who bought my weak soul's �romise with their gold
But shuddering turns away from me accursed
And yet I once was innocent and young,
And hopeful in my budding happiness,
Had friends and brothers, and a dearer one
Than these, to bless my life ; ah ! Bathsheba,
Who wast my love, and would have been my wife,
Whose dreamy eyes held ever in their depths
The blissfulness of heaven's sunny blue,
The ever-changing rapture of the sea,
And waving rhythm of the fragrant air,
My own ! my own ! whom yet I left for him
The Christ, the Master, the all-loving one,
With deep pathetic wisdom passing words
In his calm smile of blessing : ah, my Christ.
They babble of thy rising into life
To judge the world with pitiless righteousness,
Would God it might be so ! . . . then might I fall
Before thy pierced feet, and, weeping there,
Find death by gazing, e\·erlasting deathA hideous blackness-an eternal curseA clinging anguish . . . . anything but this_
Oh ! face so pale and saddened watching me
With m ute reproach thro' anguish on the brow,
And yet no anger in the steadfast eyes,
But godlike pity maddening my soul !
Did I not love thee ? Oh ! my Lord, my Christ,
Would I had died for thee. . . . . Yet thou art dead ;
Thou anguished, mocked at, scourged, and all by me,
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Thy friend and brother ! .... God, look down, look down!
Crush me to dust beneath that holiness
Thy look bears as it falls-let me but die !
Oh, strike me blackened to the weary earth
Ere I make deeper darkness, heavier sin,
By cutting with my frantic, anguished hand
The silver thread of life. .
Oh, dreadful God,
My nation's God, alas ! but mine no more,
Strike me into the dust.....
[Lies motionless for a few moments, Iken suddenly starl1 up 1
He will not strike !
He has no pity for the murdererAnd now the last faint echo of a hope
Which I dared hardly whisper has died out
And left an utter darkness : while I felt
" Lost ! lost I all lost ! behind the misery
(A faint star peeping thro' the mist of night)
My soul still held a groping instinct-like,
Tho' lost on earth yet mercy might.be found
Perchance in that dread, terrible
Yet sometime smiling god, were it but that
Of striking with Heav'n's bolt my branded brow
To deeper darkness on th' accursed earth
But now no hope remains save in this hand,
For I must free myself .... and yet I know
This hope of thus escaping the wild dread
Of those deep, pleading eyes is vain, most vain
Their pathos haunts me now, and e\·ermore
But this mad feeling that I am alone,
Alone in sin, alone in agony,
While all the careless, happy world steps on
More quickly as it passes my bowed form
For fear of touching the vile murderer,
Or being scared 'mid its proprieties
By mad despair it has no heart to feel
Or 'twould lie bowed before· the Crucified,
With ashes on its head and sackcloth girt
Around its fasting limbs ... why do I rave
Against the guilt of others when myself
Am blackest under Heaven ? I will not bear
This anguish further . . [seizes lu·s sword]
'Tis no madness this
But calm resolve : have not these Romans taught
By many noble deaths that sinning souls
May half atone by resolute strength in death?
Shall I a Jew be less resolved than they?
Oh God I'm mad
I rave . . . I frenzied seize
The thread from out·thy hands and frantic snap
.

.
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The fragile cord in twain. . . . Unmoveable,
Sitting serene upon thy golden throne
Mid Heaven's light, lo ! I hurl back to thee
With scorn and loathing this thy gift of life,
Take it and rack me for thus breaking it
When it became unbearable by sin
'Gainst which thou gavest me no manly strength
To stand firm-eyed, unflinching; take it back
And send thy plagues down on my guilty soul
(The legends tell us that we all have souls)
Ten times the plagues of Egypt, doubly cursed
With wearing anguish-ride upon the wind
And bid thy chainless steed tear me apart
With blustering breath of flame until no limb
Clings close unto its fellow-let no tongue
Have power to say "here lies the traitor-friend
Who slew our hope; the king our God had sent
For refuge to his people ! " Oh, my Christ,
In mercy turn those haunting eyes away
For one brief moment-Oh, my lord! my love!
This darkness closes round me ! . . . . Where am I ?
I know no more . . . . Oh, meek-eyed torture
I see but thee, thou'rt maddening me to death,
Oh haunt me not! oh turn those eyes away!
I knew no mercy, but oh, Christ my Lord
Spare me ! . . . Ah devil is it thou at last ?
Take me and torture ! Christ in mercy turn
Those haunting eyes away! [Falls on his sword with a dying gasp.]
Oh Christ! Christ ! Christ!
Oh horrible, meek eyes, they haunt me still! [Dies.]
EvELYN PYNE.

" THERE are nine thousand licensed dens of crime here in the city of New York. A
community which boasts of Christian civilisation tolerates and legalizes a business
which is nothing else than a curse to the people who are compelled to submit to its
presence. Not one word can be spoken in its favour, not one argument cited to sup
port it. A thousand policemen, a dozen criminal magistrates and courts, asylums, jails
and penitentiaries are needed to take care of the consequences of this business
Among the Buddhists with five hundred million followers and the M ahommedans
with two hundred and fifty million, drunkenness is unknown. The so-called heathens
of the world, the " vile and despised of the earth,'' forbid the use of alcoholic drinks
and crush intemperance, and we Christians encourage and legalize it.
Ministers of the church of Christ are labouring in the cause of the license, while
ht'athen teachers are fighting for its suppression (read Theosophists) ; and yet we send
missionaries to these people to convert them to our religious civilization ! God
forbid!" (From /he New York Press.) The superiority of the Christian over
Heathen religions, is proved, indeed !
.
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ttbe Seven �eometrtcal \ll owels.

"

. EN is the number of Jehovah, the typical personal God." Sec
December, page 29 1 .
J.L LUCIFER,
The word " Jehovah " contains the five vowels, therefore,

according to " The Geometrical Vowels," page 3 1 7, it expresses a com
bination of Air I, Earth E, Water V, Fire I\. with one consonant, H.
added. The letter H is only an aspirate-a breath; it is repeated,
therefore TWO breaths.
From a geometrical point of view, two Hs at once suggest
solidity ; put in perspective they would be
As the vowels IEOVA express the elements named, these combined
with the two Breatlzings are those elements in concrete form ; or as
given in our text, a "perso11al God," by reason of those two Breathings.

IEHOVAH :-This is the form of it,

which from a 'ide view i'

-·

·

#

Its two pyramids rest upon the plane of the hori::o11tal line.
The vowel E and the letter H are intimately connected, the H com
pleting the solidity of the vowel E. making it 8
E, as representing Earth, is a: combination of Elements in tangible
(solid) form, which, as we have just deduced, is completed by the breath
ing of H.
Therefore, of the vowels we have only Four left AIOV.
We came to the conclusion, page 3 r8, that water was only a
�
reversed condition of Fire, therefore a form of I\. consequently
\lY
the vowels are reduced to Three AIO as the primal Trinity
which is very similar to our word God.

b 0 (] EB
or

MAN. or �- The letter I (am) is here i11duced by the operation of
the letter N, which by its peculiar enunciation checks the outgoing of
the vowel A and forces it upwards into the head, producing the 1. or
consciousness as represented in the monogram.
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THE SEVEN GEOMETRICA L VO WELS,

0)'1

i s nearly the same as M AN
� therefore by the
evolution of lAm, mall is produced, and by the involution of :\fan, I A 'II
i s produced.

lAM o r

=

WO MAN joined to MAN

W

gene<ate' the winged egg.

is I I\ VQ, but neither E
In

nor H is in the monogram.

It expresses a conception of Divine energy prior to its out-Breathing.
Although by the completion of the Bases of the two Triangles two
planes of consciousness are indicated within the circle of the Boundless,
as Light and Darkness.

0

�

J

6
Q

is 1 0 Ten
Three
Six

These form

I

Nine

I n this the wheels turn in one direction as indicated by the arrows,
from left to right. This is the Sign --Q.9- Cancer, which, by Taro, is
generation of first forms of Life. This is One Breath of Jehovah.
Reverse the wheels and we have
The Second Breathing.

These together are
The curious will easily find that this monogram contains all the
numbers-as stated in my Text, all the signs of the Zodiac-and many
other things. And by adding E and H, it will be found to contain all
the letters of the English alphabet.
Astrological inference :-The weight of attraction upon the line of
operation of I producing the two triangles

�

is an antagonistic

influence, opposed to the completion of the circle of I (as shown on page
z•
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3 1 7), and tending totdraw together the two polar points, and to absorb
them in the plane of its power.
c

_.-----.-.

K

In this diagram it is seen that these points represent an influence 90
degrees apart.
A C , C B, B D, D A, an astrological C7 square.
This retarding influence or weight must be powerfully felt along the
whole line of the operation C D, consequently the opposition C-D is
most powerfully inimical to the points A, B, tending to absorb them.
Astrologers will see by this diagram, geometrically, how friends and
pleasure are the drag upon a man and his wife's wealth, and tend to
absorb it in the plane of their power.
But the line A E and B G are in affinity with each other, and are
the power of A and B extended to the limit of the circle, these
represent points in Trine and sextile to each other, As do also the
points of the letter H as K L, H M, L D, D M, and so on.

·,,
�l-�
�I

There is no levity in pointing out that this is the operation
of Jehovah in the circumstances of the Life of man.
A C H EL\.

A PARABLE.
A NUMBER of psychical researchers, thirsting after occult knowledge, went into
a wilderness to seek for the serpent of wisdom. The day was vny hot and
they became very hungry, so that they would have eaten almost any kind of
food, however repulsive, to keep themselves from starvation. At last they
espied a serpent of a beautiful green colour, with a golden crown upon it,; head.
They caught the snake and resolved to eat it ; but they would not eat it raw
and alive. So they cut it to pieces. One boiled his piece, another roasted h is,
and the third attempted to make a stew of it ; but, wondrous to relate, whene\·er
a piece was nearly done, it disappeared, and nothing remained but some in
digestible bones.
Then the psychical researchers were very much disappointed and wept ; when
a voice from above spoke to them and said : " He who wishes to come into
possession of the truth must learn how to eat living snakes. He must not
expect to have the truth killed and dressed up to suit his taste ; but absorb the
living spirit of wisdom, such as it is."
F. H .

OCCUL T AXIOMS A ND THEIR S YMBOLS.
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OCCULT AXIOMS A N D T H E I R SYMBOLS.
I I.
RO :\! the one to the many, from the many to the one, is the
law of universal evolution, symbolised poetically by the breath of
Brahma, graphically by the interlaced triangles of Solomon's seal.
Duality being the number of Maya, the supreme Unity is incom
prehensible to our ignorance. �otwithstanding the efforts of reason,
A <'idya forbids us to conceive of a state where the relation between
matter and spirit has become an identity, although at the same time ou r
thought loses itself in the abyss of nothingness, when trying to trace
through infinitude these two parallel limits of existence ; under analysis,
objectivity melts into the Unknowable, and subjectivity dissolves into
the C nconscious. But if two parallel lines never meet in reality, they
always meet in perspective, at a distance determined by our power of
vision, and the conception of supreme unity represents that point to our
metaphysical shortsight. Although the threshold of the Absolute, it is
at the same time the centre and focus of Jlfaya. About Parabrahm we
can say nothing, not even that it exists. To the Relative, the Absolute
is a mystery ; to the Absolute, the Relative is an illusion. Lost between
the night of Non-Being and the shadow of unreality, our thought has to
surround itself with its utmost limits, and build the immense sphere of
its own eternity as a screen upon which to project its weird fancies. By
the same process, Brahma, waking up from Pralaya, was frightened by
his isolation, and looking around, saw Parabrahm everywhere under the
veil of .Jfulaprakritt: This beginning of illusion is the end of our
thought.
Parabralmz has no symbol ; the Absolute can no more be represen ted
figuratively than mentally. If we consider the white page as the empty
ground of all figures, we may draw a circle as the symbol of lvfulaprakriti.
I n this case, the central point is often taken to represent the Logos,
Brahma in the egg, Kctlter in Shekinalt. But the whole figure, point
and all, can also be taken as a symbol of the immaculate mother, for its
three elements fitly illustrate the Trinity in V nity, the circumference
representing non-man ifested substance, and the centre being the fir:;t
u nmanifested Logos or the germ of consciousness, while the surface
between the two is the ground on which will take place the operations
of the Great Breath, which represents the noumcnon of motion or latent
force. As circumference, centre, and surface constitute only one figure,
so ::\! ulaprakriti is the synthesis of the three emanations. Omnipresence,
the last residuum of time, space, and motion, as well as of substance and
consciousness, is also the focus whence emanate the three rays which
enlighten the three main planes of existence, the three Logoi which in
manifestation become androgyne. Hence the seven Pumshas, the seven
Prakritis, and the seven wheels of Fohat ; yet the three persons arc one
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in each of the seven operations of the Paraclete, as weii as in their
supreme mansion ; the Holy Trinity reigns in the least grain of sand as
weii as in the highest heavens. The Central sun radiates its rays, which
d ivide and subdivide, to enlighten a wider and wider area of Maya, until,
the expansive force having spent its energy, the contractive force asserts
itself, Braltmd withdraws his breath, and the diversity of things pro
gressively rebecome one.
Mulaprakriti, then, is the unity of the three, of the seven, of the whole ;
the omnipresence in the great and smaii, in the quick and slow, in the
past and future, the sphere which is nowhere and the centre which is
e\·erywhere. Here is the Gordian knot of a recent discussion concerning
the best division of the human " principles." The transHimalayan
Occultists understand by .Vu!aprakriti that synthesis of the three and of
the seven which is the feminine and only conceivable aspect of Parabrahm;
while it represents to the pundits only the root of objectivity or substance,
abm·e which they place Dah,zprakriti, the root of force, and lslzwara, the
root of consciousness. To the V cdantins, it is one of the extremes of
creation, the passive material of the C nivcrse ; to us, it is the aspect of
the Supreme Principle, the unique and living clement. And in the last
sense, it becomes identical with the Aditi of the Vedas, which is the
mother of the Adityas, and one with them ; identical also with the
A1')'aktam of the Sankhyas, with the 1Jtai-y (great Unit) of the Taoists,
and the Thai-klti (Great Limit) of the Confucianists. To the substantial
root of the U niversc, the name of Pra/,:riti ought to be rcscn·ed. Confusion
would be stiii better avoided if, leaving to the Vedantins their terms
Parabralmt and fifulaprakriti, we adopted the pure Vedic terminology
and said :-In Tad, Aditi; from A diti, the seven.
The trinity Purusha-Fohat-Pra/,:riti is contained in each of the seven
manifestations. Occult science teaches that there is not an atom of dead
matter in the universe ; force and consciousness may be either latent or
manifested, but arc present everywhere. On the other hand, neither
consciousness nor force can be said to exist unless they manifest, and
they cannot act unless through an Upadlti or vehicle of some kind,
however immaterial. There is such a thing as " spiritual substance," in
which the gods are clothed : and there is such a thing as " material
spirit,'' that is to say, spirit clothed in the gross substance of the bodies.
The three emanations are present in all manifestations, but they are not
equally distributed therein. I n the higher orders of being, spirituality
is dominant, and materiality is a mere point or potentiality ; while in the
lower orders, matter predominates, and spirit has become a simple
potentiality. Thus, in our actual state, consciousness of till'e is only of
the present, a mere mathematical point running perpetuaily from past to
future, a non-existing abstraction, which, however, passes through all
possible states of existence ; physical consciousness is momentary, while
in transcendental states the three divisions of time are omnipresent. In
srace, our actual cc nsciousness is only the inter!'ection of the three
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dimensions, a mathematical point again, which we instinctively localise
behind our eyes, and to which we refer all extension ; yet this nothing is
the basis and the beginning of all form, and scarcely have we conceived
it when we must conceive around it the " Dik," the six quarters of space,
North, South, East, \Vest, Zenith, Nadir, seven with the centre, while in
abstract Space there are no dimensions. Thus, on this plane, self
consciousness is a mere unit, upon which all numbers are based : and its
definition is given in the U}a1lishad : " The Self, smaller than small,
greater than great, is hidden in the heart of the creature " ; it is said
also to be of the size of the thumb, and is called " The little man in the
pupil of the eye." This shows us once more the wealth of symbolical
language : for, while the point in the circle, as a general symbol, enables us
to trace consciousness to its source, it also indicates to our mind the
perfect symmetry of its manifestation : on the higher planes, the point
represents materiality ; the circumference of the circle, spirituality ; in the
lower worlds, the point is spirit, and the plane of the circle, matter.
Puntslta and Prakriti may be considered as the two extremities of
manifestation, the two mathematical points where our angle of vision
meets the horizon of eternity, the two poles between which springs the
electric arc of Folta/. This intermediate principle or agent, without
which spirit could never move matter and both would remain eternally
latent, is said, in Japanese cosmogony, to possess the shape of a
lanceolated leaf. Starting from a mere potentiality, it fills the enlarged
space between its father and mother, expands to the utmost, and then
contracts again ; thus translating into manifestation, through the two
kinds of Saktis, the two breaths of the never ending but never perceived
respiration.
The six-pointed star, composed of a white and black triangle inter
laced, symbolises this noiseless respiration, in that state where, the two
breaths counteracting each other, all rests in equilibrium. The white
triangle represents also the three creative principles, and the black one
the three created {/pad/tis. The whole figure thus stands for the spiritual
universe, or the world in that state where being and non-being embrace
each other. Then comes the fall into matter. The two triangles begin
to slide upon each other in opposite directions, until their two bases are
united in one ; the six-pointed star has become a rhomb. This in
symbolism has the same signification as the square and the cube, the key
to its meaning being its axial lines, which in a two-dimensional space form
the cross, symbol of sex and polarity, and, in a three-dimensional space,
represent these three dimensions, or the illusory appearance of the
Eternal in Past, Present, and Future. Meanwhile, the circumscribing
circle has elongated itself into an ellipse with two poles, the symbol of
the manifested universe, the model of all beings and their motions, and
the point in the circle has become the germ in the egg, Brahm&, the
manifested Logos. In each of the triangles of the rhomb may be
inscribed the sacred tetraktis of Pythagoras, the unity at both ends
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standing for the Alpha and Omega of evolution ; if we redress the
figure, we shall obtain a square containing the Pythagorean Table, one
of the most pregnant symbols of Occultism, which will be explained
elsewhere.
I t is to the primordial Unity that all beings owe that feeling of " I
am " which constitutes identity of Self, or Individuality. The conscious
ness latent in Afulaprakriti is · the very root of human spirit ; the rays
emanating from it give to us our active triad and our three reflected
principles. Every being in the Cosmos is thus an image of the supreme
Existence. The Unity remains one while positing itself an infinite
number of times. Hence that element of reality which runs under and
through Maya ; hence that confidence in the solidity of the Universe
which enables us to pass through it. Obviously enough, illusion must
have a substratu m of some reality, must be the appearance of something.
A tma, the ray of the Absolute, is the only beacon which can save us
from the wreck of our delusions ; and our belief in it, as the only reality,
enables us to answ�r the arguments of those philosophers who reproach
Pantheism with being a self-destroying doctrine unable to maintain the
certitude even of its own conclusions. Mansel, in his Bampton lectures,
finding that all his reasonings on the Absolute and Infinite lead him to
Pantheism, prefers yet the suicide of reason through blind faith, to what
he calls its suicide through Pantheism. " The Pantheist tells me that in
order to attain to a true philosophy of being, I must begin by denying
my own being. And for what purpose is this act of self-destruction
needed ? In order to preserve inviolate certain conclusions which I, the
non-existent thinker, have drawn by virtue of my non-existent powers
of thought. But if my personal existence, the great primary fact of all con
sciousness, is a delusion, what claim have the reasonings of the Pantheist
himself to be considered as anything better than a part of the universal
falsehood ? " This is always the old confusion between false personality
and true individuality. Far from maintaining the unreality of Self, the
whole of the Pantheistic literature is intent upon teaching us how to
attain to that only eternal reality, by ridding ourselves of the trammels
of a transitory and artificial personality. The subjectivism of Pantheisti c
doctrines does not go even so far as that of the Scotch o r German
Idealists ; for if, on the one hand, it denies the reality of subjectivity as
it appears to our present consciousness, on the other it denies equally the
reality of the consciousness so limited, and, recognising as real only the
substratum of both subjectivity and objectivity, leaves in perfect sta tu
quo the equilibrium or balance between the two. The fact that what we
take for real is a Afaya is a merely philosophical recognition, and in no
way hinders the present state of things. Plunged in illa;·a, we will
continue to believe in it until its illusory character is realised by us
through something higher than mere intellect. M uch less still have the
i\Iaterialists any right to call the Pantheist an " abstractor of quint
essence," when themselves, to explain a universe which they believe real,
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start from such metaphysical abstractions as " Matter " or " Force."
Least of all need the Occultist be troubled by the argument that, were
everybody to practice Yoga, the present world would come to an end.
For firstly, such an alternative is not very dreadful to those who know that
annihilation is the only thing that cannot happen ; and secondly, the
danger is not at all likely to be realized : the ascetics are now, and will
be for a long time to come, only too rare exceptions. The complicated
snare in which the world is entangled constitutes the " second
creation " of the cosmogonies, and will last until its secondary creator
is reabsorbed in the first Logos, and this one in his turn in the Absolute.
Says the Kai'ua/ymz-A'umzita : " The creation of the Self-effulg-ent
.ls/nvara and the creation of the ]i<'a arc quite different from each other.
The creations of lshwara, in the universe, are of a general character :
they are all the moveable and immoveable things. But self-esteem, hate,
love, all these which are the outcome of egotism, form the creations of
the free-willed ]i<•a and not at all the doings of the spotless One." This
is the mystery of incarnation, the descent of spirit into matter, the
c\·olution of Ahamkaram from _A,faltat. Each ji<m is a ray, and all rays
have a common center. And, as a definite number of jivas are formed,
from Gods down to Men, so at the same time a corresponding nu mber
of corporeities come to existence, from planetary down to atomic centers.
Then also takes place the genesis of concrete time and space, for an
occult relation exists between the number of fi'-'•as launched in manifesta
tion and the duration of tLe Mauwautara. Consciousness is the standard
measure of objectivity for gods as for men.
\\'hen dispersion has
reached its utmost limits, each ]iva begins to reascend towards A tma.
The rays return to the sun, enriched with the images they have
enlightened in their planetary pilgrimage ; the blood regains the heart,
vivified and nourished by the air it has helped to inhale and the food it
has helped to assimilate.
To this dual current of metaphysical forces we may expect, by
analogy, to find, in the moral world, a corresponding double tendency.
T wo laws indeed govern the relations of living beings towards each other,
egotism and altruism. Egotism, like sexuality, is a cosmic force, an
instinct, necessary to the descent of spirit into matter. There are
ki ngdoms in nature ruled entirely by pure egotism and innocent instinct :
spheres, still more material than ours, inhabited by beings whose souls
are, so to say, petrified ; whose passions and emotions are to them as
objective and tangible as the terrestrial minerals. There exist Fohatic
creatures in whose constitution pity, love, sympathy, and kindness have
no place. \Ve are not concerned here, however, with the misery of the
elemental, mineral, vegetal, or animal orders : this misery is told for us
by the eternal complaint of the forest and the ocean, by the voices of the
thousands of creatures who can only express by moanings and shrieks
even their joys and loves. Over their painful sleep, egotism alone
wakes ; unconsciousness is proclaimed by their savage roars and plaintive
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bleatings ; and their clumsy masses are moved only by the neces
sities of the struggle for existence. Man, the victor in that struggle,
can well afford to be generous towards his inferiors : he who ill
treats animals is like a warrior who strikes a fallen foe. There is
even more than supplication in these ceaseless noises and complaints :
there is, to those who listen with their heart to the apparently meaning
less discord, an appeal to a deep and touching communion. The silence
that reigns in mountain solitudes is eloquent. It reminds us of identity of
substance between our bones and the rocks, between our flesh and the
soil it co�es from, between our hair and the trees which every passing
wind disturbs, between our breath and the vapours which any ray
colours with a rainbow or disperses in thin air.
The gaze, fiery or meek, from irrational eyes teaches us humility and
tenderness towards beings, after all, so similar to us in form that we
have no organ, either mouth, eyes, ears, or anything else, which they do
not possess also ; our only sensible advantage over them being the
faculty of language. And yet the evening hymn bellowed by stray cattle
in foggy meadows is the expression of the same life that animates us.
But if the soul of man can thus discern a prayer in the pitiless voice of
Nature, if his industry can employ to intelligent purposes the blind
strength of tamed brutes, if he can play towards his soulless brothers
the part of a god-or of a devil-nay, even the part of a creator, who
transforms existing types and elicits new combinations from the living
materials of nature, does not the pretence which would submit the con
queror to the same law his slaves obey appear ridiculous ? Those who
argue that, because the struggle for existence is the supreme rule of
animal evolution, man must worship faithfully the great God of Egotism ,
surrender human liberty to the shame of animal fatalism, take several
steps backwards in the road of evolution. If man were yet on the
descending arc , if he were nothing better than an animal, it would be
useless to question the supremacy of selfishness ; if mind is nothing but
a modification, a product, of matter, the great material laws must control
and limit its operations. But then it may be asked whether the habits
and expediencies of civilisation, the creations of art and productions of
industry, the very symmetry with which we build our towns and houses,
are not in direct defiance to the laws of brute matter and chaotic nature ?
The moment a mind began to think, instinct began to fade : the instant
assoCiatiOn appeared, the struggle for existence began to lose its
intensity. The throne of Egotism was undermined by the first man
who sacrificed himself for other men.
AMARA VELLA.
( To be contmued.)
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ANCIENT ASTRONOMY OF THE HINDt:S.

1Kfl OW that �he Light of Oriental Science is b�ginning t? diffuse itself more
_
�, Widely
mto the mental atmosphere of W estern th mkers, much of the

ground covered by modern schools of Theorists, with the imposing
structure they ha,·e been pleased to call Exact Science, is likely to fall into other
hands. It is possible, nay most probable, that the Right of Inheritance will
ere long receive that consideration which is demanded by the nature of its
claims.
Until a very recent date, the leaders of modern systems of thought in Europe
and America have held undisputed possession of the public mind, and especially
have they bestowed great pains upon the cultivation of that area covered by the
physical sciences. The spongiose absorption of dogmatic science is considered
by the average student to be an equivalent to individual intelligence.
The enquiring " Why " is no longer the pupil, friend, or confidant of the
reasoning " Because." " A new theory " to-day, and more " exact science "
to-morrow. No room for questions ? Not a lillie ! The gods have spoken,
therefore keep silence !
Webster, and others of his vein, tell us that a science is a collection of
principles or truths, based upon a fixed law. This may be ; but science to-day
is thought, by many people, to be anything which is followed by such names as
Tyndall, H uxley, Spencer, &c. With such persons, the mere connection with
one of these names is an all-sufficient rea.·on. No more than this blind credulity
was reLJUired of us in our childhood, to enable the indulgent nurse to administer
the obnoxious " grey powder " ! " Open your mouth and shut your eyes and
see what the gods will send you ! " We remember it well ! too well not to have
profited by this exptrience of thy artful devices, 0 human nature !
Well, and who is this that has thrown down the glove to the champions of
Modern Science ? None other than the poor despised H indu-the same that
in our early days we were taught to look upon as a poor illiterate heathen, having
all the vices ano none of the virtues of human nature. The idea of his claiming
anything more than an Englishman, beyond a darker skin, seems altogether too
absurd to be entertained by one who has been trained thus to think of him .
And ytt, amongst other claims, a knowledge of astronomy, equal if not superior
to that of Europeans, is asserted by him to have been the inheritance of his
people for at least s,ooo years !
I t is our purpose to examine this claim ; as briefly as may be, consistent with
j ustice.
Let us then enquire first of all as· to their knowledge of the general constitution
of the heavens.
In the Philosophical Transactions for 1 7 7 2 some highly interesting remarks
were made upon the Indian Zodiac by Sir William Jones,' the nature of which
went very far to prove that the present form of the Zodiac was well known to
the H indus at least 2, 400 years B.c. Reference is made to Acharya Varaha
M ihira, who quotes from ancient Sastras existing 2,ooo years before his time, to
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show that the Precession of the Equinoxes was employed by the ancient Hindus
to mark certain of their important " per iods."
According to modern astronomical teachings, Hipparchus of Bithynia, who
founded his school of philosophy in Alexandria 1 40 B.c., is said to have first
observed this phenomenon of the Equinoctial precession.
But . the aforesaid Mihira, who is mentioned by name in the Panchatantra,
makes this observation. " A t present, one solstice is in the first degree of
Karkataka and the other in the first of Makara, but certainly the southern solstice
was once in the middle of Aslesha, the northern in the first degree of Dhanishtha;
according to former Sastras." This is equivalent to saying that about 400 B.c.,
:he summer solstice was in Cancer I and the southern or winter solstice was in
·
Capricorn us I , but that, according to scientific teaching over 2,ooo years
anterior to this period, the solstices were respectively in the first degrees of Leo
and A(jUarius. Now what ebe can this statement imply than that the motion
of the fixed stars and constellations was well known to the astronomical Hindu ?
It is to be noted that since the ancients have recorded the summer solstice as
falling in Leo, such record must have been made about 4, 3 2 0 years ago, since
the solstice is now in G emini, and the time required for its passage through
each sign is 2, r 6o years. This latter period was also the time allowed by the
ancients, for their " Great Year " consisted of 2 5, 9 20 years, i. e., r 2 times 2, 1 6o,
and as this is the period allowed by Newton, and indeed all astronomers up to
a very recent date, for the precession of the Equinoxes, I think we may affirm
that the merit of antiq uity as well as of acruracy i� due to the Hindu.
It is to be noted, then, that the ancient inhabit � nts of India figured their
Zodiac in precisely the same way as the Greeks, from whom, through the
Romans, we obtained our knowledge of this subject in the first place. The
division of this Zodiac into the r 2 signs was the same as that found in the
Egyptian monuments of antiquity by Bailly and other travellers. Copies of the
Dendara Esnc'! Zodiacs present exactly the same order in the " signs " as the copy
of the Ancient Indian Zodiac in Moor's Pantheon, and that also by Sir \\'m.
Jones in the Philosophical Transaction�.
Further we find that the Hindus divided their Zodiac into 36 drekkanas,
each sign consisting of 3 such, having r o· each. They likewise divided the
circle into 2 7 lunar mansions.
For every one of these drekkanas and lunar mansions they hap a distinctive
name, and what is more remarkable still, as an evidence of the importance o f
a:;tronom ical exactness with them, they had a particular name for every degree
of the Zodiacal circle. Besides this mathematical kn owledge of the Zodiac, they
appear to have been well acquainted with the natures of the different asterisms
constituting the drekkanas, for they have not only named them, as said, but
have pourtrayed them under figures or symbols. A description of these is given
m Mihira's Vrihat Jataka, translated .by Colebrooke.
Examining still further,
w e shall find that the ancient Hindus possessed a wide knowledge of astro
nomical " periods."
\Vc have already noticed the " G reat Year " formed by the precession of the
Equinoxes : we may now mention the famous Naros, or Naronic cycle. • The Naros
was composed of 6oo years and the cycle of 1 2 .>< 6oo= 7 , 2 00 years. It is called
•

*

Said to ha,·e oril(inated in :>:arat!a a Vedic Rishi and astronomer.
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the " Lunisolar Ycar," because it has relation to the motions of the sun and moon
through the Zodiac, for it will be seen that the Naros consists of 7, 2oo months or
moons, while the cycle measures the same number of years. This cycle allows
6oo years to each sign of the Zodiac, whereas the " Great Year " allows 2, r 6o
years, and this latter period divided by 30, the number of degrees in each sign,
gives i 2 years, which, multiplied by r oo, gives the Naronic cycle. The idea of
the H indus dividing the Zodiac into ten signs no doubt has arisen from a com
parison of these two periods. The Naros of 6oo years is said to be one of the
oldest periods known to the Aryans. It is used to mark the recurrence of
Lunisolar conjunction in the same asterism, but we may here add that it also
has an important esoteric meaning as well as an exoteric use In this respect
it is like all other natural phenomena to the spiritually-minded Hindu.
We may now notice another astronomical period known to the Aryans, which
is intimately connected with the foregoing.
The obliquity of the ecliptic is a phenomenon which did not escape the notice
of the Oriental astronomer. Regarding this matter modern astronomers are at
loggerheads, not only as to its cause, but also as to its motion in regard to the
earth's axis. True to nature, the H indus have set this motion down as
" regular," and appear to have reckoned it as so· per century, or half a second
per year. A comparison of the figures given by Flamstead, Bradley, Mayer,
Maskelyne, Vince, M. de Ia Lande, and Woodhouse gives the same result.
It will be seen, therefore, that there is a relationship between the " great
year " of 2s,920 solar years and th1s motion of the earth's axis in regard to the
plane of the ecliptic (which "we may call•the polar revolution), in that the pre
cession of the equinoxes is so· per year and the polar revolution s o· per
century.
Consequently the time required for a complete polar revolution is 2, s92,ooo
years. Now if we multiply the Naronic tycle of 7, 2oo years by 36o, the degrees
in a circle, the result is this period of 2,s 92,ooo years ! Hence one Naronic
cycle will produce just one degree of diminution in the obliquity of the ecliptic,
or, in other words, increase of polar elevation.
If we consider the vast cosmical effects which would take place under this
law in the earth's body in the course of on!) half such a period as that required
for the polar revolution, we shall not be disposed to treat as fables the allusions
frequently made in Oriental writings to stupendous seismic phenomena which
are said to have occurred in past ages. Indeed, it is only reasonable to assume
that, since the angular distance of the North Pole from the plane of the earth's
orbit is gmdually increasing, the pr'<'sence of the Borean region in the tropic of
Cancer, some 24o,ooo years ago, will satisfactorily account for the fossil remains
of the greater tropical mammalia and many kinds of tropical vegetation found
i n what are now the Arctic regions and the frozen deserts of Northern Russia.
This theory seems far more agreeable to nature than some of the " shifts " to
which modern geologists resort in their endeavours to make " head and tail " of
our little globe. Moreover, since heat expands and cold contracts, we may infer
that an " earth-wave," occupying that belt of the globe known as the tropics,
would follow the course of the sun induced by this polar revolution, viz., from
north to south. and therefore, also, the depression of the earth's body at the
roles may be referred to the same phenomenal causes, viz., the polar revolution
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and the sun's angular distance. The moon, in its motion round the earth, acts
upon the mass of waters in the oceans, carrying with it a tidal wave ; and why
should not the sun, under proportionate conditions, act in a similar manner upon
the denser mass of the earth's body ? Besides, scientists have yet to prove that
there is some specific quality in the North and South Poles which constitutes
their magnetic natures, or, in other words, the earth's polarity. The same
magnetic phenomena can be produced by a circular current of electricity travel
ling from west to cast (the motion of the earth's tropical and electric belt), which
will cause all polarized bodies within its area of action to immediately indicate
true north and south. If this theory can be faithfully worked out (and we are
of opinion it can), ·it will prove polarity in the earth's body to be merely a relative
condition arising out of solar electrical action, a condition which, in the course o f
2,592,ooo years, would obtain with every degree o f the earth's polar circle.
This brings us back to our Oriental friends. The Hindus count 360 years
of mortal life as one Divine year, and as they allow I 2 millions of such years to
be equal to one " day " of Brahma, it follows that, with a corresponding " night "
of equal length, the immense period referred to as " a day and a night of
Brahma "=4,32o,ooo,ooo years of mortal life. Therefore 360 of such periods
will constitute " Brahma's year," and I oo such " years," making the period
known as the Mahakalpa, will, if expressed in mortal years, yield this number,
3 I I,o4o,ooo,ooo,ooo. Now to make a comparison of these periods with those
we have previously noted, we may first take the Naronic cycle of 7, 200 years.
This we have already shown to consist of an astronomical period, multiplied by
the number of signs in the Zodiac. If we multiply this cycle by the Naros of
6oo years, the result is the Mahayuga, which is the sum of the " four ages," so
well known as to need no mention here.
With regard to the period required for the precession of the Equinoxes, if it
be multiplied by I,ooo, it will give the sum of the Sandhis, or intervals
between the reigns of the Manus, i.e., 25,92o,ooo years, which is the sum of
six Mahayugas. Ten revolutions of the earth's poles will produce the same
figures. Presuming the p:llar revolution to be regular, and no one has yet
proved that it is not, it may be applied to the measurement of the " four ages "
already referred to. Thus at the rate of so per century
6o degrees will produce -1-32,ooo years, the Kali Yuga
I 20
,
,
,
86-J.,ooo ,
, Dwapur ,
I 8o
.,
,
,
I, 296,ooo .,
,, Trcta
,
240
,
, Satya
I, 7 28,ooo .,
,
.,
,
The sum of which ..J.,32o,ooo years is the :\Iahayuga.
To return once more to " the precession of the Equinoxes." It is well
known that our sun is not the central sun of the universe of systems, and
therefore it is but right to infer that, in connection with other minor centres to
which our sun is related, it has a motion of its own in regard to the great central
orb. In other words, we may say that, just as there are planetary orbits, so
there are solar orbits, and thus from centre to centre we may proceed inwards
until the mind grows giddy and loses its sense of location in the unfathomable
depths of cosmic space. In regard to our subject we would ask, Is it not
more rational to suppose the motion of the sun through space, in its own im-
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mense orbit, to be the cau�e of the preces>ion of the E1uinoxes, than that the
countless systems con;;titutin5 our Z::>diac should c::>ncur in a unifo rm motion
in regard to our own little sy.;tem ? Supp::>se the sun to move in the direction
of the order of the " signs " at the rate of so" per year,.,. then the asterisms of
the Zodiac would appear to move at the same rate in the opposite direction, i.e.,
against the order of the signs, which is agreeable to all our observations of this
phenomenon.
Granting these premises to be correct, the calculation of the sun's distance
from its own centre would be a matter of a few minutes, providing we had any
definite figures to denote the Radius Vector of the earth, but we will leave our
astronomers to settle this point first. A study of the different computations
made during the past r , 8oo years only, leaves us a pretty fair margin for guessing
if science permits of such a method in a matter so important ! At all events it
is something between 8oo miles and r o4,ooo,ooo miles !
�fodern Science affects to look down upon the Hindu Vedanga J yotisha, but we
may safely affirm, even from this cursory sun·ey of their astronomy, that the
ancient Sages of the East were not guessing nor " playing duck and drake " with
figures, when they mentioned such vast periods as those we have been regarding.
�lore than this, our astronomical basis rests in the soil of the Hindu mind,
and the lofty superstructure we call our own has undergone many changes to
suit the fashion, but the foundations have remained undisturbed. t
SEPHARIAL.
• This would, of course, set aside the irlea of nn elliptical orbit in the case of the earth anrl planets

of the solar system, and in its place a motion similar to that of the moon would be instituted.

For

modern astronomers to admit a motion of the sun through space, and to retain the theory of the
elli ptical orbit, as they do, merely to bolster up the :-lewtonian Philosophy, is only another proof of
their i nsane bigotry.

Any school-boy can sec that it is impossible to form an ellipse round a moving

body !

+ The Radius Vector of the earth, according to the ancients, was

is 6o6

8oo

million stadia.

A stadium

feet 9 inches : and this multiplied by the above number yields 91 .931,818 English miles.

These figures are so exactly within the limits prescribed by tlt.e latest ca/culalians that one cannot
but be struck with the result of any comparison which might he made between them and the
ifferent estimates of astronomers since the time of Copernicus.

Thus :

Copernicus gives .

3·39 1 , 200

Mayer

184,000, 000

These arc outsidejiguro.
Result from last transit of

9

=

between 9 1 ,6oo,ooo , anrl 92 millions.

R. Proctor give<; 9 1 , 500,000 .
The Great Pyramid, 9 1 ,840, 000.

TURKISH PROVERBS.
Eat and drink with a friend, but do not trade with him.
He who wants a faultless friend, remains friendless.
H e who wants the rose, must want the thorns also.
A sweet tongue draws the snake forth from the earth.
\Vithout trouble one eats no honey.
Sacrifice your beard to save your head.
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THE ROOTS O F RITUALISM

IN

C H URCH A N D

MASO N R Y

I.

T

HEOSOP HISTS are very often, and very unjustly too, accused of
infidelity and even of Atheism. This is a grave error, especially with
regard to the latter charge.
In a large society, composed of so many races and nationalities, in an asso
ciation wherein every man and woman is '!eft to believe in whatever he or she
likes, and to follow or not to follow-just as they please-the religion they
were born and brought up in, there is but little room left for Atheism. As for
" infidelity," it becomes a misnomer and a fallacy. To show how absurd is the
charge, in any case, it is sufficient to ask our traducers to point out to us, in the
whole civili.zed world, that person who is not regarded as an " infidel " by some
other person belonging to some different creed. Whether one moves in highly
respectable and orthodox circles, or in a so-called heterodox " society," it is all
the same. It is a mutual accu�ation, tacitly, if not openly, expressed ; a kind
of a mental game at shuttlecock and battledore flung reciprocally, and in polite
silence, at each other's heads. In sober reality, then, no theosophist any more
than a non-theosophist can be an infidel ; while, on the other hand, there is no
human being living who is not an infi del in the opinion of some sectarian or
other. As to the charge of Atheism, it is quite another question.
What is Atheism, we ask, first of all ? Is it disbelief in and denial of the
existence of a God, or Gods, or simply the refu,al to accept a personal deity
on the somewhat gushy definition of R. Hall, who explains Atheism as " a
ferocious system " because, " it leaves nothing above (?) us to excite awe, nor
around us to awaken tenderness " ( !) If the former, then most of our members
-the hosts in India, Burmah, and elsewhere-would demur, as they believe in
Gods and supernal beings, and are in great awe of some of them. Nor would
a number of Western Theosophists fail to confess their full belief in Spirits,
whether spatial or planetary, ghosts or angels. Many of us accept the existence
of high and low Intelligences, and of Beings as great as any " personal " God.
This is no occult secret. What we confessed to in the November LUCIFER
(editorial), we reiterate again. Most of us believe in the survival of the Spiritual
Ego, in Planetary Spirits and Nirmanakayas, those great Adepts of the past
ages, who, renouncing their right to Nirvana, remain in our spheres of being,
not as " spirits " but as complete spiritual human Beings. Save their corporeal,
visible envelope, which they leave behind, they remain as they were, :in order to
help poor humanity, as far as can be done without sinning against Karmic law.
This is the " Great Renunciation." indeed ; an incessant, conscious self-sacrifice
throughout reons and ages till that day when the eyes of blind mankind will
open and, instead of the few, all will see the universal truth. These�Beings
may well be regarded as God and Gods-if they would bu� allow the fire in our
hearts, at the thought of that purest of all sacrifices, to be fanned into the
flame of adoration, or the smallest altar in their honour. But they will not.
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Verily, " the secret he:ut is fair Devotion's (only) temple," and any other, m
thi,; case, would be no better than profane ostentation.
Now with regard to other invisible Beings, some of whom arc still higher, and
others far lower on the scale of divine evolution. To the latter we will have
nothing to say ; the former will have nothin,:5 to say to us : for we are as good
as non-existent for them. The homogeneous can take no cognizance of
the heterogeneous ; and unless we learn to shuffie off our mortal coil and
commune with them " spirit to spirit," we can hardly hope to recognise their
true nature. Moreover, every true Theosophist hold,; that the divine H IGHER
SELF of every mortal man is of the same essence as the essence of these Gods.
Being, moreover, endowed with free-will, hence having, more than they, responsi
bility, we regard the incarnated EGo as far superior to, if not more divine than,
any spiritual I:>nELLIGE:-ICE still awaiting incamat10n.
Philosophically, the
reason for this is obvious, and every metaphysician of the Eastern school will
understand it. The incarnated EGO has odds against it which do not exist in
t he case of a pure divine Essence unconnected with matter ; the latter has no
personal merit, whereas the former is on his way to fi nal perfection through the
t rials of exi:>tence, of pain and suffering. The shadow of Karma does not fall
u pon that which is divine and unalloyed, and so different from us that no
relation can exist between the two. As to those deities which are regarded in
the H indu esoteric Pantheon as finite and therefore under the sway of Karma,
no true philosopher would ever worship them ; they are signs and symbols.
Shall we then be regarded as atheists, only because while believing in
S piritual Ho>ts-those beings who have come to be worshipped in their collec
tivity as a personal God-we reject them absolutely as representing the 0 :-.rE
Unknown ? and because we affirm that the eternal Principle, the ALL in ALL,
or the Absoluteness of the Totality, cannot be expressed by limited words, nor be
symbolised by anything with conditioned and qualificative attributes ? Shall we,
moreover, permit to pass without protest the charge against us of idolatry-by th�
Roman Catholics, of all men ? They, whose religio:1 is as pagan as any of the
solar and element worshippers ; whose creed was framed out for them, cut and
dry, ages before the year I of Christian era ; and whose dogmas and rites are the
same as those of every idolatrous nation-if any such nation still exists in spirit
anywhere at this day. Over the whole face of the earth, from the North to
the South Pole, from the frozen gulfs of Northland to the torrid plains of
Southern India, from Central America to Greece and Chaldea, the Solar Fire,
a s the symbol of divine Creative Power, of Life and Love, was worship;>ed.
The union of the Sun (male element) with Earth and the Water (matter, the
female element) was celebrated in the temples of the whole Universe: If Pagans
had a feast commemorative of this union-which they celebrated nine months
ere the Winter Soltice, when Isis was said to have conceived-so have the
Roman Catholic Christians. The great and holy da_y of the Annunciatzon, the
day on which the Virgin Mary " found favour with (her) God " and conceived
" the Son of the Highest," is kept by Christians nine months before Ch ristmas.
Hence, the worship of the Fire, lights and lamps in the churches. Why ?
Because Vulcan, the fire-God, married Venus, the daughter of the Sea ; that the
Magi watched over the sacred fire in the East, and the Virgin-Vestals in the
\Vest. The Sun was the " Father ;" Nature, the eternal Virgin-Mother : Osiris
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and Isis, Spirit-Matter, the latter worshipped under each of its three states by
Pagan and Christian. Hence the Virgins-even in Japan-clothed with star
spangled blue, standing on the lunar crescent, as symbolical of female Nature
(in her three elements of Air, Water, Earth) ; Fire or the male Sun, fecundating
her yearly with his radiant beams (the " cloven tongues like as of fire " of the
Holy Ghost).
In Kaleva/a the oldest epic Poem of the Finns, of the pre-Christian antiquity
of which there remains no doubt in the minds of scholars, we read of the gods
of Finland, the gods of air and water, of fire and the forest, of Heaven and the
Earth. In the superb translation by J. M. Crawford, in R•Jne L (VoL II.) the
reader will find the whole legend of the Virgin Mary in
" Mari'alla, child of beauty,

Virgin-Mother of the Northland . . . " (p. 720).

Ukko, the great Spirit, whose abode is in Yilmiila, the sky or Heaven, chooses
the Virgin Mariatta as his vehicle to incarnate through her in a Man-God. She
becomes pregnant by plucking and eating a red berry (marja), when, repudiated
by her parents, she gives birth to a " Son immortal," in the manger of a stable.
Then the " Holy Babe " disappears, and Mariatta is in search of him. She asks
a star, '' the guiding star of Northland," where her " holy babe lies hidden," but
the star answers her angrily :.. If I knew, I would not tell thee ;
'Tis thy child that me created,
In the cold to shine for ever•

.

.

.''

and tells the Virgin nothing. Nor will the golden moon help her, because,
Mariatta's babe having created her, left her in the great sky :" Here to wander in the darkness,
All alone at eve to wander,
Shining for the good of othPrs.

•

•

.''

It is only the " Silver Sun " who, taking pity upon the Virgin-Mother, tells
her :" Yonder is thy golden infant,
There thy holy babe lies sleeping,
H idden to his belt in water,
Hidden in the reeds and rushes."

She takes the holy baby home, and while the mother calls him " Flower,"
" Others named him Son of Sorrow."
Is this a post-Christian legend ?

Not at all ; for, as said, it is essentially pagan
Hence, with such data in hand in
literature, the ever-recurring taunts of idolatry and atheism, of infidelity and
paganism, ought to cease. The term idolatry, moreover, is of Christian origin.
It was used by the early N azarenes, during the 2 � centuries of our era,
against those nations who used temples and churches, statues and images, be
cause they, the early Christians themselves, had neitlur temples, statues, nor
images, all of which they abhorred. Tl;lerefore the term " idolatrous " fits far
better our accusers than ourselves, as this article will show. With Madonnas on
. c\'ery cross road, their thousands of statues, from Christs and Angels in every
in or(r;in and recognized as pre-Christian.
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shape down to Popes and Saints, i t i s rather a dangerou:; thing for a Catholic to
taunt any Hindu or Buddhist with idolatry. The assertion h as now to be
proved.
II.
We may begin by the ongm of the word God.
What is the real and
primitive meaning of the term ? Its meanings and etymologies are as many as
they are various. One of them shows the word derived from an old Persian
and mystic term goda. It means " itself," or something self-emanating from
the absolute Principle. The root word was godan-whence Wodan, Woden, and
Odin, the Oriental radical having been left almost unaltered by the Germanic
races. Thus they made of it goll, from which the adjective gut-" good," as
also the term gotz, or idol, were derived. In ancient Greece, the word Zeus
and Theos led to the Latin Deus. This ![Oda, the emanation, is not, and can·
not be, identical with that from which it radiates, and is, therefore, but a period
ical, finite manifestation. Old Aratus, who wrote " full of Zeus are all the streets
and the markets of man ; full of Him is the sea and the harbours," did not
limit his deity to such a temporary reflection on our terrestrial plane as Zeus, or
even its antetype-Dyaus, but meant, indeed, the universal, omnipresent ·Prin
ciple. Before the radiant god Dyaus (the sky) attracted the notice of man, there
was the Vedic Tad (" that ") which, to the Initiate and philosopher, would have
no definite name, and which was the absolute Darkness that underlies every
manifested radiancy. No more than the mythical Jupiter-the later reflection of
Zeus-could Surya, the Sun, the first manifestation in the world of Maya and
the Son of Dyaus, fail to be termed " Father " by the ignorant. Thus the Sun
became very soon interchangeable and one with Dyaus ; for- some, the " Son,"
for others, the " Father " in the radiant sky ; Dyaus-Pitar, the Father in the
Son, and the Son in the Father, truly shows, however, his finite origin by hav
ing the Earth assigned to him as a wife. It is during the full decadence of
metaphysical philosophy that Dyiiva-pritllivi " Heaven and Earth " began to be
represented as the 1Jniversal cosmic parents, not alone of men, but of the gods
also. From the original conception, abstract and poetical, the ideal cause fell
into grossness. Dyaus, the sky, became very soon Dyaus or Heaven, the
abode of the " Father,'' and finally, indeed, that Father himself.
Then
the Sun, upon being made the symbol of the. latter, received the title of Dina
Kara " day-maker," of Bhaskara " light-maker," now the Father of his Son, and
t•ice z•ersa. The reign of ritualism and of anthropomorphic cults was hence
forth established and finally degraded the whole world, retaining supremacy to
the present civilized age.
Such being the common origin, we have but to contrast the two deities
-the god of the Gentiles and the god of the Jews-on their own revealed
WoR n ; and judging them on their respective definitions of themselves, con
clude intuitively which is the nearest to the grandest ideal. We quote Colonel
Ingersoll, who brings Jehovah and Brahma parallel with each other. The former,
" from the clouds and darkness of Sinai," said to the Jews :" ' : :10u shalt have no other gods before m<' . . . . . .Thon shalt not how down thyself to them nor serve
Lord thy God, am a jealous God, visiting 1/u iniquities '?( the fathers upon Ike ch il
drm unto Ike third andfourth gmeration of 1/zcm that hate me.'
Contrast this with the " ords put
them ; for I, the
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by the Hindu into the mouth of Brahm :
other gods, involuntarily worship me.
all worshippers.'

' l am the mmc to all mankinc!.

They who honestly serve

l nm he who p.utaketh of all worship, and l am the reward of

Compare these passages.

The first, a dungeon where crawl the things begot of

jealous slime ; the other, great as the domc·d firmament inlaid with suns. . . .

"

The " first " is the god who haunted Calvin's fancy, when he added to his
doctrine of predestination that of Hell being paved with the skulls of uu
baptized infants. The beliefs and dogmas of our churches are far more
blasphemous in the ideas they imply than those of the bmz);hled Heathen. The
amours of Brahma, under the form of a buck, with hi3 own daughter, as a deer,
or of J upiter with Leda, under that of a swan, are grand a llegories.
They
were never given out as a revelation, but known to h:lVe been the products of the
poetic fancy of Hesiod and other mythologists. Can we say as much of the
immaculate daughters of the god of the Roman Catholic Church-Anna and
Mary ? Yet, even to breathe that the Gospel narrati,·es are allegories too, as
they would be most sacrilegious were they accepted in their dead letter, con
stitutes in a Christian born the acme of blasphemy !
Verily, they may whitewash and mask as much as they like the god of Abraham
and Isaac, they shall never be able to disprove the a-;sertion of Marcion, who
dmied that the God of Hate could be the same as the " Father of Jesus."
Heresy or not, but the " Father in Heaven " of the Churches remained s!nce
then a hybrid creature ; a mixture between the Joye of the Pagan mobs and
the " jealous God " of Moses, exoterically the Su:-:, whose abode is in Hean!n,
or the sky, esoterically. Does he not give birth to LIGHT " that shineth in
Darkness," to the Day, the bright Dyau,, the Son, and is he not the !IIOST HIGH
-Deus Ca!lum 7 And is it not again Terra, the " Earth," the ever immaculate
as the ever prolific Virgin who, fecundated by the ardent embraces of her
" Lord "-the fructifying rays of the Sun, becomes, in this terrestrial sphere,
the mother of all that lives and breathes on her vast bosom ? Hence, the
sacredness of her products in Ritualism-the bread and the wim. Hence also, the
ancient messis, the great sacrifice to the goddess of harvest ( Ceres Eleusina, the
Earth again) : messis, for the Initiates, misra for the profane,*' now transformed
into the Christian mass or liturgy. The ancient oblation of the fruits of the
Earth to the Sun, the Deus Aitissimus, " t! te Most Higl1," the symbol of the
G.A.O.T.U. of the Masons to this day, became the foundation of the most
important ritual among the ceremonies of the new religion. The worship
offered to Osiris-Isis (the Sun and the Earth),t to Bel and the cruciform Astarte
of the Babylonians ; to Odin or Thor and Friga, of the Scandinavians ; to Belen
and the Virgo Paritura of the Celts ; to Apollo and the Jlfagna llfatcr of the
Greeks ; all these couples having the same meaning, passed bodily to, and were
transformed by, the Christians into the Lord God or the Holy Ghost descending
upon the Virgin Mary.
Deus Sol or Solus, the Father, was made interchangeable w ith the Son : the
" Father " in his noon giory, he became the " Son " at Sun-rise, when he was satd
to " be born." This idea received its full apotheosis annually on December the
*

From

pro,

" before," anc!fanum " the temple,"

l >ut dared not enter it.-(

t

The Earth,

ancl

Vide the Works of

the Moon,

it.•

i.e.,

Ragon. )

the non-initiates who stood before the fam·,
.

parent, arc interchangcahlc.

al•o the repre-sentative symbols of the Earth.- Vide

Thus all the lunar godrlcsses wen.'

Secret Doclrinr. Symb,•lism.
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25th, during the Ve al Solstice, when the Sun-hence the solar gods of all the
nations-was said to be born. 1Yataiis solis im•icte. And the " precursor " of
the resurrecting Sun grows, and waxes strong, until the vernal equinox, when
the god Sol begins its annual course, under the sign of the Ram or the Lamb,
the first lunar week of the month. The 1 st of March was feasted throughout
all pagan Greece, as its neomenia was sacred to Diana. Christian nations
celebrate their Easter, for the same reason, on the first Sunday that follows the
full moon, at the Vernal Equinox. With the festivals of the Pagans, the
canonicals of their priests and H ierophants were copied by Christendom. Will
this be denied ?
In his " Life of Constantine " Eusebius confesses-thus
saying, perhaps, the only truth he ever uttered in his life-that " in order to
render Christianity more allracth/e to the Gmtiles, the priests (of Christ) adopted
tlu e:r:ter:"or z•estments a1td ornaments used in the pagan cult." He might have
added " their rituals " and dogmas also.
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III.
It is a matter of H istory-however unreliable the latter-for a nu:nber of
facts preserved by ancient writers corroborate it, that Church Ritualism and
Freemasonry have sprung from the same source, and developed hand m hand.
But as Ma!ionry, even with its errors and later innovations, was far nearer
the truth than the Church, the latter began very soon her persecutions against it.
�Iasonry was, in its origin, simply archaic G nosticism, or early esoteric Chris
tianity ; Church Ritualism was, and is, exoteric paganism, pure and simple-re
modelled, we do not say reformed. Read the works of Ragon, a �Iason who
forgot more than the �fasons of to-day know. Study, collating them together,
the casual but numerous statements made by Greek and Latin writers, m any of
whom were Initiates, most learned Neophytes and partakers of the Mysteries.
Read finally the cl,-;.borate and venomous slanders of the Church Fathers against
the Gnostics, the �lysteries and their Initiates-and you may end by unravel
ling the truth. It is a few philosophers who, driven by the political events of
the day, tracked and persecuted by the fanatical Bishops of early Christianity
who had yet neither fixed ritual nor dogmas nor Church-it is these Pagans
who founded the latter. Blending most ingeniously the truths of the Wisdom
religion with the exoteric fictions so dear to the ignorant mobs, it is they who
laid the first foundations of ritualistic Churches and of the Lodges of modern
�fasonry. The latter fact was demonstrated by Ragon in his A:-ITE-0MNI:E of
the modern Liturgy compared with the ancient Mysteries, and showing the
rituals conducted by the early Masons ; the former may be ascertained by a
like companson of the Church canonicals, the sacred vessels, and the festivals
of the Latin and other Churches, with those of the pagan nations. But Churches
and .Masonry have widely diverged since the days when both were one. I f
asked how a profane can know it, the answer comes : ancient and modern Free
masor.ry are an obligatory study with every Eastern Occultist.
Masonry, its paraphernalia and modern innovations (the Biblical Spirit in it
especially) notwithstanding, does good both on the moral and physical planes
-or did so, hardly ten years ago, at any rate. "' It was a true ecclesia in
• :;;nee the origin of Masonry, the split between the British and American Masons and the French
Grand O ri n t '' of the .. Widow's Sons " is the tirst one that h as ever occurred. It bids fair to make
of these two SL'Ctions of Jl.lasonry a !\Iasonic Protestant and a Roman C th o li c Church, as far as
r e ga rds ritualism and lll o th rly love, at all events.
••
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the sense of fraternal union and mutual help, the only religio11 in the world, ii
we regard the term as derived from the word rel(�are, " to bind " together, a;
it made all men belonging to it " brothers "-regardless of race and faith.
Whether with the enormous wealth at its command it could not do far more
than it does now, is no business of ours. We see no visible, crying evil from
this institution, and no one yet, save the Roman Church, has ever been found
to show that it did any harm. Can Church Christianity say as much ? Let
ecclesiastical and profane history answer the question. For one, it has divided
the whole mankind into Cains and Abels ; it has slaughtered millions in the
name of her God-the Lord of Hosts, truly, the ferocious Jehovah Sabbaoth
and instead 1of giving an impetus to civilization, the favourite boast of her
followers-it has retarded it during the long and weary Media:val ages. It is only
under the relentless assaults of !>cience and the revolt of men trying to free them
selves, that it began to lose ground and could no longer arrest enlightenment.
Yet has it not softened, as claimed, the " barbarous spirit of Heathendom " ?
We say no, most emphatically. It is Churchianity with its odium tluvlogicum,
since it could no longer repress human progress, which infused its lethal
spirit of intolerance, its ferocious selfishness, greediness, and cruelty into modern
civilization under the mask of cant and meek Christianity. When were the Pagan
Ca:sars more bloodthirsty or more coolly cruel than are the modern Potentates
and their armies ? When did the millions of the Proletariat starve as they do
now ? When has mankind shed more tears and suffered than at present ?
Yes ; there was a day when the Church and Masonry were one. These were
centuries of intense moral reaction, a transitional period of thought as heavy as
a nightmare, an age of strife. Thus, when the creation of new ideals led to the
apparent pulling down of the old fanes and the destruction of old idols, it
ended in reality with the rebuilding of those temples out of the old materials,
and the erection of the same idols under new names. It was a universal re
arrangement and whitewashing-but only skin deep. H istory will never be able
to tell us-but tradition and judicious research do-how many semi·Hierophants
and even high Initiates were forced to become renegades in order to ensure the
survival of the secrets of Initiation. Pra:textatus, pro-consul at Achaia, is
credited with remarking in the IVth century of our era, that " to deprive the
Greeks of the sacred mysteries which bind togetlur the wltole mankind was
equivalent to depriving them of their life." The Initiates took perhaps the
hint, and thus joining 11olens Z'olms the followers of the new faith, then
becoming all domineering, acted accordingly. Some hellenized Jewish Gnostics
did the same ; and thus more than one " Clemens Alexandrinus " -a convert
to all appearance, an ardent Nco-Platonist and the same philosophical pagan at
heart-became the instructor of ignorant Christian Bishops. In short the convert
malgrf: lui blended the two external mythologies, the old and the new, and while
giving out the compound to the masses, kept the sacred truths for himself.
The kind of Christians they made may be inferred from the example of Sy
nesius, the N eo-Platonist. What scholar is ignorant of the fact, or would pre·
sume to deny, that the favourite and devoted pupil of Hypatia-the virgin
philosopher, the martyr and victim oi the infamous Cyril of Alexandria-had
not even been baptised when first offered by the bishops of Egypt the Episcopa
lian See of the Ptolemald ? Every student is aware that, when finally baptised,
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after having accepted the office proffered, it was so skin-deep that he actually
signed his consent only after his conditions had been complied with and his
future privileges guaranteed. What the chief clause was, is curious. It was a
sine qua non condition that he was to be allowed to abstain from professing the
(Christian) doctrines, that he, the new Bishop, did not believe in ! Thus,
although baptised and ordained in the degrees of deaconship, priesthood, and
episcopate, he never separated himself from his wife, never gave up his Platonic
philosophy, nor even his sport so strictly forbidden to every other bishop. This
occurred as late as the Vth century.
Such transactions between initiated philosophers and ignorant priests of re
formed Judaism were numerous in those days. The former sought to save
their " mystery-vows " and personal dignity, and to do so they had to resort to a
m uch-to-be-regretted compromise with ambition, ignorance, and the rising wave
of popular fanaticism. They believed in Divine Unity, the ONE or So/us, un
conditioned and unkncwable ; and still they consented to render public homage
and pay reverence to Sol, the Sun moving among his twelve apostles, the 1 2
signs of the Zodiac, alias the 1 2 Sons of Jacob. The /10i polloi remaining
ignorant of the former, worshipped the latter, and in them, their old time
honoured gods. To transfer that worship from the solar-lunar and other cosmic
deities to the Thrones, Archangels, Dominions, and Saints was no difficult
matter ; the more so since the said sidereal dignities were received into the
new Christian Canon with their old names almost unchanged. Thus, while,
during :\lass, the · " Grand Elect " reiterated, under his breath, his absolute ad
herence to the Supreme Universal Unity of the " incomprehensible Workman,"
and pronounced in solemn and loud tones the " Sacred Word " (now substituted
by the Masonic " Word at low breath "), his assistant proceeded with the chant
ing of the .Ayriel of names of those inferior sidereal beings whom the masses
w ere made to worship. To the profane catechumen, indeed, who had offered
prayers but a few months or weeks before to the Bull Apis and the holy Cyno
cephalus, to the sacred ibis and the hawk-headed Osiris, St. John's eagle "" and
the divine Dove (witness of the Baptism while hovering over the Lamb of God),
must have appeared as the most natural development and sequence to his own
national and sacred zoology, which he had been taught to worship since the day
of his birth.
• It is an error to say that John the Evangelist became the
patron Saint of Masonry only after the
XVIth century, and it implies a double mistake. Between John the " Divine," the " Seer " and the
writer of Rrodalion , and John the Evangelist who is now shown in company of the Eagle, there is a
great difference, as the latter John is a creation of Iren<eus, along with the fourth gospel. Both were
the result of the quarrel of the Bishop of Lyons with the Gnostics. and no one will ever tell what was
the real name of the writer of the grandest of the Evangels. But what we do know is, that the
Eagle is the legal property of John, the author of the Apocalypsis, written originally centuries B. C. ,
and only r�ediled, before receiving canonical hospitality. This John, or Oannes, was the accepted
patron of all the Egyptian and Greek Gnostics (who were the e:u-ly Builders or ,}[asons of " Solomon's
Temple, " as, earlier, of the Pyramids) from the beginning of time. The Eagle was his attribute,
the most archaic of symbols-being the Egyptian A". the bird of Zeus, and sacred to the Sun
with e,·ery ancient people. Even :he Jews adopted it among the Initiated Kabalists, as " the symbol
of the St:phirah Tiph-e-reth, the spiritual .1Etber or air," says Mr. Myer's " Qabl..ml ah." \\'ith the
Druids the eagle was the symbol of the !-;upreme Deity. and again a portion of the cherubic symbol.
Adopted by the pr<.�Christian Gnostics, it could be seen at the foot of the Tau in Egypt, before it was
placed in the Rose-Croix degree at the foot of the Christian cross. Pre-eminently the bird of the Sun,
the Eagle is necessarily connectffi with "very solar god, and is the symbol of every seer who looks
into the astral light, and sees in it the shadows of the Past, Present, and Future, as easily as the Eagle
looks at the Sun,
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IV.
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It may thus be shown that both modern Freemasonry and Church ritualism
descend in direct line from initiated Gnostics, N eo-Platonists, and renegade
H ierophants of the Pagan Mysteries, the secrets of which they have lost, but
which have been nevertheless preserved by those who would not compromise.
If both Church and Masons are willing to forget the history of their true origi.J,
the theosophists are not. They repeat : Masonry and the three great Christian
religions are all inherited goods. The " ceremonies and passwords ,. of the
former, and the prayers, dogmas, and rites of the latter, are travestied copies of
pure Paganism (copied and borrowed as diligently by the Jews), and of N eo
Platonic theosophy. Also, that the " passwords " used even now by Biblical
Masons and connected with " the tribe of Judah." " Tubal-Cain," and other
Zodiacal . dignitaries of the Old Testament, are the Jewish aliases of the ancient
gods of the heathen mobs, not of the gods of the Hierogrammatists, the mter
preters of the true mysteries. That which follows proves it well. The good
Masonic Brethren could hardly deny that in name they are Soiiroles indeed,
the worshippers of the Sun in heaven, in whom the erudite Ragon saw such a
magnificent symbol of the G. A. 0. T. U.-which it surely is. Only the trouble
he had was to prove-which no one can-that the said G. A. 0. T. U. was not
rather the Sol of the small exoteric fry of the Pro-ja11es than the Solus of the
H igh Epoptai. For the secret of the fires of Sows, the spirit of which radiates
in the " Blazing Star," is a Hermetic secret which, unless a Mason studies true
theosophy, is lost to him for ever. _He has ceased to understand now, e\·en the
little indiscretions of Tshuddi. To this day Masons and Christians keep the
Sabbath sacred, and call it the " Lord's " day ; yet they know as well as any that
both Sunda;•, and the Sonntag of Protestant England and Germany, mean
the Sun-day or the day of the Sun, as it meant 2,ooo years ago.
And you, Reverend and good Fathers, Priests, Clergymen, and Bishops, you
who so charitably call theosophy " idolatry " and doom its adherents openly and
privately to eternal perdition, can you boast of one single rite, vestment, or
sacred yessel in church or temple that does not come to you from papnism ?
Nay, to assert it would be too dangerous, in view, not only of history, but also
of the confessions of your own priestly craft.
Let us recapitulate if only to justify our assertions.
" Roman sacrificators had to conf�ss before sacrificing," writes du Chou!. The priests of Ju pi ter donned
tall, square, black cap ( Vide Arm en i an and Greek modern priests), the head dress of the Flamines.
The black souta1u of the Roman Catholic pri.,s t is the black ki•rOt·or,u·u, the loose robe of the M i thmic
pri es ts , so-called from being raven coloured (raven, corar). The K ing-Priest of Dabylon h ad a goldm
sea l-ri ng a nd sli ppers kissed by the conquered potentates, a wh ite mantle, a tiara of gold, to which
two b�ndelcts were suspended. The popes ha ve the seal-ring and the slippers for the same usc ; a
white satin mantle botder�l with golden s tars , a tiara with two bejewelled bandcl�ts suspended to it,
etc. • etc. The white l inen alb ( alba vesli.r) is the garment of the priest s of bis ; th e top of the h eads o f
the pries ts of Anubis was shaven {fuvenal), hence the tonsure ; the rlzasub/c of the Ch rist ian "F<IIIk:r · ·

a

copy from the upper garment of the Ph <E n icia n pricst-sacrificcrs, a garment calll'd ,·a/asiri• ,
a t the neck a n d descend i ng t o their lzuiJ. The slol• comes t o our priests from t h e female garment
worn by the Galli, the male-A'autc!z.s of the tem ple, whose office was that of the Jewish Kadasllim ;
( Vide I I. K ings xx iii. 7, for the true word) their bdt of purity (?) from th e •plzod of the Jews, an<l
the lsiac cord ; the priests of Isis being vowed to chastity. ( Vide Ragon, for details. )
is

the

tied

�
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The ancient pagans used holy water o r lustrations t o purify their cities, fields,
temples, and men, just as it is being done now in Roman Catholic countries.
Fonts stood at the door of every temple, full of lustral water and called favuses
and aquiminaria. Before sacrificing, the pontiff or the curion (whence the French
cur(), dipping a laurel branch into the lustral water, sprinkled with it the pious
congregation assembled, and that which was then termed lustrica and aspergilium
is now called sprinkler (or goupillon, in French). The latter was with the
priestesses of Mithra the symbol of the Universal lingam. Dipped during the
:\lysteries in lustral milk, the faithful were sprinkled with it. It was the emblem
of Universal fecundity ; hence the use of the holy water in Christianity, a rite
of phallic origin. More than this ; the idea underlying it is purely occult
and belongs to ceremonial magic. Lustrations were performed by fire, sulphur,
air, and water. To draw the attention of the celestial gods, ablutions were resorted
to ; to conjure the nether gods away, aspersion was used.
The vaulted ceilings of cathedrals and churches, Greek or Latin, are often
painted blue and studded with golden stars, to represent the canopy of the
heavens. This is copied from the Egyptian temples, where solar and star
worship was performed. Again, the same reverence is paid in Christian and
Masonic architecture to the Orient (or the Eastern point) as in the days of
Paganism. Ragon described it fully in his destroyed volumes. The princeps
porta, the door-of the World, and of the " King of Glory," by whom was meant
at first the Sun, and now his human symbol, the Christ, is the door of the Orient,
-·md faces the East in every church and temple. • It is through this " door of
life "-the solemn pathway, through which the . daily entrance of the luminary
into the oblong square t of the earth or the Tabernacle of the Sun is effected
every morning-that the " newly born " · babe is ushered, and carried to the
baptismal font ; and it is to the left of this edifi<;e (the gloomy north whither
start the " apprentices," and where the candidates got their trial by ·water) that
now the fonts, and in the days of old the well (piui11as) of lustral waters, were
placed in the ancient churches, which had been pagan fanes. The altars of
heathen Lutetia were buried, and found again under the choir of Notre-Dame of
Paris, its ancient lustral wells existing to this day in the said Chu;ch. Almost
e\·ery great ancient Church on the Continent that antedates the Middle Ages
was once a pagan temple in virtue of the orders issued by the Bishops and Popes
of Rome. Gregory the Great (Platine C1l sa Vie) commands the monk Augustine,
his missionary in England, in this wise : " Destroy the idols, never the temples !
Sprinkle them with holy water, place in them relics, and Jet the nations worship
i n the places they are accustomed to." We have but to turn to the works of
Cardinal Baronius, to find in the year XXXVIth of his Annals his confession.
The Holy Church, he says, was permitted to appropriate the rites and ceremonies
used by tlu pagans in thetr idolatrous cult, since she (the Church) expiated t!tall
•

Except, perhaps, the temples and chapels of dissident Protestants, which are built anywher�.

and used for more than one purpose.

In America I know of chapels hired for fairs and shows, and

even theatres ; to-day a chapel, the clay after sold for debts, and fitted for a gin shop or a public-house.
I ,;peak of chapels, of course, not of Churches and Cathedrals.

t A Masonic term ; a symbol of the Arks of :-loah, and of the Cov,nant, of the Temple of Solomon,

the Tabe rnacle, and the Cam p of the Israelites, all bui lt as " oblong squares. "
Mercury and Apollo
·
-.. ere represented by oblong cubes and squares, and so is Kaaba, the great temple at !'<fecca.
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In the Antiquites Gauloms (Book II. Ch. 1 9) by Fauchet,
we read that the Bishops of France adopted and used tile pagan ceremonies in

by Iter consecration I

order to convert followers to Christ.

This was when Gaul was still a pagan country. Are the same rites and
ceremonies used now in Christian France, and other Roman Catholic countries,
still going on in grateful remembrance �f the pagans and their gods ?
V.
Up to the IVth century the churches knew of no altars. Up to that date
the altar was a table raised in the middle of the temple, for purposes of Com
munion, or fraternal repasts (the Cama, as mass was originally said in the evening).
In the same way now the table is raised in the " Lodge " for Masonic Banquets,
which usua!Jy close the proceedings of a Lodge, and at which the resurrected
H iram Abifs, the " Widow's Sons," honour their toasts by firing, a Masonic
mode of transubstantiation. Shall we call their banquet tables altars, also ?
Why not ? The altars were copies from the ara maxima of pagan Rome. The
Latins placed square and oblong stones near their tombs, and called them ara,
altar ; they were consecrated to the gods Lares and Afanes. Our altars are a
derivation from these 5Li uare stones, another form of the boundary stones known
as the gods Termini-the Hermeses, and the Mercuries, whence Mercurius quad
ratus, quadriceps, quadrifrons, etc., etc., the four-faced gods, whose symbols these
square stones were, from the highest antiquity. The stone on which the ancient
kings of Ireland were crowned was such an " altar." ::iuch a stone is in West
minster Abbey, endowed, moreover, with a voice. Thus our altars and thrones
descend directly from the priapic boundary stones of the pagans-the gods
termini.

Shall the church-going reader feel very indignant if he is told that the
Christians adopted the pagan way of worshipping zn a temple, only during the
reign of Diocletianus ? Up to that period they had an insurmountable
horror for altars and temples, and held them in abomination for the first 2 50
years of our era. These primitive Christians were Christians indeed ; the
moderns are more pagan than any ancient idolators. The former were the
Tlleosopllists of those days ; from the IVth century they became Helleno-Judaic
Gentiles minus the philosophy of the N eo-Platonists. Read what Minutius
Felix says in the I!Ird century to the Romans :. . Yon fancy that we ( Christians) conceal that which we worship because we will llnvt 11titlur
lnnples nor altars f But what image of God �hall we raise, since Man is himself God's image �
\\'h,lt temple can we build to the Deity, when the U niverse, which is Its work, can hardly contain lt ?
How shall we enthrone the power of such Omnipotence in a single building ? Is it not far better to
consecrate to the Deity a temple in our heart and spirit ? "

But then the Chrestians of the type of Minutius Felix had in their mind the
commandment of the MASTER-INITL\.TE, 11ot to pray in the s;·nagogues and
temples as the lz;·pocrites do, " that they may be seen of men." (Matthew vi., 5).
They remembered the declaration of Paul, the Apostle-Initiate, the " Master
Builder " (1 Corinthians iii., 1 0), that MAN was the one temple of God, in
which the H oly Ghost, the Spirit of God, dwelleth ; (Ibid.) They obeyed the
truly Christian precepts, whereas the modern Christians obey but the arbitrary
canons of their respective churches, and the rules of their Elders. " Theo-
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sophists are notorious Atheists," exclaims a writer in the " Church Chronicle."
" Not one of them is ever known to attend divine service . . . . the Church is
obnoxious to them " ; and forthwith uncorking the vials of his wrath, he pours
out their contents on the i11jidel, heathen F.T.S. The modern Churchman stones
the Theosophist as his ancient forefather, the Pharisee of the " Synagogue of
the Libertines " (Ads vi., 9), stoned Stephen, for saying that which even many
Christian Theosophists say, namely that " the Most High dwelleth not in
temples made with hands " (Ibid. 48) ; and they " suborn men " just as these
iniquitous judges did ( Ibid. u ) to testify against us.
Forsooth, friends, you are indeed the righteous descendants of your prede
cessors, whether of the colleagues of Saul, or of those of Pope Leo X., the
cynical author of the ever famous sentence : " How useful to us this fable of
Christ," " Quantum nobis prodest hac fabula Christi I "
VI.

The " Solar Myth " theory has become in our day stale-ad nausea m-repeated
as we hear it from the four cardinal points of Orientalism and Symbolism, and
applied indiscriminately to all things and all religions, except Church Christianity
and state-religion. No doubt the Sun was throughout the whole antiquity
and since days immemorial the symbol of the C reative Deity-with every
nation, not with the Parsis alone ; but so he is with the Ritualists. As in days
of old, so it is now. Our central star is the " Father " for the pro-fanes, the Son
of the ever unknowable Deity for the Epoptai. Says the same Mason, Ragon,
" the Sun was the most sublime and natural image of the GREAT ARCHITECT, as
the most ingenious of all the allegories under which the moral and good man
(the true sage) had ever endowed infinite and limitless lntelligmre." Apart
from the latter assumption, Ragon is right ; for he shows this symbol gradually
receding from the ideal so represented and conceived, and becoming finally
from a symbol the original, in the minds of his ignorant worshippers. Then
t he great :\Iasonic author proves that it is the physical Sun which was regarded
as both the Father and the Son by the early Christians.
" Oh , initiated Brethren,'' he exclaims.
of the ark of the Sun.

It is suspended i n front of the chief altar, the depository

Another lamp burning before the altar of the ''irgin-mother is the emblem of

the light of the moon. Clemens :\lexandrinus tells us that the Egyptians were the first to
the religious usc of the lamps . . . \Vho does not know that the most sacred and terrible
entrusted to the Vestal> ?

cstabli'h
duty was

If the Mason;c temples arc lightL-d with thrL'C astral lights, the sun, the

e cal star, and

moon , and the gcv m lri

With thrL'C vital lights, this Hierophant and his. two Episropes

( \\'ardens, in French Surwillanls), it is because one of the Fathers of Mason! y, the learned Pytha
goras, ingenuously suggests that we shoul•l not spe:tk of di\'inc things without a light.

l'ag:tns cele

bratL-d a fcsti \·aJ of lamps calk-d Lampadoplwrirs in honour of Minerva, Prometheus, and Vulcan. But

I ..actantius

and some of the earliest fathers of the new faith complained biuerly of this pagan intro

duction of lamps in the Churches ; ' If they deigned,' writes Lactantius, ' to conlanplate thai ligh I

·wh ich we ,-all flu S us , they would soon

recognise that God has no nud of their lamps. '

And

Vigilantius adds : ' Under the pretext of religion the Church ustablished a Gentile custom of lighting
vile candles, while the St:s is there illuminating us with a thousand lights.

�he LAMB oF Goo

Church worshippt.-d

( TJ.e illass

Is

il 11ol tl .(r�al honour for

(the sun thus represented), which plaad in the middl� of the thronc (the Uni,·ersc)

filis it u>ilh the radiam·�

ofhis .llajuly 'I '

I

" Can you forget that in the temples of the existing

religion a large lamp burns night and day ?

Such passages pro\'e to us that in those days the primitive

TH�; GR�;AT ARCIIITECT OF TIU; WORLD

and its Jlysleri�s. pp. 1 9 and 20. )

in its image the Sus, sole of its kind.''

I

I
I
i

I
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Indeed, while Christian candidates have to pronounce the Masonic oath
turned to the East and that their " Venerable " keeps in the Eastern corner,
because the Neophytes were made to do the same during the Pagan Mysteries,
the Church has, in her turn, preserved the identical rite. During the High
:\lass, the High-Altar (ara maxima ) is ornamented with the Tabernacle, or the
pyx (the box in which the Host is kept), and with six lighted tapers. The
esoteric meaning of the pyx and contents-the :;ymbol of the Christ-Sun-is
that it represents the resplendent luminary, and the six tapers the six planets (the
early Christians knowing of no more), three on his right and three on his left.
This is a copy of the seven-branched candlestick of the synagogue, which has an
identical meaning. " Sol est Dominus ilf-ms " " the Sun is my Lord ! " exclaims
David in Psalm xcv. translated very ingeniously in the authorized version by
.. The Lord is a great God," " a great King above all Gods " (v. 3 ), or planet;
\ truly ! Augustin Chalis is more sincere in his Philosop!tie des Reli'gi'ons Com
parch (Vol. II., p. 1 8), when he writes :

/

" :\11 are de\'S (demons), en this
if in Chris/ you sec a 1��hl lkaJI

Earth, •ave the God of the Seers ( I n itiates) the sublime lAO ;

and

the S L' :'-1 , then you adore a dev, a phantom such as arc all the

children of night."'

The East being the cardinal point whence arises the luminary of the Day, the
great giver and sustainer of life, the creator of all that lives and breathes on this
globe, what wonder if all the nations of the Earth worshipped in him the visible
agent of the invisible Principle and Cause ; and that mass should be said in
the honour of him who is the giver of messi's or " harvest." Hut, between wor
shipping the ideal as a wlto!e, and the physical symbol, a part chosen to reprt:sent
t!-.at whole and the ALL, there is an abyss. Fur the learned Egyptian, the Sun
was the " eye " of Osiris, not Osiris himself ; the same for the learned Zoroas
trians. For the early Christians the Sun became the Deity, in toto ; and by
<lint of casuistics, sophistry, and dogmas not to be questioned, the modern
Christian churches have contrived to force even the educated world to accept
the same, while hypnotising it into a belief that tiLcir god is the one living tn.:e
Deity, the maker of, not tiLC Sun-a demon worshipped by the " heathen." llut
what may be the difference between a wicked demon, and the anthropo
morphic God, e.g., as represented in Solomon's Proverbs ? That " God," unless
poor, helpless, ignorant men call upon him, when their " fear cometh as desola
tion " and their " destruction as a whirlwind," threatens them in such words as
these : " I will lauglt at your calamities, I will mock when your fear cometh ! '•
(Prov. i., 2 7. ) Identify this God with the g reat Avatar on whom the Christian
legend is hung ; make him one with that true Initiate who said, " B:essed
are they that mourn ; for they shall be comforted " : and what is I he result ?
Such identification alone is quite sufficient to justify the fiendish joy of
Tcrtullian, who laughed and rejoiced at the idea of his infidel next of kin
roasting in hell-fire ; the advice of Hieronymus to the Christian convert to
trample over the body of his pagan mother, if she seeks to prevent him /(az:ing
Iter for ez·er to follow Christ ; and it makes of all the Church tyrants, murderers,
and Olllllt!S gentes of the Inquisition, the grandest and noblest exemplars of
practi'cai Christianity that have ever lived !
H. P. B.
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FROM T H E EAST OF TI ME.
"By C H A RLES H A�NA�, F.R.G.S., Author of " A Swallow·s \Ving," etc.

H AVE considerable difficulty in writing, nor do I know
exactly what half impels me to do so, unless it be that something
of the author's spirit has actually returned with me to the East of
T i me. That he is not dead must be apparent to you as it is to me, else
should I be unable to transcribe these lines ; yet I cannot understand
how it should be a matter of such difficulty to write to you now, unless
it be that my medium, living five hundred years ago, is seriously ill.
Otherwise, having once completed the mesmeric circle, it should be a
matter of no difficulty to resume communication at any future time.
At the moment I have to resist the negative power, for, as you may
conceive, I have no desire to return to the life which is his ! I t is curious
for me to look back. I can remember distinctly now, all that has
occurred, both before I stepped back into· the past, and during the time
whilst I was with him as a part of his soul.
I awoke with a terrible shock, whose awfulness it is beyond my power
to explain. It was as though the living struggled with the dead in a
contest of awful intensity-won in a moment's space of time.
S haring with him the agony of the seconds that shuddered into
d arkness, I waited calmly, whilst he, placing the pistol against his
breast, pulled the trigger and shattered the life which was within him.
And then ? I know nothing, save of things unearthly, and beyond
t h e ken of man. • • • •
I appear to have returned to my own earthly frame in tlte middle of
t!u 1ligltt, a fact which is, I suppose, accounted for in this-that the
exact hour of my release from his ex istence must, of course, differ
considerably from the hour at which I find myself instantly reinstated
in the corresponding moment in the East of Time.
Looking back upon that terrible time-terrible to me as well as to him
in that I partook of a full share of all emotions which coursed his brain1 a m filled with wonderment.
Youth ! I sought youth, did I ? Well, I found it, friends, and it was
a ghastly thing !
I t occurs to me as a curious question, " \\'hat has my earthly frame
done during these ten days ? " I am here in my own room in the dead
of n ight. Have I never moved thence during these past days ? Im
possible ! Someone would surely have found me else lying in a trance,
and in that case I should not be as I now am, reclining in my chair, fully
d ressed. It puzzles me. How is it that I find myself just as I was ten
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days ago ? What fields of wonderful investigation lie before me ! Can
it be that, entranced as I have been, and lost in the past, buried, soul by
soul, with him who lived five hundred years ago, I have yet gone
through my ordinary life without consciousness, in the East of Time ?
If it were not night, my question might be solved. As it is, I must
wait. Yet no ! I have it now ! If I have been performing every act
of my ordinary life i n this age, I must have read my news. :VIy box
must have been emptied daily ; by that I shall know. One moment. . .
This is the most extraordinary thing. My box contains several items
of news, yet it is not full, as it would be to overflowing in ten days'
time ! Therefore I might presume that I had been regularly emptying
it-; contents without knowing it, daily performing actions in the· future,
of which my soul, which had Red to the past, was unconscious, were it
not for this singular fact.
The few items which it contains are of the day following the
hour on which I passed from the future into the bygone age, and there
fore aJI, without exception, nine or ten days old !
I cannot make it out. This is the only solution that occurs to me
that in the olden time ten days arc as one of ours now, and yet this
seems to be absurd. I cannot fathom-! iong for the day to come.
Stay ! one thing I might do without disturbing the household ; it is the
only way of getting at it. Useless as it seems, it would be curious
if I were successful in my search. Y cs ; I shall set about it at once.
I shall search again every nook and corner in my library to find if it
be there-the second volume of the biography of the man who is
writing now.
What a strange thing i f it were to he found-if I could actually read of
this man's life-if I could read of his suicide and learn what has hap ·
pcncd to him now. He certainly cannot be dead, else I could not write
through him ; and yet again he must have come within an ace of death,
else my spirit had never escaped as it has done. I can recall everything
with the greatest clearness. I can recollect even the last moment of the
transition of my spirit in its entirety from the future to the past, and the
first of the awakening amidst curious old scenes, and I can recall every
hour of those days passed in his youth and amidst his misery with Onora
Maync-cvcrything down to the moment when he fired. I am filled
with amazement when I recognise that I too was in Jove, and that by
some strange chain this man, believing me to be an accursed thing, found
evil spring up within him. No ; my nature was not the same as h i s
after all. It has been like a terrible dream, and i t may b e that i n m y fear
lest I should never return from the past, I forced him to commit the
final crime ! For the rest, his misery was mine, his sin became my sin,
his thoughts my thoughts, and how was I to blame that this was so, for
I could not remember, although the future existed side by side with the
past, and I could not return to my own frame when I would.
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Even now I am, i n a measure, linked to him in the past.
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I think

he must feel feeble still, for I feel weak and ill, and I am curious indeed

to know what has happened to him, and how the bullet missed its
mark-as it must have missed its mark-and how he still comes to
live.
It is useless to search my library-I feel it-I have done it so
thoroughly before- before I read in the book of life-yet if that volume
has existence I shall find it, I swear it, to-night.
Here again comes a curious point-in what way docs my finding this
book interfere with destinr ? He, in the past, when my spirit was with
his, strove to turn aside the future time and could not ; yet if I find this
book and read therein and communicate its contents to him before they
have been written, and if he writes them, then what course of fate can
render what he writes the exact unaltered copy of the biographer who
will refuse to use his words ?
I am filled with a great wonder-he and I together, when side by side
in the past, failed to alter the inevitable-but now, if I find this volume,
then, surely, the course of destiny shall be by me turned aside.
And because of that thought I fear that I shall never find this book !
I shall search, though I search in vain ! ! !
H ow weary I am now that I arise. I must sleep a little, and to the
daylight leave all things that perplex me now, for I am so tired that I
can scarcely move.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
It is still dark. I cannot tell if I have slept through an entire day or
but an hour, for it is still night. Yet I feel rested and my thoughts re
awaken with new strength, and questions of every kind torment me and
gnaw my heart.
But it is dark and I can do nothing. Nay, I am wrong, the volume
that I sought in vain, days and days ago, would help me could I but
find it now. Yes, I shall search at once-I shall tread lightly so that the
household may not be disturbed.
The household be disturbed ! How is it that I have been left alone
as I find myself now for ten days ! It must !ta·ue bem ten days, though
my news box gives that fact the lie. Yet I have lived ten days in the
past-did I not lie here for ten days in the present ? I am lost in vague
wanderings.
Once again, I must be patient and wait-this time without sleep-for
the light of day, yet I would that I could know how long I have slept
an hour or a day-which was it ?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
\Vhat a long time it seems to me since I was last here in my library.
I have been searching for this book for hours, and all is still in vain.
The dawn is approaching, for the grey tinge of light is struggling over
all, and in time the world shall wake and I shall know and be known and
live amongst my own people once more.

L UCIFER.
How shall they greet me ? as one who was dead and is alive, or as one
whom all had forgotten as he sat in trance undisturb:!d in his silent
room ? How could they all forget me ? How could it be ? I weary
my.:;elf with the things which in good time the day will cast its light
upon .
To my search-to my search !
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

hold it here-it-the set;:ond volume of the Biography of Geoffrey
Harborough, the book which I have sought for everywhere, and now
have found.
It appears to have been re-bound in some distant bygone day, and
in its plain and dust-covered binding I may have pJ.sscd it by unnoticed,
for it has been cut a smaller size as though to renovate the old, old
leaves. I t is now but a fragment, for the pages are loosened and many
lost, yet I hold the book-that is enough for me !
And now, you in the \Vest, you of whose latter days I am about to
read ere you have passed away, learn and write as I read of that which
has been and is to be, and when you have so written, question this
May not destiny after all by your so writing be turned from its course ?
I open ncar the end this book, centuries after it has been written-and
to you I communicate what has been \Vrittcn, therefore write :
" . . . I t is sad to contemplate the decline of an intellect which was,
at one time, great.
" It is in his prose that we admire him most, for his poems speak more
of the actual nature of the man-a nature at once tinged with beauty
and with gloom-than of that thorough abandonment to the heart's
imaging which makes the poesy we love.
" We cannot but feel that a genius which exhibited its powers in
earlier life had attained its height shortly prior to his death.
Whether the shadow that fell upon him was due to a mental over
growth, or entirely to an unhappy love, is a point which we are not
competent to decide ; but certain it is that the little which has been
given to us as emanating from his pen during the few weeks prior to his
death exhibits no signs of that mental decay to which his attempted
suicide has been attributed. At the last his m ind appears to have
chiefly turned to verse, and the lines which arc to our knowledge the last
fragmentary effusion from his pen speak to us, not of distorted genius,
but rather of an excess of that depth of sorrow which descended upon
him in the few days before his attempted suicide. Death mercifully
came upon him thereafter within two days. These arc the fragmentary
and uncorrected lines :
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" IF GOD SHOULD SAY : ' THERE IS NO Goo.'
" ' Then the birds in the thicket branches,
Self-taught i n the music they pour
From the throats that gather the echoes
Of the water's murmurous store,
Should be still as the stream whose music
Could sing to the trees nevermore.
" ' And the n ight should be ashy paleness,
And the moonlight upon the stream
Never more should now tempt the troutlet
To dance in the silvery gleam.
Never more should now see its own beauty
In the chrystal of chrystal stream.
" ' And the wind should come sighing, listless,
With despair in each shuddering tone,
As the voice of the dying creature
In the wilderness left alone,
When it lifts up its head, forsaken
And gives to the desert its moan.'
" It is perhaps well that the poem was never completed, for his
genius must have failed to bring before us the awfulness of that day.
when the world shall be no more ! "
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
I ceased for a little, because it seemed to me that he who from these
lines I have read still lives, approaches the death that slowly creeps upon
him, and I do not know at what hour his pen may fall for ever from his
hand. Two days between the pistol-shot and the end, but I ltave slept, and
know not how long I have slept, and how near the end may be ! ! !
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
I looked up from the page and shrieked aloud, for the light has come,
and my shrieks echbed and re-echoed through the house, and came back
to me as I fell, in a fit of maddened terror, upon the floor.
" If God should say, ' There is no God ! ! ! ! ' "
N othingne�s has come upon my soul.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
For many hours I have been as one mad, and now am calm and I
know and realise the truth. My soul has been filled with an exceeding
stupor-a thing beyond fear, for upon everything the blight has come.
No eyes looked upon me in my trance, for there were none who had
sight to see.
I slept undisturbed. The blight of death descended upon all things..
4
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and in that hour it descended upon my frame-upon what was not-for
my spirit was in the West of Time.
And I alone, whose soul existed in the past when all things ceased to
be, am now returned to the world of the dead.
Ten days ago, my news ceased. Ten days ago, the end of all things
came, and God's love has gone from the world, for no living thing is
upon the earth.
A world of the speechless dead ! And I still live !
I alone am returned, as from the dead, to look upon the desolation
around !
And I cry aloud within myself, " Away from this ! Back-back to all
that is hideous-back to the misery of his life-back to the past-away
-away from a world which has ceased to be."
There is no life, no living thing in all the universe, for the greyness of
death has spread its calm over all, and the end of all things has
come.
I was as one who knew not, and then the light came and I awoke, and
slowly saw.
And what I saw I cannot tell to you, for my soul is as a stone, and
cannot speak.
I alone still live.
I, who was dead, when the end of the world
came. I, alone, who had fled into the past. I alone who now call
aloud for death, and call in vain, for God has said : " There is no God."
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

All is grey with a greyness my mind is powerless to portray-still,
unmoving frames inhabit the desolate rooms ; corpses, alone, in ghastly
mockery fill the streets ; not a leaf stirs in the breeze ; there ��- no breeze,
for the air is still and the cold world still moves on though every leaf
and blade of grass is dead.
And the awfulness of silence stills me-of silence so great as to be
beyond the comprehension of man, and the madness that was with me
would return did I not hope to die.
For my spirit is linked with his spirit and my soul shall die with his
soul, and I know that he who still writes is dying now, and I, too, grow
weaker and more feeble even as he.
Yet I would not return to your age lest our souls be then as one to
pass into eternity, but remain here linked with him and speaking through
him to the end. I would die with him when he dies as a linked, yet
separate, soul, I, in the East of Time-he, in the far, far West.
And when I die I shall have passed away for ever, for the end of the
world has come and none shall be born upon the earth !
And how it came, I know not. How should I know, I who was with
you when the silence fell and numbed all the things that lived ?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
I

cannot fathom the everlasting or the co-existence of Time.

My
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wanderings are futile, for I cannot pierce the infinite, and yet I am as
one dizzy, who stand at a great height and look back upon the ages
which have passed between the time when you are and the nothingness
in which I now am. I am dying, and he is dying, even as he wished to
die, with pen in hand.
I open once more this volume, to read the end, for it is as though
there were something which I did not yet know, and I, who am the
·child of destiny, even as he, may read as he may write, till the end comes,
for neither he nor I can alter one tittle of which is written here (and is to
be written there), nor change one atom of that which is to be, of that
which has been, in the centuries which lie between him and me.
Write on-you, Geoffrey Harborough, in the West of Time-write on ,
that the things which have been may be, and that all may be complete.
" Since the conclusion of this volume it has been deemed advisable to
add a special note regarding the publication of the first part of an extra
ordinary conception ' From the East of Time,' which has now for the
fi rst time appeared as one of Geoffrey Harborough's works. This strange
creation made its appearance in one of our magazines, accompanied with
the following explanatory note :
" ' A certain feeliltg of reticence as to pub/is/ling the last words of
Geoffrey Harborough has caused the lady in wlwse possession the manu
script has been to refrain from that wluclt size !tas now come to look upon
as a duty, alike to the public mtd to the dead. Many years ltave inter
'i.lelted since the au/hot's deatlt, and the above is now pub/is/ted in obediena
to the expression ill words upon his deatltbed of !tis desire !Ita/ it should
tt!timately see the ligltt and appear exactly as he has written it, without
1tole or explanatioll of any kind save this whtch !tas itself emanated intact
from Ius pen.'
" This note is in strange conformity with the manuscript to which it
refers, of the latter part of which we have been deprived by one of
those literary scandals which accuses the lady, the possessor of the
MS., of being, herself, the author of an extraordinary production, now
issued under the name of the dead. For these and other reasons the
remainder of the MS. has been, we trust, only temporarily suppressed,
for of so strangely metaphysical a n�ture is the last conception of Geoffrey
Harborough that we are struck with wonder at this which differs so
essentially from all his former works.
" That some light will be thrown upon the poet-author's later days
perhaps even up to the moment of his death-by the remaining portion
of the MS. seems a certainty, and personally we believe the statement
that the manuscript is that of Geoffrey Harborough, notwithstanding
that the following, which is one of those inexplicable coincidences we
sometimes meet with, occurs in the already published part. The author
has strangely chanced, as it seems, to foretell certain words of ours in the
4.
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first volume of this essay-a volume which had just been sent to press
when the following, which we extract, appeared in From the East of
Time :" He had 1zow entered upo1t his twenty-sixth year, and it was during
this )'ear tlzat lze fell ilz love. This lmJc,from tlze deptle ofleis poetic nature,
became a passioll of tlte most intensified character, and was the cause of
that change wleich cast a shadow upon--"
" This quotation will be found in the last pages of the first volume
of this book !
" We are, indeed. curious to read the remaining portion, and the con•
•
•
clusion of ' From the East of Time.' "
·

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

I in the far East, he in the far West, write that conclusion now !
I am filled with something greater than wonder at the unravelling of
the coils. And I see for a moment, as though with a clearer sight, that
the hand which guides holds all things, and that we cannot understand,
and are not meant to understand,
The Mysteries of Destiny and Time .
•

•

•

•

•

•

Something obscures me, light and darkness grow as one. In the \Vest
he is dying-in the East, I, too, feel Death clutching at my heart.
A great hand is stretched above me.
I can feel its warmth beat down
upon me till my soul is scorched, for the palm is heated, as it were, by
the fires of Hell.
Death ! I fea��ed you not till your hand was near me-and now a
great awe is within me, and a terror from which I cannot flee has taken
possession of my evil soul.
Thy hand ! I can look upon it now in its hideous strength and
swollen veins ! Blood, as of the heat of fire oozes from thy finger
nails to drop in terrible pollution u pon earth and upon earth's passing
things.
And now I alone remain to testify to thy silent power !-alone, and
yet not alone, for in the Eternity of Everlasting Time another in the far
West is even now beneath thy palm.
A great hand is stretched above me ! Something has come to me, so
that I no longer fear. The hand, which is the hand of death, has
changed ; now no longer to scorch my soul. My fevered brow is
soothed ! All is beautiful, with the shadow of a great love, passing the
understanding of woman and of man.
The hand of Death is above me in the beauty of its unyielding
strength. Its terror has gone.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

I cannot breathe. The blackne!'s of the unknown encircles me. Who
shall say what is beyond ? .
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ttbe ttalktng )mage of 'Wrur.
CHAPTER V.
COLLEAGUES.

m H E steamer on which Pancho took passage

was a most beautiful ship of
enormous dimensions. She had good accommodation, not only for
numerous cabin passengers, but also for a great many Chinamen, who
were about to return to their homes in the land of the Celestials, to celebrate
the New Year ; for on this important day it is customary ia China to square
up all accounts, and he who cannot settle his bills then and there loses his
reputation and credit. There were over a thousand Chinese on board, occupying
the lower deck, while in the state-rooms were lodged ladies and gentlemen of
position, English lords travelling for pleasure, foreign consuls returning to their
posts, grave-looking professors of science bent upon the discovery of some new
insect or plant, and last, but not least, a number of young and gay missior.aries
with their newly-married wives, anxious to convert the heathen, and hoping to
find a comfortable parsonage, with very little martyrdom connected with it.
There was a great bustle and noise as the preparations for leaving the
harbour were progressing, and soon Pancho wished himself back to his quiet
home. More than once he instinctively started to return ; but while he hesitated
the bell rang the last signal, the whistle sounded, the ;opes that held the
steamer to the wharf were drawn in, and all this seemed to him like the reading
of his death warrant and preparations for the execution. Then the bridge was
taken away, the ponderous engines began to puff and to roar, and the musicians
played a valse. The command was given, the steamer began to move, and a
watery grave opened its jaws between him and his beloved Conchita. For one
moment he was ready to leap over the railing and jump back upon the wharf ;
but he hesitated, and in a moment it was too late. Then, for the first time, he
fully realized that he was now separated from his wife, and it took all the
strength of his will to keep himself from giving way to despair. He wanted to
throw himself upon the ground, like Romeo in the play. H e too was now
banished from his beloved country and from the world in which his Juliet lived.
Banished, not by a tyrant in mortal form, but by the demon of curiosity, the
king of all evils.
Hurrahs arose from the crowd on the shore and fro.n the sailors on board ;
they sounded to him like the howling of devils rejoicing over his torture ; but
in his soul there arose a cry of despair far louder than all . that music and
hurrahing, a cry which must certainly have reached beyond the noisy wharf and
beyond the house-tops and spires of the City of a Thousand Hills, and reached
a little cottage where a beautiful woman was lying in a death-like swoon upon
the floor.
There was one more chance for escape, for when the ship left the " Golden
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Gate," entering upon the open sea, the pilot left the ship, and a number of
people who had accompanied their friends returned with him ; but now Pancho
had sufficiently recovered his will-power to resist the temptation. He watched
the pilot-boat as it receded from the steamer, and the people in it waving their
handkerchiefs to their friends, and as he watched, he thought he saw a female
figure, dressed in white, with long, black hair falling over her shoulders, standing
on the forecastle, wringing her hands, and a cry like that of one dying in agony
covered the roar of the waves, calling : " 0, Pancho ! My Pancho, return ! "
Too late ! A breeze began to blow and the waves grew higher, showing their
foam-covered crests. Occasionally a wave higher than the others dashed against
the side of the steamer, throwing a spray of salt water upon the lower deck and
causing consternation among the Chinamen, while the passengers on the upper
deck enjoyed the fun. But soon the latter ceased in their turn to laugh, and
the faces of many assumed a serious aspect The first effects of sea-sickness
were manifested in the high and the low, and even the missionaries turned pale
and lost their hilarity.
It is doubtful whether there is any condition during which man feels more
mi..;erable than when his brain loses its point of balance on account of sea
sickness. The desire to die became so strong in Pancho's mind that it excluded
every other thought. But even the greatest evils will have an end, no grief is
la!>ting for ever, and after a few days other curious events attracted his
attention.
Among the passengers there was one especially grave and solemn-looking young
man with long dark-brown hair, looking like an itinerant clergyman of the Baptist
persuasion. This young man was accompanied by an extraordinary tall and
lean female of past middle age, with sharp features and a short aquiline nose.
Her artificial hair was of a different colour from that which had still been spared
on her head by the cruel, destroying hand of Time. She was dressed in the
height of fashion, with a profusion of sham jewellery, and her eyes wandered
restlessly all over the ship, scrutinizing everybody, especially the rest of the ladies
on board.
For several days the dignified-looking young man, either on account of his
natural modesty, or on that of etiquette, was not seen to speak with anyone
except the old lady, but as he occupied a place at the dinner-table next to Pancho,
the usual civilities habitually indulged in on such occasions led to a conversa
tion, in the course of which the stranger handed his card to Pancho. It was as
follows :

A. B. C. G R EEN, T. CH.M . B. ,
M. S. D.W., G. S . L. E. ,
L.

C.

B. W. T . , V. A., S. S. S.,

C.

B.,

etc., etc., etc.

It appeared afterwards that these mysterious letters were to be interpreted as
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follows :-Anthony Balthazar Charles Green, Titulary Chela of the Myste:-ious
Brotherhood, Member of the Society for Distribution of Wisdom, Graduate
of the School of Law at Edwardsville, Late Correspondent of the Bullington
lVeekl;• Times, Visitor of America, Student of the Secret Sciences, Collector of
Books, etc., etc., etc.
This introduction was followed by that of the old lady, whose name was
Amelia Celestina Gloriosa Honeycomb.
Mr. Green continued to look very solemn and had little to say, but Mrs.
Honeycomb at once opened her heart. She expressed herself delighted in
making Pancho's acquaintance.
" In one of my former incarnations," she said, " I knew a person to whom
you have a striking resemblance. He was a very dear friend of mine, and many
a star-lit night have I wandered with him along the flowery banks of the Nile,
inhaling the odours of the acacias and listening to the song of the nightingales,
or we would be gliding along the current of the river in a mahogany boat,
covered with roses and orange blossoms, while the chaste moon overhead threw
her silvery rays upon the water, and our Nubian slave, sitting at the rudder and
guiding the boat, would sing to us one of his weird native songs, accompanying
it with his harp."
" So you are a believer in reincarnation ? " asked Pancho.
" 0, yes ! " sighed Mrs. Honeycomb. " I remember ten of my incarnations.
In my last one I was a Greek slave ; but I was treated so badly by my cruel
master that I hate to think of it. I only know that I was very, very beautiful,
and that my beauty caused me a great deal of trouble."
" Dear me, how much she has changed ! thought Pancho. However, he did
not express his thought, but asked Mr. Green whether he also remembered his
past incarnations.
" I have been told that I was Socrates," replied Mr. Green very gravely, " but
I do not remember it. However, I expect to find out all these things when we
arrive at Urur."
" Are you going to Urur ? " asked Pancho, surprised.
" Yes, sir," replied Mr. Green. " I have been accepted as a probationary
Chela by the Mysterious Brotherhood."
" Let me congratulate you," said Pancho. " Do you already know who your
Master is ? "
'' I am not personally acquainted with him, but his name is Rataraborumatchi."
'' And from whom do you get your orders ? "
" I get them through Mrs. Honeycomb," replied Mr. Green. " She is very
much advanced in Chelaship, as you may see by the fact that she remembers
her ten incarnations ; but this is due to the fact that she was an Egyptian
priestess, a thousand years ago."
Mrs. Honeycomb seemed to be well pleased with Mr. Green's explanation.
" If anyone fails to see," she exclaimed, " that Mr. Green was Socrates, I shall
have my own opinion about such a person's clairvoyance. I tell you Socrates is
in him, and will out occasionally. When we were at Saratoga at dinner with my
friend, the Countess Carnivalli, she said Mr. Green reminded her so much of
Socrates. ' My dear friend Mrs. Honeycomb,' said the Countess, ' there cannot
be the slightest mistake about his having been Socrates.' "
"
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Mr. Green looked still more solemn and dignined, if possible. Suddenly he
said : " Gnothi seauton."
" There ; you have it ! " exclaimed Mrs. H oneycomb. " It means, ' know
thyself.' Mr. Green always says that when Socrates speaks in him."
•· H is a very wise saying," remarked Pancho.
" Indeed it is ! " said Mrs. H oneycomb. " It is an excellent saying. There
is nothing so useful as when one knows himself. Now-a-days it is an easy thing
to know oneself, but in Socrates' time it was difficult, because people did not
have such good looking-glasses then as now ; we had only those miserable metal
mirrors, and it took a lot of scrubbing to keep them polished."
" Tell us something of your experience when you were the Greek slave,"
begged Pancho.
" Don't mention it," sighed Mrs. Honeycomb. " It makes me feel dreadful
to think of it ! I was fastened to a chain, and there was a man who used to
trifle with my affections. I remember him well. If I ever catch him in this
present incarnation, I will make it hot for him," she suddenly fired up.
" Peace, Mrs. Honeycomb ! " said, very severely, Mr. Green. " Do not give
way to feelings which are entirely below the dignity of a Chela. The man may
have repented and suffered for his wickedness in Avitchi, or he may be still in
Kama loca, and your revengeful feeling will keep him there."
" I have looked all over Kama ioca, but I could not find the villain," replied
Mrs. Honeycomb. " Of course, I did not go to A-;/itdzi. I do not like to go
to such a disreputable place."
" So you are clairvoyant ? " asked Pancho.
" I occasionally go out in my astral body," answered Mrs. Honeycomb,
-evasively.
" I wish I could do the same thing,., he said.
" It is a dangerous thing to do," replied Mrs. Honeycomb. " You must be
well trained, especially if you attempt it without a guide. Before Captain
B umpkin, the Hierophant, was well trained, he once tried to get out in his astral
.body. He staggered around the room like a olind man, and struck his astral
head against the too material bed-post. When he awoke he had a great big bump
on his physical eye."
" How does it feel, when one gets out in his astral body ? " asked Pancho.
" Oh, so nice," said Mrs. Honeycomb. " Everything looks j ust as natural as
when you are in your physical body, but then you see only the astral counterpart
of things. My friend, the Countess Carnivalli, went out once in her astral body,
and was nearly frightened to death by an astral cow. It was all she could do to
get back into her physical sheath before the cow knocked her down. It was in
the country, and when the Countess Carnivalli opened her eyes there was
actually a physical cow rushing at her, and she had to climb with her physical
body over a physical fence."
" And then those horrid Elementals and Elcomentaries ! " added Mr. Green.
" I have been told that the very sight of them is enough to make one sick at
the stomach."
" 0, Mr. Green ! " exclaimed Mrs. Honeycomb. " Will you do me the favour
and never use such a vulgar expression in my presence again. Say ' digestive
organs ' if you have to say anything in regard to such physiological apparatus."
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" Well," said Mr. Green, " it makes one sick at one's digestive organs."
" You have quite shocked my nerves," said Mrs. Honeycomb. " Go to my
�bin and fetch me my bottle with smelling salts."
" A nice young man ! " remarked Pancho, while Mr. Green was hurrying
:1way.
" Very nice indeed ! " said Mrs. Honeycomb. " Only he uses such vulgar
expres:, ions and does such boorish things. Would you believe it ! When we
were invited to dinner, at the house of my friend, the Countess Carnivalli, he
actually cut his fish with a knife. I thought I should die. Of course my friend,
the Countess Carnivalli, fainted right away."
'' He seems to have excellent qualifications for Chelaship," said Pancho.
" 0 yes ! " answered. Mrs. Honeycomb. " He is ready to believe anything,
especially if it comes in a letter that is dropped on his head."
�Ir. Green returned with the smelling salts.
" Thanks," said Mrs. Honeycomb, receiving the bottle. " The Master says
you may now go and meditate for an hour."
" All right ! " said Mr. Green, going away. But Mrs. Honeycomb called him
back.
· • Mr. Green," she said, " Master says you must not let any idea rome into
your head."
" Never ! " solemnly acquiesced Mr. Green.
" Now go ! " She ordered him off, and Mr. Green disappeared down stairs.
" What is he going to do ? " enquired Pancho.
" We always make him sit every day for an hour or two and look at any fly
speck on the wall," replied Mrs. Honeycomb, " so that the Master can work his
brain and get it into good shape to make it receptive. The poor fellow is very
anxious to become clain·oyant."
" He seems to be very obedient."
" 0, yes ! He is easily managed. If we would tell him to jump overboard, he
would do so unhesitatingly. He is used to obedience. He was educated by a
Christian clergyman, who made him do lots of nonsensical things to train him
to obey. For two years Mr. Green had to carefully water a walking cane stuck
i nto a flower-pot every day, although he knew well enough that it would never
grow. It was merely dune to get him into the habit of not using his reason."
" But why did you tell him not to let any idea get into his head ? "
" Because," was the answer, " there is nothing more dangerous for a Chela
than if he does his own thinking. He should never think, but always believe
what we tell him."
" What do you mean by we 7 " asked Pancho. " Has Mr. Green any other
teacher besides yourself ? "
" At present I am his only guide," she answered. " He has full faith in me ;
but I always take care not to tell him anything very unreasonable ; for he cannot
be trusted. He used to believe everything that the clergyman told him from
t he First Book of Genesis down to the last Chapter of St. John's Revelations•
but one day that clergyman told him that they were going to have apple p1e for
dinner and instead of that it was squash. From that hour, Mr. Green then lost
his faith in his clergyman, and called him a liar. Ever since then, moreover, he
swears that the whole Bible is a tissue of lies."
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" But what has the Bible to do with the apple-pie ? " asked Pancho.
" Mr. Green has studied logic," she replied. " He says that anything which
a man who once lied tells us must not be believed. It was the clergyman whe>
told him that the Bible was true, and, as the clergyman lied about the pie, this
proved the Bible false."
" Very logical," thought Pancho. " These Chelas are very queer people."
During the subsequent days he became more intimately acquainted with Mr.
Green. He found him to be a man of tolerably good education, but who, in spite
of his having been Socrates, had not the faintest idea of the meaning of the
term " self-knowledge." He had read a great many books and believed that
nobody could possibly know anything unless he had read it in a respectable
boC>k, or had been told of it by a respectable person. All his knowledge
consisted in a belief in what he had been taught, and this belief was based upon
nothing else but a belief in the respectability and veracity of his teacher.
If the teacher happened to lose his respectability in the eyes of Mr. Green,
then necessarily all the beliefs of the latter, and consequently all of his knowledge,
went for nothing and were lost.
" I do not believe in the truth of the doctrines of a Church which employs
untruthful and disreputable persons to teach them," said Mr. Green, once ;
" for how could anything else than lie::; come out of the mouth of a liar ? In m y
country nobody reads any book unless its author i s well known for his veracity."
" And who is to decide about the veracity of the author ? " asked Pancho.
" It is the business of the publisher to see to that," replied Green. " If a
book is brought out by a publisher who has a reputation to lose, it must
necessarily be a good book, and everybody will buy it ; but if it is published by
one whom nobody knows, nobody will want it, no matter what it contains. I n
m y country, and especially in Germany, nobody cares for the contents o f the
book, and it also matters little who is the author. All that the reading public
wants to know is, who is the publisher ? "
" This is very true," said Pancho, " and still those respectable publishers are
often very ignorant people, who are perfectly incapable of judging of the value
of the books which they undertake to sell."
" H ow can that be possible ? " asked Mr. Green. " What warrant have you
to make such a statement ? What would become of the public, if they could
not trust any longer in the veracity of respectable publishers ? And how can
anybody know whether or not a thing is true, unless he can rely on the veracity
of the person who tells him so."
" I prefer to use my own judgment rather than to rely on anybody"s veracity,"
said Pancho.
" So do I," said Mr. Green. " I am not of a credulous, but of a very
sceptical turn of mind. I never accept any statement from anybody unles:; I
have sufficient proof of his respectability. I would not even have belie�·ed i n
Mrs. Honeycomb's statements, i f she had not given m e sufficient proof o f her
veracity. I am not a man who is easily imposed on. I had once such an
experience, and since then I am more careful."
" How do you know that what Mrs. Honeycomb tells you is the truth ? "
asked Pancho.
" How could it be otherwise ? Is not all that she says inspired by the
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:\Iysterious Brotherhood ? Has she not given sufficient proof that she is in com·
munication with Adepts ? Does she not remember her past ten incarnations ?
Can she not go out in her astral body ? "
" I don't know," our hero answered.
" That is because you are not a Chela," answered Mr. Green.
" We Chela�
are not permitted to doubt."
Such and similar conversations with Mr. Green made Pancho very sad and
almost wish that he had stayed at home, for he recognized in him an overdrawn
picture of his own self. All Mr. Green's hopes and inspirations were based
upon a belief in Mrs. Honeycomb's veracity. All that had induced Pancho to
go in search of the Mysterious Brotherhood was his belief in the truth of the
statements made to him by Mr. Puffer.
" Is it then really true," he asked himself, " that nobody can be found who
actually kn-.�ws anything, and that all our supposed knowledge is merely belief
in statements made by others ? Who is there who knows anything except what
he is told by somebody else, and that somebody else what has been told in his
turn to him ? Can any truth be found except in mathematics and logic, and
are we perfectly sure that even the basis upon which we base our
calculation and logic is the correct one ? Is not the truth of that basis likewise
a mere assumption, if it cannot be logically proved ; and if its truth can be
known without any logical reasoning, why then should not all things be known
without such artificial help ? If I believe that 2 x 2 is four, because I + I is
tw<>, my belief is based upon the assumption that twice one is two, and thi�
again is incomprehensible unless I take it for granted that I is unchangeable
and does not turn into another number. But what if we could not depend
on the one ? What if it were suddenly to change into two or into some other
number ; then I + I instead of being 2 would perhaps be 3 or 4· But how do
we know that I is I and unchangeable ? As authority for it we have neither
the statement of Mr. Puffer, nor that of Mrs. Honeycomb, nor even the
declaration of an Adept. Nevertheless we know it, or imagine we know it, and
if we can absolutely know one thing by our own intuition and without having
been informed of it by another, why should we not be able to know all things
in the same manner and without the necessity of logical proof ? Surely there
must be a mystery about these things, which I hope to have explained to me at
Urur.''
Among the passengers there were two German profe3sors, of great scientific rc·
putation. They were called by some the " inseparables," as they were always seen
together. They were like " two hearts that beat as one," but as neither of them
seemed to be in possession of that kind of knowledge which Pancho imagined
to be possible to attain, they sometimes became divided in their opinions, and
then they quarrelled with each other in a most objectionable manner.
It was a fine evening. The sun shone in tranquil glory in the sky, as if he did
not care a straw about the opinions of all the astronomers in the world, and the
planet Earth revolved with the usual velocity around its axis, regardless of any
scientist on board of the steamer, now aware of no other movement than that of
the ship. The two professors were discussing some theories with regard to the
interior of the earth ; and while one" insisted that the globe was a solid mass in a
state of terrible heat, the other maintained that it was a hollow, egg-shaped body,
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containing no solid matter, but an atmosphere like our own. They had aireariy
waxed warm in defending their respective arguments, and their dispute bega:1 to
attract the attention of the passengers on deck.
" Your theory," cried Professor Hopfer, " is absurd. As a man of science,
you ought to know that if one digs down into the earth, he finds the temperature
rising at the rate of about 2 ° R. for every hundred feet, which gives a heat of
some 2,ooo degrees at a depth of 1 oo,ooo feet below the surface. Quod t:rat
dc:mollslralldllm."

" This anti'1uated theory of yours, which is at present held only by those who
are entirely ignorant of scientific principles," answered Profes�or Schlei, " has
long ago been discardP-d by those who are better informed. I t seems that you
arc not aware of the fact that at the boring of the artesian well at the insane
asylum of St. Louis, the temperature increased in the manner described by you
only until a depth of 3,209 feet had been reached, where it became xo6
degrees, after which it began to sink, and at a depth of 3,8q feet the ther
mometer stood at 105 ; at ten feet farther down at 1 04, showing a decrease
of 1 ° R. for eyery ten feet, which at r o,ooo feet would give a cold of 900
degrees, showing that the inner strata of the earth's crust arc in a frozen state.
Verb. sap. sat."

" It seems more probable," remarked the other, " that the observations at the
digging of that well were taken by the inmate:; of the asylum. A schoolboy
would laugh at your theory, if he ever heard of volcanoes, the safety valves of
the ('arth."
" Because," replied his opponent, " the schoolboy would be asinine enough
to imagine that the fire of the volcanoes came from the centre of the earth,
while those who have studied the matter know that it comes from chemical de
compositions taking place within the crust of the earth. Do you want to make
people believe that they are standing upon the top of a fiery mass of thousands
of miles in diameter, with only an egg shell between them and a glowing hell
below, which at any time might burst and send them to perdition ? "
" I had some suspicion," he was promptly answered, " that you are in your
dotage. Now I am certain of it, and arguments would be wasted upon you. If
you were capable of reasoning, you would comprehend that we are not living on
the periphery of a soap-bubble, which is at any moment ready to explode. You
do not seem to know that Descartes had a similar theory and was forced to give
it up, and that, according to the newest discoveries, our planet is a seven axial
rotating ellipsoid. You seem to be ignorant of the fact that Gylden of Stock
hahn has solved the mathematical problem of the three bodies, by introducing
the transcendental periodical functions discovered by Jacobi, and that he esti
mated the medium density of the earth as being 5"7·"
This was a stunner for Mr. Schlei, but he quickly recovered.
" I hope," he exclaimed, " to live long enough to demolish you and your doc
trines. I shall certainly write a book exposing your ignorance. I shall go to the
North Pole and enter through Symes' hole into the interior of the earth, to
enjoy a good laugh at your stupidity."
" And have you forgotten, then," said Mr. Schlei, " that I am on my way to
Naples, where I will dig a tunnel connecting the crater of Vesuvius with
the Mediterranean ? I will put out the fires of the volcano, and of the whole
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o f the interior o f our globe. I shall explode your vile theory, and this if I
have to blow up the whole earth to do so."
The quarrel was becoming serious, and it was with great difficulty that they
were pacified by the bystanders. These were likewise divided in their opinions
as to which one of the professors was in the right. Mr. Green proposed that it
should be submitted to the decision of the Mysterious Brotherhood, but one of
the missionaries said that it had already been decided in the Bible. \Va'i it not
written that in the beginning the earth was void, and there was dark11ess upon
the face of the deep ? If the earth were full of molten minerals, it could not
have been void, and if there were a fire in it, it could not be dark ; but this
darkness also disposed of the theory about the holes at the poles.
It has not been stated whether or not everybody was satisfied with that ex
planation ; but we know that Pancho was not. " What kind of a science is
this," he said to himself, " if men of science know nothing, and only imagine
certain things to be true by drawing deductions from external appearance ; or
phenomena. which may go to sup?ort two opposite theories, and whose causes
may be entirely differer,t from what we imagine them to be ? What kind of a
being is man if he does not even know the nature of the planet upon which he
lives, and how can he dare to decide on that which is beyond the stars ? "
It was growing late. The passengers, one after another, retired to their
cabins : but Pancho had no inclination to sleep. He stood at the railing and
looked at the porpoises that were playing around the steamer, and at the streaks of
liquid gold which the ship left in her track as she ploughed her way through the
phosphorescent waves. The moon was not visible, but the stars were shining
brightly. Their light was reflected in the foaming waters which were thrown
into confusion by the unceasing motion of the screw. The air was pure and
calm, and fit for meditation, and the stars taught Pancho a lesson. For, while
their reflections in the water were distorted by the motion of the waves, they
themselves were not a bit affected by it, but shone and twinkled in the sky.
" Thus," he said to himself, " it may be with Truth. It remains for ever the
same ; but its rays are broken and often distorted in the minds of men. Those
who can see only the distorted image but mistake it for truth itself, live in
illusion ; those who can see Truth itself, see the Reality, and are in possession
of knowledge."
Pancho wondered from whence he got this idea. It had never been told to
him by anyone, neither by Mr. Puffer nor Mrs. Honeycomb, and he believed
in it, although its correctness had not been warranted to him by any respectable
authority that he knew. But where could he find real truth ?
As if in answer to his thought, a red glow appeared upon the eastern sky.
Gradually the moon arose, throwing a silver stream upon the waters, causing
the masts and the smoke-stacks to cast phantastic shadows upon the sea. A
broad path of light seemed to extend from the horizon towards the ship, show- ·
ing plainly the form of each wavelet within the glittering path ; but it did not
penetrate the watery depths below, where the corals and pearls, the sharks and
the mermaids, were hidden far away from human sight.
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CHAPTER VI.
THE VOYAGE CONTINUED.
THEY were now approaching the coast of Japan, and one morning when Pancho
stepped upon the deck a wonderful sight met his eyes. Before him, and resting
high in the air, was a new planet, a bright, glittering world, illuminated by the
rays of the terrestrial sun, although the latter had not yet risen above the
horizon. It was the snow-covered top of the volcano Fuji-yama radiating with
light, but whose foot was in darkness, for it was still dark in the valley, and a
mass of mist and vapours played round the base of the mountain, making it
appear as if the latter was not a thing belonging to this Earth, but a satellite
created during the night.
After a short stop at Yokohama the steamer proceeded on her way. Grace
fully she ploughed her way through the waters along the beautiful coast of
Japan, and in sight of its bluff-lined shore. There were many lovely islands, and
here and there, from behind the bushes, surrounded by a luxurious vegetation,
and half hidden behind camphor and persimmon trees, peeped the roofs of the
houses of the natives ; neat cottages in idyllic places, such as Pancho had often
dreamed about, and where he would have wished to spend the rest of his days
with Conchita. Soon, however, the trees disappe::>.red, and in the distance arose
the volcano Oyama, grim and forbidding-looking, enveloped in smoke, sending
dark masses of vapour up into the blue ether, and the edges of the clouds were
reddened by the lurid fires coming from the mysterious crater below.
Among those who enjoyed the novel sight was Mrs. Honeycomb, and, being
gifted with the power of clairvoyance, she described the elementals of fire as
they arose from the crater and delved again into its depths.
" How quickly these fiery clcmentals bob up and down ! " she exclaimed.
" Now, do you see that big one w1th his black, curly locks and the pitchfork in
his hand ? How they frolic and jump."
" Do you see anything ? " asked Mr. Green.
" Of course I do," answered Mrs. Honeycomb. " If you do not see them
you must be as blind as a bat. The crater is full of them, and they wriggle and
squirm like bees in a hive. There are big ones and little ones. They elongate
their bodies and contract them again."
" Are there any female elementals among them ? " asked Mr. Green.
.
" Mr. Green ! " said Mrs. Honeycomb. " I have already told you repeatedly
not to think about females. It seems that you still have women on the brai n .
Were you not told that you could not become a genuine Chela a,<; long as you
are thinking of women ? If you do that again you will draw upon you a severe
reprimand from Rataraboru
"
" Hush ! " interrupted Mr. Green. " There are people listening. Do not
pronounce that holy name so publicly."
" --matchi," added Mrs. Honeycomb to her former sentence. " If I start
to say something, it must out. I do not want to choke over it."
" I wish I could get an occult letter ! " said M r. Green. " It would do m e
much good, and then i t would b e such a good test for m y friends, i f I were to
get one here on board where nobody can be suspected of cheating."
--
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" You do not deserve any as long as you are such a doubter," said Mrs.
Honeycomb.
" I am doing the best I can," replied Mr. Green.
It seems that then and there an invisible " adept " was present and heard
Mr. Green's request ; for, incredible as it may appear, on the very night that
followed this conversation, Mr. Green, being alone in his room, found an occult
letter under his pillow, which was as follows :
" To .Yr. Green, Prob. Chd. M.B.-Fortunate are those who can see without
seeing, and hear without hearing, and know without knowing. Have faith in Mrs.
Honeycomb. I will communicate my orders through her.-Rataraborumatchi."
Little sleep came upon the eyes of Mr. Green that night. He wept for joy,
and more than once he started to knock for admittance at Mrs. Honeycomb's
door, to tell her of his good fortune. He was only restrained from doing so by
fear of creating a scandal which might have injured Mrs. Honeycomb's reputa
tion. He therefore concluded to say nothing about it and to see whether Mrs.
Honeycomb would discover it by her clairvoyant power ; nor was he deceived
in his intuition ; for when he met her at the breakfast-table next morning, she
asked him whether he had received a message from the Mysterious Brother
hood. This test fully convinced Mr. Green of Mrs. Honeycomb's occult
powers, and he saw all his doubts vanish before the sunlight of truth.
�lr. Green was delighted. From a mere titulary aspirant for Chelaship, he
had now become an accepted probationary chela, as was proved beyond the
possibility of a doubt by the wording of the letter. His bearing became still
more solemn. He never permitted himself to indulge in a joke, and looked dis
pleased when others showed signs of hilarity. He felt too much the importance
and dignity of his position not to be overcome with awe, and he wondered at
his own hidden greatness, which had entitled him to such honours.
" With the receipt of that letter," he said to Pancho, " a new chapter has
begun for me in my book of life. To become an accepted probationary Chela
is one of the most respectable positions that can be obtained ; but it is also one
of the most important ones, and not without danger, for I have been told that
as soon as such a honour has been conferred upon one, it brings out all of his
latent propensities for evil. If one has an inherited inclination to lie or to steal,
as soon as he becomes a probationary Chela, he becomes a liar or thief.* I tell
you this as a matter of precaution in your intercourse with me. I am not fully
aware of all my inherited propensities, and if you should some day miss your
watch or something, you will have to attribute it to my development. As far as
lying is concerned, I do not believe that there is any danger. I do not feel any
inclination to lie."
Heretofore the subject of Occultism had been discussed only amongst our
friends, but now Mr. Green, feeling, as he said, the influence of Rataraborumatchi
upon him, considered it his duty to make propaganda among the passengers for
a belief in Adepts, and the possibility of their existence soon became the general
topic of conversation on board of the steamer. Mrs. Honeycomb received
numerous applications from people who wanted to obtain occult letters and
• No greater truth was ever said in a work of fiction and a satire.-[En.l
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tests. One lady, who had been reading " Count de Gabalis," rquested Mr.
Green to get her an attendant spirit to do her work ; because she said that she
always had so much trouble with her chambermaids, and would prefer a Sylphide
that would not talk about her affairs with the neighbours. A young fellow
wanted an Undine, and promised, if his request was granted, to provide her
with all the water she could reasonably desire. Some wanted to be taught the
art of making gold, and love powders, and a rich old invalid confidentially
offered to Mr. Green a thousand dollars for a bottle of the Elixir of Life.
Mr. Green expressed his regret at his present inability to grant these requests,
but promised to lay them before his " Master " on his arrival at Urur. He
moreover stated that if he should ever return to England, he proposed to
establish there a College of Occultism, in which he would himself be professor.
Among the new passengers who had come on board in Japan, there was a
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As may be seen by the above card, Mr. Bottler was a Member of a Society
formed for the purpose of making Researches in Psychology, and also oi
Several other Societies for the Discovery of Unknown Sciences. He was himself
a Professor of Magic, and had gained considerable reputation by testifying befor e
the Seybert Commission in Philadelphia that he had never seen any spiritual
phenomena, and that they were, therefore, all performed by tricks. He was an
expert in classifying everything, and prided himself that he could explode any
thing which would not submit to his classification, as a humbug. Nevertheless, he
was not a sceptic or an infidel, but rather of a religious turn of mind. It was especially
due to his efforts that a Society had been formed to explore the bottom of the Red
Sea, to rake up the golden chariot-wheels which had been lost by the Egyptians
drowned in their pursuit of the children of Israel. Mr. Bottler, in a scientific
dissertation laid before the " Society for the Discovery of unknown Sciences,"
had clearly given his reasons for his belief that these chariot-wheels, as well as
many other articles of value, had resisted the influence of salt water, and could
be recovered. He, moreover, had made himself famous by writing a book
showing that the unicorn was not an extinct animal, and that some specimens of
it still existed on the Island of Madagascar. He was now on his way to it to
secure the beast, and to sell it to Barnum's Museum.
Strange to say, while Mr. Bottler firmly believed in the occurrence of all the
miracles described in the Bible, the accounts of which he took in their literal
sense, he was a man of too scientific an education to believe in the existence of
" Soul." He had himself been a professor of Psychology at a college in
England, and knew that there was no such thing as that. Every fact which went
to show that man could exercise powers other than those which were produced
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by the physiological action of his physical body was peremptorily denied by
�1r. Bottler, and there was nothing too evident for him to deny. When he
heard of the existence of a Mysterious Brotherhood possessing occult powers, he
became much excited.
" Let these My�terious Brothers come out of their dens," he said. " Let
them show their certificates and qualifications ! Let us see whether they can
stand the test of science, before they come to ask us to believe in what they
teach. Let them come out, I say ! Who cares for sages whom nobody knows ?
Let them appear and perform their miracles before a committee of the S. R.P.S.,
and if they can stand the test, we will take them under our protection. An adept
with a certificate from our association would command belief wherever he goes ;
but if he has no standing in our profession, he is only a r1uack."
Such disrespectful language in regard to the Mysterious Brotherhood could
not be tolerated by Mr. Green, who, in his capacity as a Chela, felt it to be his
duty to defend them.
" These Brothers," he said, " care nothing for your S.R.P.S., nor for your
S. D. C.S. Their reputation is already too well established to need any certifi
cates from )'0111" Society, but if you will come t � Urur, I promise you in the
name of the great Rataramorubatchi, whose influence I feel, that you will get
satisfactory .proof that such adepts do exist."
" Who is that Rataramorubatchi ? " asked Mr. Bottler.
" He is a man whose name ought to be pronounced only with the greatest
reverence," said }.Ir. Green. " He is over a thousand years old, and still he
looks as if he were thirty-five, because whenever he feels himself getting old, he
takes a dram of the Elixir of Life and makes himself young again. He and
the other adepts are persons who know everything ; because the greatest
ancient mysteries have been handed down to them from the remotest antiquity,
either orally ot by tradition. What they say is true and cannot be denied. All
the religious systems in the world have been instituted by persons who are now
dead, and of whom we, therefore, do not know whether or not they were
sufficiently respectable to be believed by our present and more enlightened
generation. But the members of the Mysterious Brotherhood are living persons
whose respectability has been vouched for by many respectable persons. More
over, they have given sufficient proof of their occult powers, and what they
teach must be true."
" What kind of occult powers are they supposed to have ? " asked Mr.
Bottler.
" Come to Urur, and you will see it. In the meantime, you had better be
more gWLrded in your expressions in regard to them." So saying, Mr. Green
walked away.
Mr. Bottler doubted very much the sanity of the Chela's mental condition.
�evertheless his curiosity was now excited, and he desired to obtain more in
formation in regard to Crur.
" What," he thought, " if the existence of the Adepts were a truth after all ?
If I could learn from them the art of making gold by artificial means, or to hyp
notize the people in England and make them elect me a Member of Parliament.
How astonished would be the members of the S.S. P.S., if I could bring them
not only a Unicorn, but a living Adept ! "
5
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;\fr. Bottler made up his mind to consult Mrs. Honeycomb.
Mrs. Honeycomb, in spite of her advanced years, was a remarkable woman.
Her marriages with her first, second, and third husbands had not been happy
nnes. She must have been very attractive in her youth, as her first lover threat
ened to kill himself if she would refuse him, and she married him out of com
passion. A generous soul she was, but the ungrateful wretch made her l ife
m iserable, and finally ran away. Her second husband, who at the time of his
betrothal to her showed no symptoms of a desire to commit suicide, was
heard to curse the day that he was born, soon after the honeymoon. But why
should we revive these painful memories, which Mrs. Honeycomb tried to
forget ?
Love of truth compels us, however, to state that at the time of which we are
writing, Mrs. Honeycomb had not yet given up all hopes of finding her real
affinity. She had accepted a call from Captain Bumpkins to become one of the
high-priestessess of the Shrine, and a diploma that admitted her to the inner
circle of the Elect, and was on her way to enter upon her duties. Whether or
not dreams of the Elixir of Life and of rejuvenation entered into her programme,
we are not permitted to tell.
" This Mr. Green," said Mr. Bottler, as he was walking upon the deck with
Mrs. Honeycomb, " seems to be hallucinated. I am sure that there is not a word
of truth in what he says."
" Men can never be trusted," answered Mrs. Honeycomb with a sigh, " and
it may be that Mr. Green is just as bad as the rest of them. If I were a young
girl, I would not believe a word of what any man said, unless I had the marriage
certificate in my hand. They blow hot one day and cold the next, and even
after the marriage they cannot be relied upon."
" I meant to say," continued Mr. Bottler, " that Mr. Green proposed to
me. . . . "
" Did he, indeed ! " exclaimed Mrs. Honeycomb, interrupting his sentence.
" Well, I am not astonished at anything. You could hardly believe what queer
things may happen to probationary Chelas. It must have been an evil spirit
throwing a glamour over his eyes to make him imagine you were a woman . Such
things are often done by black-magicians. My friend, the Countess Carnimlli,
had a similar experience. She once thought she saw the spirit of an .:\de ;A
walking in the yard, and when she ran out to meet him, it was only an old table
cloth that had been hung up to dry."
" I am glad to hear you express such good and sensible views," said �Ir.
Bottler. " All these spirits and ghosts are nothing but impostures and halluci
nations, degrading to the dignity of man and destructive to the purity of women.
The ancients believed in ghosts, but modern science has destroyed all such illu
sions. I have studied psychology thoroughly, and found that there is no such
thing as a soul. Who ever saw a soul ? It can be found neither in the pineal
gland nor in the big toe. All thought is dynamic and molecular. I t is
produced by a hypertrophy of the ganglia of the brain. It is due to a condition
caused by a spasmodic contraction of the dynamic centres of the cerebellum, i n
consequence o f which the transversal oscillatory rythmic mo\•ements o f the in
terior vibrations of the brain cells are kinetically altered. If you will look at the
,oscillatory curves of the four dimensional extensions of the thought dynamides,
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you will see that thoughts are produced by an increased action of the motor
nerves of the cerebellum, entirely analogous to the oxydation of zinc in a voltaic
battery."
" I always thought so," replied Mrs. Honeycomb. " It's the best explanation
I ever heard. My friend, the Countess Carnivalli, says the same thing whenever
she is influenced by her guiding spirit.
When he takes possession of her, he
makes her vibrate like a battery, and when she speaks the whole audience be
comes electrified."
" It's the air that acts as a conductor," said Mr. Bottler. " When the four
dimensional movements of the transversal oscillations of the thought dynamidcs
have once been started by the contact and galvanic action of the grey matter of
the brain with the blood corpuscles, the sympathetic impulses liberated in the
mass of which the convolutions are composed may be transmitted to the audi
tory sense of the audience by means of the oscillations of the tympanum, and it
is unnecessary to assume the action of spirits."
" Dear me ! " exclaimed Mrs. Honeycomb ; " my husband was, then, a con
ductor. Poor man ! He did not know anything about such things, and so he
used spirits. I always told him that it was unnecessary, but after he once
got into the habit, he could not quit it, and it killed him at last."
" It is all due to a state of disturbed equilibrium," said Mr. Bottler.
" Perfectly true ! " said Mrs. Honeycomb. " His equilibrium was sometimes
so much disturbed that he tumbled from one side to the other. 0 ! if I could
find the man in whom equilibrium i� restored, I would follow him to the end of
the world. I would recognize in him the true affinity for which my soul is
yearning."
" But, my dear madam," said Mr. Bottler, " it seems !that we are talking
about two different subjects. You are thinking of yearnings, while I am
discussing the most profound philosophical questions."
" 0, you men ! " sighed Mrs. Honeycomb. " You will never understand a
woman's heart ! "
Consultation with Mrs. Honeycomb having proved unsatisfactory, 1\Ir. Bottler
turned again to Mr. Green, and the latter insisted that Mr. Bottler should go to
I
Urur to see the Talking Image, which would undoubtedly clear up all his
doubts. " This Image," he said, " is not an invisible spirit ; but a substantial
thing, made of some solid material, and it can think and talk like a human
being."
" The construction of such an I mage," said Mr. Bottler, " would go to prove
the correctness of my theory about the thought dynamides. All we have to do
is to construct a proper organism and to supply it with brain and blood in the
right proportions, and there will be no difficulty in causing it to evolve thoughts.
Add to that the proper organs of speech, and you will have a Talking Image as
complete as the one you descnbe. On my return from Madagascar I will go
t o Urur and examine the Image, and if it is what you represent it to be, I shall
construct one like it and present it to the S. R. P. S."
" I will speak with Rataraborumatchi about it," replied Mr. Green, " and
recommend you to his attention. He will grant you all the necessary facilities
to brin:; your investigation to a successful result."
The steamer passed by the island of Formosa and entered the Chinese sea.
s•
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Soon the long low hills of the coast were seen and the number of fishing boats
encountered increased until the sea seemed to be a forest of masts. After they
entered the tortuous channel that leads to Hong Kong a great commotion took
place among the Chinese on board, who seemed swayed by one common
impulse, the joy of returning home. Many longing hearts were beating as the
steamer approached the harbour ; many anxious eyes were watching the ship
from the shore ; hundreds of boats swarmed out from the wharf and surrounded
her, and when, after anchor was cast, the human tide overflooded the deck,
while the landing took place, Pancho wrote a Jetter to his wife, from which we
will copy the following :
" The nearer I come to the place of my destination, the more do I become
convinced that it was necessary for me to go, so as to see with my own eyes
whether or not those marvels are true. There is no dependence to be put on
anything that anyone hears. I have met with some scientific celebrities who
differ in their opinions just as much as vulgar and ignorant people. Moreover
I have met with two Chelas ; but their statements are too absurd to be believed.
I therefore am still far from a solution of the problem, and my heart beats with
joy as I am coming nearer to the attainment of my object. We are half way en
our journey now, and I shall soon see the Talking Image and sit at the feet of
the great Hierophant, listening to his instructions and receiving positive pro:Jf
that man has a soul."
The rest of the letter contained such trifles as are usually talked of among
lovers, and which it would be indiscreet to reveal.
During the last few days of the voyage, some learned discussions took place
between l\fr. Bottler and Green in regard to certain historic:�! occurrenceo>
certified to in the Bible, in the reality of which Mr. Bottler fully believed, but
which he explained on scientific grounds, meeting, however, occasionally with
some difficulties. For instance, Mr. Bottler had no doubt that Jonah was
swallowed by a fish, only he said that for some anatomical reasons it could not
have been a whale, a mistake undoubtedly due to a mistranslation of the original
text. He went into long speculations about Noah's ark and the system which
the former had adopted to feed the different animals. He also made a project
on his return to Europe to raise an army of volunteers to recapture the Castle
of Zion, which, as he said, had been long enough in the hands of the infidels.
As to Mr. Green, he denied the truth of the Bible. He said that such a
respectable person as the Virgin Mary is represented would surely have selected
a more suitable place than a stable to give birth to her child, and that J csus
would not have ridden into Jerusalem on an untrained ass, because, if he had
not been an expert in horsemanship, he would have been in danger of being
thrown and making himself ridiculous in the eyes of the people. In fact, it
seemed as if Rataramorubatchi's influence was already acting, as his Chda took
actually to reasonings, while Mr. Bottler became daily more and more petrified
in his own opinions.
Many philosophical interviews took place also between Mr. Bottler and Mrs.
Honeycomb. The great scientist exp)ained to her his ideas about the fourth
dimension of space, and proved to her the enormous progress which science
had made since the days of Plato. He demonstrated clearly and beyond the
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possibility of a doubt that an average scho:Jlboy of our days knows a great deal
more than did Socrates or Pythagoras. As to Plato, he was an old imbecile,
whose in telligence was surpassed even by that of ;\fr. Green.
While Mrs. H oneycomb listened with infinite patience to Mr. Bottler's ex
planations, which she neither understood nor cared to understand, the yearnings
of her soul carried her mind far away to a more ideal realm, where she hoped to
find her affinity. Pancho, as he came nearer to his destination, felt a more
solemn intl.uence pervading his being. He knew that he should now soon stand
in the awful presence of Captain Bumpkins, the H ierophant, who would unveil
before him the goddess of Nature, and introduce him to the �fysterious
Brotherhood.
The ship now approached the African coast, and one day the island of
�fadagascar was reached, where Mr. Bottler left the ship to go to Tanarivo to
hunt for his unicorn. He promised that after having accomplished his object
he would come to Urur to investigate the claims of the followers of the
�fysterious Brotherhood.
A few days more and a long blue line was seen, indicating land. Was it a
part of the Lybian Desert where the sages dwell ? Was that grey cloud on the
western horizon hovering over the city of Kakodumbola, the abode of the
Adepts ?
Nearer and nearer ; now the long hills with forests and houses could be
plainly distinguished. Then the harbour appeared, and the city beyond, with
its towers and palaces. Crowds of people were seen to walk about the shore
watching the steamer, and among the boats that came and approached the ship
there was one bearing a flag with the letters " S. D. W.," meaning " Society for
the D istribution of Wisdom," written upon it.
" Stop !
The heavy engines which had laboured so long and faithfully
ceased to � ork ; a signal was given, and down came the heavy anchor, fastening
its fangs in the deep.
The people from the boat of the S. D. W. came on board. They were
members of that society, venerable Hottentots, Kaffirs, and Zulus, who gave a
hearty welcome to our friends, and invited them into their boat to go ashore,
where carriages were awaiting to take them further on to Urur.
They landed, and Pancho entered a carriage with one of the Zulus.
" I am exceedingly anxious to make the acquaintance of Captain Bumpkins,"
said Pancho, as they drove along the beach on the road to Crur.
" \Ve hope," said the Zulu, after some hesitation, " that you will have some
influence over him."
" How could I, a mere beginner, have any influence o·ter the H ierophant ? "
asked Pancho astonished. " Is it not far more probable that I will have to sit
at his feet and listen to his wisdom ? "
" It is all very well," said the Zulu ; " but, speaking confidentially, I will tell
you that Bumpkins has some little peculiarities, and that we have stood his
nonsense long enough ; even the Hottentots will stand it no longer. We do not
want to be made the laughing-stock for small boys and servant girls ; we can see
no wisdom in that. He wants us to march through the streets of the city, each
one to wear a badge and a little flag in his hand. He means well enough ; but
we will not stand his nonsense, we won't I We hope that you will persuade him
to give it up, or there will be a mutiny. This is all that I am permitted to say."
FRANZ HART:\IA�N, M. D
"

( I'o be continued.)
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tt b e 1E l i i i r o f t b e lD e " t l .
(Translated from the German of E.

T. A. Hoffmann by William Ashton Ellis.;

(Continuedfrom the February Number.)

C HA P T E R

V I I.

m; H E dawn broke in many-coloured shafts o f light through the painted
.Jll windows of the church. Alone and sunk in contemplation I sat in my

confessional. Only the steps of the lay-brother who was cleaning the
church rang through the vaults. A rustling sound near me ; I saw a tall, slim
maiden, clad in strange guise, her face concealed by a long veil. She had
entered by the side door and approached me to make her confession. Her
every movement breathed an indescribable grace. As she sank upon her knees
a deep sigh escaped from her. I felt her warm breath. It was as though an in
toxicating charm was cast around me, even before she spoke ! How can I
describe the wonderful thrilling tone of her voice ? Each word tore my breast,
as she confessed that she harboured a forbidden love, against which she had long
and vainly striven, and that this love wa' the more sinful as the object of her
passion was bound by hply and irrevocable vows ; in the madness of hopeless
despair she had breathed a curse upon these vows. She paused-then, with a
flood of tears that well-nigh drowned her words, she broke forth : " Tlt)'Sdf,
Medardus, it is whom I love so madly ! "
My nerves quivered as in the grip of death ; I was beside myself ; an unknown
emotion played havoc in my breast ; to see her, to press her to me, to perish in
joyous pain, one moment of this bliss and ever after the eternaf torments of
Hell !
She was silent, but I heard her deep-drawn breath. With one despairing
effort I girded up my strength. What I said I know not, only I know that she
arose in silence and departed, while I drew my cowl deep over my eyes and, as
though dazed, remained alone and half-conscious within the confessional.
Fortunately no one else came into the church, and I was able to 'pass un
noticed to my cell. But how changed all seemed now to me, how trivial and
how hollow my own set purpose ! I had not even seen the face of my strange
visitor, and yet it lived within my inner vision and gazed on me with its witchery
of dark-blue eyes, set with pearly tears which fell like hot fire upon my soul and
kindled flames such as no prayers and not any penance could again extinguish.
Yet did I chastise myself, torturing myself w1th bloody scourge, in order to
escape the everlasting damnation which threatened me, for the raging fire in
which this strange woman had set me had lit up a flame of sinful desire, hitherto
unknown, so that I knew not how to save myself from the voluptuous pain.
An altar in our church was dedicated to Saint Rosalia, and above it was
depicted her martyr-death. The features of the Saint were those of my beloved ;
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I knew them well, and even the drapery was the fac-simile of that my unknown
maid had worn. There lay I by the hour, as though reft of my senses, and
heaved forth terrible wails of desperation, so that the monks fled in horror from
the spot. In quieter moments I rushed into the cloister-garden, and wherever
I went I saw lur in the distance. She came from out the bushes, she mounted
with the fountain, she hovered o'er the flowering meadows ; everywhere /ur
form alone ! Then I cursed my vows, my very being ! Out into the world
would I forth, never to rest till I had found her, till· I had bought er with th�
forfeit of my soul.
At last I was able at least to moderate the excess of my outbursts in presence
of the astonished Brothers and the Prior. I would seem more restful, but ever
more deeply burnt the brand into my heart's core. No sleep, no peace !
Pursued by her image, I dashed my sides against the planks of my bed and
called on all the saints-not to preserve me from the tempting phantom that
haunted me, not to save my soul from eternal destruction, no !-to give to me
the maid, to loose me from my oath and set me free for my sinful fall !
At last my whole soul was set upon one thing, to end my torment by flight
from the M onastery. Freedom from the cloister vows seemed the one thing
needful to deliver this woman into my arms and to still the desire that devoured
me. I determined to disguise myself by shaving off my beard and donning
worldly clothes, and thus to wander about the city until I found her. I never
once reflected how difficult, perchance impossible, this might be, nor that I
could not without money exist perhaps even one day beyond the walls.
The last day which I intended to pass in the cloister had dawned ; by fortune
I had obtained some :Jassable burgher clothing, and wit� the fall of night I
meant to leave the Monastery for ever. It was already evening when the Prior
unexpectedly sent for me. I shuddered, for nothing seemed more sure than
that he had discovered something of my secret plan. Leonardus received me
with unwonted solemnity, nay with so imposing a dignity that involuntarily I
quailed before him.
" Brother Medardus," began he, '' thy extraordinary behaviour, which I
attribute to a violent outbreak of that mental excitation which thou hast long
fostered, and perchance not from the purest motives, is destroying our peaceful
intercourse. It disturbs that serenity of spirit which I have always endeavoured
to cherish among the Brothers as the evidence of quiet, pious living. It may
be that some untoward event which has befallen thee bears all the blame. Thou
mightest have found consolation from me as thy friend and father in whom
thou couldst implicitly confide ; but thou hast kept silent, and I can the less
press thee for an avowal, as now thy secret might rob me of a portion of that
peace which in my old age I cherish above all else. Thou hast often, and
especially before the altar of Saint Rosalia, sadly distressed not only the
Brothers, but even strangers who have found themselves within the church, by
the terrible utterances that seem to burst in madness from thee. According to
the rules of the monastery, I might chastise thee for this harshly ; but this will
I not do, since perchance some evil power, or even the Adversary himself, whom
thou hast not successfully withstood, is cause of all thy erring, and prompts thee
but to be more strenuous in thy prayers and fastings. But, mark me well, I can
see straight into thy soul ; thou wouldst be free I "
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Leonardus's gaze searched through and through me ; I could not bear his
glance, and sobbing cast myself to the ground, overwhelmed with the conscience
of my wicked purpose.
Leonardus proceeded : " I understand thee, and I even believe that, better
than the solitude of the cloister, the world, if only thou wanderest piously
1hrough its ways, will heal thee of thy error. A matter concerning our monastery
demands the presence of a Brother in Rome. I have chosen thee for this
mission, and to-morrow, armed with full powers and my instructions, thou canst
set forth on thy journey. Thou art all the more fitted for this business as thou
art young, robust, and expert in affairs, and art complete master of the Italian
language. Go now to thy cell ; pray fervently for the welfare of thy soul, as I
will ; but give up all thy penances, which would but weaken thee and unfit thee
for thy journey. With the break of day I wait for thee within this chamber."
Like a ray from heaven came to me the words of the worthy Leonardus. I
had hated him, but now, with a delightful pang, returned the love which had
bound him once to me. I shed hot tears , I pressed his hands unto my lips.
He embraced me, and it seemed to me as though he knew my inmost though t s
and yielded m e t h e freedom to follow o u t t h e destiny which might perchance
fling me, after a few short moments of bliss, into everlasting ruin.
My flight was now unnecessary ; I might openly leave the cloister, and follow
without ceasing her without wi10m there was now no rest and no salvation for
me on earth. The journey to Rome, the embassy, seemed to me but a device
of the Prior to free me from the monastery in decent fashion.
That night I spent in prayer and in preparations for my journey. I filled a
wicker-bound flask with the remnant of the miraculous wine for future use, and
replaced its original receptacle within the casket.
I was not a little surprised when I l.earnt from the lengthy instructions of the
Prior that my mission to Rome was no mere pretext, and that the occurrence
which demanded the presence of a Brother as a plenipotentiary was one of
grave importance. It fell as a heavy weight upon my heart, for I had thought
to give myself unreservedly to my new freedom with the first step outside the
cloister. Yet Iter image gave me fresh courage, and I resolved to remain true
to my own plan.
The Brothers were all assembled, and the parting from them, especially from
Leonardus, gave me the deepest sorrow. But at last the monastery gate was
closed behind me, and I had set forth on my long journey into Freedom.

PA�T I I.

ENTRANCE ON THE WORLD.
CHAPTER VIII.

VEILED in blue mist the monastery lay below me in the valley ; the fresh morning
breeze wafted through the air to me the pious hym ns of the Brothers. Involun
tarily I joined my voice to theirs. In rosy flames the sun arose behind the
city, its golden glitter glancing through the trees ; like glowing diamonds the
dewdrops fell on myriads of gaily-painted insects, who circled round in buzzing
concert. The birds awoke and fluttered through the wood, singing songs o f
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gladness and caressing one another for very joy. A band of peasant-lads and
bright-dressed lasses came up the hill. " Praised be Jesus Christ ! " they cried
to me in passing ; " To all eternity," I answered.
I felt as though a new day, full of joy and freedom and thousand happi
nesses, were breaking on my life. Never before had my spirits been so mirthful ;
I seemed to be a d1fferent being, and, as though endowed w ith newly-wakened
force, I rushed down through the forest.
I asked a peasant whom I met to direct me to the place which was marked on
my itinerary as my first sleeping station ; he pointed to a footpath branching off
from the highway, through the hills. I had already journeyed a considerable
distance before the thought of my unknown maid and my fantastic plan for
seeking her recurred to me. But her picture was blurred as though by some
strange unknown power, so that only by an effort could I recognize the dim,
disfigured traits ; the more I strove to hold the vision in my mind, the more it
faded into mist. Only my extravagant behaviour in the monastery, after that
mysterious occurrence, stood clear before my eyes. It was incomprehensible
evt:n to myself, that the Prior should have borne with me in patience, and sent
me forth into the world, in place of well-deserved chastisement. I almost
convinced myself that the appearance of the fair unknown was but a vision
resulting from too great strain of mind, and instead of ascribing the traitorous
phantasm to the ever-watchful persecution of the Adversary, as once I should
have done, I laid its blame on my own over-strung senses ; for the circumstance
that the stranger was clad just like Saint Rosalie seemed to show that the
speaking likeness of the Saint, which could easily be seen from my confessional,
had a great share in the matter. I was deeply moved by the wisdom of the
Prior, who had chosen the very means for curing me, since, cribbed within the
cloister-walls, always surrounded with the self-same objects, and ever devoured
by the broodings of my heart, that vision, borrowing more vivid colours from
my solitude, might well have driven me to madness. More and more enamoured
with the idea that this was but a dream, I could scarce refrain from laughing
at myself, and, overcome with unwonted frivolity, I jested with myself on the
thought that I had presumed to choose a Saint for temptress, and even to ima
gine myself a second Saint Anthony.
I had journeyed for some days among the mountains, between stern, tower
ing pinnacles of rock, and across narrow rustic bridges, beneath which the forest
torrents rushed ; more desolate and more toilsome grew the way. It was high
noon ; the sun beat fierce upon my u nprotected head ; I parched with thirst,
but no spring was near, nor could I reach the hamlet I was seeking. Prostrate,
I sat myself upon a boulder, and could no longer resist the temptation to draw a
draught from the wicker flask, though I would fain preserve my precious liquor
as long as possible. New force glowed through my veins ; refreshed and
strengthened, I set forth once more to reach my nearing goal.
Denser and denser grew the pine forest ; in its deepest recess I heard a rust
l ing sound, and immediately thereon I heard the neighing of a haltered steed.
I pressed a few steps forward, and shrunk back in terror as I found myself upon
the brink of a fearful abyss, beneath which, between jagged slabs of stone, a
torrent hissed and foamed on its course, with a sound of thunder that I had
hea•d while yet far off.
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At the very edge of this prec1p1ce, upon a jutting crag of rock, there sat a
young man in uniform, his hat with its high tuft of feathers, his sword and his
pocket-case lying beside him. H is whole body bent forward over the abyss, he
seemed to have fallen asleep, and each moment he sank to a more perilous position.
H is fall was thus inevitable. I ventured forward ; seizing him with my hand to
hold him back, I shouted loud " For Christ's sake, awake I For Christ's
sake ! "
As soon as I touched him he jumped up, aroused from his deep sleep ; but at
the same moment, losing his balance, he fell into the gulf and dashed from crag
to crag, his mangled limbs splintering with cruel crash. H is piercing cries re
echoed from the immeasurable depth, until at last only a muffled sound was
borne aloft, and this too died away.
Stupefied by terror and amaze, I stood awhile, and then took up the hat, the
sword, and letter-case, and would have rushed from the fatal spot ; but a young
man, clad like a hunter, rushed from the wood to meet me. He gazed first
searchingly upon my face, and then began to laugh so immoderately that an ice
cold shudder shook my frame.
At last he spoke : " :My gracious master, the disguise is magnificent. If the
adorable lady had not been warned beforehand, indeed she would not recognize
her sweetheart.
B ut where have you thrown your uniform, my worthy
count ? "
" I threw it into the torrent," answered a dull, hollow voice from within me.
It was not 1 who spoke the words, for they came unbidden from my lips. Ab
sorbed within myself, my eyes t urned only to the precipice ; in dread lest the
corpse of the Count should rise and confront me, I stood there mute. It
seemed as though I had committed murder ; but still I held the hat and
sword and letter-case in firm·clasped grip.
The young man went on : " N ow, my gracious master, I will take the
bridle-path to the town, and hold myself in readiness, in the house beside
t he left-hand gate. You m ust go straight down to the castle, where some
one is already awaiting you. I will take the hat and rapier with me."
I handed both to him.
" Adieu, Sir Count ! Good luck at the castle ! " cried the young man, and
singing and whistling he disappeared in the thicket. I heard him loose his
steed and take his way.
C HAPTER

IX.

As soon as I had recovered from my stupefaction, and could think O\'er the
occurn:nce, I saw that I was the plaything of some curious chance that had
thrust me all at once into the strangest of relations. It was clear to me that
some remarkable simihrity of my features with those of the unhappy Count
had deceived his servant, and that the dead man must have selected the disguise
of a Capucin monk for sake of some adventure in t he neighbouring chiteau.
Death had overtaken him, and at the same time forced myself into his place.
An inward irresistible impulse, the will of this strange destiny, to carry on the
role of this young Count, overcame my every scruple, and hushed the inner
voice which accused me of murder and of an ill-intent. I opened the portfolio ;
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letters and notes for considerable sums fell into my hand. I wished to go
through the papers and read the letters one by one, in order to acl� uaint myself
with t he history of the Count ; but my inward unrest, and the mad rush of a
thousand new ideas storming through my brain, permitted it not.
After a few steps I paused again and re;;ted on a block of stone, i n order to
regain a quieter frame of mind, for I plainly saw the danger of rushing at once,
so u nprepared, into a fresh circle of experiences.
The cheerful sound of horns came through the wood, and the joyous cry of
many voices came nearer and ever nearer. l\.-Iy heart beat loud within my
bosom, and my breath came fast as I felt that now a new world and a new mode
of life was opening out before me.
I hid myself in a narrow passage of the rock that led me at last to a steep
decline, from whence I could see, in the valley below, a stately castle. This
�ust be the scene of the adventure on which the Count was bent, and gallantly
I went towards it.
I soon found myself within the park that surrounded the castle. Walking in
a shady valley I saw two men, one of whom was clad like a lay-brother. They
approached me, but without observing they passed me by, absorbed in deep
converse. The secular was a youth, whose fair features were blanched with the
deadly pallor of gnawing care ; the other, whose plain dress yet bore the mark
of distinction, appeared to be a man advanced in years. They sat down upon
a bench of stone, with their backs turned to me, but so close that I could hear
every word they uttered.
" Hermogen," said the older man, " you arc bringing despair upon your
family by your stubborn silence. Your moroseness is increasing every day ;
your youthful strength is broken, and the bloom of health is fading fast away.
Your resolve to adopt a spiritu1l calling shatters all the hopes and wishes oi
your father ! Yet would he gladly cast aside these hopes if only a real inner
call, a n irresistible bent to solitude, had fostered this decision from your youth
up ; he would not then attempt to strive with the decree of fate. But the
sudden change of your whole nature shows only too plainly that some occur
rence, on which you preserve an obstinate silence, has shaken your inner soul
in dreadful mode, and still pursues its deadly work. You were once a bright,
ingenuous youth, full of the joy of life. What is it that can have so estranged
you from humankind that you despair to find within a human breast the balm
for your sick soul ? You answer not ; you stare vacantly before you ; you sigh,
H ermogen ? Once you loved your father above all else ; now, though even it
be impossible to you to unveil your heart to him, at least spare him the pain of
seeing this garb which indicates your terrible purpose ! I beseech you,
Hermogen, cast off this hateful garment ! Believe me, there lurks a hidden
force in these externals. Since I am sure there can be no misunderstanding
b etween us, you will not be offended with me when I remind you how often it
happens that an actor, once dressed for his part, yields easily to the impressions
of the c haracter he must play, as though incited by some foreign spirit.
Let me speak more in my usual way, and usc a lighter tone than may seem fit
to you. Can you not concei\'e that, if this long robe did not compel your gait to
gloomy gravity, you would once more step forward fresh and blithesome, and
leap and spring as was your wont ? The glitter of the epaulettes which once
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adorned your shoulders would cast again the g:ow of youth upon these blanched
cheeks-the clinking spur.:;, like swett music, would sound to cheer the mettled
steed that neighed to greet you, curvetting for joy, and arch ing down its neck
in homage to its dear-loved master. Up, Baron ! off with the dismal garb that
suits you not ! Shall Frederick go to fetch your uniform ? "
The old man arose and would have departed, but the youth fell on his neck.
" Ah ! how you torture me, Reinhold," cried he, in halting tones ; " you pain
me unspeakably. Alas ! the more you try to strike the chords within my breast
that once responded in harmony to your touch, the more I feel the iron grip of
fate which has crushed out all their music, and turned them all, as in a broken
lute, to discord ! "
" So it seems to you, dear Baron," replied the other ; " you talk of some
dread destiny that has overtaken yuu ; but whence its origin, you say not. B ut
sure, a youth like yourself, full of inner strength, in the first flush of manhood's
vigour, must well be able to ward off that iron grasp of destiny, and, as though
illuminated with the divine light of nature, rise above the decrees of fate, and
thus awakening and enkindling his higher self, must mount above the sordid
cares of life. Baron, I know · no destiny that has the might to crush to death
this inner Will."
Hermogen stepped back a little, and, staring at the older man with a defiant
look of secret scorn, that had something appalling in its glance, he cried in
hollow, muffled tones :
" Know then that I myself am the Nemesis that crushes out myself, that a
terrible sin is weighing on me, a shameful crime that I atone in misery and i n
despair. Therefore, · b e pitiful, and pray m y father that he open t o me the
cloister gates ! "
" Baron," answered the old man, " you are in a condition of mind that
indicates a nature totally unstrung. You must not leave us, you dare not part.
To-day the Baroness returns with Aurelie ; and they must see you."
The young man laughed, a laugh of terrible contempt, and cried in a voice
that rang through all my body :
" Must I ? Must I stay ? In sooth, old friend, your words are true ; I must
remain, and_my penance here will be more fearful than within the mute and
lonely walls ! "
With these words he sprang into the shrubbery and left the older man, who
stood, his head propped by one hand, the picture of unutterable grief.
" Blessed be the Lord Jesus Christ ! " I said in greeting tones.
H e started, looking at me in wonder ; yet the next moment he seemed to
recognize my advent as something for which he was already prepared, and said :
" Surely, reverend Sir, it is you whose visit the Baroness has some time
promised us, in consolation of this mourning family."
As I assented, Reinhold resumed at once the cheerfulness of mood that
seemed his chief characteristic. We wandered through the beauties of the park, and
came at last to a leafy bower adjoining the castle, in face of which the whole fair
panorama of the mountains lay expanded. Upon his call a servant, who was
j ust leaving the doorway of the castle, came to us, and soon a sumptuous break
fast was spread out. Whilst we were clinking our brimming glasses, it seemed
to me that Reinhold observed me with growing attention, as though he were
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taxinf{ his memory for some t half-forgotten occurrence. At lao;t he b roke the
r
silence :
" Hea,·ens above:', my reverend master ! If I am not much mistaken, you
must be Father Medardus, from the Capucin monastery in B
. Yet how
were that possible ? But, nay, it is so. You are certainly the Father Medardm.
Only tell me ! "
As though a lightning-flash had struck me, my every nerve thrilled at Reinhold's
words. I saw myself discovered, unmasked, and accused of murder ; yet my
desperation gave me strength, for it was now a question of life or death. " I
certainly am Father ::\-Iedardus, from the monastery in B--, and at present am
journeying with full powers to Rome," this I said with all the composure it was
possible for me to simulate.
" Is it, then, a mere chance," said Reinhold, " that you have strayed from the
high road and found our castle, or how is it that · the Baroness has made your
acquaintance and sent you here ? "
Without knowing what I uttered, and blindly following the dictates of an inner
voice that whispered me the words, I said, " Upon my journey, I met the con
fessor of the Baroness, and he begged me to fulfil an errand in this house."
" It is true,'' resumed Reinhold ; " that is what the Baroness wrote us. Heaven
be thanked that it has led you on this path, for the salvation of the house, and
that, as a devout and trusty man, you have been pleased to interrupt your journey,
here to execute a deed of good. Some years ago, I was by chance in B --,
and heard the words of comfort that you let fall from the pulpit, in truly heaven
sent inspiration. I trust to your piety, your manifest calling to bring healing to
lost souls with fervent zeal, and to your noble inborn eloquence, to accomplish
that in which we all have failed. I am glad that I have come across your path
before you had met the Baron. I will use this opportunity to make you ac
quainted with the history of this family, concealing nothing ; as is my duty to you,
most reverend sir, to a holy man whom Heaven itself would seem to have sent
us for our consolation. I must, therefore, in order to give your efforts the right
direction, tell you at least the outline of much on which I otherwise would
g!adly have kept silence."
--

( To be continued.)

U N IVERSAL PROVERBS.
The wolf changes his coat but not his nature.
"What good is soap to a negro, and advice to a fool ?
God builds the nest of the blind bird.
The eye is a window which looks into the heart.
He who is far from the eye is far from the heart.
The young of the raven appears to it a nightingale.
The dog barks, but the caravan passes on.
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BUDDHIST, o u r new j o u rnal a t Colombo, No. 4 (the 1 0th

Durutu,

243 2

A.D.,

Pura

of Buddha) writes :

" I t is with heartfelt joy that we announce that the veteran President of the T. S. i s
expected to reach Colombo on Sunday the 1 3th of this {Feb.) month. . . .

He is on

his way to confer with and assist our Brother Buddhists in Japan, where we trust that
his presence will have the effect of checking the recent tendency towards the adoption
of the \Vestern heresies.

We quarrel with no man for changing his faith upon sincere

conviction ; but our Japanese friends have been contemplating Christianity not as

a

religion, but merely as an aid to mercantile speculation, and it is right that their eyes
should be opened to the awful consequences that may follow from playing with fire.
\Ve most loyal l y wish our revered President-Founder all success on his errand of
mercy ; and we trust that his mission will draw into closer bonds of love brothers who
All who love our LOR D and H i s Law will

at present know too little of one another.

join in a hearty welcome to our brave leader. . . .

H e will leave for Yokohama on

the 1 7th of this month."

A gain we fi n d in the issue of the 2nd

A 11a Dumtu,

243 2

A.D.B.

(or

Feb. r 8 th, 1 8 89) of the same excellent little weekly of our Buddh ist
brethren of Ceylon, an account of our President's visit to Colombo.
" The days spent by the Prc�ident in Colombo were full of official work.

He held

the Anniversary of the local Branch and election of officers ; organized the new Ceylon
section, distributed the prizes to the Buddhist English High School, and delivered an
address to the invited guests ; gave a lecture in our Headquarters Hall ; transacted
very important financial business connected with the Branch Society's real estate ;
breakfasted with his old friends, 1\Ir. Arnachalam, the Hindoo Registrar-General, and
the Hon. M r. Ramanathan, Tamil member of the Governor's Council ; had several
interviews with t he H igh Priest S umangala ; and attended to other Society affairs.
At our Colombo Headquarters, facing the charming lake, two very clever Japanese
priests arc lh·ing, one sent by the erudite Akamatz, of the Monto sect, to study Pali
under Sumangala, the other by Professor Max M uller's favourite pupil, Bunyu �anjio,
to learn Sanscrit under Pandit Batwantudawe.

Their education finished, they are to

return to Japan with sets of the Sinhalese Buddhist Scri ptures, and devote themselves
to the comparative study of the sacred books of the Northern and Southern canons.
Thus has our Society served as the bridge over which will pass to and fro the most
learned priests of the Mahayana and H inayana-the " G reater Vehicle " and the
" Lesser Vehicle "-to exchange views ab,JUt the primitive teaching of B U DDHA

SAKYA::-!UNJ, a

raj!proc!tement unknown

since the great schism at the Vai sali Council

two thousand one hundred years a6o, which resulted in the formation of the two major
bodies, the Northern and Southern Churches.

In view of this i m pressive fact it is

not un reasonable to count upon results of great moment from the President's first. tour in
Japan.

As he began his Ceylon work by convening, at Galle, a council of Priests of

the Siam and Amarapura sects, so he hopes to be able to call a similar one 10f the
forty sects into which Japanese Buddhism i s said to be divided.

All good wishes

attend him."
O ur revered President-Founder left these shores upon his mission to Japan on the
cay following the full-moon-day.

H i s departure was quite dramatic.

It fortunately
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happened (quite without pre-arrangement) that

the

Right Reverend High Priest

Sumangala was preaching at the Theosophical Hall on that evening, and the noble old
Colonel and his young companion, M r. Dhammapala Hevavitarana, entered the Hall
anrl solemnly took Pansil j ust before starting.

The H igh Priest, after reciting the

Pali Sutra which he had chosen as his text, spoke a few hearty words of friendly
farewell to the voyagers before commencing his sermon.

He sai d :-

" O nce when our LORD BuDDHA wished to send some one to preach his LAW to
unknown and foreign nations, an Arahat named Punna Thero, who was noted for his
kindliness and long-suffering, offered hi mself for the service.

Our LoRD said to

him :" ' S upposing that when you preach to foreign and savage nations, the people,
i nstead of hearing you gratefully, should revi!e you and heap abusive language upon
you ; what would be your feelings towards them ? '
" Punna Thero replied :-

" ' LORD, I should feel kindly and gratefully towards them, because they abused me
only, but did not hustle or assault me.'
" ' But supposing that they proceeded to hustle and assault you, what then ? ' con
tinued our LORD.

" ' L O R D, I should still feel kind! y and ·gratefully towards them, because, though
they assaulted me, they yet did not injure me with weapons.'
" ' llut if they did injure you with weapons, what then ? ' asked our Master.

" ' LORD, I should still feel kindly and gratefully towards them, in that although they
thus injured me, they did not kill me '
" ' But if they even proceeded to kill you, what would your feelings be ? '

" ' LORD, I should still feel kindly and gratefully towards them, because, having
injured me so severely, they did not leave me to linger in agony and desire death
in vain.'
" Then said our Blessed Lord : ' Go forth and preach, and prosper in your work ; for
you are indeed fit to carry My law among the heathen.'
" Now Colonel Olcott is not yet an Arahat, nor are the people to whom he is going
to preach heathen ; they are Buddhists -followers of the same glorious LORD whom
we obey, though perhaps it has not been their good fortune to preserve H is Teach ing
as pure, as unaffected by outer influences, as we in this favoured island have been able
to do.

But yet Colonel Olcott possesses many of those qualities which so highly

distinguished Punna Thero of old.

He has frequently been abused, and his noble work

unappreciated, but he has shown that he knows how to return good for evil, and to
treat his bitterest opponents with kindness and forbearance.

He is the only person

who could undertake and successfully carry out this missionary work for Buddhism ;
it is well therefore that our Japanese brothers have heard of the great good that he
has done for our religion, and have sent for him to help them also.
" And his companion, Mr. Dhammapala Hevavitarana, who, at an age when young
men usually think of nothing but their own enjoyment, has devoted his whole life to
the service of our glorious religion, is worthy to share the high honour of his task, and
to be the first Sinhalese who sets foot upon the shore of Japan.
" My parting advice to them as they leave us for their noble work is that, in whatever
danger or difficulty they may find themselves, they will never forget the Three Gems
they have taken for their Guide, and in whose strength they go forth-the LORD, the
LAw, the ORDER ; and

I would charge them to bear in mind our Master's words :AH:odhma jim kodhan
Asadhun sadhuna jine.

which means :O vercome anotht"r's envy by your kindness ;
Overcome bad people by your!goodness.

So
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" I invoke upon their heads all the blessing of the devas, and I ask you all to speed
them on their way with your Peartiest good wishes."
The Hall was crowded to exc:ess, but the entire assembly rose with one accord, and
so, with the solemn blessing of the greatest Priest of the Southern Ch u rch, and amid
the ringing cheers of their Buddhist brothers, our beloved President and his young
companion passed forth to work which has been given them to do.

H istory repeats itself. The rise and triumph of Christianity and its
general spread in the West were due originally to a purely political
exigency. \Vhile remaining to his death a devoted heathen, Constantine
enforced the creed of the Nazarene sect upon his army and people, and
made of it a state religion. The fall and decadence of Christianity will
be due, as Karmic effect, to the same cause, and Christian constitutional
Sovereigns will have perhaps at no distant day to make away with
priests and Churches for the same political reasons as those which guided
the wily Constantine. The hand of the great Law of Retribution is
already at work. How low the fundamental idea that underlies the
teachings of Christ has now fallen is instanced in what is going on at the
present moment in Japan. Christianity is advocated there, not because
of its ethics, not because it is regarded as the one rc<·calcd religion, or
e\·en the best ; but the conversion-in this case perz•crsion, surely-of a
whole nation is contemplated simply as a trade commodity, the price
paid for the right of standing in the same rank as the European
nations. It is by such a suicidal step that this misguided and truly
benighted, though clever and good, people hopes to reach the same level
of civilization as we have attained. That they \'fould reach at the sam e
time all the moral degradation o f our centres o f civilization does not
seem to have entered their dazed minds. The real motive that prompts
some of their leaders is confessed with praiseworthy sincerity by som e
Japanese literati and publicists, and the slap o n the face of Christianity
is received by the servants of Christ with rapturous joy. " Is it advisable
to embrace the religion of Europe and America ? " ask some politicians.
It is, answer the greatest Materialists of Japan. The whole question rs
in a nutshell, and we find it stated in a small paragraph of a daily :
" Those connected with the movement say that Christian dogmas are a bitter pill to
swallow, but advise that it be swallowed promptly for the sake of the after effects.
�t r. Fukuzawa, a well-known writer, urges this course, although he says he takes no
personal

interest

whatever

in

religion, and

knows

nothing of the teaching of

Christianity ; but he sees that it is the creed of the most hi�hly civilised nations.
To him religion is only a g�rment, to be put on or taken off at pleasure, but he thinks
it prudent that Japan should wear the same dress as her neighbours, with whom she
desires to stand well.

Professor Toyama, of the Im perial U niversity, has published

a work to su pport this view.
Christian ethics, and

that

the

He holds that Chinese ethics must be replaced by
benefits to be derived from the introduction of

Christianity are : ( r ) The improvement of m usic ; (2) union of sentiment and feeling,
leading to harmonious co·operltion ; and (3) the furnishing a medium of intercourse
between men and women.
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Oh, poor purblind Japs !

But :-

" Mr. Kato, the late President of the Imperial University, who says that religion is
not needed for the educated, and confesses his dislike to all religions equally, urges the
introduction of religious teaching mto the Government schools, on the ground that the
unlearned in Japan have had their faith in old moral standards shaken, and that there
is now a serious lack of moral sentiment among the masses. Among the replies to
this is one by a Mr. Sugiura, who is described as ' a diligent student of Western
philosophy for many years.' He speaks of the specially marked lack of religious
feeling and sentiment in his countrymen : The Japanese, he says, have no taste for
religion whatever, and it is impossible that they should ever become a religious peopie.
The youth of Japan, he argues, being free from the thraldom of creeds, and free to
act according to reason, are so far in advance of Europeans, and instead of talking
about adopting a foreign religion Japanese should go abroad and preach their religion
of reason to foreign countries. Other writers urge the same views."

The second proposition is an improved notion and we hope it will
pass. The voyage of our President to Japan may yet become fruitful
of events and help in this later amendment. In the matter of ethics and
common morality, European nations are undeniably below the level, not
only of Japan, but of India and every other uncivilized country. It is a
boast of Church and civilization that Christian grace has softened the
hearts of men and reformed barbarous customs. Facts and centuries of
experience prove this to be a boast truly, and nothing else. Ideal
Christianity or the Gnosticism of a Marcion or Valentinus would have
softened the rude customs of barbarous ages and have been an improve
ment of the inner man, such as he was during the period of the
decadence of Rome. Church Christianity, however, helped by the fatal
law of reversion to original types, caused only the outward bearing of
the physical man to assume a more polished and therefore less sincere
demeanour than shown by the barbarian of old ; and civilization, while
putting on the mask of Christian humility, has led the European nations
back to all the moral dissolution, sensuality, crime, and cruelty of the
polished Roman, but to none of the virtues of the rude Spartan. Out
ward leprosy has disappeared from the surface to work the more actively
inwardly. The combination of pagan • rites and metaphysical ideas
(now transformed into the Church dogmas and symbolism) with Gnostic
Christianity euhemerized, has justified fully the wisdom of the reply
to the disciples of John the Baptist ; namely, that " men do not put
their new wine into old bottles ; else the bottles break and the wine
runneth out." The pagan bottles of the Churches . have broken, and
shown their true origin thereby ; and the wine of Christ is running out
and spilling as fast as it can. Christianity has now become purely
geographical ; and the worst animal, bestial instincts in man seem to
strengthen with every new step we take in civilization. Let us, then,
have the Japs come to Europe by all means, and preach to it Buddhist
Vitk An. Tlu RotJts of Rit11alism in Cll11rch and Mas01117.
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morality. Any ism is better than all the licentiousness of the centuries
of Caligula, Nero, and Messalina under the mask of mock Christianity
and cant-that sickening Pecksniffianism of our modern day !
A NEW BRANCH AT SINGAPORE.
[We have just received the following letter.]
You will be glad to learn that a Branch of the Theosophical Society was formed
in Singapore, where Colonel Olcott stopped a little over a day on his way to
Japan. The Sinhalese Buddhists, who are settlers of the place, came in a body
and welcomed him. At the house of Mr. P. B. de Silva, a well known mer
chant, Colonel Olcott addressed those assembled upon the usefulness of united
action in working for the interests of Buddhism, and by his persuasiveness the
Buddhists were so much moved that immediately a Branch was formed ; and as
this is composed of all Sinhalese, Colonel Olcott directed that the Branch be
included in the Ceylon Section, which already has ten branches. Colonel
Olcott, Mr. Zensiro Noguchi, the Japanese Delegate, and myself left Singapore
on the 24th instant, amidst the good wishes and blessings of those Sinhalese
Buddhists.
" Like the Princess of the fairy tales, who, as she goes along, drops pearls from
her mouth, so Colonel Olcott seems to drop pearls of good words, winning the
people to his side and forming fresh branches of the T. S.
" From the letters and telegrams that have been received from Japan, Mr.
Nugochi thinks that Colonel Olcott will have an enthusiastic reception from his
countrymen, who are eagerly waiting to hear what the Colonel has to say.
" We have on board the good steamer Djimnak as fellow passengers three
young Cambodian noblemen, who are returning home after an absence of three
years in Paris, where they have been prosecuting their studies in French. From
all that I hear from them there is a probability of Colonel Olcott's receiving an
invitation from the King of Cambodia-who is a devoted and staunch Buddhist
-to visit his country. There exists such a close relationship between Cam
bodia and Buddhist Ceylon, that it is only right that the friend and regenerator
of Ceylon Buddhism should be invited to the court of a King who has all
along taken an interest in the religion of our country. Ceylon is destined to
become the central point of union between the Northern and Southern Churches
of Buddhism, and the venerable Sumangala Nayaka Thera in his Sanskrit
letter to the Japanese Buddhists, which Colonel Olcott takes with him to Japan,
to add dignity to his mission, expresses this hope.
" As I have remarked in a letter to The .Theosophist, it is a wonderful fact
that after the Northern and Southern Churches have been dissevered for 2,200
years-smce the great schism which separated Buddhism into the so-called
Greater and Lesser Vehicles-our young Theosophical Society, a stripling born
out of the womb of Destiny only 1 4 years ago (two 7's), should by some magical
influence or other be made, perhaps, the link of gold to re-unite them into one
stupendous Church ! Who can tell ? And one thing must be born in mind,
that this trip to Japan, with all its results, is, as Mr. Nugochi said in his Madra
speech to the Convention, a consequence of Colonel Olcott's success in Ceylon.
••
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" THOU SHALT NOT BEAR FALSE WITNESS . , . .�
THE God-fearing and truth·speaking padris of India and their pals in England are
once more at work.

The bitter truths uttered by Mr. Caine in his " Letters from

India," about the failure of Christian proselytizing in the East, have touched a sore
place in the heart of the wily dissenters.

As a result we find in the " Methodist

Times," a flat denial sprinkled with the spice of pious falsehoods of that which is a
patent fact to everyone in, or out of, I ndia.
The statement that instead of becoming Christian converts the educated youths of
India join " the Brahmo, or the Arya Somaj, or become Theosophists " cut the " men of

God " to the quick.

Hence a cunning thrust in the direction of Theosophy-a thrust

in the vacuum, of course-and a shower of pious mistatements.

Says the " Methodist

Times " : " since the publication by the Rev. G. Patterson . . . . of the truth (?) about
Mme. Blavatsky, theosophy has been little more than the butt and laughing stock of
ali India." This is why, we must suppose, the number of the " Fellows of the T. S."
since that failure of the Age, the attempt in Tile

Clvish'an College Magazine to e:rpose

those whom the meek missionaries hate and fear-has more than doubled in India,
tripled in Europe, and quintupled in America ?

Alas for poor Yorick· Patterson ! The

attempt was speedily followed by an Address to the slandered victim, signed by several

hundreds of the students of 1M sa111 e Clm'slian College of Madras, who protested
against the foul calumny.

If the dis proofs brought forward by the Methodists against

Mr. Caine's assertions are as truthful as this statement and those others saying that
Mme. B. was

" co,jJelled to become an exile from India," and therefore the T. S. rival�
(? !)-then Mr. Caine must feel secure. " Let God be true
but t'li"J' 111an a liar " is the Pauline precept carried out literally by most of the

no

longer Mormonism "

Missionary organs and those of the Methodists especially.

Of course, if the necessity

for missions at all " hath more abounded through my (their)
••

infidels " to say ?

Perhaps, however, there

may think otherwise.

are

lie," what have the

still a few genuine Christians left who

There are those who would prefer seeing the Indian jJatlris

tbe white ants of religion-girding their loins to tum homeward rather than disgracing
Christianity as they do.

An honest infidel is surely preferable to a lying and slandering

Missionary : and of such there is a terrible percentage·among those who claim to do
their Christian duty.

THE CAMBRIDGE LODGE OF THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.
AT a Council meeting of the Cambridge Lodge T. S., held on February 1 7 th,
Mrs. Passingham resigned her position as President, and Mrs. Gillig that of
Secretary of the Lodge, in consequence of their approaching departure from
Cambridge, both remaining Fellows of the Society at large.
The above resignations were duly accepted with many expressions of regret.
Mr. C. V. Naidu was proposed as President by Mr. Rogers, seconded by Mr.
H eaton, and unanimously elected.

It was proposed by Mr. Naidu, seconded

by Mr. Heaton, and carried unanimously that Mr. Rogers be Vice-President,
vice

Mr.

Naidu elected

President, and that Mr.

Edge be

Secretary and

Treasurer.
At a subsequent meeting held on February 2 4th, the above resolutions were
confirmed.
Thus the officers for the year 1 889 are :
President, Mr. C. V. Naidu, Downing College.
Vice-President, Mr. Rogers, Caius College.

Secretary and Treasurer, Mr. Edge, King's College.
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THEOSOPHY I N SWEDEN.
A THEOSOPHICAL LoDGE was founded in Stockholm on the qth February, 1 88g,
under the name of "The Swedish Branch of the Theosophical Society."
The members of the branch meet on the second Sunday of every month
(except June, July and August), at 16. J acobsgatan, where also the lodge library
is accessible to members.
Every member pays 5 Kr. per year. for the formation of the library and
other expenses.
The branch proposes to issue transhucns of Theosophical literature and to
hold lectures and discussions.
Officers of the lodge :President, Dr. Gustaf Zander.
Vice-President, Baron Victor Pfeiff.
Secretary, Dr. A. F. Akerberg
Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. A. Cederschiold.
Treasurer, Mr. Emil Zander.
Books already translated into Swedish :
Death anti Afterwards.
The O(cu/1 World.
Li'ghl on the Path.
Indtienls in /he Life of Madame
Jelwshua.
Blavalsky.
M.agic, While anti Blade.
Esoleri( Buddhism.
Mystery of the Ages.
Buddhist Catechism.
Lighl of Asia.

'R e v t e w & .
--

THE WANDERINGS OF OISIN AND OTHER POEMS."
HE Ossianic legends naturally form an important part of the lyrics of the
West of Europe. Present in Scotland, Ireland, Cornwall, and Brittany,
their apparent absence in Wales can only be accounted for on the theory
that in the Principality medi�eval songs are preserved, while the more archaic
ones have perished through the lapse of time. Perhaps the Ossianic legends
have suffered most through the indiscreet efforts of Macpherson, who preserved
the northern Gaelic aspect of the legends in a peculiarly improbable manner, though
Napoleon the Great is said to have admired Macpherson's Ossian, which may
account for some of his defeats. Dr. Johnson, however, disposed of his claims
in the celebrated words : " I thought your book an imposture ; I think it an im
posture still." (Boswell's " Life of Johnson," ed. 1 847, p. 430.) And the verdict of
posterity has confirmed the opinion of the great lexicographer. Fergus Mcin
tyre, in Walter Scott's novel of the " Antiquary " (ch. xxx. ), gives us a fair speci
men of a dialogue that a Caledonian St. Patrick is supposed to have had with

T

• By W.

B.

V&ATS.

K&GAN PAUL.

RE VIE WS.
Oisin, and the contest which took place between the advocates of the Christian
and Druidical forms of theology.

To our

mind this dialogue is much more

natural than the similar passages which exist in the same author's " Harold the
Dauntless," or in Longfellow.
thought.

Mr. Swinburne has attempted the same line of

However, we have a volume before us that deals with the whole sub

ject of St. Patrick and Oisin, from one who combines the character of a ripe
scholar of Irish tradition, folk-lore, poesy, and history, with that of an original
and powerful poet, whose contributions to English verse will, ere long, receive
their meet reward.

Part of the work is on the Ossianic d ialogue, in which the

mythical St. Patrick ( " Little Peter," a pure diminutive) holds a conversation

with Oisin, the latter expressing the history of his sins, weakness, and blindness.
Oisin reverts in the day of his death away from Christianity, to the thoughts of
his forefathers.

There are many who, in more modern days, do the same, and

return to the ancient secret faith of their ancestry.

We see this at the death

bed of most Jews who have joined the Christian religion.

Here we cannot do

more than give two verses to show the tone of Mr. Yeats' versification.

PATRICK.
" On the red, flaming stones, without refuge, the liptbs of the Fenians are
tost ;
No live man goes thither, and no man may war with the strong spirits
wage,
But weep thou, and wear thou the flags with thy knees, for thy soul that is
lost,
For thy youth without peace, and thy years with the demons, and the
godless fires of thine age."

0ISIN.
" Ah me ! to be old without succour, a show unto children, a stain,
Without laughter, a coughing, alone with remembrance and fear,
All emptied of purple hours as a beggar's cloak in the rain.
As a grass seed crushed by a pebble, as a wolf sucked under a weir."
Other verses are of equal merit, but in a far different style.

" Time and the

witch Vivien " is a ghastly poem, redolent with the higher knowledge of human
nature, and re!>embles one of Antoine Wiertz's pictures done into verse.
cula " is pretty, and reminds one of Longfellow's " Spanish Student."

" Mos
Students

of the Spanish drama are familiar with the manner in which a small number of
actors perform many things.

The plays of Calderon are better examples than

those of Lope de Vega, and Mr. Yeats has followed the former model rather
than the latter.

It is in the most worthless plays of modern times that we see

the unnecessary m ultiplication of superfluous
transpontine drama.

drama/is personO!

in the modern

Mr. Yeats, with the true hand of an artist, has done the

reverse, and the· result is that he has produced some good and systematic verses
which will bear repeating, and of which the merit will increase with the age of
the further productions by the same author.

Considering that every month 'fit·

nesses the production of at least thirty new volumes of poetry, of which we can
only say

sun/ !Jona, sun/ IJUO!tlam metliocria, sun/ mala plura,

it is really a com-
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fort to have a book of wholesome, ringing verse, which often illustrates the
theosophical principle that Karma, Nemesis, or Destiny, attends all manifesta
tions of life, and is an inseparable concomitant of every thought, word, and
action. Mr. Yeats is never so graceful, never so deeply devout,
ing the higher mysteries of the theosophical philosophy.

as

when express

We shall be glad to

see more verse from his pen.

LIGHT THROUGH T H E CRANNIES.•
PARABLES AND TEACHINGS FROM THE OTHER SIDE.

,

mJ H IS is one of the most charming . little books which
J, It consists of a series of communications received
the

" other side,"-whether from spirits of

the

we have ever read
by a sensitive from
departed is

another

These communications take

question into which it is needless to enter now.

the form of anecdotes and stories, touching in beauty and simplicity of style
and thought, most of them referring to the teaching and life of the Man of
Sorrows, though one or two of them are of a different character. Each parable
or story is followed by a few paragraphs of " Teaching," tending to enforce and
illustrate the meaning conveyed in what precedes.
High philosophy and subtle metaphysics are not expected in such a book as
this ; but the parables, broad and noble in their teaching, are told with a grace
and simplicity which will appeal to many far more than would any merely
intellectual presentation of the ideas conveyed.
An all-embracing spirit of charity pervades this little volume, and no taint of
exclusiveness mars the harmony of its thought.

The parable of " The R iver

and the Pool " is one that we all need to lay to heart, as it preaches a doctrine
that we must all strive to practise-the Universal Brotherhood of alL

It is this

spirit which gives to these parables their theosophical tone, and should cause
them to be widely read among all who are anxious to see the dawn of the day
of peace and good will among mankind
This class of literature is greatly needed at present as a means of educating
the minds of people.

It will assist in bridging over the difficult and dangerous

transition from the narrowness and dogmatism of established churches, and the
even more crushing exclusiveness of sectarianism in all its forms, to the wider
and freer air, the larger and more embracing forms, which the religious instinct
of men must create in the near future.
The book is one that deserves a wide circulation, the type is clear, and its low
price brings it within reach of all

We shall look forward with feelings of

pleasurable anticipation to the future volumes of the series which the author
promises.

•

London : Longmans, Green a: Co.

Price IS.

NoTE.-We regret that lack of space prevents our putting in this number the
reviews of several interesting and valuable books, pre- eminently " A Study of
Man," by Dr. ]. D. Buck, of Cincinnat� U.S.A., just received, and a few others.
They will be all noticed in the April number.

CORRESPONDENCE

8?

(torre&pont)ence.
THEOSOPHICAL

QUE RIES.

THE first object of the Theosophical Society being to promote the principle of
the "C'niversal Brotherhood of Humanity, how

can

it be reconciled with the aim

that, at the same time, it presents in life to every individual being :-the duty
of developing his Higher Self, by the sacrifice of every selfish desire, by the
conquest of all material interest, for the mere purpose of attaining a higher

faitk in
into siglzt and knowledge, and give us " life everlasting."

spiritual perfection, in order that this perfection should transform our
the spiritual world

How can one practice altruism and philanthropy, when one devotes one's life
to the cultivation of the inner spiritual being and the attainment of total ind if
ference to the physical world ?
Can there be a compromise ?
principles at once ?

Can one divide one's existence, and serve two

Now if the first, which is the altruistic principle, be taken

as a beacon for one's activity, which is the right way to apply it ?

If neglecting

all personal interest, one works for the welfare of people, by trying to give
them a happier earthly existence, may not the accusation be raised against one
that it is too materialistic to work

only for the practical welfare of people, as if

men were born merely for enjoyment ?
This reproach will be evaded if one holds to the theory that presents the
reign of the moral law as the aim of an altruist .

•

. . But what is the right

criterium for one's judgment ? . . . . Can anybody be certain enough of possess
ing the real knowledge of truth, to demand blind submission to it from others

?

and what right has anyone to believe that his opinion must be accepted on
authority-when he himself can err ?

If the Christian principle of giving away

everything one possesses to the poor were universally practised, there would be no
poor in this world to be benefitted ; or rather there would be nobody who would
want to possess any worldly goods, and so the benefit of civilisation would be
lost ?

This seems very irrational.

If, by a firm conviction in one's spiritual

immortality, and complete indifference to all practical benefit in this world, a
certain calmness of mind, can be attained, but through moral suffering, has one
a right to impose it upon others ?

To try to show them that all that makes the

enjoyment of life is but temporary and illusive ; that we are on the eve of losing
everything we love ; would not such thoughts darken the existence
majority, and deprive it of all energy for action in practical l ife ?

of

the

In such a

case, what is the use of our faculties and talents, which must have a physi
cal plane to act upon ?

Must they be neglected and stifled in order to give the

spirit the liberty and the means to devote itself to the attainment of self-per
fection, and the study of the higher spiritual knowledge that gives immor
tality ?

5/ 1 7

February, r 88g,
Petersbourg, Petite Morskaia.

BARBARA MosKVITINon.
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THE questions asked and the difficulties propounded in the foregoing letter
arise mainly from an imperfect acquaintance with the philosophical teachings of
Theosophy. They are a most striking proof of the wisdom of those who have
repeatedly urged Theosophists to devote their energies to mastering, at least, the
outlines of the metaphysical system upon which our Ethics are based.
Now it is a fundamental doctrine of Theosophy that the " separateness " which
we feel between ourselves and the world of living beings around us is an illusion,
not a reality. In very deed and truth, all men are one, not in a feeling of senti
mental gush and hysterical enthusiasm, but in sober earnest. As all Eastern
philosophy teaches, there is but ONE SELF in all the infinite Universe, and what
we men call " self" is but the illusionary reflection of the ONE sELF in the heaving
waters of earth. True Occultism is the destruction of the false idea of Self, and
therefore true spiritual perfection and knowledge are nothing else but tbe com
plete identification of our finite " selves " with the Great All. It follows, there
fore, that no spiritual progress at all is possible except by and through the bulk
of Humanity. It is only when the whole of Humanity has attained happiness
that the individual can hope to become permanently happy,-for the individual is
an inseparable part of the Whole.
Hence there is no contradiction whatever between the altruistic maxims of
Theosophy and its injunction to kill out all desire for material things, to strive
after spiritual perfection. For spiritual perfection and spiritual knowledge can
only be reached on the spiritual plane ; in other words, only in that state in which
all sense of separateness, all selfishness, all feeling of personal interest and desire,
has been merged in the wider consciousness of the unity of Mankind.
This shows also that no blind submission to· the commands of another can be
demanded, or would be of any use. Each individual must learn for himself,
through trial and suffering, to discriminate what is beneficial to Humanity ; and
in proportion as he develops spiritually, i.e., conquers all selfishness, his mind
will open to receive the guidance of the Divme Monad within him, his Higher
Self, for which there is neither Past nor Future, but only an eternal Now.
Again, were there no " poor," far from the " benefits of civilisation being
lost," a state of the highest culture and civilisation would be attained, of which
we cannot now form the faintest conception. Similarly, from a conviction of the
impermanence of material happiness would result a striving after that joy which
is eternal, and in which all men can share. Throughout the whole letter of our
esteemed correspondent there runs the tacit assumption that happiness in
material, physical life is all-important ; which is untrue. So far from being the
most important, happiness in this life of matter is of as little importance in
relation to the bliss of true spiritual life as are the few years of each human
cycle on earth in proportion to the millions and millions of years which each
human being spends in the subjective spheres, during the course of every great
cycle of the activity of our globe.
With regard to faculties and talents, the answer is simple. They should be
developed and cultivated for the service of Humanity, of which we are all parts,
and to which we owe our full and ungrudging service.
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T HOUGHTS ON KARMA AND REINCARNATION.
" I n man there are artenes, thin as a hair
split a I ,ooo times, filled with fluids blue, red,
green, yellow, etc.

The tenuous involucrum

(the base or ethereal frame of the astral body)
is lodged in them, and the ideal residues of
the experiences of the former embodiments
(or incarnations) adhere to the said tenuous
involucrum, and

"

accompany it in its passage
.from body to body."
-UPANISH.\DS.

U DGE of a man by his questions rather than by his answers,"
teaches the wily Voltaire. The advice stops half-way in our
case. To become complete and cover the whole ground, we
have to add, " ascertain the motive which prompts the questioner." A man
may offer a query from a sincere impulse to learn and to know. Another
person will ask eternal questions, with no better motive than a desire
-of cavilling and proving his adversary in the wrong.
Not a few among the " inquirers into Theosophy," as they introduce
themselves, belong to this latter category. We have found in it
M aterialists and Spiritualists, Agnostics and Christians. Some of them,
though rarely, are " open to conviction "-as they say; others, thinking
with Cicero that no liberal, truth-seeking man should ever impute a
c harge of unsteadiness to anyone for having changed his opinions
become really converted and join our ranks. But there are those also
a nd these form the majority-who, while representing themselves as
inquirers, are in truth caryers. Whether owing to narrowness of mind or
foolhardiness they intrench themselves behind their own preconceived
and not unseldom shallow beliefs and opinions, and will not budge from
them. Such a " seeker " is hopeless, as his desire to investigate the truth
is a pretext, not even a fearless mask, but simply a false 1zose.
He has
n either the open determination of an avowed materialist, nor the serene
.coolness of a " Sir Oracle." But'' You may as well
F orbid the sea for to obey the moon,
As, or by oath remove, or counsel shake,
The fabric of his folly. . . ."
7
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Therefore, a " seeker after truth " of this kind had better be severely
left alone. He is intractable, because he is either a skin -deep sciolist,
a self-opinionated theorist or a fool. As a general rule, he talks re
incarnation before he has even learnt the difference between metem
psychosis, which is the transmigration of a human Soul into an animal
form, and Reincarnation, or the rebirth of the same Ego in successive
human bodies. Ignorant of the tnte meaning of the Greek word, he
does not even suspect how absurd, in philosophy, is this purely exoteric
doctrine of transmigrations into animals. Useless to tell him that
Nature, propelled by Karma, never recedes, but strives ever forward in
her work on the physical plane ; that she may lodge a human soul in the
body of a man, morally ten times lower than any animal, but she will
not reverse the order of her kingdoms ; and while leading the irrational
monad of a beast of a higher order into the human form at the first
hour of a Manvantara, she will not guide that Ego, once it has become a
man, even of the lowest kind, back into the animal species-not during
that cycle (or Kalpa) at any rate.•
The list of queer " investigators " is by no means exhausted with these
amiable seekers.
There are two other classes - Christians and
Spiritualists, the latter being in some respects, more formidable than
any. The former having been born and bred believers in the Bible and
supernatural " miracles " on authority, or " thirty-seventh hand evidence,"
to use a popular proverb, are often forced to yield in the face of the first
hand testimony of their own reason and senses ; and then they are
amenable to reason and conviction. They had formed d priori opinions
and got crystallized in them as a fly in a piece of amber. But that
amber has cracked, and, as one of the signs of the times, they have
bethought themselves of a somewhat tardy still sincere search, to either
justify their early opinions, or else part company with them for good.
Having found out that their religion-like that " of the great majority of
their fellow men-had been founded on human not divine respect, they
come to us as they would to surgical operators, believing that theo
sophists can remove all the old cobwebs from thei�; bewildered brains.
Sometimes it does so happen ; once made to see the fallacy of first
accepting and identifying themselves with any form of belief, and then
only seeking, years later, for reasons to justify it, they very naturally
try to avoid falling again into the same mistake. They had once to
content themselves with such interpretations of their time-honoured
* Occult Science teaches that the same order of evolution for man and animals-from the first to
the seventh planet of a chain, and from the first to the end of the seventh round-t'lkes place on
e\·ery

chain of worlds i n our Solar system from the inferior to the superior.

Thus the hlghest as the

lowest Ego, from the monads selected to people a new chain in a Man vantara, when passing from :111
inferior to a superior " chain " bas, of course, to pass tlu ough every

animal

(and even

vegetable)

fomL

But once started on its cycle of births no bum:tn Ego will become that of an animal during

period of the seven rounds. - Vide
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dogmas as the fallacy and often the. absurdity of the latter would afford ;
but now, they seek to learn and understand before they believe.
This is the right and purely theosophical state of mind, and is quite
consistent with the precept of Lord Buddha, who taught never to believe
merely on authority but to test the latter by means of our personal
reason and highest intuition. It is only such seekers after the eternal
truth who can profit by the lessons of old Eastern Wisdom.
It is our duty, therefore, to help them to defend their new ideals by
furnishing them with the most adequate and far-reaching weapons. For
they will have to encounter, not only Materialists and Spiritualists, but
also to break a lance with their ex-coreligionists. These will bring to
bear upon them the whole of their arsenal, composed of the pop-guns of
biblical casuistry and interpretations based on the dead-letter texts and
the disingenuous translation of pseudo revelation. They have to be pre·
pared. They will be told, for instance, that there is not a word in the
Bible which would warrant belief in reincarnation, or life, more than
once, on this earth. Biologists and physiologists will laugh at such a
theory, and assure them that it is opposed by the fact that no man has a
glimpse of recollection of any past life. Shallow metaphysicians, and
supporters of the easy-going Church ethics of this age, will gravely
maintain the injustice there would be in a posterior punishment, in the
present life, for deeds committed in a previous existence of which we
know nothing. All such objections are disposed of and shown fallacious
to anyone who studies seriously the esoteric sciences.
But what shall we say of our ferocious opponents, the Kardecists, or
the reincarnationists of the French school, and the anti-reincarnationists,
i.e., most of the Spiritualists of the old school. The fact, that the first
believe in rebirth, but in their own crude, unphilosophical way, makes
our task the more heavy. They have made up their minds that a man
dies, and his " spirit," after a few visits of consolation to the mortals he
left behind him, may reincarnate at his own sweet will, in whom and
whenever he likes. The Devachanic period of no less than a 1 ,000,
generally 1 ,5 00 years, is a vexation of mind and a snare in their sight.
They will have nothing of this. No more will the Spiritualists. These
object on the highly philosophical ground that " it is simply impossible.''
Why ? Because it is so unpalatable to most of them, especially to those
who know themselves to be the personal Avatar, or the reincarnation of
some historically great hero or heroine who flourished within the last
few centuries (rebirth from, or into, the scums of Whitechapel, being
for them out of question). And " it is so cruel," you see, to tell fond
parents that the fancy that a still-born child, a daughter of theirs, who,
they imagine, having been reared in a nursery of Summerland, has now
grown up and comes to visit them daily in the family seance-room, is an
absurd belief, whether reincarnation be true or not. We must not hurt
their feelings by insisting that every child who dies before the age of
7"
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reason-when only it becomes a responsible creature-reincarnates im
mediately after its death-since, having had no personal merit or demerit
in any of its actions, it can have no claim upon Devachanic reward and
bliss. Also that as it is irresponsible till the age of, say, seven, the full
weight of the Karmic effects generated during its short life falls directly
upon those who reared and guided it. They will hear of no such philoso
phical truths, based on eternal justice and Karmic action. " You hurt our
best, our most devotional feelings. Avaunt ! " they cry, " we will not
accept your teachings."
E pur se muove ! Such arguments remind one of the curious objec
tions to, and denial of, the sphericity of, the earth used by some clever
Church Fathers of old. " How can the earth, forsooth, be round ? "
argued the saintly wiseacres-the " venerable Bedes " and the Manichean
Augustines. " Were it so the men below would have to walk with their
heads downward, like flies on a ceiling. Worse than all, they could
not see the Lord descending in his glory on the day of the second
advent ! " As these very logical arguments appeared irrefutable, in the
early centuries of our era, to Christians, so the profoundly philosophical
objections of our friends the Summerland theorists, appear as plausible
in this century of N eo-Theosophy.
And what are your proofs that such series of lives ever take place, or
that there is reincarnation at all ?-we are asked. We reply ( r) : the
testimony of every s(!er, sage and prophet, throughout an endless
succession of human cycles ; (2) a mass of t"nfermtial evidence appealing
even to the profane. True, this kind of evidence-although not seldom
men are hung on no better than such t"nferential testimony-is n ot
absolutely reliable. For, as Locke says : " To infer is nothing but by
virtue of one proposition, laid down as true, to draw in another as true."
Yet, all depends on the nature and strength of that first proposition.
The Predestinarians may lay down as true their doctrine of Predestina
tion ;- that pleasant belief that every human being is pre-assigned by the
will of our " Merciful Father in Heaven," to either everlasting Hell-fire,
or the '' Golden Harp," on the pinion-playing principle. The proposition
from which this curious belief is inferred and laid down as true, is based,
in the present case, on !lO better foundation than one of the nightmares
of Calvin, who had many. But the fact, that his followers count
millions of men, does not entitle either the theory of total depravity,
or that of predestination, to be called a universal belief. They are still
limited to a small portion of mankind, and were n ever heard of before
the day of the French Reformer.
These are pessimistic doctrines born of despair, beliefs artificially
engrafted on human nature, and which, therefore, cannot hold good. But
who taught mankind about soul transmigration ? Belief in successive
rebirths of the human Ego throughout the cycles of life in various bodies
is a universal belief, a certainty innate in mankind. Even now, when
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theological dogmas of human origin have stifled and well-nigh destroyed
this natural inborn idea from the Christian mind, even now hundreds of
the most eminent Western philosophers, authors, artists, poets and deep
thinkers still firmly believe in reincarnation. In the words of Georges
Sand, we are :" Cast into this life, as it were into an alembic, where, after a previous existence
which we have forgotten, we are condemned to be remade, renewed, tempered by
suffering, by strife, by passion, by doubt, by diseaie, by 1death.

All these evils we

endure for our good, for our purification, and so to speak, to make us perfect.

From

age to age, from race to race, we accomplish a tardy progress, tardy but certain, an
advance of which, in spite of all the sceptics say, the proofs are manifest.

If all the

imperfections of our being and all the woes of our estate drive at discouraging and
terrifying us, on the other hand, all the more noble faculties, which have been
bestowed on us that we might seek after perfection, do make for our salvation, and
deliver us from fear,•misery, and even death.

Yea, a divine instinct that always grows

in light and in strength helps us to comprehend that nothing in the whole world
wholly dies, and that we only vanish from the things that lie about us in our earthly
life, to reappear among conditions more favourable to our eternal growth in good."

\Vrites Professor Francis Bowen, as quoted in " Reincarnation, a study

of Forgotten Truths " •-uttering a great truth :-

" The doctrine of metempsychosis may almost claim to be a natural or innate belief
i n the human mind, if we may judge from its wide diffusion among the nations of the
Earth and its prevalence throughout the historical ages."

The millions of I ndia, Egypt, China, that have passed away, and the
millions of those who believe in reincarnation to-day-are almost count
less. The Jews had the same doctrine ; moreover, whether one prays to
a personal, or worships in silence an impersonal deity or a Principle and
a Law, it is far more reverential to believe in this doctrine than
not. One belief makes us think of " God " or " Law " as a synonym
of J ustice, giving to poor little man more than one chance for righteous
living and for the atoning of sins whether of omission or commission.
Our disbelief, credits the Unseen Power instead of equity with fiendish
cruelty. It makes of it a kind of a sidereal Jack the Ripper or Nero
doubled with a human monster. I f a heathen doctrine honours the
Deity and a Christian dishonours it, which should be accepted ? And
why should one who prefers the former be held as-an infidel ?
But the world moves on now as it has always moved, and along with

it move the ideas in the heads of the fogies. The question is not whether

fact in nature fits, or not, some special hobby, but whether it is really
fact based on, at least, inferential evidence. We are told by those
special hobbyists that it is not. We reply, study the questions you would
rej ect, and try to understand our philosophy, before you dismiss our
a

a

* We artvise every disbeliever in reincarnation, in search of proofs, to read this excellent volume by
Mr. E. D. Walker. It is the most complete collection of proofs and evidences from all the ages

that was ever published.
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teachings a priori. Spiritualists complain, and with very good reasons,
of men of science who, like H uxley, denounce wholesale their pheno
mena whilst kno�ing next to nothing of them. Why do they do like
wise, with regard to propositions based on the psychological experiences
of thousands of generations of seers and adepts ? Do they know anything
of the laws of Karma-the great Law of Retribution, that mysterious,
yet - in its effects-quite evident and palpable action in Nature, which,
sooner or later, brings back every good or bad deed of ours to rebound
on us, as the elastic ball, thrown against a wall, rebounds back on the
one who throws it ? They do not. They believe in a personal God,
whom they endow with intelligence, and who rewards and punishes, in
their ideas, every action of ours in life. They accept this hybrid deity
(finite, because they endow it most unphilosophically with conditioned
attributes, while insisting on calling it Infinite and Absolute), regardless
of, and blind to, the thousand and one fallacies and contradictions in
which the theological teachings concerning that deity involve us. But
when offered a consistent, philosophical and quite logical substitute for
such an imperfect God, a complete solution of most of the insoluble
problems and mysteries in human life-they turn away in idiotic horror.
They remain indifferent or opposed to it, only because its name is
KARMA instead of Jehovah ; and that it is a tenet which emanates from
Aryan philosophy-the deepest and profoundest of all the world philo
sophies-instead of from the Semitic cunning and intellectual jugglery,
which has transformed an astronomical symbol into the " one living God
of Gods." " We do not want an impersonal Deity," they tell us ; " a
negative symbol such as ' Non-Being ' is incomprehensible to Being." Just
so. " The light shineth in darkness ; but the darkness comprehendeth it
not." Therefore they will talk very glibly of their immortal spirits ; and on
the same principle that they call a personal God infinite and make of him
a gigantic male, so they will address a human phantom as " Spirit
Colonel Cicero Treacle, or " Spirit " Mrs. Amanda J ellybag, with a vague
idea that both are at least sempitemal.
"

It is useless, therefore, to try and convince such minds. If they are
unable or unwilling to study even the broad general idea contained in
the term Karma, how can they comprehend the fine distinctions involved
in the doctrine of reincarnation, although, as shown by our venerable
brother, P. Iyaloo Naidu of Hyderabad, Karma and Reincarnation are,
" in reality, the A B C of the Wisdom-Religion." It is very clearly
xpressed in the January T!teosopltist, " Karma is the sum total of our
..tcts, both in the present life and in the preceding births." After st�ting
that Karma is of three kinds, he continues :.

" Sancltita Karma
ceding births.
•

.

•

includes human merits and demerits accumulated in the pre

That portion of the

Sancltita Karma destined to influence human life
Prara6dltam. The third kind of Karma is the

in the present incarnation is called
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result of the merits or demerits of our present acts. Agami extends 1over all your
words, thoughts, and deeds. What you think, what you speak, what you do, as well
as whatever results your thoughts, words, and acts produce on yourself, and on those
affected by them, fall under the category of the present Karma, which will be sure to
sway the balance of your life for good or for evil in your future development (or
rein carnation)."

Karma thus, is simply action, a concatenation of causes and effects.
That which adjusts each effect to its direct cause ; that which guides
invisibly and as unerringly these effects to choose, as the field of their
operation, the rigltt person in tlte right place, is what we caJI Karmic law.
What is it ? Sha11 we cal1 it the hand of Providence ? We cannot do
so, especia1ly in Christian lands, because the term has been connected
with, and interpreted theologica1ly as, the foresight and personal desig 1z
of a personal god ; and because in the active laws of Karma-absolu te
Equity-based on the Universal Harmony, there is neither foresight nor
desire ; and because again, it is our own actions, thoughts, and deeds
which guide that law, instead of being guided by it " Whatever a man
soweth, that shall he reap." It is only a ,·cry unphilosophical and
illogical theology which can speak in one breath of free will, and grace
or damnation being pre-ordained to every human from (?) eternity, as
though eternity could have a beginning to start from I But this question
would lead us too far into metaphysical disquisitions. Suffice it to say
that Karma leads us to rebirth, and that rebirth generates new Karma
while working off the old, Sanclzita Karma. Both are indissolubly
bound up, one in the other. Let us get rid of Karma, if we would get
rid of the miseries of rebirths or-REINCARNATION.
To show how the belief in Reincarnation is gaining ground even
among the un-intuitional Western writers, we quote the following
extracts from an Anglo-Indian daily.
M ETEMPSYCHOSIS.
" Dissatisfaction with the results of missionary enterprise in India is the most
prominent feature of cultivated Christian sentiment in these days, and it must
force attention both to the mistake of assailing H induism with the mock-culture
�f cram . . . . and

to the intellectual weakness of many of the benevolent

persons entrusted with the operation.

The mistake has already been painfully

illustrated in the incidents of the Madras Christian College disturbance, and it
is not

difficult to find an

illustration

of the

attendant

misfortune.

In a

m issionary production of some pretensions an attempt is seriously made

to

confute the theory of the ' Transmigration of Souls,' which betrays an incapacity
for

m etaphysical

presentments and an

ignorance of psychology that

unfortunate in any person undertaking such a task.

are

Yet this effusion finds

admission into a recognised missionary organ, and will perhaps be regarded
by young missionaries as a triumphant display of intellectual strength to
coveted for the present and, if possible, imitated afterwards.

be

And people
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wonder in the face of this sort of thing that the subtle Hindu mind
at Christian assaults on

its stronghold

!

laughs

The arguments put fonvard in

the

paper referred to are worth looking into one by one.
" The first is that metempsychosis ' disregards the evidence of memory.' Proof
of this presumption is, of course, not attempted.

It so happens that psycho

logists from Plato downward have caiied attention

to the familiar mental

phenomenon in which persons placed, for the first time in their lives, in peculiar
circumstances, are suddenly invaded by the conviction that
through the same
explanation that
property

experience before.

this phenomenon may be attributable to

of consciousness

But even such boys can

they have gone

Most big schoolboys remember the

resulting from the double

hardly forget that

the

lobing

reduplicative
of the brain.

the phenomenon has also

regarded as evidence of a pre-existent s�ate ; and

reflecting

men

been

must

sec

that one hypothesis is as moral, as reasonable, and as scientific as the other.
It may, indeed, be said that
than the

former

in the

inconsistent with
lessons

or

the

the latter hypothesis finds

moral analogies

h ighest

the actual

better corroboration

of our nature.

philosophical

teaching,

experience of Christ ; in

the

There is

or with

nothing

the

moral

occlusions of memory

Christ himself, even in adult manhood, under the stress of physical entangle
ments, sometimes entirely forgot his pre-existent state, and, what is more to
the point, some of its radicaiiy inseparable convictions, such
•

seen

the

Father,'

and ' dwelt

communion with Him

•

in

the

bosom

of

the

as

that He had

Father,' and

before the foundation of the world,' and

down from heaven,' and should ' lose nothing.'

held

had ' come

On any other

supposition

some of Christ's most forcible sayings, and especiaiiy some of his most earnest
prayers, would be
incarnation
antecedent
ineradicable

in

unmeaning.

human

nature,

conditions-of

His

accompaniments

If Christ

then,

because of his

sometimes

became

inseparable

oneness

and

its

predestined

earnestly to cry out ' My God, why hast
may not

by

failible

man,

was

with

God,

results-as

to

of

His

with

be

its
able

neitker could be nor

any other human

with an essential divinity, forget for longer
pre-existence, if it had one ?

temporary

oblivious

thou forsaken me ? ' and ' If it be

possible, let this cup pass from me : ' things which

truly desired by himself-why

so

nature, not

or shorter periods

1i!tn

inlaid

its state

of

Is it contended that such infirmity, unattainable

possible

only to

the

infailible Son of God ?

Once

admit the possibility of occlusion of memory, and the duration of the interval
and even its character become matters of detail.

Theologians may attribute to

immaturity of inteiiigence that apparent unconsciousness of infants, which a keener
insight may recognise as the inevitable h iatus between distinct conditions of a
human consciousness.

The babe being as perfectly human as any man-and

indeed being, according to Christ, in the highest natural moral condition of
humanity-the theory of a temporary occlusion of memory is not less philoso
phical, nor is it less moral, than the theory of undeveloped consciousness.

No

doubt the rank and fi l e o f religious teachers, perhaps because they have been s o
taught and fear to think for themselves, have decided on teaching differently.
But this may only show that the rank and file of religious teachers are incapable
of balancing philosophical equations and are not qualified for their great office.
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May it not also account for the melancholy fate of the religion taught by them

in its

conflict with H induism ?

" It is gravely urged that ' spirit exists
thinking, willing.

only

as it acts or suffers in feeling

Spirit in any other sense is a m eaningless abstraction.'

If

this m eans that while spirit exists anywhere its experience must be registered
somewhere, it is

superfluous

platitude.

If it means either that temporary

unconsciousness, in whole or in part, is an impossibility, or that every spirit
must in every moment of its existence be fully conscious of all experiences
registered in every other moment of its existence, it assumes what is contradicted
in the daily experience of all human beings but idiots.

Admit the possibility of

a hiatus, and its width and depth are mere questions of degree.
" The second argument is that metempsychosis involves a ' libel on divine
justice.'

The alleged belief of the H indus, that suffering in one state of being

expiates sin in another, which is not essentially unjust, nor a whit less moral
than the dogma of inherited or imported sin, may or may not be unfounded ;
but the first question is-is the atonement of Christ incompatible with trans
migration ?

If so, why ? A single scripture text in support of this unwarranted

assumption would be useful, for if transmigration is not i nconsistent with the
atonement of Christ, it is a waste of time trying to find out how or why it dis
agrees with any self-constituted religious teacher's ideas of divine justice.

It is

easy for omniscient sages to settle definitely what divine justice ought to be.
•

.

.

.

•

•

For any unprepossessed mind there is certainly much in the Christian

scriptures which is compatible with, and nothing that contradicts, the doctrine
of

a

pre-existent state.

In what conceivable way can the theory of a man's

being a fallen spirit or a risen animal, or both, conflict with what Christ actually
said ?

When, for instance, a group, who evidently believed in a former state ot

existence, actually asked him (John ix., 2 and 3 ) whether a particular man was
' born blind ' because of his own sin or that of his parents, he answered,

noz

that they were harbouring a mischievous delusion-which was what he did in an
unmistakable way when men in difficulty sincerely submitted real delusions to
his scrutiny-but that they were mistaken in their opinion in the particular case.
His teaching here may be fairly claimed, not merely as not being antagonistic to,
but as being in harmony with, and even lending colour to, the transmigration of
souls.

If religious teachers choose to decide that Christ knew less about

' divine justice ' than they, the issue must be left to awakening Christendom.
" The third argument is that metempsychosis
psychology.'

' is contrary to all sound

Nine out of ten of the religious teachers who glibly dogmatise in

this fashion are such indifferent psychologists that they have no intelligent con
ception e�·en of the scripture teaching-leave alone any more abstruse present
ments-on the differing spheres of body, soul and spirit in the three-fold nature
of man, • and would be sorely puzzled to explain in what way many of the
higher human responsibilities are adjusted between their own psychic and
pneumatic natures ; and also what becomes of the unity of individual respon
sibility in the face of this tri-partite allotment.

And yet such persons are put

up to grapple with pantheistic Brahmans on the mysteries of Vedantism I
• The Christian scripture really teaches a

the spiritual body,

the soul, and the spirit.

ideas on the subject.

four-fold nature

The

in man-speaking of the natural body,

It is so far in close accordance with ancient Oriental
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first step in comparative psychology is to show in a reasonable way that Christian
psychology (as taught by its former and immediate disciples, and not as ex
cogitated by low-pitched ecclesiastical afterthought) is unfavourable to metem
psychosis.

This step has not been taken.

The difficulty of taking it seems

insuperable, and bland assumption of its ease can only be regarded as the
audacity of ignorance.
" The fourth argument against transmigration is that it ' is opposed to sound
ethics.'

This is another of those almost comical assumptions cheerfuiiy made

by self-sufficient men, who begin by regarding themselves as the ·oracles of God
and sole repositories of his mind, and naturaiiy end by treating all they feel
inclined to say as inspired ; but for which, it is weii to remember, there is no
particle of authority in scripture, and no particle of proof anywhere else . . Ail
that any system of sound ethics can demand surely is that personal respon
sibility shaH be attached to every inteiligent exercise of individual wilL

How

any conflict with this condition or any of its logical inferences can arise from
the necessity for a future state of existence, it is obviously incumbent on those
to point out who fling forth arbitrary assertions right and left.

Every thinking

man must be aware of a growth in his own moral consciousness by which a gulf
has intervened between his present and his past :

while his personality has

survived to identify him, he is aware of distinct stages in his moral nature to
which very different degrees of responsibility attach.
militate against sound ethics ?

How does this fact

Wherein, moreover, does the innocence of the

ignorant child, who retains individual identity while sustaining differing burdens
of responsibility, involve any danger to sound ethics ?

In what sense, in which

such innocence does not also do so, can a pre-existent state, of ail whose
burdens of responsibility a human mind may not be uniformly or continuously
conscious in that region of understanding in which impression and expression
constantly re-act on each other, ' annihilate the distinction between virtue and
vice, right and wrong ' ?

Any mind not determined to retain foregone conclu

sions must perceive that the words quoted are solemn nonsense.

It is hardly

a whit more siiiy to maintain that any hypothesis of the evolution of the photo
sphere must ' annihilate time and space.'

The difficulty of disproving either

statement of course arises from the utter absence of any connexion between
premise and conclusion.
" The fifth contention against metempsychosis is that ' it is not in accord with
science.'

Religious teachers are for the most 'part so imperfectly equipped in

science that it is amusing to find any of them stepping out of the region of
confused and confusing theology, in which detection is not always sure, into the
domain of science, where exposure is certain, to lay down the law as from the
' unanswerable pulpit.'

Only a generation ago Darwin tickled the scientific

world and convulsed the religious by inventing ' natural selection,' by which
animals passed on their types, so to speak, to the next of kin.

No assumption

of recent years partakes more of the character of a metaphysical delusion ; nor
perhaps does any other scientific fad conflict more with Bible doctrine that every
animal and every tree is self-contained, having ' its seed in itself.'

Every true

physiologist ought to understand this profound truth and its striking confirm
ation in scientific analogies which cannot be explained here.

Nevertheless

nearly all the prophets-ail but a thinking few-employed what wit the theory
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o f Darwin left them in reconciling their religious sense ( i t cannot b e called a
religious conscience) to the unproved hypothesis, apparently for no better reason
than that it was greatly affected by clever infidels.

But what is there in science

that negatives the idea, if it can be sustained by evidence of a natural selection
by which

if

there be any soul at all, the individual soul of a lower organism may

pass by stages into higher organisms ?

Science, of course, refuses to accept

anything unproved, and from this point of view a religious man's begetting
another in the spiritual hope, or the spirit of God causing a man to be born
from above, are out of the range of physical science equally with the incarnation
of Christ.

But if such a thing

as

a physical life independently of a body, or a

spiritual life independently of a soul,

can

exist at all, it is not more unscientific

to i magine the soul of a monkey passing at some time after death into some
higher type of animal, than it is to imagine either a spiritual birth on the one
hand or a mutation of species on the other."-(Allahabad

Pioneer. )

AN E GYPT I AN A L L EGO RY.
(From " The Book of the Dead.")
Over the dark fields, heavy as alpall,

Lit by no gleam of sun, or moon, or star,
Hangs the dark air, nor any sounds at all
The sombre silence jar.
Still as the weed below a frozen sea,
The pale sheaves of the ghostly harvest stand,
And through the serried rows unceasingly
There moves a spectral band.
All that have lived are there, and from their eyes
Whether of king or beggar, maid or wife
Gleam terror, and dismay, and wild surprise
At the result of life.
For this the harvest is of all their deeds,
This " com of Aanroo, seven cubits high " ;
Their good and evil actions sowed the seeds
They reap when once they die.
Gleaning their sheaves they go, with restless feet,
Each for himself plying the crescent knife ;
A nd i f their deeds were good, the grain they eat
Gives them eternal Life.
But if 'twas evil that their life did sow,
The grain is poison, and the ghostly breath
They drew in Aanroo ceases, and they go
To everlasting Death.
New York.

KATHARINE HILLARD. /
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VARIETIES OF M AGIC.

� AGIC

is what might be properly termed a state or condition.
Be it called white or black, it is a psychical condition, attainable
by various methods. The main requisite is the inbred, innate
capacity or fitness, followed up by a practice to be regulated and con
trolled by the one grand and all-powerful machine, Will. In Magic will
is everything ; ceremony comparatively nothing. By will must be
understood something entirely different from the general definition of
the word. It is a force, the source of which is lodged in a part of the
human organisation, which is called by some the fourth principle.
The agent and tool with which the will accomplishes its results, is
called by many magnetism. It can be made to affect all objects, self
included. In Magic the progress from a given point is either in one
direction or another. Let us call one of the directions up, the other
down. The progress downward is " Black Magic," accomplishing selfislt,
hence evil results.
There is an off-shoot of black magic called Ceremonial Magic ; a
magician " who knows " will never employ ceremonies. They are simply
for the purpose of concentrating the will, and are used by beginners in
the black art, who know not what they do. The most powerful and
elaborate conjuration does nothing more than direct the will of the
operator towards the Elemental he wishes to summon, and concentrates
it thereupon.
But these, as said before, are only used by tyros and beginners.
Apart from the ceremonial aspect of magic, the difference between
what is called good and bad magic may be given in a word. I n black
or bad, that portion of man (the complete man) which has been
symbolised under the phrase, " the Elixir of Life," is drawn down from
the " life-giver," " tlte God," or the " tree of life," and is absorbed by the
lower parts of the organism. In this process the " man " becomes re
juvenated, as it were, and his conscious existence is thereby extended
over an enormous period of time. I have it on good authority that it is
sometimes thus extended for more than a m illion of our years. But,
then it must be remembered that the magician thus rejuvenated " has
lost his soul," and, therefore, when he falls, " he falls, like Lucifer, never
to rise again." When he dies, he dies for ever. Such a man has lost
his immortality.
On the other hand, the process u ndergone when the magician is
striving upwards on the white path or in white Magic, is as follows �
The conscious man becomes absorbed into and is united with the Elixir,
and hence is but a step from his Godhead, or the minor " tree of life " �

�
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and in time becomes one with it. When this latter takes place, the man
has attained Nirvana. He then cannot die. This appears very simple
on paper. So does the scaling of Mont Blanc ; yet there is no analogy
whatever between the two tasks.
The Black magician, or " Brother of the Shadow," associates with ele
mentals. The White magician, or the " Brother of Light," controls them.
The elementals are all powerful in nature. Their name is a definition
of their powers. There is nothing within the range and outside of human
evolution that cannot be accomplished by the elementals. To know them
and able to obtain their help is the object of black magic. To produce
human happiness and to assist in the onward and upward progress of
the human race is the object of white magic. The elementals can be
forced to assist in the latter, but only by pure and spiritual Adepts. A
magician who consorts with elementals and accepts their services, may
obtain much ; but he never is wrapt up in divine ecstasy. His associa
tions are too vile, and will not permit him. I n fact, he does what is
meant by the old saying, " selling one's soul to the Devil." There are
devils (elementals) beside whom his orthodox Satanic Majesty would be
nobody.
To enter here into details of how to become a white or black magician
would be impossible, even if the writer knew them in full, a knowledge
which he would disclaim by all means. However, it will suffice to say
that if you have the necessary organism and qualifications to become
an adept of either one side or the other, and if you " \V I LL " to
know, and do not shrink from results when you achieve them, the
chances are in your favour that you will be drawn to those for whose
companionship you are most fitted. Brothers of the Shadow on the
one hand, or Brothers of Light on the other.
Remember always, that like attracts like.
It is not always a
guarantee that because you are at first associated with one or the other,
that you will always remain with your first companions. The hidden
law which rules you cannot always be seen by you, and in each succeed
ing birth the conditions of your life will continue where it left off, pro
vided, of course, that your aspirations are to become a magician.
A fact might be enunciated here, which will not be out of place. It
has been stated that it requires ages to become an adept. • If, therefore,
you find yourself somehow or other mixed up in mystic matters from
your birth on, matters which you cannot explain to others, rest assured
that it is the work of yourself in another life, and if you could strain your
spiritual sight so as to see through the plexus of material results from
former causes, you would behold yourself in another form, labouring in a
definite direction, and you would see yourself as higher or lower, ac
cording to your merits.

be

* A fuii-blown Adept or an bi!TIATE.
There is a great difference between t'le two. An Adep t is
<me versed in some and any special Art or Science. An " Initiate .. is one who is i ni tia :ed into the
mysteries of the Esoteric or Occult philosophy-a Hierophant.-{Eo.]
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To sum up : Magic, as everything else, has two poles, white and black,
good and evil. The former is the building of the Temple in all its
beauty and grandeur ; the latter, a stunted ruin, old before its time. I n
its whole scope, black magic has not a single unselfish or good purpose,
and white magic has not a single selfish or evil one. The physical re
quirements and practices, such as discipline, etc., to be used to attain the
end of both systems, are identical, the difference consisting i n the motives
and desires. The farther the two diverge from each other, the more do
their methods vary, till at last they arc diametrically opposite ; one at
the top of the cycle, the pole of good, the other at the bottom, the pole
of evil. The terms good and evil, as here used, are not to be understood
in the general acceptation. Their meaning is something which cannot
be EXPLAINED : it must be COMPREHENDED. The entrance into real
black magic may be made by ceremony. I nto white magic, never. They
are the two principles, good and evil, or, to use words slightly different,
but meaning only the same thing, God and the Devil.
JOSEF

B.

WIDEN,

F.T.S.

A D REA}.l ABOUT FLOWERS.
" I AM the flower Aanru-tef, the flower of the hidden abode; let me be disengaged,
and let me be loved by my lover, the only face for me."
-" Book of the Dead," Chap. 8o.
" A material thing is only the symbol of an idea."
-HOFFMAN.

In a dream I gathered flowers
In a mead in Aanru,
\Vhen Aurora's Jo,·eliest hours
Gemmed the fields with heaven-born dew :
I deem those flowers were symbols true.
Ah ! 'tis hard to read our dreams,
Phantoms from another sphere
Fitful-shadowy-fickle gleams,
Fading when we seize them near,
\\"hen we know them, filled with fear.
One sweet flower, a Lily white,
With pale cheeks all wet with tears,
Raised its head from out the night,
Trembling as with human fears
For the sorrows of the years.
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And this Lily said to me,
With a voice so low and sweet,
" Lo ! I am not what you see
And alas ! in vain we meet,
Vain that either heart should beat."
Then a Tulip fair to see
Raised its languid eyes-love-bright,
Spake no word, but yetlto me
All its thoughts were clear as light,
I could feel its hea�t's delight.
What that is I will not tell,
'Tis a sacred trust for me,
Sweet is secret kept right well
In two hearts' deep mystery,
Two flower-hearts' love history.
Next the blue Forget-me-not
Bloomed in clusters everywhere,
While the Meadow, lost in thought,
Whispered " Ah ! so very fair,
Three such flowers so rich and rare."
Then that true Forget-me-not
Sank deep down within my heart,!
\Vhispering, " Love, forget me not,
For of thee I am a part,
Come to soothe life's bitterest smart."
Then I woke to clasp that flower ;
Alas ! I found it but a dream
Sent by Love at waking hour
0 When truth is near with mystic gleam
Only known to souls that dream.
A. J. c.

Lucerne, April, 1 888.
•

"

\Vhat time the mom mysterious visions brings
\Vhile purer slumbers spread their golden wings. ••

-POI'E.

" Temple of Fame. ''

The flower o r plant :\anru-tef i s mysterious ; it means, probably, the purified Soul arrived after
death in the meadows of Aanru, the celestial, spiritual elysium, where it is umted to the immonal
Spirit-its " lover-the only fae� for it."

Aanru is sometimes written Aalu, and it is supposed

that the word Elysium is derived from it.
Lilies, with the Romans, were emblems of hope ; on coins we see lilies with the motto " Augusta

Spes."

\\'ith the Ori�ntals the lily meant purity, i nnocence, and was also a symbol of early love, it being

one of the mrliest flowers to bud and bloom ; hence Gabriel (a Zoroastrian Genius or angel) holds it
towards the young Marie, more properly Miriam, that is " the beloved of God "-Meri-Amun.

Of

the Forg<!l-me-not, sil<!nce is most fitting ; it is a sacred symbol ; its blue is the peace and calm of
heaven, that is of celestial love.

.

. .. __

-

- --- --- -- ----=-
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T H E STRUGGLE FOR EX I STENCE.

f;Ji\ H E mother o f life i s death. Nowhere is this truth more con
than in the animal kingdom ; the life of the stronger is
£ spicuous
prolonged by the lives of the weaker, and the survival of the fittest

is proclaimed by the shrieks of the mangled and hapless unfit. Long
has the western world sought the solution of this grim riddle pro
pounded to her lord and master, man, by Dame Nature, the sphinx of
the ages.
It has, therefore, been found necessary for the continuance of average
intellectual contentment to venture some guess which shall decently
.dispose of this obnoxious problem, and the leading representatives
of the mind of the race, proceeding by the methods of the times,
have carefully labelled the riddle " The Struggle for Existence," and
having done so, are wisely refraining from further unnecessary explana
tions, knowing full well that their constitutents, the public, who require
their thinking done for them, will gladly accept the label as a legitimate
answer to the riddle, and, by frequently repeating it with knowing looks,
be charmed, and in their turn charm others, with the magic of its sound,
and using it as a mantric formula, banish objectors to the limbo of un
popularity.
And yet though the wlty of this great struggle remains as great a
-mystery as ever, the attempted answer is of great value from the
conciseness with which it formulates the law of the Ever Becoming.
Throughout all the kingdoms it obtains, and especially in M an, the
crown and synthesis of all. At this point, however, a new develop
ment takes place, and when humanity reaches the balance of its cycle
of evolution, and each race and individual arrives at the turning point
of Ezekiel's wheel, a new Struggle for Existence arises, and we have God
and Animal fighting for existence in Man. Now, at the close of the
nineteenth century, in our enormously over-populated cities and in the
accentuated individualism of modern competition, we see this deadly
struggle in the white heat of its fury.
Grand, indeed, and magnificent has been the childhood of the white
race in which material and intellectual progress have raced on madly
side by side ; witness the conquest of nearly the whole world's surface
by its spirit of enterprise and adventure, rejoicing as a giant i n its
physical prowess, the subjugation of the henchman steam, and ever fresh
triumphs over the master electricity. But the child cannot be ever a
child, and the race draws nigh to its manhood ; the God awakes and the
_Struggle for Existence begins in grim earnest.
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First the units of the race, some here, some there, wake dimly to the
feeling that they are not apart from the whole, they sympathise with
their kind, they rejoice with them. Even in the animal the faint out
lines of self-sacrifice have been shadowed forth by nature, as may be
seen in the mother love of the females and the formation of gregarious
communities. I n inferior races, man repeats this lesson of nature, and
the animal being dominant, improves on her, but slowly ; in races; of
higher type, however, fresh areas of generous impulse, containing the
germ of self-sacrifice, are gradually developed. I t must be remem
bered, however, that the races are here mentioned in this order merely
for the convenience of tracing the development of self-sacrifice in a
monad, and not according to their natural genesis. Thus far the white
race, as a race, or in other words, the average individual of the race, has
developed the subtleties of his animal nature to their limit, and now
comes in contact with the divine ; and it is only by extending his area.
of interest and sympathy that the individual can expand into the divine
to be at last one with universal love, the spirit of which is self-sacrifice.
From daily life we may take examples which clearly show forth the
evolution of this god-like quality. We see the purely selfish man, who
cares not if all rot so he have pleasure ; the same man married, and an
area of generosity developed, but bounded by wife and children ; in
other cases, the area increased by the extension of sympathy to friends
and relations ; and still further increased in the case of the fanatic or
bigot, religious or patriotic, who fights for sect or country, as the she
animal for her cubs, whether the cause be good or bad. And here we
may mention the instruments of national passions and cunning, necessary
evils ; for the race being in its youth, and very animal-like, not yet re
cognizing the right of self-sacrifice in the inter-relations of its constituent
sub-races, requires the individual who serves his country in her wars and
political schemes to reduce his moral standard to the race-level. These
are types of the evolution of the animal man's affections, either in his in
dividual development or modified by the development of the race. I n
most cases such types represent the mere expansion o f selfishness or, at
any rate, may be traced to selfish causes, or the hope of reward. As
cending, however, in the scale of manhood, we come to those who shadow
forth the latent God in man in thoughts, words, and deeds of divine self
sacrifice ; the prerogative of their God-head first manifesting in acts of
real charity, in pity of their suffering fellow-kind, or from an intuitional
feeling of duty, the first heralding of accession to divine responsibility,
and the realization of the unity of all souls. " I am my brother's keeper,"
is the cry of repentant Cain, and the divine summons of return to the
lost Paradise. With this cry the struggle for animal existence begins to
yield to the struggle for divine existence. By extending our love to all
men, ay, to animals as well, we joy and sorrow with them, and expand
our souls towards the One that ever both sorrows and joys with all, in an
8
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eternal bliss in which the pleasure of joy and the pain of sorrow are
not.
Thus, in every man the mighty battle rages, but the fortune of the
fight is not alike in ali-in some the animal hosts rage madly in their
triumph, in a few the glorious army of the god have gained a silent
victory, but in the vast majority, and especially now, at the balance of
the race cycle, the battle rages fiercely, the issue still in doubt. Now,
therefore, is the time to strike, and show that the battle is not fought in
men alone, but in Man, and that the issue of each individual fight is in
extricably bound up in that of the great battle in which the issue cannot
be doubtful, for the divine is in its nature u nion and love, the animal
discord and hate. Strike, therefore, and strike boldly I These are no
idle words, nor the utopian imaginings of a dreamer, but practical truths.
For in what does man differ from the natural animal ? Is it not in his
power of association and combination ? Therefore does he live in com
munities, and develope responsibility. From whence spring the roots of
society, if not from mutual assistance and interchange of service ? And
if the race offet s the individual the advantages of such combination, per
fected by ages of bitter experience, do not those at least who are elder
sons of the race, and find themselves in the enjoyment of such organi?.a
tions, owe a debt of gratitude to their parent, and in return for the fortun e
amassed with tears and groaning b y their forbears, repay the boon, by
putting the experience of the past out to interest, and distributing the
income acquired among their poorer brethren, who are equally the sons
of their parent. And in this race family there are many poor, paupers
physical, paupers mental, and moral paupers. How, then, shall the richer
brethren help ? Shower gold among the masses ? Compel all to study
the arts and sciences ? Display the naked truth to the world ? Nay,
then should these poor children of the race be bond, not free I Let us,
therefore, enquire into the problem.
I n the evolution of all human societies we find the factor of caste ; in
the childhood of the race caste is regulated by birth, an heirloom from
the past civilizations of older stocks. Gradually, however, the birth
caste wanes before the rising money caste, and hence material possessions
become the standard of worth in the individual, in that the race is then
plunged most deeply in material interests and has reached its highest
point of development on the material plane. But the zenith of the
material is the nadir of the spiritual ; the law of progress moves calmly
onward with the wheel of time, and nature, who never leaps, develops a
new standard of worth, the intellectual, which we see even now asserting
itself in proportion to its adaptability to average comprehension and the
material standard of the times, and pointing to the development of a
new caste standard, to be in its turn superseded by the caste of true
worth in which the spiritual development of the race will be completely
established. This, however, will be the work of ages and for humanity
·
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a whole cannot easily be quickened, for it is impossible to change the
natural law of evolution which proceeds spirally in curves that never
re-enter into themselves, but ever ascend to so-called higher planes. A t
certain periods, however, o f these cycles, a forecast o r antetype i s offered
of the consummation, whereby an example of humanity in its perfect
state is dimly shadowed forth. Such a period the white race is now
entering upon, and the earnest of perfect type humanity will be given
by those, whether of the money or mind caste, who, realizing the goal of
evolution and capable of destroying the illusion of time, by translating
the future into the present, freely extend the benefits of their caste to
the pariahs of the race, and approaching them in friendship, gain a
practical knowledge of their wretchedness and endeavour to awaken the
latent divinity that slumbers within.
With the sword of self-sacrifice, the rightful possession of the God
man, and with the good of humanity as their watchword, they should
march against the forces of individualism and self, and, with this watch
word, prove all institutions of the race, especially those fresh from the
womb of time, and comparing them with this one ideal, ever asking :
" Does this or this tend to the realization of universal brotherhood ? " If
it is not so, the effort should be to turn such forces as act against the
stream of right progress, gently and silently into their proper course ;
but if the thing makes for the common good, they should by all means
and at all hazards foster the weakling and watch round its cradle with
loving care. Now the path of right progress should include the ameliora
tion of the individual, the nation, the race and humanity ; and ever
keeping in view the last and grandest object, the perfecting of man,
should reject all apparent bettering of the individual at the expense of
his neighbour. I n actual life the evolution of these factors, individual,
race and nation, are so intimately interblended, that it would be wrong
to assume any progression from one to the other ; but since it is only
possible to see one face of an object at a time, so is it necessary to trace
the course of progress a-long some particular line, both for its simplifica
tion and general comprehension. With regard, then, to the individual,
the great sanitary improvements which the money caste enjoys, should
extended to all ; public baths and recreation grounds, free concerts
and lectures provided ; the museums and picture galleries thrown open
at times when the worker can visit them ; the formation of athletic and
mutual improvement clubs among the poor encouraged. All of which
reforms were easy of accomplishment if only a small portion of the
enormous wealth of the country, now lying idle, were generously and
self-sacrificingly expended. Unfortunately there are few of the money
caste who yet realise the latent unity of man, and the promotion of
such schemes is left to those who, lacking the most potent power of the
times, are unsupported, because there is no " money " in the enterprise.
But could such men be found and the superfluous wealth of the country

as
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turned in such directions, how great would be the progress of the indi
vidual ! Health would improve and taste develop ; healthy surroundings
would favour healthy thought, the sight of monuments of art and science
would bring refinement and both engender self-respect.
But it may be said, if wealth is withdrawn for such purposes, work
would be taken from other labour, and so the misery of the workers
increased, while the advantages offered to the masses would only increase
their demand for greater pleasures, and render them still more dis
satisfied. It will, however, be seen that not only the same amount of
labour would be required in works and institutions for the public good,
but even that such undertakings, being of a plain and sober nature,
would give employment to larger numbers, than money spent in finer or
more luxurious labour. Nor would dissatisfaction arise among the
masses as anticipated ; for men large hearted and minded enough to
inaugurate such reforms would display the same spirit in all things and
offer an example in private life of sober and abstemious conduct ;
extravagance and display would cease, so that the brilliant toilettes and
luxurious habits of the money caste would no longer provoke the
miserable emulation of tawdry finery and debasing vices among the
pariahs ; for the poor copy the rich, and if the fashionable bars of the
West End lacked patrons, the gin palaces of the slums would not drive
so roaring a trade. It is the debased taste of the rich which has rendered
a surfeit of meat necessary for the maintenance of his powers in the eyes
of the artisan, and so, at a price far beyond his slender resources, he
adopts a diet which wastes the tissues and disquiets the system. And if
the advisability of a sudden change of diet is contested, at least modera
tion in flesh eating should be recommended, and a proof of the pos
sibility of maintaining one's full powers given by those who desire the
physical and moral sanity of the race. Setting aside all argument
drawn from not generally accredited sources, such as the codes of the
great teachers of the past, and the synthesis of all experience, physical,
psychic, and spiritual, we may bring into court the medical faculty
who are unanimously of the opinion that a reduced quantity of meat
would improve the general health, and that -many of the common
ailments are due solely to excess in the use of animal food in par
ticular, and to overfeeding in general ; while chemical analysis proves
conclusively that vegetable food, especially cereals, contain nutritive
qualities vastly in excess of animal.
Moreover, if the false feeling of degradation in the performance of
so-called menial offices, were removed by the example of the money
and mind castes performing such offices themselves, or at least encourag
ing every invention and supporting every effort for minimising such
labour, many of the troubles which are daily taxing the resources of our
housekeepers to the utmost, would be. removed, and a solution to the
difficult problem of the servant question arrived at ; the present
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absurdity of domestic service would find no place, and instead of one
thousand little backs bent over one thousand little kitchen ranges pre
paring one thousand little dinners, we should have a sane co
operative system whereby the small worries of domesticity which
destroy the harmony of so many homes, would be banished.
If such sanitary measures, therefore, were adopted, we should have
physical and mental powers continuing into old age, instead of a general
belief that fifty or sixty years terminates the average man's usefulness
and there then remains nothing for him but a life of inactivity and
general feebleness. Of course this applies to the average individual ; for
we have sufficient instances of mental giants who continue their labours
till the closing hours of life ; these, however, intuitively or naturally
practice moderation and plainness in eating, and often give striking
proofs of extraordinary abstemiousness.
If, then, such moderation of private life was practised by the accredited
leaders of society, no inducement to excess would offer itself to their
followers ; or even if the animal still rioted in the masses, it would not
be shamefully encouraged in its madness by the excesses of respecta
bility.
Thus the necessary physical requirements of all classes would be
reduced to a level, and a basis obtained on which to build a firm fabric
of national progress towards the realization of human unity. Meantime
the mental evolution of all classes would also make vast strides, and the
impulses given to study and the development of artistic tastes, would
bring the real genius of the nation to the front and not confine the
recruiting of professions to the money caste, irrespective of individual
capacity. The present false standard of taste would fall out of date as
completely as the wonderful cottage ornaments of the near past, and
neatness in private decoration would, by harmonious surroundings, induce
a harmony of thought and feeling. Who, for instance, could indite a
poem or work of inspiration in an over-ornamented drawing-room of the
modern style, with its heterogeneous and multicoloured collection of
bric-d-brac and trifles ? But with harmonious surroundings and following
such a mode of life, the individual would develop within him the larger
instincts of his nature, and the flower of self-sacrifice, then finding a
congenial soil, would blossom in the hearts of the many and thus,
de:>troying all narrowness of judgment and begetting an ever widening
interest in the general welfare, would develop new social organizations
and institutions ; the tone of the nation would be elevated and true worth
become the standard of judgment among its citizens.
Moreover, seeing that we have already proof of such an ideal being
dimly sensed in all nations of the white race in the increasing dis
content of nearly all classes with the existing state of affairs, no
nation would stand alone in this, but the wave of progress would sweep
simultaneously through all the sub-races of the race and beget a general
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PHILANTHROPOS.

THE B I BLE OF T H E FUTU RE.

GENESIS

I.

:

CHAPTER I.

Primarily the Unknowable moved upon cosmos and evolved protoplasm.

2. And protoplasm was inorganic and undifferentiated, containing all things in
potential energy, and a spirit of evolution moved upon the fluid mass.

J. And the Unknowable said, Let atoms attract ; and their contact begat light, heat,
and electricity.

4- And the Unconditioned differentiated the atoms, each after its kind ; and their
combinations begat rock, air, and water.

S· And there went out a spirit of evolution from the Unconditioned, and working in
protoplasm, by accretion and absorption, produced the organic cell.

6. And cell by nutrition evolved primordial germ, and germ developed protogene,
and protogene begat eozoon, and eozoon begat monad, and monad begat animalcule.

7· And animalcule begat ephemera ; then began creeping things to multiply on the

face of the earth.

8. And earthly atom in vegetable protoplasm begat the molecule, and thence came
all grass and every herb in the earth.

9- And animalcule in the water evolved fins, tails, claws, and scales ; and in the air
wings and beaks ; and on the land they sprouted such organs as were necessary as
played upon by the environment.
1 o.

And by accretion and absorption came the radiata and mollusca ; and mollusca

begat articulata, and articulata begat vertebrata.
1 1.

Now these- are the generation of the higher vertebrata, in the cosmic period

that the Unknowable evoluted the bipedal mammalia.

1 2. And every man of the earth, while he was yet

a

monkey, and the horse while he

was a hipparion, and the hipparion before he was an oredon.

1 J.

Out of the ascidian came the amphibian, and begat the pentadactyle ; and the

pentadactyle, by inheritance and selection, produced the hylobate, from which are the
simiadae in all their tribes.

14. And out

of the simiadae the lemur prevailed above his fellows, and produced the

platyrhine monkey.
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I S · And the platyrhine begat the catarrhine and the catarrhine monkey begat the
anthropoid ape, and the ape begat the longimanous orang, and the orang begat the
chimpanzee, and the chimpanzee evol uted the what-is-it.

I6. And the what-is-it went into the land of Nod and took him a wife of the longimanous gibbons.

.
I7. And in process of the cosmic period were born unto them and their children

the anthorpomorphic primordial types.
1 8. The hom unculus, the prognathus, the troglodyte, the autochthon, the terragen
-these are the generations of primeval man.

19. The primeval man was naked and not ashamed, but lived in quadrumanous
innocence, and struggled mightily to harmonize with the environment.

20. By inheritance and natural selection did he progress from the stable and
complex and heterogeneous-for the wicked died and the

homogeneous to the

strongest grew and multiplied.
2 1 . And man grew a thumb for that he had need of it, and developed capacities for
prey.

22. For, behold, the swiftest men caught the most animals, and the swiftest animals
got away from the most men ; wherefore the slow animals were eaten and the slow
men starved to death.
23. And as types were differentiated the weaker types continually disappeared.
24. And the earth was filled with violence ; for man strove with man, and tribe with
tribe, whereby they ki lled off the weak and foolish and secured the survival of the
fi ttest.-(From

a Cincinnati Paper.)

GOLDEN WORDS.

" THERE

is a faculty of the human mind, which is superior to all which is born

or begotten.

Through it we are enabled to attain union with the superior in

telligences, of being transported beyond the scenes and arrangements of this
world, and of partaking the higher life and peculiar powers of the heavenly
ones.

By this faculty we are made free from the dominations of Fate (Karma),

and are made, so to speak, the arbiters of our own destinies.

For, when the

most excellent parts of us become filled with energy, and the soul is elevated
to natures loftier than itself, it becomes separated from those- conditions which
keep it under the dominion of the present every-day life of the world, ex
changes the present for another life, and abandons the conventional habits
belonging to the external order of things, to give and mingle itself with that
order.which pertains to higher life."

{JAMBLICHUS.)
WE BEGIN WITH INSTINCT : THE END IS OMNISCIENCE.

It is

as

a direct

beholding ; what Schelling denominates a realization of the identity of subject
and object called Deity ; so that transported out of himself, so to speak, he
thinks divine thoughts, views all things from their highest point of view, and,
to use·an expression of Emerson " becomes recipient of the Soul of the World.'•

(Prof. ALEXANDER WILDER.)
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(Translated from the Genna

Hoffmann.)

(Continuedfrom tlte Fehntttry Number.)
CHAPTER

iDJ E I N H O L D began his story :JE)}1 " I was brought up with the Baron,

dispositions made brothers of us,

disparity of station had otherwise set up.

,/ '"'1'

X.
and the similarity of our natural
destroying the barrier which our

I never parted from him, and when

our years of college life were ended and he entered upon the heritage of his
father's property amid these hills, I became the steward of his estates.

I thus

remained his intimate friend and brother, and as such was trusted with the
most private secrets of the family-history.

His father had desired his alliance

by marriage with some of his oldest of

friends, and he gladly fulfilled this

wish as he found in his appointed bride a noble, richly-gifted nature to which
he felt irrisistibly attracted.

It is seldom that a father's wish goes so completely
hand in hand with the destiny w hich seemed to have formed this youthful pair

for one another.

Hermogen and Aurelie were the fruit of this happy union.

" We generally spent the winter months in the neighbouring capital ; but
when, soon after the birth of Aurelie, the Baroness began to ail, we passed the
summer also in the city, so that she might have the constant benefit of the
attendance of experienced physicians.

Yet, j ust as the approaching spring was

nursing in the Baron's breast the liveliest hopes of recovery, she died.

We

fled to the country, and time alone could lift the crushing load of grief that
weighed the Baron down.
" H ermogen grew up into a charming youth, while Aurelie became each day
more and more the living picture of her mother ;
children was thus our daily task and only joy.

the tender nurture of these
Herrnogen showed a marked

bent for military life, and this led the Baron to send him to the capital, there to
begin his career under the surveillance of his old friend, the Governor.
a

After

long absence from the city, it is now three years ago that the Baron, with

Aurelie and myself, returned once more to the Residenz, there to pass

the

whole winter, partly in order to spend at least a short time in the company of
his son, and partly to satisfy the long expressed desires of his old friends that
he should come again among them.

At that time the attention of the whole

city was arrested by the Governor's niece.

Bereft of her parents, she had taken

shelter with her uncle, but had made for herself a horne in a separate wing of the
palace, where she s urrounded herself with the flower of Society.

Without giving

a more minute description of Euphemie-which is all the less necessary, my
reverend father, as you will soon see her for yourself-! may content myself
with saying that all she did and all she said was graced with an indescribable
charm which made her beauty irresistible.

Wherever she went, new joyous life

I
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sprang up, and every one paid her the homage of the warmest enthusiasm.

She

knew how to kindle the soul of the dullest and most insipid of her associates,
so that, as though inspired by her, they were lifted above their own dead level
and intoxicated by her presence, they tasted the delight of a loftier life, than
they had e'er conceived.

Naturally there was no lack of devotees who daily

o ffered some ardent prayers to their divinity ; but no one could say for certain
that she singled out any one of them for special favour, rather she had the art
to exercise a gentle irony that, far from wounding them, incited and

allured

them all within a charmed circle which held them fast with silken bonds.
" This modern Circe produced a profound impression upon the Baron. At his
first appearance she showed him such attention as seemed to spring from child
like reverence ; in all her converse with him she showed a cultured understand
ing and a depth of feeling that he had scarcely yet encountered among women.
With inimitable delicacy she sought and found Aurelie's frien dship, and took so
lively an interest in her, that she even busied herself with the smallest details of
her wardrobe, and so forth, as with a mother's care.

She knew how to support

the inexperienced maid in the most brilliant assemblage in such a fashion that
her support, far from being observed, only served to call forth Aurelie's natural
gifts and correctness of perception, and won soon for her the highest of esteem.
" The Baron never lost an opportunity of sounding Euphemie's praise ; but,
for the first time, perhaps, in our companionship, his judgment and my own fell
wide apart.

It was my custom in society to play rather the

rOle of

stander than of an active participator in the general converse.

a silent by

It thus came to

pass that I had closely watched Euphemie, who only occasionally interchanged a
few words with me, in her habit of passing no one by unnoticed, as one watches
a highly interesting phenomenon.

I could not deny that she was the loveliest

and most brilliant of her sex, and that sense and feeling shone out from all she
said ; yet, in some inexplicable manner, I was repelled by her demeanour, and
could scarcely repress a certain uncanny sensation that overpowered me when
ever her gaze met mine, or when she commenced to address me.

In her eyes

there often burned a peculiar glow, from which, when she fancied herself unob
served, a lightning glance would flash that proclaimed an inward, destroying
fire, only too laboriously smothered over. Around the soft outlines of her mouth
there often hovered a hideous irony which, as it took the semblance of devilish
scorn, convulsed the very groundwork of my soul.

As she frequently looked at

Hermogen-who, indeed, troubled himself but little about her-in this manner,
I was sure that there was much concealed behind this mask that few suspected.
However, I was unable to reply to the extravagant praises of the Baron by
aught but my physiognomical observation, to the which he attached not the
slightest importance, and rather found in my inner grudge agai nst Euphemie no
thing but the expression of an extraordinary whim.

He confided to me that

she would rrobably become a member of his family, as he intended to use every
means to bring about her union with Hermogen. The latter came into the room
just as we were engaged in serious conversation on the matter, and I was seek
ing every possible justification of my opinion of Euphemie.

The Baron, accus

tomed at all times to act openly and on the moment's spur, acquainted him at
once of his plans and wishes in respect of Euphemie.

Hermogen listened

quietly to all the Baron's enthusiastic praise of the girl ;

but when the eulogy
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was ended, he answered that he felt in no wise attracted towards Euphemie,
that he could never love her, and therefore prayed sincerely that the project of
any closer union be at once abandoned.

The Baron was no little disconcerted

to find his favourite scheme so speedily demolished ; yet he had the less mind to
insist upon Hermogen's compliance, as he did not even know what might be
Euphemie's sentiment in this regard.

bonhomie he

With his characteristic cheerfulness and

soon . fell to bantering himself upon his unfortunate errand, and

suggested that perhaps H ermogen was partner in my idiosyncracy, although he
must fail to see how in so fair and mteresting a maid there could dwell so
pellent an element.

His relations with

re

Euphemie remained, naturally, the

same ; for he had so accustomed himself to her society that he could not pass
one day without he saw her.

Thus it came to pass that once he said to her in

jest, that there was only one man in all her

entourage who

was not in love with

her, and that man-was H ermogen, for he had obstinately declined the union
which he himself-the Baron-had so fervently at heart.
" Euphemie replied that another factor had been neglected, namely, what she
might have to say to such a marriage, and that any more intimate relationship
with the Baron would be an object of her desire-but not through H ermogen,
who was far too serious and whimsical to suit her mood.

From this time forth

Euphemie redoubled her attentions to the Baron and Aurelie ; in fact, by many
half-concealed hints she led the Baron to imagine that a union with himself alone
could correspond to the ideal she had set up for herself of a happy wedlock.
Everything that any one might advance, on the score of disparity of years or
otherwise, she set aside emphatically, and withal she went' about her task so
delicately and step by step, that the Baron began to fancy that every idea and
every wish that Euphemie might inwardly conceive had risen unbidden in his
own inmost heart.

Strong and full-blooded as was his nature, he soon found

himself seized with the glowing passion of youth. I could no longer restrain the
wild tumult of his feelings ; it was too late

!

After a short span of time, to the

astonishment of the city, Euphemie became the Baron's wife.

It seemed to me

as though the threatening, awesome being that had troubled me from afar had
now become a present factor in my life, and as though I must keep constant watch
and ward over my dear friend and myself.

H ermogen took the marriage of

his father in cold indifference, while Aurelie, the timid child, was lost in tears.
" Soon after the wedding Euphemie longed for the mountains. She came
hither, and I must confess that her whole conduct remained so complete a
model that she forced from me involuntary admiration.
two years of quiet, undisturbed content.

Thus there sped by

Each winter we passed in the capital

but even there the Baroness showed s uch boundless reverence for her husband,
such constant heed of his slightest wish,

that the poisoned tongue of envy

must needs be paralyzed, and none of the young gallants who had promised
themselves fair field for dalliance with the Baroness dared to allow themselves the
least approach to liberty.

In the last winter I must have been the only one that,

bitten by my own old whim, cherished a bitter grudge of suspicion against her.
" Before her marriage with the

Baron, the Count Victorin, a handsome

youth whose duties as major of the body-guard brought him occasionally to
the capital, was among Euphemie's most ardent admirers, and the one whom,
led by the impulse of the moment, she singled out involuntarily for more
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marked attention.

At one time people even went so far as to say that there was

perhaps some closer relationship between him and this lady than met the eye ;
but the report died out almost as soon as born.

Count Victorin was this winter

in the city, and, of course, was embraced within Euphemie's more immediate
circle ; but instead of busying himself in the least about her, he seemed rather
too purposely to avoid her. Nevertheless, I thought that often, when they fancied
themselves unnoticed, their glances met in burning glow of passionate longing.
One evening a brilliant throng had gathered in the Governor's

salons ;

I stood

within the embrasure of a window, in such a fash ion that the heavy drapery of
the voluminous curtains half hid my form ; removed from me but two or three
paces stood Count Victorin. Euphemie, dressed more richly than ever, and
dazzling in her beauty, passed forward by him ; he seized her arm, so that
no one but I observed i t-her bosom heaved-a look of indescribable emotion,
lust itself longing for satisfaction, she cast on him.
words, the words I could not catch.

They whispered a few

Euphemie must have seen me ; she turned

swiftly away, but I clearly heard her hurried words :

' We are observed ! '

" I was petrified with horror, grief, and astonishment.
you, my reverend father, my painful feelings ?

How can I tell to

Think of my love and my at

tachment to the Baron, and of my ill forebodings, which now I saw fulfilled.
These few words had revealed to me ·the whole mystery of the relationship
between the Baroness and the Count.

I was forced for a while to keep my

own counsel, but I determined to watch the Baroness with Argus' eyes, and
then, when certain of her crime, to loose the shameful bond i n which she held
my luckless friend.

Yet who can fight against these devilish wiles ?

In vain

were all my endeavours, and it would have been absurd to narrate to the Baron
what I had seen and heard, for the artful creature would have found subterfuge
enough to set me in the light of a discredited, silly busybody and phantom
hunter.
" The snow still lay on the mountains when we returned hither last spring ;
yet did I take very frequent walks among the surrounding hills.

In the next

village I met a peasant whose gait and bearing had somt:thing strange ; as he
turned his head I saw that it was Count Victorin himself, but the same moment
he dived down some dark alley and was lost to my research.

What could have

prompted him to this disguise but some clandestine understanding
Baroness ?

with the

At this very moment I am cettain that he is here again, for I have

seen his equerry riding by ; although it is i ncomprehensible to me that h e
should not have sought t o meet t h e Baroness in t h e city, for, three months
back, thf! Governor fell seriously sick, and desired to see his niece Euphemie. I n
hot haste she made the journey with Aurelie, and i t was only a n indisposition
that prevented the

Baron from

accompanying them.

But now a terrible

calamity broke o'er our house ; for Euphemie soon wrote the Baron that H er
mogen had fallen victim to sudden attacks of melancholia,

in

which

he

wandered around in solitude, cursing himself and his vocation, and that all the
services of friends and doctors had been in vain.

You may conceive, my

reverend master, what an impression this sad news produced upon the Baron I
The sight of his poor son would have too deeply shocked him ; therefore I
journeyed alone to the capital.

By means of strong measures H ermogen was

at least fret:d from the wilder outbursts of insanity, but a fixed melancholy,
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apparently i ncurable by medicine, had settled on him.

When he saw me he

was deeply moved ; he told me that a miserable fate compelled him to forego
for ever his present station, and that only as a cloistered monk could he preserve
his soul from pains of eternal damnation.

I found him already clad as you,

my reverend father have seen him ; but in spite of his opposition, I succeeded at
last i n bringing him hither.

Now he is composed, but he cannot be dissuaded

from his fixed idea, and every endeavour to ascertain the incident which has
set him in thi3 plight remains, alas

!

but fruitless, although, perchance it may

well be that only the discovery of this secret would point the way to healing.
" A short time since, the Baroness wrote that, by the advice of her confessor,
she was about to send hither a Father of holy orders, whose demeanour and
words of comfort m ight work perhaps more good on Hermogen than any other
means ; since his madness appeared to have taken a religious tendency.

I am

right glad, my worthy Father, that some lucky chance led you to the city, and
that the choice has fallen upon you.

You may possibly restore to a downcast

family its lost peace, if you direct your labours-which may God bless !-to a
twofold goal.

Discover Hermogen's appalling secret ; his breast will be lightened

of the load when he has revealed it, perchance in the confessional, and the
Church will restore him to the joyous life of the world, to which he belongs of
right, instead of burying him within her walls.
Baroness also.

But, I prithee, approach the

You know all now, and must admit that my observations are of

that kind that, although they yield not the slightest foundation for an open
complaint against the Baroness, they yet afford no room for mistake nor for un
founded

suspicion.

You will be completely of

Euphemie and know her better.

my mind when you see

She is religious by natural temperament, and

your special gift of eloquence may bring it to pass that her heart is moved and
bettered, and thus she will abjure this treachery to a friend whose eternal happi
ness she is sapping.

For I must further tell you, Father, that I often have

suspected that the Baron hides within his breast an inner wound, whose cause
he will not tell me ; beside his anxiety for Hermogen he appears to be fighting
with a thought that robs him of all rest.

It has sometimes occurred to me that

perhaps some evil accident has revealed to him, even clearer than to me, the
criminal connection of the Baroness with the accursed Count.

Therefore I

also commend unto your spiritual care, my reverend Father, my bosom's friend,
the Baron."
With these words Reinhold finished h:s tale, which had tortured me in count
less ways, arousing as it did a conflict of opposin.g emotions within my breast.
My own " I " become the plaything of a hideous whim of fate, and split into
the strangest of components, swam rudderless upon a sea of incidents that
threatened to engulf me beneath their thundering waves.
own individuality any more !

I could not find my

Clearly it was Victorin whom chance had led my

hand, and not my wiii, to cast into the abyss.

Now I had taken on his

role ,·

but Reinhold recognized the Father Medardus, the preacher of the Capucin
M onastery in B

, and thus for him I was that really which I was in fact !

--

But the relations with the Baroness that Victorin had entertained, had now
become my he ritage, and I myself was Victorin.

At once to be that which I

appeared and to appear not to be that which 1 was ; an i nsoluble riddle to
myself, I was divided in m y own most inmost self !

I
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CHAPTER XI.
NoTWITHSTANDING the raging storm within me, I was able to simulate the repose

that fits a priest, and thus to present myself before the Baron.

I found in him

a man advanced i n years ; but in the half-blurred traits there lurked still the
signs of marvellous fulness and strength.

Not age, but grief, had drawn the

deep furrows in his broad, open brow, and bleached his locks.

Yet there ruled

in all his converse and in his every gesture a cheerfulness and grace that drew
each one irresistibly to him.

When Reinhold presented me as him whose

coming the Baroness had announced, he looked at me in searching fashion,
which, however, grew more friendly as Reinhold told him how he had long since
heard me preach in the monastery church at B

, and had become convinced

--

of my great gift of eloquence.

The Baron trustingly stretched forth his hand

to me, and turning to Reinhold, said :
" I know not how it is, dear Reinhold, that the features of the reverend
Father appealed so forcibly to me at the very first instant.

They aroused some

recollection which strove in vain to come to clearness."
It seemed to me as though he would presently break forth, " Yes, it is Count
Victorin," for, in some strange fashion, I now believed myself in truth to be the
Count, and I felt my blood rismg in torrents to blush my cheek.

I relied upon

Reinhold, and his knowledge of me as Father Medardus ; although this seemed
to me to be a lie.

Nothing could set at rest my distracted mind.

By the desire of the Baron, I must at once make H ermogen's acquaintance ;
but he was nowhere to be found.
He had been seen wandering towards the hills, and therefore no one had noted
his route, as he often spent the whole day roaming in this fashion.

All day I

remained in the company of the Baron and Reinhold, and I gradually so far re
covered my composure that by evening I felt full of courage to enter boldly
upon the strange events that seemed to await me.

In the solitude of night I

opened the satchel, and convinced myself by its means that it was certainly
Count Victorin whose mangled remains lay at the foot of the precipice ; but the
letters addressed to him were of commonplace content, and not one of them
gave me the slightest clue to his more immediate surroundings.

Without

worrying myself further with the question, I determined to yield myself com
pletely to the chance of the moment, whenever I should meet the Baroness o n
her return.
The very next morning the Baroness and Aurelie unexpectedly arrived. I

saw

them both descend from their carriage and, received by Reinhold and the Baron,
pass within the Castle porch.

Restless, I paced my chamber up and down, a

prey to perplexing emotions ; but this lasted no great while, until I was sum
moned to meet them.
The Baroness approached me-a noble, lovely woman, in the full bloom of
life.

When she beheld me, she seemed moved in a strange way : her voice

faltered, and she could scarcely find a word of greeting.

Her visible embarrass

ment called forth my courage ; I looked her straight within the eyes, and gave
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her the monastic blessing.

She paled, and sank upon

a

couch.
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the door opened, and the Baron entered, accompanied by Aurelie.
As soon as I gazed on Aurelie, a lightning-flash transfixed my breast, and
kindled all my most hidden feelings : the most blissful desire, the intoxication of
burning love, all that before had but vibrated in my soul as echo of some un
known and distant boding ; yea, life itself now first unrolled its brilliant, many
coloured scroll for me, and all my past lay cold and dead behind me !

It was

she herself, yes, she, who had appeared in that wondrous vision in the confes
sional.

The half sad, half devout, and childlike glance of the deep blue eyes, the

softly outlined lips, the gentle, forward curve of the neck, that seemed to bend
in beseeching reverence, the tall, slim form ; not Aurelie, it was Saint Rosalia
herself !

Then, too, the azure drapery that Aurelie had thrown above her dark

red gown, was the very same in its fantastic folds as the veil which the Saint
upon the canvas, and my own unknown visitant, had borne.
What was the ripe beauty of the Baroness compared with the heavenly charm
of Aurelie ?

Only

her saw

I, while all else faded into nothingness around me.

My inward· excitement could not escape the bystanders.
" You seem to be

" What is amiss, my worthy father ? " began the Baron.
stirred in some peculiar manner.''

These words recalled me to myself ; instantly I felt aroused within me a super
human strength, a never yet experienced daring to venture all, since

she

it was

who must be my prize of victory.
" Heaven's blessing be on thee, Sir Baron ! " I cried, as though suddenly
seized with spiritual inspiration.

" A Saint is sojourning among us within these

walls ; heaven is just opening its hallowed gates, and Saint Rosalia, surrounded
by a host of angels, is shedding bliss and comfort upon the devout souls who
have faithfully besought her.

I hear the hymns of transfigured souls, who press

around the Saint, singing her praises from the clouds.

I see her head, shining

with the glory of heavenly illumination, lifted high - towards the choir of holy
ones who greet her gaze !

I

Sancia Rosalia, ora pro nobis I "

sank upon my knees, my eyes directed heavenwards, my hands folded in

prayer ; all present followed my example.

No one questioned me further, for

they ascribed my sudden outburst to some revelation,

so that the Baron

determined at once to order masses to be celebrated before the altar of Saint
Rosalia within the city church.

In this way I had gallantly rescued myself from

my perplexity, and was further ready to venture all in pursuit of Aurelie, for
whose sake only life was dear to me.
The Baroness seemed peculiarly affected ; her gaze followed me, but when I
looked without concern upon her, her eyes in ceaseless motion wandered round.
The family had withdrawn to another room, and I rushed into the garden,
revolving in my mind a thousand thoughts, developing and combating a myriad
plans for my future course of conduct in the Castle.
fallen,

when

Reinhold appeared

and

told me that

Evening had already
the

Baroness,

deeply

touched by my pious eloquence, wished to speak with me in her chamber.
As soon as I reached her room, the Baroness moved a few paces forward to
meet me, seized me by both arms, and staring fixedly into my eyes said :

it possible ?

Is it possible ?

Art

thou Medardus, the Capucin Monk ?

11
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no ! thy voice, thy form, thine eyes, thy hair !

I beseech thee, speak, or I

perish in anguish and d espair ! "
" Victorinus," I whispered softly.

She embraced me with the wildest passion

-a stream of fire coursed through my every vein ; my blood foamed ; my senses
swooned in nameless bliss, in mad inebriation.

But, in my sin, my whole

thoughts were turned towards Aurelie alone, and it was to

Her

that, in

the

violation of my vows, I offered up the safety of my soul.
Yea !
yet an

Aurelie alone lived within me, my whole senses were filled with her ;
inward shudder seized

me when I thought of seeing her again, as

indeed I soon must at the evening meal.

It seemed to me as though her

chaste glance would unveil my damning sin, and that, unmasked and annihi·
lated, I should break down from very shame.

The Baroness also I could not

persuade myself to meet again so soon ; and thus everything determined me to
make pretext of devotional exercise, and absent myself from table.
It only needed a few days to overcome my bashfulness.

The Baroness was

propriety itself, and the more our secret chains were nveted in criminality, the
more did she redouble her attentions to her husband.

She assured me t hat it

was only my tonsure, my natural beard and my cloister gait-which however
I was beginning now to modify-that had given her untold anxiety ; nay, that
upon my sudden inspired invocation of Saint Rosalia she had almost been
convinced that some inexplicable mistake, some adverse accident, had frustrated
her well-laid plans with Victorin and substituted for him some real accursed
monk.

She marvelled at my forethought in submitting to an actual tonsure

and allowing my own beard to grow, and in so carefully studying my gait and
movements that even she herself must needs at times look straight into my eyes
to assure herself that she had not fallen victim to some caprice of fate.
Meanwhile I had met Victorin's equerry, clad as a peasant, who presented
himself on the confines of the park, and I delayed not to speak confidentially
with him and warn him to hold himself in readiness to flee with me, in case
some mishap should threaten me with danger.
seemed well pleased with me, and pressed me
H ermogen with all the art and power that

The Baron and Reinhold
to approach the melancholy

I was

master of.

But it had

not been as yet possible for me to get a word with him, for he manifestly
avoided me

on

every opportunity of our being left alone, and, if he met

me in the company of the Baron or

Reinhold, he gazed on

me in so

remarkable a manner that I had need to summon all my force in order not
to show my own confusion.

He seemed

conscience and t o read my secret thoughts.
hostility,

to pierce the

very depths of m y

A deep distrust, a half-repressed

a scorn too laboriously o'ermastered lay on his sallow cheek,

as

soon as e'er he saw me.
It happened once that he came upon me wandering in the park for pleasure.
I seized this as the appropriate moment to at last clear up our mutually oppres
sive relation.

I took him quickly by the hand, when he would fain have

shunned me, and I owed it to my eloquence that I was able to speak with him
so earnestly and helpfully, that he seemed to hear me with deep interest, and
could not conceal his inner response to my discourse.

We had sat down upon

a bench of stone, at the end of an alley which led to the Castle.

My warmth

grew with my speech, and I told him how sinful it was when a man, consuming
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his own vitals in his grief, should thrust aside the consolation of the Church
who raised the penitent, and should thus take arms against the life which higher
powers had set for him.

Nay, that even the criminal should not despair of

Heaven's mercy, since this despair itself it was that robbed him of the happiness
that he might gain by penance and devotion.

At

last I besought him there

and then to confess to me, and thus to purge his soul, as in God's presence, and
take from my hands free absolution for his sins.

Then he sprang up, his eye

brows knit together, his eyes shot fire, a burning glow suffused his corpse-like
face, and with a shrill, unearthly voice, he cried, " Art thou, then, free from sin,
that thou darest, as the purest, as God himself, whom thou blasphemest, to
seek to gaze into my breast ; that thou darest to promise me forgiveness of my
sins ?

Thou, who thyself shalt strive in vain for expiation and for the blessed

ness of Heaven, for ever closed to thee !

Miserable hypocrite, the hour of thy

punishment is near, and, trodden to the dust like a venomous worm, thou shalt
thirst in vain in shameful death for mercy, wailing for redemption in nameless
torture, until thou perishest in mad despair ! "
He rushed from me and left me crushed and humbled ; all my courage, all
my resolution gone.
excursion.

I saw Euphemie coming from the Castle, clad for a foot

Only with her was consolation to be found.

I threw myself across

her path ; she was shocked by my distress, and asked its origin.

I answered

by relating the conversation which I had just held with Hermogen, the lunatic,
and added that I was tortured by the thought that perhaps Hermogen had, by
some strange mischance, unearthed our secret.
Euphemie did not seem to be the least concerned ; she smiled in such a way
that made me shudder, and answered, " Let us go further into the park, for
here we may be observed, and it might give rise to comment if the reverend
Father Medardus were seen in such excited converse with me."
into a hidden leafy bower.

We passed

Euphemie embraced me with hot kisses, and thus

began :

( To be continued.)

No inquirer

can

3 I 8'

fix a direct and clear-sighted gaze towards truth, who is cast

ing sid�lances all the while on the prospects of his soul.

-

Martineau

Truth is the bond of union and the basis of human happiness.

.

Without this

virtue there is no reliance upon language, no confidence in friendship, no
security in promises and oaths.

-Jeremy Collier.

Truth is as impossible to be soiled by any outward touch as the sunbeam.

-Milton.
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from
own
uali
t
y.
before
wech cannecessiunderstand
those
pridncipassplesthrough
which govern
our
evoldegree,
ution.
and
whi
t
ate
that
we
shoul
every
state,
and
condi
t
i
o
n
of
li
f
e
i
n
our
progress
towards
those
hi
g
her
states
of
ousness,
whicalchlife.are independent of the conditions which
spipertai
ritualn toselourfconsci
present
physi
Theremanismust
no room
herefor himself
for eitherwhatselfform
-righteousness
orharmony
dogmatiwism.th
Each
deci
d
e
is
most
in
the hiratighest
percepti
onsheofwoul
truth,d understand
what best helsomethi
ps himngtoofrealthose
ise hisprispinciriptualles
But
if
aspi
o
ns.
theouredhuman
heart,of hehismust
beparti
ablecultoarvicreed,
ew humani
ty-not
which govern
through
the
col
gl
a
sses
own
but
wi
t
h
an
universal
sympathy
whichfounded
embraceson aalknowl
l creeds.edge ofThithat
s iswhich
the basi
sbeen
and
root
i
d
ea
of
Theosophy,
has
is, Many
and withoughts,
l be. too deep for words, come crowding into our minds
ect uponof what
weismaymercihavefullydone
andfrom
sufferedour inpresent
those past
when
lisciousness.
ves, thewe reflmemory
whi
c
h
hi
d
den
con
The
burden
of
our
mi
s
takes
and
failures,
of
hopes
bl
i
g
hted.
of bichtterappears
experisoence,absolapparentl
y fruittedlessandstruggl
es, that
and often
ininsuffdanger
ering
whi
u
tel
y
unmeri
unjust
we
are
ofgreater
losingoralllesser
hopedegree
and faith
;
these
thi
n
gs,
whi
c
h
come
to
al
l
men
in
times too heavy a burdenasfortheusexperi
to bear,enceandof wea siglnagldleylifeclosetime,ourareeyesoftin
2,000

200,000

Christian
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eepwornof death,
witehrinang soul
insti.nctive feeling that this is Nature's remedy
fortheIftheslfrom
and
suff
thi
s
sl
e
ep
we
were
to
awake,
as
we
awake
every
morni
n
g,
with thebilrecol
land
ectiocares,
n of which
the previof usouswoulday,d beandablthee tofulltakeweiupgonce
ht ofmore
our
responsi
i
t
i
e
s
the burden
of life?the illusion,
It can onltheytruebe when
wethehavefalse,learnt
to rdiitsualtinguifromsh
the
real
i
t
y
from
from
the
spi
the
materi
al ; when
welearnthavetoraidwell
sed ourin theconsci
ousnessconsciaboveousness
the leofveltheof
and
space,
and
eternal
time
absol
uteof real
itformer
y, thatselweves,shalandl bereadabloure torecord
standinfacethe book
to faceof wilifeth; thefor
ghosts
our
thenopposi
we shalte lpolknow
in manifestati
full that what
we now
calnol exigoodstence,
and save
evil areon but
the
e
s
of
o
n,
and
have
the
plane of illusions.
" Never
thewasspirtiitmwas
bornnot;
; the End
spiritandshalBegi
l ceasennintog bearenever;
"
Never
e
i
t
was
dreams!
"Birthless andeverdeathl
ess and changeless remaineth the spirit for
;
" Death hathseemsnot!"touched it at all, dead though the house of it
W.
KINGSLAND.

THE

SACRED

M I SS I O N

THE

OF

S.

P.

R.

ALL our friends remember the astounding story, born and elaborated in the head of
a too zealous " Researcher " sent to India to investigate that which he was incapable
of understanding, accepted by many grave and wise men of Cambridge, and joyfully
snapped up by the sensation-loving society fish.

It was the Gordian knot of the

T.

S. cut at one blow by the perspicacious Alexander, the great conqueror of spooks and
mediums : namely, that the motive for claiming certain phenomenal manifestations
true, was the desire to benefit thereby the Russian Government.

as

So strong became

the " Russian Spy " impression with the public, that actually writers of novels began
to mention the charge as fait accompli.
the S.

P.

R in the

" Madame

A propos of this, we find a very witty hit at

Hawk of March 12 ult.

Blavatsky has recently compiled

a work, called the

' Secret

Doctrine,' which covers the last brief period of the last thousand million of
years which the world has supposed to have taken to evolute itself, Moses,
Darwin,

Huxley, and the

rest

notwithstanding.

The

Spookical

Research

Society have, I understand, appointed a permanent committee, with right of
hereditary succession to its members, to study and analyze this work, as it i s
believed t o b e a cover� attack o n the British Empire."

-

-

-

- -

-

- l
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OCCULT AXIOMS AND THEIR SYMBOLS.
(Concluded.)

scis, esoncelongwillasnever
be dablerse humani
to furnitsyh onlmoral
itya
ATERIALISTIC
wispecith eas ofsoundthe basi
it
consi
y
as
animpurpose
al kind ; butso lanong amel
as itiorati
assiognns into evol
uticoaln
and
progress
no
other
physi
acquisition,instibynctthewhifittest
indi
vidualthem
s, of ato kilinvde
organishrewdness
sms, and andthe perfected
c
h
wi
l
l
allow
comfortabl
ydi; ffesorentlongfromastheit materi
refusesal ones,
to recogni
seto indiffeman
prilmore
n
ci
p
l
e
s
enti
r
ely
subject
rentth
amateri
ws and
survi
v
i
n
g
physi
c
al
di
s
sol
u
ti
o
n.
If
everythi
n
g
ends
wi
al life,linthe
onlybelwiiesf,e viplratuen is isto afil supernumerary
it with materiaquanti
l enjoyment.
Onmay these
es
of
tofy: noit
be
your
interest
to
be
vi
r
tuous
in
appearance,
but
it
i
s
consequence
to tanybody
whether
youexceptarewhat
so inconsirealdierati
ty oron not.
Not
iyou
ndivmay
idualderibenefi
ari
s
es
from
vi
r
tue,
or
profi
v
e
from
i
t
,
or
the
reci
p
roci
t
y
of
good
treatment
and
protec
you
may
expect
from
the
community,
supposi
n
g
the
community
ticommonly
on honest. Then the man must be a fool who instead ofis
calinstead
culatinofg taki
exactlngycltheeverpossimeasures
ble returns,
is simdetecti
ply chari
tsiablmepl, yoravoiwho,ds
to
escape
o
n,
wickedness.
As forittheis tocommunity
calledhowSociready
ety, everybody
knows
how
tender-hearted
i
t
s
benefactors,
to
procl
a
i
m
and
recompense
vi
r
tue,
how
prompt
to
detect
and
puni
s
h
cri
m
e.
Everybody
knows
thate appanage
big consiofderati
on, and
big fortune,
and
bihaveg stomachs
are theby
excl
u
si
v
bankers
deacons,
who
deserved
them
ves ofoftruthful
n
ess
and
integri
t
y.
Provi
d
ed
you
do
not
transgress
the
liletter
the establ
code,speaki
you may
indulthosege inof aomissi
tolerablon,eandnumber
ofn
sia nvery
s of respectabl
commi
ssioen,icished
witizenthout
n
g
of
remai
in fullablypossessi
on than
of allordithenarichances
of manthe
Muni
c
i
p
al
el
e
cti
o
ns.
Undeni
any
more
l
y
cl
e
ver
will not admirati
be satisofinedis with
suchwhoinnocent
ambi
tioin.nto The
manief who
deserves
the
one
cheats
others
the
bel
that
herecihas
done
them
some
servi
c
e,
and
induces
them
to
an
undeserved
procity.
Thias personal
is the pringrati
cipleficati
of omodern
chari
ty, whian chexcelis laentmeans
a
l
safety,
n
of
pri
d
e,
and
way
toforsoci
femal
e
s
of
calli
n
g
attenti
o
n
to
thei
r
beauty,
elegance
and
l
o
vi
n
g
di
s

positiocn,e atandthatforgame,
men aofmanadverti
r business.a statueWithona publlittliec
practi
maysineasig thei
ly deserve
v.

jl\Aj
.DJ!.

of
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thoroughfares.
Chari
ty is ofa finea lisword,
whenmembers
engravedof onsomea pedestal
, or
when
pri
n
ted
at
the
head
t
of
the
committee.
oroccasi
of some
programme
foris kepta mundane
entertainment.
Charing tbeasts
y is thein
o
nal
sop
by
whi
c
h
down
the
anger
of
the
starvi
thei
r
cages.
It
i
s
as
necessary
to
publ
i
c
order
as
the
wig
of
Justi
c
e.
As
forrecipreal
silent
chari
ty, forwitthehoutsakehopeof viofrtuereward
or forexpectati
on of
roci
t
y,
as
for
virtue
i
t
sel
f
,
as
sel
f
-sacrifice
and
devoti
oMore:
n to others,
they
are ridiculoand
us, absurd,
andexampl
happie,lyasrareseveral
ex
cepti
o
ns.
they
are
dangerous
of
bad
PosiHuman
tivists have
alierseady
remarked.
facul
t
are
lmateri
ike siraens,l of vipowers,
rtues above
thethewaiorisgtinandof good.
vices
belpainowthe; passi
o
ns
are
the
evi
l
i
s
substratum
of
pl
e
asure,
and
ri
d
i
c
ul
e
the
potenti
a
l
i
t
y
of
the
sublime. Theand taste
ofvulgar
the ragged
vulgarfoforr balbarrel-organs
andandcheap
oleographs,
of
the
in
full
dress
l
a
d
concerts
ugly
Similarly
anti
q
ues,
i
s
the
announcement
of
a
nascent
arti
s
ti
c
feeli
n
g.
hypocrisy,s isisthea homage
toofvirunsel
tue, and
the sham
chari
tniygofht theof egoti
replesmte
bourgeoi
beginning
fi
shness.
True,
the
sm is yetof ourthe industry,
mainsprinandg ofnational
our socialselfish
ac
isvitstiiels, competi
very dark
; theegotibackbone
tiness
t
i
o
n
thethatidealpatriforotiwhich
many
heroes
areuponreadyas toa vidicee. a Butfew centuri
is this eas
proof
s
m
will
not
be
l
o
oked
hence,
that
no
civili
z
ati
o
n
can
be
concei
v
ed
where
producti
o
n
alone
wouldthehave
the sociimportance
nowthe imprudentl
y attri
butedpossitobexchange
that
present
a
l
state
is
best
and
onl
y
one
lestruggl
? Aske.
the
questi
o
n,
not
from
those
who
have
been
successful
i
n
the
but from itfrom
s victithems, unempl
from theoyedmultimen
tudesandtrampl
edngunderfamilithees, and
wheelfrom
s of
progress,
starvi
moral
wrecks,
more
pitifulbooks.
stil , whose
brainadvantages
s have beenofatrophi
ed
bytithose
the
wei
g
ht
of
thei
r
account
The
few
competi
oandn nearl
are layrgelsolye cause
compensated
by
its
i
n
conveni
e
nci
e
s
:
i
t
is
the
pri
n
ci
p
al
ofcurse
our present
miassthe
eriesstruggl
and socie foral evilifels. is Says
one
ofandourmost
Masters
:
"That
known
the
real
prolifistruggl
c parente become
of mostthewoesalmand
sorrows
and
all criofmthees.
Why
has
that
ost
uni
v
ersal
scheme
universe?
Wehitanswer,
because
no calrelcontempt
igion, witforh thethisexcepti
oynlife.of
Buddhism,
has
herto
taught
a
practi
earthl
whileheleach
ofdamnations
these alwaysinculwithcatedthattheonegreatest
solitarydread
exceptiofodeath.
n, has through
itsfore
ldosweandfind
There
that
struggl
e
for
lif
e
ragi
n
g
most
fi
e
rcel
y
in
Chri
s
ti
a
n
countrielands,
s, mostandprevalis enearl
nt iny Europe
andamongst
America.Buddhi
It weakens
iantiothens
pagan
unknown
s
t
popul
.is. but. . aTeach
theandpeoplaneilltousiseeon,thatthatlifite isonbutthiour
s earth,
eventhethecause
happipro
est.
burden
Karma,
ducing the effect, that is our own judge, our Saviour in future lives; and
the
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great
struggl
e for lifeuswilla prevailing
soon lose itmotive,
s intensiitty.does
" Agai
nprove
, becausethatcomno
peti
t
i
o
n
i
s
amongst
not
other peopl
incentie vwoul
e to dactinoton exiworksts unless
or maytheybe befound.starved,Are thiwes todegradi
belienveg
that
argument
of
peopl
e
who
empl
o
y
the
Chi
n
ese
or
German
paupers
at
reduced
wages
on one
hand,
andonexcitheteother?
the hatred
ofmonsters
the Britspecu
ish or
Ameri
c
an
workmen
agai
n
st
them
Some
late onthimisery
andthethrash
human
dithegnitviycwitimths theor whi
pbaseness
of animalofwantthe;
does
s
prove
l
a
zi
n
ess
of
the
executiotheners?best Expl
oitationto anddisgusttyranny,
necessi
tyhiands task.overwork
are
means
cal
c
ulated
a
man
wi
t
h
Ask
any
craftsman,
andthatsincere,
what
isofthehisbestbusiinnesscentiandve notto thehis necessi
effortst:y heof
it
i
s
the
l
o
ve
wiearning
ll answerhisfreeyou
liveliand
hood.quiEnthusi
asmcompeti
and desitiorne ofandaffthe
ectiodesi
n willre toprompt
anmoreartismoney
t further
c
ker
than
earnof
than
hi
s
colleagues;
nearl
y
al
w
ays,
when
a
man
with the aambi
tifloantterer
of maki
ng his fortune,
hety andlosesvihice.s
oriAgenigdecorati
iunsaliistyseioandnzedgeneral
becomes
base
of
common
vul
g
ari
ly provesthea beauti
patchfulon, ofa poets
fine towards
picture. theTheidealri,vofal
effphiolrtsosophers
of realtowards
artists towards
thea term
truth,whicanchnoislonger
bey synonymous
called competiwititohn.uniThey
are
termed
emul
a
ti
o
n,
nearl
t
ed
efforts.virtue?
WhatOne
thenofshalthel first
we thicallngsthetaught
convergent
effowho
rts ofwoulthed tread
saints theto
wards
to
those
path of Occul
tigrow,
sm is that
they
must
giofvetheup allfieldwis,swih ttohoutovercome
theiit.r
brothers,
and
like
the
li
l
i
e
s
knowi
n
g
Loveveofmust
perfecti
on itself
ies toscarcel
yrea knowl
sufficientedgequali
fication:to place
their main
moti
be
the
desi
r
acqui
in
order
it at
theSince
servicthee ofworlHumani
t
y.
d hasHumani
passedty:itsandmiddle
poinpal
t ofe and
evoldiutisotantn, althitruis saurora
m has
begun
to
dawn
upon
however
we maythese
feel rays
sure whi
thatchthese
calls
fromcomeBuddha,
fromEast,
Chriarest, from
Theo
sophy,
have
al
w
ays
from
the
the
presage
the comimembers
ng day. ofHowever
dialsagreeabl
e may
beoneat ofpresent
theis indebted
relations
ofbetween
the
soci
body,
yet
each
them
toMenthesecanrelbeatinumbered
ons for most
of opithenthiionsngsarehenotpossesses,
knows or canwhosedo.
whose
from
newspapers,
sciencetheis achi
not efrom
books,of others,
whose wiwet must
is notfirstfromassimi
hearsay.
To improve
upon
vements
l
a
te
them.
Inionfactof
ifprogress
competiand
tion iofs ancompeti
elementtionofiprogress,
associ
a
ti
o
n
i
s
the
condi
t
trself;order.and Ifrivwiallrdy iisndibutvidualthes means
to
some
associ
a
ti
o
n
of
a
superi
o
had
not
wrestled
witfihgeach
other, notritribes,balthere
alliances
woulmotid vhave
been
formed;on
wiof thout
the
hts
between
was
no
e
for
the
formati
provinces ; and the dissensions between counties prepared national
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unity.internati
Willonalthis wars,
be theperhaps
end of associ
atiron,veryandatroci
mayty,wewinotll necessi
hope that
our
by
thei
tthe
ate
Internati
o
nal
Arbi
t
rati
o
n,
and
that
cannon
shots
will
have
cl
e
ared
wayLookifornunig Backwards,
versal brotherhood?
The
author
ofofthat
thoughtful
work,al
"economy,
"
traces
the
same
process
growth
through
soci
and
predi
ctswasfor anit aimprovement
similar devel; onow
pmentwe: upon
indivitrade
dual
exchange,
small
trade
see
small
ruiBellamy
ned andbeliabsorbed
by bicompeti
g storestionandbetween
co-operati
vtter
e compani
es. Mr.ly
e
ves
that
the
the
l
a
will
eventual
result
theionrwiaggll beomerati
onstered
into nati
othenalnatisyndionciates,
soThe
that author
the wealhasth
ofdrawn
the innati
admini
by
t
sel
f
.
upone forthisexihypothesi
s thenoElmore
yseana picture of a sociThen
al state
where
the
struggl
s
tence
has
the
hi
story
oflightphi: loafter
sophyrelisigthere
to
show
that
the
shock
of
opi
n
i
o
ns
al
w
ays
elici
t
ed
ious vwars,
after
metaphysi
cal battl
elarger
s, thetruth
champiestab
ons
general
l
y
find
themsel
es
puri
fi
e
d,
and
some
new
and
lishesmenitselwhof on launch
the ruinbols ofdlytheanddismantl
edupon
creed.the The
egotithestsunknown,
are not
the
alone
sea
of
nor
the oraudaci
ous who frankly
express
their such
doubtsbenefactors
upon an that
adoptedthe
dogma
a
consecrated
habi
t
:
i
t
i
s
through
d realproduct,
ly advances.
Themodeinventor
of a ornewa inew
nstrument
ofoflabour,
of
aisworlnew
of
a
new
of
thought
method
conduct
a
fi
g
hter
agai
n
st
the
egoti
s
m
of
those
who
try
to
sti
fl
e
the
di
s
covery,
because
itwhose
disturbslazithei
r interests
or simplthey theiworlr dquifrom
etness.moviTheng,egoti
sts
are
those
n
ess
woul
d
prevent
whose
slofeepithenPhari
ess woul
d was
paralresponsi
yse thebthoughts
ofcruciothers.
The
common
egoti
sm
s
ees
l
e
for
the
fi
xi
o
n
of
Chri
s
t:
the
aggre
gate
egotismthought,
of the Chri
stithean church
isc responsi
blofe fomodern
r the narrowness
ofresponsible
modern
and
schol
a
sti
egoti
s
m
science is
f
o
r
the
psychi
c
i
g
norance
of
our
age.
is betweenanaleachogous
one toof theus and
his offelfeedi
low nmeng. The
a borrowing
and
lacts
endiTheJe
nandg somewhat
process
producti
o
ns,
thoughts of itothers
are thethe essence
materialoffromthatwhifoodch and
our githought
gets
i
t
s
sustenance;
extracts
vesvity.it
back
to
the
commonweal
t
h
under
the
form
of
i
t
s
individual
acti
Theseparated
man whofromhas others,
understood
thiwes canprocess
canve noourmore
thiasnkindependent
of his soul
asfrom
than
concei
bodi
e
s
uniafterversal
substance
andthe life.strugglBut,e ? evenWhatforisthethecommon
egoti
st,
ambiti
o
n
of
the
what
al
l
i
s
the
end
of
mostness?
narrow-mi
ndeda candl
e merchant,
when
hevite hashis retifriernds,
ed from
busi
To
buy
cottage
where
he
may
i
n
and
spend,
ihen rejoi
cilnagboriwiotuslh ythem,
part There
and someti
meslytheverywholfewe ofjoys
the
money
has
saved.
are
real
attracti
ve towants
a manheunlmustess hethrowpartakes
with others.
his animal
the veiofl ofthemcompany,
and heEven
loathesupon
1 30
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lonely dinner
tablThe
e. Acqui
rements
archiresofaliconcert
ttle useroom
unlessforshown
and
communi
c
ated.
potentate
who
hi
s
exclu
sive use,ons.the Few
drunkard
who shuts
hithemselfweiupght inofa losolnelyitaryenjoyment
cellar, are;
excepti
men
could
bear
madness
andan asceti
despaicirsmwould
be theiar kind,
resultandfor consti
the majori
tthey. triPerfect
s
m
i
s
of
a
pecul
t
utes
al of
egoti
the black magician.
Thus,us even
ordidincarytatesreasoning
andareexampl
es ibtaken
fromthe dainecessi
ly liftye
show
that
the
of
egoti
s
m
not
infall
le.
But
of altrui
sm Theosophy
can be demonstrated
phideuxlosophimondes,
cally. JulIny a magnificMr.
ent
arti
c
l
e
upon
(Revue
des
Burnouf,
thean celimmense
ebrated servi
Frenchce byOrieshowi
ntalisnt,g caltheledexiupon
it toof render
Humanity
s
tence
a only
law
Our
doctri
n
e
is
the
superi
o
r
to
that
of
the
struggl
e
for
exi
s
tence.
one
ableit tocanfurnigivseh alsuch
a demonstrati
olyn solas ida foundati
basis forons,moral
ione
ty ;
further,
t
rui
s
m
three
equal
the
practi
calrecogni
, the other
phiKarmi
losophiccaljusti, andce theandthiofrdtherelilawgious.of Reincarnation
The
t
i
o
n
of
shows
usthem
the practi
caltoadvantage
of not ofdoisowi
ng tong,others
whattivewedeeds
shoulofd
�, and further,
not
l
i
k
e
to
do
u
by
posi
chari
t
y,
the
germs
of
a
future
harvest
of
benefi
t
s
for
oursel
v
es.
Thi
s
reasoning
embraces
both
thecorrected,
arguments
ofedChri
stisublimated.
an and Utilitari
an
moral
i
s
ts,
at
the
same
ti
m
e
puri
fi
and
As
we
haveofaltheready
said,cannot
Positivconvi
ism, nconcerni
ng there
itself ismerel
yharm
withinthecheatishortng
lifethe
present,
ce
us
that
any
sociattended
al body, to,if wewhiare
clyeverpretendi
enoughng totofulfilmakeoursuredutieofs: havi
ng our
ritoghtsvaguel
l
e
onl
it
may
trys
y
argue
that
vi
r
tue
i
s
the
best
way
to
happi
n
ess,
but
thi
senti
m
ental
suspi
c
i
o
n
wi
l
never
be
suffici
e
nt
to
prevent
any
man
wi
t
h
eviwhere
l tendenci
esit,orwhenunderthatstrong
temptati
on from
taking nhigsendspleasure
he
finds
man
i
s
persuaded
that
everythi
wiallth,
the
present
life,
and
that
hi
s
conduct
is
of
no
more
importance,
after
either toAhiChi
mselfneseor proverb
to the worlsaysd that
at large,whoever
than thefindsnoiplseeasure
of a wasp
ienand
the
forest.
in
vi
c
in virnovi
tue, ciess yetthata novi
ce hygi
in bothenic: but
asderati
a matter
of factthemost
menfic
painsuch
even
consi
o
ns
and
sci
e
nti
are
Is scarcely sufficient to deter them from
knowl
etdge
of ficonsequences
unheal
hy
grati
c
ati
o
n
of
thei
r
theytoaresparemadtheenough
to
wasteothers?
their When
own lifae,manhow incoulanger
dpassitheyisons:ready
be when
expected
interests
tohedestroy
himsel
f,erprovi
dedhe
hehas destroys
hi
s
enemy
at
the
same
ti
m
e,
will
stop
to
consi
d
that
Undoubtedly
noChririgstihtanto depri
voensthecontai
socianl edbodymore
of a doubl
e life?
the
sancti
power
and
efficacy:
but
Chri
s
ti
a
ni
t
y
fell
i
n
to
the
opposi
t
e
exaggerati
o
n,
and
darkened
so
much
pictures of future punishment that it made man doubt Justice. The faithe
ry1 5, 1 888),

of

tisfactorily, even on the
talinfanti
es oflehelmilnand
i
t
s
ki
n
g
the
devi
l
never
worked
sa
ds of fear:
Medi<eatvalmost
Humani
tytheybecause
men cannot
be rendered
vislaves.
rtuous Inthrough
can
be
turned
i
n
to
cowards
and
our
days
of
free
and
sci
e
nti
f
i
c
thought,
Christian
preachers
themsel
vthem
es havefor uncommonl
understood ytheruralpuericongregati
lity of thei
r bogey
storiforkes,isandno
reserve
o
ns.
Satan'
s
longerdaytheonlever
ofpoorthedevimasses,
and To-day
the hornsthewear
outte more
andsermons
more
every
the
l
'
s
head.
favouri
text
for
onbutviconsi
rtuediserithat
we must
be goodnates
out ofin grati
tuded towards
theitsCreator:
n
g
that
evi
l
predomi
the
worl
and
that
Creatorwe
must
therefore
be
more
than
hal
f
wicked,
i
t
i
s
a
questi
o
n
whether
dselnotf. have
more
chancesa noble
of plesoulasinwoul
g himd prefer
by beineven
g asaunmerci
ful
asshoul
hi
m
Besi
d
es,
many
voluntary
damnati
on wiltyh very
the majori
ty ofngMankind
to anthere
egotiisstithec salpsychol
vationogiwithcal
afact,
fewthatgeneral
uninteresti
el
e
ct.
Then,
a mantted,feelsays litthirty
tle remorse
orago,evenandsatithatsfactitheon justi
for cdeeds,
good
orstandbad,welcommi
years
e
does
not
lcounterpoi
in equilibrium
whieterni
ch would
githout
ve torelourief toshortthepassage
on
earth
the
s
e
of
an
t
y
wi
monotony
eionlthery aofcontrast
pain ortopleplasure;
andandthis other philboth
osophitorment
cal fact,andthat,bliassspaiwouln ids
e
asure
in timethemergenecessary
into indiffcontrast,
erence, unlshoulessdinfrom
deed thetimesaitonts,timineorder
to thei
prer
serve
open
nostri
lhough
s to thethesmell
ofionstheofroasted
flesh ofandtheiphir lunfortunate
brothers.
Al
t
rel
i
g
our
country
o
sophi
e
s
of
our
timethe arelot
unable
ei
t
her
to
explai
n
or
to
remedy
the
dreadful
evi
l
s
whi
c
h
are
ofacknowl
a greatedgimajori
tythere
of Mankind,
atheconsci
entieven
ous ofobserver
cannot
helpe,
n
g
that
lurks
in
hearts,
the
most
mi
s
erabl
anbe insti
nctiwrong
ve belbyiefmiinght,justiandce, that
an insomehow
tuitional convi
ction that iringjusti
ht cannot
made
or
somewhere
cwhi
e willch
fiexpl
nd aaincompensati
o
n.
This
feeli
n
g
cannot
be
attri
b
uted
to
rel
i
g
i
o
ns
physisometi
cal contrasts
by metaphysi
cal contradi
ctiinonscountri
: besideses,where
i t is
togenerati
be found,
m
es
stronger
than
anywhere
el
s
e,
of freeagnosti
thinkers
have
transmi
ttedof anto overwhelmi
each other nthei
r scepty
tiofcithesm, peopl
andonswhere
c
i
s
m
i
s
the
atti
t
ude
g
majori
ate honesty, if not from a kind of
e
.
Whence,
then,
that
inn
unconsciousat inrecogni
tionodofof thetransilawtions,of iKarma?
Iffrequency
anythingofiscritomesbe;
wondered
our
peri
t
i
s
not
the
but not
ratheryettheianyr scarci
ty. When
Humanity
hasonenohandlongerthe any
belieoff andthe
has
knowledge,
when
we
see
on
respect
lsame
aw fadilawngsofteni
awayngfromthe rithegoriminds
ofits thecodepeopl
ev, iand
onon advances,
the other when
that
s
m
of
as
ci
l
i
z
ati
passidivistcontent
y and iginnorance
dimmay
inishcertai
in thenlysame
proporti
owhat
n as mysteri
sensualoitusy
and
crease,
we
ask
oursel
v
es
rope still holds together the inflammable brands of the social faggot.
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The
Karma
of
our
egoti
s
ti
c
ci
v
i
l
i
s
ati
o
n
i
s
above
our
heads
l
i
k
e
a
dark
cldespai
oud whi
ch hatred
will resolwhiveriltsselinf the
intohearts
tears and
blood,pariwhiahsle deserted
a maelstrom
of
r
and
of
the
in
the
midstnofg alourongpopul
ous cihope
ties : ator every
cornerBefisoreto him
be metis thethe endless
tramp,
weari
wi
t
hout
purpose.
street
widrith zitzlsinfogg raiandn ;smoke
; theabovemudhimwhere
, the higlsoomsoreofandthecolpidtfeet
iless sink
sky
and
the
bel
o
w,
atmiseach
step ; thearound
him,of thenorestlsympatheti
c lookookimeets
hisofeyes:
his
ery
escapes
noti
c
e
e
ss,
uneasy-l
n
g
men
busi
n
ess
hurryi
ng tolitithei
rlikeoffices,brimful
and ofvesselthes,stiffgravearrogant
idlers, whodicarry
theiasr
respectabi
e
s
as
undertakers,
g
ni
fi
ed
offkeependedtheturkeys
;atwhoa diwalstance,
k wiand
th theiwhor elhave
bowsstiffawayenedfromthethemuscles
body toof
vul
g
ar
thei
rofaces
r
that
nolithuman
feeltheingphilosopher
should appeardoesandnotcompromi
s.e cthei
fashi
nabl
e
i
m
beci
y.
But
know
whi
h
i
s
more
to bethatpitierid,chesthe despai
r of the one
oronlthey theconfidence
of poithenother:
for
hewheelknows
and
poverty
are
extreme
ts
on
the
ofandKarma
: miandserablknowi
nes,g hehe valhasueshimself
passedonethrough
many
happy
many
e
l
i
v
the
present
onl
y
for
thesm
opportuni
t
i
e
s
it
aff
o
rds
him
of
returni
n
g
unselfi
s
h
servi
c
e
for
the
egoti
heThe
has man,
to suffhowever,
er from, and
ofdoesalleviatingsimtheplymitoseriprepare
es he hashimescaped.
who
selvif ratuegood
Karma,
may
be
sai
d
to
practi
c
e
al
t
rui
s
m
egoti
s
ti
c
al
l
y
,
al
t
hough
canual
never
a
purel
y
personal
thi
n
g,
si
n
ce
it
spreads
around
i
t
sel
f
spi
r
i
t
andfimateri
alhiexamples.
ButerTheosophy
candioffversier totytheof forms
royal
viiinfluences
rs actual
tue oflyunsel
shness
g
her
and
nobl
seats.
If
the
tendiitynasg towards
reabsorpti
on in Uni
ty,mitheng agai
mannwhose
effutioortsn.
have
personal
thei
r
onl
y
goal
i
s
simply
swi
m
st
Evol
And
as
the
contracti
v
e
force
must
ultimatel
y
gai
n
vi
c
tory
over
the
expansi
vthee one,
finalnantdissoluniversal
ution ispower.
reservedTheto saithose
who owoul
d ficon
ght
against
predomi
d
expansi
n
and
tracti
o: n,thehowever,
arealtonlruisymmateri
atol similes
oron introversi
onsconsci
of spiousness
ritual
facts
path
of
l
e
ads
expansi
of
limi
t
ed
iinfinitesi
nto univmersal
conscience,ousness
orisOmni
sciyence:
whiof lanni
e egotism
in,s thethe way
to
al
nesci
whi
c
h
the
onl
mode
h
i
l
a
ti
o
fri
g
ht
ful puni
shand.
hment Everythi
reserved,natg finite
the endbeiofngthealsManwantara,
to thesmAdepts
of
the
left
o
transi
e
nt,
egoti
i
s
i
n
com
pati
b
l
e
wi
t
h
immortal
i
t
y.
Matter
i
s
eternal
like
Spi
r
i
t
,
but
eternal
l
y
unconscity obeius,ngwhinolebetter
Spirithan
t is the
sourcestence,of consci
oyusness.
Unconsci
ous
eterni
non-exi
the
onl
manner
of
obtaining
transfer
our conscity oonusness
from
thethe low
planesSelf.to Let
the
salhigvheratioones,
n is toto sacri
fi
c
e
personali
the
al
t
ar
of
Hi
g
her
him who
dreams
ofremaisublnimofatihisng work
and immortal
isican
ng hibes egoti
smbyconsi
der;
that
nothi
n
g
wi
l
but
what
used
others
that he must leave to somebody else the money he has saved, t!1e palaces
good

be
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he hashe buiwilltcarry
, the devi
cesnghebeyond
has pltheannedgrave,for nothi
his own
gratitheficaticravionn;gandhe
that
nothi
n
g
but
coul
d
not
and
can
never
sati
s
fy,
and
whi
c
h
wi
l
bri
n
g
him
down
agai
n
and agai
nhasto lbeen
earn thelentdecepti
oonlns ofy inmany
rebithatrths.he may
Let hi�ffmerremember
that
life
to
him
order
hisNature
stone;
tothatthethemonument
Humani
t
y
i
s
building
accordi
n
g
to
the
pl
a
ns
of
very
feelthrown
ings bywhiNature
ch madeonhiherm own
love necessi
so muchtieshi;s that
personal
ity are
onl
y
the
vei
l
s
hi
s
dreams
ofof volfree-wi
uptuousness
only helped toofthethepreservati
onn ofthespeci
es, hiofs shadow
l
to
the
improvement
race,
wi
t
hi
bounds
immu
table
laws
;
and
that
even
the
pecul
i
a
ri
t
i
e
s
of
feeli
n
g,
conduct,
thought
and
aspi
r
ati
o
ns
whi
c
h
he
thought
most
intimate
and
enti
r
el
y
his
own,
were
nothi
ng tbut
thestilleternal
recommencement
ofn, preordi
nated
types.
And
i
f
he
hesi
ates
to
acknowledge
hi
s
del
u
si
o
l
e
t
hi
m
observe
they
superb
indiff
e
rence
of
Nature
to
the
fate
of
individuals
;
how
bri
g
htl
the sunandshinbattl
es onefitheelds,despai
r ofjoys
poetsandor thesorrows
pride ofof kings,
on grave
yards
on
the
Humanity,
and
woulThus,
d conti
n
ue
to
shi
n
e
were
the
earth
i
t
sel
f
scattered
to
atoms.
thebut man
who
practises altrui
smtheactsultimate
not onlypurposes
in his ownof superi
or
interest,
al
s
o
in
accordance
wi
t
h
Nature.
Toandsoul
s
endowed
wi
t
h
rel
i
g
i
o
us
sentimentali
t
y,
however,
these
practi
c
al
scicalentitruth,
fic arguments
wiand
l notSympathy
appeal soarestrongl
ydirect
as thismanifestati
other phiolons
sophi
that
Love
the
ofNottheonlyDivialnlitmen
y conceal
edfromin thea inmost
penetral
iaandof ourtendHitoghesttheBeisameng.
come
common
ori
g
i
n
goal,
only dois ever
the present
many proceed
from and
toeverywhere,
the one, butand,asbywea mag
ha\·e
sainifidcentthinotslaUnity
i
n
everybody
and
ch perpetuates
they prias mourordicentral
al realityguithrough
the diversiourty
ofdreary
illusipions,lwgriw�iitmage.
remai
nThe
s constantl
d
e
throughout
lightin ofmoments
egotismofis despai
but a dir, sman
tortedrecedes
reflectiinontheof
thiinternal
s sun niofgalhttruiof swhat
m : when,
appears
to him
lonelshutinessuponand thevoidexternal
, then, if henigbutht
opens
towards
the
i
n
si
d
e
the
eyes
he
has
hefindwiall fideep
nd therecess
real Self
whichfrom
is above
ourtempests
joys asofourlife,sorrows:
wi
l
shel
t
ered
the
where
hemares,
many
a
ti
m
e
before
he
has
unconsci
o
usl
y
taken
refuge.
Betrayed
by ya
woman,
conquered
by
a
rival
,
abandoned
by
those
we
l
o
ve,
or
even
justl
puni
s
hed
for
some
fault
of
ours,
we
feel
above
our
soul
s
the
impassi
v
e
being iwho
watches
us iweep,
andprotest
suchofis hisuperi
s briolriitay,ncyforthatoureven
in fouris
humil
a
ti
o
n
ri
s
es
an
n
most
real
Sel
iofndeed
superi
oedr totoeverythi
nbetter
g : it iofs forhimsel
thisfsame
reason
that
everyone
us
is
i
n
cl
i
n
thi
n
k
and
to
l
o
ve
himsel
f better
than
anybody
else,
thus
prosti
t
uti
n
g
to
the
l
o
wer
Ego
the
love
whi
c
h
the
real
Ego
al
o
ne
deserves.
The
supreme
Uni
t
y
bei
n
g
the
highest principle in our own constitution, if we remove one after the
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other,ch envel
for theop ATMA,
analysis weof remove
thought,atthethediffsameerenttime" Koshas"
or sheaths
whi
personal
limi
tatiy obyns
and
the
causes
of
separateness,
so
that
we
can
fi
n
d
our
Self
onl
losinbelg oursel
vther
es. toAtma
cannot
be: caltheledsamean inthidivingdsays
ual prinI ci" pinle ; you
it doesas
not
o
ng
ei
me
or
to
you
welial riasties,in under
myselmyf, behi
ndasyour
name
andvirtues.form Whoever
as well ashasmyunder
pe
culstood
vi
c
es
wel
l
as
your
thithes sublime
doctri
nctie oofn theof "essenti
al and
identi"Thi
ty ofne,"I"" scarcel
and "Thou"
under
illusory
di
s
ti
n
Mine"
y finds
words
to
express
its
sacredness.
any
It
inspi
r
ed
the
mansuetude
andbe
benevol
e
nce
of
generati
o
ns
of
Yogis
and
Buddhi
s
ts,
and
it
ought
to
It iGod"
s similar; butto that
the
madestithean precept
central and
first teachi
ng of forTheosophy.
:
"
Love
each
other
the
sake
of
Chri
Godstence,
insteadis ever
of beipresent
ng outsiindeourof Self
creatiandon, theso farSelfthatof men
cananddoubtis thathis
exiSelf:
others,
and
man,
i
n
stead
of
reckoni
n
g
on
external
infl
u
ences
and
arbi
t
rary
mercy,
needsin nohisother
prayer
but aspi
ration towards
thatsacriperfect
model
enthroned
own
soul
,
who
demands
no
other
fi
c
e
but
the
Thi
s
truth
is
not
to
cruci
fi
xi
o
n
of
egoti
s
m.
be
demonstrated
by
mere
reasoni
ng, alsimil
though
ourwhiwhol
e phiesloinsophy
rests upon
it, alallthough
the
wonderful
a
ri
t
y
c
h
carri
an
endless
ci
r
cl
e
the
acts,
thoughts,
passisome
ons common
and aspirpriatinocinsplofe : Humani
tyto seems
to poiin nthet outdepths
the
exi
s
tence
of
but
it
is
be
sensed
ownmeetibeinngg,eyes,
to bebyfeltwords
at theansweri
sightnofg toanywords,
fellowbyman,
toandbe sorrows
realised
of our
byswel
eyes
joys
ling in ourBrothers!
hearts inHere
sympathy
withbasithes enjoyments
andwe have
sorrowsfoundof
others.
is
the
real
of
moral
i
t
y
:
the
descendi
nWhy
g intoshoul
the inmost
sanctumwiofth myyou?own Am
being,I
itangry
issource
youwitallhofmyILove:
meet
there.
d
quarrel
when Iy bi? teIfmyyoutongue,
andbyshalyourl Iwords,
hate deeds
a cateror
whenisI itlonotveteetha" butterfl
hurt
me
piantillarpathy,
He,has" whoreasons
throughto anhateimperfect
braiyoun seescaressin meme,anif
enemy
and
bel
i
e
ves
he
me?
If
you
praid asebody
me, you
if youwishloveto me,embrace,
is it behind
not "He"a soulwhoyourecogni
sesto hiunder
mself
behi
n
wi
s
h
stand
is thesocentral
sight,seeswhicith lunder
ookingsoatmany
the worl
d through
sofourthmanyvisAtma
soul
s
and
many
eyes,
aspects.
Thety,
age
of
Brahmft
i
s
the
august
and
mel
a
nchol
y
face
of
Humani
the
one stamped
type, minebyasKarma
well as yours,
whi
csouls,
h is to thebe percei
vedsmiling
behindwitheth
masks
upon
our
masks
kiangel
ndness
orofstidemons.
ffened byThe
egotiwailing
sm andofdisthetortedforestbyandpassiofothen, thesea,masks
of
s
or
and
the
moani
n
gs
of
the
brutes,
the
cl
e
ar
and
pearl
y
l
a
ugh
of
merry
gi
r
l
s
and
the same
groansthiofnghumani
the tnoie. ses ofmytheSelves!
planet, express
In the
the
as thetysilinencetravaiof lthe, allinfini
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sacred
nameof allof our
" Him"
who
is moreto than
our universal
common call
father,to beiLoveng
the
centre
bei
n
gs,
I
shout
you
the
and my weak voice loses itself in that Verb expressed by all flesh !
A MARAVELLA.

THE MYSTERY OF LIFE.
A FRAGMENT.
VAIN

seeker after all-abiding truth

I

Poor erring child of earth

I

Dost thou not know

That life, prolonged to only twice its span,

Wouldst fathom Nature in her hidden ways ?
Wouldst drag her deepest workings into light,

Would be so great a curse to thee, that thou

And master secrets that might change the world?

Wouldst surely pray that death might set thee

But know, poor mortal, that to such as thee

free ?

The higher myst'ries may not be revealed

Say, wouldst thou live, and see thy loved ones
die?

Until such time as thou art wholly quit

!-1 tell thee nay I

Of each unworthy thought�ch selfish hope

It never could be so

That links thy being, still, to things of earth.

For nature woultl revolt at such

To

And he alone may breast the tide of time

KNOW

is pnu'r-then be thy aim to

KNOW.

a state.

But, if thou would'st �ttain to higher spheres,

Whose sympathies, to all intents, are dead ;

Seekfirst the knowledge of that living God

Who knows no earthly tie-no earthly hope,

In whom reside all wisdom, truth and strength.

But who would calmly soar above the world

When thou hast cleans<!d thy Spirit-purged thy

To contemplate a boundless universe
And seek, perchance, to grasp Eternal Truth.

soul
From all the worthless dross that weighs it down ;
When thou hast conquered se/f. and overcome

He conquers

The countless passions that possess thy breast ;

For that which man no longer views with dread

death who does not fear to die ;

When thou hast learnt to coldly spurn the world

Must straightway lose its absolute domain ;

With all its rotten pomp, deceptive joys,

And he who stands prepared for life or death

Tllm seek,

and not till

ti!Ln,

that Holy Love,

That mighty power that flows from God alone

I

Shall he not triumph even o'er the grave
Yet while the body lives,

I

so long the soul

Is kept within its carnal prison house,
What profit, though, by wearisome research,

Nor can it hope to win its flight aloft

'Twere possible to conquer death itself ;

And meet the full and glorious light of Heaven.

To banish sickness and prolong this life

Its brightness dimmed-its

Through countless dreary ages yet to come ;
To stand alone amidst a fleeting world,

A rock 'gainst which the surging tide of years
Might beat, in vain, till time should cease to be ?

Ah I

Thou�htless being

I

Wouldst thou court a

fate
More terrible than well can be conceived ?

lofty

powers

ob-

scured,
It lingers on within this mortal clay

muc!, still fails of knowing a//;
cka/1& alone can set the spirit free
And lead to that more pr�re and peifec/ life
That follows when the soul is one with God I
,. TINY.''
And, knowing

Since
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THE UNITY OF NA TURE'S FORCES.

COMMENTS OF JOHN WORRELL KEELY DR.
SCHIMMEL'S LECTURE.
i1fj R. KEELY'S opinion having been asked as to some of the
JOOI!. theories and views advanced by the learned lecturer, he writes
as follows:says Dr. Schimmel, adding
But" atoms
this system
does" notEtherclassiinfyitsthehighprogressi
vecondi
order.tionSchi
mmel
says
and
ether.
tenuous
i
s
above
the
atomibelc, oboth
in lumini
sub-divferous
ision andtrackin inelathistics sub-di
range v; isand
isThethe inter
third
inetheriorder
w
the
i
o
n.
is the secondtracksub-diproper.
vision, and
theong compound
inter-etheri
c
isto sub-di
thec luminiferous
As
l
as
there
i
s
anythi
n
g
v
i
d
e
thi
s
anythi
n
g
sub-di
v
i
d
ed
represents
matter
;
and
sub
direached.
vision canThego lumini
on through
infinity:
neverdoorendithatng, opens
and yetonnotheultimatum
f
erous
track
is
the
seventh
sub-di
v
i
s
i
o
n,
sti
l
l
e
avi
n
g
an
infinite
fi
e
l
d
beyond.
•
Yet,
wi
t
h
al
l
this, we
are
onl
y
vergi
n
g
on
the
threshol
d
of
research.
Agai
n
Dr.
Schimmel
says,
Decindorder
edly wrong.
Alon,l corpuscul
es
of matter can be sub-divided by a certai
of
vi
b
rati
thus
show

ivinbgratiupon, new
el
e
ments.
Not
mechani
c
al
vi
b
rati
o
n,
but
sympatheti
c
induced
bythatnegati
zKeel
ing sympatheti
c streams.
I
wi
l
add
here
Mr.
y
demonstrates,
in north,
some ofis himerel
s experi

ments,
that
the
magneti
c
needl
e
,
i
n
poi
n
ti
n
g
to
the
y
the
indicatoralthat
provesIttheisdiwell
rectioknown
n of thethatflowtheof attracti
one of vthee power
sympatheti
c
terrestri
streams.
of
the
magnetc istream,
s limitedits topower
a very
smalneverl range.
Independent
ofum thitos prove
sym
patheti
coul
d
be
used
as
a
medi
for this terrestrial current, the concentrating power of
polacrhsympathy
whi
isdue
north.
Thithes magneti
c stream,affinior tterrestri
aneutral
l magneti-centre
c envelcondi
ope,tiiosnsthe; radi
oneathat
has
most
powerful
y
for
al
l
ting
m.ially from such centres, and focalizing and concentrating on them
conti
at the same
; thusthefeedimost
ng andsympatheti
distributic nandg invitaalmanner
perfect
equatitiomne under
velocity,toposipreserve
tively
0�

" THE UNITY OF NATURE'S FORCES."

" Both atoms and ether are material,"
" Chemistry forces us to accept this theory."

"

•

The atoms are indivisible."

This is precisely what the Occult Sciences teach, and what more than one renowned Mystic and

Kabalist

bas asserted in his time.

In fact, as we have already remarked before now-Mr. Keely's

discoveries corroborate wonderfully the teachings of Occult Astromony and other Sciences. -(Ed, ]
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and
negati
vely.sympatheti
This perpetual
polandar inflow
activityofisthe, inforces
its condi
ticon
ons,
similar
to
the
c
outflow
that
stantltyiokeep
oura physi
solacralactiwayvityarein found
a perfectl
y balciarnced
state.
The
same
condi
ns
in
in
the
cul
a
ti
o
n
of
the
bl
obodu
through
the
heart
;
i
n
flow
and
di
s
tri
b
uti
o
n,
i
n
flow
agai
n
and
re-di
s
tri
titheonhi; gandhestalorders
so in theof sympatheti
cerebral functi
ons.se, Blue
ligvhtes represents
onetioofn
c
impul
and
gi
forth
a
condi
oftionetheri
cmayradiexiatiosnt inthatthehasneutral
a tendency
toofantagoni
scule any
differentiouta
that
centres
ail
mol
e
a
r
masses
sidReturni
e of thengmechani
al. s lecture, we find this statement:-"
to Dr. cSchimmel'
Mr.matter
Keelyhowcaiigreat
s this thean sub-di
absurdvistheory,
andbe,saysremai: "nAIanI corpuscul
es,e
nosphere
i
o
n
may
unal
t
erabl
in shape.• Thei
r grotati
ng cenvel
otspesorder,
are havi
composed
of tenuous
matter,
representing
the
hi
h
etheri
in
i
n
g
an
affini
ty oforn,
the
luminiferous
condi
t
i
o
n.
When
di
s
persed
by
sympatheti
c
vi
b
rati
they
seekcoithencidlumi
nous one, with the velocity of gravity, which is its
tenuous
ent.
"Crystailizati
o
n
i
s
the
eff
e
ct
of
an
unal
t
erabl
e
l
a
w
of
nature
in
aggregati
ngrepresenti
moleculanrg themasses
structural
lysubstance
, accordinunder
g to aggregati
sympathetion.c
condi
t
i
o
ns,
nature
of
the
Thi
s condi
tion ofon.affiniThousands
ty is controiied
byerentcertaisubstances
n sympatheti
c streams
of
negati
v
e
attracti
of
diff
can
recei
v
e
their
introductory
impul
ses aoftionsaggregati
on from
a from
singlesuch
polarized
stream.in
The
infinite
diff
e
renti
that
take
pl
a
ce
a
stream,
produci
ty of structures, is as unexplainable as is infinity
itsel" Af. volngumea variofeether
of
the
si
x
th
order
envel
o
pi
n
g
the
earth
the
depth
of the theearth'luminous
s diameter,fieldifwithfreetheof velrotati
oyn,ofwould
carry this
glo"No
be towards
o
ci
t
a
meteor.
concei
vablitsespheri
powercal byform.pressure
can forcecondithetionatom,
orstictheity
mol
e
cul
e
,
out
of
Its
wonderful
of
el
a
causes
it, if isubmi
tted toIf enormous
pressure,
to reduce
in niarea,
butyceridoesne,
not
change
t
s
shape.
submi
t
ted
to
the
expl
o
si
o
n
of
t
ro-gl
whicsurroundi
h tears upngtheatmosphere,
surface ofitthewilrock
it is pleffect
aced on,the before
diitysplofacitheng
the
l
no
more
spheri
c
moleculcannon
e than balthel waf
tanofinaclbutterfly'
s wing would roii a five hundred
pound
up
i
n
ed
plane.
c forceses induce
a vibutbratinever
on ofdifftheerentirotary
envelopes of the
diff"ToeAcousti
rentreturn
corpuscul
of
matter,
a
i
i
y.
"
to Dr. Schimmel, who says:A toms

are different in shape, as crystallization shows."

" A falling body is not attracted toward tlze eartk ; it is pressed
toward it."
•

Such is the occult teaching-also.-{Eo.]
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Mr.d Keely
repli
eNewtoni
s : " I cannot
acceptThere
an argument
of thilsawkind,
which
woul
upset
the
a
n
theory.
i
s
no
purer
of
nature
than
the any
one ofgaseous
the attracti
on ofmaygravitatiiton.offersNoresimatter
howto subtl
e or
tenuous
product
s
tance
a
falling
body.
I contend
thatvelaocibody
projected
through
an atmospheri
cnotvacuum,
even
at
a
certai
n
t
y,
will
meet
resi
s
tance.
It
woul
d
in an
etheri
c
vacuum,
at
any
concei
v
abl
e
vel
o
ci
t
y.
"
Dr.ty,Schimmel
'rs vicomments
upon
thenoticphenomena
of yheat,
chemi
c-al
affini"All
mol
e
cul
a
b
rati
o
n,
etc.
,
are
ed
by
Mr.
Keel
as
fol
l
o
ws:
conditionsthewhere
chemiccal uniassimilati
onthetakesmoleplculacear inconcordants
duce heat ;
simply
because
sympatheti
t
ion
of
moveresultowards
eachfolloother
with wonderful
percussive velocity. Heat is
the
t
in
the
wi
n
g
order:
st.
Mol
e
cul
a
r
percussi
o
n.
2nd.
Molecular
rupture.
3rd.
Inter-mol
e

cular"Luminosi
assimilattiyocan
n. 4th.
Equati
on by byvibrati
oen.cular vibration."
never
be
induced
mol
Mr. Keelty ymiproceeds
toblytheori
zneduced
upon bythisinter-atomi
assertion c; conjecturi
ngunder
that
luminosi
g
ht
possi
be
i
vi
b
rati
o
ns,
certai
n condi
t,iowhins ;chaddimignht,g, in" butits wonderful
it would intrinecessi
tates, absorb
exploriangserianes
unknown
fiel
d
c
aci
e
ofon years.
d a variation, and I never deal in variation;
hiDr.gSchi
h tenuimThimelty.s '"swoultheory
of
each
stri
n
g
of
a
harp
gi
v
i
n
g
forth
i
t
s
own
parti
note,y'when
the; eachair passes
through
them, ihes notthininks,accordance
wibyththecMr.ulvolarKeel
s
views
parti
c
ul
a
r
note
being,
producedby
u
me
of
thei
r
mol
e
cul
a
r
masses
whi
l
e
under
bombardment
atmospheri
c moleculAgai
ar percussi
on,Schiandmmelnot byasserts
any particular
qualicom
ty of
any
other
stream.
n
,
Dr.
that
the
ether
pensates theng thesunsunforinthe
enormous
amount of heat which it loses, by
compressi
to
a
smaller
volume.
Mr.a vastKeelneutral
y doescentre
not accept
this theory.
Heds,says
:that" I consi
der the sunon
asdepends
to
a
system
of
worl
and
i
t
s
regenerati
enti
rely iupon
thebody,
reactiareve sympatheti
c vibratory
streams
whidsch,it
emanati
n
g
from
t
s
own
recei
v
ed
in
the
system
of
worl
control
s, andvibratory
are sympatheti
callhasy returned
toed iti,t tothrough
be projected
again,is
until
the
force,
that
control
l
the
ages,
expended.
Mr. Keel" y regards the sun as a dead body, an inert mass,• that has
THE UNIT Y OF NA TURE'S FORCES.

be,

" I

be

" Bctw�n �fr. Keely calling the Sun " a dead body," and the Occult Doctrine maintaining that
wh::tt we call the Sun is a reflection of untold ek'Ctric brightness, the " veil which covers and conceals
the livin.t: Sun behind," th..re is but a difference in the mode of expression ; the fundamental idea is
the same. The sha.dow on the wall produced by a living man or object is the inanimate, or dead
effect of an animate and living cause which intercepts the rays of light. The Sun we s� is " an inert
n1ass '" of adumbrations. the unreal phantom of the real Sun, which, but for this veil, would con·
sumc our earth, and probably all the planets with its ti�rcc radiancy.
If it has been calculated of
that solar " phantom " we see, that the heat emitted bv it in a sin�lc second would be enough " to
rndt a shell of ice coverinl" the entire surface of the carih to a depth ot r mile 1,457 yards." \Vhat
would be the intensity of sunlight if the im·isible Sun were •uddcnly unveiled ? And this is what
will happen, the Occult Doctrine teaches, when the hour of Pralaya strikes-after which the Sun
himself will be disrupted.-LEo.J
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fallen
into ictsvinegati
ve impul
condistes,ion much
through,on theor from,
theof thelosssteel
of itbars trithatple
sympatheti
b
ratory
order
has
beento vibetalactiizedve byandpercussi
onn,g unti
whicl htheMr.vibKeel
ynsshows
inahivani
s experi

ments
soundi
rati
o
end
in
s
hi
n
g
point, thusto renew
leavingitthes actimolviteyculis agir vmass
dead,
ors newinert,phiuntil
the theproper
impulse
en.
In
thi
l
osophy
dif
ferent
pl
a
nets
represent
certai
n
sympatheti
c
chords
or
centres,
al
l
attuned
to take
part Necessari
in one celleystitheal mel
ody,plathen ofsame
as gtheinator
diffeofrent" thechords
ofc
the
pi
a
no.
great
the
Ori
musi
of theposispheres"
bri; andngs neutral
into lifeizestheagaiproper
ones,proper
at thetimproper
time, onve
the
t
i
v
e
range
n
at
the
e
the
negati
ones
the neutral range; and thus the harmony of the spheres is main
taiToned.onreturn
lecture,interacti
he says
sun,
asheatrays,andareligcolht.to"dDr.andSchimmel'
dark ; in stheir
on wi: "The
th atomsraystheyof theproduce
Mr. Keel
"There isemanati
no language
thatthicans orbgivofe anyday.ideaAlofl the
the
ithermal
ntense
colcondi
dyofwritiothetnses,areimpulses
n
g
from
brought cabout
by diff
ethree
rent diff
orders
ofcondi
molteiculons.a"r
acti
v
i
t
y,
induced
by
sympatheti
streams
of
e
rent
In his""Expose," Mr. Keely calls these streams the "triune rays of In
finity.
Dr.molSchi
memel
says
that,
wheremetallighter
and
heaviwierthmetals
are intensi
soldered,ty
the
e
cul
s
of
the
li
g
hter
wi
l
vi
b
rate
greater
than
those
oftheither heavi
er ofmetal
, and
wibutl here,
be forced
ton, Mr.
vibrateKeeliny diff
a newers
plane
around
centre
gravi
t
y;
agai
from
hi
m
in
opi
n
i
o
n
;
agreei
n
g
wi
t
h
the
expounders
of
what
i
s
call
e
d,
"untold
Substanti
ansl Phiof lcorpuscl
osophy,"eswho
hold thatfromtheits striownkinbody
g of ;awhibellch,liwiberates
bi
l
i
o
of
matter
thout
the
transmi
t
ti
n
g
medi
u
m
of
the
atmosphere,
woul
d
never
reach
the
ear.
The
corpuscl
e
s
of
the
resonant
body
do
not
come
in
contact
wi
t
h
thees,
ear;
but
the
vi
b
rati
o
ns,
induced
on
the
surroundi
n
g
ai
r
mol
e
cul
whichc viarebratiin oimmedi
ate contact
with thefield,bellnot, areditransmi
ttedonebymolecule
sympa
theti
n
through
the
molecular
s
pl
a
ci
n
g
duri
nagtethibals lstransmi
ssionon,aanywire,more
thanthetheonedisturbi
nrecei
g ofvesthetheinper
ter
medi
strung
between
that
cussi
on oneballend,
andtwotheextremes.
one that transmits it at the other, would
affectonthese
s at the
It isandevithat
dent inthathis Mr.
Keely'shelabours
stililngliewiinth the
fieelms,d oftheexperi

ment,
researches
i
s
grappl
probl
exi
s
t
ence
of's words
which areseemssuggested
to be : incomprehensi
balemadness
to scientioccupi
sts. edAgai
n
Amiel
"
Sci
e
nce
i
s
wi
t
h
tabulating its own hallucinations.'
·c. ]. B-M.
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HERE
was also friamong
thecearl
yllChinese
thetorelbeigobserved
ious worshibyp alofl
thei
r
departed
e
nds,
whi
h
sti
conti
n
ues
T classes from the Emperor downward, and seems of all religious
title giofventhein
servi
ces toto.haveShun'thes greatest
holof dRelupon
theis peopl
eof. "TheArranger
the
Shoo
mini
s
ter
i
g
i
o
n
that
Ancestral
templ
e." us, that "parents when dead, should be sacrified to
The
rule
of
Confuci
accordi
ng tocome
propridown
ety,"from
was doubtl
essiestintimaccordance
withon.a practice
whiThech had
the
earl
es
of
the
nati
spirits ofofthetheideparted
were supposed
tobehaveablae knowl
edgethem.
of the•
ciEvents
rcumstances
r
descendants,
and
to
to
affect
ofnesimportance
in aairsfamioflygovernment
were communiwerecatedtransacted
to them ibefore
thei
r
shri
;
many
aff
n the
the
ancestral
templ
e
.
When
Yaou
demitted
to
Shun
the
busi
n
ess
of
government,
the "ceremony
took
plawhom
ce in the
templ
e ofhi"the
accomon
pliof sthehed supreme
ancestor,
the
i
n
di
v
i
d
ual
to
Yaou
traced
s
possessi
dignithiy s; and
whistrati
le Yaou
lived, Shun,offered
on every
return
tobeforethe thecapishrital nefrom
admini
v
e
progresses,
a
bul
lock
of
the
same
personage.
In
the
same
way,
when
Shun
found
the toithels ofceremony
government
tooplaceheavy
for temple
him, andof "the
calledspiYuritualto
share
them,
took
i
n
the
ancestor,
" theve,chiwhiefchin wethehave
line ofin Shun'
s progeni
tors.BooksIn oftheChow,
remarkof
abl
e
narrati
the
6th
of
the
the duke
of Chow prayi
ngandfor offtheerirecovery
of ihin s hibrother,
Kiheng raiWoo,ses
from
a
dangerous
illness,
n
g
to
die
s
stead,
three
altars-to
theihavir father,
grandfather,
and great-grandfather;
andr
prays
to
them,
as
n
g
in
heaven
the
charge
of
watchi
n
g
over
thei
great
descendant.
When
he hasthatascertai
nedgotbyWoo'
divinsatitenure
on thatof the
kithrone
ng woul
d
recover,
he
declares
he
had
the
renewed
by rtheHouse.
three Kings, who had thus consulted for a
longThifuturi
t
y
of
thei
s case shows
us general
that the conclusi
spirits ofongood
kinvgsed were
beliwhatevedwetoreadbe
inin Heaven.
A
more
i
s
deri
from
The
Emperor
Pwan-Kang,
whose
7th of the Books1 00,of iShang.
r
ri
t
ated
by
the
opposi
t
i
o
n
of
the
weal
thyto
reiandgthenpowerful
commenced
4
Houses
to
hi
s
measures,
and
thei
r
sti
r
ri
n
g
up
the
peopl
e
murmur against them, threatens them all with calamities to be sent
(Concluded.)

B.C.

• Christian countries are zealously imitating

the Chinamen,

in

millions, perhaps, are now �piritualists, whether openly or otherwise

that

more than one hundred

---1 Eo.l
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down
byrhiancestors
s High ancestor,
TangwhothehadSuccessful.
He telhilss predecessors,
his ministers
that
thei
and
fathers,
l
o
yal
l
y
served
were
nowgreaturgentl
yshments
entreationng their
Tang,descendants.
in his spirit-state
in yHeaven,
to
execute
puni
Not
onl
,
therefore,
ditheird good
soverei
g
ns
continue
to
have
a
happy
exi
s
tence
in
heaven,
but
good
minithem,stersasshared
the been
happionnessearth,
with them,
and were
somehowin
round
about
they
had
and
took
an
interest
the
which had occupied them during their
lifetiModern
mprogress
e. scholofars,thefolconcerns
lowinwas
g inallthewrapt
wakeinofshadows,
Confuciclus,ouds,to whom
the
future
state
of
the
departed
and
dark
ness,
say thatis tothebripeopl
e ofthethefactShang
dynasty
were
veryr supersti
superstititoin.ous.•
MyThere
object
n
g
out
and
the
nature
of
thei
is
no
hint
in
the
Shoo
nor
elsewhere,
so
far
as
I
am
aware,
of
what
offatebadof emperors
andlybad
ministers
after
death,in thenor,clindeed,
ofbooksthebecame
future
man
general
.
There
is
a
heaven
aThei
ssicalr
of
the
Chi
n
ese
;
but
there
is
no
hel
l
and
no
purgatory.
t
oraclesexhortati
are silentonsastotowelanyl-doidoctri
nande oftheir
futurewarnings
rewardsagaiandnstpunishments.
Their
n
g,
evil,inarethisall
based
on
a
ref
e
rence
to
the
will
of
God,
and
the
certai
n
ty
that
life virtue
willlongbelifrewarded
and vice
punished.
tthi"Of
thesoundness
five happiofncsses,
the
first
i
s
e
;
the
second
is
ri
c
hes
;
the
r
d
i
s
body
and
sereni
t
y
of
mind
;
the
fourth
i
s
the
l
o
ve
of
vi
r
tue
;
and
the
fi
f
th sies
doi
n
g
or
recei
v
i
n
g
to
the
end
the
will
of
Heaven.
"
There
i
s
no
promi
ofdierestin suffor ecomfort
beyond
the grave.
Thebe cheered.
virtuous manHis may
livtey and
ri
n
g
and
disgrace-l
e
t
him
posteri
will
reap
the
reward
of
his
meri
t
s.
Someone,
sprung
from
hi
s
loins,
will
become
wealt tnever
hy, oroccurred
attain toto any
distiofnctitheon.anciButent ifsageshe toshoulconsid dhave
no
posteri
t
y-i
er
such
a case.
Inwiesel can
nowhardl
pass yonbetosaithed tosubject
of dithevinatiknowl
on. edge
Although
the ancistate,
ent
Chi
have
had
of
future
and
were
not
curi
o
us
to
enqui
r
e
about
i
t
,
they
were
anxi
o
us
to
know
abouts purpose
the wisdom
andhadissues
of theito rdiplviannsatioforn. theThepresent
life.
For
thicertai
they
recourse
Duke
of
Chow
nlyofpracti
sed it,dynasty.
and we havePwan-Kang
regular practi
staff sofeddiitvininerstheamong
the
officers
the
Chow
dynasty
of Yu.
Shang.
Andinstruments
Shun did ofso divinati
also, if owen were
can putthefaishel
th inl of" ThetheCounsel
s
ofand
"
The
tortoi
s
e
the stalks of a certain grass or reed. By various caustic operations
a

a

* But why not take advantage of this opportunity to also bring out that other worse " superstition •
-about Noah and the rest ?

Shall onr " doxies " remain for e,·er the only orthodoxy, and those of

all other people heterodoxies and ' ' superstition " ?

t

This is an excellent proof of the philosophical mind of Chinamen.

missionaries to Lambeth Palace.

:;: A

reminiscence of the old Karmic Law, or belief in Karma.

They ought to send a few
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onpossithebleformer,
andnbythemani
pofulaHeaven.
tions with the latter, it was supposed
to
ascertai
will
Itdishave
difficulbeltietovedunderstand
howobservati
the realloyngreat
men
ofShun
ancieisntworthy
China
coul
in
it,
One
ascri
b
ed
to
of remark." I once
He telsawls Yua father
that and
"divsoninatidivining
on, whenafter
fortunate,
must
not obens
repeated.
one
of
the
fashi
of thethe unlucky
present posi
day.tionsTheyfor atossed
thetimbamboo
roots,on.whiAtch lcame
down
incast
dozen
es
in
successi
as
t
a
lucky
was
made.
They
l
o
oked
i
n
to
each
other'
s
faces,
l
a
ughed
hearti
l
y,
and
roseandup,they
deligdared
hted, not
fromrepeat
their it!knees. The divination was now suc
cessful,
When trithebe digrew
gnityinofto achinatief oadvanced
to that
ofit aassumed
sovereigwasn, andthattheof
Chinese
n,
the
form
whi
c
h
aconsti
feudaltutiempire.
It ywasdevelprobabl
y notconsoli
untildated,
the Chow
dynasty,
thatthatits
o
n
was
full
o
ped
and
as
i
t
i
s
onl
y
then
weChow,find,andin the
lastworks
part ofofthetheperiShoo,
in theaCh'ls giuvninTs'g aew,descri
the pRitiotn.es of
other
o
d,
materi
King
Woo,
we
are
tol
d
,
after
he
had
overthrown
the
l
a
st
soverei
g
n
of
the
line of T'andang,assiarranged
theterriorders
ofto nobi
litony inatoscalfive,e proporti
• from duke
downwards,
g
ned
the
t
ori
e
s
them
onedYu
toconftheierredr diffonerentthe ranks.
But
at
the
beginning
of
the
Hea
dynasty,
chieinfs among
hismeasure
followersoutlaofndstheandnecessi
surnames.
The
system
grew
a
great
t
i
e
s
of
theits
feudal
infgrowi
antngempire.
As
the
ruder
tri
b
es
were
pushed
backwards
from
limits, they
woul
d the was
moresometi
fiercelymesendeavour
toremovi
resistngfurther
encroachment.
The
measure
taken
of
themof
toAssyri
othera anddistant
si
t
es,
accordi
n
g
to
the
poli
c
y
on
whi
c
h
the
ki
n
gs
Shuntheis reported
wibtesh Israel
and Judah.whoSowere
topossessors
have carriofBabyl
edtheawayokinndealt
the
tri
of
San-meaou,
oriyoung
ginal
gdom.
But
the
Chinese
empi
r
e
was
too
and
intherefore
sufficientlywasestablformed
ished wiitselthf ato military
pursue thiconsti
s platnutigeneral
lyit,sandown,eachto
State
o
n
of
defend
thewasmarches
agaitonstbe thethe icentral
rruptionsStateof theof thebarbari
ans. was the ap
What
desi
g
ned
empire
ofargest
the soverei
gfeudatory
n himself,States.
and wasOver
of thethisame
dirulmeensi
oknse one
as oneof
ofpanage
the
l
of
the
s
he
d
li
the
other
princesofinrevenue
their several
domi
nrest
ions,ofandthehecountry,
received,whilikewi
se,thea
certai
n
amount
from
al
l
the
l
e
al
l
bound
tocourt
do hiofm military
servisters,
ce whenever
callendtended
upon. theHe
noblesntaiwere
mai
n
ed,
al
s
o,
a
great
mini
who
superi
litover
tle kings
withien.
government
of theandwhole
empi
re. Theof prilifencesandwere
thei
r
own
States,
had
the
power
death
the
peopl
They
sed theredsystem
feudati
on, buton. their assignments of
lands practi
were requi
to haveofthesubiimnperi
al sancti
•

According to the five root-races which have so far appeared on earth.
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It rwasto thethecourt
rule,every
underfivetheyears,
Chowto dynasty,
that theofpritheincesr adminis
should
repai
gi
v
e
an
account
tration tour
of theithrough
r governments
; andeverythattweltheve years,
emperorto shoul
d make
a
general
the
country
s"!
e
for
hi
m
self
theyaperf
ormed
their duti
eonce
s. Wein five
read years,
in the and
Canonthatof theShunprinthatces
howmade
heappeared
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SIBBALD.

R E :\I A R KS ON T H E ABOVE BY A SINOLOGIST.

[T s to be deeply regretted that such a clever paper should be spoiled by the pre
determination of the author to attribute to the Chinese his own biblical ideas. I

knew of a memoir tending to prove that the Chinese were an Egyptian colony,
because of a supposed similarity between their writing and the hieroglyphs. But
this wild reasoning is beaten altogether by the idea that the Chinamen must be
the direct descendants of Noah, because the Bible is " not to be questioned."
Quite t rue, the Chinese remember the deluge : they even remember several of
them.

There was one under the reign of the Emperor YAo, which seems to

coincide wrth the deluge of Xrsuthrus : there was another deluge, or rather a
great inundation, under the reign of Fou-Hr, that is to say in the same century
when tht! Biblical deluge, and also the Indian one, are supposed to have hap
pened, and when the era of Kali-Yuga began.

The Chinese knew that such

cataclysms are periodical, and believed that beings of immeasurable longevity
alone were able to see them more than once.

" Since I have been your hand

maid, thrict! has the Eastern sea become fields where the mulberry grows," says
the beautiful

MA·KU

to her brother (WANG YUAN).

Now Fou-Hr, like all the

survivors of deluges, was the founder of society and family, and the inventor
of habitation, of clothing, music, and other useful items ; he was also the fore
father of the Chinese people, and, as they say, the direct successor of the gods
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who previously reigned on the uncultivated earth.
identify him with Noah himself.

Nothing is left, then, but to

We beg to offer M r. Sibbald another sug

gestion : instead of suppressing with a single stroke of his pen the existence of
this inconvenient double of the Biblical mariner, why not try to show that the

?

figures of the YIH-KING, with their commingling of male and female lines, were
drawn by Fou-HI to illustrate the coupling of all the animals in the ark

This

would solve a long standing problem, and would undoubtedly charm many a
Sinologist of the missionary type.
There is another problem which Mr. Sibbald seems to consider as solved, and
which indeed ought to be solved by this time ; for anybody who has had the
courage of plunging into the deluges of holy ink poured on the subject may
deem himself happier even than Noah, once his reason survives the test.

The

fact that the Reverend James Legge has decided that the term TI must

be

translated by the term " God " is not at all sufficient to prove that the (mis)
conception of a personal Absolute has ever entered the Chinese mind.

One

has but to turn to the texts themselves and read them with impartiality, to
become convinced of the contrary.

Neither in the system of the Taoists, nor

in the YIH, nor even in the philosophy of the SouNG, does T1 play a prominent
part

Yet the supreme principle is amply defined in all these systems, either as

THAI-KI, the great limit beyond which there is no room for anything else, or as
TAo, in which being merges with non-being.

T1 is much more secondary, and

it is only in the SHoo and other non-metaphysical works that it plays a prominent
part ;

no more prominent, however, than any other vague and common terms,

like TIEN ( " Heaven "), SHIN ( ' ' Spirits "), SHANG-TI ( " Gods "),
constantly employed as its synonyms.

&c.,

which are

According to the SHoU-WAN dictionary

(composed by H u-SHIN under the HAN dynasty), TI means
and

law, and also judge
legislator / and according to the LuH-SHU-KHU (written by TAI-TOUNG under

the SouNG dynasty), it is an honorific term applied to the divine and astral
powers (SHANG·TI and Wou-n) which preside over the five elements.

TcHou

TzEu declares that SHA:-IG-TI is a general term for all the spirits (SHI N) of the
heavens (TIEN).

There are five SHANG n, each one presiding over an element,

a colour, and an imperial

dynasty ; and TI is the title of the " Son of
.
H eaven," or the emperor hi mself. The SHA NG-TI correspond to . the angels of

the cardinal points, which, in the Taoist and H indu beliefs, watch over the
actions of men.

In short, the term TI is nearly synonymous with our term

Dyan-Chohans, and includes many categories of beings.
according to the

As for TIEN, it is,

SHou-WAN,

formed, by association of ideas, from T.-\,
great, and Y, one, and it means somet hing unique or undivided and great.
According to Wou-KA:-<G, the character TIEN embraces

five significations :

THAI-Y, H eaven and earth, YANG and YIN, the four HsiANG and the KwEI
SHIN.

It is generally used to designate H eaven, and TIEN-TI means the

aggregate of the celestial TI or SHA NG-TI, the host of Dhyan is, and not a
personal God.
TIEN-TI is,

in the Chinese mind, associated with another set of ideas, and

consequently spoken of, at times, in terms which it was easy for the missionaries
to misinterpret in their own prejudiced way.

Karma, according to the Chinese,

is worked out through the spirits of the Astral Light : TI EN-TI becomes there
fore a personification of the celestial law, which governs Heaven and Earth,
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" which is in all th ings and in ourselves."

In the first book of the SHOU 1t IS

said that TIEN can neither see nor hear (is God then blind and deaf ?) ; that he
has neither love nor hatred, but brings to pass his retributions through the
medium of beings.

I n the TAN-KAo chapter it is said that " the SIN (heart or

mincl) of TIEN-TI is the book wherein are written all the actions of men " ; and
TcHou-HI, commenting on this passage, writes : " Virtue is like vice to TIEN ;
your merits and my sins are in his heart."

In the YUE·MING chapter, it is said

that TIEN alone knows how to hear, and it is added in the commentary, " TIEN
is supreme, simple, just, spirit, intellect ; without looking, it sees everything.
Not only he knows whether the empire is governed well or badly, whether
people are happy or miserable ; but even in night and solitude, where nobody
can see nor hear, TIEN hears everything, sees ererything, enlightens and exa
mines everything."

And the SHI-KING warns us that if the wicked are not

punished and the virtuous recompensed, it is not because TIEN is asleep or
indifferent.

When the fixed day comes, nobody is able to resist TIEN.

If now we turn to Taoism and to that compendium of its essential beliefs,
the KAN-ING-PIEN, or book of the recompenses and punishments, we find there
that the actions of men are impressed upon the spirits of H eaven and Earth ;
this impression is called KAN (from a word meaning to affect or to move), and
produces a reaction, lNG, through which the spirits give back to men the
deserved rewards or sufferings.
the shadow follows the body.

ING means " shadow," and follows KAN as

" Man's happiness or misery is not predeter

mined, but he attracts them by his acts."

The spirits whose business it is to

look after men's sins arc, in heavens, the three TI-KIUN and the five TI, who punish
crimes by taking away from our lives periods of a hundred days each ; on earth,
they are the spirits presiding over the five mountains, and the three CHI who
reside in the head, breast and stomach ; also the TsAO-SHIN or family gods.
When the KENG-CHIN day arrives, that is to say, every two months, all these
ascend to heaven while man is asleep, and give an account of his actions during
that period.

Furthermore

these

them i n LAo-TzEu's TAo-TE-KING.

doctrines are not Buddhist ;

for we find

In the fifth chapter and commentaries

thereon, we read that " Heaven and Earth have between them a void space,
which like the bellows of a furnace, empties itself without ever being exhausted ;
the more you take from it, the more it contains."

In this void dwells Kou

SHIN, the " spirit of the valley," also called the celestial blue mother, HIOUAN
PIN, for it is androgynous ; on one side, the manifestation of the divine HIOUAN,

the unfathomable, which is " being and non-being, and one with TAo " (Chap.
I.) ; on the other, the synthesis of the KwEI-SHIN or gods and demons.

Says

SIE-HOEI, " In the interval between H eaven and Earth (between spirit and

matter), there are aerial beings extremely subtile ; as for tenuity and vacuity,
they cannot be said to have no corporeal existence ; they exist, yet they cannot
be perceived by the eyes of men. As for their mobility, their motion is endless ;
if you use them you cannot exhaust their numbers.

Kou-SHIN means a void

or impalpable being, without corporeal visible fonns, receiving a relative im
pression from the acts of the beings, and rewarding them according to their
deserts.

This space is void and immaterial, and cannot be fathomed ; it forms

the true substance of these spiritual beings who perform the endless transforma
tions of nature."

Several commentators pretend

that these doctrines, so

L UCIFER.
profoundly esoteric, come down from the most venerable antiquity, and that
LAo-TzE u only transcribed this passage, which was attributed to the ancient

emperor HoA�G-TI.
AMARA VELLA.

PSYC H E-THE BEE.
A YOUTH, with H eaven's signet o n his brow,
Came through the ways of toil, to manhood's gate,
Whose warders, with their motley retinues,
Asked no passport, and gave no guiding word,
But grasped their toll-his three times seven years
And flung apart those mystic, carven doors.
Beyond, his eager-glancing eyes were joy'd
By glimpse of all the beauty and delights,
That his bright nature longed for. And the strife,
Amid the clamorous rush for place and power,
Dismayed him not.
He, with a buoyant heart,
Was hustled 'long the highway of the poor
With courage gay ; till day on day, and month
On month, and gliding years, proved struggles vain ;
And effort failed to scale the rocky wall
Of daily need.
He paused, one day, faint of the dusty road,
And breathed a Heavenward sigh.

And, in that breath

Escaped his panting soul which took the form,
Of honey-bee with wings of gossamer.
And from that hour, his soul, though part of him,
\Vas free from all the chains that bound his life.
Unbound, his Psyche hovered in the air
And gathered every drop of sweetness from
The flowers of thought and love that in him bloomed,
And garnered it, on mountain shrine for him,
And oft she drew the honey from the flowers
Where Lotuses shed scent o'er Astral plains,
And, secretly, their heavenly essence stored.
But, he toiled on with patient, tender trust,
Believing in his Psyche, though apart.
At last, empowered, he scaled the highway wall
And, dazzled by the beauty of the view,
Looked dimly for his busy winged soul.
Then Psyche, fondly flying on before,
Him, guided to that restful mountain shrine :
But, at the portal shed her insect shape
To veil her radiance in his kingly form.
Henceforth her honey, sucked from Being's bloom,
He fed on, till his soul's effulgence shone
A beacon-light for pilgrims to the heights.
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soupco11

205,

" I t is curious to reflect that if these speculations should prove to have any validity,
we get back to something which might be mistaken for the astrology of the middle
ages.0

Professor Balfour Stewart has shown much reason for believing that the sun

Dr. Jevons' astrology seems to d iffer in toto fr om medi:Eval
empiricism in being stientific, i.e. . in tracing a regular physiral nexus between cause and effect. Not
being an astrologer myself I speak subject to correction.

• This is no evasion of results.

I SO
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cyclic recurrence

1 87 8 ; •

1 0'4 5

" The mean duration of the period at which I arrive is, therefore, almost exactly
that which Dr. Lamont had previously obtained, or 1 0'45 years "-(Nature, May, 1887.)

d

priori

t

* The 1878·9 crisis was predicted in advance.

The years referred to up to that time are r701,

l7II, 1721, 1731·2, 1742, 1763, 1773·4, 1783, 1793, 18o4·5, 1815, 1825, 1836-'], 1847, 1857 and 1 866.

t

Another estimate gives 1 0· 466 years, a fraction above, as the former is below, the mean duration

of the sunspot period.

(Vide infra).

t Not so " stupid " and tl priori, if the claim of Occultism that the

<•itihk

Sun is but a veil, or

a reflection, the genuine Sun being invisible to us. should ever prove true.-{ Eo.]
§ The eff�'Ct of these centres on the magnetic needle strengthens the supposition that they are in
reality not fiery vortices, but cyclones of magnetic matter, attendant on or cauud by the expulsion of
the so-called " vital electricity " from the photosphere on the contraction of the Solar Heat.

An

observation or two of the Editor both with reference to this point and the cyclic theory of Jevons
would be valued.
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best German vintages
year indian famine cycle

bouleversement

datum

-(i.e.,

isfar more dependent on magnetic condi
tions than modern Scimce cares to beliez;e.t

is

cessation of the demand from India and Cltiua,

* This is an excellent confirmation of the " Heart " doctrine in Vol. I. of the " Secret Doc
trine."

t

It is more probable that the changes in the heat supply are directly traceable to the variations in

the magnetic currents of the earth than that they are due to a temporary increase or decrease in the
heating power of the rays of the sun itself, as suggested by Doctor Jevons.
show that the Solar Heat (other things equal such

as

AIJ the evidence goes to

land elevation, position of the Earth in her

ellipse, etc. , etc. , etc. ) is constant.
It was also stated by Mr. Sinnett's Adept correspondent tllnl
ma.�netism dots ptnoer(ul/y afficl tlle t�Malller of itself-an additional fact which, if correct, proves my
.case.
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of solar activity."
Probably the same meteorological causes which
operate in these countries exercise a lesser influence on tropical Africa,
America, the Levant and elsewhere, and thus swell the list of deficient
returns in other directions. It is noticeable that all those European
countries, whose firms draw " long bills," and have the most extensive
relations with these parts of the world, suffer more or less from the
decennial " Krach." Those which have little or no commerce with the
East-Austria, Switzerland, etc.-only suffer z"11directly through failure
of correspondents and business-houses in London, Paris and elsewhere.
Large as is the volume of our trade with the East, it has been
objected that this decennial check on our exports is not severe enough
to inaugurate a crisis at home. Before passing on to consider this point,
it will be conducive to lucidity if the modus opera11di of the check itself
is first grasped. Dr. J evons writes :" About 10 years a go it was carefully explained by Mr. J. C. Ollerenshaw in a
communication to the Manchester Statistical Society that the secret of good trade in

Lancashire is the low pn·ce of rice and other grain in India. . . . . to tho;e who look
below the surface the connection is obvious. Cheapness of food leaves the poor Hindoo
ryot a small margin of emnings which he can spend on new clothes, and a small
margin multiplied by the vast population of British India, not to mention China,
produces a marked cl1ange in the demand for Lancashire goods.'' p. 236 ibid.

Such then is the nature of the check. I ts importance may be
estimated from the fact that the crisis of 1 8 7 8-9 was ushered in by the
collapse of the Glasgow Bank. Now the latter was forced to suspend
payment owing to the insolvency of its Indian correspondents consequent
on the shock to business caused by the terrible famines in India and
China. These famines which so greatly depleted the purchasing power
of the East were coincident with the maximum sun-spot period. The
" missing-link " is, therefore, now forthcoming. That the recurrence of
these dearths is strictly predicable, I have myself verified by predicting
in advance to some friends the advent of the present famine devastating
N. W. China. But of this anon.
The sudden check on our exports from Lancashire is considerable
per se. It serves as the last straw which breaks the camel's back when
it supervenes on that period of inflated prices and overstrained credit
which regularly succeeds a time of commercial prosperity, The house
of cards flutters to the ground. Bills cannot be met and renewal is only
possible at a ruinous interest.
A very slight impetus is required to set the ball rolling. When it
begins definitely to roll, woe to banks with small metallic reserves, woe to
merchants with \Varehouses of depreciated goods on their hands ! The
commercial panic is upon them, and will not know rest till a few
hundreds of millions of capital have gorged its maw. The a1r once
cleared, the work of accumulation of wealth proceeds anew.
It may interest investors to recall the date of the last crisis and also
to turn a telescope at Father Apollo, whose " buttons " are becoming
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very disfiguring. If I 8 7 8-9 saw the last periodic collapse of credit and
inevitable gold drain, I 889-1 890 for certain-ought to witness a similar
disaster in accordance with the generalisation before us. If it comes
this year, a possibility which the China famine may indirectly realise,
the autumn is likely to prove troublesome to people who enjoy the
reputation of being " something in the City," or, who have a banking or
mercantile pie. These recurrent crises are always veritable curses to the
country and promise to be even more pernicious in the future than they
have been in the past. As remarked by
de Laveleye, England
transacts a colossal trade-home and foreign-on a relatively slender
metallic basis, which renders an occasional " smash " inevitable. Now
this basis has not grown pari passu with our ever increasing volume of
transactions ; hence the extraordinary sensitiveness of the modern
money market. Optimists should remember that in the opinion of
many of the " those who know " of finance, a panic was within measur
able distance last autumn. The autumn en passant is a time when
there is always a drain of specie from the great city institutions, and
may easily, under stress, develop untold mischief. Consequently, though
not covetous of the prophet's honours, I leave the autumn of 1 889-90 to
bear witness to the possible accuracy of the above prediction.
E. DOUGLAS FAWCETT.

M.

STRANGE MESMERIC P H EN O M E N O N.
An elderly lady, a relation of ours, known to several Theosophists, narrates a singular experience

worth noting in the annals of healing animal magnetism.

"I

tell you now a strang e case.

WILL

She writes :

You remember, perhaps, that for over

five years before my coming to meet you in Paris ( z 8 84) I
constantly from a violent pain in my right arm.

suffered almost

Whether it was rheumatism,

neuralgia or anything else I do not know, but besides great physical pain, I felt
my arm becoming with every day more powerless, so that when rising from
sleep I could hardly lift or even move it
Then I went to Paris.
Evette,

This made me dread final paralysis.

You also remember the little old gentleman called

M.

the mesmerizer who tried to cure you by magnetism, only without

any results.

It was you, I believe, who suggested that he should try to cure

my arm of the pain I was suffering from, and you will remember, also that
from the evening when he first tried a few passes from the right shoulder
downward, I felt better.

Then he visited us regularly every day for some time

and never failed to mesmerize my arm.

After five or six

seances,

my arm was

entirely cured, all pain had disa;Jpeared, its weakness also, to such an extent
that my right arm suddenly became stronger than my left one, which had
never given me any trouble.

Soon after we parted.

I returned to Odessa

and never feeling any pain in that arm from that date to this New Year's day, i.e.,
during four and a half years.

I very soon lost every remembrance of my past

suffering.
II
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" B ut lo, and behold !

On January r st, r 889, I suddenly felt with dismay

that my right arm was paining me once more.

At first, I paid no great atten

tion to it, thinking it would soon pass over.

But the pain remained ; my arm

began once more to feel half-paralyzed, when finally I found it in just the same
condition as it had been nearly five years

before.

Still, I hoped that it was

but a slight cold which would disappear in time.
became worse.

It did not, however, but

My disillusion a5 to the potency of magnetism was a com

plete and very disagreeable one, I assure you.

I had laboured under the im

pression that magnetism cured once for all, and found to my bitter regret, that
in my case it had lasted only four and a half years ! . . .
" Thus I went on suffering till the end of the month, when one fine day I
received the January number of the
title of

Revue Spirite, which I go on subscribing

I began to look it through, when suddenly, under the

for now, as I did before.

Obituary Notices, my eye caught these line::; : ' Le 1 5 Janvier courant,

on portait en terre Ia depouille martelle de M. Henri Evette, magnetiseur
puissan t.'
(On January 1 5 th were bur:ed the mortal remains of Mr. Henry
Evette, a powerful mesmeriser.)

I felt sorry for the good old man, evidently

the same that we have known,"' when suddenly a thought struck me. January the
1 5th new style, means with us January 3 rd, i n Russia.
date, then he must have died on January

r,

If he was buried on that

or thereabouts, since in France, as

elsewhere, people are rarely buried before the third day after their death.
must have died, then, on New Year's Day,

He

precise!;• on that day when the long

forgotten pain had returned into the arm he had so successfully cured some
years before ?

What an extraordinary occurrence ! I thought.

struck, as it could never be a simple coincidence.

I was thunder

How shall we explain this ?

Would it not mean that the ·mesmeric passes had left in my arm some i nvisible
particles of a curative fluid which had prevented the return of pain, and had
been, in short, conduci\·e to a healthy circulation in it, hence of a healthy state,
so far ?

But that on the very day of the mesmeriser's death-who knows,

perhaps, at the very hour, these mysterious particles suddenly left me ! Whither
have they gone ?
particles ?

Have they returned to him and their now lifeless sister

Have they run away like deserters, or simply disappeared because

the vital power which had fixed them into my arm was broken ?

Who can tell !

I would if I could have some experienced mesmeriser, or those who know all
about it, answer me and suggest some explanations.

Does any one know of

c:u;es where the death of the mesmeriser causes ·the diseases cured by him to
return in their former shape to the patients who survive him, or whether it is an
unheard-of case ?

Is it a common law, or an exceptional event ?

It does seem

to me that this case with my arm is a very remarkable and suggestive one in the
domain of magnetic cures.

•

.

."

N. A.

FADtEFF.

We rloubt whether a precedent could be found for this in the annals of Mesmero-Magnetism ;
though we are not sure of it.
•

It could be explained, we belie\·e, only on occult lines.-lEo.]

M. H . Evette was for years attached to the Theosophical Society, and · was one of our oldest

members, thou((h more of a Spiritist than a Theosophist.
Dupotet, and was indeed a successful healer.

He had been a pupil of the late

Baron
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CHAPTE R VII.

DESTROYED ILLUSIO�S.

P

ANCHO and his companion were now entering the suburbs of the city,
driving along a road lined with Banyan trees. Gradu;:tlly the houses
became less numerous and assumed the aspect of a rural district. Here
and there along the coast were some little villages inhabited by Hottentot
fishermen, but occasionally they met the stately mansions of Europeans.
Pancho had said nothing for a while, being deeply absorbed in thought. He
could not make the idea of p:�.rades, badges and little flags agree with his concep
tion of the dignity of an H ierophant. Suddenly he asked :
" How can it be possible that the H ieroph;:mt gives such ludicrous orders ? "
" It is all the fault of Madame Corneille," answered the Zulu.
" Who is Madame Corneille ? " asked Pancho.
" Do not let us speak about her," answered the Zulu. " The trees in this park
have ears, the stones are listening, and what we say about her might be reported
by the winds to the Mysterious Brotherhood.
They were now crossing a bridge leading over a river of considerable size.
To the left was the ocean, and before them, bordered on one side by the river,
was a beautiful park, planted with mango and cassurina trees, in the midst of
which could be seen a white building in Moorish style.
" This," said the Zulu, pointing towards the building, " is the temple in which
is the sacred Shrine where the Talking Image is kept. The little house at a
distance is the residence of the H ierophant."
.
A short turn in the road brought them in front of a gate that opened
through a stone wall surrounding the sacred precincts of Urur. As the horse
entered through the gate, the animal took fright and attempted to run away ;
but being old and not of a very strong constitution, it was easily pacified by the
driver.
The cause of this scare were two monstrous-looking things, made of blue
paper and stuffed with straw. They stood at the sides of the entrance and were
intended to represent elephants.
" What does this mean ? " asked Pancho.
" They are the inventions of Madame Corneille, and have been put here as
ornaments by Captain Bumpkins," answered the Zulu. " To-morrow is the
celebration of the anniversary of the Society for the Distribution of Wisdom."
" When is the next steamer going to leave for Europe ? " asked Pancho.
" Next Monday," answered the ZultL " If you have any letters to send, you
can mail them at the post-office in the village."
The trees of the park were decorated with paper lanterns and flags. To
the right was a grove of cocoanut-trees, hedged in by a natural fence of
I I*
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prickly pears.

Another turn of the road brought our friends within sight of

the house, whose massive pillars shone brightly in the light of the setting sun.
Its rays fell upon a woman standing upon the verandah, and Pancho knew
i nstinctively that she could be nobody else but Madame Corneille.
Pancho and the Zulu alighted from the carriage and were welcomed by
the housekeeper.

She was a thin woman of more than

middle

age, and

almost the counterpart of Mrs. Honeycomb, only her figure was smaller, her
nose still more aquiline, and her eyes more protruding.
she seemed to take
battle.

his

measure with

As she ogled Pancho

them, as if mentally preparing

for

Shaking hands with him, she expressed a hope that they would soon

become friends.
" I shall depend on your aid to enter the temple of knowledge," said Pancho.
" I have the key to it in my pocket," answered Madame Corneille.
The carriage containing Mr. Green and Mrs. Honeycomb now drove up.
Mrs. Honeycomb alighted and embraced Madame Corneille, but when the lat�er
extended her hand to Mr. Green, he refused to take it, and said with his usual
gravity : " I am an accepted probationary Chela, and before I shake hands with
you, I must first ask in what capacity you are i n this house ? "
" I am superintending the household affairs," an swered Madame Corneille.
" You had better make friends with me, if you want anything good to eat."
" Being the superintendent of the household," replied Mr. Green, " you are
here in the position of a domestic, a position which is not sufficiently respectable
to entitle you to shake hands with probationary Chelas.

I shall ask Captain

Bumpkins how it comes that he permits his servants to make themselves so
familiar with distinguished visitors."
Madame Corneille became purple with rage, but said nothing.
While Mr. Green was speaking, a young Hottentot, dressed in a long wh1te
gown, made his appearance.
" Lo ! " she exclaimed. " Here comes the head Chela of this establishment ; ,
and addressing the Chela, she called out : " Come here, Malaban, make your
bow to the lady and gentleman."
Malaban crossed his hands over his breast and bowed politely.

Mr. Green

extended his hand to him, but Malaban did not take it.
" Excuse me, sir ! " said Malaban, " we are not permitted to shake hands
with Europeans."
" You see," said Madame Corneille to Pancho,
magnetism, and then some of

" it is on account of the

these Europeans may have the itch, if

not

something worse."
" You can safely shake hands with me," said Mr. Green, addressing Malaban,
" for I am myself an accepted probationary Chela."
•·

This I can hardly believe," said Malaban.

" You do not look like one."

" I have a certificate from Rataraborumatchi to show it," replied Mr. Green.
" If he wrote such a thing," answered Malaban, " he must have meant it only
in fun."
" H ow long have you been a Chela ? " asked Mr. Green.
" This I am not permitted to tel�" answered Malaban.
Pancho was going to ask him a question, but Madame Corneille said : " Do
not ask him anything if you would not get fibs for an answer."
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" Do Chelas ever tell fibs ? " asked Pancho.
" They do not m ean to do so," answered Madame Corneille.

" But they love

the truth so m uch that they adorn it on every occasion."
" Where is the Hierophant ? " asked Pancho.
" The what ?-0, you mean Bumpkins, Captain Bumpkins," said Madame
" You will not see him to-night.

Corneille.
toothache.

Poor fellow !

He has an awful

He always sleeps at night with open windows and caught a cold."

" But why does he do that ? " asked Pancho.
" He says," she answered, grinning,

" that it is to save the mysterious

Brothers the trouble to dematerialize themselves when they come to visit him in
his dreams.

But I will new show you to your rooms.

Honeycomb.

Come, my dear Mrs.

I hear you are going to be initiated into the inner circle, and

you will be entitled to a room in the upper story.

Mr. Pancho has his room

htre to the right, and as to Mr. Green, we will put him away in a little garden
house, where he can meditate without being disturbed."
Our friends were shown to their rooms.

The one Pancho occupied com

manded a fine view of the river and an island planted with trees.
Soon the bell rang, announcing that supper was ready.

Pancho went to the

dining-room where he met his friends, and also Madame Corneille and her
husband.

Malaban and the rest of the Chelas did not come.

They ate in a

separate room, being afraid of the magnetism of the Europeans. •
Pancho had fallen too deep from his Olympian heights to care for tea or fo r
sausage.

His appetite had been destroyed by the two blue elephants at the

gate and by the revelations made by Madame Corneille.

H e did not care to

eat and hardly tasted his food i n spite of the praises bestowed upon it by Mrs.
Honeycomb and Madame Corneille.
" May I offer you a piece of beef or mutton ? " t asked Madame Corneille.
" No, thanks," answered Pancho.

" I am a vegetarian."

" This is a poor coun�ry for growing vegetables," said

Madame Corneille.

" They are awful scarce ; only occasionally we get hold of a cabbage head,"
and addressing Mr. Green, she added : " Will you have some of this devilled
ham ? "
" I do not consider devilled ham proper food for Chelas," answered Mr.
Green. " I am a lover of jam and vegetables. I do not see why the Mysterious
Brothers do not make plenty of vegetables grow around here.

It must be the

easiest thing for them, as they can make mango trees grow out of pineboards."
" It takes such power to even cultivate a pumpkin," she replied.
" Did you ever see a Mango tree grow ? " asked Mrs. Honeycomb ; addressing
Monsieur Corneille.

" Nroarre I " rolled

out the latter individual.

" We hear so much of the wonderful feats performed in Africa ; " continued
M rs. Honeycomb.

" Did you ever see M r. Malaban go out in his astral body ? "

Monsieur Corneille looked inquirmgly at his wife, as i f he did not know what
to answer.
" Oh dear no ! " answered Madame Corneille, " I do not want to see such a
thing ; it would frighten me to death.

The poor boy is almost nothing but

• As well they might.-{ED. J
t A most decided contrast, this African Fraternity, to the one in India, where th'e sight alone of
meat almost forces every Hindu to desert the H eadquarters.-{ Eo.]
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skin and bones, and if he were to go out in his astral body, there would be
nothing left but a shadow,"
" I should like to go out in my astral body," said l\·l r. Green.
" We won't permit it," answered Madame Corncille. " It would not do for
people here to sneak about in their astral bodie3 and see what is going on," and
addressing her husband, she said :-" Don't you think so, my dear ? "
" Nezoarre," ejaculated Monsieur Corneille.
After supper Madame Corncille accompan:ed Pancho to his room to see
whether everything was arranged according t0 her directiuns. They entered into
a conversation about the mysterious Brotherhood, and Pancho asked her to tell
him something about it.
" I am a Christian, and I do not like to have anything to do with such
heathenish things. These mysterious Brothers have several times frightened
me nearly to death. I am not going to stand it much longer."
" But do you believe in the existence of those Brothers ? " he asked.
" I know what I know," nodded Madame Corneille. " I do not believe that
it is right to have anything to do with such things. How do we know that
these mysterious Brothers arc not the very imps from Hell, or souls condemned
to purgatory ? I tell you, I have seen with my own eyes a broom become
alive and sweep the room without any hand being attached to it, and now things
begin to look serious. I do not object to innocent amusements such as fortune
telling by cards, by which good spirits may aid a person to take a look at the
future ; but-well, do not let us talk about it any more. . . .
" I am sorry for it . . . . I should have been very much obliged to you
for more information.
" You will find it out for yourself, by-and-bye,"
" Then do you mean to say," he asked " that it is done by tricks, or by the
work of the devil ? "
" I am not going to accuse anyone," replied Madame Corneille. " Do not
ask me anything more about it."
" Do I understand you righ tly that you can tell fortune by cards ? "
" I have occasionally succeeded. I often tell it to Mr. Malaban."
" I wish you would try and tell me my fortune," said Pancho.
" If you desire it, we may make an attempt. . . . "
They took seats at the table, and Madame Corneille produced a pack of cards
out of her pocket, handing them to Pancho with a request to cut them. After
this was done, she laid the cards out upon the table according to rule.
" The King of Hearts," she said, " is yourself ; for I see by the ring on your
finger, that you are a married man. The Queen of Hearts is your wife. She
is very beautiful."
" Indeed she is," replied Pancho,
" She is thinking of you very much," she continued.
" I constantly feel it," answered Pancho.
" It was an evil day for her when you left," went on Madame Corneille. " She
will be exposed to a great danger. There's the knave of spades close to her, a
very dangerous man, and the queen of spndes is locking at hu ; she is your
" ife's enemy."
" My wife has no enemies," he protested.
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"I

am

not so sure," she sai::l.

myself ; but we shall see.

"

I

do not always believe in the cards

It seems that you have ho children."

" None," answered Pancho.
" The ace of diamonds is not far from you.

This would go to show that

you are not in straitened circumstances."
" I have no cause to complain."
" I do not see any card that would indicate that you belong to a church," continued M adame Corneille.
" No, indeed ; I do not," answered Pancho.
" And you have no desire to join it ? "
" Certainly not ! "
" This card hen," continued Madame Corneille,

" indicates that you will get

a letter, and that one "-pointing to another-" that you are going to make a
This is all

voyage.

I

can see to-night."

" I am very much obliged to you," said Pancho ; " but kindly give me some
information about the ' Talking Image.' "
" I can tell you confidentially its history," grinned :\:Iadame Corneille.

" It

was once a human being like you or me.

It was the daughter of an Arabian
When she was about sixteen ye�rs of age

prince and a most beautiful child.

she fell in love with one of the Dji nns, a class of spirits that inhabit the desert.
Grimalkin, the chief of the Djinns, took a fancy to her, and would nave carried
her off bodily, but he had a very j ealous wife who was herself a very powerful
spmt.

Then the Djinn took out the heart of the girl, which he hid away in his

bosom, leaving her body with all its intellectual powers behind, and the body,
deprived of the light of the spirit which resides in the heart turned to a stone
like mass, leaving her, however, alive and intelligent, and capable of reasoning.
Now the Talking I mage is, so to say, all. brains, but no heart.

Once a year,

however, the Djinn is forced to bring back the heart and to let it shine within the
Image ; for if the light of the spirit were to be absent continually, even its intel
lect would die out like the glow of a wick from which the flame is extinguished,
and which is no longer supplied with oil."
" This is a most wonderful

story.

but you, I would not believe it.

If it were told to me by anybody

But have you ever seen any of

these

Djinns ? "
" Don't talk to m e about them," said Madame Corneille, " the whole house
is full of those Djinns ; they give directions about the cooking, and make the
Chelas do what they like ; they will pull the bed-cover away from you when you
are asleep, and touch you with ice-cold hands.
more abcut them.

Pooh ! I do not want to say any

Good-night ! "

Madame Comeille left and Pancho remained alone. For a long time he stood
at the \\ in dow and looked out into the darkness beyond.

A storm was j!atht-r

ing, thick clouds were covering the sky, and the mind of Pancho was heavily
charged with

doubts.

What Madame Corneille had

told him

awakened

again in him in full force the memory of Conchita, and he would have given
worlds to know who was the knave of spades.

He imagined he felt that there

was some impending danger, and he. argued with himself whether or not it would
be best to return home immediately. He had now seen the " elephant," not only
one, but two ; and, as Conchita had rightly predicted, it was time for him to re-
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What if Conchita were sick or dying, while he was running after a Mys-

terious Brotherhood that existed nowhere but in his own imagination ?

" 0 ye gods ! " he exclaimed ; " is this the outcome of the wisdom of the

Adepts ?

A Hierophant parading the streets with a little flag in his hand, a

Talking I mage attended by spooks ;

Chelas who cannot open

their mouths

without telling a fib . . . at all events, if the woman herself speaks the truth.
. . . Yes, is it for this that I have left my home ? "
No !

I t could not be !

" Surely," he said to himself, " there is some m istake

which will be explained when I see the H ierophant."
Pancho felt no inclination to sleep.

H e went out into the park and wandered

among the trees, although the night was dark and he could hardly see before
him.

The idea that he had committed a great mistake in coming to Urur,

grew stronger and stronger in his mind as he pondered over it.

At last a

feeling of despair entered his soul, and, clenching his fi;t, he exclaimed

:

" 0,

infinite, inconceivable and incomprehensible spirit of imbecility ! what are you
and what gave you power to tum me into a fool ?

D1d I not always seek

to know the truth, irrespective of any consequences that might ·result to me or
to anyone ?

Was I not always

proud of

my scepticism and

incredulity ?

N everthelcss, I was stupid enough to believe in the absurd tales of Mr. Puffer.
Where are the great beings that turn the world and cannot even make a cabbage
head grow in this garden ?

Who are those Adepts, full of divine wisdom, who

have to come and seek counsel from a Madame Corneille ? "
Thus talking with himself, Pancho wandered away from the main building and
came in the vicinity of a house of smaller dimensions.

A light shining from an

open window attracted his attention, and he beheld a man i n the room where
the light was brightly burning.

He seemed to be about fifty years of age ; but

his face could not be clearly seen as it was bound up with a handkerchief.
held a paper i n his hand, looking at it and making gesticulations.

He

Presently,

however, he looked up, and must have seen Pancho standing among the trees,
for he dropped his paper and stared at him with surprise.
Then something curious happened.

The man making a reverential bow and

crossing his hands in Oriental fashion over his breast, addressed Pancho in the
following words :

" 0, great Krashibashi ! Have I then at last found favour in your eyes ? For

many years have I wished to see you. At last my prayer now seems granted and
you have consented to appear in bodily form before your obedient servant.
May I ask you to enter this

humble room and accept a chair ?

I shall

immediately open the door."
Pancho, seeing that this was evidently a case of m istaken identity, did not
wish to intrude.

H e returned to his room and the sense of the ludicrous over

came his melancholy.

There was now nothing to prevent him from sleeping.

His doubts had vanished, and he was firmly convinced that he had been a fool.

•

• As every•one is, or will be, who, feeling drawn toward Occultism, instead or proceedi ng prudently

to acquire it and thus le:un the truth, permits his fancy to run off after his own preconceived ideas,
or lends ear to the insane talk or fanatical enthusiasts.

Those whom sober Occultists call " Masters."

though so vastly superior to a,·erage humanity, are not Genii or Enchanters out or the " Arabian
Nights," but mortal men with abnormal powers.-LEo.)
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A TREMEYDOUS noise, resembling the beating of tin pans, aroused Pancho from
his slumber.

It was the noise made by the native musicians whom the Hiero

phant had engaged for the celebration of the anniversary of the Society for the
Distribution of Wisdom.

I t seemed as if it were intended to frighten away the

sun which was just rising and to drive him back into the abyss beyond.
Pancho arose, and as he stepped out on the verandah, he saw the same man
who the night before had addressed him as
house.

Krashibashi, approaching the

Soon after that, closely followed by Mrs. Honeycomb, he entered, and

the latter introduced him to Pancho as Captain Bumpkins.
Captain Bumpkins, or as his many friends and admirers used to call him, " the
Hierophant," was a man of remarkable and imposing appearance.

Long, tall,

exceedingly thin and bony, his skeleton frame seemed to be inhabited by a
supernatural fire that gleamed through his black eyes, sunken deep within their
orbits and overshadowed by dark bushy eye-brows.

He was a man of abont fifty

years, but still full1of vigour ; and his martial bearing seemed to indicate that it would
not be safe for any member of the S. D. W. to contradict him or to doubt the
existence of the Mysterious Brotherhood.

Nevertheless he was very kindhearted

and good natured, and if it was true that the Talking Image was all

brains and no
all hear/ ;

heart, it might be said with equal sincerity that the Hierophant was
for he was exceeding!y anxious to increase the welfare of mankind.

There was

nothing so ridiculous which he would not have undertaken to do, if it had
seemed to him that humanity could be benefitted thereby.
The Hierophant had one great hobby, and this hobby was " Magnetism '' ; in
magnetism he saw the future Saviour of the world.

According to his views there

was nothing that could not be accomplished by magnetism ; from the mending
of a boot by the occult power of the Adept, up to making oneself invisible, a
feat of which seemed to Captain Bumpkins the

ultima thule of all that could

ever be accomplished by the future sage5 that were to be produced in the golden
era which he was ready to inaugurate.

Not only was the curing of all bodily ills

a mere trifle to him, which in the near future would do away with all medical
quackery, legalized or otherwise, but he thought there would not be the least
difficulty in raising mankind up to the highest level of morality.

To do this we

had only to magnetise away the phrenological bumps of those who are affected
with .,·icious propensities, and to cause appropriate bumps to grow by the same
means on the heads of those who were deficient in virtue.
" mental magnetism " of which

Moreover the

the H ierophant dreamed was a

" carrier of

mind," and consequently not only life, but thought, knowledge and divine
wisdom could be imparted to all by one who knew how to magnetise properly,
abundantly and with sufficient force.
" All the ills which at present affect the world," he used to say ; " are merely
a product of the

dislurbtd equili'brium of the world's magnetism.

magnetic currents react

Let the

upon their magnetic intramolecular centres and the
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equilibrium be restored at their neutral points and you will be surprised at the
result."
Mrs. Honeycomb fully agreed with the Hierophant in regard to these points
and thus it may be seen that those who have accused Captain Bumpkins of being
somewhat deficient in intellectual power have uttered a villainous and sacrilegious
blasphemy. Even a superficial glance at his benevolent face whenever he spoke
on the subject of Occultism, would reveal the fact that he was one man among
a thousand, one who fully realized that his sole destiny was the elevation of the
human race.
The Society for the Distribution of Wisdom, of which Captain Bumpkins was
the founder and president, was an organization having for its object the prosecution
of philosophical researches and the advancement of humanitarian interests. As
such it was a very good institution. It claimed to be based on universal freedom
of thought, and there would hm·e been nothing impracticable in that, if those
who belonged to it had been capable of doing their own thinking. Unfortunately
however, such persons are rare and few, while those who are not in possession
of real knowledge, and therefore not free of error, can no more live without
Thus the members
creeds and adopted opinions than a fish without water.
of the Society did not accept the truth on the strength of their own perception ;
but they clamoured for well authenticated proofs of it (from the �fystcrious
Brotherhood), and thus they had given up their old superstitions, merely to
replace them by new su perstitions ; for that which one imagines to know on
mere hearsay, and belief in the veracity of a teacher, is not self-knowledge, and
therefore merely an opinion, even if it is true.
But the Society for D. 0. W. had also among its members some persons
of considerable spiritual unfolding and intellectual power ; especially a number
of Brahmins that had emigrated from Asia ; but the vast majority of its members
were attracted by a desire to gratify the!r c:.Jriosity, and to obtain favours fro m
the Mysterious Brotherhood.
A new light had appeared on the mental horizon of the world owing to the
revelatious made by the Talking Image ; but whenever such a light appearr, it
attracts, first of all, the curious, the fanatical, and those who are discontented with
the world and with themselves. They wonder at the appearance of that light,
and not understanding its nature, they invent the most ludicrous theories for its
explanation, and it is their misrepresentations which bring the new doctrines into
disrepute. Such was the Society for the Distribution of Wisdom, of which Captain
Bumpkins was the head, and whom we haYe now introduced to the reader.
( To be continued.)
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Satire should expose nothing but what is corrigible, and

should make a due discrimination between those that are and
those that are not the proper objects of it.

-A omsoN.

Satires and lampoons 011 particular people circulate more

by

giving copies in confidence to the friends of the parties, than
by printing them.

-SHERIDAN.
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to find that even on the opposite side of Am erica, in

�ali

forma, we have brave workers who defend the mother Soc1ety.

This is what we read in the Los Angeles Time; of February 26th,
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T H E B OSTON FRA U D S AND DELUSI ONS.
THE other day a Times reporter succeeded in worming the following statement out of
a gentleman who is well posted in the Esoteric movement. In answer to various ques
tions, he said :
" The organ of the Esoteric movement is the Esoteric Magazine, a curiosity in
literature. It is devoted to so-ca:Ied occultism, and the esotericism of religion, its
articles being written br men profoundly ignorant of the subjects they pretend to
teach. They make frequent use of mis·spelled Sanskrit, plagiarize unscrupulously
from works on oriental philosophy, and are profuse in Christian phraseology ; so that
to the orthodox Christian it would appear reallr blasphemous; to the occultist, imbe·
cile, and to the philosopher and philologist, the work of ignoramuses.
" The Society Esoteric is a strangely grotesque parody upon the Theosophical
Society, and so has always been regarded by the latter in the light of a nightmare.
The Theosophical Society is a fraternal orgamzation whose main work has been the
preservation and study of oriental philosophy and literature, which, as all orientalists
know, is largely concerned with what in the \Vest is called ' mesmerism,' and in the
East ' magic.' The practice of mesmerism has a!wars been discountenanced by the
Theosophists, yet the literature on the subject has been utilized by Butler and his
confederates, who have been teaching a bastard sort of mesmerism to their dupes,
calling it ' spiritual development.' It is by the hope of acquiring ' spiritual attainments '
that so many ignorant people have been misled and gulled.
" The mesmeric force is simply sex-magnetism. In this simple statement is the
secret of spiritualistic ' mediumship,' as well as ' mesmerism ' and ' black magic.'
It
i s also the secret of the invariable fall into vice and sexual degradation of fools who
dabble in such things, whether they call it ' mediumship,' ' mesmerism,' ' mental heal
ing,' or what not. This force can undoubtedly be used in the cure of diseases, etc.,
but it is unsafe for anyone to attempt this who is not phrsically and mentally pure, and
well versed in physiology and anatomr. For this reason, even if H. E. Butler and his
confederates had started in with the best intentions to investigate such things for
spiritual development, they would have doubtlessly landed in the pemtentiary or the
lunatic asylum, just as they are likely to now.
" The whole thing is very, very vile, and the less people have to do with those sub
jects in that way the better for them. True occultism has nothing to do with the filthy
subject.
" Pure homes, clean hearts and honest lives, anu an abiding faith in the immortality
of the soul, and the infinite justice and goodness of Nature are what the people need,
not ' spiritual attainments ' and ' soul development,' especiallr that stripe of ' soul
unfoldment ' which manifests itself in polygamy and general nastiness, whether at Salt
Lake or Boston.
" The ' Esotericism ' of these sped mens of Boston culture is identical with the
voodooism of the negroes. It is called tantrika in India and is filthy in the extreme.
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" The ' Solar Biology ' of which Butler is the inventor is

a

self-evident fraud.

Those

who are practising it and teaching it i n this city, however, are probably mere dupes,
blamable only for their not being able to think, and are ambitious of becoming blind
leaders of the blind.

Many people in Los Angeles have been taken in by the ' Society

Esoteric.'
" The prime movers in the exposure were Theosophists, though of course it was
done in their individual capacity.

The Theosophical Society has absolutely no con

nection and never has had any connection whatever, with the concern.
" The Theosophical Society is not a secret society.
philosophy and ethics.

I t is mainly concerned with

Among its members are clergymen of various

Christian

churches, reverends and right reverends, as well as representives of all religions.
" ' Mahatma ' means simply ' great soul ' from

malta,' great'

and alma ' souL' It is a

term applied to all great and good men by the old Sanscrit writers, and is practically
synonym ou s with saint ' as ' Saint Paul,' ' Saint J ohn,' etc.

As used by the modem

Theosophists the word would be applied to such men as Plato, St. Paul, Apollonius
of Tyana, and others.

They were ' Mahatmas,' or great souls.

It is believed by many

Theosophists that are such great men now living, not only in I ndia, but in America,
Europe-in fact, in almost every nation-a reasonable claim, unless the world has
run short of ' great souls ' in this age.
" There are two branches of the Theosophical Society in Los Angeles-the Los
Angeles branch and the Sattra Lodge-both of which hold regular meetings for the
study of philosophy

and ethics.

They have nothing to do

with ' phenomena, '

' spookism,' or anything of the sort. "

BUTLER EXPOSED.
The

New York World of Feb Ist. exposes the whole scheme in the following

up-and-up manner :
Members of the Boston Theosophical Society have taken much sati sfaction in
exposing the wicked wiles of one " Vidya Nyaika," alias Eli Clinton Ohmrut, who, in
partnership with Prof. Hiram Erastus Butler, has been asking for funds to establish
an

Esoteric College in the Rocky Mountains.

Mr. Ohmart turned out to be a gentle

man with a record, and his exposers made things very unpleasant for him when they
brought him face to face with it.

It is stated by Prof. Butler himself that

a

great deal

of money has come in for the scheme, and more is hoped for.

This is just what we said in our March editorial. And now, when all
that had to be exposed has been so dealt with in the U nited States, we
can only wonder at the animus displayed by the Religio-Philosophica/
journal of Chicago against us. We see by a letter published in it,
M arch 2 3 ultimo, from the President of the " Boston T . S.," Mr. J.
Ransom Bridge, that " it (the Jouma!) states that it is informed by those
who claim to know that
. . . . . Madame Blavatsky is determined to
ruin Butler " ( ! ? ). When " those who claim to know can also prove that
Madame Blavatsky had heard Butler's name mentioned before the end
of last year, or even knew of his existence, then their " claim to know "
would have acquired at least one leg to stand upon.
The " Butler " expost followed almost immediately our first acquain
tance with the pretensions of this virtuous person, as the President of
our Boston T. S. well knows. Such being the case, the anonymous lu
who " claims to know," must not feel hurt, or take offence, if we now
•
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publicly state that his information against us is eithf"r a deliberate an-:1
maliCious falsehood, or a soap-bubble gossip. In every case the respected
literary veteran, called the R. P. J ou RX AL, ought to show more discretion
than to be ever repeating unverified cackle, when not deliberate calumny,
against a person who has always wished it success, as it has now done
for years. We stand for truth, but wish the ruin of no man.-[ED.]
A C RY FOR HELP.
TRANGE things occur in this sublunary world ; but the strangest
of all is, that a recognized American scientist of great eminence
and learning, a biologist who is the trans-Atlantic Huxley, should
have certain letters written to him ; more than this, that he should answer
them. An enquiring sear cher, hungry after truth, begs our friend,
Professor Elliott Coues, in the name of his " mystic powers," to guide him ;
and, instead of pooh-poohing his correspondent in the name of cold,
materialistic, modern Science, the President of the Washington " Gnostic
Theosophical Society " writes to him a reply which shows how deeply
Professor Coues has studied our philosophy. Both letters will be useful
to our English members. They are republished from the Re!igio
Philosophical Joumal.-[En.]

S
�

T H E LETTER.
DR. ELLIOTT

CouF.s-Dear Sir :

I have been impelled to write to you for

advice on a new and indisputable experience

I

have been undergoing for some

seven or eight months past, and have as often refrained from asking of a stranger
that " light " which my experience and increasing conviction have not made
plain.
Some months since I suddenly became conscious of audible communications,
which I have since learned t o attribute to purely elemental influences, using the
Buddhist expression.
These audible communications soon ceased, and were replaced by others

wh ich,

I

suppose, would be called purely clair-audient, and were of a very dif·

ferent character, being elevating and inspiring, and opening up to my heart

an

infinity of evolution of the soul and the universe, which I had not got from my
past studies, although I h:1ve long had a conviction that there was some such
plan to be shown to humanity some time, and in some way.
B efore

I

go any further, let me say that I had been up to this time a tho

rough disbeliever in spiritual communication, and had given it little or no atten
tion.

Moreover, my experience related above all came to me before I read any

writings on B uddhism, Karma, or Spiritism, and my experience at that time
was the subject of debate between a medical friend and myself, who knew me
to be a tolerably clear-headed man, and one not liable to be led away by super
stition or evidence that was not conclusive.

The only conviction that impinged

on me was the consciousness of a new sense, the name of which
know at that time.

I

did not even

A month or two later I received from a friend in Washing

ton, a book by A. P. Sinnett, called Karma.

I

found some startling suggestions
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in that work which interested me enough to induce me to re:.J.d the work on

Esoteric Buddhism communicated through him.

I me the above expression in

tentionally, as it is evident to the most careless re:.1.der that the two works are not
by the same intellect.
I was surprised to find myself so receptive to the doctrine set forth there, as
1t was a welcome light to one who had not been able to find peace and trust in
creeds, although surrounded by devoted Christian influence from childhood.

I

have since then read very little of the scientific doctrines of Theosophy, but have
found a trust in the teachings of Buddha that has thrown a new light on the
words of the B ible, and has brought a growing peace and belief that I have long
yearned for, although I have not yet found " the jewel in the lotus." •
Strange to say, I have not cared so much for an understanding of the scien
tific aspect of Theosophy, as fo r the religious teaching.

It seems to me that the

latter is the one the world is waiting for, and that, lik e the treasure which
Buddha said was laid up in our fellow man, the stranger, the mother and father
and child, the scientific light would come " of itself."
That statement of my convictions being made, let me return to my own ex
perience, on which I now ask your counsel and explanation.

I don't go into

society at all, nor have I made any Theosophical or Spiritual ist acquaintances.
I have not attended any seances or occult meetings, and have read but little of
the current literature on Theosophy.
both pro and

I have read much of primitive Buddhism,

con, and have tried to understand, first of all, the Buddhist doctrine

of the greatest blessing, as taught in the Buddhist scriptures.
During all these months I have had constant communication through clair
audience with one who calls himself my Mahatma's helper ; and who has given
me succinct counsel in words which I know could not be the lucubration of my
own brain, and which I, at the time, seldom understood, but which have been
explained or discovered either in the Buddhist scriptures or the Bible, in subse
quent study.
Lately, however, another voice has come to me clearly, telling me to look unto
God, and not unto Buddha.

This either is or claims to be the voice of my

mother, now dead some thirty odd ye:.1.rs.

This has all tended to indirection or
misdirection, and I now ask you for direction and explanation.
I. presume this discursive letter is unnecessary, as by your mystic powers you

can probably learn all that I have told you and much that I have left unsaid, but
I feel that I need some human guidance ju>t at this time.
letter, and - even 11ow,I have been and am told

Before writing this

to write you, and not to write you,

so you see the quandary I am in.
One of the first communications I had was, " You are elected to learn that
your heart was not given you for your understanding, but for your knowledge.''
It was a long time before I knew what those words meant.
There

is a beautiful and trustful path that leads to peace, wisdom and helpful
is a religion that shall be for the " healing of all nations " ; there is

love ; there

a knowledge of Divine help and love yet to come to humanity ; there iS a truth

whose light shall disperse the shadows of dogma, ignorance and selfishness, and
*

:-<o one can lind it unless he is a born Buddha, a saint, or-studies the true Occult, Esoteric doc

trines, and tries to become one.
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shall fill the u niverse with its brightness. Can you help me to that confidence
and knowledge that shall make me willingly one of the light-bearers ?
Fraternally yours. • • •
Boston, Massachusets, February 2 nd, 1 8 8g.
T H E RESPONSE.
The foregoing letter is a type of many that I receive. It is absolutely sincere ;
the writer is in earnest. and such sentiments command respect. I undertake,
with reluctance, to say a few words in public by way of reply, believing that if I
am anywhere near the truth my words may be of use to others than my
correspondent.
The process which he describes as an actual and veritable one which has gone
on in himself, is, I think, not at all a singular experience. Many persons could
tell a similar story, should they hare their hearts with equal unreserve. It is the
growth of the " sixth sense " ; it is the awakening to consciousness of the sixth
principle, which exists only as a rudiment or embryo in most persons, incapable
of making its existence known to its possessor till it has grown like a plant from
its seed. In those whose " intuitions " are large this germ of wisdom often
makes itself felt, and as it gains in strength it gradually dominates the Fifth
Principle, or ordinary intellect, making reason quite subservient to the higher
faculty, and tending to merge the merefy human into the more nearly divine
being. The process of growth of the embryo " Buddhi " is not unattended with
dangers of its own, threatening both mental and physical integrity unless the
tender sprout be firmly rooted in reason, and carefully guarded from passion.
The use of the sixth sense, especially for one who comes into its possession
rapidly rather than by a process of very gradual unfoldment or evolution, is
against all the world, the flesh, and th e devil, and its vigorous self-assertion is
likely to react unfavourably upon bodily health and mental peace. There is
always some disturbance of the nervous system when voices can be heard and
forms can be seen, that have no objective or material counterpart. The nervous
shock of the awakening is apt to extend to other bodily functions, and often
becomes a case for medical treatment. Therefore, I should say, the first and
most imperative need is special attention to the ordinary laws of hygiene, in
eating, sleeping, working or recreation.
If a man is to live some years after his psychic faculties have come into
operation, it is essential for their proper and useful manifestation on the
physical plane to have a good sound body through which they may operate.
Not necessarily the most robust, muscular, bone and sinew mechanism, but a
thoroughly well organised, pliable and " vivid " apparatus of relation between
the soul or astral body and the world or material things. Otherwise a person
becomes like a super-heated boiler, or one in which steam is too suddenly
generated, and the danger of an explosion is imminent. It is often a question,
whether a person in the state in which I judge my unknown correspondent to be,
s hall go on to safely grow a splendidly effectual astral organism whose faculties
shall be adequate to the discernment of the substance of things unseen or
whether he shall become prey of the elementals which will infallibly seek to
fasten themselves like vampires upon his astral organism. If the former, he
becomes a Theosophic adept, a seer of eternal truths, a doer of Divine deeds ; if
·
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the latter, either a practitiOner of black magic, should his courage be equal to
that, or else a mere wreck on the fatal rocks of so-called " mediumship."
The most important practical point, next to the care of the bodily health, i!;
concentration of the will. By that I mean a firm, fixed determination, never
vacillating, never wavering, never doubting, to know the truth, and to use this
knowledge for the good of others, irrespective of consequences to self-hood.
This is a positive moral power, without the operation of which on the astral body
the latter never acquires real true effectual organisation, capable of withstanding
in the end the shock of physical dissolution. For the souls of bad persons,
however strong they seem to be here and now, find their strength fictitious and
evanescent as soon as they are deprived of physical support, and black magicians
are no exception to this rule. They may flicker about in Kama-Loka for a while,
especially if they can feed upon the vitality of persons in the flesh whom they
succeed in obsessing for the gratification of their unhallowed, unsatisfied desires ;
but their end is the murky smoke of a snuffed-out candle.
Since the concentration of the will, of which I have spoken, has for its pur
pose and motive the attainment of true knowledge, or wisdom as distinguished
from worldly erudition ; and since the soul that is troubled with desire ( using
that word in its broadest sense) can reflect but distorted images, it follows as a
matter of course that the fourth principle or middle nature of man, must be held
thoroughly in hand, under the rigid mastery of the reason, or fifth principle, it
self a willing instrument in the hands of the still higher principle, the sixth,
the " Christ." And if haply this victory shall be won in the battle-ground of
life, the Divine spouse shall seek and find the soul.
Let none hastily suppose I have used figurative language. I have been
speaking of actual processes which may go on in the substance of the soul, of
the real nature of which it is not permitted me to more than hint. These
things · may be known ; but they are unspeakable. Many know them ; but,
strangest of all, they are never told. They only need explanation to those for
whom they are inexplicable.
First find thyself ; then know thyself ; then, be thyself. Strange words
meaningless jargon. Nevertheless, " as above, so below " ; and the two are not
two but one.
Wishing my unknown correspondent a prosperous voyage of discovery among
the finer particles of his being, I beg to subscribe myself with respect,
-A PSYCH I C RESEARCHER.
This reply speaks for itself, and no theosophist could answer any better and
explain the situation with more clearness, or in a more orthodox esoteric spirit.
Only Professor E. Coues, being a Theosophist, we are at a loss to understand
why he should sign h imself so modestly " A Psychic Researcher ? " We only
hope this is not synonymous with-" member of the S. P. R. " As a Fellow
of the T. S. we can only congratulate and thank the Professor ; as a member
of the S. P. R. we should be doubtful of his motives. We might be really
alarmed at the signature, did we not know that, do and say what he may, Prof.
Coues' love of occultism is as great as his mystic powers and that he can never
be untrue to either.-[En.]
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RE VIE WS.
THE BLAVATSKY LODGE.

The following have been elected as officers of the above Lodge for the year
1889 :President : W. Kingsland.
Vice-President : W. R. Old.
Secretary : A. Keightley.
Treasurer : Countess C. Wachmeister.
Meetings of the Lodge are held regularly every Thursday evening, at which a
regular course of study in Eastern Philosophy is pursued by the members under
Madame Blavatsky's guidance. For information apply to the Secretary, 1 7
Lansdowne Road, Holland Park, W.

'R e " t e w s .
A STUDY OF MAN AND THE WAY TO H EALTH. "'
.. Selfishness is the rather or vice ;
Altruism, the mother or virtue.''

S

UCH is the motto which Dr. Buck has placed on the title page of this
remarkable work, a motto which is as appropriate to the book as it is
itself true, to which these pages bear most lucid and convincing testi
mony. But their scope is wider than this, and the readers of LuciFER will
assuredly be grateful for a somewhat full account of a book which should be in
the hands of every one-whether a Theosophist or not-who is in any sense a
searcher after truth.
It will assist the reader to quote the following lines from Dr. Buck's elo
quently simple preface. He writes :This treatise may be epitomized as follows :The cosmic form in which all things are created, and in which all things exist, is a universal
duality.
Involution and evolution express the two-fold process of the one law or development, corresponding
to the two planes of being, the subjective and the objective.
being.

Consciousness is the central fact of

Experience is the only method of knowing ; therefore to know is to become.
The Modulus of Nature, that is, the pattern after which she everywhere builds, and the method to
which she continually conforms, is an Ideal or Archetypal Man.
The Perfect Man is the anthropomorphic God, a living, prr.sent Christ in every human soul.
Two natures meet on the human plane and are focalized in man.

These are the animal ego, and

the higher self ; the one, an inheritance from lower life, the other an over-shadowing from the next
higher plane.
The animal principle is selfishness : the divine principle is altruism.
However defective in other respects human nature may be, all human endeavour must finally be
measured by the principle or altruism, and must stand or fall by the measure in which it inspires
and uplifts humanity.
Literary criticism, however justifiable and however valuable, is not the highest tribunal ; were it so,
the following pages would never have seen the light.
The highest tribunal is the criterion or truth,
and the test or truth is by its use and beneficence.
Superstition is not religion ; speculation is not philosophy ; materialism is not science ; but true
religion, true philosophy, and true science are ever the hand-maids or truth."
•

By }, D. BucK, M.D.,Cincinnati.

ROBERT CLARKE & Co.

Price $2 50 (or
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It should be noted, however, in connection with this brief outline that, while
rightly insisting on the ever-present duality in all forms of manifestation, Dr.
Buck is fully alive to the importance of never losing sight of that Absolute
Unity which lies behind all the du:tlity of manifestation. On this Unity he
insists repeatedly and emphatically, for it forms one of the fundamental doc
trines in his philosophy, as it has always done in that of the East.
In his first chapter, on the Criterion of Truth, the author most ably leads the
reader's mind from the familiar fact of his own personality, step by step, through
the dangerous rocks of both scientific and religious dogmatism, to the conclusion
that the criterion of truth for men lies not in their estimate of the senses, nor
in a specific process of reasoning upon phenomena confined to one half of his
nature ; but in the co-ordinate harmony which he is able to bring out of the
chaos of all his varied experiences.
Such is briefly the conclusion to which the first chapter leads up, but it is to
be regretted that want of space prevents our calling attention to the many beau
tiful thoughts and luminous suggestions thrown out in the course of the
argument, especially in that part where the author demonstrates the equal and
co-ordinate reality, validity and importance of the subjective as well as the
objective aspect of man's nature.
The second chapter deals with the problems of Matter and Force in a
manner at once simple, clear and highly philosophical. The beautiful applica
tion made of the principle of consonant rhythm as the agent by means of which
form is produced is at once a splendid, far-reaching generalisation and a tribute
to the truth of the fundamental axioms of occult philosophy.
The succeeding chapters on The Phenomenal World, Philosophy and Science,
are in a measure preparatory to those on Life, Polarity and Living Forms. All
through these chapters the clearness of the author's thought and exposition
deserve the highest praise. On one point only-since it is the function of a
reviewer to cdticise-need a word be said. On page 6o, et seq. Dr. Buck speaks
frequently of " dead " and of " living " matters, drawing a marked line of de
marcation between them. Now since Dr. Buck has evidently thoroughly assimi
lated the doctrines of Theosophy which indeed underlie and permeate his entire
work, he is doubtless well aware that strictly speaking there is no such thing as
" dead" matter in the Umverse. It is therefore but fair to assume that he uses
the term " matter " in a limited sense, to distinguish a state of matter in which
life does not manifest itself in that particular manner to which we have confined
the term " living " from that state in which life does so manifest itself. But,
unfortunately, as Dr. Buck has not stated and explained this specifically, he may
be misunderstood to believe in that fiction of the scientific imagination, com
monly called " dead matter " : a belief which would be inconsistent with the
whole tenour of his work.
This criticism is partly anticipated by the chapter on Planes of Life ; but
though his meaning is clear to those familiar with his basic thought, yet a few
explicit sentences might usefully be added in the pages referred to on the appear
ance of the second edition-which will undoubtedly soon be called for.
The author's conception of " Magnetism," too, needs further elucidation. The
term has- many meanings and many connotations, so that Dr. Buck needs to
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devote a few pages to careful explamtion and definition of the sense i n which
he uses it.
From the chapter on the Planes of Life, we pass naturally to that on H uman
Life, the central point, the culmination of the book.
In this and the following
chapters we see the real bearing and utility of the general principles with which
the author has familiarised us in the preceding pages. We see them applied to
the concrete facts of life as all know them ; and we learn the reason of the
almo�t joyous hope and expectation with which the author faces the many terrible
problems now clamouring for a solution which seems afar off.
From this point the author deals with various aspects of human life and
development, throwing light on all and giving clues to m:my an intricate problem.
:\lore and more clearly docs he demonstrate the truth of the motto placed on
his title page, and ever and ever more forcibly does he bring it home to the
reader that happiness only is to be found in widest altruism. And through it
all runs clear logic and accurate science, no analogy being accepted that has not
been fully tested and proven legitimate. The chapters on Consciousness, In
volution and Evolution of Man, and the Higher Self are especially to be com
mended to the careful study of all students. Some of the author's statements
are not only profoundly true and philosophical : they are simply sublime.
It is such books as this which form the best answer to the query : What has
the Theosophical Society done l For this book-written by an earnest theoso
phist, one of the oldest and truest members of the T. S., a man respected and
beloved by all who know him-w;n give new light, new hope, and new courage
to many. It will gi,·e a fresh impulse to earnest seekers for truth by pointing
out a new method of research, as well as by defining and clearly stating the
problems which call for investigation.
SIGNS OF THE TIM ES. •

T

HIS is the title of an address delivered by Prof. Elliott Coues to the
Western Society for Psychic Research, at Chicago, in April, r 888. It
may seem rather late in the day to review an address delivered so long ago,
but it is only within the last few days that LuciFER has received a copy of the
address in its present form. It has also recently been revised by its author, and
we may, therefore, conclude t hat . the pamphlet represents the latest opinion
which he holds on the subject.
The address opens with a reference to the Women's International Congress
held at Washington as one of the " Signs of the Times." In this we certainly
think that Dr. Coucs was correct, for the present is an age of change, and there
arc certainly not wanting signs that a great amelioration of the human race will
proceed from the amelioration of the " better half " of mankind. So far as the
progress towards the psychic side of nature is concerned, it is most true that
women arc the better half of the human creation. In Dr. Cones' words :
Thc·problem of the day is not a (ruestion of matter-it is a (jUestion of mind ;
and the problem of mind has ceased to be only a question of the intellect. It
has become the cry of the soul for more light in the dungeon of the body. This
cry goes up the loudest from the women of the land, because her soul's imBy Prof. Elliott Coues, :\!.D . . F. T.S.
•'

•
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priwnment is harder to bear than man's, and her duty to redeem a world is
more imperative."
But from the question of the rightful position of women as a sign of the
times, Dr. Coues goes on to treat of the conditions of psychic investigation, and
his words are the more weighty as proceeding from a man of established reputa
tion in the methods of scientific research. Further they have an additional
value, as being clothed in beautiful language and they possess an elegance of
diction that only adds to their clearness of expression.
Dr. Coues introduces his subject by a comparison of the four great influences
which have moved the world, and he draws attention to the cycles of time which
occur in the history of humanity. The cycle is that of the Naros, or a period
of 6oo years. Buddha, Jesus, Mohammed and Genghis Khan are the examples
selected ; and a final period of 666 years from the date of Genghis Khan brings
us down to the year 1 888. As a sign of the times this is, perhaps, a little un
fortunate, for a student of Biblical symbology is at once reminded that this
number is that of the " Great Beast " ; and unless people are more accurately
acquainted with symbology than they usually are, the simile seems rather
equivocal as representing a " Sign of the Times." But here Theosophy steps
in to the rescue, and removes the idea of " devil " from the maligned " beast,"
showing that it is indeed an especial cycle and no more.
It is scarcely possible to do justice to Dr. Coues in a review which must
necessarily be short, for his marshalling of the psychic evidence is so terse and
masterly that it ought to be read in his own words. He reviews the position
both from the standpoint of the Spiritualist and from that of the Theosophist, and
declines to say which of the two he considers right. But he does away with the
supposed antagonism between the two, and for this alone we would heartily
thank Dr. Coues. Both parties certainly admit facts ; it is only in the explana
tion of them that they differ. And here Dr. Coues shows that the position t o
b e truly taken i s that one explanation i s a n extension o f the other. Tersely
put, the Psychic Researcher says that all is manifestation of psychic force. The
ordinary Spiritualist believes that all the manifestations are the work of disem
bodied spirits ; the Theosophist says that this is occasionally so, but only in rare
cases. And here Dr. Coues sounds no indistinct or uncertain note, and it is a
very important one. He says, in effect, that all are manifestations of " will "
acting on matter, and that so to act does not depend upon whether the operator
is disembodied or not. Then he turns his attention to the key to these facts and
declares that it lies in the words, " Animal Magnetism." This he declares to be
a property of what is called in Sanskrit Akasa, and that this is related to the
action of the human will as the phenomena of light are related, on the scientific
hypothesis, to the waves of the luminiferous ether. That this Akasa pervades
everything, and permeates the human frame as much as it is spread through
space. Thus, then, the man who can act by means of his will on this
Akasa can act by its means at a distance just as easily as he can on a table which
is under his hand. The only necessity is the development of a suitable organism.
This organism is necessarily a human being, either that of the operator or
that of some other h uman being. But with this Dr. Coues adds a most
serious warning to those who, from curiosity, may be about to embark on
the dangerous path of investigation into Psychic Phenomena. In his own
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words :-" All experiment i s made on, by, and with, the bodies o f m e n and
women-nay, upon, by, and with, their very souls. This is psychic research . .
Think you it is to be lightly or ignorantly or blunderingly played upon ? A
thousand times no ! Here, blunder and crime are one and the same thing."
In this place Dr. Coues adds a few words of warning drawn from the ex
perience of the French investigations into Hypnotism ; showing, too, that the
danger is so widespread that legal recognition of the dangers will soon be as
necessary as it has already been proved to be in the case of poisons.
} le closes with a short exposition of his own " Biogen " theory as an ex
planation of the phenomena ; and this should be read in his own words.
In conclusion, we as Theosophist, can only express our thanks to Dr. Coues
for his able exposition of the facts of psychic investigation and science, and for
the possibilities which he has opened for the reconciliation of two bodies of
people-of people who ought to unite their forces for the confusion of mate
rialistic thinkers, and for the spread of truths which are at present only dimly
recognised by a world which is liable to roughly class both parties together,
either as worshippers of a devil, or hallucinated frauds and fools.
GEG.r•1ANCY.

O

F all the higher sciences, that of Geomancy may be considered the
handiest one to work, for the requirements to practise this Art are few,
i.e., pencil, paper, and a book that will act as a guide and instructor ; the
first two are ready to hand, and thanks to the able pen of Dr. Hartmann we now
0
have the Guide to his " Principles of Astrological Geomancy, the 0
Art of divining by Punctuation," published by the " Theosophical 0
0
Publishing Company, Limited."
As to the book itself, it leaves
0
nothing to be desired, ha\·ing a pleasant type, printed on good
paper, and being well bound, at the remarkably reasonable price of
o

2S. 6d.

Those who have read " An Ad\·en ture amongst the Rosicrucians," and other
works by Dr. Hartmann will need no words of praise to recommend to them
this new work of Geomancy. In the Preface and Introduction we have evidence
of diligent study in the higher science and development of the intuition, and it
It is not, as h e
is as an aid to these that the author has produced this work.
says, " intended t o b e a ' fortune teller,' " for " the art o f divination i s based upon
the recognition of a universal divine principle acting within the soul." Here we
have sufficient reason to show that it is unwise to prostitute these arts of divina
tion for any material gain or worldly curiosity-for to quote from the Introduc
tion, " The psychological process by which the knowledge of the spiritual soul
comes to the understanding of the human intellect appears to be very compli
cated ; it seems that the divine ray of Light has to pass through many strata of
matter, and is broken many times, before it is ultimately reflected within the
field of external consciousness, and the more we are able to spiritually rise above
these clouds of matter that darken the mental sky, the more will we be able to see
the sunlight of truth in its purity. By practising the art of Geomancy in that
state of mind and feeling which brings Man nearer to the perception of the
Truth, the Intuition may teach the reasoning Intellect."
The chapter on Astrology contains much that will decidedly interest the
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general reader, and which will also prove instructive to many Students of
Astrology and the other occult sciences. The Author explains the natures of
the signs of the Zodiac and of the " seven planets " in clear and simple language,
and we feel sure that the earnest student and all lovers of Truth will welcome
this aid for the dispersion of superstition and ignorance, as well as for the de
velopment of the Intuition " by the interior awakming of the Spirit of
Truth."

We notice that the Author gives the metal silz•er to the planet ( ? ) · Venus,
whereas copper is usually represented by this principle, and the latter is, we be
lieve, the correct one, for Venus represents love or charity, which, when com
bined with the intelligence, silver or moon, is capable of a divine expression in
the world. Venus, the binding power of the psychic world, has its material
counterpart ( copper) so much used in amalgamating metals which would not
readily blend without its presence. We also notice that in the " Significations "
of the geomantic symbols, the sign (111. ) Scorpio is omitted, and we should be
glad to learn its corresponding Geomantic symbol. The methods for prac tising
Geomancy are so clearly stated, that anyone with a little care and diligence can
easily draw the symbols suggested by the Intuition, thus : the hand of the
operator :The figure consisting of the twelve houses may be con·
structed in any suitable form, either circular, or square ; or
simply by four rows of squares having three in each row, thus :
according to the fancy of the operator.
In the Appendix there are sixteen Questions which will
suggest a variety of subjects for enquiry to the ingenious
student, for which there are 2,048 Answers.
And to the ex
perienced and intuitioned geomantist these short answers will contain all the
information he seeks.
We trust, with the Author, that this work will call the attention of many
enquirers " to the existence of a higher power than that of the perishing
intellect."

.

NUCES ETY�IOLOGIC.tE.*'

� H E contact of Theosophy with the various sciences which form a part of
Ji Anthropology, is extensive ; and its relations with the philological sciences

has been brought to the front by tho,;e who have assailed the teaching
of the Higher science. Dr. Charnock, the old president of the Anthropological
Society, has given us a book replete with research, and illustrating his minute
knowledge of philological derivations. It is especially at this time that this
work will produce good fruit. The author's object is to " throw light on the
hidden things of darkness," and to show that the modern system of filial deriva
tion of words rests on the most insecure foundations, and appeals for acceptance
merely to the ignorance of its readers. For, those persons who have not had a
training in the subject of philology are very apt to accept any hypothesis which
fits in with the modern German theory of the filiation of languages, sometimes
Grimm, sometimes Schleicher, ofttimes something more imbecile than e ither.
Dr. Charnock has well shown to the modern word-spinners and derivation• By

RICHARD STEPHEN CIIARXOCK,

PH. 0. , F.S.A.
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mincers that, after all, a little acquaintance with the elementary portions of the
subject is a necessity for the student. The precept of the teacher to Monsieur
Jourdain, " Il fau/ commencer par l'ort/10graphe," is well illustrated by Dr.
Charnock. What is wanted for modern philologists is a deep and an intimate
study of roots. When people see that the primary words of all languages are few
in number, perhaps not more than so or 6o, they will cease to look for an
assumed Aryan ancestor for the origin of man, which leaves negroes and Aus
tralians out in the cold. The Secret Doctrine has given us plain hints on this
subject, and indicated that it would be much better for modern science· to
" unthread the rude eye of rebellion,
And welcome home again discarded faith,"
than to attempt to interpret the langu:1.ge of a hypothetical Aryan by the utter
ances of a blue-painted barbarian. To the modern superficial spirit in science,
to the dilettante, the Darwinite, or the dreamer, Dr. Charnock is a severe,
always laconic, sometimes scarcely polite, antagonist. He does not conceal his
face either with sufficient dignity or hypocrisy before the popular idols, and
thinks for himself. Such books as this will tend to render the mental soil of
our scientific men more fit for theosophical teachings. For they will see that in
their own armour are many crannies, and in their own eyes many beams, and
that before they disobey the precepts of Lanczycki, and give " rash judgments "
on the acts of their neighbour, they should make their own houses clean. Dr.
Charnock has done good service, but he indicates how much is left undone. He,
in front of the harlequin spectre of modern science, doubtless considers nil ac/um
reputans dum quid superesset agendum, but he must recognise that he has to do
a lot of sweeping before he can be said to have finished his philological work.

<torrespon�ence.
--

A CURIOUS NUMERICAL COMBINATION.
IN the 5 2nd number of " Engineering News," published in New York, December
29th, there is an article giving a number, that multiplied by any of the digits up
to number 6, gives a result expressed in the . figures of the original number.
This in itself was interesting, but I jlt once noticed that the ever wonderful
number 7 gave a curious effect when used as the multiplier. It led to investiga
tion, and I submit herewith the results, so far as I have had time to carry them.
It was the eccentricity of the number 7 that caught my attention. Know·
ing it to be pregnant with occult meaning, I send it to LuciFER.
The number 1 42857, when multiplied by any of the first six digits, gives a
product, in each case, expressed by the same figures, and in the same general
order, as the multiplicand.
1 4 2 85 7·
142857 X
X
2 - 285 7 1 4.
,
X
3 - 42857 I .
"
)(
4 - 5 7 1 42 8.
,
)(
5 - 7 142 85.
,
X
6 - 857 142·
,
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When multiplied by 7, a curious change occurs :
I42857 X 7 - 999999•
This multiplying can be continued probably indefinitely ; several changes,
however, occur.
142857 X 8 - Iji42 85j6.
Here it becomes necessary to add the end figure3 to get the missing number.
I4, as a multiple of 7, of course, shows a change.
I 42857 X I 4
I/99999/8.
End numbers 8 and I
missing 9·
This system of adding the end figures must be used until you use 24 as a
multiplier. It then becomes necessary to vary the mode of procedure, to
eliminate unnecessary numbers, and leave the original six.
I 42857 X 24 - 3/4285/6/8
3
=

J

I

4 2 85 7 I
Add the end figures
I I. One should be used as the missing I, the other,
added to the 6, gives the missing 7·
By analogy, it is not too much to suppose this can be continued indefinitely,
but to what profit remains to be seen.
It will be necessary, however, to vary the method of treatment, to eliminate
superfluous numbers, and get those necessary.
If a circle be divided by three diameters 6oo degrees apart, and the numbers
be placed in their original order at the ends of the diameters, the sum of each
pair will equal 9·
=

� 11
'\!5!
7

15

It would be interesting for a high exponent of " White Magic," and one
versed in the mystery of numbers, to give us his views upon this curious com
bination. It is with this object in view, and in the hope that it may prove
interesting to your readers, that I submit it for your inspection.
c. A. GRISCOM, JR.

" Whence come all the powers and prerogatives of rational beings ? From
the Soul of the U niverse. Amongst other faculties, they have this . .
For
as the universal nature overrules all mutinous accidents, brings them under the
laws of fate, and makes them part of itself, so it is in the power of man to make
something out of every hindrance, and turn it to his own advantage .
Let your soul work in harmony with the universal i ntelligence, as your breath
does with the air. This is very practicable, for the intelligent power lies as
open and pervious to your mind, as the air you breathe does to your lungs, if
you can but draw it." MARCUS AURELIUS. (Meditations.)
.

.
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OUR CYCLE AND THE NEXT.
" The world's great age begins anew,
The golden days return,
The earth doth like a snake renew
Her winter weeds outworn."

-SHELLE\'.
" My friend, the golden age hath passed
away,
Only the good have power to bring it

-GOETHE.
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its idolatrous lands during long ages. And thy modern Pecksniff, of
both sexes, is " so thoroughly impregnated with the spirit of falsehood
that he is moral even in drunkenness and canting even in shame and
.
discovery," in the words of the author of " Martin Chu zzlewit."
If true, how dreadful Fichte's statement ! It is terrible beyond
words. Shall we then expect at some future recurring cycle to rebecome
that which " we already have been," or tltat wlticlt we are 1row ? To
obtain a glance into the future cycle we have thus but to examine the
situation around us in the present day. What do we find ?
· Instead of truth and sincerity, we have propriety and cold, cultured
politeness ; in one plain word, dissembling. Falsification on every plane ;
falsification of moral food and the same falsification of eatable food.
Margarine butter for the soul, and margarine butter for the stomach ;
beauty and fresh colours without, and rottenness and corruption within.
Life-a long race-course, a feverish chase, whose goal is a tower of selfish
ambition, of pride, and vanity, of greed for money or honours, and in
which human passions are the horsemen, and our weaker brethren the
steeds. At this terrible steeplechase the prize-cup is purchased with the
hearts' blood and sufferings of countless fellow-creatures, and won at the
cost of spiritual self-degradation.
Who, in this century, would presume to say what he thinks ? It takes
a brave man, nowadays, to speak the truth fearlessly, and even that at
personal risk and cost. For the law forbids one saying the truth, except
under compulsion, in its courts and under threat of perjury. Have lies
told about you publicly and in print, and, unless you are wealthy,
you are powerless to shut your calumniator's mouth ; state facts, and
you become a defamer ; hold your tongue on some iniquity perpetrated
in your presence, and your friends will hold you as a participator therein
-a confederate. The expression of one's honest opinion has become
impossible in this, our cycle. The just lost bill repealing the " Blasphemy
Laws," is a good proof in point.
The Pall Mall Ga::ette had, in its issue of April 1 3th, some pertinent
lines on the subject ; its arguments, however, presenting but a one-sided
view, and having, therefore, to be accepted cum grano sali's. I t reminds
the reader that the true principle in the Blasphemy Laws " was long
ago laid down by Lord Macaulay," and adds :
" To express your own religious or irreligious opinions with. the utmost possible
freedom is one thing ; to put forward your views offensively, so as to outrage and pain
other people, is another thing.

You may wear what clothes you please, or no clothes

at all, in your own house, but if a man were to assert his right to walk down Regent
street clad solely in his shirt the public would have a right to object.

Suppose some

zealous man were to placard all the hoardings of London with " comic " pictures of
the Crucifixion, that surely ought to be an offence, even in the eyes of those who do
not believe the Crucifixion ever happened."

J ust so. Be religious or irreligious, in our age, as much as you like,
but do not be offensive, and dare not " outrage and pain other people."
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Docs other people mean here Christians only, no other persons being
considered ? Moreover, the margin thus left for the jury's opinion is
ominously wide, for who knows where the line of demarcation is to be
drawri ! To be entirely impartial and fair in their verdict in these par
ticular matters, the jury would have to be a mixed one and consist of
six Christians and six " infidels." Now we have been impressed in
youth that Themis was a blindfolded goddess only in antiquity and
among the heathen. Since then-Christianity and civilization having
opened her eyes-the allegory allows now of two versions. But we
try to believe the best of the two inferences, and thinking of law most
reverentially, we come to the following conclusion : in law, that which is
sauce for the goose must be sauce for the gander: Therefore, if adminis
tered on this principle, the " Blasphemy Laws," must prove most bene
ficent to all concerned, " without distinction of race, colour or religion,''
as we say in theosophy.
Now, if law is equitable, it must apply impartially to all.
Are we
then to understand that it forbids " to outrage and pain " anyone's feel
ings, or simply those of the Christians ?
If the former, then it must
include Theosophists, Spiritualists, the many millions of heathens whom
merciful fate has made Her Majesty's subjects, and even the Freethinkers,
and Materialists, some of whom are very thin-skinned. It cannot mean
the latter, i.e., limit the " law " to the God of the Christians alone ; nor
would we presume to suspect it of such a sinful bias. For " blasphemy "
is a word applying not only to God, Christ and the Holy Ghost, not
merely to the Virgin and Saints, but to every God or Goddess. This
term, with the same criminal sense attached to it, existed with the
Greeks, the Romans, and with the older Egyptians ages before our era.
" Thou shalt not revile the gods " (plural), stands out prominent in verse
of chapter xxii. of Exodus, when " God " speaks out from Mount Sinai.
So much admitted, what becomes of our friends, the missionaries ? If
enforced, the law does not promise them a very nice time of it. We
pity them, with the Blasphemy Laws suspended over their heads like a
sword of Damocles ; for, of all the foul-mouthed blaspleemers against God
and the Gods of other nations they are the foremost. \Vhy should they
be allowed to break the law against Vishnu, Durga, or any fetish ;
against Buddha, Mahomet, or even a spook, in whom a spiritualist sin
cerely recognizes his dead mother, any more than an " infidel '' against
J ehovah ? In the eyes of Law, Hanuman, the monkey-god, has to be
protected as much as any of the trinitarian god-heads : otherwise law
would be more blindfolded than ever. Moreover, besides his sacredness
in the eyes of the teeming millions of India, Hanuman is no less dear
to the sensitive hearts of Darwinists ; and blasphemy against our first
cousin, the tailless baboon, is certain to " hurt the feelings " of Messrs.
Allen Grant and Aveling, as much as those of many H indu theoso
phists. We grant that he who makes " comic pictures of the crucifixion,'•
commits an offence against the law. But so does he who ridicules
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Krishna, and misunderstanding the allegory of his Gopi (shepherd
esses) � peaks foully of him before H indus.
And how about the pro
fane and vulgar jokes uttered from the pulpit by some ministers of the
gospels themselves-not about Krishna, but Christ himsel f ?
And here steps i n the comical discrepancy between theory and prac
tice, between the dead and living letter of the law. We know of several
most offensively " comic " preachers, but have hitherto found, " infidels ·�
and atheists alone sternly reproving for it those sinning Christian minis
ters, whether in England or America.
The world upside down !
Profane blasphemy charged upon gospel
preachers, the orthodox press keeping silent about it, and an Agnostic
alone raising his voice against such clownish proceedings. It is certain
that we find more truth in one paragraph of " Saladin's " • writings than
in half the daily papers of the united kingdom ; more of reverential and
true feeling, to whatsoever applied, and more of fine sense for the fitness
of thit1gs in the little finger of that " infidel," than in all the burly, bois
terous figure of the Reverend-irreverend Mr. Spurgeon.
One is an
" agnostic "-a " scoffer at the Bible " he is called ; the other a famous
Christian preacher. But Karma having nought to do do with the dead
letter of human laws, of civilization or progress, provides on our spin
ning ball of mud an antidote for every evil, hence a truth-worshipping
infidel, for every money-making preacher who desecrates his gods.
America has its Talmage, described very properly by the New York
" Sun " t as a " gibbering charlatan," and its Colonel Robert Ingersoll.
In England, Talmage's imitators find a stern Nemesis in " Saladin." The
Yankee preacher was more than once severely taken to task by infidel
papers for leading his flock to heaven not in a reverential spirit, but
trying to shorten the long and tedious journey with sundry Biblical
anecdotes.
Who in New York has forgotten the farce-pantomime per
formed by Talmage on April 1 5 , 1 877 ?
We remember it well.
His
subject was the " trio of Bethany," when each of the three drama/is
persome was " mimicked to perfection," as declared by the congregation.
Jesus was shown by the reverend harlequin, " making a morning call " on
Mary and Martha, throwing himself " on an ottoma11,'' then taking up
the time of Mary " the lover of ethics," who sat at his feet, and finding
himself " blown up for this " (sic) by Martha, " left to serve alone." Colonel
Sandys said the other day in the House of Commons in his speech on
Mr. Bradlaugh's Blasphemy Bill which he opposed, that " while we
punished those who killed the body, the object of the bill was to allow
those who would murder the souls of men to do so with impunity."
Doe� he think that making fun of sacred beliefs by a Christian
* The line poet and witty editor of the late s�rular R�I/Uw, now the "AgnoJiic /o111 no/." The works
of Mr. W. Stewart Ross ( " Saladin") �.g. , " Woman , her glory, her shame, and her god , " ' ' Miscel
laneous Pamphlets," " God and his Boo k ," etc. , etc. , will become in the XXth century the most
powerful as the most complete vindication of every man and woman called infi<ld in the
X IXth.
t
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preacher fill the souls of his listeners with reverence, and murders it only
when that fun comes from an infidel ?
The same pious " commoner "
reminded the House that : " Under the law of Moses those who com
mitted blasphemy were to be taken out of the camp and stoned to death."
We have not the slightest objection to Protestant fanatics of the
Mosaic persuasion, taking the Talmages and Spurgeons, and stoning
them to death. We will not even stop to enquire of such a modern
Saul, why blame in such a case the Pharisees for acting on that same
Mosaic law and crucifying his Christ, or " certain of the Synagogue of
the Libertines " for stoning Stephen ? But we will simply state this :
If justice, like charity, does not stop " at home," such unfairness as Free
thinkers, Agnostics, Theosophists, and other i11jide/s receive generally at
the hands of law, will be a subject of the scorn for future history.
For history repeats itself.
Spurgeon having poked fun at Paul's
miracles, we recommend every fair-minded person to procure the
Agnostic Journal of April 1 3, and read Saladin's article " At Random,"
devoted to that favourite preacher. If they would find out the reason
why, day by day, religious feeling is dying out in this country, murdered
as it is in Christian souls, let them read it.
Reverence is replaced by
emotionalism. The Salvationists glorifying Christ on the " light fantastic
toe," and Spurgeon's " tabernacle " is all that remains in this Christian
land of the Sermon on the Mount. Crucifixion and Calvary are solely
represented by that weird combination of hell-fire and " Punch and Judy
show," which is pre-eminently Mr. Spurgeon's religion. Who, then, will
find these lines by " Saladin " too strong ?
.

.

•
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Edward Irving was a severe mystic and volcanic Elijah ; Charles Spurgeon
is a grinning and exoteric Grimaldi.
Newly returned from Mentone and gout, he
presided over the annual meeting of the Metropolitan Tabernacle Church Auxiliary,
held in the Tabernacle.
At the commencement of the proceedings he remarked to
those about to pray : " Now, it is a cold night, and, if anybody prays very long, some·
(Laughter.)
I remember that Paul preached a long
body will be fro�en to death.
sermon once, and a young man tumbled out of a window and killed himself. If any·
body gets frozen to · night, I am not like Paul, and cannot restore him, so please don't
render a miracle necessary, as I cannot perform it. (Laughter.)"
Such a jester as this, if he had been alive and in Palestine, contemporary with the
" blessed Lord," out of whom he makes such a profit, would have poked the said
" blessed Lord " jocularly in the ribs with a " Well, and how are you, old boy from
Nazareth ? " There would have been Judas, called Iscariot, who carried the bag, and
Charles, called Spurgeon, who wore the cap and bells.
I make light of the Galilean fables, because to me they are simply fables ; but to
Mr. Spurgeon they are " the very word of very God," and it is not for him to make
I venture to
Jight of them, even to please the holy mediocrities of the Tabernacle.
recommend to Mr. Spurgeon's devout attention a sentiment to be found in Cicero's De
Legibus, and which runs thus : De sacns au/em haec sit una sen/entia, ut conserventur.
As Mr. Spurgeon has all his life been so prayerfully absorbed that he has had no time
for study and knows no language save a voluble gush of washerwoman English, I may
tell him and his that the words mean, iJul let us all concur in this one sentiment, tltal
J!Jings sacred be inviolalt.-( Agn. Journal, April I J.)
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Amen, we utter, from the bottom of our soul, to this noble advice.
" But his pen is dipped in sacrilegious gall ! " we heard a clergyman say
to us the other day, speaking of " Saladin." " Aye," we answered.
" But his is a diamond pen, and the gall of his irony is clear as crystal,
free as it is from any other desire than to deal justly and speak the
truth." In view of the " blasphemy law " remaining on hand, and the
equitable law of this country which makes a libel more libellous in
proportion to the truth it contains, and especially with an eye to the
pecuniary ruin which it entails upon at least one of the parties, there is
more heroism and fearless self-abnegation in speaking the truth pro bollo
publico, than in pandering to public hobbies. With the exception, perhaps.
of the brave and outspoken editor of the Pall Mall Ga::ette there is no
writer in England whom we respect more for such noble-minded fearless
ness, and none whose fine wit we admire more than " Saladin's."
But the world, in our day, judges everything on appearance. Motives
are held as of no account, and the materialistic tendency is foremost in
condemning a priori that which clashes with skin-deep propriety and en
crusted notions. 1'\ations, men, and ideas all are judged according to our
preconceptions, and the lethal emanations of modern civilization kill all
goodness and truth. As observed by St. Georges, the savage races are
fast disappearing, " killed by the mere contact of civilized man." No
doubt, it must be a consolation to the Hindu and even the Zulu, to
think that all their surviving brethren will die (thanks to the missionary
effort) linguists and scholars, if not Christians. A theosophist, a
colonist born in Africa, was telling us the other day that a Zulu had
offered himself to him as " a boy." This Caffre was a graduate of a
college, a Latin, Greek, Hebrew and English scholar. Found unable with
all these achievements to cook a dinner or clean boots, the gentleman
had to send him away-probably to stan.,e. All this has inflated the
European with pride. But, as says again the above-quoted writer.
" he forgets that Africa is fast becoming Mussulman, and that Islam, a
kind of granite block which in its powerful cohesion defies the force
of the waves and winds, is refractory to European ideas, which, so far.
have never seriously affected it." Europe may yet awaken one day to
find itself Mussulman, if not in " durance vile " to the " heathen Chinee."
But when the " inferior races " have all died out, who, or what shall
replace them in the cycle that is to mirror our own ?
There are those, also, who with a superficial eye to ancient as also
to modern history, slight and disparage everything ever achieved in
antiquity. We remember reading about heathen priesthoods ; who
" built proud towers," instead of " emancipating degraded savages." The
Magi of Babylon were contrasted with the " poor Patagonians " and
other Christian missions, the former coming out second best in every
such comparison. · To this it may be answered that if the ancients
built " proud towers " so do the moderns ; witness, the present Parisian
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craze, the Eiffel Tower. How many human lives the ancient towers
cost, no one can tell, but the Eiffel, unfinished as it is, has cost in the
first year of its existence over one hundred workmen killed. Between
the latter and the B'abylonian Tower, the palm of superiority in usefulness belongs by rights to the ziggurat, the Planet Tower of Nebo's
Temple of Borsippa. Between a " proud tower " built to the national
God of Wisdom, and another " proud tower " constructed to attract the
children of folly-unless it is urged that even modern folly is superior
to ancient wisdom-there is room for a diversity of opinions. Further
more, it is to Chaldean astrolatry that modern astrognosy owes its
progress, and it is the astronomical calculation3 of the Magi that became
the ground-work of our present mathematical astronomy and have
guided discoverers in their researches. As to missions, whether to
Patagonia or Anam, Africa or Asia, it is still an open question with
the u nprejudiced, whether they are a benefit or an evil which Europe
confers on the " degraded savages." We seriously doubt whether the
" benighted " heathen would not profit more by being left severely alone
than by being made (in addition to treason to their earlier beliefs) ac
quainted with the blessings of rum, whiskey and the various ensuing
diseases which generally appear in the trail of European missionaries.
Every sophistry notwithstanding, a moderately honest heathen is nearer
the K ingdom of H eaven than a lying, thieving, rascally Christian convert. And-since he is assured that his robes (z:e., crimes) are washed in
the blood of Jesus, and is told of God's greater joy " over one sinner
that repenteth " than over 99 sinless saints-neither he, nor we, can see
why the convert should not profit by the opportunity.
" Who," asks E. Young, " gave in antiquity twenty millions, not at
the bidding of an imperious monarch or a tyrannical priesthood, but at
the spontaneous call of the national conscience and by the immediate
instrumentality of the national will ? " the writer adding, that in this
" money grant " there is " a moral grandeur that sinks the Pyramids into
littleness." 0, the pride and the conceit of this our age !
We do not know. Had each of the subscribers to this " money
grant " given his " widow's two mites," they might claim col
lectively to have cast " more than all," more than any other nation,
and await their reward. England being, however, the wealthiest nation
in the world, the intrinsic merits of the case seem slightly altered.
Twenty millions in a lump represent indeed a mighty engine for good.
But such a " money grant " could only gain in Karma, were it to pander
less to national pride, and were the nation not to feel itself so exalted
for it, in the four quarters of the globe, by hundred-voiced fame
trumpeted by public organs. Tnte charity opens her purse-strings with
an invisible hand, and :
" Finishing its act, exists no more . . . ."

It shuns Fame, and is never ostentatious.

.

Besides which, every-
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thing is relative. One million in specie, 3 ,000 years ago, represented
ten-fold more than twenty mi!lions to -day. Twenty millions are a
Niagara inundating with Titanic force some popular want, and creating.
for the time being, as great a commotion. But, while helping for a
certain lapse of time tens of thousands of hungry wretches, even such
an enormous sum leaves ten times as many unfortunate, starving
wretches still unrelieved.
To such munificent bounties we prefer countries where there are no
needy people at all, e.g. those small communities, the remnants of once
mighty races, which allow no beggars among their co-religionists
we mean the Parsis. U nder the Indian and Buddhist Kings, like
Chandragupta and Asoka, people did not wait, as they do now, for a
national calamity, to throw the surplus of their overflowing wealth at
the head of a portion of the starving and the homeless, but worked
steadily on, century after century, building rest-houses, digging wells
and planting fruit-trees along the roads, wherein the weary pilgrim and
the penniless traveller could always find rest and shelter, be fed and
receh1e hospitality at the national expense. A little clear stream of cold,
healthy water which runs steadily, and is ever ready to refresh parched
lips, is more beneficent than the sudden torrent that breaks the dam of
national indifference, now and then, by fits and starts.
Thus, if we have to become in the future cycle that wlticlt we already
have bem, let this be as in the days of Asoka, not as it is now. But we
are reproached with forgetting " Cltristiatr heroism." \Vhere will you
find, we are asked, a parallel to the heroism of the early martyrs and
that displayed in our day ? We are sorry to contradict this boast like
many others. If casual instances of heroism in our century are undeni
able, who, on the other hand, dreads death more, as a general rule, than
the Christian ? The idolater, the Hindu and the Buddhist, in short
every Asiatic or African, dies with an indifference and serenity unknown
to our \Vestern man. As for " Clzristian lzeroism," whether we mean
media:val or modern heroes or heroines, a St. Louis, or a General Gordon,
a Joan of Arc, or a Nightingale, there is no need of the adjective to
emphasize the substantive. The Christiar. martyrs were preceded by
the idolatrous and even godless Spartans of many virtues, the brave
sisters of the Red Cross by the matrons of Rome and Greece. To this
day, the daily self-tortures submitted to by the Indian Yogi and the
Mussulman Fakir, tortures often lasting through years, throw entirely
into the shadow the unavoidable heroism of the Christian martyr,
ancient or modern. He who would learn the full meaning of the word
" heroism " must read the " Annals of Raj istan " by Colonel Tod . . . . .
" Render unto Ca:sar the things which are Cresar's, and to God the
things that are God's," is a golden rule, but like so many others from
the same source, Christians are the first to break it.
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Pride and conceit are the two hideous cancers devouring the heart of
civilized nations, and selfishness is the sword handled by evanescent
personality to sever the golden thread that links it to immortal INDIVI
DUALITY. Old Juvenal must have been a prophet. It is our century
that he addresses when saying :
" \Ve own thy merits ; but we blame beside
Thy mind elate with insolence and pride ! "

Pride is the first enemy to itself. Unwilling to hear any one praised
in its presence, it falls foul of every rival and does not always come
out victorious. " I am the ONE, and God's elect," says the proud nation.
" I am tlze invincible and the foremost ; tremble all ye around me ! "
Behold, there comes a day when we see it crouching in the dust, bleed
ing and mangled. " I am the ONE," croaks the private crow in peacock's
feathers. " I am tlze ONE-painter, artist, writer, or what not par
ucellmce. . . . On whomsoever I shed my light, he is singled out by
the nations ; on whomsoever I turn my back, he is doomed to contempt
and oblivion."
Vain conceit and glorification. In the law of Karma as in the truths
we find in the gospels, he who is the first will be the last-hereafter.
There are those writers whose thoughts, however distasteful to the
bigoted majority, will survive many generations ; others which, however
brilliant and original, will be rejected in the future cycles. Moreover,
as the cowl docs not make the monk, so the external excellence of a
thing does not guarantee the moral beauty of its workman, whether in
art or literature. Some of the most eminent poets, philosophers and
authors were historically immoral. Rousseau's ethics did not prevent his
nature being far from perfect. Edgar Poe is said to have written his
best poems in a state verging on delirium tremms. George Sand, her
magnificent psychological insight, the high moral character of her
heroines, and her elevated ideas notwithstanding, could have never
claimed the .Monthyoll prize for virtue. Talent, moreover, and especially
genius, are no development of any one's present life, of which one ought
to feel personally proud, but the fruition of a previous existence, and
its illusions are dangerous. " Maya," say the Orientals, " spreads its
thickest and most deceitful veils over the most lovely spots and objects
in nature." The most beautiful serpents arc the most venomous. The
Upas tree, whose deadly atmosphere kills every living thing that ap
proaches it, is-the Queen of Beauty in the African forests.
Shall we expect the same in the " coming cycle " ? Arc we doomed
to the same evils then that befall us now ?
-

�evertheless, and though Fichte's speculation will have proved correct
and Shelley's " Golden Age " will have dawned upon mankind, still
Karma will have its usual way. For we shall have become " the
ancients " in our turn, for those who will come long after us. The men
of that period will also believe themselves the only perfect beings and
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show scorn to the " Eiffel " as we show scorn to the Babel-tower.
Slaves to the routi11e-the established opinions of the day ; what they
of the next cycle will say and do, will alone be well said and done.
" Wolf ! wolf ! " will be the cry raised against those who, as we
defend the ancients now, will attempt to say a good word for us. And
forthwith the finger of scorn and every weapon available will be directed
at him who falls off from the beaten track, and at the " blasphemers "
who may dare to call by their right names the gods of that cycle, and
presume to defend their own ideals. What biographies shall be written
of the famous infidels of to-day, one can foresee in reading those of some
of England's best poets ; e.g., the posthumous opinions passed on Percy
Bysshe Shelley.
Yea, he is now accused of what he would have otherwise been praised
for, because, forsooth, he wrote in his boyhood " A Defence of Atheism "!
Ergo, his imagination is said to have carried him " beyond the bounds
of reality," and his metaphysics are said to be " without a solid founda
tion of reason." This amounts to saying that his critics alone know all
about the landmarks placed by nature between the real and the unreal.
This kind of orthodox trigonometrical surveyors of the absolute, who
claim to be the only specialists chosen by their God for the setting of
boundaries and who are ever ready to sit in judgment over independent
metaphysicians, are a feature of our century. In Shelley's case, the meta
physics of the young author of " Queen Mab," described in popular
encyclopedias as a " violent and blasphemous attack on Christianity and
the Bible," must, of course, have appeared to his infallible judges without
" a solid foundation in reason.'' For them, that " foundation " is in the
motto of Tertullian, " Credo quia absurdum est."
Poor, great young Shelley ! He who laboured so zealously for
several years of his too short life in relieving the poor and consoling the
distressed, and who, according to Med\vin, would have given his last
sixpence to a stranger in want, he is called an Atlzeist for refusing to
accept the Bible literally ! We find, perhaps, a reason for this
" Atheism " in the Conversations Lexico11, in which Shelley's immortal
name is followed by that of Shem, " the eldest son of Noah . . . said
in Scripture to have died at the age of 6oo years.'' The writer of this
encyclopedic information (quoted by us verbatim) had just indulged in
saying that " the censure of extreme presumption can hardly be with
held from a writer who, in his youth, rejects all establislzed opinions,"
such as Biblical chronology we suppose. But the same writer passes
without a word of comment and in prudent, if not reverential, silencep
the cyclic years of Shem, as indeed he may !
Such is our century, so noisily, but happily for all preparing for its
final leap into eternity. Of all past centuries, it is the most smilingly
cruel, wicked, immoral, boastful and incongruous. It is the hybrid and
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unnatural production, the monstrous child of its parents-an honest
mother called " medi<eval superstition " and a dishonest, humbugging
father, a profligate impostor, universally known as " modern civilization.••
This unpaired, odd team which now drags the car of progress through the
triumphal arches of our civilization, suggests strange thoughts. Our
Oriental turn of mind makes us think, as we gaze at this orthodox piety
harnessed together with cool sneering materialism, of a fitting symbol
for our century. \Ve choose it in the colonial productions of European
ethics (alas, living productions !) known as the half-castes. We fancy a
coffee-coloured, oily face, looking insolently at the world throu gh an
eye-glass. A flat •and woolly head, surmounted by a tall hat, enthroned
on a pedestal of white-starched collar, shirt, and fashionable satin cravat.
Leaning on the arm of this hybrid production, the flat swarthy visage of
a mongrel beauty shines under a Parisian bonnet-a pyramid of gauze,
gay ribands and plumes
Indeed, this combination of Asiatic flesh and European array, is no
more ludicrous than the bird's-eye view of the moral and intellectual
amalgamation of ideas and views as now accepted.
Mr. Huxley and
the " \Voman clothed with the Sun " ; the Royal Society and the new
prophet of Brighton, who lays letters " before the Lord '' and has
messages for us in reply " from Jehovah of Hosts " ; who signs himself.
unblushingly, " King Solomon " on letters stamped with the heading,
" Sanctuary of Jehovah " (sic), and calls the " Mother "-(the said Sola1'
" woman ) " that accursed thing " and an abomination.
Yet their teachings are all authoritative and orthodox.
J ust
fancy Mr. Allen Grant trying to persuade General Booth that " life
owes its origin to the chemically-separative action of ethereal undula
tions on the cooled surface of the earth, especially carbonic anhydride
and water " ; and " le brav' general " of England, arguing that this can
not be so, since this " cooled surface " was only called into being 4004
B.C. ; thence, that his (Allen Grant's) " existing diversity of organic
forms " was not in the least due, as his new book would make the un
wary believe, " to the minute interaction of dynamical laws," but to the
dust of the ground, from which " the Lord-God formed the beast of the
field " and " every fowl of the air."
These two are the representatives of the goats and the sheep on the
Day of J udgment, the Alpha and the Omega of orthodox and correct
society in our century.
The unfortunates squeezed on the neutral line
between these two are steadily kicked and butted by both. Emotionalism
and co11ceit-one, a nervous disease, the other that feeling which prompts
us to swim with the current if we would not pass for retrograde fogeys
or infidels-are the powerful weapons in the hands of our pious modem
" sheep " and our learned " goats." How many swell the respective ranks
merely owing to one or the other of these feelings, is known to their
Karma alone.
.
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Those who are not to be moved by either hysterical emotion or a holy
fear of the multitudes and propriety ; those, whom the voice of their con
science-" that still small voice " which, when heard, deafens the mighty
roar of the Niagara Falls itself and will not permit them to lie to their own
souls-remain outside. For these there is no hope in this departing
age, and they may as well give up all expectation.
They are bom out
of due time. Such is the terrible picture presented br our present cycle,
now nearing its close, to those from whose eyes the scales of prejudice,
preconception and partiality have fallen, and who see the truth that lies
behind the deceptive appearances of our Western " civilisation."
But
what has the new cycle in store for humanity ? Will it be merely a con
tinuation of the present, only in darker and more terrible colours ? Or
shall a new day dawn for mankind, a day of pure sunlight, of truth, of
charity, of true happiness for all ? The answer depends mainly on the
few Theosophists who, true to their colours through good repute and ill,
still fight the battle of Truth against the powers of Darkness.
An infidel paper contains some optimistic words, the last prophecy by
Victor Hugo, who is alleged to have said this :
" For four hundred years the human race has not made a step but what has left its
plain vestige behind. We enter now upon great centuries. The sixteenth century will
be known as the age of painters, the seventeenth will be termed the age of writers,
the eighteenth the age of philosophers, the nineteenth the age of apostles and prophets.
To satisfy the nineteenth century it is necessary to be the painter of the sixteenth,
the writer of the seventeenth, the philosopher of the eighteenth, and it is also neces
sary, like Louis Blanc, to have the innate and holy love of humanity which constitutes
an apostolate, and opens up a prophetic vista into the future. In the twentieth, war
will be dead, the scaffold will be dead, animosity will be dead, royalty will be dead, and
dogmas will be dead, but man will live. For all there will be but one country-that
country the whole earth ; for all, there will be but one hope-that hope the whole
heaven.
" All hail, then, to that noble twentieth century which shall own our children, and
which our children shall inherit ! "

If Theosophy prevailing in the struggle, its all-embracing philosophy
strikes deep root into the minds and hearts of men, if its doctrines of
Reincarnation and Karma, in other words, of Hope and Responsibility,
find a home in the lives of the new generations, then, indeed, will dawn
the day of joy and gladness for all who now suffer and are outcast. For
real Theosophy IS A LTRUIS M, and we cannot repeat it too often. It is
brotherly love, mutual help, unswerving devotion to Truth. If once
men do but realise that in these alone can true happiness be found, and
never in wealth, possessions, or any selfish gratification, then the dark
douds will roll away, and a new humanity will be born upon earth.
Then, the GOLDEN AGE will be there, indeed.
But if not, then the storm will burst, and our boasted western civiliza
tion and enlightenment will sink in such a sea of horror that its parallel
H istory has never yet recorded.

ETHEREA L PRESSURE.

ETHEREAL PRESSURE

I

N considerations which are connected with the fundamental pro
blems of life, it is necessary to possess some clear idea of what is
meant by a First Cause. If we admit that there is a " something,"
a Primitive Substance, from which every form of life is derived we shall not
be explaining much by saying that Nature lies at the back of existence.
Man reasons on what he perceives and conceives, and, roughly speaking.
works along two distinct lines, the subjective and the objective. Reason
places perceptions and conceptions in a position of objectivity though
these become subjective in reference to the Will of a material-minded
man. Nature in a like manner is a First Cause and at the same time is
the positive U niverse which can be seen and comprehended by the spiri
tual and by the material eye. This contradiction is the result of the dual
relation which it possesses. On the one hand the ratio of Nature to
the Absolute and on the other its ratio to the Finite. In itself it is a
definite "idea and as such belongs to the plane of positive life. As a
First Cause it contains every subsequent manifestation as latent power.
It represents the unity of the U niverse as an existing fact, that which
does actually exist becomes finite to the extent of its existence.
That which is finite is limited by its definiteness. Limits are the charac
teristics of form. Therefore the First Cause exists as a form of the unity
of the Universe. I n studying its subsequent developments we are
concerned with finite forms of life, or the many potentialities which lay
latent in it in the beginning of time. These sequences of formal life
explain to us more or less of the nature of this comprehensive U nity and
therefore, since formal life becomes its own exponent, it is called Nature.
The terms we use are generally of a concrete character and applied
to that which appeals to the senses ; but it must be borne in mind that
we are dealing with ultimate conceptions where immateriality is so
great as to be entirely super-sensuous. And yet what is true on the
plane of mental abstraction is also true for the physical plane,
because we are only dealing with universals.
The definition of a First Cause may be stated thus : A unity of
activity existing in a definite and comprehensive form. Nature, both as a
subsequent physical development or as an ideal " something," represent
ing the primitive substance, is characterised by form ; in both cases, if we
take this away, it ceases to exist. But we have still to solve the question
as to the formation of Form. Since, in its primitive and universal sense it
embraces all, it must consist of all, and, being the first existence.
nothing prior to it could have existed. But as, at the same time, it must
be made of something, and as this requires a process of formation, it
must have been, in the beginning, Formless. In other words there sub
sisted the formless one, as the Sankya philosophy calls it, on the
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negative plane which becomes formal on the positive plane. The former
lies behind Life and is its source or reason of existence.
The passing from formless rest to formal activity implies change ; and
this means the development of energy in the former to become the latter.
Thus Nature becomes " energy imprisoned in a form," whilst that
which was first and its opposite in character, may be conceived of as
" boundless energy in a state of latent power."
In thus attempting to describe the unthinkable we do not mean to
limit it by this one meaning, but merely to bring an unknown quantity
into terms which may be equated out on lower planes into comprehen
sible realities. For the positive plane manifests the nature of the
negative one and clearly asserts the subsistence of latent power. The
Absolute in activity is a simple imperative which, according to Kant,
means Law. Therefore the nature of the Formless One is Law, and its
form is that of its first law. Since its manifestation is due to the
activity of an equal opposition, namely that of the Form to the Formless
or the effect to its potential, the former exists because it manifests the
non-existence of the latter, and their equal opposition shows us the law
of Equilibrium embodied in the form of its activity. This, then, is the
fundamental law of Nature and it expresses the innate character of the
subsistence, or negative plane, or Nirvana.
We conclude that energy in balanced repose and subsistence are the
same thing ; and that this constitutes the negative plane from which has
come the positive Universe, and we further infer that the activity
thus manifested is due to a disruption of a subsisting state of equili
brium. This change of condition has resulted in producing a law
whose form depends on the existence of two poles or centres in equal
opposition to one another, of which the one is positive life and the other
is the possibility of life.
Between these two extremes lies Change, a chain of causes and
effects stretching from one to the other. The Thrill of life passing
through this chain from the - to the + pole is the activity of evolutior
ourneying from its subsisting source towards its equivalent as existing
perfection. Partly, the chain is hidden in latent power ; and then again it
flashes out into positive life. When all is positive and there are no
longer the apparent separations existing between forms or lapses of
latent energy, the chain of Change will be completed and the Unity of
Life will represent and balance its Essence. The impulse to a change
which thus manifests Wisdom must be a Reason, and hence we say that
the balance of the Infinite was disturbed by a Reason, and, as this results
in a First Cause, this Reason must be a Reason of Reasons which, because
of its infinity, is comprehensible only by an infinite consciousness. Thus
to recapitulate : our First Cause becomes a form produced by activity in
that which lies in a state of subsistence, all-pervading and boundless.
The change is due to the disruption of a perfect Equilibrium in obedience
to the impulse of a supreme Reason.

j
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The inference to be obtained from this definition is obvious. Evolu
tion is the process of change and a complete cycle will be the progress
of the wave of power thus set in motion from pole to pole ; while the
amount of its energy will represent the requisite quantity necessary to
re-adjust the balance which has been distroyed. Each step and sub
division is marked by the formation of minor balances, whose partial
perfections are immediately distroyed by the incomplete ratios these
bear to the whole. When the details of natural and positive life shall
have settled into such accord with one another as to work with perfect
harmony, Subsistence will again overtake the Universe.
But this subsequent condition of rest must differ from the first ; for
then the ever present activity of opposites holds life in suspended
animation, and the slightest addition of force to any detail of the com
plicated whole will set every component falling through an equivalent
number of movements. Quiescence is here the result of sustained effort ;
whereas the negative plane of pre-natal Infinity is distinguished by
effortless union. Thus natural equality is distinctive of subsistence and
artificial equality of existence.
This also marks the difference between a state of perfect harmony
and that of perfect rest, in which the first is due to a perfection on the
positive plane and is a result of evolution ; whereas the latter is pre
existent and does not recognise the existence of anything conceivable
to a finite mind.
The First Form manifests the unmanifest. This gives the latter a
reality which, though reflected, is real to the extent of the formal mani
festation reflecting itself from the positive plane. So that the law of
equilibrium actually embodies the existence of two opposites ; one of
which becomes positively subsistent through its contrast with the former.
If the positive sign represents the limits which distinguish a Form, then
the negative must represent that which opposes its finalities. And
since the existence of the one is due to this contrast of two, and since
of these two one is active positively, then the other must be active
negatively and we have the limits of finite life defined by the negative
plane, which thus becomes the medium in which. the Form is con
tained. This medium, in thus opposing its energy, exerts a Pressure
on the shape equal and opposite to the manifested activity of the
latter as a form.
In this way the negative subsisting energy of wisdom becomes an
ethereal essence pervading space and, by opposing itself to formal life,
confining it to the plane of positive existence. Nature, through its
grossness, has degraded Wisdom into a Thing, a counterpart of itself or
blind force ; and the Ethereal Energy condensed by the reflected power
of positive opposition assumes the shape of an illusive law, the law of
necessity, and becomes the shadow of Life. We say " illusive " because it
is active between the poles of a perfect balance, and works only to
bring to rest the power of the wave of vitality passing from one to the
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other. On accomplishing this it falls into nothing, being lost in the
perfect Truth manifested by the first law, that of Equilibrium. Within
a given polarity, this law of necessity confines the existence of the
positive plane to definite dimensions ; for it is another term for the ever
present and uniform Pressure of Space which, by its constant action,
renders obedience to the law of motion imperative. If the First Cause
finds itself subject to an infinite pressure, because the one equals the
other, the effect is lost in the Cause. But this is not so with its finite
sub-divisions. Each one, from the greatest planet to the minutest atom,
is a ratio between the unit power exercised by this enclosing Ether and
its own finality. l\s the world rolls in the heavens it is pervaded by this
ethereal pressure which is the Essence of the First Form. To it the
earth is objective. As the world's energy consolidates into material
atoms these also become, each individually, subjected to it. As a sum
of energy, they make a total which represents the Earth, and which,
together with the added energy of that portion of the Solar System
which affects it, balances the Ethereal Pressure, as is proved by its
existence as a form in Space. As formal atoms, molecules and Things,
they represent sub-balances between themselves, taken individually, the
Earth's Energy as a whole, and the unit, Pressure. Let the thrill of
life disturb one of these tiny sub-balances, in the shape of a ray of light,
and the equilibrium of the whole world · is destroyed. The inner being
of the globe falls together into a fresh disposition of its component parts
under the guidance of Pressure acting as the law of Necessity, and re
forms itself into a fresh equation. This current of motion running
through the Earth affects other Worlds, because it disturbs the placidity
of the universal medium in which all float ; this disturbance must cause
corresponding changes in other planets. The precise laws which, by
their inter-action, are disturbers of balanced power or givers of unin
telligent life, cannot be considered here for want of space ; but if the
Earth is correctly represented as an aggregate of a certain definite
number of great and little balances, definite in quantity to an infinite
mind, though infinite to our finite comprehension, then the constant
fall of beams of light upon our globe is a cause of continuous change,
and Nature lives. As the aggregate of forms taken singly are unequal
to the strain of the Ethereal Medium, change is continuous and ubiquitous,
and a balance formed in one place destroys, or is the outcome of the
destruction, of that made in another. In this conception of Life's move
ments we do not enter into the question of consciousness which developes
out of them, but deal simply with Nature as a blind activity which,
guided by laws which may be classed as Laws of Potential, shows to
our perceptions the correlation of forces and their Evolution towards an
eventual condition of existence, where perfect harmony of details opposes
its united energy as a Unit equal and opposite to the subsisting ethereal
Essence of Life and announces the advent of a Pralaya.
J. WILLIAMS.

H UMA NIT Y TO GOD.

H U MANITY TO GOD.
(THE DOPPELGANGER.)

OH Love ! thou wilt not leave me now, even now,
When the red dawn falls on my weary brow,
And sweet the young light smiles down to the sea
In dreams the demon sm-:t! me, and I wrought
The deed I would not, from an innocent thought
Yet 'twas mine other self, Love, scorned of me !
Oh curse ofdouble-being I Is there none
Whose thought weds deed, beneath the waiting sun ?
Must all alike for pardon breathe one plea ?
Tho' I have slain my brother, and have fed
My pampered lips on starving children's bread,
Yet 'twas mine other self, Love, scorned of me !
Tho' I have heaped up treasure o'er and o'er,
Have reft my plenty from his frugal store,
And given stones for bread, craved piteously :
And dwelt 'mid palaces, in raiment fair,
While shivering died he, in the freezing air :
Yet 'was mine other self, Love, scorned of me !
Tho' while in light I revelled, still I strove
To keep his soul in darkness, and I throve
On labor of bound hands thou hadst made free
Tho' mid the durance of the slow sad years
I wrought my wine from out thy people's tears
Yet 'twas mine other self, Love, scorned of me !
Behold the dream has vanished, and I stand
Awake at last in the bright morning land
And he, the slayer, nowise can I see !
But lo ! my prisoned brother, strong, and glad,
And fairer for the myriad woes he had
From that false shadow, that was scorned of me !
Oh, Love, thou wilt not leave me, yet I hear
Amid the joy, a shivering sigh of fear ;
" God is a phantom I
Yea, no gods there be !
" We dreamed while we were tortured, and we feigned
" (To spite despair) a god o'er all things reigned" 'Twas but a vision, now clear-eyed we see I "
•

•

•

Yet, Love, thou shalt not leave me, for I know
The bliss priests vaunted, can be found below.
Earth reaches heaven, when our souls reach thee !
Humanity hath conquered, and to all
All men are Christs, pure, holy, typical
Of that great power, we call Deity I
EVELYN PYNE.
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THE RIVER O F KNOWLEDGE.•
"And Ezra, the priest, stood up and
said unto them, Ye have taken strange
wives to increase the trespass of Israel."
Ezra, 1oth ch., 1oth verse.

T

H E waters of knowledge flow freely in our land ; there is no lack
or cessation of their supply, for from the throne of God Himself
this stream emanates, and the walls of Jerusalem are girded there
with as by an outer ring.
Ever bright and pleasant are the waters of knowledge as they pass by
the Golden Gates, translucent with a thousand mysteries, all alike glorious.
He who would work his work with rejoicing, has his place by this
shining stream, and he who seeks to penetrate the mysteries of the un
known shall find hidden wisdom in its pebbles, for golden and many
hued are they ; but all precious. Yea, precious, because the hand of
their Maker has left the distinct tracings of his touch on them. And
the mirroring water which covers them has beheld the face of Christ.
There is no glory possible to be conceived that has not its reflection in
· this stream. and the purer the eyes which gaze therein, the wider know
ledge of holy things will it convey unto them, and the more humble the
soul of the gazer, the more mighty will be the product of his thoughts.
Thou shalt not go down into the mine for the gold of Ophir. Thou
shalt not dive into mid ocean for the pearls of price. Behold they are
thine for the stooping, if so be thou wilt look patiently enough for
them. Be not in haste to gather up that thou first seest, for the precious
jewels of paradise are not dead and powerless like those of thine own
land ; they are full of living truth, and he who searches not carefully for
it will miss it. Yea, he who searches with diligence shall hardly fail to
miss some exquisite tint of colour which is there set to make him wise.
Stand awhile and consider ere thou castest thine hand into its ripples,
for that thou wouldest grasp will surely elude thy full comprehension if
with the desire of gaining one particular treasure the joy of the possibility
of appropriation for self-advancement make the heart beat with excite
ment. Let the Lord choose for thee, and witlt thee, by thee and in
thee, for the dimmest pebble in the river hath a more exceeding store of
wisdom in it than that which glistens bravely and attracts the eyes of
those to whom surface beauty has not yet lost its value.
Some, nay, many of u� yet are deceived by imagining things to be as
they appear, and who is he that can be free from this blemish but He
* By the Author of Ligld tllror�gll
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who is perfect ? Many who come hither are so pleased with the new
perception their new senses are developing in them that they go eagerly
peering into the mysteries of the land without a guide, and sometimes
are lost for awhile in the mountain bye-paths, or fall asleep from weari
ness in one of the many prison dells which skirt our place of rest upon
the earth side. And one of these lately disappeared from our midst, for
he was restless and entirely given up to the pursuit of intellectual know
ledge. Our usual means of erudition to the young and ignorant were
distasteful to him, so that he rebelled inwardly against the conditions
imposed, especially that of patience. So, being urged by some evil,
which must have travelled hither secretly within him, he started off at
early morning and made towards the Golden Gates, which parts our land
from that beyond.
When it was perceived that he had quitted us, One who was ever
pitiful to youthful impulse, said, " He who goeth by a way he . knows not
shall surely fall into harm, and the sword of indignation shall stand out
before him, but he perceive it not. This youth, being blind and deaf to
holiest workings, shall rush thereupon and be wounded, if none be there
to stay him. And for this cause will I get out and follow him, for if he
come to hurt, then shall his sufferings be heavier for lack of discretion
in bearing them. Moreover, he shall miss that teaching which comes
best after affliction."
So the wise spirit left us and set out. When presently he had come
within far sight of the young fugitive he was hurrying on as one who
sees a jewel at no great distance and hastens to grasp it before another's
eye hath fallen upon it ; or as one who feels that he is chased by hounds
and is driven into desperation by their nearness. Thus fled the youth.
And presently the Golden Gates burst on his vision, and he stood a
moment dazzled, with his hand shading his eyes. But whether ' twas
their glory blinded him, he being still perverse with finite compre
hension, or whether he was dazed by that most subtil essence which
comes forth from this high place of glory at the time of dawn we know
not, but this we know-he turned and fled away faster than ever, as
though a hand had smitten him, and he ran against the rocks and fell,
and rose again and dashed against the trees and fell, and hurried over
stones that blocked the way like walls and always fell, yet knew not
aught of pain or circumspection for he drove his body where it could not
pass, he smote his head, he strained and tore himself as blindly as a
moth singed by the flame and well-nigh dead, beating about to find the
light again by which his hurt was made that he may perish in it. So
strove the youth.
And when our brother had come up to him, he said : " Why didst
thou quit the shades of learners thus ? 0 youth of restless soul, thy" gain
will be but small if thou persistest in this wayward course. Return and
wait with patience till the Lord shall send his light on thee."
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And he answered : " Let me alone ; by measured task and rule I
cannot learn. The letters of thy book are not so large as my dim sight
requires. Let me search out of Nature's wide-spread scroll the characters
which suit best with my perceptive powers. I need no monitor. There
fore I pray thee leave me here alone."
And the Wise One said, " Nay, for thy giddy course is dangerous.
Surely I will not speak with thee, or hinder thee, yet hold thee well in
view, and in my thoughts."
Then said the other. " What have I done so evil that thou shouldest
follow me in this fashion as though I were a breaker of the Iaw ? "
And he answered, " I have naught against thee. For compassion's sake
and for sympathy towards thy earnestness of purpose in. searching after
truth I seek thy company. Yea, for the love I bear thee, seeing thou
art one of Our Father's little ones going astray."
Then said the youth, " Thou hast set thyself a task which soon will
weary thee, seeing I go at no mild scholar's pace," and saying this, he
went off at a run.
Then said the Wise One, " Thy haste is but ill speed." And even as he
spoke, a bush throwing its tangled boughs across the path caught the
wild youth and threw him down.
Then sped the Wise One, gathering him up tenderly, and behold the
flesh of one foot was torn, and its muscles sprained, and he was very angry
at the accident. So that he would not let the foot be bound, neither be
persuaded to stay here and rest, but limped away as fast as he could go.
Then said his friend, " Verily I love thee, that thy courage is so great
and thy strength of purpose firm. Wilt thou not let me walk with thee
awhile ? When thou weariest of my company, then will I leave thee ! "
And the youth answered, " If thou wilt presently let me alone and
not come after me, I will bear with thee for just so long as shall suffice
to make thee leave me."
Then said the Wise One, " Doubtless thou hast some purpose in thy
mind which others may not know. And this renders thee churlish. If
thou wilt hide this from me, /zide it, but indicate to me whither thou
goest. As thou art a stranger in the land, thou knowest not its dangers.
Let me point out to thee the perils of thy road, and it shall suffice."
Then said he, " Perils ! What perils ? Thinkest tlzou to scare me
from my quest with old wives' fables. Perils ! There are none in this
place. I passed through all in coming hither.''
Then answered the Wise One, " In every spirit plane perils exist
Except it be where God himself throws out the halo of his presence
over the Holiest. In this place, although thou scornest the thought
thereof from ignorance, I tell thee there are many, and in each separate
sphere, its own distinct species of peril. Therefore tell me the way thou
goest and I will commit the knowledge unto thee how thou shalt keep
thy soul impervious to attack from the especial evil of the place."
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Then said he, " Tell me all, and I will choose my way according to
the bias of my fancy for combat. Whatever demon scares me most,
him will I fight."
And the Wise One said, " Then hast thou no set purpose in thy heart,
else hadst thou answered me less wantonly. And he who wanders idly
all the day outside the city walls shall find no portion set for him at
night at the Great Master's table when He comes to sup. Therefore I
speak to thee no more as one who begs a favour, but as one who, for
the love of God, would hold a brother's soul from deadly sin. Stay
thou shalt go no farther. Stay ! In our Father's name I claim thy
life."
And the youth, awed by his words, and the strong grasp he laid upon
him, answered, " I knew not it was evil to desire knowledge, for an im
pulse in my soul said, ' Go out and find wisdom here denied to thee.'
And being thus urged, I started on the quest.''
Then said his friend, " Hast thou found aught when thou wast flying
like a hunted deer across God"s pasture ? He who seeks for hidden
gold, lies still and sifts the worthless earth away until he finds it. And
he who would find the gold of Heavenly knowledge, must go humbly,
earnestly upon his knees, and lay his body prone upon the earth, striving
to hear the wisdom of the words she utters in the lowly cells of life. He
but treads down the very things he seeks to gain, and misses them, who
in his hurry would outstrip the wind."
Then said the youth, still glancing at those hills which, in the misty
distance looked so fair, as with a thousand shifting, varying dyes they
grew in height and splendour, " Where shall I begin this search, 0,
Teacher ? Thou hadst best instruct me ; seeing that thou art so brimming
full of wisdom it must needs flow over whether one desire it or not."
But the \Vise One kept silence, for his face was turned skyward as
though he saw a vision.
Then said the youth, " What seest thou, that thou art wrapped away
from speech or sound ? Truly mine eyes perceive no miracle in yonder
heaven. \Visdom that demands cloud-searching eyes is not for me."
" Yea, truly, not for thee," replied his friend, sadly. " Enough for
thee to gaze upon thy feet and keep them steady, lest thou shouldst
balance either way, and so the two-edged sword with which, even now,
an angel bars thy path, should run thee through." And saying thus
the Wise One went from him.
And then the youth, struck with a sudden fear-the fear of the unseen
-stirred not, but stood gazing at his feet as one turned intv stone.
And a voice, sweeter than any he had ever heard, said in his ear,
What
seest thou ? "
41
He answered, " The tiny blades of grass which spread and rustle
caressingly over my feet as the light wind sways them. Nothing more."
And the voice said again, " Think !-thou seest more than this."

!
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And the youth answered, " Nay ; this is all I see. Whatever else
abides beneath this show of life, I see not."
Then said the voice again, " By what means thinkest thou, this power
of sight is given unto thee ? "
And the youth answered, " I know not. I am ignorant, and full of
fear, for He who went and left me by myself hath cast a spell upon me
so that I cannot move or raise my eyes lest I should sway aside and fall
upon a sword. Perchance if this terror were removed from me, my
answers would be better, for I might then kneel down and close my eyes
and search--"
Then said the voice, " Kneel."
But the youth answered, " How can I ? Not knowing whether the
sword be right in front of me or not." So he stood still.
Then said the voice, " How comes it thou knowest not that he who
loves his life shall lose it, but he who hates his life for the Lord's sake
the same shall find it ? "
And the youth answered, " Yea, 'twas so taught in words on earth
but the people rarely understood the meaning thus."
And the voice answered, " Here, at least, the glamo.ur of illusion
finds no place. Kneel, lest the sword cut thee into two halves from the
head downwards. For verily it hangeth over thee."
Then kneeled the youth, white with the terror of that majesty of
wrath which circled all his being, and he cried :
" I have sinned, in being so perverse ; give me but leave to quit this
awful place, and I will humbly learn the heaviest tasks my master can
devise for me."
But the voice said, " Nay, as thou hast set out in this way, so shalt
thou gather experience. What seest thou upon the blades of grass ? "
And he answered, shrinkingly, " Serpents, 0 Lord ! which whirl and
writhe about them till the field is like a sea of undulating water with
their life ! "
And the voice said, " \Vhat else ? ''
And he answered, " Long chains of glittering drops like pearls and
emeralds rounded, with here and there a red one breaking off the string,
and from the red one others fall and touch the ground as though
caressing it. But all are full of life, circle within circle. 0 'tis curious
to mark the strong vitality each tiny globe contains ; a realm of perfect
order, and unvarying motive power."
Then said the voice, " Behold."
And as it spoke, the bright transparent globes were broken, and all
the air immediately was full of noxious stinging creatures, and their touch
in passing stung his body cruelly, so that every pore thereof was filled
with smarts.
Then said the voice, " This is thy way of knowledge, and kneeling
thus, or lying prone on earth shalt thou seek out with patience that
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And faintly across the water came a rustling sound as though the
breezes swept through a wall of rushes, and borne upon the wind a
whisper-" Come."
And she who was with me heard it and her face lightened with
glory, until its brilliance was a thing not to be gazed upon, and in an
instant, while my heart leaped for fear, I saw her rise and walk across
the stream, stretching out her hands towards the figure clad in white
upon the other side, and on her hands, even as she held them out, I saw
the jewels of the water glisten, and her head and robes were overlaid
with them, so that an iris-coloured track laid on the water as she passed
along over the border, and at last, I saw her step upon the shore, that
either side, and brighter light than sunshine greeted her, yea fair
welcome, for I heard the rippling sounds of joy, the one glad shout, the
distant song of praise, and hid my face upon the river bank and wept
Yea, wept for joy, and afterwards when twilight fell upon our land, I
went to the poor youth, who plodded wearily over his task, and behold,
he slept, and one kept guard beside him who was fair to look upon.
Then spoke He : " Fetch some water that this youth may wash therein.
The stain of labour hath polluted him."
So I hasted back, and brought the water.
And when the youth awakened and saw me, he mistook me for one
whom the Lord hath blessed with a double portion of his spirit, seeing
my face was brilliant with the reflected light of her who crossed the
stream, and he kneeled before me, but perceived not that Holy One
who guarded him. Therefore I bade him rise and wash, and he
obeyed. And as he rose out of the water he was no more blind but
saw his holy guardian watching him. Yea, saw the sword which
glistened in his hand, and feared it not, but bright and beautiful as
one who by the fire is purified, He came again amongst his brethren.
And the glory of the pure spirit whom I saw pass across the water so
enchanted him, that on the spot from where she gathered up the ripples
of the stream he hath built an arch of pebbles and set each one in order,
circling like the iris-coloured bow you call your rainbow, an arch of
shifting hues, and here he spends much time mostly in prayer longing
to see her, yea, to hear her voice calling him across the space, into the
presence of those Holy Ones, to whom her love and faith were precious
as the jewels of their crowns.
EMILY E. READER.
Received july I I th, I 888.
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IS THE BUDDH IST AN ATHEIST ?

T

H E very general interest evinced at the present moment by
Western students in the religious system of Buddhism, although
it may prove to be no deeper than an insatiable craving for new
ideals, can, nevertheless, hardly fail to leave some enduring mark on
contemporaneous thought. Unfortunately the vulgarization of a most
complicated system of philosophy has caused serious misapprehensions,
affecting important tenets of the doctrine, to become current. The
allegation most constantly levelled against the creed is that it is a
doctrine of pure pessimism and absolute Atheism-" that ferocious
system that leaves nothing above us to excite awe, nor around us to
awaken tenderness."
But is Buddhism really Atheistic ?
To begin with, what is the popular definition of this much-abused
word (Atheism) ? We find Worcester rendering it " the denial or dis
belief of a God " ; while Webster amplifies it to " the disbelief or denial
of the existence of a God, or Supreme intelligent Being." The theist
may pronounce such a " disbelief" as constituting an irrefutable proof of
atheism, holding, as he will, that theism inculcates the existence of a
conscious God governing the universe by his will power. The lexico
grapher's definition is applicable, however, only to the materialist, who
rejects any spiritual hypothesis whatever and relies wholly on matter for
the formation and preservation of Cosmos. Now Buddhism, although it
certainly denies the existence of an anthropomorphic and personal God,
yet does not reject spirituality as an attribute of the Primordial Essence.
On the contrary, a Divine Intelligence is acknowledged, but at the same
time is not held to have any direct control over individual destiny, which
is entirely subject to the laws of Cause and Effect, or to use a technical
term, to the " Karma " (balance of merit and demerit) of the individual
monad which follows and controls the state, condition or form of his
re-births.
Does this denial of a personal God necessarily constitute Atheism ?
It is hardly fair to assume that it does ; for the rejection of a personal
God need not imply the denial of any God at all.
" The horror inspired by this name (Atheist) is strikingly shewn in
the way it is repudiated by the adherents of Pantheism, who reject a
personal God and substitute the idealised principle of order that per
vades the universe. It is hardly to be denied, however, that the idea
associated with the word God has hitherto involved personality as its
very essence ; and except for the purpose of avoiding odium, there could
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be little propriety in retaining the word when the notion is so completely
altered." Pantheism and Atheism are consequently hereby pronounced
practically synonymous. But are they really so ? Certainly not to the
Buddhist who energetically refutes the charge of Atheism, although he
avows himself, in a measure, a Pantheist.
Fleming's analysis is crushing in its comprehensive dogmatism and
would seem to leave no loophole of escape for the hunted Pantheist
" Pantheism, says he, " when explained to mean the absorption of the
infinite in the finite, of God in nature, is Atheism : and the doctrine of
Spinoza has been so regarded by many. When explained to mean the
absorption of nature in God, of the finite in the infinite, it amounts to an
exaggeration of Atheism."
Before condemning Spinoza as an Atheist, however, I would quote
Mr. Saltus' terse but comprehensive explanation of the doctrine of the
great Jew thinker. He taught, says that writer, " that there is but one
substance, and in this substance all things live, move and have their
being. It is at once Cause and Effect ; it is God. But the term thus
used has nothing in common with the theistic idea of a Creator, who,
having fashioned the world, " sits aloft and sees it go." On the con
trary God and the universe were, to Spinoza, one and identical ; they
were correlatives ; the existence of the one made that of the other a
logical necessity. To him the primordial entity, the "foils et origo
rerum," was God ; but God was Nature, and Nature, Substance. Goethe
also agrees with the Pantheist, that to " discuss God apart from Nature
is both difficult and dangerous. It is as though we separated the soul
from the body." And he goes on to add that " we know the soul only
through the medium of the body, and God only through Nature. Hence
the absurdity of accusing of absurdity those who philosophically unite
the world with God." This is Pantheism, but it is not Atheism. It is
not the " denial or disbelief of a God."
From such a union of God and Nature (in the widest cosmographical
sense) sprang the " Divine Principle " of the Esoteric Buddhists : that
which is " neither entity nor non-entity, but Abstract Entity, which is no
entity, liable to be described by either words or attributes."
Without plunging into the bewildering maze of the transcendentalism
of the esoteric brotherhood, which is entirely beyond the scope of the
present paper, we can affirm, on general principles, that Buddhism, like
Schopenhauer's philosophy, teaches that Will is the fundamental
Supreme Power, whose vivifying essence pervades all cosmos, reaching
in an endless circuit from the most minute inorganic atom to man. But,
unlike Schopenhauer, it does 11ot deny that this Will is the outcome of
a Supreme Intelligence : it merely professes such knowledge as beyon d
the pale o f physical conception.
Of course the above must be understood as the briefest synopsis of a
most complicated hypothesis ; and I hesitate to affirm that the occult
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sages of Lhassa or Khatmandhu would endorse such an interpretation
" verbatim " ; or without much amplification and exhaustive analytical
distinction. But it is sufficient for the object of this paper ; and I know
I shall secure the suffrages of the mass of their co-religionists of the
" Lesser Vehicle " wb,en I state that these latter, far from being " mate
rialistic-atheists," if I may borrow the phrase, do acknowledge a Supreme
Essence ; so absolutely and immeasurably above mundane intellect, how
ever, as to be utterly beyond mortal conceptibility, and consequently
prudently let, by their exoteric doctrine, se\·erely alone.
It is perhaps unnecessary to state that the preceding remarks have
little or no application to Chinese or J apanese Buddhism, for the reli
gion of those countries is so hopelessly distorted by the interweaving of
Confucianism, Taoism and Shintoism, as to present but little interest
to the student of the pure doctrine. I would add for the information of
those who are not familiar with the technical terms of our subject, that
by the " Greater Vehicle " the esoteric philosophy of Thibet and Nepaul
is referred to ; the " Lesser Vehicle " embracing Burmah, Siam and
Ceylon. This last country also, lays claim to the purest and most ancient
form of the Buddha's exoteric teachings.
By these t.Ae Buddhist is taught to work out his own ultimate salva
tion (or shall we not rather say ez•olution ?) following the path of the
most excellent Law, discovered and laid down for his guidance by
Gautama Buddha I use the term " ultimate salvatioll " advisedly, for
it should be clearly understood that no Buddhist expects to attain
N irvana on escaping from his present existence.
On the contrary, he
realizes, as Mr. Sinnett expresses it, " the manifest irrationality in the
commonplace notion that man's existence is divided into a material be
ginning, lasting sixty or seventy years, and a spiritual remainder lasting
for ever." The life just passed through, the spiritual quiescence upon
which he then enters, and the subsequent maze of alternating material
and spiritual phases through which he must pass (their number depend
ing on the spiritual level he has attained), are merely links in the great
chain of spiritual and material evolution which will ultimately lead him,
purified and etherealized, to N irvana-that condition which is 1zo t
annihilation, but a " sublime state of conscious rest i n omn iscience " ; in
very truth that peace of mind, " which passeth all understanding."
Concermng such refinement of subtilty as the permanence of Nirvana
we need not concern ourselves. Still, paradoxical as it may seem, even
the duration of this theoretically " eternal " bliss may be computed ; and
as there can be no such thing as Perpetuity, there may dawn a to
morrow, m illions of years hence, when the spiritual monad must again
start forth on an evolutionary round ; but on an immeasurably higher
plane. Such is the atheology of Buddhism.
A lthough it touches our subject but indirectly, even this rapid sketch
would be incomplete without a glance at what is meant by the Budd-
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hist denial of the immortality of the soul. This denial it will be seen is
more apparent than real.
In the Theosophist's Buddhist Catechism, by Colonel Olcott, a work
which may safely be taken as authoritative on questions affecting the
e.roteric belief as it has been endorsed by the High Priest of the Southern
Buddhists, and recommended by him for use in the Sinhalese schools, we
read that " soul '' (as understood in popular phraseology) is considered
" a word used by the ignorant to express a false idea." " The denial of
soul,' by Buddha, points to the prP.valent delusive belief in an inde
pendent transmissible personality ; an entity that could move from
birth to birth unchanged, or go to a place or state where, as such perfect
entity, it could eternally enjoy or suffer. But this • I am I ' conscious
ness is, as regards permanency, logically impossible, since its
elementary constituents constantly change, and the ' I ' of one birth
differs from the ' I ' of every other birth."
The distinction between the pseudonymous " soul " and this subtle
" individuality " consists in the psychological " personality " transmitted
by the tanlta ( = unsatisfied desire for existence) at the moment of dissolu
tion, to the " character " of the re-birth. We learn from the same source,
that, " the successive appearances upon one or many earths, or ' descents
into generation,' of the ' tanltai'cally ' coherent parts of a certain being,
are a succession of personalities. In each birth the personality differs
from that of the previous ur next succeeding birth. Karma, the ' deus
e.r maclzi'na,' masks (or, shall we say, reflects ?) itself now in the per
sonality of a sage, again as an artisan, and so on through the s tring of
births. But though personalities ever shift, the one line of life along
which they are strung like beads, runs unbroken ; it is ever that
particular line, never any other. It is, therefore, individual ; an indi
vidual vital undulation, which began in Nirvana, or the subjective side
of nature, as the l ight or heat undulation through ether began at its
dynamic source ; is careering through the obj ective side of Nature,
under the impulse of Karma and the creative direction of Tanha ; and
tends, through many cyclic changes back to Nirvana. However
incomplete in detail the foregoing may be, it is nevertheless sufficient
in as far as it goes for the object we have at present in view-a cursory
examination of three of the fundamental principles of Buddhistic
philosophy.
Am I wrong in snpposing that the unprejudiced mind will readily
agree that the creed which i nculcates such lofty conceptions of Man's
destiny is not that of the atheist-" idealized pantheism " though it may
be ?
R EMSEN WHITEHOUSE.
•
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VIII. (continued. )

THE ANNIVERSARY.

CONGRATULATE you," said Captain Bumpkins to Pancho, after the
first salutations and talk about the weather were over, " that you have
been selected by the Mysterious Brotherhood to carry on the work for

the cause of the truth.

The truth is the best thing in the world.

We want

nothing but truth I truth I "
" This is perfectly true," said Mrs. Honeycomb.

" My friend, the Countess

Carnivall� used to say the same thing."
" Do you, then, really believe in the existence of a Mysterious B rotherhood ? "
asked Pancho.
" Believe it ? " exclaimed the Hierophant.

I

"

I

not only believe it,

have seen them and talked with them for hours.

I

know it.

Only last night one of the

greatest Adepts, and the most prominent member of the Mysterious Brotherhood,
the great Krashibashi himself, came to me through the open window of my

I

room, and

had a long chat with him that lasted till long after midnight,

when he suddenly disappeared."
" Do these Adepts visit you often ? "
" There is not a day in the year," answered Captain Bumpkins, " when

I

do

not see some of them in their astral, and sometimes they come to me in their
physical, forms.

Occasionally, when they wish to talk to me, they take posses

sion of somebody that happens to be around.

Once

I

met Krashibashi in the

form of an apple-woman ; at another time he took possession of a policeman, and
once

I

had a long talk with him while he got inside of a lightning-rod-agent."

" How could you tell that it was Krashibashi talking to you ? "
" He always gives me certain passwords and masonic signs, by which
know who

I

am talking with," said the H ierophant.

I

can

" This is just as good as if

he were to show his diploma."
" You must have had some wonderful experiences in your life ! "

"I

have travelled a great deal," replied the Hierophant.

burning bush in the desert, a species of
the man-eating

Eucalyptus

.Dragonia purpurea, a tree that
I have been all over Europe,

sacrificed to him.

"I

have seen the

already known to Moses and

swallows the children that are
eaten maccaroni at N aples, and

plum pudding in England ; but there is nothing that surpasses the apple-dump
lings in Germany."

"I

thought that story of the burning bush was an allegory," interjected Pancho,

but the Hierophant, whose mind was absorbed in the recollections of his voyages,
continued :

"I

tell you, these apple-dumplings are made in a very peculiar manner.

I

have tried my best to get those African cooks to make them after the receipt
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I brought with me from Germany, but so far without success.
either too tough or too soft."

" I would like to make the acquaintance of these M ysterious Brothers," tried
Pancho again.
"I

used to say to them," went

on the H ierophant,

" give me

apple

dumplings or death ; but it is of no use ; they will not depart from their African
style of cooking."
" They look real nice in their astral bodies," said Mrs. Honeycomb ; " pro
VIded that they are not too much dematerialized to be seen."
" What is the best way to develop one's spiritual perceptions, so as to
enter into communication with the Mysterious Brotherhood ? "
" I have an excellent

magic

Arkansas," said the Hierophant.

mirror, a

genuine

mountain

" I t it well magnetised.

crystal from

It cost me fifteen

dollars and I will let you have it for the same price."
" I have seen such mirrors," said Pancho, " but how can anybody tell whether
that what he sees in them is true ? "
" If you think fifteen dollars too much, I will let you have it for twelve,"
said the Hierophant ; " but actually I could not go down another cent. Mirrors
of that kind are the most reliable ones that can be found anywhere."
" I meant to say," replied Pancho, " that I have been told that it is necessary
to attain a certain degree of spiritual perfection to enter into communication
with the Mysterious Brotherhood ; I cannot see how that can be done by look
ing into a mirror."
" It is all done by self-hypnotization," answered Captain Bumpkins.
no better way to hypnotise oneself than such a mirror.

" There is

I have seen people

that could not look in a crystal for ten minutes without falling asleep.
you what I will do.

I tell

You may have it for ten dollars ; but this is my last

word."
" Mr. Green will take it for that," said Mrs. Honeycomb.
" But I am not disputing the value of the m irror, at all.
dollars, if one can obtain self-knowledge for it ?

What are ten

M oney i s only an illusion."

" I do not agree with you about that," said the Hierophant.

" I know there

are some philosophe�s who teach such stuff, but thay do not believe it them
selves.

I once knew a philosopher who said that money was an illusion, and

when somebody took away five dollars from him, you should have seen the fuss
he made."

Here the H ierophant shook himself with laughing.

" I could have told you so," agreed Mrs. Honeycomb.
" Perhaps the philosopher was himself an illusion, and needed money as such."
" No, sir," exclaimed the H ierophant.

" He was not an illusion, but a solid

fellow weighing nearly two hundred pounds.

H e once stepped upon my foot,

and I tell you that was no illusion."
" Is there any way of joining that Mysterious Brotherhood ? " asked Pancho.
" To do so, you will have to become an Adept."
" How is that done ? "
" I dare say," explained
term ' Suggestion.'

Bumpkins,

" you know what is meant by the

In ordinary cases, a magnetizer sugg�sts to a patient that h e

is wei� and then the patient gets well.

In cases o f adeptship, the person

magnetises himself and suggests to himself that he is an Adept and when the

..
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Of course, if you can get one

of the Brothers to magnetize you, the thing will be done much quicker."
" I wish you would get a Brother to magnetize me," said Mrs. Honeycomb.
" They always select for that the best people.

If you want to attract their

special attention, I advise you to join our moral regiment."
" What is the moral regiment ? " asked Pancho.
" It is a new institution which I have recently organized after the pattern of
the Salvation Army," said Captain Bumpkins.

" It is made up of people who

sign a pledge that they will lead a moral life.

Each soldier of the regiment is

entitled to wear a badge to show that h e is of a good moral character.

Any one

who does not tell a lie for a year becomes an officer and may carry a wooden
sword

He has then to carefully watch the conduct of his company, and if

any soldier is caught in telling a fib, that person will have to pay a fine."
" I suppose that the Mysterious Brothers could tell immediately if anyone
told a lie ?

They would make very good officers."

" Last night," answered the Hierophant,

" I offered to Krashibashi the

generalship of the regiment, and he promised to accept it.
immediately if anyone tells a lie.

He will find out

These Mysterious Brothers know everything ;

they can see at any times what is going on in the most distant parts of the globe.
They have hundreds of time reported to me things that were taking place in
far-off countries, and I always found their accounts correct."
" I wish you would ask Krashibashi whether everything is all right in my
house," said Pancho.
" Th e Brothers, my dear sir, do not meddle with trifling affairs.

I would not

dare to ask them such a question ; they would get awfully angry.

They never

give any advice or orders except in cases of the greatest importance, when the
interests of humanity as a whole are at stake.

On such occasions they may

write an occult letter or appear personally."

" 0,

dear me ! " exclaimed Mrs. Honeycomb.

" How I wish I could have a

talk with a Brother."
" There is one standing in that corner behind the tree just now," said the
Hierophant, pointing in the indicated direction ; " I see him nod his head ; he
hears every word you say."
" The Lord have mercy ! '' exclaimed Mrs. Honeycomb.
thing.

" I cannot see a

I wish my friend the Countess Carnivalli were here ! "

There the conversation ended because Bumpkins was called away.

The park

became alive with guests, nearly all being members of the Society for D istribu
tion of Wisdom ; the rest of them were visitors or aspirants who were not yet
in possession of a diploma.

The soldiers of the moral regiment wore yellow

badges, and their officers could be recognised by wearing badges of larger size
and wooden swords.

Madame Corneille was distributing little yellow flags

which the members of the S. D. W. were to carry in their hands during the
public parade which was going to take place in the city.
There were, however, some who showed symptoms of insubordination and
refused to take the badges and flags.
and consulted with each other.

They soon flocked together into a group

Finally they selected Mr. Green to draw up a

protest against the blue elephants and the flags, which was to be presented to
Bumpkins.

When everything was prepared, the Hie::ophant· ·was

informed
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that some of the members desired to present a petition to him.
then proceeded to the great Hall of the building.

Everybody

Captain Bumpkins placed

himself on a kind of a throne and Mr. Green began to read as follows :
" The Elephant is a sagacious animal.

Its usual colour is grey, and there are

also white and black elephants ; but nobody ever saw one that was blue

•

.

•

.

"

Mr. Green had hardly time to read so far when the sound of a gong was heard,
coming from the direction of the temple.

Immediately the cry arose : " A

message from the Shrine !-A message from the Shrine ! "

Mr. Malaban then

entered the room in hot haste, holding in his hand a paper which he presented
to the Hierophant.
and listened
Brotherhood.

It was an occult letter.

The whole of the assembly arose

in breathless silence to hear the message from

the Mysterious

Thrice the worthy president bowed his venerable head ; he then

took the paper from the hands of the Chela, and after placing it upon his fore
head in sign of respect, he opened the letter and read :
" The elephants and the flags may be dispensed with ;

but the badges and

the music must remain.
" KRASHIBASHI."
" This settles the question," said the Hierophant.

" The meeting is dissolved."

Great was the joy of the Zulus to see that their wish had been granted.

Some

strong and courageous men were immediately dispatched to execute the un
fortunate victims.

They did their work well.

For months afterwards the corpses

of the two beasts could b�seen lying on the ground, their legs stretched up in
the air, their blue paper skins torn and rotting in the sun and rain, and the straw
sticking out of their digestive organs.
The wisdom of this decision of the Mysterious Brotherhood was self-evident.
The importance of the occasion was
ference of supernatural powers.

indisputable

and

justified the inter

A mutiny had threatened to break out in the

Society for Distribution of Wisdom and damage its authority, a circumstance
which might have done untold harm to the progress of the cause of truth, and
been detrimental to the highest interests of humanity ; but the wise decision
of the Adepts quelled the disturbance.

It satisfied the discontented by doing

away with the flags and the elephants, and still it confirmed the authority of
Captain Bumpkins, and soothed his feelings by granting to him the badges and
the music.

" No one but gods could have made such a decision," gravely

remarked Mr. Green.
" This dissatisfaction among certain of our members," explained Bumpkins, " is
the work of black magicians.

I am sorry for these people, but I hope to bring

them to repentance."
" How sensitive these · B rothers must be," said Mrs. Honeycomb.

" We read

here at Urur a petition to the Mysterious Brotherhood and i mmediately the
sound of our voices is wafted on astral waves for thousands of miles over the
desert into the far off Nigris Mountains to Kakodumbala, the city of the Adepts.
It reaches the astral tympanums of the Brothers and immediately they send an
occult letter.

I must write about

this to my friend the Countess Carnivalli.

She will be very much astonished."
" This is not the way it is done," said Bumpkins.

" There was an astral

Chela present, listening to what was said. I saw him standing behind your chair."
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" 0 dear ! " exclaimed Mrs. Honeycomb. " What a pity that I did not
know it I "
" But was not the document signed by one of the Brothers ? " asked Mr.
Green.
" That does not make any difference," said Bumpkins. " Accepted Chelas
are authorized to sign the names of their Masters to any document they like."
Mr. Green was not quite satisfied with this arrangement ; but, being un
acquainted with the code of laws of the Mysterious Brotherhood, he had no
right to object.
More members and strangers arrived, and it was a great sight to see so many
different nationalities intermingled. There were Brahmins from Asia and dis
tinguished people from Europe, Zulus, Caffirs, and Hottentots and a few savages
from Australia. Ladies and gentlemen in elegant clothes side by side with
the half-nude natives of Africa. There were Christians and Jews ; Mohammedans
and fire-worshippers. One raven-black African princess in her native costume
could be seen walking arm-in-arm with a beautiful European, and the dark skin
of the African formed a strange contrast with the peach-blossom complexion of
the European girL Such a sight is to be seen hardly anywhere except at the
annual gatherings at the Shrine of Urur.
The Talking Image had expressed a desire not to be bothered, and therefore
the great meeting where the speeches were to be made did not take place within
the sacred precincts of the temple, but in a temporary building which had been
constructed expressly for that purpose, in a distant part of the park. At the
appointed hour the procession formed and walked into that building. First
came two native policemen, and then the music. Then came the Hierophant
dressed in oriental costume with a turban upon his head. After him came
Malaban and the rest of the Chelas, accepted, probationary and titulary ones,
including Mrs. Honeycomb, Pancho and Mr. Green. After this came the ere/hi
and plzleli of the Society for Distribution of Wisdom, including a great number
of small boys, and at last followed the invited guests. The President took his
seat ; the scribes dipped their pens into the ink, and after order was restored
Captain Bumpkins delivered his speech.
We will not attempt to reproduce in full all the eloquent words which Captain
Bumpkins spoke on this solemn occasion. There was a great deal of truth in
what he said and also a great deal of error. There was a great deal of exaggera
tion in the statements he made ; but this circumstance was evidently not due
to any wilful misrepresentation of facts ; but rather to a too vivid imagination.
He alluded with pride to the progress which the Society for Distribution of
Wisdom had made during the past and which was especially due to the revela
tions that had been given to the world through the instrumentality of the
Talking Image, whose utterances were then attracting the attention of the world,
and the most distinguished people from all parts of the globe were now coming
to join the society.
Only yesterday Pancho, a distinguished stranger, had come, attracted by the
unselfish desire of enlightening mankind and to benefit humanity by fighting for
With him had come Mr. Green, a well-known scientist
the cause of the truth.
He had laid away his numerous titles, to
and a man of unusual intelligence.
enlist under the flag of Wisdom and to become a probationary Chela in the
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Mysterious Brotherhood, of which he was already a titulary member. He was
the kind of a man that was wanted in the coming battle for truth, and as he
Captain Bumpkins-was looking with a clairvoyant eye into the future, he could
foresee the day when Mr. Green would become president of the Society for
Distribution of Wisdom, after he, the present occupant of that chair, was laid
away in his grave.
A great applause followed, and the Hierophant, overcome by emotion, wiped
a tear from his cheek. After a while he continued :
" Ladies and gentlemen, brothers and sisters, fathers and mothers, sons and
daughters and children ! I address you all withou t any distinction of colour or
race ; for in the Society for Distribution of Wisdom all are equals and have
equal rights. We are not merely a brotherhood, but also a sisterhood, a
childrenhood, a neighbourhood, a universal family of harmonious minds. Upon
us and upon us only are centered the hopes of the world. Millions of longing
eyes are directed towards the S. D. W., thirsting for wisdom. Where, oh, where
shall they obtain it ? There have been wise men in the world attempting to
teach the truth. But how can the world at present know whether or not they were
to be believed, or their assertions reliable ? What were their credentials ? Who
vouched for their veracity ? Alas, echo answers ' who ! ' Some of them worked
miracles ; but those miracles could only be proofs to those who personally
witnessed them. The accounts of them may have been exaggerated ; they
were not always produced under test conditions. Moreover, the people in
ancient times not being versed in hypnotism and magnetism, may have regarded
certain things as miraculous which appear to us perfectly natural. The trans
mutation of water into wine, for instance, is a feat that may have appeared
wonderful to the Canaanites, but to-day every dealer in liquors is in possession
of this secret. In many instances it has been positively proved that the ac
counts in the Bible regarding certain miracles are inaccurate. Now-a-days it is
known to every child in the street that the ' snake ' which tempted Eve in
Paradise was no snake at all, but a Plerodactyle, an animal which looks like a
dragon ; also that the trumpets, at whose voice the walls of Jericho fell, were
fitted with a very ingeniously-constructed mechanism, resembling that which has
recently been discovered by Mr. John Worrell Keeley.
" Now, however, a new instrument for revelation has been given to the world
by the Mysterious Brotherhood, an instrument whose veracity no sane person
can doubt, and whose infallibility is self-evident to all thinkers.
I cannot omit
expressing my impatience and indignation when I hear the speculations of our
so-called philosophers, who attempt to find out by their own thinking the
mysteries of nature and man. It cannot be denied that some of them have had
some tolerable good ideas, even approaching the truth ; but I say, let those
people wait patiently until the Talking Image has had its say, and they may then
go to sleep, satisfied that what it has said is true.
" Let me ask you in all sincerity : What is the use of anyone trying to do his
own thinking, if he has a Mysterious Brother who can give him all the in
formation he wants and whose veracity can be relied upon ; an adept, I say, who
can magnetize knowledge into his brain much faster than he could ever learn it
by going through all sorts of experiences ? Do those people who want to find
out everything themselves, imagine that they are wiser than the Mysterious
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Brotherhood ? Do those sceptics and scoffers believe that they can teach an
adept ? Villains and rogues they are, sunk in the swamp of materialism and doubt.
Their day of reckoning is near, when they will be rooted out of existence.
" But what words, ladies and gentlemen, will be adequate to describe the self·
sacrificing spirit of ladies of rank and position, who have sacrificed the comfort
of a luxurious home, renounced their social standing, and even the delights of
married life, to come to Africa for the benefit of humanity ? They are like
beautiful angels coming to save this sinful world. It is certainly incredible that
there are ladies even this day, who would do such a thing, and nevertheless it is
true, too true, for such a lady is right in our midst. Her name is Mrs. Honey
comb, whom I now have the honour to introduce to you. She is a graduate of
a well-known boarding-school in England. For many years she has faithfully
stood by the side of her husband, and as he has now gone to that bourne from
which no traveller returns, she has resolved to remain single and to sacrifice her
life to the cause of the truth."
A tremendous applause followed and Mrs. Honeycomb hid her face in her
handkerchief. She was too full of emotion to speak. What the Hierophant had
said about her was not doing her justice, although he may have imagined it to be
true. If she had wanted to speak, she might have told a different tale.
It has not been decided whether it was a good or an evil spirit that then and
there put the idea into the mind of the Hierophant to request Mrs. Honeycomb
to make a speech. At all events he did so.
" 0, dear," said Mrs. Honeycomb, " I do not know what to say."
" Never mind," whispered Captain Bumpkins ; 11 the Brothers will put the
words into your mind."
Thus encouraged, Mrs. Honeycomb arose.
" Ladies and gentlemen," she said ; 11 I am a defender of women's rights. If
I ever had to submit to be married again, I would take care of having my own
separate rights. I would not let any man get the best of me again. This is all
I have to say."
Mrs. Honeycomb sat down under a storm of applause.
" The eloquent words of Mrs. Honeycomb," now spoke Captain Bumpkins,
" contain a great deal of truth. We want the freedom of women. We are for
perfect equality of the sexes."
A general hurrah arose from the members of the Society for Distribution of
Wisdom, and the Hierophant continued :
" The words which our sister, Mrs. Honeycomb, spake will be printed to
reverberate throughout the world. The sentiments which she expressed will
find their echo at Washington, London and Paris. Men and women are
separate beings and therefore they m ust have separate rights. In fact it wquld
perhaps be best if they would remain separate altogether. I know of more
than one fine fellow whose prospects of becoming a Chela have been entirely
spoiled by his having a wife. Confound these women ! They are an everlasting
botheration and a drawback in the attainment of the honours which rr.ay be
bestowed by the Mysterious Brotherhood."
Mr. Green here rose and asked whether no exceptions were ever made to that
rule and no special permits granted. He said he had heard of a powerful
Adept who was all his life in love with a lady whose name was Sophia and that
I S.
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this circumstance did not interfere with his being promoted to the highest
degree that can be conferred by the Mysterious Brotherhood.
The deafening uproar which these words elicited cannot be described. The
members of the Society for Distribution of Wisdom, especially the small boys,
shouted and whistled, clapped their hands and threw their hats and turbans into
the air. The assembly resembled a congregation of maniacs.
During this time Mr. Green looked more solemn than usual. He felt the
dignity of a future Hierophant swelling within his breast. He congratulated
himself fer having come to U rur. What a prospect was there open before him !
More than once his shortsighted relatives had prophesied to him that he
would never come to anything in the world, that he was useless and incapable ;
so that now he revelled in the anticipation of the joy of seeing them
confounded on the day when he would return and give them proofs of his
occult powers.
On this occasion Pancho's interior eyes were also opened to an extent. Even
without the aid of a magic mirror he could see that the Society for Distribution
of Wisdom was not exactly what he had imagined it to be. He could see that there
were few persons, if any, who cared anything for truth f01: its own sake,
but only for the benefits that would arise from its possession. He knew that it
was not the desire of benefitting humanity that had caused him to come to Urur,
but that he hoped to obtain knowledge in regard to certain mysterious
things, and he was aware that neither Mr. Green nor Mrs. Honeycomb would
have come to Africa if they had not expected to profit by the visit.
After a pause the Hierophant continued his speech. He said that he had
received reliable information from the Mysterious Brotherhood, that a band of
black magicians were leagued together, bent on the destruction of the Society
for Distribution of Wisdom, and that the Adepts had given him orders to
establish a Secret Committee of Defence to devise and employ means by
which the schemes of these sorcerers could be frustrated and they themselves
be confounded and annihilated. He said that the best members ·of the S.D. W.
should be selected to serve on that committee and he therefore appointed Mrs.
Honeycomb, Pancho and Mr. Green.
This important announcement created a great sensation among the members
of the S.D. W. and the hearts of many were oppressed with dark forebodings of
coming evil events, but there were also some who were discontented and felt
themselves slighted for not having been appointed to that committee, and some
of them even threatened to give to the Hierophant " a piece of their mind."
At the end of the meeting the president gave out the subject of a prize.
essay on the following question of occult dynamics :
" If there is a church with two steeples of equal dimensions and the bells are
all hung in one steeple only and none in the other ; what will be, when these
bells are rung, the consequence of this disturbance of equilibrium, in its
physical, metaphysical and occult aspects ? "
The writer of the best essay on this mysterious problem was promised the
privilege of wearing a cocked hat with a feather.
Then the subject of the phenomena of dreams was broached.
" A friend of mine," said Mr. Green, " dreamt of five numbers. He thought
of putting them into the lottery, but neglected to do liO on that day. On the
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following he went to the lottery office, but arrived too late ; it was on a Saturday
evening and the office was closed. On the following Monday the bulletin
appeared where the numbers that had been drawn were recorded, and among
them there was not a single one of those which he had dreamt about.''
" To a superficial observer," remarked the Hierophant, " this might go to
prove that there are unreliable dreams ; but what proof have you that those
numbers did not come out in some other lottery, or at some other time ? If
your friend had put these numbers in every lottery in the world and kept on
putting them in, they mi�ht have come out after all.
After this conversation Pancho retired to his room. All that he had seen
and heard had only served to confirm him in his opinion that there was no
such thing as a Mysterious Brotherhood, or that, if it existed, it must be some
thing very different from what it had been represented to him by Mr. Puffer
and Captain Bumpkins. " Could it be possible that such exalted beings should
engage in such puerilities ? " he asked himself. " Can it be imagined that
persons in possession of supreme wisdom should refuse to do something useful,
but find time to descend from the Nigris mountain to give orders about blue
elephants ? 0, the imbecility of these Brothers. If they are such as Captain
Bumpkins describes, how great must it be ! "
Mr. Green entered the room.
" Brother Pancho," he said, " we have both been greatly honoured in being
appointed members of the Secret Committee of Defence against Black
Magicians. What a sensation it will create among my friends ! I will immedi
ately telegraph the news to London."
" You had better wait," answered Pancho, " for the committee is a secret one
and if the black magicians find out the names of the members, it might go hard
with you."
Mrs. Honeycomb entered. Being a member of the S. C. D. B. M., she was
entitled to take part iri the consultation.
" The first thing to be done," she said, " is to find out who the black magi
cians are. I therefore propose to get a good magic mirror and to see how they
look. It is extremely difficult to fight against a man unless you can see him and
know who he is."
" Who knows," said Mr. Green ; " there may be some of them right here in
this room."
" We must keep them out from here, then," said Mrs. Honeycomb. " I am
_going to put a vessel of vitriol in my room to keep them away."
" I believe," said Mr. Green, " the best plan will be to take a strictly legal
course and hand them over to the authorities."
" It would take an astral policeman to catch the astral body of a wizard,"
replied Mrs. Honeycomb. " I am not afraid of any man, if he comes to me in
his physical form. Let them come to me bodily and I will show them how I
.can deal with men. I will make them slink into a corner, the nasty curs I
But, of course, if we have to deal with astral bodies, that is a different
thing."
At this moment Mr. Green observed Madame Corneille standing near the
<>pen door, and it seemed to him that she had been listening. He became very
indignant.
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" What are you doing here ? " he said. " This is a private meeting of a com
mittee and we do not want any servants eavesdropping."
Madame Corneille was going to answer, but Mr. Green slammed the door in
her face, and she went away, menacing, in the direction of the temple.
As may be supposed, the appointment of the Committee of Defence against
Black Magicians formed the main topic of conversation on that day in Urur,
and if those villains would have had the power to go about in their invisible
astral bodies and to listen to what was said, they would certainly have been
amused to hear the various plans that were proposed to effect their destruction.
Some persons thought that these magicians were Doug-Pa's residing in the
Gobian desert ; others imagined that they could be found in London among
the members of the Society for the Discovery of Unknown Sciences, and again
others believed that it was a Society of the Jesuits who had an eye upon the
destruction of the Society for Distribution of Wisdom. Only one little lady,
the one described above as having a peach-blossom complexion, had a theory of
her own, and while sitting at the dinner-table she whispered to Pancho, who was
next to her, " I know who these black magicians are. They are-Madame
Corneille and her familiars."
CHAPTER IX.

THE TALKING IMAGE.
CLOSE by the riverside and overshadowed by high eucalyptus and cedar trees
in the park of Urur, there is a curiously shaped building. It is built like a
Chinese pagoda, three stories high, each story having a projecting roof, on
the top of which is a large gilded globe. A narrow winding staircase leads to the
top story of the building. On the second floor a side door opens into the room
where reside Mr. Malaban and Ram, two Chelas, guarding the stairs that lead
still higher up to the sacred room, called " the Shrine," where the Talking Image
is kept. Nothing extraordinary is seen in the room of the Chelas ; there are
only a few mats and tiger skins. Books, tobacco pipes and writing materials
are scattered over the floor. Tables and chairs are absent, for they are quite
unnecessary for those who are accustomed to sit in Oriental fashion squatting
upon the ground.
The top story of the building contained the Talking Image, the jewel of the
Society for Distribution of Wisdom. This room was the sanctuary of the
pagoda. It was built in the shape of an octagon, its ceiling was a high vault,
painted in blue with golden stars, representing the twelve signs of the Zodiac,
while in the midst was the emblem of the Sun with an eye in it. This represented
universal Consciousness, and the eye was surrounded by a triangle, the repre
sentation of form. The walls were hung with dark tapestry, ornamented with
magical signs. There were Persian mats and Indian shawls, arms and ornaments
of various savage nations and a number of stuffed animals, including a gorilla, a
pelican and the skin of a cobra. There was only one window on the eastern
side looking towards the river and a soft light fell through its stained glass upon
an object that stood motionless in the centre of the room, while all around it was
semi-darkness and gloom.
This object was the Talking Image itself.
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Various attempts have been made by prominent writers to give a fair descrip
tion of the Talking Image and its natural history ; but none of them have been
successful, nor is there much hope that we shall succeed in this task, unless the
readers will permit us to employ our clairvoyant powers ; and even then the
success will be doubtfuL Nevertheless, we will try :
Standing upon its pedestal it was an imposing figure, resembling somewhat a
woman in a state of trance. Usually there was to all appearance, no life about it
except its head. From the eyes downward it seemed to be dead, immovable,
heartless and petrified. From the eyes upward it was alive, at times conscious,
and sometimes even of superhuman intelligence. The statue seemed made
of stone ; still there was a brain in it, capable of reasoning and thinking. All
this apparent immovability was, however, merely an illusion. In reality the
Image was a compound of living and conscious elemental principles, which had,
so to say, crystallized into a compound organism of a very singular nature ; and,
as a magnet attracts iron filings and fixes them upon its surface, in a similar
manner the elemental principles composing the body of the Image would attract
to themselves corresponding intelligent principles · of various grades and
characters from the unseen world.
Thoughts existing in the minds of those who were near, and even of those
who were distant, would, on reaching the Image, act upon corresponding elements
within the stone-like mass, and as a mirror reflects the objects in its vicinity,
likewise the statue would reflect the thoughts of persons whether present or
absent. Nor was it at all necessary that such persons should themselves
be conscious of the thoughts which they projected upon the Image ; on the
contrary, the latter seemed to be impressed especially powerfully by the thoughts
that came, so to say, from the heart and not from the brains of others, and it
gave utterance to such thoughts in speech and, occasionally, in writing.
Therefore its utterances were, at times, a reflection of the interior states of
those who were en rapport with the Image ; but at other times phenomena of a
superior order took place. On such occasions a light of a seemingly super
natural kind, coming, not from the heart, but from the outside, seemed to enter and
to illuminate that brain. Then the grey and immovable eyes would brighten, as if
they belonged to a human being, capable of feeling and subject to emotions,
and on such occasions the Image would speak words of great wisdom that
astonished the world and perplexed the scientists and philosophers. But when
that Light was entirely absent, and only weak-minded and superficial persons
were present, it would be either entirely silent or merely echo back the
words of the latter.
Being like a mirror, it would reflect truly the best as well as the worst traits
of those who stood before it. It was at once the pride and the despair of itr.
friends, and an object of scorn for its enemies ; for neither the one nor the
other understood its true nature. It seemed to be like all human beings of a
dual nature or possessed of two polarities ; but while in human beings there is
usually no marked line of distinction between the high and the low, it seemed
as if in the Image the two natures had become separated from each other.
It was in fact like an animal and a god, without the intermediary human element
between the two poles.
The nature of the material of which it was composed was an object of con-
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tinual quarrel among scientists, and has never been satisfactorily explained It
seemed to be stone and yet still it could not be stone of a usual kind It was
as if it were made of a substance composed of a great number of living beings
of an unknown kind, in a state of sleep or petrification, from which they could
be temporarily awakened when that superior light radiated on the brain. It
then seemed as if each of these component parts had a life of its own, and
could act independently of the organism of the Image. It was even said that on
certain occasions some of these integral parts had separated themselves from
the Image, and could act intelligently at a distance, but had to return again, in
the same sense as we may send a thought to a friend in a distant country, which
may enter the consciousness of that friend, while, at the same time, we do not
lose the thought, for it resumes its place in our memory after the service is
rendered But while the thoughts of ordinary human beings are not self
conscious, but reflect merely the consciousness of the sender, the thoughts
thus emanating from the Image were said to be made self-conscious by the power
of that mysterious Light, so that they could act, as it were, independently of the
Image and do many queer things.
Such phenomena, however, did not take place under all circumstances.
Sometimes the Image answered questions, and at other times it remained
obstinately silent. A series of scientific experiments were made by eminent
scientists, under the supervision of the Hierophant, for the purpose of deter
mining the cause of this instability. Barometrical, thermometrica� hygro
metrical, electrical and magnetic observations and measurements were taken ;
but no satisfactory conclusions were arrived at. The Talking Image seemed to
care nothing for scientific conditions ; but proved to be fickle-minded, and to
have a will of its own. At present the scientific experiments were discontinued,
and the mechanism of the Image was authoritatively declared to belong to the
region of the Unknowable in Nature.
Captain Bumpkins, however, being of a scientific turn of mind, had not yet
given up all hope to find out how the mechanism worked. He had applied to
the Society for the Discovery of Unknown Sciences at London to send him a
man who was an expert in such matters, to examine the Image ; and not long
after the arrival of our friends, the Hierophant received information that a Mr.
Botler, a member of that Society, who had made himself quite celebrated by the
discovery of some remnants of the Tower of Babel, and of some petrified wood
of Noah's Ark, would be sent to explore the mystery. Captain Bumpkins was
anxiously awaiting his arrivaL
However, we will not anticipate the regular course of events.
While the Hierophant is enjoying his dinner with his guests, we will step into
the sacred room and see what is taking place. Everything is silent there ; only
the rush of the water in the swiftly-flowing river below, and occasionally the shout
of a fisherman, is heard, for the noise of the crowd in the park does not
penetrate into this place, and the native musicians are resting from their ex
haustive muscular labour. Presently the door opens, and Madame Comeille
enters. She throws a shy glance around, and silently closes and locks the door.
Then, approaching the Image, she addresses the latter, commanding it in a stern
voice to " awaken ! "
A commotion seems to take place within the Image. A shadow of disgust and
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contempt creeps over its face. It does not move its lips, but a hollow voice,
coming apparently from the base of the Image, answers :
" Be gone l "
" I shall not be gone," answered Madame Corneille. " I know the secret of
your composition, and I can manage some of the devils that have possession of
you. Keep quiet, or I shall speak the word that will dissolve you into thin air."
" What do you want ? " sounded the voice.
" I want to remain what I am," answered Madame Corneille. " I am the
mistress of this place. I have power over the blustering Hierophant, and the
Chelas crawl at my feet ; but now a worm has crossed my path, and I must make
him obedient like the rest. Mr. Green has been impudent to me. Put him
down."
While Madame Corneille was speaking, the lower parts of the statue seemed
to become alive, a cloud issued from its base, and became more and more dense,
until it shaped itself into a curious being, which was neither an animal nor a man.
It was rather of a ludicrous than of a terrible aspect, resembling, to a certain
extent, a human being of minute proportions ; but its head was that of a bird of
prey, with big protruding goggle eyes ; while its long spindle legs ended in web
footed extremities, like those of a goose. When the monster was fully formed,
Madame Corneille laid a sheet of paper before it, and directly her thoughts
became expressed upon the paper in writing. When the writing was finished,
the Elemental again dissolved into a cloud, .which entered into the body of the
Image. During this process the Image seemed to be perfectly dead ; but when
the Elemental had returned to its place, the eyes of the Image shone with a
faint spark of life.
Madame Corneille folded the paper in the shape of a letter, and deposited it
at the feet of the statue. Smiling contentedly, she then retired as noiselessly as
she had come. But the Image did not stir ; only the expression of pain which
rested upon its face during the presence of Madame Corneille faded away, and
was replaced once more by that of repose.
About an hour after this event a procession was seen to go towards the
temple. It consisted of a number of persons among which were our friends,
Mrs. Honeycomb, Pancho, and Mr. Green, who, having been duly tested and
examined, and not found wanting, were now to be initiated by Captain
Bumpkins into the secrets of the Mysterious Brotherhood.
Mr. Ram, who
walked at the head of the procession, carried the unavoidable flag, and Mr.
Malaban the utensils necessary for fumigation, to drive evil spirits away. In the
midst of the crowd walked the Hierophant.
The procession ascended the stairs and entered the room of the Image. The
Chelas prostrated themselves before it, and Captain Bumpkins followed their ex
ample, looking like a fish out of water as he floundered upon the floor.
Mr.
Green, too, made an effort to do likewise, but remembering the dignity due to
his future position, he stopped and merely made a reverential bow. Mrs. Honey
comb made a nice curtsey, giving to the Image the sweetest of her smiles
practised expressly for that purpose, and Pancho waited to see what was coming.
He had still great doubts in regard to the existence of the Mysterious Brother
hood, but hated to give up his illusion. Now the time for a final decision had
come. Now or never would these secrets be revealed to him.
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The Chelas arose.

Captain Bumpkins resumed his former position.

The

initiation began.
" Ladies and gentlemen," said the Hierophant, " this is the most solemn day
in my life, as I have the honour of introducing you to the Talking Image of
Urur.

It is perhaps the greatest curiosity in the world, and there are thousands

of people who would be willing to give their bottom dollar to see it.

About its

natural history little is known ; I captured it myself in the interior of Africa,
with a great deal of danger to myself, and brought it here at a considerable ex
pense.

You may touch it, to see that it is made of solid material and that there

is no trickery about it, though it is able to talk.

If it were necessary I could

produce certificates from persons of very high standing, to prove its solidity.

I

have exhibited it before a great number of African kings and queens, who have
been gracious enough to express their entire gratification.

It is awful hot

to-day."
The Hierophant wiped the sweat from his brow, and then continued :
" I am now going to divulge to you the greatest mysteries ;

such as I would

not reveal for a thousand dollars to anyone save to a member of our society."
After a solemn silence, Captain Bumpkins went on :
" This I mage has been magnetized and psychologized by the Mysterious
Brotherhood.

Being in a state of hypnotism it is always inhabited by one or

more of the Brothers, who will give answers to the questions we ask.

I am now

going to make them talk."
Captain Bumpkins then advanced towards the Image, and said :
" Who is now present in you ?

Is it Krashibashi ? "

" Krashibashi," repeated the voice from the interior of the Image.
" You see, ladies and gentlemen, it is Krashibashi himself. "

Then addressing

the Image, he asked :
" May I ask a question ? "
" Ask a question," answered the I mage.
" Will the Btother kindly tell me the names of those Black Magicians ? "
asked the Hierophant.
" Black Magicians," echoed the I mage.
" Yes ;

the Black Magicians who desire to ruin our Society," continued

the H ierophant.

" Tell us their names, so that we may kill and destroy

them."
" Kill and destroy them," was the answer.
" You see, ladies and gentlemen ; the Brothers give us full permission to
kill and destroy these villains ; but they are not permitted to reveal their names.
We will have to go out in our astral bodies to hunt them up."
" May I ask a question ? " asked Mr. Green, and the answer came :
" Ask a question."
" I wish to call the attention of the respectable Mysterious Brotherhood,"
said Mr. Green, " to the fact that having received a superior education at one
of the most eminent colleges in Europe, and having studied Latin and Greek,
geography and natural history, I consider myself qualified to become a member
of the Mysterious Brotherhood.

I would therefore ask whether I

will

be

accepted as a real Chela ? "
" Will be accepted as a real Chela," sounded the answer.

J
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" What an

" Let m e congratulate you," said the Hierophant t o Mr. Green.
honour is that conferred upon you I "

The Hierophant embraced Mr. Green and Mrs. Honeycomb looked upon
him with profound admiration ; but Mr. Malaban being of a jealous nature, did
not like to have such high honours conferred upon a European.
he whispered to Mr. Ram :

Bending over,

" I do not think this is to be taken seriously.

Krashibashi said it merely in fun."
" Krashibashi said it merely in fun," repeated the Image.
The Hierophant, however, as well as Mr. Green, were too much enraptured
to hear that remark.

After their mutual congratulations were over

Mrs.

Honeycomb stepped forward and asked whether she was permitted to ask a
question.
" Ask a question," came the voice from the Image.
" I only wish to know," said Mrs. Honeycomb, " whether my friend, the
C ountess Carnivalli is well

?"

" The C ountess Carnivalli is wei�" was the reply of the I mage.
" Ladies and gentlemen," said the H ierophant, " I have now initiated you
into the greatest myster} of the Society for D istribution of Wisdom, and these
secrets are not to be divulged to anybody unless he has been fully tested and
tried beyond the possibility of backsliding or becoming a traitor.

I hope that

none of you will ever communicate them to anyone without my permission.
If one of you should ever be indiscreet, let him look out for Captain Bumpkins.
I am not given to joking.

I have been an officer under King Malabolo.

I

once hit a man with a double-barrelled shot-gun."
" My friend, the Countess Carnivalli

•

.

.

" began Mrs. Honeycomb ; but she

was interrupted by Malaban, who noticed an occult letter at the feet of the
Image.

He picked it up and handed it to the Hierophant.

It was addressed

to Mr. Green and contained the following :

" To Mr. Green, titulary ptobationary Chela -Y ou
.

have shown a deplorable

want of intelligence in insulting our most intimate friend and adviser, Madame
Corneille.

Under other circumstances such a misbehaviour would put an end

to your Chelaship.

In offending Madame C orneille you have offended me.

For once we will overlook your profound ignorance and stupidity ; but we order
you to beg her pardon and to put yourself under her guidance.

Have implicit

faith in Madame C orneille ; tell her all your secrets and obey all her directions.
Whatever Madame Corneille may order you to do, do it.-Krashibashi."
" A letter from

Krashibashi I "

exclaimed the Hierophant.

" Oh,

how

blessed you are, my brother," and Captain Bumpkins went once more to em
brace Mr. Green, nearly upsetting him.
" My master is Rataborumatchi ; I do not know Krashibashi," said Mr.
Green.
" Wretch ! " shouted
Mysterious

the Hierophant.

Brotherhood.

Rataborumatchi.

What

" Krashibashi is the boss of the

I would not give one Krashibashi for a dozen

!

a stripling without any beard on his

here to discredit the words of Krashibashi !

Shame upon you

!

to whip anybody who says that Krashibashi is not a gentleman."

face comes
I am ready
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Captain Bumpkins had t:ilked himself. into quite an excitement and proceeded
to pull off his coat to show that he was in fighting trim ; but Mrs. H oneycomb
interfered and succeeded in pacifying him.
" Just · keep yourself quiet, Captain Bumpkins and
There is no use in being angry. There is nobody who has

" Now don't ! " she said.
don't put on airs.

anything against Krashibashi."
Overcome by emotion,

as

the Hierophant stopped, and then

staggered towards Mrs. Honeycomb and shook hands with her.

suddenly

Then growing

sentimental he began to weep and blubbered out : " My dear Mrs. H oneycomb I
You are my only friend.
you will never betray me.

You are a true daughter of Krashibashi.

Swear that

Swear ! "

" 0, Captain Bumpkins ! " sighed Mrs. Honeycomb.
" Shall I make some smoke ? " asked Malaban, getting his incense ready.
" No ! " said the· Hierophant.

" The meeting is adjourned

sine die. "

The Chelas then prostrated themselves again before the Talking I �age and
retired in the same order in which they had entered the Shrine.

The Hiero

phant walking arm-in-arm with Mrs. Honeycomb wobbled away, followed by
Mr. Green.

A

But Pancho, seeing that he was unobserved, remained behind.

moment after he was alone with the Talking Image in the sacred Shrine of Urur.
For a while he stood motionless, like the Talking Image itself, looking at the
latter and lost in his thoughts.

/Jonum

" This then," he said to himself, " is the summum

of the Society for Distribution of Wisdom, and the essence of its

mysteries.

The Hierophant, an imbecile, the Chelas, simpletons, the Talking

I mage an echo I

Was I possessed by the spirit of an idiot when I made up my

mind to go to Urur in search of self-knowledge, or was it the devil that rendered
me gullible enough to believe in the absurd tales of Mr. Puffer, the Chela ? Now
I have had my experience and the farce is ended.
from my eyes.

The scales have fallen

The next steamer shall carry me home to my wife ; but you,

0,

Talking I!llage, who are the cause of all this illusion and mischief ; you who
delude the ignorant and betray the weak, may you be . . . . "
Pancho did not finish his sentence, for at that moment a rosy light filled the
room and an exquisite odour became perceptible.

A

halo of golden light of a

supermundane character surrounded the head of the I mage, sending silvery
rays upwards towards the ceiling, and, as Pancho lifted his eyes to the ceiling, it
faded away and

0, wonder ! above the statue of stone there floated another Image,

an exact representation or counterpart of the former, but far more beautifu�
ethereal, living. . . .

The glassy gaze of the statue had gone ; and an angelic

being whose eyes seemed to penetrate to the very centre of Pancho's soul and
to read his innermost thoughts, was looking down on him !
Speechless, he beheld the apparent miracle taking place before his eyes, and
he saw that the ethereal form floated down and surrounding the I mage became
at last absorbed by it ;

and

in proportion as the latter absorbed its

ethereal counterpart, the eyes of the statue began to

own

brighten, life seemed to

come into its limbs, until at last when the absorption was finished, the Talking
Image itself seemed to be transformed into an angelic being, hardly inferior to
its celestial counterpart.

It then began to speak in a sweet voice, differing

entirely from the one heard before.

It said :

" Curse not the Image, my friend, which, · like all other beings, is but an
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The echo gives foolish answers t o

the questions o f the foo� but by him who seeks for wisdom, wisdom will b e re
ceived.

An instrument which is not attuned gives forth discordant sounds, and

a harp played upon by an ignorant child will not produce the same melodies as

if played by a master musician.
may be written upon it ?

Is paper to be cursed, because falsehoods

Are mirrors to be abolished because they reflect the

faces of the vile, as truly as those of the virtuous ? "
" 'Who are you,

0, beautiful being ? " asked Pancho. " Are you the god you

seem to be or am I labouring under an illusion ? "
" I am the Master of the I mage," answered the latter. " To know my name
would be useless to you.

The Light which shines within my being and which

gives me Life is self.existent and true.

My form is an illusion like yours, like

that of Captain Bumpkins, and like that of every other being on earth. All forms
are illusive and impermanent ; they are not self-existent but subject to continual
change.

But all, however imperfect they may be, are instruments through

which the truth may become manifest, for in all of them is a spark of light,
a product of the ray of the Sun of Divine Wisdom.

There are lilies and tulips

in the gardens, and daisies upon the fields ; and in all of them the light of the
sun manifests itself by producing various colours and hues.

The forms perish,

but the sunlight continues to exist even after all the flowers are gone."
" Where can I find that light ? " asked Pancho.
" Where should you expect to find the light that shines in you except within
your own Higher Self ? " replied the Image, " Seek it where it exists and not
where it cannot be known.

Seek it not in the realm of the imagination, but at

the fountain of truth ; seek it not in the brain but in the heart, the centre of
your own world."

.
" You have desired a man who would work entirely unselfishly for the benefit

of humanity," said Pancho.
cate all your knowledge.
to

self.

" To such a man you have promised to communi

I have come to undertake that work without regard

When shall I obtain my reward ? "

There was a pause, and then the voice from the Image spoke and said : " He
who has given up the love of Self seeks for no reward.

Only to him w ho asks

for nothing, everything shall be given."
" Teach me then," answered Pancho, " how I can give up the love of self."
" Acquire first the knowledge of Self," answered the voice ; · " you cannot give
up consciously a thing which you do not know, and which is not in your
possession."
" Give me then the power to possess myself ;

teach me the secrets of

Alchemy." . . . .
As Pancho uttered this selfish prayer, a clap of thunder shook the temple

from the top to its very foundation, and the room grew suddenly dark.

In

volun b.rily he closed his eyes for a moment, and when he opened them again,

the rosy light and the fragrance had disappeared and the room looked as usual.
The I mage looked cold and deathlike.

Its stony eyes were directed towards the

ceiling, and the questions which Pancho asked elicited no response ; its features
had the aspect of perfect indifference.
He was now fully convinced that there exist superior and intelligent powers,
invisible to the eyes of mortal man, but nevertheless living and active ; but he
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was also certain that such powers were something different from what he was
led to believe, and that their duties must be of a higher kind than to magnetize
their blockhead admirers and to play tricks for the amusement of those who
flattered them.

It then seemed to Pancho as if within himself was contained

the shadow of such a power ; a consciousness of a higher mind, a state into
which

he who

unaffected

by

enters

loses all sight of terrestrial

that which

personality of man.

concerns

the

things and

everchanging

illusion

Caring nothing for its� sorrows and joys,

is entirely
called
he

the

dwells

in a realm where all is Light, peace, tranquillity, glory and enduring happiness,
fn an interior realm where all speculation and fancy cease and pure knowledge
alone exists. Surely this and none other must be the realm wherein dwells the
Mysterious Brotherhood . . . . .
After this adventure Pancho did not feel inclined to mix with the crowd but
wanted to commune with his own thoughts.

He walked towards the seashore

and arrived at the beach over which the waves rolled in rhythmic succession.
There was a sandhill from which a fine view could be had of the sea and the
distant eity.

A number of native fishermen were engaged in stretching nets

upon a sandbank at the mouth of the river ; for as the waves rolled over the
bank, they carried with them their living inhabitants and many an unfortunate
victim was caught in the treacherous net.

There were some beautiful shells

buried here and there in the sand ; but there were no Barnacles, such as Pancho
had seen on the �hares of the Pacific, when he walked there with his beloved
Conchita, and promised to her that their love should not separate them even

m

death.

( To be continued.)

NOTICE.
IT is proposed to form a Branch of the Theosophical Society in the West of
England.
Members will probably live so far apart that regular meetings can only occa
sionally be held, but it is thought that the members of a Society might be kept
in touch with each other by means of correspondence.

All persons living

in

Devon, Cornwall, Somerset or Dorset, who are interested in Theosophy, are
invited to communicate with
Mrs. Passingham,
Penrhyn House,
Alexandra Terrace,
Exmouth,
Devon.
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A RT D U R I NG THE EGYPT I A N FOURTH DYNASTY,

THE PERIOD OF THE PYRAMID-BUILDING KINGS.

m HAT

excellence in the fine arts and advance in civilization go hand
in hand, is an accepted axiom in history ; whose truth is confirmed
by the fact that the most refined and civilized nations of anti
quity, such as the Egyptians, the Assyrians, the Greeks, and the Romans,
were unquestionably, also, farther advanced in the fine arts than their
l ess civilized contemporaries. Furthermore, the Archaic period of art
corresponds usually to the earlier age of the nation, as the finest period
of art does to that nation in the zenith of its power ; so that these two,
art and civilization, are indissolubly bound together. And as the nation
gradually declines from its superiority, so does its art gradually
deteriorate.
All modem Egyptologists agree in assigning to the Pyramid-builders
a far more ancient date than that given by Herodotus to the brethren
Cheops and Cephran, who are now usually identified with the Suphis of
Manetho, and the Khufuf or Khufu, or Xufu, and Khafra or Shafra, of
the Tablets of Abydos and Saqqarah.
In the Turin papyrus only the
termination " zaf " of the name of the third king of the fourth dynasty
is legible.
Now, when we attentively examine the construction of the Great
Pyramid, we shall find evidences of no common mechanical skill dis
played therein. Whether we consider the magnitude of the undertaking,
the excessive finish of the work, or the proportional measurements, we
shall feel sure that such a production could only be the outcome of an
age which possessed a high civilization. Consequently, according to my
previous argument, the art of the fourth dynasty should bear marks of a
similar advancement.
And when we look for these in the sculpture of
this period, we shall not be disappointed. There is a notable example
of this to be found in a statue belonging to this dynasty, which is now
in the British Museum, to which it was presented by Captain Caviglia
in 1 8 17. It represents a full-length figure of an officer of rank in a
marching attitude, and is from a tomb near the pyramids. It is executed
almost entirely in the round, the back of the figure being supported by
a fragment of wall, and it has evidently undergone rough usage, for the
head is wanting, the greater part of the right arm has been destroyed,
and the fingers of the left hand are gone.
With the exception of a
short kilt, the figure is nude, the nude parts having been coloured a
dark, dull red. The modelling of these is excellent, and far superior to

J1
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some of the later sculptures, notably to those of the dynasties nearly
succeeding it. There is far more of the grace of Greek productions in
it, than the majority of Egyptian statues bear, while it is far older than
even the earliest Hellenic statues. It is very nearly life-size. The posi
tion is easy, the weight on the right foot, the left foot and leg being ad
vanced, while the arms hang easily at the side. The poise of the whole
figure is graceful, and there is little or none of the stiffness and form
ality of later Egyptian art. Some statues near it of the XIth and
X l lth dynasties are not nearly so good.
There is, however, a seated
figure of Betmes, a functionary, belonging to the IVth dynasty, which is
not at all to be compared with the one just mentioned, the figure being
squat and awkward, and the head too large ; but still, the modelling of
the face is better than in some of the later statues. There is also a head
of the god Ptah of this dynasty, which is well modelled notwithstanding
that it has suffered much from the ravages of time. In connection with
the support at the back of the first-mentioned statue, I will quote Raw
linson, who says :-" Another curious peculiarity of Egyptian stone
statues is the support which is given to them at the back.
Except in
the case of sitting figures, which have the support of their chairs or
thrones, Egyptian stone statues have almost invariably at their back an
upright slab or plinth, sometimes resembling an obelisk, against which
the figures lean, and with which they are in a manner blended. This is
probably explained rightly as the reminiscence of a time when all
statues were attached to walls, and constituted mere architectural adorn
ments."
At the museum at Boulaq are two statues of King Shafra of this
dynasty in green basalt, his own gift to the Temple of the Sphinx ; both
well executed, and also a wooden head of a statue called the " Sheikh
el Belled," probably of the time of the Fourth Dynasty. Besides these.
at Wady Magarah are some well executed bas-reliefs of this epoch ; the
whole showing that art at this period must have been in an advanced
condition. But what then was the cause of its decadence, as exemplified
in the statues of the X Ith and X l lth Dynasties, for it is to be borne in
mind that the irruption of the Hyksos or Shepherd K ings did not take
place till the XVIth Dynasty, which much later period, on the showing
of the Book of Genesis, was still anterior to the descent of Jacob and
his family into Egypt : for, then, " every Shepherd was an abomination
unto the Egyptians."
Brugsch deduces from the monuments, and from Herodotus' account
of Nitocris, that after the VIth Dynasty, Egypt was for some time split
up into feuds and factions and petty kingdoms, till the time of King
Ra-neb-tain, Mentu-Notep of the X Ith Dynasty.
Manetho says that Othoes of the VIth Dynasty was killed by his
guards, another argument of feud and rebellion.
Rawlinson observes that there are no monumental traces of the fi ve
•
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dynasties which Manetho placed between the Vlth and the Xl lth save
two or three of the X lth Dynasty.
Bunsen says that evidently the Vl lth and V l l lth Dynasties were
periods of very great confusion ; and that there was a severe struggle
for the supremacy between the Theban and Memphite Kings.
All these authorities therefore agree in stating that a period of dark
ness and contention occurred towards the end of the Vlth Dynasty ; and
I am therefore justified, I think, in drawing from these premises the
conclusion that the IVth and Vth Dynasties were far in advance of the
later ones in civilization and knowledge ; and that the Great Pyramid is
not, as some have deemed it, the production of an age of barbarism and
ignorance. Further, this period of the I Vth Dynasty is of a remote
antiquity, and far earlier than even the time of Abraham, for, according
to Brugsch, its date would be circa 3 ,700 B.C.
S. LIDDELL MACGREGOR MATHERS.

MORAL PREC EPTS.

( Translated from an E(yjJtian Papyrus in tize Louvre.)
Let no bitterness find entrance into the heart of a mother.
Kill not, lest thou shouldst be killed.
Do not make a wicked man thy companion.
Do not act on the ad vice of a fool.
Build not thy tomb higher than those of thy superiors.
Illtreat not thy infenor, and respect those who are venerable.
Illtreat not thy wife, whose strength is less than thine, but protect her.
Curse not thy Master before the gods, and speak no evil of him.
Save not thy life at the expense of another's.
Sacrifice not thy weaker child to the stronger, but protect him.
Amuse not thyself at the expense of those who depend on thee.
Permit not thy son to get entangled with a married woman.
Build not thy tomb on thine own lands.
B uild not thy tomb ne1r a temple.
Pervert not the heart of a man who is pure.
Assume not a proud demeanour.
Mock not a veneubl<! ma'l, for he is thy bU)erior.
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THE ROOTS OF RITUALISM IN CH URCH AND
MASONRY.

(Continuedfrom the Marclz Number.)
V I I.

mJ H E

ritualism of primitive Christianity-as now sufficiently shown
-sprang from ancient Masonry. The latter was, in its turn, the
offspring of the, then, almost dead Mysteries. Of these we have
now a few words to say.
It is well known that throughout antiquity, besides the popular wor
ship composed of the dead-letter forms and empty exoteric ceremonies,
every nation had its secret cult known to the world as the MYSTERIES.
Strabo, one among many others, warrants for this assertion ( Vide Georg.
lib. 1 0.) No one received admittance into them save those prepared for
it by special training. The neophytes instructed in the upper temples
were initiated into the final Mysteries in the crypts. These instructions
were the last surviving heirloom of archaic wisdom, and it is under the
guidance of high Initiates that they were macted. We use the word
" enacted " purposely ; for the oral instructions at low breath were given
only in the crypts, in solemn silence and secrecy. During the public
classes and general teachings, the lessons in cosmogony and theogony
were delivered in allegorical representation, the modus operandi of the
gradual evolution of Kosmos, worlds, and finally of our earth, of gods
and men, all was imparted in a symbolical way. The great public per
formances during the festivals of the Mysteries, were witnessed by the
masses and the persoui.fied truths worshipped by the multitudes-blindO'.
Alone the high Initiates, the Epoptm, understood their language and real
meaning. All this, and so far, is well known to the world of scholars.
It was a common claim of all the ancient nations that the real mys
teries of what is called so unphilosophically, creatio11, were divulged to
the elect of our (fifth) race by its first dynasties of divine Rulers-god s
i n flesh, " divine incarnations,'' or A vatars, so called. The last Stanzas,
given from the Book of D::yan in the Secret Doctrine (Vol. ii., p. 2 1 ),
speak of those who ruled over the descendants " produced from the holy
stock," and . . . . " who re-descended, who made peace with 1the fifth
(race) who taught and instructed it."
The phrase " made peace " shows that there had been a previous
quarrel. The fate of the Atlanteans in our philosophy, and that of the
predi/uvians in the Bible, corroborates the idea. Once more-many
centuries before the Ptolemies-the same abuse of the sacred knowledge
crept in amongst the initiates of the Sanctuary in Egypt. Preserved
for countless ages in all their purity, the sacred teachings of the gods,
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-owing to personal ambition and selfishness, became corrupted again.
The meaning of the symbols found itself but too often desecrated by
unseemly interpretations, and very soon the Eleusinian Mysteries remained
the only ones pure from adulteration and sacrilegious in novations. These
were in honour of (Ceres) Demeter, or Nature, and were celebrated in
Athens, the flowers of the intellect of Asia M inor and Greece being
initiated thereinto. In his 4th Book, Zosimus states that these I nitiates
embraced the whole of mankind ,· • while
Aristides calls the Mysteries
.
the common temple of the earth.
It is to preserve some reminiscence of this " temple," and to rebuild it,
if need be, that certain elect ones among the initiated began to be set
apart. This was done by their High Hierophants in every century ,
from the time when the sacred allegories showed the first signs of
desecration and decay. For the great Eleusinia finally shared the same
fate as the others. Their earlier excellency and purpose are described
by Clement of Alexandria who shows the greater Mysteries divulging
the secrets and the mode of construction of the Universe, this being the
beginning, the end and the ultimate goal of human knowledge, for in
them was shown to the initiated Nature and all things as they are. (Strom.
8.) This is the Pythagorean Gnosis, � ryvwaw TWII oiiTwv. Epictetus
speaks of these instructions in the highest terms : " All that is ordained
therein was established by our masters for the instruction of men and
the correction of our customs." (apud Arrian. Dissert. lib. cap. 2 1 .) Plato
asserts in the Phcedo the same : the object of the Mysteries was to re
establish the soul in its primordial purity, or that state of perfection from
which it had fallm.
V I I I.
But there came a day when the Mysteries deviated from their purity in
the same way as the exoteric religions. This began when the State be
thought itself, on the advice of Aristogeiton (5 10 B.C.), of drawing from the
E/eusinia a constant and prolific source of income. A law was passed
to that effect. H enceforth, no one could be initiated without paying a
certain sum of money for the privilege. That boon which could hitherto
be acquired only at the price of incessant, almost superhuman effort,
toward virtue and excellency, was now to be purchased for so much gold.
Laymen-and even priests themselves-while accepting the desecration
lost eventually their past reverence for the inner Mysteries, and this led to
further profanation of the Sacred Science. The rent made in the veil
widened with every century ; and more than ever the Supreme Hiero
phants, dreading the final publication and distortion of the most holy
secrets of nature, laboured to eliminate them from the in11er programme,
J imiting the full knowledge thereof but to the few. It is those set apart
who soon became the only custodians of the divine heirloom of the ages.
* Says Cicero in

d1 i':at. Deorum, lib.
ultima."

1-" omitto

El�u;inam

sal/(t.1m illam d <�ugus/Jm ;

initiantur gcnt�s ora rum
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Seven centuries later, we find Apuleius, his sincere inclination toward
magic and the mystical notwithstanding, writing in his Goldm Ass a bitter
satire against the hypocrisy and debauchery of certain orders of half
initiated priests. It is through him also, that we learn that in his day
(l ind century A.D.) the Mysteries had become so universal that persons
of all ranks and conditions, in every country, men, women, and children
all were initiated I Initiation had become as necessary in his day as
baptism has since become with the Christians ; and, as the latter is now,
so the former had become then-i.e., meaningless, and a purely dead
letter ceremony of mere form. Still later, the fanatics of the new
religion laid their heavy hand on the Mysteries.
The Epoptce, they " who see things as they are " disappeared one by
one, emigrating into regions inaccessible to the Christians. The Afysta?
(from Mystes " or veiled ") " they who see things only as they appear "
remained very soon, alone, sole ma�ters of the situation.
It is the former, the " set apart," who have preserved the true
secrets ; it is the Mysta?, those who knew them only superficially,
who laid the first foundation stone of modern masonry ; and it is from
this half pagan, half converted �rimitive fraternity of Masons that
Christian ritualism and most of dogmas were born. Both the Epopta?
and the Mystce are entitled to the name of Jv[asons : for both carrying
out their pledges to, and the injunction of their long departed Hiero
phants and {3a(]'£A.e'ir; " Kings " rebuilt, the Epopt<I!, their " lower," and the
Myst<I!, their " upper " temples. For such were the irrespective appellations
in antiquity, and are so to this day in certain regions. Sophocles speaks
in the Electra (Act 2) of the foundations of Athens-the site. of the
Eleusinian Mysteries-as being the " sacred edifice of the gods," i.e. built
by the gods. Initiation was spoken of as " walking into the temple,"
and " cleaning," or rebuilding Ike temple referred to the bod)' of an initiate
on his last and supreme trial.
( Vide St. John's Gospel, ii., 1 9 ).
The esoteric doctrine, also, was sometimes called by the name of
" Temple " and popular exoteric religion, by that of " city." To build
a temple meant to found an esoteric school ; to " build a city temple "
signified to establish a public cult. Therefore, the true surviving
" Masons " of the lower Temple, or the crJ'/JI, the sacred place of
initiation, are the only custodians of the true Maso11ic secrets now
lost to the world. We yield willingly to the modern Fraternity of
Masons the title of " Builders of the !tiglter Temple," as the a priori
superiority of the comparative adjective is as illusionary as the blaze
of the burning bush of Moses itself in the Templars' Lodges.
I X.
The misunderstood allegory known as the Descent into Hades, has
wrought infinite mischief. The exoteric " fable " of Hercules and
Theseus descending into tlte infernal regions ; th� j ourney thither of
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Orpheus, who found his way by the power of his lyre( 07•id 1Vfetam.) ;
of Krishna, and finally of Christ, who " descended into Hell and the third
day rose again from the dead "-was twisted out of recognition by the
non-initiated adapters of pagan rites and transformers thereof, into
Church rites and dogmas.
Astronomically, this descent into hell symbolized the Sun during the
autumnal equinox when abandoning the higher sidereal regions-there
was a supposed fight between him and the Demon of Darkness who got
the best of our luminary. Then the Sun was imagined to undergo a
temporary death and to descend into the infernal regions. But
mystically, it typified the initiatory rites in the crypts of the temple ,
called the Underworld. Bacchus, Herakles, Orpheus, Asklepios and
all the other visitors of the crypt, all descended into hell and ascmded
tlwzce Oil the third day, for all were initiates and " Builders of the lower
Temple." The words addressed by Hermes to Prometheus, chained on
the arid rocks of the Caucasus-z:e. bound by ignorance to his physical
body and devoured therefore by the vultures of passion-apply to every
neophyte, to every Chrestos on trial. " To such labours look thou for
no termination until the (or a) god shall appear as a substitute in thy
pangs and shall be willing to go both to gloomy Hades and to the
murky depths around Tartarus." (.!Eschylus : Prometheus, 1027, ff.)
They mean simply that until Prometheus (or man) could find the " God,"
or Hierophant (the Initiator) who would willingly descend into the
crypts of initiation, and walk around Tartarus with him, the vulture of
passion would never cease to gnaw his vitals. • .!Eschylus as a pledged
I nitiate could say no more ; but Aristophanes less pious, or more daring,
divulges the secret to those who are not blinded by a too strong pre·
conception, in his immortal satire on Heracles' descmt into Hell.
(Frogs.) There we find the chorus of the " blessed ones " (the
initiated), the Elysian Fields, the arrival of Bacchus (the god Hiero
phant) with Herakles, the reception with lighted torches, emblems of
!lew L I FE and RESURRECTION from the darkness of human ignorance
Every word of the
to the light of spiritual knowledge-eternal LIFE.
brilliant satire shows the inner meaning of the poet :
" Wake, burning torches . . . . for thou earnest
Shaking them in thy hand, Iacche,
Phosphoric star of the nightly rite."
All such final initiations took place during the night. To speak,
therefore, of anyone as having descended into Hades, was equivalent in
antiquity to calling him a full Initiate. To those who feel inclined to
* The dark region in the crypt, into which the candidate und!'r initiation was supposed to thro\\
aw:�.y for ever his worst passions and lusts. Hence the allegories by Homer, Ovid, Yirgil etc. , all
accepted literally by the modern scholar.
Phlegethon was the river in Tartarus into which thP.
initiate was thrice plunged by the Hierophant, after which the trials were over and the new :nan
/>un• anew.
had Jut in the dark stream the old sinful man for ever, and issued on the thitd day,
from Tartants, as an
the frrs<mality being dead. Such characters as Ixion, Tantalus,
Sisyphus, etc., are each a personification of some human passion.

He

;,,dt<·idJI<llify,
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reject this explanation, I would offer a query. Let them explain, in that
case, the meaning of a sentence in the sixth book of Virgil's ./Eneid.
What can the poet mean, if not that which is asserted above, when in
troducing the aged Anchises in the Elysian fields, he makes him advise
.IEneas his son, to travel to Italy . . . . where he would have to fight
in Latium, a rude and barbarous people ; therefore, he adds, before you
venture there " Descend into Hades,'' i.e. get yourself initiated.
The benevolent clericals, who are so apt to send us on the slightest
provocation to Tartarus and the infernal regions, do not suspect what
good wishes for us the threat contains ; and what a holy character one
must be before one gets into such a sanctified place.
It is not pagans alone who had their Mysteries. Bellarmin (De Eccl.
Triumph. lib. 2, cap. 14) states that the early Christians adopted, after
the example of pagan ceremonies, the custom of assembling in the
church during the nights preceding their festivals, to hold vigils o r
" wakes." Their ceremonies were performed a t first with the most
edifying holiness and purity. But very shortly after that, such immoral
abuses crept into these " assemblies " that the bishops found it necessary
to abolish them. We have read in dozens of works about the licen
tiousness in the pagan religious festivals. Cicero is quoted (de Leg.
lib. 2. cap 1 5 ) showing Diagondas, the Theban, finding no other means of
remedying such disorders in the ceremonies than the suppression of the
Mysteries themselves. \Vhen we contrast the two kinds of celebrations,
however, the Pagan Mysteries hoary with age centuries before our era,.
and the Christian Agapm and others in a religion hardly born and
claiming such a purifying influence on its converts, we can only pity
the mental blindness of its defenders and quote for their benefit Ros
common, who asks :" When you begin with so much pomp and show,
\Vhy is the end so little and so low ? "
X.
Primitive Christianity-being derived from the primitive Masonry
had its grip, pass-words, and degrees of initiation. " Masonry " is an
old term but it came into use very late in our era. Paul calls himself a
" master-builder " and he was one. The ancient Masons called them
selves by various names and most of the Alexandrian Eclectics, the
Theosophists of Ammonias Saccas and the later Neo-Platonists, were all
virtually Masons. They were all bound by oath to secrecy, considered
themselves a Brotherhood, and had also their signs of recognition. The
Eclectics or Philaletheians comprised within their ranks the ablest and
most learned scholars of the day, as also several crowned heads. Says
the author of The Eclectic Philosophy :
" Their doctrines were adopted by pagans and Christians in Asia and Europe, and
for a season everything seemed f;�vourable for a general fusion of religious belief.
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Their predominating

influence upon religious ideas excited the jealousy of the Christians of Alexandria.
The school was removed to Athens, and finally closed by the Emperor Justinian.
I ts professors

witlzdrr.u to Persia,0 where they made many disciples."

A few more details may prove perchance, interesting. We know
that the Eleusinian Mysteries survived all others. While the secret cults
of the minor gods such as the Curates, the Dactyli, the worship of
Adonis, of the Kabiri, and even those of old Egypt had entirely disap
peared under the revengeful and cruel hand of the pitiless Theodosius,t
the Mysteries of Eleusis could not be so easily disposed of. They
were indeed the religion of mankind, and shone in all their ancient
splendour if not in their primitive purity. It took several centuries to
abolish them, and they could not be entirely suppressed before the year
3¢ of our era. It is then that the " Builders of the higher, or C ity
Temple " appeared first on the scene and worked unrelentingly to
infuse their rituals and peculiar dogmas into the nascent and ever .
fighting and quarrelling church. The triple Sanctus of the Roman
Catholic Mass is the triple S. · . S. S. of these early Masons, and is
the modem prefix to their documents or " any written balustre-the
i n itial of Salutem, or Health " as cunningly put by a Mason. " This triple
masonic salutation is the most ancient among their greetings " (Ragon.)
· .

· .

XI.
But they did not limit their grafts on the tree of the Christian religion
to this alone. During the Mysteries of Eleusis, wine represented
Bacchus and Ceres-wine and bread, or com.t Now Ceres or Demeter
was the female productive principle of the Earth ; the spouse of Father
..tEther, or Zeus ; and Bacchus, the son of Zeus-Jupiter, was his father
manifested : in other words, Ceres and Bacchus were the personifications
of Substance and Spirit, the two vivifying principles in Nature and on
Earth. The hierophant Initiator presented symbolically, before the final
revelation of the mysteries, wine and bread to the candidate, who ate
in

"And we m ay add, beyonrl, to India and Central Asia, for we find their influence everywhere
Asiatic countries.

t

The murderer of the Thessalonians, who were butchered by this pious son of the Church.

� Bacchus is certainly of Indian origin.

Pausanias shows

him the first to lead an expedition

against India, and the first to throw a brirlge over the Euphrates. " The cable which served to unite the
two opposite shores being exhibited to this day," writes this historian, " it being woven from vine
br anches and !railings of ivy." (X.

29· 4- )

ArriaTJus and Quintus-Curtius explained the allegory of

Bacchus' birth from the thigh of Zeus, by saying that he was born on the Indian Mount

.u •1po�

thigh).

Jrferu

{from

We are aware that Eratosthenes and Strabo believed the Indian Bacchus had been

nvented by flatterers to simply please Alexander, believed to have conquered India as Bacchus is
supposed to have done.
:'\isus ; and Dionysus or
with ivy, or

KiHoJ

But on the other hand Cicero mentions the god as a Son of Thyone and
'
means the god Dis from Mount �ys in India.
Bacchus crowned

<l·o�oau�

is Krishna, one of whose names was

god who was expected to liberate the

JouiJ of 11Un

Tartarus, in one of its symbolical senses.

KiHen.

Dionysus was pre-eminently the

from their prisons of flesh-Had�s and the human

Cicero calls Orpheus a son of Bacchus ; and there is a

1radition which not only makes Orpheus come from India (he being called lJptj>o<, dark, of tawny
complexion) but identifies him with Arjuna, the
Years of Theosophy.".

clula and adoptive
bifore Panini).

Art : Wa> writing J:nown

son of Krishna.

( Vi<k

' ' Five
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and drank, in token that the spirit was to quicken matter : z:e. the divine
wisdom of the Higher-Self was to enter into and take possession of his
inner Self or Soul through what was to be revealed to him.
This rite was adopted by the Christian Church. The H ierophant who
was called the " Father," has now passed, part and parcel minus know
ledge-into the " Father " priest, who to-day administers the same
communion. Jesus calls himself a vine and his " Father " the husband
man ; and his injunction at the Last Supper shows his thorough
knowledge of the symbolical meaning ( Vide infra, note) of bread and
wine, and his identification with the logoi of the ancients. " Whoso
eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood hath eternal life." " This is a
hard saying," he adds. . . . " The words (rhemata, or arcane utterances)
that I speak unto you, they are Spirit and they are Life." They are ;
because " it is the Spirit that quickeneth." Furthermore these rhona/a of
Jesus are indeed the arcane utterances of an Initiate.
But between this noble rite, as old as symbolism, and its later anthro
pomorphic interpretation, now known as transubstallliation, there is an
abyss of ecclesiastical sophistry. With what force the exclamation
" Woe unto you lawyers. For ye have taken away the key of knowledge,"
(and will not permit even now gnosis to be given to others ;) with what ten
fold force, I say, it applies more now than then. Aye ; that gnosis, " ye
entered not in yourselves, and them that were (and are) entering ye
prevented," and still prevent. Nor has the modern priesthood alone laid
itself open to this blame. Masons, the descendants, or at any rate the•
successors, of the " Builders of the upper Temple " during the Mysteries
they who ought to know better, will pooh-pooh and scorn any one among
their own brethren who will remind them of their true origin. Several
great modern Scholars and Kabalists, who are Masons, and could be
named, received worse than the cold shoulder from their Brethren. It is
ever the same old, old story. Even Ragon, the most learned in his day
among all the Masons of our century, complains of it, in these words :-

" All the ancient narratives attest that the initiations in the days of old had an
imposing ceremonial, and became memorable for ever through the grand truths
divulged and the knowledge that resulted therefrom. And yet there are some modern
Masons, of half-learning, who hasten to treat as charlatans all those who successfully
remind of, and explain to them these ancient ceremonies ! " (Cours. Pltilos. p. 87
note (2).)

X I I.
Vanitas vanitatum I nothing is new under the sun. The " Litanies of
the Virgin Mary " prove it in the sincerest way. Pope Gregory I.
introduces the worship of the Virgin Mary and the Chalcedonian Council
proclaim her the mother of God. But the author of the Litanies had
not even the decency (or is it the brains ?) to furnish her with any other
than pagan adjectives and titles, as I shall presently show. Not a
symbol, not a metaphor of this famous Litany but belonged to a crowd
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of goddesses ; all Queens, Virgins, or Mothers ; these three titles apply
ing to Isis, Rhea, Cybele, Diana, Lucifera, Lucina, Luna, Tellus, Latona
triformis, Proserpina, Hecate, Juno, Vesta, Ceres, Leucothea, Astarte,
celestial Venus and Urania, Alma Venus, etc., etc., etc.
Besides the primitive signification of trinity (the esoteric, or that of
Father, Mother, Son) does not this 'Western trimurti (three faces) mean
in the masonic pantheon : " Sutz, Moon, and the Vmerable " ? a slight
alteration, forsooth, from the Germanic and Northern Fire, Sun and
Moon.
I t is the intimate knowledge of this, perchance, that made the Mason,
J. M. Ragon describe his profession of faith thus :
" For me Ike Son is Ike same as Horus, son of Osiris and Isis; he is the SuN who,

every year redeems Ike

world from sterility and Ike universal death oj the races."

And he goes on to speak of the Virgin Mary's particular litanies
temples, festivals, masses and Church services, pilgrimages, oratories,
Jacobins, Franciscans, vestals, prodigies, ex voto, niches, statues, etc., etc.,
etc.
De Maleville, a great Hebrew scholar and translator of Rabbinical
literature, observes that the Jews give to the moon all those names
which, in the Litanies, are used to glorify the Virgin. He finds in the
Litanies of Jesus all the attributes of Osiris-the Eternal Sun, and of
Horus, the Annual Sun.
And he proves it.
.A-'1ater Christi is the mother of the Redeemer of the old Masons, who
is the Sun. The lzoi polloi among the Egyptians, claimed that the
child, symbol of the great central star, Horus, was the Son of Osiret/z
and Oset/z, whose souls had ensouled, after their death, the Sun and the
Jl.foon. Isis became, with the Phrenicians, Astarte, the names under
which they adored the Moon, personified as a woman adorned with
horns, which symbolised the crescent. Astarte was represented at the
autumnal equinox after her husband (the Sun's) defeat by the Prince of
Darkness, and descent into Hades, as weeping over the loss of her
consort, who is also her son, as Isis does that of her consort, brother
and son (Osiris-Horus). Astarte holds in her hand a cruciform stick, a
regular cross, and stands weeping on the crescent moon. The Christian
Virgin Mary is often represented in the same way, standing on the new
moon, surrounded by stars and weeping for her sonjuxta cntcem lacry
mosa dum pendebat filius ( Vide Stabat Mater Dolorosa). Is not she the
heiress of Isis and Astarte ? asks the author.
Truly, and you have but to repeat the Litany to tlu Virgi11 of the
R. Catholic Church, to find yourself repeating ancient incantations to
A donaia (Venus), the mother of Adonis, the Solar god of so many
nations ; to Mylitta (the Assyrian Venus), goddess of nature ; to Ali/at,
whom the Arabs symbolized by the two lunar horns ; to Selene, wife and
sister of He/ion, the Sun god of the Greeks ; or, to the JI.Iagna .A-later,

---

,_ ____
_
_
_
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ltonestissima, purissima, castissima, the Universal Mother of all
Beings-because S H E IS M O T H E R NATURE.
Verily is 1lfaria (Mary) the Isis ilfyrionymos, the Goddess Mother of
the ten thousand names ! As the Sun was Pltcebus, in heaven, so he
became Apollo, on earth, and Pluto, in the still lower regions (after
sunset) ; so the moon was Pha:be in heaven, and Diana on earth (Gcea,
Latona, Ceres) ; becoming Hecate and Proserpine in Hades. \Vhere is
the wonder then, if Mary is called regina ��irginum, " Queen of Virgins,"
and castissima (most chaste), when even the prayers offered to her at
the sixth hour of the morning and the evening are copied from those
sung by the " heathen " Gentiles at the same hours in honour of Pha:be
and Hecate ? The verse of the " Litany to the Virgin," stella matutina,•
we are informed, is a faithful copy of a verse from the litany of the
triformis of the pagans. It is at the Council which condemned Nestorius
that Mary was first titled as the " Mother of God," mater dei.
In our next, we shall have something to say about this famous Litany
of the Virgin, and show its origin in full. We shall cull our proofs, as
we go along, from the classics and the moderns, and supplement the
whole from the annals of religions as found in the Esoteric Doctrine.
Meanwhile, we may add a few more statements and give the etymology
of the most sacred terms in ecclesia,stical ritualism.
X I I I.
Let us give a few moments of attention to the assemblies of the
Ragon has
" Builders of the upper Temple " in early Christianity.
shown plainly .to us the origin of the following terms :(a.) " The word ' mass,' comes from the Latin Messis-' harvest,'
whence the noun Messias, he who ripens the harvest,' Christ, the Sun."
(b.) The word " Lodge " used by the Masons, the feeble successors of
the Initiates, has its root in loga, (loka, in Sanskrit) a locality and a world;
and in the Greek logos, the Word, a discourse ; signifying in its full
meaning " a place where certain things are discussed."
(c. ) These assemblies of the logos of the primitive initiated masons
came to be called sy1la:ri"s, " gatherings '' of the Brethren for the purpose
of praying and celebrating the cama (supper) wherein only bloodless
offerings, fruit and cereals, were used. Soon after these offerings began
to be called ltostia: or sacred and pure ltosties, in contrast to the im
pure sacrifices (as of prisoners of war, ltostes, whence the word hostage).
As the offerings consisted of the harvest fruits, the first fruits of tttessis,
thence the word " mass." Since no father of the Church mentions, as
some scholars would have it, that the word mass comes from the Hebrew
missalt (oblatu m, offering) one explanation is as good as the other. For
an exhaustive enquiry on the word missa and mizda, see King's gnostics
pp. 1 24, et seq.
'

,

* The " �lorning Star,"" or

Lu.-ifer,

which becomi!S, nevertheless, the name

the name which Jesus calls himself by in Rev. xxii, 16, and

of 1/u Devil,

as soon as a theosophical journal assumes it !
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Now the word synaxis was also called by the Greeks agyrmos, a!yvpp,O�
(a collection of men, assembly).
It referred to initiation into the Mys
teries. Both words synaxir and agyrmos •-became obsolete with the
Christians, and the word mirsa, or mass, prevailed and remained. Theo
logians will have it, desirous as they are to veil its etymology, that the
term messias (Messialt ) is derived from the Latin word mirsus (mes
senger, the sent). But if so, then again it may be applied as well to the
Sun, the al/llttal messmger, sent to bring light and new life to the earth
and its products.
The Hebrew word for Messiah mdsltiah (anointed,
from mashalz, to anoint) will hardly apply to, or bear out the identity in
the ecclesiastical sense ; nor will the Latin mirsa (mass) derive well from
that other Latin word mittere, mirsum, " to send," or " dismiss." Because
the communion service-its heart and soul-is based on the consecration
and oblation of the host or hostia (sacrifice), a wafer (a thin, leaf-like
bread) representing the body of Christ in the Eucharist, and that such
wafer of flour is a direct development of the harvest or cereal offerings.
Again, the primitive masses were camas (late dinners or suppers), which,
from the simple meals of Romans, who " washed, were anointed, and
wore a ce!latory garment " at dinner, became consecrated meals in
memory of the last Sup per of Christ.
The converted Jews in the days of the Apostles met at their syllaxes,
to read the Evangels and their correspondence (Epistles). St. Justin
(r 5 0 A.D.) tells us that these solemn assemblies were held on the day
called Su11 (Sunday, dies magnus), on which days there were psalms
chanted " collation of baptism with pure water and the agapa: of the
holy crena with bread and wine." What has this hybrid combination of
pagan Roman dinners, raised by the inventors of church dogmas to a
sacred mystery, to do with the Hebrew Messiah " he who causes to go
down into the pit " (or Hades), or its Greek transliteration Messias ? As
shown by Nork, Jesus " was never anointed either as ltiglt priest or ki11g,"
therefore his name of Messias cannot be derived from its present Hebrew
equivalent. The less so, since the word anointed, or " rubbed with oil "
a Homeric term, is clzrir, XP[r; and clzrio, ')(plro, both to anoillt tlze body
witlt oil. (See LUCIFER for 1 887, " The Esoteric Meaning of the
Gospels.")
Another high Mason, the author of " The Source of Measures
summarizes this imbroglio of the ages in a few lines by saying :-

·

" The fact is there were /wo Messiahs : One, as causing himself to go down into
the pit, for the sa�vation of the world ; t this was the sun shorn of his l{Oldm ray s
•

Hesychius gives the name (agyrmos ) to the first day of the initiation into the mysteries of Ceres,

godd.-ss of harvest, and refers to it also under that of Sp1 axis.

The early Christians call.-d their

mass, before this term was adopted, and the celebration of their mysteries-Synaxis, a word com
pounded from su1l " with," and

t

ago

"

I

lead,"

whence, the Greek synaxis or an asumbly.

From times immemorial every initiate before entering on his supreme trial of initiation, in anti

qutty as at the pres�nt time, pronounces these sacramental words.

.

. . " And

1 swear

to give up

my life for the salmtion of my brothers, which constitute the whole mankind, if called upon, and to
die i n the defcnct! of truth.

•

.

•
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and crowned with blackened ones (symbolizing this loss) as the thorns. Tlu ot/eer, was
the triumphant :l1essialt, mounted up to this summit of the arch of Heaven, personated
as the Lion of the tn'be ofJudah. In both instances he ha:i the cross. . . . "

At the A mbarvales, the festivals in honour of Ceres, the A 1""val (the
assistant of the High Priest) clad in pure white, placing on the hostia
(sacrificial heap ) a cake of corn, water and wine, tasted the wine of
libation and gave to all others to taste. The oblation (or offering} was
then taken up by the High Priest. It symbolized the three kingdoms
of Nature-the cake of corn (vegetable kingdom), the sacrificial vase or
chalice (mineral), and the pall (the scarf-like garment) of the Hierophant,
an end of which he threw over the oblation wine cup. This pall was
made of pure white lamb-skins.
The modern priest repeats, gesture for gesture, the acts of the pagan
priest. He lifts up and offers the bread to be consecrated ; blesses the
water that is to be put in the chalice, and then pours the wine into it,
incenses the altar, etc., etc., and going to the altar washes his fingers
saying, " I will wash my hands among the INNOCENT and encompass
thy altar, 0 Lord." He does so, because the ancient and pagan priest
did the same, saying, " I wash (with lustral water) my hands among the
INNOCENT (the fully i nitiated Brethren) and encompass thy altar, 0
great Goddess " (Ceres). Thrice went the high 'priest round the altar
loaded with offerings, carrying high above his head the chalice covered
with the end of his snow-white lamb-skin . . . .
The consecrated vestment worn by the Pope, the pall, " has the form of
a scar
f made of wltite wool, embroidered with purple crosses." In the
Greek Church, the priest covers, with the end of the pall thrown over
his shoulder, the chalice.
The High Priest of antiquity repeated thrice during the divine
service his " 0 redemptor tmmdi" to Apollo ' the Sun ' his mater Salva
toris, to Ceres, the earth, his Virgo paritura to the Virgin Goddess, etc.,
and pronounced seven temary commemorations. (Hearken, 0 Masons !)
The ternary number, so reverenced in antiquity, is as reverenced now,
and is pronounced five times during the mass. \Ve have three introibo,
three Kyrie eleison, three mea culpa, three aptus dez� three Domillus
Vobiscum. A true masonic series ! Let us add to this the three et cum
spiritu tuo, and the Christian mass yields to us the same sc·uen triple
commemoratz"ons.
PAGANISM, MASON RY, and THEOLOGY-such is the historical trinity,
.
now ruling the world sub rosa. Shall we close with a Masonic greeting
and say :I llustrious officers of Hiram Abif, Initiates, and " Widow's sons."
The Kingdom of Darkness and ignorance is fast dispelling, but there
are regions still untouched by the hand of the scholar, and as black as
the night of Egypt. Fmtres, sobrii estote et vi'gilate I
H. P. B.
( l"o be co?ttinued.)
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have asked me to write down the strange dream I had, while I
was staying with friends this summer in an old-fashioned country
place, near London.
It was an eerie old Manor house, which had been enlarged from time
to time, with staircases added and rooms put on, and I had remarked
on the large quantity of oak used in the banqueting hall and chapel,
ao; well as the staircases, which latter were entirely of black oak.
During the first evening an old oil colour in the dining-room had
attracted my attention. It represented a cavalier of Charles I. time
and a very handsome man he must have been. It was an old picture in
an old frame, and from the canvas gazed the sad countenance of the
nobleman, with his waving locks and dark eyes that followed you all over
the room wherever you went.
What were these eyes trying to tell ? What a history there was in
them-what care in the lines of the face !
No one seemed to know who he was, or what his name had been
Simply, an " ancestor."
On going to my room for the night I found it was still early. So
taking up the first book to hand, I sat down on the sofa at the foot of the
bed which faced the cheval glass that stood between the two long
windows of the room, and began reading.
The book happened to be Poe's poems, and the leaves opened at.
" The Raven," a poem which has always had a strong effect on me, and
which I consider a masterpiece. I went through the familiar lines again
and the spirit in it seemed more real than ever. Looking up, the room
I was in seemed to suit the idea ; it was large, dark, heavy, papered with
maroon cretonne in panels, the panels formed by folds in the cloth. The
light of one solitary candle only made its darkness still darker, instead
of dispelling the gloom. And so casting aside the book I tried to
throw off the impression of " Never more." What was the matter with
me ? Had I been mesmerised ? We had been playing at that in the
drawing-room during the evening. What a strange feeling there was
over my eyes-and was my face really as pale as that, or did the old
cheval glass reflect badly ?
I was getting more and more drowsy with every minute. What
noise was tlzat ? Surely something was moving ! How ? What ?
I still gazed earnestly in the mirror and saw a sight that froze me to
my seat. A panel in the wall had slowly moved back on hinges like a
door, and a tall figure was advancing i nto the room. A cold draught
of air came across me, and some little time seemed to pass before I
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gradually made out a man's figure standing by my side. \Vhere had I
seen his face before ?
He was dressed strangely : in buff leather coat, bright breastplate, and
riding hat with plume, and a long cloak. His dark eyes gazed wistfully
into mine when I turned to look at him. At last he spoke, and though
only one word, it thrilled me through and through. . . .
I t was my nam�-" Alice."
A long drawn out .Alice.
" Yes, that is my name," I said. " What do you want with me ? "
" Do you not recognise me ? " he answered. " Have you not seen me
before ? "
Now I knew who he was-the cavalier of the picture downstairs-the
U nknown One. My trembling lips formed the reply, " You are the
Unknown."
" Yes," he said ; " and I have been waiting a weary, long time for you 
waiting for an ' Alice ' to come to this house, and at last you are here.
Listen ! Long years ago I was heir to all, house and land, and had
chosen my bride, my Alice. But, just as the ceremony that would have
united us for ever was about to begin, my enemy, one of Cromwell's
men, carried her off from me by force of arms, and I have been desolate
ever since, haunting the house and grounds, n '!-meless, unknown, unre
cognized, waiting for my Alice-waiting for an Alice. And now you
have come-you are the first-and we shall be married and the curse
wiii leave me. Here is your wedding garment. Stand up while I put
it on. Quick ! quick ! "
I had to obey ; I felt I must, while from under his cloak he brought
forth a shimmering white satin gown, which he threw .round my shoul
ders and fastened in front with a diamond clasp, and round my neck his
cold fingers twined a row of lovely pearls from which hung a sapphire
and diamond pendant. Over my head he cast a white veil, exclaiming,
" Now you are ready and in a few moments you will share with me all
these possessions, houses, gold, jewels, land."
Hand in hand we left the room and hastened through passages, till
we entered the huge banqueting hall, arranged for a feast, and lighted
up by torches hung on the wall. A noble company awaited us in their
strange, old-fashioned dresse�, and standing in advance was a long-robed
priest with book in hand, ready to unite us. \Ve approached and the
ceremony began, till the words, " \Vho gives away this woman ? " came,
when a tall, dark, repellant-looking man in armour pushed through the
guests, and, seizing my arm, said, " I am the guardian of this woman,
and I do not give her away." In a moment I was separated from my
handsome bridegroom, and though I shrieked and tried to get away from
the knight, his grip was of iron, and against my will he hurried me
through the hall back into the passages, then down some stone steps ;
down, down, till we entered a vaulted passage. Oh ! the horror that
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seized me ! Where were we going ? What was that holding up a dim
torch ? A skeleton ! And there was another further on ! 0, the cold of
the slimy walls, green and dripping. We still hurried on, till we suddenly
came to a door or opening in the wall, through which I was pushed
and found myself in the presence of eight ghastly-looking men, all
shrouded in grey, with only their eyes visible.
I t was a huge
vault, cold and damp, and plastered into the walls were grinnin;; skulls
and bony hands, as if the skeletons had been fixed into the plaster
while it was soft.
One of the eight men was seated, or rather stood, behind a desk on a
platform higher than the rest, and I knew by instinct this was to be my
j udge. By his side on the desk was perched a black raven. I still feel
the horror I experienced at thinking I was lost for ever to daylight and
my friends. My limbs seem to tremble at the recollection.
" Alice," said the judge, in a sepulchral voice, " what have you to say
in your defence, and what death do you choose to die ? ''
" Defence-death ! " I stammered ; " I have done nothing to deserve
death."
" Yes, you have," he answered, " and this is your crime. You have
envied your neighbour's goods ; your ambition has carried you beyond
all bounds, you have tried to get rid of all the friends and everything
that did not help you to reach your object. You envy those who have
gold and lands and jewels, and your crime has brought its punishment !
What death will you have ? Look above you ! ! "
I looked up, and over my head hung a dagger by a hair.
I looked
down, and one of the figures moved aside some planks in the floor, and
I saw at my feet the dark river rushing along, carrying corpses every now
and then, some half beneath the water, others gazing up to Heaven with
glassy eyeballs. I shuddered. At one side of the vault were two
coffins ; one open, one closed ; and from the latter came dull thuds and
faint groans.
" Look," said the judge, " here is your punishment-to be buried
alive, never to see light again."
And at that moment the raven croaked, " Never more."
I cried, and implored him to be more merciful. I had done nothing to
deserve such a fate, and I besought him to spare me, exclaiming that I
was too young to die, and full of life and health.
" Young-health 1 " he mocked, and while he spoke, down fell my
gorgeous wedding-dress about me, and lay on the floor ; with a snap the
string of pearls broke, and lay scattered in the dust. The veil crumbled
to pieces, leaving me only an old rag about me. A change had come
over me, and looking at my hands they seemed shrunk and withered.
I felt my face, and the bones seemed to be standing out, and the skin
was drawn and wrinkled. \Visps of grey hair lay on my shoulders, and
my teeth were loose in my head and ready to drop out.
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I was old and grey !
" All is vanity," said the judge. " Earthly things return no more."
Quoth the raven " Nevermore ! "
" \Vhat right have you to judge me ? " I screamed.
" There is no hereafter," he answered. " The wicked must be judged
on earth, and punishment reaches them here.'' And while I was still yell
ing, " A ny death but that I I " they bound me hand and foot, and thrust me
into the open coffin.
Slowly the lid descended ; the nails were
hammered in ; and the last words heard by me were " Nevermore " from
the raven, while the sound of footsteps died away in the distance down
the stone passage, leaving me struggling to free myself.
The struggle woke me. Thank Heaven, it was only a dream ! But I
was cold and stiff, and so glad to get into bed and try to forget what
had just passed so vividly through my brain.
ALICE B --.

NOTICE.
is
believed
that
many
of
the literary and debating societies of
IT
London would be glad to include a lecture on some branch of
Theosophy as one of their winter's course. It is therefore desirable to
form, from members of the T. S., a staff of lecturers, of whom each one
feels himself competent to elucidate for outsiders some section of the
immense field of Theosophic thinking.
All the discoveries of science, the higher speculations in religion and
philosophy, the investigations into spiritualism, mesmerism, clairvoyance,
psychometry, animal magnetism, faith-healing, the origin of religions,
symbology, etc., etc. All these, so far as they are known to one or
another member as parts of the whole truth, called Theosophy, may be
made available for leading his audience nearer to that truth, by each
member, so far as he himself sees the connection between it and the bit
of foundation he has selected to build on.
Those, therefore, who know
the names and addresses of the president or secretary of any literary or
debating societies in their neighbourhood, are requested to forward such
to the undersigned ; as also those members as are willing to under
take the preparation of a lecture, or open a debate.
H ERBERT CORYN, F.T.S.,
Secretary of Lecturing Staff,
7 , Duke Street, Adelphi,
London.
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A MODERN CA SE OF VA MPIRISM.

A MODERN C ASE OF VAMPIR ISM.

I

N the night of December 3 1 st, 1 888, Mr. and Mrs. Rose (the names
in this story are pseudonyms, but the facts are true) went to bed as
poor people and on the morning of January 1st, 1 889, they woke
up, finding themselves rich. An uncle to whom they owed their poverty
because he kept them from coming into the legal possession of their
rightful property, had died during that night. There are some occur
rences of an occult character, connected with this event, which will be
interesting to those who wish to find practical proofs and demonstrations
in their investigations of the " night-side of nature."
Mr. Rose is a young, but very clever, professional man in this city,
who being at the beginning of his career has, therefore, only an ex
ceedingly limited number of clients. His young wife is one of the most
amiable ladies whom it has been my good fortune to meet ; a spiritually
minded woman and more of a poetess than an economist. She had
been brought up under the most affluent circumstances, her father being
very rich, and she was the only and therefore the petjchild in her luxurious
home. It would be too complicated a task to tell how it happened that
the property which she inherited fell first i nto the hands of her uncle, a
spiteful and avaricious man. Sufficient to say that this man, whom we
will call Helleborus, had by his intrigues and law suits managed to keep
Mrs. Rose's property in his hands ; giving her and her husband no
support whatever. More than once they were forced to borrow money
from their friends, in order to keep themselves from starvation.
As " Uncle Helleborus " was in the last stage of comsumption, their
only hope was that his death would soon put an end to his law-suits, and
bring them into possession of what rightfully belonged to them.
Uncle Helleborus, however, did not seem inclined to die. Year after
year he kept on coughing and expectorating ; but with all that he out
lived many who had predicted his death. After making to Mr. and
Mrs. Rose a proposal of a settlement, which would have left him in
possession of nearly all the property and given to them only a pittance,
he went to Meran, last autumn, to avoid the cold climate of Vienna.
Under their embarrassing circumstances, they were much inclined to
accept the settlement ; but they concluded to first consult about it a
friend, an eminent lawyer ; and this gentleman (whom we will call Mr.
Tulip as everybody in Vienna knows his real name) advised them to the
contrary. This enraged Helleborus against Tulip ; and, starting into a
blind rage, he swore that if he found an opportunity for killing Tulip, he
would surely do so.
Mr. Tulip was an extraordinarily strong, well-built and healthy man ;
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but at the beginning of December last, soon after Mr. Hclleborus's
departure for Meran, he suddenly failed in health. The doctors could
not locate his disease, and he grew rapidly thinner and weaker, com
plaining of nothing but extreme lassitude, and feeling like a person who was
daily bled. Finally, on the 2oth day of December last, all Vienna was
surprised to hear that Mr. Tulip had died. Post-mortem examination
showing all the organs in a perfectly normal ·condition, the doctors
found nothing better but to register death from Marasmus (emaciation),
as the cause of this extraordinary event. Strange to say, during the
last days of his disease (if it can be so called), when his mind became
flighty, he often imagined that a stranger was troubling him, and the
description which he gave of that invisible personage fitted Mr.
Helleborus with perfect accuracy.
During Mr. Tulip's sickness, news came from Meran that Mr.
Helleborus was rapidly gaining strength and recovering from his illness
in a most miraculous manner ; but there were some people who
expressed grave doubts as to whether this seeming recovery would be
lasting. On the day of M r. Tulip's funeral, M r.
, a prominent
Fellow of the T. S., now in Austria, remarked to Mrs. Rose : " You will
see that now that Mr. Tulip is dead, his vampire will die too."
On J anuary I st, 1 889, Mr. Rose dreamed that he saw Uncle
Helleborus looking perfectly healthy. He expressed his surprise about
it, when a voice, as if coming from a long distance, said : " Uncle
Helleborus is dead ! " The voice sounded a second time, and this once
far more powerfully, repeating the same sentence ; and this time Mr.
Rose awoke, with the sound of that voice still ringing in his ears, and
communicated to his wife the happy news that " Uncle Helleborus was
dead." Two hours afterwards a telegram came from Meran, announcing
· the demise of " U ncle Helleborus " which had occurred on that very
night, and calling upon Mr. Rose to come and attend to the funeral. It
was found that Mr. Helleborus had begun to grow rapidly worse from
the day when Mr. Tulip died.
The only rational explanation of such cases, I have found in
Paracelsus. Perhaps LUCIFER can throw some additional light on
the subject.
FRANZ HARTMAN N, M.D.
--
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THE PRESIDENT'S JAPAN TOUR. •
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latter end o f the sea-voyage w as somewhat rough and

very c ol d

H eavy snow fell at Shang Hai and Col. Olcott and Mr. Dhammapala

found it impossible to keep warm : the latter had never seen snow in his

beautiful Ceylon, and the former had become so acclimatised to the heat by ten
years of India as to be in almost as bad a plight. The port of Kob� was reached
at daylight on the 9th of February and the excitement of the tour began.

,The

members of the Japanese Buddhist Committee invaded the President's cabin
before he was half-dressed, and at their heels were a lot of picturesquely robed
priests, each handing over his visiting-card printed in Japanese characters, and
bowing most ceremoniously-as only a graceful Japanese

can

bow.

On the pier

were ranged a long line of priests, acolytes and laymen, representing the seven
sects existing in Kob�.

A procession of jinrickshas was organized, and the party

were conducted to the Temple of the Ten Dai sect, where the Chief Priest Jiko
Katta made them heartily welcome.

(It is a coincidence that Buddhism was

first preached in Japan at this very temple, which is now the starting·point of the
revival of Buddhism in the East, and the international cCK>peration for the
spread of this religion throughout the Western world. )

Crowds of visitors called

to pay their respects, and the President was forced to give two lectures within
the twenty-four hours.
On Sunday, the 1 oth, the party left for Kioto by train, Mr. Noguchi getting
off at his station to go anrl see his family after his four months' trip to India.
There was a huge crowd at the station in Kioto awaiting them.

Some 700

priests and their pupils were there, and the bowing was something to remember.
The welcome, at any rate, was most sincere.

The President and .Mr. Dham

mapala were taken to the Chi-oo-een Temple of the Jodo sect, and the former
given

a grand

quarters.

room

known as

the

Empress's room, for

his

reception

The lacquers, bronzes, paintings on silk, and carved wooden ceiling

were things to be given a large space in a descriptive record of ordinary travel
but may be passed over with the simple mention in this meagre official report
On the

I

2th poor Dhammapala succumbed to the cold, and kept his bed, laid up

with the rheumatism in his feet and hands.
joumeyings in Japan.

And so ends his part of the inland

He seems likely to be obliged to stop in Kioto and help

the local Committee in the formation of the Branch and the commencement of
its work..

Col Olcott and Mr. Noguchi will have to travel alone. An interesting

visit was made to the Temple of the Jana (Dhyana) sect, who seem to be the
Sufis of Japanese Buddhism.

It is averred, however, that the Shin-gons are the

esoteric Buddhists of the country.

They know of the Mahatmas, the Siddhis

(spiritual powers in man), and quite readily admitted that there were priests i n
their order who exercised them.
cordial.

Their reception of Col. Olcott was extremely

They made him two presents, besides their scriptures-a relic, alleged
• From the April

Tluosopltist.
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to be of Lord Buddha himself, and a parcel of hard-baked cakes, beautifully·
colored and resembling carved medallions of coral and ivory, which had been
offered by the reigning Emperor to the

Manes

of his predecessor at the latter's

sepulchre, of which the monks of this temple are guardians.

At 2 P.M. the

same day CoL Olcott addressed an audience of at least

persons in the

z,ooo

vast preaching-hall of the Chi�en Temple, and the applause was thrilling from
its volume and intensity.
F. T. S.

The address was

translated by Mr. Kinza Hirai,

On the 1 3th-when the post left-there was a grand reception by the

Western Honganji, the rich and large sect with which Akamatzu, the learned
young priest who so impressed Miss Bird, when she was exploring her " Un
beaten Tracks in Japan," is connected.

The President found on arrival the

buildings ablaze with Japanese flags, two fine examples of the new Buddhist flag.
introduced by our Society in Ceylon, waved over the iron gates, and a large body
of priests, with the

6oo pupils

of their schools, formed lines for him to pass through

towards the principal entrance of the main buildings.

He was shown great

kindness and courtesy throughout the visit, given a fine collation in the Japanese
style, and before leaving, upon invitation, addressed the pupils assembled in the
prayer hall.
Thence he had to drive rapidly to the Chi-oo-een Temple to give his second
lecture, and the audience was even greater than that of the previous day.

Thus

has the ball been set rolling in Japan.
[The above report is undated, the Kioto post mark is three gridirons rampant.
It was written apparently on Feb. 1 2th.-En.

Theosophist.]

T H E PRESIDENT'S TOUR

(continued).

(The following was received by the last Mail. )
On the 1 4th February, the Eastern Honganji received Colonel Olcott with
great distinction.

He was shown everything, including the inside and outside

of the grand new temple which they are building l

A most . striking curio there

is a coil of seven enormous black cables, one of them 1 5 inches in circumference
and 1 8 yards long, the whole measuring perhaps 1 00 feet, and entirely made of

human hair.

The female devotees of this temple had shorn their raven locks

to make the ropes for hauling the timbers for the building !

At a temple in

Kobe a copy of some parts of the Buddhist

Pilakas,

copyist's tongue, was shown our travellers.

Could fanaticism go farther !

written in the blood of the
The

Eastern and Western Honganjis of Kioto are two great temple corporations, the
most infl uential and wealthy in Japan.

The original body was created by Imperial

charter about a thousand years ago, and the split which now exists only took
place in the time of the twenty-fifth Master-about two centuries ago.

It was

caused by the patronage given by a reigning Provincial Governor to an ambitious
junior priest, whom he supplied with land and money, for the erection and
support of separate buildings.

The priests

of this sect

are in a sense

the

Lutherans of Japan, since they marry like the Protestant clergy, and for Luther's
reason, that clerical marriage is a social safeguard.

The two Honganjis are not

in the habit of acting together, but they have joined in assuming the entire cost
and direction of Colonel Olcott's Mission to Japan, and will see him safely
through the whole business.
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Colonel Olcott's third Lecture in Kioto was given to his usual monster
audience on the 1 4th, and in the evening he sat for his portrait to an old J ap:mese
painter on silk.

The next day saw him at Osaka ( Hiago ), the second largest

city in J apan, where he had' another great reception.

On his way from the

railway station to the Un-rai-ji temple (Nichi-ren sect) where he was to lodge, he
had to inspect and address two large schools, one for girls, the other for boys ; and
nearly got an inflammation of the lungs by exposure to
audience hall where he had to speak.

a freezing

damp

The Japanese houses are cool and

breezy, with paper v.indows and plenty of draughts--excellent for hot weather
but no joke in winter, with the atmosphere outside full of snow, and the air o f
the most comfortable room s o cool that o n e ca n see every breath o n e draws.
The floors are exquisitely clean and covered with fine grass-matting, to keep
which tidy it is the universal custom to enter the house in stocking feet, leaving
the shoes at the door-step.

Fancy what this means in the case of a visitor

from the Tropics, whose blood is instantly chilled by contact with the cotd mats.
It nearly did for the President, who only escaped a severe attack of pneumonia
by bathing his feet in scalding hot water on going to bed.

It completely

knocked up poor Mr. Dhammapala, who was attacked with rheumatism in both
feet, and has ever since had to keep his bed in Kioto in an agony of pain.

The

kindness shown him by our Japanese friends, by night as by day, is simply
beyond praise ; no blood relatives could be more devotedly tender and watchful.
The audiences in Osaka were as large and enthusiastic as those in Kioto.
There were two lectures and at the same temple, Nam-bi-mido (Shin-shu sect).
Col. Olcott also made addresses before a Prisoners' Reform Society-an ex
cellent and well-managed concern-and at another temple of the same sect.
He was also taken to the famous. Ten-no-si, the most ancient temple in Japan,
where he was presented with some documents and an old Japanese oval gold
coin-a Koban-worth $7. 50.
more favourable.

This was on the 1 7th, so the omens are once

At Ten-no-si there is a unique feature-a little chapel with an

image of Buddha and a hanging bell to ring, and all filled with toys, dolls, balls,
etc., etc., and children's dresses and wooden clogs.

This is a place where

prayers are offered for dead little ones, and the dresses and playthings are placed
there so that they (or their phantasmal-duplicates ?) may
Paradise for their further use.

be transferred

to

The bell is rung that the angel child may hear

the parental summons and take the things which affection would have them
enjoy.

A touching sentiment.

On the 1 8th Col. Olcott returned to Kioto and spent the day in preparations
for a most important meeting for which he had issued personal invitations in
advance.

The event came off according to programme and was a thorough

success.

It was no less than a convocation of the H igh Priests of the eight

(there are but eight active) sects of Japanese Buddhism-the Pontiffs of some
3 7 millions Buddhists.

They met in the " Empress Room " in Chio-oo-een

Temple, seating themselves according to age about a long table ; each with a
brass fire-pot before him for warming his hands.
dressed in their full canonicals.

They were all aged men, and

Colonel Olcott first had read a Japanese

translation of a salutatory letter in Sanskrit to the Buddhists of Japan from
Sumangala Thero, of Colombo, in which he begged his co-religionists to re
cei.,·e Colonel Olcott as a zealous and consistent Buddhist, and help him to
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realize his plans.

Also a translation of a joint note of similar purport from the

principal priests of both Sinhalese Buddhist sects.

He then read in English an

Address, of which we give the text herewith, and it was afterwards interpreted
in Japanese by young Matsumura, of Osaka, an excellent translator.

The

council then took an hour's recess for consultation, and upon returning, ad
journed to reconvene a few days later, after receiving copies of two Resolu
tions offered for their acceptance by Colonel Olcott.
TEXT OF COL. OLCOTT'S ADDRESS.
REvERESD SIRs,
I have invited you to meet me to-day on neutral ground, for private
consultation.

What can we do for Buddhism ?

What ought we to do ?

Why should the two great halves of the Buddhist Church be any longer
ignoranl and indifferent about each other ?
Let us break the long silence ; let us bridge the chasm of

2,3oo

years ; let

the Buddhists of the N otth and those of the South be one family again.
The great schism took place at the second council of Vasali, and among its
causes were these questions : " May salt be preserved in horn by the monks for
future use ? "

" May solid food be eaten by them after the hour of noon ? "

" May fermented drinks which look like water be drunk ? " " May seats covered
with cloths be used ? " " May gold and silver be received by the Order ? "
Does it seem worth while that the vast Buddhist family should be estranged
from each other for such questions as these ?

Which is the most important,

Venerable Sirs, that salt shaH or shaH not be stored up for future use, or that the
Doctrines of Buddhism shaH be preached to ail mankind ?
India-a journey of

I am come from

miles, and a long one for a man of nearly

s, ooo

age, to ask you this question.

6o

years of

Answer me, 0 chief priests of the twelve

Japanese sects : I charge you upon your consciences to answer.

I have brought

you a written appeal from your co-religionists of Ceylon and a Sanskrit letter
from the learned Sumangala, High Priest of Adam's Peak, begging you to receive
their brotherly salutations, and to listen to me and help me to carry out my
religious work.
word for all.

I have no special, private word to speak to any. of you, but one
My mission is not to propagate the peculiar doctrines of any sect,

but to unite you all in one sacred un dertaking.
Buddhist and a brcther.

Each of you I recognize as a

Ail have one common object.

Listen to the words of

the learned Chinese pilgrim and scholar, Hiouen Thsang :

" The schools of

philosophy are always in conflict, and the noise of their passionate discussions
rises like the waves of the sea.

Heretics of the different sects attach them

selves to particular teachers, and by different routes 1t1alk /o the same goal."

I

have known learned priests engage in bitter controversy about the most childish
subjects, while the Christian Missionaries were gathering the children of their
neighbourhoods into schools and
religion

!

teaching them that Buddhism is a false

Blind to their first duty as priests, they thought only of quarreiiing

about unimportant matters.

I have no respect for such foolish priests, nor

can

I

expect them to help me to spread Buddhism in distant countries or defend it at
home from its bitter, rich and indefatigable enemies.

But my helpers and wen

wishers wiii be ail sincere, inteiiigent, broadminded Buddhist priests and laymen.
of every country and nation.
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We have these two things to do. In Buddhist countries, to revive our religion ;
purify it of its corruptions ; prepare elementary and advanced books for the
education of the young and the information of adults, and expose the falsehoods
circulated against it by its opponents.

Where these latter are trying to persuade

children to change their family religion for another, we must, strictly as a measure
of self-defence and not in any angry or intolerant spirit--condemned by our
religion--collect and publish all available facts about the merits and demerits of
the new religion offered as better than Buddhism.

And then, it is our duty-as

taught us by the Lord Buddha himself-to send teachers and preachers to distant
lands, such as Europe and America, to tell the millions now disbelieving Christia·
nity and looking about for some religion to replace it, that they will find what will
convince their reason, and satisfy their heart in Buddhism. So completely has in
tercourse been broken between Northern and Southern Buddhists since the

Vasali

Counci� that you do not know each other's beliefs nor the contents of your res·
pective Scriptures.

One of the first tasks before you, therefore, is to have the

books compared critically by learned scholars, to ascertain which portions are
ancient and which modern, which authoritative and which forgeries.

Then the

results of these comparisons must be published throughout all Buddhist countries,
in their several vernaculars.

We may have to convene another great Council at

some sacred place, such as Buddha-Gya or Anuradhapura, before the publications
mentioned are authorised

What a grand and hopeful spectacle that would be I

May we live to see it.
Now kindly understand that, in making all these plans for the defence and propa
gation of Buddhism, I do so in the two-fold character of an individual Buddhist and
President of the Theosophical Society acting through and on behalf of its Buddhist

.Dit•ision.

Our great Brotherhood comprises already I 7 4 Branches, distributed

over the world as follows :

India, Ceylon and Burma

I29 ;

Europe I J ;

America 25 ; Africa I ; Australasia 2 ; West Indies 2 ; Japan I ; Singapore I. Tot�
I 7 4 Branches of our Society, all under one general management. When first I visited
Ceylon {in the year I88o) and formed several Branche�, I organized a Buddhist
Division of the Society, to include all Buddhist Branches that might be formed in
any part of the world. What I now offer you is to organize such Branches through
out Japan, and to register them, along with our B uddhist Branches in Ceylon,
Burma and Singapore, in the " Buddhist Division " ; so that you may all be working
together for the common object of promoting the interests of Buddhism.

This will

You have already many such Societies, each trying to
do something, but none able to effect as much as you could by u n iting your
be an easy thing to do.

forces with each other and with the sister Societies in foreign countries.

It

would cost you a great deal of money and years of labour to establish foreign
agencies like ours, but I offer you the chance of having these agencies ready
made, without your being put to any preliminary expenses.

And, since our

Buddhist Division has been working for Buddhism without you, for the past ten
years, I doubt if you could find more trustworthy or zealous co-operators.

The

people of Ceylon are too poor and too few in number (only some 2 millions of
Buddhists) to undertake any such large scheme as I propose, but you and they
together could do it successfully.

If you ask how we should organize our forces,

I point you to our great enemy, Christianity, and bid you look at their large and
wealthy Bible, Tract, Sunday School, and Missionary Societies-the tremendous
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agencies they support to keep alive and spread their religion.

We must form

similar Societies, and make our most practical and honest men of business
their managers.

Nothing can be done without money.

The Christians spend

millions to destroy Buddhism ; we must spend to defend and propagate it.
We must not wait for some few rich men to give the capital ; we must call upon
the whole nation.

The millions spent for the Missionaries are mainly con

tributed by poor people and their children : yes, their ch ildren, I say, for they
teach their children to deny themselves sweets and toys and give the money to
convert you to Christianity.
of their religion ?

Is not that a proof of their interest in the spread

What are you doing to compare with it ?

Where are your

monster Buddhist Publication Societies, your Foreign Mission Societies, your
I travel much, but have not heard of them in

Missionaries in foreign lands ?

any country of Europe or America.

There are many Christian schools and

churches in Japan, but is there a Japanese Buddhist school or temple
or Paris, or Vienna, or New York ?

If not, why not ?

in London.

You know as well as I

that our religion is better than Christianity, and that it would be a blessed thing
if the people of Christendom were to adopt it : why, then, have you not given
them the chance ?

You are the watchmen at the gates of our religion,

0 chief

priests ; why do you slumber when the enemy is trying to undermine its walls ?
Yet, though you neglect your duty, Buddhism is rapidly spreading in C hristian
countries from several causes.

First of all its intrinsic merit, then its scientific

character, its spirit of love and kindness, its embodiment of the idea of justice,
its logical self-consistency.

Then, the touching sweetness of the story of the life

of Sakhya Muni, which has touched the hearts of m ultitudes of Christians, as
recounted in poem and story.

There is one book called " The Light of Asia,"

a poem by Sir Edwin Arnold, of which several h undred thousand copies have
been sold, and which has done more for Buddhism than any other agency.
Then there are and have been great authors and philologists like Prof. Max
M uller, Messrs. Burnouf, De Rosny, St. Hilaire, Rhys Davids, Beal, Fausooll,
Bigandet, and others, who have written about the Lord Buddha in the most
sympathetic terms.

And among the agencies to be noticed is the Theosophical

Society, of which I am President.

The " Buddhist Catechism," which I com

piled for the Sinhalese Buddhists eight years ago, has already been published in
fifteen different languages.
there were not less than

A great authority told me recently in Paris that

1 2,ooo

professed Buddhists in France alone, and in

America I am sure there must be at least
come for us to put forth our united efforts.

so,ooo.

If I

can

The auspicious day has

persuade you to join hands

with your brothers in Ceylon and elsewhere, I shall think I am seeing the dawn
of a more glorious day for Buddhism.

Venerable Sirs, hearken to the words of

your ignorant yet sincere American c�religionist.
the battle is set, the hero's place is at the front :

Be up and doing.

When

which of you shall I see acting

the hero in this desperate struggle between truth and superstition, between
Buddhism and its opponents ?
OUR SOCI ETY'S " AGAP ...£. "
Our Brothers in France had a happy idea in establishing what we might call
theosophical

agapO!,

minus the mystic and religious gloom of the latter.

These

monthly dinners, " purely vegetarian "-we are not told whether they are also
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teetotal-may do good work in the long run, as promoters of peace, soul-har
mony and brotherly love.

" A good dinner sharpens wit, while it softens the

heart," we are told by those in whom, of the three souls enumerated by Plato,
the " stomach-soul '' is the most energetic ; the statement being corroborated by
Lord Byron.

According to the great

English poet, of all " appeals," none is

more calculated to take hold of the best feelings of mankind
" Than that all-softening, overpow'ring knell,
The tocsin of the soul-the dinner-bell ! "
However it may be, and from whatsoever point we view them, the " theoso
phical dinners " in France have an undeniable advantage over the " no such
dinners " in England.

They represent, for theosophists, a few hours, at least,

passed under the white flag of truce ; and even that little is a decided relief, and
a march stolen on the English members.
Blessed be ye,

0 dinners, if presided over by the angel of peace, who stands

between the fighting and the dead !
The " Hermes Dinner," was not presided over this time, however, by a six
winged angel, " shadow'd from either heel with feather'd mail," but, by our re
spected friend and brother, the Count Gaston d'Adhemar, who kindly accepted
the presidential place of honour at this " exclusively vegetarian repast."
dinner took place on March

23

The

at Lavenue's, Boulevard Montparnasse, and was

graced, besides the members and associates of the local T. S. " Hermes," who
happened to

be

then in Paris, by the presence of several distinguished guests

interested in theosophy.
In the words of our

Revue Theosophique •

for April, " this banquet passed off

most charmingly, thanks to the witty and instructive conversation of its Presi
dent, who related some of his travelling impressions through America, and no
tably among the

Mormons ,-

after which the conversation became general and was

devoted to occult topics of the highest scientific, phenomenal and metaphysical
interest."
At

11

p.m. the members separated, pledging themselves to meet on the same

date next month.
For the benefit of the lovers of vegetarianism, we append hereto the

Menu

of

this repast, which, " to the surprise of all, was found not only very nourishing,
but most excellent."
Potage a Ia N ormande
Hors d'ceuvres
Pommes de terre a Ia Duchesse
Tymbale de guiochys au parmesan
Salsifis frits
Haricots panaches
Salade de laitue aux ceufs
Parfait
Desserts.
In our great gastronomical ignorance, while rejoicing over the Normandy
• Directrioe, Comtesse Gaston d'.-\dhemar ; Redacteur

en

chef (chief editor), H. P. Blavatsky.

Chief office, 10, Rue Lesueur, P:lris Comtcsse d'Adhemar ; and all the chief bookselleri of PariL
London, at

7, Duke Street, Adelphi and David Nutt's.
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soup, D uchess potatoes, fried salsifry (oyster plant), haricot beans and innocent
salad with eggs, we feel rather doubtful about the esoteric meaning of that
" Parfait," which winds up the
dangerously insidious

Menu.

liqueurs,

Is it a l iqueur ? one of those oily, sweet,

so beloved in France, or some respectable and

harmless dish, drink or what not, for digestive purposes ?
for the purity of the Theosophical Agapce !

If the former, alas

GENERAL MEETING OF THE " H ERMES " T.S.
Far more interesting still, is the Report of the meeting of the " Hermes
Lodge " on March
meetings

2 sth,

qualified

as

I 889 ; and it is with sincere pleasure that we find these

" veritable

fraternal

communions

in the Spirit of

Truth."
The meeting was opened by a paper read by the Vice President, Mr. G.
Caminade d'Angers, an analysis of

Esoteric Buddhism.

Devachan

according to Mr. A P. Sinnett's

Then came a very substantial summary of the unity of all

theogonies, and their evolution through ages and nations by the Corresponding
Secretary of the " Hermes " Lodge ; and fi nally a paper was read by a member,
called, " What is Theosophy ? "
We regret our inability to give more than a few concluding paragraphs ; but
these are too good to be left untranslated.
The principal objection addressed to the Theosophists is the charge that they
do not conform to the scientific methods of research and demonstration. " You
postulate your principles

a priorz: hence you make them arbitrary.

Starting

from this, you deduce your conclusions which, supposing them to be strictly
logical, have yet no scientific value, since they err by their very basis."

•

" In short, Theosophy is for our adversaries rather a theological than a scien
tific doctrine ; it

appeals to faith (?}

more than to reason.

•

. . and cannot be

accepted by the scientist who does not admit (or pretends he does not) any
:>ther than inductive reasoning resting

on positive facts {!)

authentically demon

strated."

( Vide Scientific

Syllogism,

infra).

The lecturer undertook to prove that the fundamental principle of Theo
sophy-indicated in the etymology of the term-was the result of st rict induc
tion based on positive facts and admitted as such by the scientists of every age
and country."
He said that :
" 1 st. There are three sources of human knowledge ; nature, written tradition,
and oral instruction.

Though no one need disdain the written testimony or the

* We strongly suspect this method of being precisely that of orthodox science, and not at all the
theosophical. While their conclusions are always strictly corr<"ct and logical, their major premise is
generally a hypothesis, and often not true in nature.

The syllogisms of science run somewhat in this

manner :
The catarrhine ape is dumb, and lost its tail ; (HtUck/)

Speech arose from crude animal sounds, and early man had a tail ; (Da• win)
THEREFORE,

tlu two had a co,.mon anuJtor.

It is for the Darwino-HtUclu/ianJ, e\·idently, that it has been said that, " If the premises are not

true and the syllogism is regular, the reason is valid, and the conclusion, wutur true or fa/u, is cor

rectly rlerh·cd . . .-i_ Eo. ]
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oral tradition, yet it is always to nature as a last

criterium
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that both the others

have to be made subservient.
" 2 nd. Among all the beings which people the world, man is the one from
which every observation has to start, and to which it has to lead.

As St. Martin

said, healthy philosophy demands that things should be explained through man,
and not man through things.

Such a study of man "

.

•

.

led the lecturer to

recognize three constitutional principles in human nature.
3rd. Passing thence, from man to things, he showed rapidly, that these three
principles

(upadhis)

were found in all Nature.

" 4th. Further in virtue of the hermetic (and also Aristotelean) axioms " as
above, so below," analogy leads us to admit above men an indefinite series of
beings, which we do not see, but the reality of which is demonstrated to us by
the phenomena of clairvoyance, in short, of

magic.

" sth. Finally, at the summit of the ladder, the same analogy makes us perceive
the EssE of all WISDOM-DEITY.

Hence, the name of

which embraces all the chain of beings,

as

Theosoph;·,

of that science

far as human mind can do so.

But,

instead, as in theology, of exhausting itself 1in sterile efforts to determine the
attributes of God, which would amount to seeking to define the infinite,•
limits our efforts to a tacit recognition of its necessity.

it

It admits with Plato

that one dare not say aught of Deity but that which is verisimilar ; and with
St. Bernard, that it is absurd to seek the supreme beneath or below man's possi
bility of thought.

By induction we thus arrive from Nature to Deity.

the

Theosophy

catechism

of

could

define

God

as :

THE

Thus,

lNDEDUCIBLE

lNDUCTIO:S. "

We may end by rem:Jrking that " the Theosophists of the West are sending

Doyen

their greetings and wishes of prosperity to the
journals and publications, the
1 889 the

thousandth

Gazette of Pekin,

year of its existence."

of all the world's

which prepares to celebrate in
A

millenium

of literary activity

is something that our " superior race " can hardly boast of anyway.

In this, at

any ra te, the proud West has to submit to looking very cheap and small before
an " inferior race."

BUDDHISM THRO UGH CH RISTIAN SPECTACLES.
On the occasion of a new pseudo-Oriental dirge t by " Sir Monier Monier
Williams, K.C. I.E." the very

Cl1ristian

Orientalist, a

daily takes the opportunity

of poking fun into the ribs of several members and ex-members of the T.S.
W e have had an opportunity of acquainting ourself with some of the views of
the " Duff" lecturer in Edinburgh, and therefore doubt our ever opening his new
volume. It has once been shown in LuciFER, April,

I 888,

how the " Orientalist " of

that name, scoffing at the modest title of " Light of Asia " seeks to make it pale
into insignificance before the proud appellation of "
•

which are by their

t

Light of the World"-a

Leaving aside that trifling difficulty in philosophy, which shows to us that to postulate attributes,

"

very

nature finilt, to the infinilt, is like trying to square the circle. -{Eo.]

Buddhism i n its connection with Brahmanism and Hinduism

is the short and comprchensi,·e
Monier Williams.

and its

contrast with Christianity "

title of a new work compiled from his

"

Duff

Lectures " by Sir

L UCIFER.
rather paradoxical boast to make before a mankind, more than two thirds of
which are non-converted

Buddhists

and

" heathens." But such

intellectual

legerdemain, such jugglery of facts and historical data sacrificed to sectarian
The modus operandi is a� old as the
genus " missionary " familiar to every admirer of
Buddha, the DIVINE MAN par excellence.
We leave therefore the onus
probandi-easy enough, with audiences of gobe-moudzes and too willing helpers
views, are no novelty to any reader.
Nazarene faith, and the

of proving the unprovable, to the clever author who uses so dexterously the well
known missionary trick, namely, that " Buddhism is the Devil's

imitation

of

Christianity."
And why shouldn't he, when it is the only thing in our day of shams that
pays ?

Let Sir Monier adopt another tone ; let him speak truth and fact, and

declare them squarely to his audiences.

Let him state that neither Buddhism,

nor the gospel of Krishna-nor yet the legends of the numerous Solar Gods
who lived, died, and after descending into Hades, resurrected, bringing back to
earth the divine light of which the Demon of Darkness, the Winter Solstice, had
deprived it-could be " imitations " of the Christian legend, as they preceded it
by long ages.

Let him speak as every impartial historian and Orientalist is in

duty bound to do,

/ruth and nothing bul lhe /ruth,

and he will soon find that,

instead of being referred to by his reviewers as " one of the most distinguished of
living Orientalists " (?!) he will dwindle down to the status of a fifth-rate lecturer.
" talking gibberish " " under Mr. Sinnett's influence

"(sic).

True, the Oxford Sanskritist has never been under the in fluence of the writer
of " Esoteric Buddhism " ; and his own version
assures

us

that

Buddhism,
language,

having

thrice

" he has brought to
Pali,

a

life-long

sacred language, Sanskrit."
India

and

Oxford.

travelled
the study

preparatory
Yet

Some

there

( Vide

" Preface " to his work)

through
of

study
exists

irreverent pundits,

the

sacred

Buddhism
of

and

Brahmanism

another
among

version
others

lands

of

its sacred
and
both
the

its
m

late

Dayanand Saraswate, the greatest Sanskrit scholar of India, laboured under
the impression that in the last voyage through " the sacred lands of Buddhism,"
namely Benares and beyond, made by Prof. Monier Williams (was it in 1 8 7 6 or
7 7 ?) no pundit could make head or tail of what the " most distinguished of
living Orientalists " meant, when he attempted to speak Sanskrit ; nor could they
(the pundits) be coaxed into admitting that the illustrious Oxford Orientalist
knew anything of Sanskrit at all.

In fact, it was a truly benevolent action of

Pundit Dayanand to have allowed his pupil, Shamji

Krishnavarma, then a

theosophist by-the-bye, to go to Oxford and teach the eminent Professor some

real

Sanskrit.

Whether the

distinguished Orientalist

has profited by the

lessons of his young and most intelligent guru-lessons which covered several
years since 1 87 9-remains an open question.

At all events he speaks like a true

blue Brahmin and a reader of the Puranic dead-letter of Buddha's death having
been caused by eating " too much dried boar's flesh."

This is something in

view of Buddha's asceticism and aversion to eating anything that had life in it,
still more wonderful in its dead-letter than that other statement that " prayer to
the unknown (God) is among the chief duties now recognised by Buddhists."
We find it in a

daily that quotes

from the Professor's lecture.

Priests and brothers of Ceylon, please rise and explain I
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Therefore the remark is quite true that the " work of Sir M onier Williams,
K.C.I. E."-which

--

" will most interest those who have t!U6/ed in what is called ' Theosophy,' of which Colonel Olcott,
Mr. A. P. Sinnett, and Madame Blavatsky are the best known exponents, is that entitled Mystical
Buddhism." For Sir Moni.-r holrls that the Buddha himself was opposed to mysticism ; that originally
Buddhism set its face against all solitary asceticism, and all secret efforts to obtain sublime heights
of knowledge ; it had no occult, esoteric system of doctrine which it withheld from ordinary men.' "
•

•

-Literary

IVorld.

Oh, Brahma
took the figure

Prabhavdpyaya ! Thou
of a boar-the same from

God of the imperishable origin who
eating whose DRIED

remains

B uddha

is said by the metaphor-loving and wily Brahmin to have died-be merciful to
thy detractors and would-be scholars !

Our contemporary, the

Lt"ferary World,

launching on the dangerous depths of " Pure and impure Buddhism," confesses
after enumerating several learned works, that :

" In this enumeration we have taken no account of the writings of the Theosophists or Nee-Bud
dhists, which pretend to initiate Western readers into the secret doctrines of Buddhism, and are
generally too mystical and unintelligible for an ordinary man's comprehension."
No wonder our " secret doctrines of Buddhism " are
man's

comprehension.

But then the " Duff "

too much

Williams is, on his own confession and statement, of very
prehension and most remarkable learning.

for an ordinary

lecturer, Sir Monier-Monier

extraordinary

com

He has forgotten more than any

man ever knew ; and learnt more of that which all the Orientalists put together
had to unlearn.

A few " Duff" lectures more, and the English public will b e

told that Sir William Jones and Colonel Wilford were, after all, right ; that
Gautama Buddha was a parody of the Biblical Lamech, Buddhism and Woden

ism, hence, Mercury and Buddha, are identical, and that the whole character of
the Prince of Kapilavastu was copied from the mythical St.

J osaphat, the

Roman Catholic saint of India.
Will it be deemed very impertinent to the " greatest of living Orientalists " to
say that it is only to be regretted that, having finished his Sanskrit rudiments
with Shamji Krishnavarma, the eminent Oxford scholar has not turned to the
Theosophists to give a little fi nishing touch to his Brahmano-Buddhist know
ledge ?

We would have never grudged him his " Light of the World " ; but

taking him lovingly to our esoteric bosoms and permitting him to " dabble " in
theosophy, we would have brought order into the confusion of his Buddhist
notions and restored the equilibrium to the very unbalanced ideas culled by him
in some Puranas, adverse to the " Light of Asia."

But now, do what we may, it

is not Sir bi:S-Monier Williams, K.C.I.E., who can ever hope to become " the
Light of O rientalism."

Sic transit gloria mundi !

After all it is not the theosophists who are the losers ; for never has a cer
tain

dail;•

uttered a greater truth than when saying that a certain " Radical

" no/ aione in the transfer of hi's allegiance from Chrisliam"fy to
Buddhism. Since the publication of Mr. Sinnelfs ' Esoteric Buddhism ' various
English converts have been made by the propagandists, male and female, who
have devoted themselves to the work of proselytism ; anti there is no doubt that
Asiatic mystery z'n any form has a great charm fer a certain class of minds."
gentleman " is

It has, it has ; and no amount of Western pride and prejudice will ever pre
vent the truths which Buddha taught from coming home to the hearts of the
most intelligent thinkers of the West.

•
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MEETI NG OF B U D D H I ST LADIES I N CEYLON.•
ON March 24, a meeting of Sinhalese ladies was held at the local Theosophical Head
quarters. A meeting of the Sinhales e fair sex is quite unprecedented in the annals of
Ceylon, and yesterday's representative gathering may be fitly called the first of its kind
ever held in Ceylon since the days of Sangha Mitta. The meeting was convened to
discuss the best method of furthering Female Education among the Sinhalese. M r.
Leadbeater, F.T.S. (an ex-Protestant clergyman of England, who has embraced
Buddhism), addressed the ladies, giving a few practical hints on the subject. He was
followed by Mrs. de Silva, M rs. de Livera, and a few other ladies.
Mrs. de Silva kept the audience spell-bound with an excellent address, dwelling on
the present state of Sinhalese women. She said that the standard of race develop
ment could only be elevated by granting woman every facility for the culture and
exercise of all her powers and faculties. The Sinhalese woman has not properly de
veloped these powers, and Mrs. de Silva begged of all present to do everything in their
power to promote female education among their si sters.
It may not be out of place to mention here that Mrs. de Silva is a member of a very
respectable Sinhalese family, and is the wife of a native merchant. Her amiability,
coupled with rare intelligence and unselfish devotion to her nation and country, makes
her eminently qualified to be the leader of a movement which bids fair to be a
thorough success. Mrs. de Silva intends conferring with several up-country Kumari
Hamis and low-country \Va!awe Mahatmayas on the subject of Female Education,
which is next her heart. At the meeting yesterday Mrs. de Silva read extracts from
letters from an American lady Doctor, which one of her friends had received anent the
question, expressing the lady Doctor's sympathy with the cause
The second meeting of Sinhalese ladies was held on March 30, at 2 p.m., at the
Hall of the Theosophical Society, when there were over so ladies present. :\Irs. S. de
Silva read the notice convening the meeting ; and a few others spoke of the desirability
of organizing a Society among the women of Ceylon for promoting Female Education.
An Association was then formed-to be called by a suitable name, which the Theo
sophical Society's Pandit, M r. Weragama Banda, has kindly consented to.
The
following officers were elected to carry on the business of the Association :President, Mrs. S. de Silva ; Vice-Presidents, Mrs. Madelina Perera Dharma
Gunawardana, · M rs. A. de Livera, Mrs. Dona Madelena ; Secretary, M rs. E. \Vijey
singhe : Assistant Se,·retary, Miss M. E. de Silva ; Treasurer, �Irs. Isabella Dharma
Gunawardana.
The Secretary then read several letters from ladies expressing their sympathy with
the movement and their regret at being unable to be present at the meeting owing to
unavoidable circumstances. It was most gratifying to observe that besides these
letters there were a few more from the sterner sex expressing their sympathy and
good wishes for the success of the cause and enclosing donations. . . .
A committee was formed consisting of 7 members, 5 to form a quorum, to meet on
next Saturday and frame the constitution of the Society.
The object of the Society, so far as we have learned, is the promotion of education
among the women of Ceylon, and it has also as its chief aim the formation of a bond
of sympathy with the women of all classes, which is indeed very desirable. \\'e have
often observed that, owing to the nasty caste system, a large number of intelligent
women find it difficult to obtain a footing in native society. This new Association
offers one broad p_Iatform where all women, irrespective of caste, may stand up and
proclaim their sisterhood. We congratulate the new Society on having elecled a body
.

*

Communicatt!d by a correspondent in Ceylon.

•

.

•

Vide C�/on Era"'i""·
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of officers most competent to be the moving spirits, owing to their intelligence, amia
bility, and the position they hold in Buddhist native circles.
It is worthy of note that the Assistant Secretary is a highly·accomplished young
lady of very respectable parents. She received her education under European super
vision in one of the leading Female Seminaries of Colombo, under Christian Mission
management. She is a staunch Buddhist, and this is a most exceptional instance. In
her the new Association has an acquisition. The Society contemplates, as soon as its
funds will permit, opening a College for Buddhist and Hindu girls under the superin
tendence of a European Lady Principal.

A NEW BRAN C H OF T H E T.S.
A BRANCH of the THEOSOPHICAL SociETY has now been formed in Liverpool.
It is hoped that this effort will u.eet with an active support among all who are
interested in a revival of that ancient learning and philosophy which, studiously
preserved throughout the ages, is now being disclosed and taught openly.
Theosophy attacks no religion, but is the friend of all.

Denying the efficacy

of creeds and dogmas, it seeks in every faith the underlying truths which exist
in all, and collecting these it presents to the world a system of religious and
scientific thought which, existing from the most remote times, has been the basis
of every world religion.
Foremost among Theosophical teachings are the doctrines of Karma and Re
incarnation, showing how the individual unit passes through a long series of
births and rebirths, the circumstances of each earth life being controlled by
the previous ones.

" Whatsoever a

This teaching alone is capable

man

soweth

that shall he also

reap."

of supplying an adequate explanation of the

diversities of fortune, of calamity apparently unmerited and success apparently
unearned.
Theosophy teaches man's Divine origin, and shows how he is again absorbed
into the Divine at the end of the path of births and rebirths.
Theosophy has shed the bright light of Eastern philosophy and metaphysics
upon our scientific researches, and has shown that science goes hand-in-hand
with the truest religion, the two forming one grand and united whole.
To all who are interested in the occult we offer a hearty welcome.

The efforts

of the Society have now placed within easy reach the works of the most advanced
in all ages, whose researches cannot fail to be of the utmost value to every
searcher after Esoteric truth.
Full information as to membership, e�c., may be obtained from the

SECRETARY,

86,

Queen's Road,
Bootie, Liverpool.

------
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ANTHROPOLOGICAL QUERI ES.
A

WORK

has been published, which revolutionises the science of animal life, and

marks an epoch in our zoology equivalent in importance to Linnreus' great dis
covery of the binomial nomenclature.
pare it with Darwin's

I cannot descend to bathos, and com

Origin of Species ,.

as the author of the

Secret Doctrine

is

probably aware that several foolish books have been written before her time.

Vi'xere fortes ante Agamemnona.
All works that have been the object of self-improvement in science are of
literary value.

The present age is one wherein the principles of Finality have

been assumed by the advocates of the science which, in 1 859, was scornfully
rejected as a modern invention by those who supported another theory, and

in

1889 enjoy the popularity of success, and view anything which is not in con
formity with Darwinism as a modern heresy.
Darwinism do not stop at fi nality.

The high priests of our modem

They are not satisfied with asserting that

they have reached perfect knowledge, but authoritatively condemn any proposi
tion which is contrary to their belief.

Thus, it may be safely said that if any

one were to write a paper discussing any anthropological matter from the stand
point ofa polygenist or a special creationist, such a paper would inevitably

be

rejected either by the Anthropological Institute, or Section H of the British
Association.

I am happy to say that the present writer has run no such risk.

The " Secret Doctrine " is to " Darwinism " like dock-leaves to nettle.

It makes

no compromise and boldly declares the possibility of another theory of the
origin of man to have been probable, and it has a theory, by which, on the assump
tion of primreval continents having existed at a remote historical epoch, the
genesis of the various early races of man may be accounted for ; whether we
adopt the hypotheses of Wallace or of Sclater ; and in whatever way we may
limit the existence of the once mighty continents of Lemuria and Atlantis, we
see the genesis of such men as the man of Canstadt satisfactorily accounted for.
I t is on anthropological matters, especially, that the author of the

Secret Doctrine

is really strong, and after a few years experience of the divagations to which
anthropologists have often been led, eac h Wiiter erecting his fame on the

wreck

of his predecessor's faith,

gens ratione fero:c, ac men/em pos/a chimeras,
we

confess to a certain feeling

of satisfaction in

seeing

all the theories

dismissed to " the limbo of all hasty blunders," and the solitary system of HBlavatsky left unique in its magnificence.

P.

Such a theory, which boldly attri

butes the descent of some animals from men by the degradation hypothesis, and
rejects the theory of the evolution of men from apes, will naturally find scant
support among the moderns.

The argument which the late Sir Charles Lyell

brought against the transmutation hypothesis. though suppressed in the later
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editions of the

Prindples of Geology,

have still some weight.

Professor Huxley,

in I Bs s, lecturing to the Royal Institution, spoke vehemently against the doc
trine of transmutation.

" Those theorists," who contended that there had been

a progressive development of life since the globe fi rst became habitable, com
mencing with the simplest forms of life, and proceeding regularly upwards to the
most complex, were severely criticized, and it was stated that such a view of
creation was not compatible with the facts disclosed by geological researches.
Professor Huxley, in I 8 5 5, confi dently assured his audience that a close ex::tmina
tion dispelled the idea of progressive development, and proved that it had no
solid foundation.

Yet he appears now to have executed what the late General

McClellan termed a " change of base."

We now have him writing emphatically

in favour of Danvinism as the only possible hypothesis on the Evolutionist side.
The theory, however, of Madame Blavatsky, has the advantage of recognising
the origin of the lower races of men.

Broc and Virey had given some proofs of

the relations in which black men are coincident with black apes, and red men
with red apes.

Earlier, in 1 8 so, Agassiz had remarked on the singularity of

the fact that the black orang occurs upon the continent which is inhabited
by the black human race, while the brown orang inhabits those parts of Asia
over which the chocolate-coloured Malays have been developed.

Unless, how

ever, the European race is made to claim descent from the oran-utan (although
the gorilla would,

a prion� seem to be far more nearly allied to man), this theory

leaves us entirely in the dark as to their origin.

Neither does it account for

the genesis of the Australian negroes, as there is not only no black ape, but no
ape at all within that continent which could find hypothetical zoologists with a
convenient progenitor.
The arguments in favour of Derivation as opposed to Darwinism have been
given at length by Sir Richard Owen, and students of his system of philosophy
are perhaps unable to find much distinction between his thoughts and those
of the

Secret Doctrine.

which like

those of

Both agree in the utter rejection of all hypotheses,
Haeckel, darken

counsel

by words

without

know

ledge, and depend for their own acceptation for the previous acceptation of the
Darwinian theory.

We see in H. P. B.'s creed, on the other hand, as free

emancipation from all shackles as the most ardent student of Burgersdyk or
Heereboord could desire.
whether

Her hypothesis is a self-contained one.

notre dzer voisin et parent, la punaise,

or in any other manner is quite indifferent.
hypothesis are preserved.

For her

originated by natural selection

We thus see that some merits of a

Her theory does not depend on any other, and we

see that the hypothesis, such as it is, is borne out by the genesis of the inferior
races of man.
two

The great point that Madame Blavatsky makes is, that we have

races of men.

From each of these are descended various groups of

inferior animals, which in reality are the descendants and not the progenitors
of man.

Thus, we see that her theory is directly at variance with Darwinism.

Of course there are Darwinites and Darwinites.

The late Charles Darwin was a

scholar, but the same cannot be said of many of his successors.
One feature in the Secret Doctrine commends itself to my liking. The author
says nothing about the modern doctrines of Evolution.

The manner wherein

the latter unfortunate word is used by scientific men is prudently not copied.
In fact the brightest passages in H. P. B.'s work are those wherein she cuts
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herself boldly away from the fashionable phrases by which, to use the words of
Lord Beaconsfield, gaily dressed and vociferating females " prattle of proto
plasm in gilded saloons."
Once the theory is well established that the higher races of man have been
the origin of the more degraded forms, we are able to estimate the value of
the scheme of filiation by which each individual race has been created. The
author might have enounced her argument in one of two forms. Deductively, she
might have claimed it as a revelation. Into the sources of her knowledge, true
or false, I need not enquire, nor does the author of the Secret .Doctrine ex
press. Inductively she might have, and in fact has, considered the genesis of
mankind from a purely scientific standpoint. If her theory merely rests on
grounds of science, it must be examined on those grounds alone. To attain
this end, the precept of Lucretius should guide us.
" Acri
Judicio perpende _- et, si li'bi vera z•zdenlur,
.Dede manus _- auf si fa/sum est, addngere contra I "

The races of early man may, from the point of view of the modern anthro
pologist, be divided into two broad divisions. A, the Man of Canstadt. B, the
man of Cromagnon. It is the object of the present remarks to urge that a
light has been thrown on modern science by the publication of the Secret
Doctrine which illuminates one of the most important epochs in modern an
thropology. Such a statement of known fact is probably without precedent in
the history of our science. There are some who remember the weary uphill way
in which the scientific men of the last generation deliberately directed arrows
that, on the whole, were aimed towards the gold centre of truth, and told as
much as was known of a science then young and still hardly adolescent.
The leading types of the Canstadt man have been found at Canstadt,
E;;uisheim, Brux, Neanderthal, La Denise (of the male type) ; and of the
gentler sex at Stangena:s, Olmo, Clichy, l\laestricht, Gibraltar, and Larzac.
Probably too much has been said about the Neander valley skull, that was at
le:�st not simious, though its earlier advocates made it so, and belonged to an in
dividual of whom the antiquity and the peculiarity were alike disproven. The cele
brated and mysterious jaw from La Naulette, which undeniably does present
some simious characters, is probably referable to the race of Canstadt. There is
a pala:ontological difficulty, which is stronger than a theoretical one. How do
we know that such a jaw as that of La Naulette fitted on to a skull like that of
Canstadt or Eguisheim ? The type of man most aberrant from the existing
forms is merely represented by one, or at most two, lower jaws from La
Naulette and Arcy. We have no evidence that the skulls associated with such
mandibles were of any peculiar type ; they may have been as hyper
brachistocephalic as some existing Norwegians, or as hypsi-stenocephalic as the
longest skulled New Caledonian. Where we have not a single fact from which
we can legitimate!�- infer even a probable gener:�lisation, silence, at least, so far as
regards the cranial type associated with the truly ancient lower jaws, becomes
absolutely nesessary. Many of the skulls of the Canstadt (olzm " �eander
thaloid ") type are of dubious antiquity, but I mean by this merely to say that
taking instance by instance, their association with the remains of extinct animals,
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and then consequent reference to the " post pliocene " period (whatever that
may

mean)

has

not passed beyond conjecture - in some cases, and a high

degree of probabilty in others.
apish than existing races ?

Was the earliest known man in Europe more

The Secret Doctrine has shown good reason on

which this plausible theory of modern " Evolution " ( pity me for using the un
meaning word ) may be denied.

Was he of the same race as that which now

exists in Western and Central Europe ?
returned.

To this question many answers may be

One school would say that the Neanderthal skull for instance is

identical in character with many existing Celts.

" 1029

those of Antrim, Louth, Gentoud,
Toul in the fourth century,

Reference to such skulls as

of Davis ", St. 1\Iansuy, Bishop of

Ledbury, Corcomroo,

Morrisk,

Borris, Nether

Urquhart, and perhaps a dozen others, will show that the characters that in

r86 r,

I and many better men (now, alas,

" gone home ") thought to be

exceptional are now known to be frequent, if not common.

An investigation

of these skulls, which like those of the direct Canstadt type, are of uncertain
age, but of which some have belonged to individuals that have existed within
the last five hundred years, will show that the Canstadt men have existed
within the historical period.

Are they now extinct ?

I am compelled at this

moment to postpone the subject on which a student of anthropology may ask
of authority that is more exact and powerful than that of inductive science,
whether a race descended from the ancient Lemurians, does not at the present
day exist in Ireland.

However, in Australia we certainly find it.

The dis

tinction between the flat-headed and gable-topped races of Austral ia is a fact,
that, though true, had been obscured in Anthropological Science till the voice
of

the " Master " (through Madame

scientific

men.

The

flat-headed

Blavatsky) proclaimed

races of

it to

English

Australia thus prove to be an

important factor in the chain of man.
In a communication that I made to the Anthropological Society,"' I advo
cated the existence, in Australia, of several very distinct types.

M. Topinard t

has done me the rare honour of proposing the same theory, which is in accord
ance with the arguments of Mr.

C.

Staniland Wake. t

From Port Essington,§

near Moreton Bay, we have a type of Australian skull, that differs entirely from
the tectocephalic Australian, and exhibits its Lemurian characters by being in the
words of Quatrefages and Hamy

II " destinee avant tout

a souligner les came

teres differentiels de Ia tete osseuse de l'homme, meme le plus inferieur, et de
celle des anthropomorphes."
an

But these flat-headed aborigines had their allies in

old English race. The " river-bed " type of skull attracted in 1 862 more atten ·

tion than at present. Evidence of these river-bed skulls is found from Muskham, """
Towyn-y-Capel,tt Blackwater, H Borris, §§ Eastham, [ [
•

Journal of Anthrop. Society of London. Vol. viii, p. xxxii.

I I and perhaps Heathery

t Bulletins de Ia Societe d'Anthropologie de Paris, 2nd series, vol. xii, p. 2II, 327.
:;: Physical Characters of the Australian Aborigines. Journal of Anthropology, 1870, p. 259, xii.
§ Owen. Descriptive Catalogue of Royal College of Surgeons. Nos 5185, 5309, 5336.
II Quatrcfages & Hamy. Crania Ethnica, p. JOJ.
, Huxley loc. cit., p. 130.
H Laing and Huxley. Prehistoric Rem1ins of Caithness, p. 124. Mihi in Geologist. 186:a, P• :ar5
tt Laing & Huxley, loc. cit., p. 124.
:;:t L. & H . loc. cit., P· 125, mihi in Geologist. 186:a, p. :ns.
§§ L. & H. loc. cit. p. 126, mihi in Geologist. 1862, p. 2I4o
llll M ihi in Geologist. 1862, p. 213.
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Burn. • They indicate a race of men that survived at a period of great anti
quity, and according to the speculations of Dr. Thurnam and Professor Huxley,
were to a certain extent identifiable with, or representative of, the " long
barrow " type of skull. The hasty generalisation of Dr. Thurnam t " long
barrows, long skulls, round barrows, round skulls," has long since been forgotten;
yet it served to amuse speculators of the year 1 866. Professor Busk, t who was
probably the first to call attention to the " River Bed " skulls, cautiously avoided
their identification with any other. As I am now conducting a theosophical, not
an anthropological argument, I wish to show that this race exhibits every mark
of absolute distinction from the succeeding Belgre or Celts, the Aryans of the
penny papers, whence Europe is supposed to have derived what it is pleased to
On the other hand, the river-bed type of
call its religion and its civilisation.
skull shows no analogy with the apes. Where its true affinity is found is among
the flat-headed aborigines of Australia. I refrain from arguing the anatomical
question in detail, as I have done so already at great length. But it is this race
that may have been the last survivors of the Lemurians in Europe, and have
nothing to do with the later types of man.
In these remarks, I have carefully abstained from saying anything about the
Cro-magnon or Engis men, that most probably belonged to the Fifth Race.
The questions, therefore, that I have to ask are :
A. Was the Canstadt man a Lemurian ?
B. Were the " river-bed " men ejusdem generis with the earlier race of Can
stadt. Or at least, were some of them so ?
By solving these rather difficult anthropological questions you will confer
another benefit on contemporary science.
C. CARTER BLAKE, Doct. Sc.
, (Late Secretary Anthropological Society of London).

THE " SPIRITUAL BODY."
AT the}oot of page 97 of the April number of LuciFER it is stated that man is of
a fourfold nature, possessing a natural body, a spiritual body, a soul and a spirit.
I wtsh to understand the character, destiny, purpose and relative position of
that part which is termed the spiritual body. Is it as permanent as the spirit or
merely a temporary habitation for the latter ?
Is it that which serves the same purpose during the Devachanic period as
does the body during earth-life ; i.e., is it the vehicle of communication between
the spirit and the external conditions to which it is in relation during Devachan ?
Is it the death of this body which closes life in Devachan and causes the spirit
to gravitate towards terrestrial existence again ?
CHARLES B. INGHA)I.
REPLY.
In answer to this query, it would seem probable that in the fourfold division
of the hutnan being here referred to as that which was adopted by the earliest
• Mibi in Geologist. 186:z, p. :z16.
Huxley, Geologist, 186:z, p. :104·
t Tburnam, Memoirs Anthropological Society, vol. i., p. 149·

+ Crania Typica. Work unfortunately not published, but of which the plates
the Anthropological Institute.

are

•
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Christians, the " spiritual body " may be identified with the Karana Sarira, or
" causal body " of Eastern philosophy. It is the inseparable and co-existent
vehicle of the Monad during the periods of manifestation, and is best described,
as indicated by its name, as that in which inhere all the Karmic causes which
have been generated by that " monad."
The exact relation of this causal or spiritual body to the Monad in Devachan
has never been clearly explained in any Theosophical treatise. It would seem
probable, however, that during the Devachanic state this vehicle undergoes a
process of inz•olution, by which it assimilates all the spiritual essence of the ex
periences passed through during the previous life.
The spiritual body being ccrexistent with the Monad cannot die, but it
would appear probable that the return to incarnation is caused by the termina·
tion of the process of involution just mentioned.
A STRANGE MESMERIC PHENOMENON.
I A M very glad to see that the strange case of my arm has found space in the
l\Iarch number of LuciFER, as it may lead to explanations which interest me. I
am very anxious to know whether my case is singular, or whether others have
had the same experience. Meanwhile, I can give you another instance illus
trating the same thing and which I have found in my father's diary, written
over fifty years ago.
In Astrachan, on the Caspian sea, · there ·was, during our stay there, an apothe
cary named Ossey (probably his sons are still there). He suffered terribly from
toothache, whether neuralgic or otherwise, I do not know. Probably the former,
because the extraction of several teeth on that side did not relieve him. Some
body told him that there lived in the town an old retired soldier who " talked
away " * most effectually the tooth-ache. Ossey found out the soldier-wizard,
who did talk away his pain in a few minutes, so that it never returned.
Some time after, the apothecary happened to meet the soldier, and asked him
whether his pain was ever likely to return ; to which the soldier replied as follows :
" This depends on which of us survives the other. If you die before me, then
the toothache will never return ; but if I die before you, the pain will return
immediately, and more violent than ever."
For nine years Ossey had no pain and the remembrance of his suffering even
had vanished from his thoughts, when, in the tenth year, his neuralgia returned
with redoubled violence. He rushed off in search of his soldier-healer, but
could nowhere find him, and learnt a few days later that the soldier had died ;
and thus his forewarning had proved correct.
It seems to me that this " talking away " is just another kind of mesmeric
healing. My arm pains me more and more, even interfering with my writing,
as the fingers are becoming stiff. For me there is no more doubt that my
rheumatism returned in Odessa, on the very day on which Evette died in Paris.
Ossey's story is interesting as a corroboration of my own case.
N. A. FADEEFF.
• This is the literal translation of the popular and mystic term

the good

men

" Zagovarivayt," i n Russia.

For

and women i n towns and villages who play at local medicine-men (and the people

will have no o thers) literally

" talk away," by means of some strange words which no one under

stands but themselves, and by breathing on the water, all kinds of diseases and ailments most

effectively.
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1R e " t e w a .
PROBLEMS OF THE HIDDEN LIFE.

BEING ESSAYS ON THE ETHICS OF SPIRITUAL EVOLUTION

.

.,_

�ANY of our readers will be already familiar with these earnest and sug
� gesstive Essays which now appear in a collected form. They first

attracted attention in the Path, and served to many as welcome sign
posts on the search after Truth. Their style is marked with a depth of feeling
and earnestness which cannot fail to find an echo in the heart of all who have
suffered and striven to find a path which shall lead them out of the illusion and
barrenness of ordinary life. It is easy to see that the writer has been much
influenced by the Bhagavat Gita, and some of its characteristic expressions have
left their mark upon his style as well as upon his thought. But he is no mere
repeater of words, learned by heart and only half understood. He has entered
into the Spirit of the Eastern conception of the true purpose of human life, and
renders it again in a form which will be more attractive to many minds than its
original garb.
These essays, of course, have no pretension to completeness of treatment or
philosophic method. But the reasoning is clear and logical throughout, and
their very fragmentariness renders them more suggestive and helpful than a
more formal treatise could be.
The hearty thanks of all earnest students of life are therefore due to " Pil
grim," and we wi� h his work all the success which it undeniably deserves.
PATANJALI'S YOGA APHORISMS t

AN INTERPRETATION.
EvERY theosophist should have this book. It is rendered into plain English
according to the thought of Patanjali, and has none of the obscurities or brackets
which appeared in the Bombay edition of x885. There are explanatory notes.
An appendix is added containing the text of the Bombay edition, for
comparison.
For Sale by " The Path," P. 0. Box 26 59, New York, and at 7 Duke Street,
Adelphi, London W.C.
ESOTERIC STUDIES. UNDER, IN, AND ABOVE THE WORLD.�
H E author is a Grand Cross of the Order of St. Anne, in Russia ; was
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary from Portugal to Russia
1870 to 1876, and like a noble-minded man, places his Fellowship of the
Theosophical Society above these dignities. When this work was as he tells us,
ready for publication in December last, the " Secret Doctrine " appeared, and a
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" fresh light " thrown on the subject. The alterations he has made are em
bodied -in a supplementary chapter of 40 pages, which appears to convey a clearer
abstract of the Secret Doctrine, and a more systematic review than has yet
appeared in Europe. The work, treating as it does of topics which form the
ground-work of Theosophical teaching, cannot be reviewed in these pages at the
length it probably deserves. A propa:deutic work is necessarily didactic in its
character, and the author who lays down certain general propositions has given
in all cases the sources of his information. The first part is devoted to
Evolution in genera� comprising metaphysics, ontology, and cosmogony. The
second part to human evolution. The genesis of the first, second, third, fourth,
and fifth race is described. Chapters follow on the Origin of Language, on
Kama-loka, Avitchi, and Devachan. The definition and modes of operation
of the law of Karma are given in detail. The eighth sphere, the manwantaric
manifestations, free-will, the periodic cycles, the sixth and seventh race, the
occult hierarchy and the history of the Theosophical Society form each separate
chapters. We refrain from offering at this time an analysis of each of these,
and content ourselves with saying that the work is copiously illustrated with
diagrams, and is one of the most scientific manuals of Theosophical literature
that has yet appeared. Portugal may well be proud of so eloquent an
expounder of elementary truths in such nervous language, and after our bitter
experience of English literature on the subject, it is a relief to read any
work written by an exact mind in clear language. We must also notice how
this book contrasts with the Spanish spiritist productions, and it will be seen that
the learning and elegance of the author have. induced him to compile one of
the most important c0ntributions to modern Theosophical literature.

A.

THE OLD NEW WORLD.•
PAMPHLET, originally published in a Boston paper, descriptive o f
the explorations of Mr. Sylvester Baxter amongst the races of the
Zufu Indians of Arizona. Mr. Baxter has summarised a part of the
anthropological details. He has told us somewhat of the race of men which
preserved the primitive traditions of the American continent, which continent
has, perhaps, carried down the brachycephalic race on the West (near Lemuria)
and the dolichocephalic race on the East (near Atlantis) the traditions of
a primitive race, which, in all cases, appears to have preserved to us a far
closer tradition of the early history of man than is afforded by the accounts of
the Stone Age. We see in this work a factor whereon the early traditions of
New Mexico, that we only know by the obscure work of Clavigero, and such
like him, may be interpreted. We are glad to see in this work a germ of the
anthropology of the future. On page 35, he indicates an anthropological
discovery of an important nature, on which it would be impolitic (to say the
least) to comment until Mr. Ten Kate's memoir is published. We would only
here state that the Secret Doctrine, voL ii., p. 289, has hinted that the occasional
features which were universal in some ancient men occur now in some species
of animals, and may be observed in a few exceptional instances. H owever,
Mr. Baxter is evidently meditating an anthropological surprise. Any
elaborate review of this work must be postponed till we have all the information
before us. It will certainly be of the greatest value to the anthropologist. as
an avant courier of future communication. The Hemenway South-Western
Archa:ological Expedition is evidently doing good theosophical and anthropo·
logical work.
• By SYLVESTER BAXTER.
Salem , Massachusetts, 1888.

L UCIFER.
THE B IJO U OF

ASIA.

WE have great pleasure in recommending to such of our readers as are interested
in Buddhism, the Bijou of Asia, particulars of which we give below. It is an
encouraging sign for the future of Buddhism that in Japan it already possesses
an organ of its own in English.-[ED.]
" The Bijou is a bi-monthly Buddhist journ:1l, published by the Buddhist Propaga
tion Society ; edited by M. Matsuyama. It is established as a means of correspon
dence, and for the spread of Buddhism in other lands.
Terms :-Single copy, 3 cents ; r8 cents for a year, in advance.
" All communications should be addressed to the editor ; his full address :- :M.
Matsuyama, the Buddhist Propagation Society (Senkio·Kwai), Aburanocoji Onmayedori
Sagaru, Kioto, Japan. Send the money by postal order, when possible."
" DON'T." •
DoN'T, when you meet a Buddhist, brag
of the " glorious " \Vestern civilization.
Don't call the Hindus Buddhists.
Don't fall into the vulgar error that
Nirvana means annihilation.
Don't forget to master Olcott's " Buddhist Catechism."
Don't forget to make yourself familiar
with Dasa's " Swedenborg the Buddhist,"
and Sinnett's " Esoteric Buddhism."
Don't forget that Purgatory, Heaven,
and Hell have an end ; and that Nirvana
has no end.
Don't, like the ignorants about you, and
contrary to the teachings of Buddhism, lay
stress upon an existence of three-score
years and ten.
Don't belie,·e that every Chinese and
Japanese you meet is a Buddhist.
Don't go to a Christian missionary, or
author, to learn the Law of the Buddha.
Don't believe that every member of the
Theosophical Society is a Buddhist.
Don't spout Biblical quotations into the
ears of a Buddhist.
Don't think that every teaching represented as Buddhistic by Western scholars
and members of the TheosophiCal Society
is to be found in the Sacred Scriptures of
Buddhism.
Don't take a man who prates about
" God " and the " \Vord " for a Buddhist.
Don't pin your faith to a man who offers
to teach you the way to Nirvana for a
dollar a lesson.
Don't think that because a Buddhist
ignores all gods -Jewish, Christian and
Pagan-he ignores the Divine Life.
Don't fancy that the higher teachings
of Buddhism can be grasped by an ordinary
mind.
Don't call every one who reads Buddhist
books a Buddhist.
Don't think that the abbots and monks
•

of Buddhism are priests, and that the
Order of Ascetics is a church.
Don't forget that REASON is the
primary of Buddhism, and that sacred
scriptures, monks, and authorities are
secondary.
Don't think that a Buddhist monk
(" priest ! " ) or a nun may marry, eat flesh
and drink wine.
Don't be ashamed to give a copper (if
this is all you can give) toward the spread
of the Law of Righteousness.
Don't fancy that because you (or some
Buddhist abbot, monk, or nun) ha,·e not
seen an Arahat (a transcendent Buddhist
saint) he does not exist.
Don't call everyone born in a nominally
Buddhist land a Buddhist.
Don't offer flesh, alcohol or narcotics to
a Buddhist.
Don't ask a Buddhist to accompany you
to a prayer-meeting, a slaughter-house,
a grogshop, or any other bad place.
Don't think that because a Buddhist
listens patiently to your scientific and
religious notions he assents to them.
Don't believe in the " Buddhism " of one
who does nothint:" towards the spread of
the Buddha's Good Law.
Don't brag of Buddhism, but practise
its precepts.
Don't for pity's sake send your children
to Christian schools, or to any place where
Christian influence prevails.
Don't give your money toward " tamashas " and festivities, but toward the
education of your children in the light of
the Buddha's Good Law.
Don't c:all Madame H. P. Blavatsky
a Buddhist or a Buddhaist, but a
Budhist.
(Don't forget that T HE BUDDHIST RAY
is the first journal ever published in
Christendom devoted to the spreat1 of the
Good Law.]

From the Buddlli.rt .Ray, of California, republished in the Biiou of Asia, Kioto , Japan.
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" IT'S THE CAT ! "

(Dedicated to those Members of the T. S. whom the cap may fit.)
" Let ignominy brand thy hated name ;
Let modest matrons at thy mention start ;
And blushing virgins when they read our
annals

Skip

o'er the guilty page that holds thy

legend,

,

. . . ."
-SHAKESPEARE.

And blots the noble work

An excuse is worse and more terrible than

a lie ; for an excuse is a lie guarded.

-POPE.
H E woman gave me of the tree, and I did eat,'' said the first
man, the first sneak and coward, thus throwing his own share
of the blame upon his helpless mate. This may have been
" worse than a lie " according to Pope, yet, in truth-it was not one.
LIE
was not born with the first man or woman either. The Lie is the product
of later civilization, the legitimate child of SELFISHNESS-ready to
sacrifice to itself the whole of mankind-and of HYPOCRISY, often born
ot fear. The original sin for which, agreeably to the orthodox Sunday
School teaching, the whole world was cursed, drowned, and went unfor
given till the year I A.D.-is not the greatest sin. The descendants of
Adam improving upon their grandsire's transgression, invented lie and
added to it excuse and prevarication. " It's the cat " is a saying that
may have originated with the antediluvians, whenever an actual sin had
been committed and a scapegoat was needed. But it required the post
diluvians to father on the " cat " even that which had never been com
mitted at all ; that which was an invention of the fertile brain of the
slanderers, who never hesitate to lie most outrageously whenever they
feel inclined to ventilate a grudge against a brother or neighbour.
Fruits of atonement, Children of redemption, we lie and sin the more
readily for that. No " shame on us," but :

"

T

" Hail to the policy that first began
To temper with the heart to hide its thoughts,'·
19
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is the world's motto. Is not the World one gigantic lie ? Is there any
thing under the sun that offers such rich variety and almost countless
degrees and shades as lying does ? Lying is the policy of our century,
from Society lying, as a necessity imposed upon us by culture and good
breeding, up to individual lying, i.e., uttering a good, square unmitigated
l ie, in the shape of false witness, or as the Russian proverb has it :
.. shifting off a sin from a diseased on to a healthy head." Oh /ze-legion
is thy name ! Fibs and lies are now the cryptogamic excrescences on
the soil of our moral and daily lives as toadstools are those of forest
swamps, and their respective orders are as large. Both are fungi ; plants
which delight in shadowy nooks, and form mildew, mold and smut on
both the soil of moral life and that of physical nature. Oh, for that
righteous tongue :" That will not sell its honesty, or tell a lie ! "
As said, there are fibs and fibs, conscious and unconscious, hoaxes and
impostures, deceptions and calumnies-the latter often followed by moral
and physical ruin-mild perversions of truth or evasion, and ddiberate
duplicity. But there are also catchpenny lies, in the shape of newspaper
chaff, and innocent misrepresentations, due simply to ignorance. To the
latter order belong most of the newspaper statements regarding the
Theosophical Society, and its official scape-goat-H. P. Blavatsky.
I t has become a matter of frequent occurrence of late, to find in
serious articles upon scientific subjects the name of " Esoteric
Buddhism " mentioned, and oftener still that of " Mme. Blavatsky "
taken in vain. The latter circumstance is really very, very considerate,
and-in one sense at any rate-overwkelmingly flattering !
To find one's humble name collated with those of Sir Monier-Monier
Williams K.C.I.E. and Professor Bastian is an honour, indeed.
When,
for instance, the great Oxford lecturer chooses to make a few big and
bold slashes into fact and truth-no doubt to please his pious audience
- and says that Buddhism has never had any occult or esoteric system
of doctrine which it withheld from the multitudes,-what happens ?
Forthwith, " Esoteric Buddhism " receives, metaphorically speaking, a
black eye ; the Theosophical Society, a kick or two ; and finally, the
gates of the journalistic poultry-yard being flung wide open, a vehement
sortie against " Blavatsky " & Co. is effected by a flock of irritated geese
sallying therefrom to hiss and peck at the theosophical heels. " Our
Ancestors, have saved Rome ! " they cackle, " let us save the British
Empire from these pretmders to Buddhist knowledge ! " Again : a lucky
" correspondent " gets admittance into the sanctum of Professor Bastian.
The German ethnologist, " dressed like an alchemist of the middle
ages " and smiling at " questions concerning the trances of famous
Fakirs," proceeds to inform the interviewer that such trances never last
more than " from!five to six hours." This-the alchemist-like dress, we
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suppose, helping to bring about a happy association of ideas-leads
presto, in the American " Sabbath-breaking paper," to a stern rebuke to
our address. We read on the following day :" The famous Fakirs

.

.

•

.

however they may have imposed on other travellers, certainly did not

do so on this quiet little German philosopher, Madame Blavatsky to the contrary notwithstanding."

Very well. And yet Professor Bastian, all the " correspondents "
to the contrary notwithstanding, lays himself widely open to a most
damaging criticism from the standpoint of fact and tntt!t.
Further
more, we doubt whether Professor Bastian, a learned ethnologist, would
ever refer to Hindu Yogis as Fakirs - the latter appellation being
strictly limited and belonging only to Mussulman devotees. We doubt,
still more, whether Professor Bastian, an accurate German, would deny
the frequent occurrence of the phenomenon that Yogis and these same
" Fakirs," remain in deep, death-like trance for days, and sometimes for
weeks ; or even that the former have been occasionally buried for forty
consecutive days, and recalled to life again at the end of that period, as
witnessed by Sir Claude Wade and others.
But all this is too ancient and too well authenticated history, to need
substantiation. When " correspondents " will have learned the meaning,
as well as the spelling of the term dhyana-which the said " correspondent "
writes diana-we may talk with them of Yogis and Fakirs, pointing
out to them the great difference between the two. Meanwhile, we may
kir.dly leave them to their own hazy ideas : they are the " Innocents
Abroad " in the realm of the far Orient, the blind led by the blind, and
theosophical charity extends even to critics and hereditary foes.
But there are certain other things which we cannot leave uncontra
dicted. While week after week, and day after day, the " Innocents " lost
in the theosophical labyrinths, publish their own harmless fibs-" slight
expansions of truth " somebody called them-they also often supplement
them by the wicked and malicious falsehoods of casual correspondents
ex-members of the T. S. and their friends generally. These falsehoods
generated in, and evolved from the depths of the inner consciousness of
our relentless enemies, cannot be so easily disregarded. Although, since
they hang like Mahommed's coffin in the emptiness of rootless space, and
so are a denial in themselves, yet they are so maliciously interspersed with
hideous lies built on popular and already strongly-rooted prejudices that,
if left uncontradicted, they would work the most terrible mischief. Lies
are ever more readily accepted than truth, and are given up with more
difficulty. They darken the horizons of theosophical centres, and prevent
unprejudiced people from learning the exact truth about theosophy and
its herald, the Theosophical Society. How terribly malicious and re
vengeful some of these enemies are, is evidenced by the fact that certain of
them do not hesitate to perform a moral luzn-kari upon themselves ; to
slay their own reputations for truthfulness for the pleasure of hitting hard
1 9.
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-or trying, at all events, to hit-those whom they hate. Why this
hatred ? Simply because a calumny, a wicked, groundless slander is
often forgiven, and even forgotten ; a truth told-never ! Prevented
from disproving that truth, for good reasons, their hatred is kindled-for
we hate only what we fear. Thus they will invmt a lie, cunningly
grafting it on some utterly false, but nevertheless popular accusation,
and raise anew the cry, " It's the cat, the ca-a-t, the ca-a-at ! " . . .
Success in such a policy depends, you see, on temperament and-im
pudence. We have a friend, who will never go to the trouble of per
suading anyone to believe him on his " aye " or his " nay." But, whenever
he remarks that his words are doubted, he will say, in the quietest and
most innocent way possible, " You know well I a m too impudmt to lie ! "
There is a great psychological truth hidden under this seeming paradox.
Impudence often originates from two entirely opposite feelings : fearless
ness and cowardice. A brave man will never lie ; a coward lies to cover
the fact of his being one, and a liar into the bargain.
Such a character
will never confess himself at fault no more than a vain man will ; hence,
whatever mischance happens to either, they will always try to lay it at
It requires a great nobility of character, or
the door of somebody else.
a firm sense of one's duty, to confess one's mistakes and faults. There
fore, a scapegoat is generally chosen, upon whose head the sins of the
guilty are placed by the transgressors. This scapegoat becomes gradually
" the cat."
Now the Theosophical Society has its own special, so to speak, its
" family cat," on which are heaped all the past, present and future
iniquities of its Fellows. Whether an F. T. S. quarrels with his mother-in
law, lets his hair grow, forgets to pay his debts, or falls off from grace and
theosophical association, owing to personal or family reasons, wounded
vanity, or what not : presto comes the cry-whether in Europe, Asia,
America or elsewhere-Jfs the cat. Look at this F. T. S. ; he is
writhing in the pangs of balked ambition. His desire to reign supreme
over his fellow members is frustrated ; and finding himself disappointed
-it is on the " cat " that he is now venting his wrath. " The grapes
are sour," he declares, because " the cat " would not cut them for him,
nor would she mew in tune to his fiddle. Hence, the Vine has " worn
itself too thin." Behold that other " star " of Theosophy, smarting under
another kind of grievance-unnamed, because unnamable. Hatred
" till one be lost for ever "-ra6es in this brotherly heart.
Pouncing like
a bird of prey upon its chosen victim-which it would carry far, far up
into the clouds to kill it with the more certainty when it lets it drop
the would-be avenger of his own imaginary wrongs remains utterly
blind to the fact, that by raising his chosen victim so high he only
elevates it the more above all men. You cannot kill that which you
hate, 0 blind hater, whatever the height you dash it down from ; the
" cat " has nine lives, good friend, and will ever fall on to its feet.

" ITS THE CA T ! "

There are a few articles of belief among the best theosophists, the
bare mention of which produces upon certain persons and classes of
society the effect of a red rag or an infuriated bull. One of these is our
belief-very harmless and innocent per se-in the existence of very wise
and holy personages, whom some call their MASTERS, while others refer
to them as " Mahatmas."
Now, these may or may not actually exist-(we say they do) ; they
may or may not be as wise, or possess altogether the wonderful powers
ascribed to, and claimed for them. All this is a question of personal
kiUrdlledge�r, in some cases, faith. Yet, there are the 3 50,000,000 of
India alone who believe since time immemorial in their great Yogis and
Mahatmas, and who feel as certain of their existence in every age, from
countless centuries back down to the present day, as they feel sure of
their own lives. Are they to be treated for this as superstitious, self
deceived fools ? Are they more entitled to this epithet than the Christians
of every church who believe respectively in past and present Apostles,
in Saints, Sages, Patriarchs and Prophets ?
Let that be as it will ; the reader must . realize that the present \\Titer
entertains no desire to force such a belief on any one unwilling to accept
it, let him be a layman or a theosophist. The attempt was foolishly
made a few years back in all truth and sincerity, and-it has failed.
More than this, the revered names were, from the first, so desecrated by
friend and foe, that the once almost irresistible desire to bring the actual
truth home to some who needed living £deals the most, has gradually
weakened since then. It is now replaced by a passionate regret for
having ever exhumed them from the twilight of legendary lore, into that
of broad daylight.
The wise warning :" Give not that which is holy to the dogs,
Neither cast ye your pearls before swine-"
is now impressed in letters of fire on the heart of those guilty of having
made of the " Masters " public property. Thus the wisdom of the
Hindo-Buddhist allegorical teaching which says, " There can be no
Mahatmas, no Arhats, during the Kali yuga," is vindicated. That wltide
£s not believed z"n, does not exist. Arhats and Mahatmas having been
declared by the majority of Western people as non-existent, as a fabri
cat£on-do not exist for the unbelievers.
" The Great Pan is dead " wailed the mysterious voice over the
Ionian Sea, and forthwith plunged Tiberius and the pagan world
into despair. The nascent Nazarenes rejoiced and attributed that death
to the new " God." Fools, both, who little suspected that Pan-the
" All Nature "-could not die. That that which had died was only their
fiction, the horned monster with the legs of a goat, the " god " of shep
herds and of priests who lived upon the popular superstition, and made
profit of the PAN of their own making. TRUTH can never die.

!
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We greatly rejoice in thinking that the " Mahatmas " of those who
sought to build their own ephemeral reputation upon them and tried to
stick them as a peacock's feather in their hats-are also dead. The
" adepts " of wild hallucinations, and too wide-awake, ambitious purposes ;
the Hindu sages 1 ,000 years old ; the " mysterious strangers," and the
tutti quanti transformed into convenient pegs whereon to hang-one,
" orders " inspired by his own nauseous vices ; another, his own selfish
purposes ; a third, a mocking image from the astral light-are now as
dead as the " god Pan," or the proverbial door-nail. They have
vanished into thin air as all unclean " hoaxes '' must. Those who in
vented the " Mahatmas " 1 ,000 years old, seeing the lloax will not pay,
may well say they " have recovered from the fascination and taken their
proper stand." And these are welcome and sure " to come out and turn
upon all tlteir dupes the vials of tluir sarcasm," though it will never be tlte
last act of their " life's drama." For the tnll!, the genuine " Masters,''
whose real names have, fortunately, never been given out, cannot be
created and killed at the beck and call of the sweet will of any " oppor
tunist," whether inside or outside of the T. S. It is only the Pans of
the modern nymphs and the Luperci, the greedy priests of the Arcadian
god, who are, let us hope-dead and buried.
This cry, " it is the cat ! " will end by making the Theosophical
Society's " scape-goat " quite proud. It has already ceased to worry the
victim, and now it is even becoming welcome and is certainly a very
hopeful sign for the cause. Censure is hard when deserved ; whenever
unmerited it only shows that there is in the persecuted party something
more than in the persecutors. It is the number of enemies and the
degree of their fierceness, that generally decide on the merits and value
of those they would brush off the face of the earth if they could. And,
therefore, we close with this quotation from old Addison :

" Censure, says an £ngenious author, is the tax a man pays to
the public for be£ng eminent. It £s afolly for an eminent man to
think of escaping it, and a weakness to be affected by it. All the
illustrious persons of a1ttiquity, and, £ndeed, of e<!ery age in the
world, have passed through tlzis fiery persecution. There is no
defence against 1-ep1·oaclz but obscurity ,- it z�· a kind of cotuomi
tant to greatness, as satires and £nvectives were a1z essential part
of a Roman triumph."
Dear, kind enemies of the " Tartarian termagant " how hard you do
work to add to her eminence and greatness, to be sure !
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PRACTICAL WORK FOR THEOSOPH ISTS.
VERY person who enters the Theosophical Society is bound to
accept its first principle, the assertion of the Universal Brother
hood of Man ; but it is to be feared that with large numbers of
the Fellows the profession remains an empty phrase, too like the " dearly
beloved brethren " of the Churches, without bearing on life or effect on
conduct. No antithesis can be discovered which is sharper than that
between the principle of Brotherhood and the Class-and-Mammon-worship
of modern society ; no links of true fraternity bind together the dwellers in
palaces and the dwellers in slums, no golden bands of sympathy unite
the wealthy and the poor. Yet Altruism remains only a name so long
as it is severed from personal service of H umanity, and Theosophy is
merely a new form of glorified selfishness for those who " take it up ''
from curiosity, or from the desire to know, merely that the knowledge
may be a personal possession and powers be attained for the sake of
wielding them. At the great gate of the Temple of Knowledge stands
the Guardian, and if to his question : " Why dost thou desire to know
and to achieve ? " there comes any answer but : " That I may the better
serve H umanity," the candidate for admission should be sen,t back to
his spelling book, until he has learned the alphabet of Altruism.
Let us suppose that all the latent powers of the Human Intellect and
Will could suddenly be developed in the men and the women around us
as by the touch of a magician's wand, and that they could step forth into
the world clothed with supersensual knowledge and power : what would
it avail, save to make this world a worse hell of contending passions
than it is to-day, in which would rage Titanic contests of selfishness and
greed, rendered the more horrible by the mightier powers of those en
gaged in the fratricidal struggle ? Not until the brute in us is starved
out of life ; not until the lower self is slain and only the voice of the
Higher Self is heard ; not until personal desire has been lost in the desire
for humanity ; not until all ambition is dead, save the ambition to serve ;
not until this point is reached can power be safely trusted in human
bands. Those who lightly enter the Theosophical Society, imagining
that thereby they will at once spring into the exercise of the higher
human capabilities, have to learn that the capacity to lead the Higher
Life must precede the capacity to wield the higher powers. Hence the
long probation insisted on for every candidate ; the deep study which
ensures that knowledge shall precede Power ; the tests which bar the
way towards the higher planes of being. And since character grows
out of habits, and habits out of acts often repeated, there is no better
school for forming habits of unselfishness, no surer way of moulding the
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selfless character, than by doing personal acts of service to our brothers
and sisters struggling in the sad environment made for them by our
modern civilization.
First must come the real honest feeling of equality, not the verbal
profession but the inner conviction. Unless this exists, all work among
the poor tends to become demoralising both to helper and to helped,
breeding self-complacency in the one and subserviency in the other.
Every act must spring spontaneously from the brotherly relationship ; so
that aid, comfort, counsel, whenever given, shall be the free and loving
gift of brother to brother, so that respect of the highest in the lowest
shall breed self-respect, and charity, in rebecoming Love, shall purify and
raise and not degrade. But, I repeat, the feeling of equality must be
f'eal, all social castes merging into the human brotherhood, so that there
is no consciousness of difference whether speaking to prince or pauper,
the man and the woman becoming everything and the rank nothing.
Then comes the cleansing of one's own life in its relations to those by
whose labour we are fed and clothed and housed. Every article that we
use embodies so much human labour, and if we use it we are bound to
render back for it due equivalent of our own labour. If this be not
done, we are robbing instead of exchanging, soiling our lives by theft. And
here I speak to Theosophists belonging to the " middle " and " upper "
classes, for the poor, already crushed by labour, are forced to buy what
they need for subsistence at the lowest rate at which they can obtain it.
This is not so among the richer, and they are bound to see that they do
not vicariously sweat the workers by their purchases of " cheap goods."
In this matter women are tAe worst sinners, buying gowns and other
articles of clothing at prices which they know cannot cover the cost of
material and a fair wage to the needlewoman. I f they would person
ally employ the needlewoman instead of buying her work from the shop,
they would not dare to pay her the starvation wage which they pay
her through the hands of the middlemen ; and they would not then be
wearing garments soiled perhaps by the harlotry which has been fled to
for a piece of bread. If they cannot manage this personal employ
ment, they can easily ascertain who are fair and who are unfair
employers by writing for information to Miss Clementina Black,
1 98 High Holborn, London, W.C., who has exerted herself to fonn
a Consumers' League of persons ashamed to live by sweating their
neighbours.
It is hardly necessary to add that the personal life of
the Theosophist should be frugal, simple, and free from luxury, both for
the sake of his own inner development, and in order that he may live
honestly, not taking more than he gives.
The persollQl life thus purified, there remains the active service due to
our fellows. Each must here judge his own capacities and opportuni
ties, but there are two or three lines of work in which painstaking
and cultured men and women are much wanted at the present time
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For instance, some might serve as managers of our Board Schools,
attending to the remission of fees, supervising the tone and method
of instruction, noting if the children arc properly fed, organizing free
meals for those in need, and giving to the teachers the sympathy and
friendliness which they so sorely lack in their arduous and responsible
labour. There are openings for useful and far-reaching service in
this line of work second, perhaps, to none, bearing as it does on the
training of the citizens of the future as well as on lightening the burdens
that press so heavily to-day.
\Vomen, with leisure on their hands, can find a way of using that
leisure in the service of others by writing to Allen D. Graham, 1 8, Buck
ingham Street, Strand. Mr. Graham, some time ago, finding that in
valided children were constantly being sent from the hospitals to poor,
overcrowded, and often dirty homes, suggested that kind-hearted folk
might each take charge oftwo or three of such children, visiting them,
playing with them, taking them out, and, in fact, generally " mothering ''
them. These little ones, ailing and feeble, suffer terribly in this rough
hurrying world, and much pain might be saved, much pleasure given, by
a little sacrifice of time and trouble.
Another form of service, open to the wealthier, is buying shares in
companies whose servants are notoriously overworked, and then attend
ing the shareholders' meetings and insisting on shorter hours, higher
wages, and better treatment all round. The dividends from the shares
can be paid into the Union fund of the employees where a Trade Union
exists ; where there is no Trade Union, no more useful work can be
done than urging the men or women to unite and aiding them in the
first uphill steps of organization.
These suggestions may serve as examples of the kind of service which
is crying aloud to be done, of practical profession of the Brotherhood of
Man. I am not putting them forward as remedies for the evils insepar
able from the present order of Society. As a Socialist, I know but too
well that all such work as this can only act as palliative, not as cure ;
none the less will it lighten some of the darkness around us, and, in the
absence of the sun, farthing dips are better than unbroken Cimmerian
gloom.
It is obvious that, in addition to such duteous Service of Man as I
have been glancing at, there are other duties incumbent on every member
of the T. S. Those who can use their pens should answer objections or
expose slanders made in the columns of our ordinary press ; most
editor s will put in a tersely-written G:lear reply to attacks made in their
papers. And all should study theosophical teachings, both for their own
culture and for the assistance of others. It is not enough to set our own
feet on the Path ; as soon as we are able we should guide thitherward
the feet of others ; and in order that we may be competent for the task,
we must study, study, study. The subtle metaphysics of Theosophy will
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attract but the few ; few again are likely to feel the call to climb the
rugged path to those heights on which the Masters sit serene. Neither
its philosophy nor its possibilities of growth will avail much to recom
mend it to the superficial thinkers or to · the luxurious livers of our day.
But the sight of noble lives, strenuously and selflessly working for human
good, battling against poverty and sorrow, the twin-daughters of Ignor
ance, these will justify Theosophy in the eyes of the world, proving that
self-devotion can exist apart from superstition, that clear-eyed Intellect
can walk hand-in-hand with the Love that saves.
AN NIE BESANT, F.T.S.

AAN ROO.
(Secret Doctrine, Vol. ii., p. 3 74. )
THE time for toil has past, and night ha> come ;
The last and saddest of the harvest eves ;
Worn out with labour, long and wearisome,
Drooping and faint, we Reapers hasten home
Each laden with his sheaves.
Lord of the labourers, Thy fed I gain,
Lord of the harvest I and my spirit grieves
That I am burdened, not so much with grain
As with the weariness of heart and brain,
" Master, behold my sheaves ! "
Full well I know I have more tares than wheat,
Bramble and flowers, dry stalks, and wither'd leaves,
Wherefore I blush and sigh, as at Thy feet
I kneel down reverently, and repeat
" Master, behold my sheaves ! "
Few, light, and worthle.>s, yet their trifling weight
Through all my frame a weary aching leaves,
For long I struggled with my hapless fate
And stayed and toiled till it was dark and late,
Yet these are all my sheaves.
And yet, I gathered strength and hope anew,
For well I know thy patient love perceives
Not what I did, but what I strove to do,
And though the full ripe ears be sadly few,
Thou wilt accept my sheaves . . . .
\\'. B.

\
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THEOSO P HY AND DOGMA.
H EOSOPHY has many aspects, and derives its inspiration not
from one source only, not from one teacher merely, or from one
set of sacred writings, but from alL
This is a fact which it appears most difficult to impress upon the
world at large, and upon the opponents of Theosophy in particular.
Men are so accustomed to regulate their opinions by some particular
creed or dogma, which they suppose to rest upon some authority beyond
which there is no appeal, that they cannot grasp the wider aspect of
human duty and human destiny which Theosophy presents.
If we ex'!-mine any of those exclusive and contradictory religious sys
tems on which, in some form or another, men blindly rely, we find at once
a broad distinction drawn between believers and unbelievers, between
those who are within and those who are without the favour of God,
between the lost and the saved. But Theosophy kno\',;s no such distinc
tions as these, neither any difference of race, colour, or creed.
The spiritual sun shines alike on the good and on the evil, and the
water of life descends both on the just and on the unjust. It rests with
each individual to make the proper use of those spiritual forces which
are ever emanating from the Divine source of our being.
\Ve must do this first by faith, and secondly by knowledge.
If we
have no faith in the divine spark that burns within us, we shall make no
efforts to let that spark illumine and guide our life ; and on the other
hand if we have faith without knowledge, we shall still be groping in the
dark, and will surely mistake the false light of some earth-born system
of religion, for the divine light that burns only in the innermost sanctuary
of our own hearts.
\Ve must usc the spiritual forces in nature in the same way that we
make use of physical forces. If a man do not work in harmony with the
laws of nature, he will find opposition instead of help ; if he sow not in
accordance with nature's law, he will reap naught but disappointment
and pain.
We need faith in the first place, faith in the unity and con
tinuity of natural laws, and faith in our own divine nature, but no amount
of faith will enable us to produce the desired result if we do not add to
faith knowledge.
Theosophy carries this principle right up to the
highest spiritual plane, and does not recognise at any point the interven
tion of an arbitrary personal will, which can make a man other than
that which he himself chooses.
All are subject to the law of Karma, .
but Karma is that which each individual makes for himself, it is the law
of cause and effect in relation to his own free wilL
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The will of man is as free as the will of God, and becomes, indeed, that
will itself when the man has realised his divine nature, and by crucifying
his lower principles has effected the at-one-ment.
It is the most common misconception, then, and the hardest to eradi
cate, that Theosophy consists in a belief in certain doctrines ; that it is
in fact nothing more or less than a religious creed.
/
What then we shall be asked are those doctrines which Theosophists
everywhere profess to hdd, and which they appear most anxious to teach
the world ?
What is Esoteric Buddhism and the Secret Doctrine, or
Reincarnation and Karma, if not a body of doctrines which are
intended to supplant other religious creeds and dogmas ?
The answer to this is, that these doctrines are the embodiment of certain
broad generalizations concerning the history and evolution of humanity ;
that they are the key which enables us to harmonize certain facts which
would otherwise appear isolated and antagonistic. They are in no way
analogous to the dogmas and creeds of the religious sects, but answer
more nearly to such generalizations of science as the laws of "gravity or
the conservation of energy. It is not claimed for them that they are
necessary articles of belief, neither that they are in their preserit form
accurately and literally true. They are stepping-stones to a higher
knowledge of the divine element in human nature, and of the laws
physical, psychical, and spiritual by which we are conditioned. If we
ask a scientific man what gravity or energy are, he cannot tell us, but
no one will deny that the laws which have been formulated respecting their
action or manifestation have been most powerful aids in scientific investiga
tions. Now it is precisely thus with the doctrines of Theosophy. Once
these doctrines are understood they give a man an immensely wider
view of humanity, and raise him above those narrow and limited con
ceptions of God and his dealings with individuals, of which so many
contradictory assertions are made by various religions, and the innumer
able sects into which they are split up.
What practical relation then has Theosophy to our every-day life?
We reply that practical Theosophy is identical with practical religion.
It comes from the heart and not from the head. It is the spontaneous
love for one's fellow creatures, which-taking possession of a man, leads
to noble acts of self-sacrifice ; to right action done simply because it is
right, and without any reference to the merit of the act, or any thought
of recognition or reward.
Theosophy aims at nothing short of perfection of character ; but
character as expressed in outward acts is the result of an inward con
dition. The root of action lies deep down in the inner consciousness.
I t is the man's thoughts, desires, and innermost convictions which give
rise to action. Act does not produce character, is not even a true
indication of it, for a right action may be done from a wrong motive.
Act is the result of character.
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Right action must be based upon right thought, right motive, and
right knowledge, and it is just here that the study of the doctrines of
Theosophy is of such value to those who are seeking for firm ground
to stand upon amid all the conflicting dogmas and controversies of the
age, for it provides a basis which is independent of any religious system,
and yet includes them all in their inner or esoteric meaning. There is
not much difficulty in distinguishing between a right and a wrong action
per se, but there is a great difference between the man who is merely moral
through habit or temperament, and one who is actively beneficent
because of the love for humanity which animates him. Moreover there
will be a great difference in the actions of a man who believes in the
doctrine of original sin and the atonement, and one who believes in re
incarnation and Karma.
Theosophy therefore, as a system, seeks to influence men by giving
them a right basis of thought. It seeks to counteract on the one hand,
the materialistic and atheistic teachings of modern science, and on the
other hand, the narrow exclusive and demoralizing teachings of dogmatic
and formal religion.
But Theosophy as a system is something more even than this. Theo
sophy does not seek merely to destroy superstition, but it seeks to build
up a new edifice constructed of those very materials which have been so
perverted in their uses by centuries of priestcraft and ecclesiasticism.
Theosophy is based upon a deeper wisdom, a more interior meaning of
those sacred books of all nations, which form the foundation of so many
religious systems.
Each one must verify the doctrines of Theosophy for himself, and in
doing so will probably find new light and fresh inspiration in those par
ticular records which he has been accustomed to regard as the basis of
his faith ; and he will also be able to recognise the same meaning in the
sacred books of other faiths, which hitherto he may have been accus
tomed to regard as " heathen," and as being contradictory and opposed
to his own.
Theosophy, then, has two main aspects, the theoretical and the
practical.
These two must harmonize : practice must be based upon
theory, and if the theory has been rightly understood, the practice can
hardly fail to be in accord with it.
Theosophy offers a motive and a
moral stimulus free from fear, superstition, or lip worship, but full of
divine love. It is practice that makes a Theosophist, and not profession.
The Theosophical Society as a body and an organization seeks to teach
the theory, while each individual member must practise so much of the
theory as he has been able to assimilate, in his every-day life, in his
relations with his fellow men, and in his inmost thoughts and desires.
Standing free from fear or superstition,· let each one make obeisance
" Steadily, as you watch and
only to the dim star that burns within.
worship, its light will grow stronger. Then you may know you have
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found the beginning of the way. And when you have found the end
its light will suddenly become the infinite light."
WILLIAM KINGSLAND,
President of the " Blavatsky Lodge, T. S."

" I N MANUS TUAS ! "
Alone 011 the cliff of a rock-bound shore,
in the clzant of tlze solemn sea,
ill tlte siglt of tlte sea-breeze, o'er and o'er,
There came the refrain to me,
" itt Ma1tus Tuas, Domi11e ! "
" ALONE in midmost ocean lies my bark,
Nigh unto foundering ; star-veiling cloud
Is overhead, and sea-fog thick and dark
Is wrapped around me like a clammy shroud.
Strained beyond measure, through the gaping seams
Death creeps by inches, and I bide my doom,
And think of all the hopes and all the dreams
That go down with me to a nameless tomb.
Life ebbs away, and, face to face with Death,
Upon my brow Azrael's icy breath,
I let it go, and fold my arms, and wait,
Deeming Love lies behind the ma'>k of Fate.
Into Thy Hands, 0 Lord ! •

" I know not, and I do not seek to know,
What will come next, when the cold waters close
Above my head, nor whither I may go ;
Content to know death-pangs are but the throes
Of life-birth, and that good must grow to best.
Somewhere, somehow, sometime on other seas
I shall pursue my voyage, after rest,
To the far-off, divine Hesperides.
Where, how, and when, concern me not ; the start,
The course, the end I leave unguessed ; a part
Of the great whole, that which is good for all
Is good for me, and quietly I fall
Into Thy Hands, 0 Lord !
* The term " Lord " is used here: in a symbolic'll sense,
every man.-{.E. H.l

as

refc:rring to the divine spark shinillg in

" JN MA NUS TUA S ! "
" Hero nor saint am I ; weak, passionate,
To siren voices I have list, and stayed
Dallying in Circean harbours, and too late
Mourn wasted time, spent strength, and course delayed ;
From chart-marked line to left hand or to right
I oft have sailed astray, impelled by greed,
Or shirking toil, nor always as I might
Have succoured brother-mariners in their need.
And that ..yhich I have done must bear its fruit,
Ritter or sweet ; I ask no favours ; mute
I bow the head, knowing that Law is Love,
And put myself, here, there, below, above,
Into Thy Hands, 0 Lord !
" Into Thy Hands !-yet of Thee know I nought !
I cannot, dare not name-can only say
That Thou art T H AT WHICH IS, beyond all thought,
Beyond all speech-the Mote names not the Ray
In which it floats ! And I can only feel,
Dumbly and vaguely, that the All of Things
Thrills with a Nameless Life, to Perfect weal
Working, the Fountain whence all Being springs,
Where ends. This is enough.-The waters rise ;
The last swift plunge is near ; the night-wind sighs
My requiem ;. one brief life is all but past,
And ends with this my first prayer and my last,
Into Thy Hands, 0 Lord !
Alone otz the cliff of a rock-bou1zd slzore,
In tke clzant of the solemn sea,
In tlze sigh of tke sea-breeze, o'er and o'er,
There came the refrain to me,
" In Manus Tuas, Domine ! "
ERNEST HAWTHORN, F.T.S.

1 1 th January, 1 88g.
���
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EASTERN PROVERBS.

Death is a black camel that kneels at everybody's door.
Let us open our eyes, or they will be opened for us.
A little hill in a low place thinks itself a great mountain.
A thousand)orrows do not pay a debt.
Fallen flowers do not return to their branches.
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c
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diffwaserent,on theargued
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of the
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the
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through
ch wein this
entered
while my pseudo-guide proceeded to bind me
withHolding
smallwhiwire
wise.
a largelassocoifashion,
l of wireleinttinoneg each
hand,subsequent
he with thecoiother
threwa trifle
wire
over
me,
l
fall
lowertouponmy myfeet.person, until was literally ' enwrapped in wire from my
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c
h
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r demar
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v
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...
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"
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the
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NOTICE.

fHE attention of members of the Theosophical Society is particularly drawn to
a notice in LuciFER of May, regarding the formation of a staff of volunteer
lecturers. Few names of those willing to take part in this work ha,·e been
received, and it is earnestly desired that before the winter, so important a means
of educating those ignoran t of Theosophy may be got into working order.
Those who have any suggestion to offer, or who will lecture or read papers,
where opportunity offers, are requested to communicate with 1\lr. HERBERT

CORYN, 7. DUKE STREET, ADELPHI, STRAND.

THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES.

THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES.0
HAVE you heard of this question the doctors among,
Whether all living things from a Monad have sprung ?
This has lately been said, and it now shall be sung,
Which nobody can deny.

Not one or two ages sufficed for the feat,
It required a few millions the change to complete,
But now the thing's done, and it looks rather neat,
Which nobody can deny.
The original Monad, our great-great-grandsire,
To little or nothing at first did aspire,
But at last to have offspring it took a desire,
Which nobody can deny.
This Monad becoming a father or mother,
By budding or bursting, produced such another,
And shortly there followed a sister or brother,
Which nobody can deny.
But Monad no longer applies to them well,
They're a cluster of molecules now, or a cell ;
But which of the two, doctors only can tell,
Which nobody can deny.
These beings increasing, grew buoyant with life,
And each to itself was both husband and wife,
And at first, strange to say, the two lived without strife,
Which nobody can deny.
But such crowding together soon troublesome grew,
And they thought a division of labour would do ;
So their sexual system was parted in two,
Which nobody can deny.
Thus Plato supposes that, severed by fate,
Hwnan halves run about, each in search of his mate,
Never pleased till they gain their original state,
Which nobody can deny.
Excrescences fast were now trying to shoot ;
Some put out a finger, some put out a foot ;
Some set up a mouth, and some sent down a root,
Which nobody can deny.

•

From

" Black·wood's Magazine,

by permission."
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Some wishing to walk, manufactured a limb ;
Some rigged out a fin, with a purpose to swim ;
Some opened an eye, some remained dark and dim,
Which nobody can deny.
Some creatures grew bulky, while others were small,
As nature sent food for the few or for all ;
And the weakest, we know, ever go to the wall,
Which nobody can deny.
A deer with a neck that was longer by half
Than the rest of its family's (try not to laugh ),
By stretching, and stretchin�, .became a giraffe,
Which nobody can deny.
A very tall pig, with a very long nose,
Sends forth a proboscis quite down to his toes ;
And he then by the name of an elephant goes,
Which nobody can deny.
The four·footed beast that we now call a whale,
Held its hind-legs so close that they grew to a tail,
Which it uses for threshing the sea like a flail,
Which nobody can deny.
Pouter�, tumblers, and fantails are from the same source
The racer and hack may be traced to one Horse ;
So Men were de,·eloped from Monkeys, of course,
Which nobody can deny.
An Ape with a pliable thumb and big brain,
When the gift of the gab he had managed to gain,
As a Lord of Creation established his reign,
Which nobody can deny.
But I'm sadly afraid, if we do not take care,
A relapse to low life may our prospects impair ;
So of beastly propensities let us beware,
\Vhich nobody can deny.
Their lofty position our children may lose,
And, reduced to all fours, must then narrow their views ;
Which would wholly unfit them for filling our shoes,
Which nobody can deny.
Their vertebr:e next might be taken away,
When they'd sink to an oyster, or insect, some day, '
Or the pitiful part of a polypus play.
Which nobody can deny.
Thus losing H umanity's nature and name,
And descending through varying stages of shame,
They'd return to the :\l onad, from which we all came,
Which nobody can deny.

·.
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NOTES ON CARLYLE'S SARTOR RESARTUS.
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the
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" ' They stand written in our vVorks of Science,' say you ; ' in the
accumulated records of Man's Experience ' ? \Vas man with his Ex
perience present at the Creation, then to see how it all went on ? "
Where mark well the words " with his Experience." " But indeed
man is, and was always a blockhead and dullard ; much readier to
feel and digest than to think and consider. Prejudice, which he
pretends to hate, is his absolute lawgiver ; mere use-and-wont every
where leads him by the nose ; thus let but a Rising of the Sun, let
but a Creation of the World happen twice, and it ceases to be marvel
lous, to be noteworthy or noticeable. . . .
\Vonder is the basis of
Worship." \Ve therefore find that, " That progress of Science, which is
to destroy Wonder, and in its stead substitute Mensuration and Numera
tion, finds small favour with Teufelsdrockh." And again, " Witchcraft,
and all manner of Spectre work and Demonology, we have now named
Madness and Diseases of the Nerves. Seldom reflecting that still the
new question comes upon us. What is Madness, what are Nerves ?
Ever as before does Madness remain a mysterious-terrific, altogether
tnfemal boiling-up of the Nether Chaotic Deep, through this fair painted
vision of Creation, which swims thereon, which we name the Real."
Thus marvellously, in one short sentence, does he sum up the whole con
troversy between professional orthodoxy and occultism. From all of
which considerations we can the better understand the following striking
passage in which the Lower Man, and especially the average man of the
white sub-race, is masterfully depicted. .,..There stands he, his Universe
one huge manger, filled with hay and thistles to be weighed against each
other ; and looks long-eared enough. Alas, poor devil ! spectres are
appointed to haunt him, one age he is hag-ridden, bewitched ; the next.
priest-ridden, befooled ; in all ages, bedevilled. And now the Genius of
Mechanism smothers him worse than any Nightmare did, till the Soul is
nigh choked out of him, and only a kind of Digestive, Mechanical life
remain�."
Such being the views of our Ciothes Philosopher on the Universe, it
would indeed be strange if he had not discovered that the Macrocosm
was reflected in Man, the microcosm.
" Truly," he says, " if Nature
is one, and a living, indivisible whole, much more is Mankind, the Image
that reflects and creates Nature, without which Nature were not." And
again, in a still more marvellous passage, " To the eye of vulgar Logic,
what is man ? · An omnivorous Biped that wears Breeches.
To the
eye of Pure Reason what is he ? A Soul, a Spirit, and divine Apparition.
Round this mysterious ME, there lies, under all those wool - rags, a
Garment of Flesh (or of Senses), contextured in the Loom of Heaven ;
whereby he is re..,·ealed to his like, and dwells with them in U N I O N
and D IVISION ; and sees and fashions for himself a Universe, with
azure Starry Spaces, and long Thousands of Years. Deep-hidden is he
under that strange Garment ; amid Sounds and Colours and Forms, as
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it were, swathed in, and inextricably over-shrouded. Yet it is sky-woven,
and worthy of a God. Stands he not thereby in the centre of Immensities,
in the conflux of Eternities ? He feels ; power has beeen given him to
know, to believe ; nay, does not the spirit of Love, free in its celestial
primeval brightness, even here, though but for moments, look through ?
Weil said Saint Chrysostom, with his lips of gold, ' the true S H E K J NAH
is Man.' Where else is the GOD'S-PRESENCE manifested not to our
eyes only, but to our hearts, as in our feilow-man ? " Here, indeed, we
have the very key to Occultism and true Religion.
But " who am I ? What is this M E ? A Voice, a Motion, an Appear
ance ; some embodied, visualised Idea in the Eternal Mind ? " Thus we
are arrived at the most momentous problem of the Clothes philosuphy,
as, indeed, of ail philosophies ; the key to which is the master-key of ail
mysteries.
Here, as always, Teufelsdrockh is enigmatical, for, " How paint to
the sensual eye," he asks, " what passes in the Holy of Holies of Man's
Soul ? In what words, known to these profane times, speak even afar
off of the unspeakable ? " Yet the story of how Teufelsdrockh passed
from the Everlasting No through the Centre of I ndifference to the Ever
lasting Yea, has been, is and will be, read with eager interest and
sympathy by all true-hearted pilgrims, and, perhaps, especiaily by
students of occultism, who wiil recognise the milestones of the journey
with only too painful distinctness.
" The painfullest feeling," writes he, " is that of your own Feebleness."
How miserably true !
Who of us has not experienced the terrible
longing to be up and doing something, anything, to rend the veil and
hear a voice in the silence, and the following and stiil more terrible feeling
of inability. " Our works," continues the philosopher, '! are the mirror
wherein the spirit first sees its natural lineaments. Hence, too, the folly of
that impossible precept, k11ow tltyselj, till it be translated ,into this partiaily
possible one, know what thou ca11st work at. And later, " 0, thou that
pincst in the imprisonment of the Actual, and criest bitterly to the gods
for a kingdom wherein to rule and create, know this of a truth : the
thing thou seekest is already with thee, ' here or nowhere.' couldst thou
Yet in another passage he shows
only see ! "
Ay, but that " only " !
that this doing is not to be interpret ed in its literal sense, for " the Man
is the spirit he worked in ; not what he did, but what he became."
Truly the key to the right judgment of effort, which, if practised, would
speedily transform the present standard of worth !
One thing alone during this terrible struggle, the labour pains of the
Spirit within, remained as a rock of salvation, the dim intuition or feeling
of Duty. " Thus, in spite of ail motive - grinders," he writes, " and
Mechanical Profit- and - Loss Philosophies, with the sick ophthalmia and
hallucination they had brought on, was the I nfinite nature of Duty still
dimly present with me.'' The circumstances of trial and frame of mind
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which preceded what he called his spiritual new-birth, are worthy of the
closest study. " Having no hope," he writes, " neither had I any definite
fear, were it of Man or Devil : nay, I often felt as if it might be solacing,
could the Arch-Devil himself, though in Tartarean terrors, but rise to me
that I might tell him a little of my mind. And yet, strangely enough, I
lived in continual indefinite, pining fear . . . . when, all at once, there rose
a thought in me, and I asked myself, ' What art thou afraid of? Where
fore, like a coward, dost thou for ever pip and whimper, and go cowering
and trembling ? Despicable biped ! What is the sum total of the worst
that lies before thee ? Death ? Well, death, and say the pangs of Tophet
too, and all that the Devil and Man may, do, or can say against thee !
Hast thou not a heart ? Canst thou not suffer whatsoever it be ? and, as
a child of Freedom, though outcast, trample Tophet itself under thy feet,
while it consumes thee ? Let it come, then, I will meet and defy it ! '
Those who have read the Gnostic legend of Lucifer will understand
the force of this passage. And yet in this Freedom there was to be no
licence, for elsewhere he says, " he who is to be my Ruler, whose will is
to be higher than my will, was chosen for me in Heaven. Neither ex
cept in such obedience to the Heaven-chosen is Freedom so much as
conceivable." Truly is our only Freedom in the One Law !
" Thus," he concludes, " had the Everlasting No pealed authoritatively
through all the recesses of my Being of my ME ; and then was it that
my whole ME stood up, in native God-created majesty, and with em
phasis recorded its Protest. . . . It is from this hour that I incline to
date my Spiritual New-birth or Baphometic Fire-baptism ; perhaps I
directly thereupon began to be a Man."
Not yet, however, had the God-given mandate, Work thou ill We//-doz'1lg,
shone out, beyond all cavil in his heart ; " Pshaw ! " he writes, " what is
this paltry little Dog-cage of an earth ; what art thou that sittest
whining there ? Thou art still Nothing, Nobody : true ; but who, then,
is Somebody, Something ? For thee the Family of Man has no use ; it
rejects thee ; thou art wholly as a dissevered limb : so be it, perhaps it
is better so ! . . .This was the Centre of Indifference that I had reached ;
through which whoso travels from the Negative Pole to the Positive
must necessarily pass."
Of what religion, then, was this Teufelsdrockh, some may well ask.
Can such an one remain within the narrow arms of orthodoxy ? And
if he have so ably solved the mysteries of highest philosophy, how does
he reconcile the contradictions of received Christianity ? How does he,
for instance, understand the crucial dogma of the divinity of the
Nazarene ? How else, indeed, than as all the followers of Divine Wisdom
believe : for he writes, " To me nothing seems more natural than that
the Son of Man, when such God-given mandate first prophetically stirs
within him, and the Clay must now be vanquished or vanquish,-should
be carried of the spirit into grim Solitudes, and there fronting the
"
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Tempter do grimmest battle with him ; defiantly setting him at
naught, till he yield and fly. Name it as we choose : with or without
visible Devil, whether in the natural Desert of rocks and sands, or in the
populous moral Desert of selfishness and baseness,-to such Temptation
are we all called." Thus at length does the professor recognize his where
abouts in the ocean of trial in which he has so long been tossed rudder
less, and " gets his eye on the knot that has been strangling him," not
but what he still halts in the Centre of I ndifference crying " fly, then,
false shadows of Hope ; I will chase you no more, I will believe you no
more. And ye too, haggard spectres of Fear, I care not for you ; ye too
are all shadows and a lie. Let me rest here : for I am way-weary and
life-weary ; I will rest here, were it but to die : to die or to live is alike
to me ; alike insignificant." \Vhen suddenly the great truth streams
upon him in all its splendour ; " What is �ature ? " he cries. " Ha !
why do I not name thee GOD ? art thou not the ' Living Garment. of
God ? ' 0 Heavens, is it, in very deed, H E, then, that ever speaks
through thee ; that lives and loves in thee, that lives and loves in
me ? . . . like soft streamings of celestial music to my too-exasperated
heart came that Evangel. The Universe is not dead and demoniacal,
a charnel-house with spectres ; but godlike and my Father's !
" With other eyes, too, could I now look upon my fellow man : with an
infinite Love, an infinite Pity. . . 0 my brother, my brother, why
cannot I shelter thee in my bosom, and wipe away all tears from
thy eyes ! . . the poor Earth, with her poor joys, was now my needy
mother, not my cruel Stepdame ; Man with his so mad \Vants and so
mean Endeavours, had become the dearer to me ; and even for his
sufferings and his sins, I now first named him Brother." Thus the chord
of brotherhood being struck within him, a plan and a purpose began
swiftly to shape itself, and Teufelsdrockh discovers that, " there is in
a man a H IGHER than the Love of Happiness : he can do without Happi
ness, and instead thereof find Blessedness ! " But before such a con
summation can be attained, he adds, " the Self in thee," needs " be
annihilated."
Having thus arrived at the sign-post of the Path of Blessedness, our
philosopher proceeds, with masterly touch, to sketch the present state
of so-called civilized society, with its demoniacal competition and asser
tive individualism. " To me, in this our life," says the professor, " which
is an internecine warfare with the Time-spirit, other warfare seems
questionable. Hast thou in any way a contention with thy brother, I
advise thee think well what the meaning thereof is. If thou gauge it
to the bottom it is simply this : ' Fellow, see ! thou art taking more than
thy share of Happiness i n the world, something from my share ; which,
by the Heavens, thou shalt not ; nay, I will fight thee, rather.' . . . Can
we not, in all such cases, rather say, ' Take it, thou too ravenous indi
vidual ; take that pitiful additional fraction of a share which I reckoned
.
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mine, but which thou so wantest ; take it with a blessing ; would to
Heaven I had enough for thee ! ' "
/
And later, referring to that same idea of Duty which had previously
been his only beacon in the Cimmerean mists of unbelief, he bids us,
" ' Do the Duty whick lies tzearest tkee,' which thou knowest to be a Duty!
Thy second Duty will have already become clearer." Truly, a hint that
those who have cried so loudly for practical instruction would do well to
lay to heart. Here, indeed, we have the gate to the Path of Divine Self
Sacrifice, the first lesson to be learned by students of the Science of
Life and, of a truth, the lowest rung of that ladder which reaches to
Divinity itself.
A Socialist, too, was Teufelsdrockh, but not of the mouthing agitator
stamp. " Hardly-entreated Brother ! " he cries, " for us was thy back
so bent, for us were thy straight limbs and fingers so deformed ; thou
wert our Conscript on whom the lot fell, and fighting our battles
wert so marred. For in thee too lay a god-created Form, but it was not
to be unfolded ; encrusted must it stand with the thick adhesions and de
facements of Labour, and thy body, like thy soul, was not to know freedom.
Yet toil on, toil on ; thou art in thy duty, be out of it who may ; thou
toilest for the altogether indispensable, for daily bread." Such, indeed,
is the spirit of true socialism, which is truly naught else but the practice
of Humanity's One Religion, the manifestation ) of that Brotherhood
which binds all men together (religare).
It is in this belief that Teufelsdrockh exclaims, " If the poor and
humble toil that we may have Food, must not the high and glorious toil
for him in return, that he have Light, have Guidance, Freedom, Immor
tality ? These two, in all their degrees, I honour ; all else is chaff and
dust, which let the wind blow whither it listeth." And again, " It is not
because of his toils, that I lament for the poor ; we must all toil . . . . .
But what I do mourn over is, that the lamp of his soul should go out ;
that no ray of heavenly, or even of earthly, knowledge should visit him.
. . . That there should be one Man die ignorant who had capacity for
knowledge ; this I call a tragedy."
In such burning words does Carlyle proclaim the honourableness of
labour and enunciate the duty of the so-called " upper classes," proving
beyond all question that this religion of Teufelsdrockh is indeed the
Evangel for which Humanity now moans, the only basis on which to
rest the solution of such crying evils as the labour question, alcoholic
poisoning, the social evil, and a myriad other abuses which have not yet
/
been distinctly formulated.
S. G.
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C HAPTER

X.

REVELATIONS.

m HE days of the anniversary celebration came to an end ; the blue elephants
J1l had entirely lost their shape, the native musicians were dismissed, the

Hierophant rested on his laurels and the guests returned one after
another to their homes.
Pancho remained at Urur. His adventure with the Talking Image had
strongly impressed his mind, and he desired to receive some more revelations.
He wanted to know what is that " self " which one must know before it can be
renounced and which we cannot possess as long as we are ourselves possessed
by it ; that Self, to which man clings with the grip of despair and which no one
wishes to lose. " What," he thought, " would become of a man who should give
up his Self ; what would be left of him, if his self is all that is in him ? " Then
it was that he felt the foreboding of something like a superior state in which
there is all knowledge but no conception of limitation and narrowness ; a
condition in which the soul is superior to all that concerns the battle of shadows
taking place on the material plane ; but that state seemed to him still far away ;
far more distant and unapproachable than the sun, resting tranquilly in its own
self-luminous light, while his rays plays with the phantoms and shadows which
they produce upon the material world. Was the rosy light that was absorbed
by the Image an emanation of a superior light, in which life and consciousness
and knowledge exist ? Was the ethereal form which he imagined he saw one
of the Mysterious Brotherhood, or was it the soul of the Image itself ? Pancho
remembered to have read in Plutarch that every man has a soul and that it does
not commingle with the body in all men alike. That in some bodies it gets ab
sorbed fully, and then the whole frame is corrupted by appetites and passions ;
while it penetrates into others only partially, the purer part remaining outside.
It was said that only the vulgar think that the whole of their soul is within
them ; just as they believe the image reflected from a mirror to be in the glass ;
but the more intelligent know it to be without.
He asked Captain Bumpkins about it, and the Hierophant surmised that it
must have been either Krashibashi or Rataraborumatchi, adding that he would
investigate the matter.
" Do not trouble yourself about such questions," he said. " Wait until my
new Wisdom-Catechism is published and you will then know all about it."
" A Wisdom-Catechism ? " asked Pancho, astonished.
" Yes," answered Captain Bumpkins, " a catechism about Divine Wisdom ;
giving the correct explanations of all the mysteries of the universe ; a catechism
that will make those who read it divinely wise."
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" But," said Pancho, " how will those who read know whether or not its con·
tents are true ? "
" There can be no doubt about its veracity," said the Hierophant ; " because
Krashibashi has promised to , attest it with his own seaL"
Indeed it seemed as if a new era of light was dawning upon the world.

A

great deal of information on subjects heretofore considered occult was given to
the world by some intelligence that spoke through the Talking Image of Urur.
Whether the information thus given

came from Krashibashi or from Ratara

morubatchi is not positively known ; but it is certain that the new doctrines
astonished the world and gratified the curiosity of many ; but whether those
who were thus better informed, grew any wiser from it, our historian has not
been able to ascertain.

The new and nevertheless very old doctrines embraced

the process of the evolution of the visible and invisible realms of nature, ex
plaining not merely the origin of all gross material and visible forms, but also
the cause of the existence and the manner of development of all beings in the
universe, from that semi-spiritual monad " or centre of vibration," called " atom,"
up to a planetary spirit whose body is as large as the sphere of the planet to
which it belongs.

It proved logically to the mind many things that are open to

the perception of the illuminated Seer alone, showing that all forms in the
universe are the products of the Universal Will acting upon the ideation of the
Universal Mind ; while both these were merely functions of one eternal and
self-existing principle, having its origin in the Absolute.
Captain Bumpkins corroborated these statements, and amplified them from
the storehouse of his own experience.

" It's all done by magnetism," he said.

" I have seen a fakir make a mango tree grow out of a kernel merely by magne
tizing it.

The more he magnetized it the more it grew until it was thirty-six

feet and two inches high."

" Ah ! "

exclaimed Mr. Green.

" I told you so," said Mrs. Honeycomb.
The revelations brought out by the Image showed, in a manner comprehen
sible even to the rationali:;; tic mind, that there could be no such thing as "dead
matter " in the universe ; but that the whole world was a manifestation of Life
and that this Life principle was one and indivisible, while it was merely the
forms of its manifestations which differed from each other according to the
nature of the bodies in which they took place.
" Life," said the voice that spoke through the Image, " is not a product of
the form in which it is observed, no more than the air which a person inhales
is the product of his lungs ; but it is a manifestation of an universible and
universal power of Life, which produces all forms and without which no form
could come into existence or continue to exist."
" Life," added the Hierophant, " is produced by magnetism.

I have seen

with my own eyes a fakir buried for forty days, twenty feet under the ground in
a hole. I have carefully examined it.

There was not even as much as a gas pipe

through which he could have breathed.

Anyone who saw it done would have

betted ten dollars that the man was stone-dead.
recovered and ate a hearty breakfast.

But when he was taken up, he

It is all done by magnetism."

" I have heard -of a similar case that happened at Edwardsville," said Mr.
Green.

" A woman died at that town and two respectable doctors gave their
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certificates that she was quite dead ; but when they carried her to the church
yard, the coffin struck against the overhanging branch of a tree, and dropped to
the ground ; the woman then awoke and was alive as ever. It nearly frightened
her husband to death."
" Such a coming back to life," said Captain Bumpkins, " can only occur with
persons in possession of abnormal powers and a strong magnetic constitution."
" The husband of that woman," went on Mr. Green, " was so much convinced
of his wife's abnormal powers of coming to life again, that when, a year after
wards, she again died, he made the funeral procession go by another road, to
.avoid the repetition of such an accident."
" I have read the story of an ancient philosopher, who was in the habit of
magnetizing himself and going out in his astral form," remarked the Hierophant,
" on such occasions his physical body being as dead as a door-nail. One day
his wife had his body burned to ashes. You should have seen the surprise of
the philosopher when he returned and found tha� his body was gone. It an
noyed him very much."
By a series of arguments, at once logical and comprehensive, the Image proved
that the divine spirit of Man is not a product of the animal form or organiza
tion ; but that it has existed in all eternity and will never cease to be; that forms
.are not, but that they merely exist, and that the spirit must overshadow and
exist in a form to obtain the perfect consciousness and knowledge that belongs
to such forms. It also showed that divine self-knowledge could not possibly be
obtained within one short span of life : but that an almost endless chain of
reincarnations or re-expressions in form would be necessary before it could gain
all the experience necessary to attain the knowledge of good and evil and
gradually grow into that higher consciousness which forms the basis of true
self-knowledge. It said that those whose whole attention was absorbed by the
external illusions produced by the senses, or by intellectual research into things
that belonged merely to the phenomenal aspect of nature, could not attain that
knowledge of the spirit which constitutes the knowledge of self ; but that to
realize the eternal Reality it was necessary to fix one's thoughts and aspirations
upon that which is eternal and real.
" This is perfectly true," said the Hierophant. " I once knew a yogi who
spent several hours every day in magnetizing himself and looking at a fly-speck
upon the wall. In seven years time he became so much developed that he
-could not tell the difference between a man and a spirit. He used to run
against people in the street, supposing them to be spirits, and talked with real
·spirits, imagining them to be living people. He was ultimately locked up in an
i nsane asylum."
" I wish he were here," remarked Mrs. Honeycomb, " to help us catch these
:black Magicians."
" The yoga-philosophy," saith the Image, " teaches the suppression of the
functions of the thinking principle ; that means to say the suppression of that
manner of thinking which is not in exact harmony with the perception of the
truth by spiritual contemplation. There is nothing to hinder the mind from
penetrating into the deepest mysteries of nature except the perception of the
productions of its own imagination, which, like the vapours forming clouds
within the ter.restrial atmosphere that hinder a perscn from seeing the sun, fill
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the mental sphere with illusions and prevent the light of truth from entering the
soul. The perverted will of man creates perverted desires, and these call into
existence the illusive images of things which have no real existence, causing him
to see the truth, not as it is, but merely as a distorted reflection."
" Never think," explained the Hierophant. " The worst thing a Chela can
do is to think. Think of nothing ! The less a man thinks, the more he
knows."
" That is very easy," acquiesced Mr. Green. " I must have been a yogi all
my life, I see."
" The internal perception and understanding of truth," continued the Image,
" constitutes true meditation, by which the union of the soul of man with his
own real divine Self may be accomplished. The practice of yoga has for its
object to obtain control over one's thoughts and emotions, and to penetrate by
the power of interior thought, deep down into the sanctuary of the temple,
where, upon the innermost altar, slumbers the divine spark which each human
being has received from the power that called him into existence. Not the
ntellectual speculation of man, only the divine spirit within the soul can pene
trate into those depths and reveal to man the mysteries of divine being. Who
can know these divine secrets but he who has himself experienced the divine
state ? Who can form an intellectual conception of that which is inconceivable
to the imagination ? If anyone desires to know the truth, let him rise above
that which is earthly. Let him fix his whole consciousness in the mirror of that
which is eternal ; let him fix his soul in the sublimity of the divine Ideal ; let
him fix his will in the supreme Power within and by the exercise of divine LoYe
transform his entire being into the image of his divine Self. He will then be
able to see and to hear and to feel that which can only be perceived by those
who, in this world of errors, can rise above its illusions and live in that heaven
of truth."
" Can you give us the astronomical direction in which the heaven is located ? "
asked Captain Bumpkins. " Please state the exact number of miles in regard
to its distance from Urur, and how long it take� an average spirit to reach it ? "
" Alas ! " replied the Image, " you are too far from the -truth even to conceive
of the distance."
" Is it Krashibashi who is now talking ? " inquired the Hierophant.
No response followed.
" I think he is gone," said the Hierophant.
" He must be an awful nice gentleman," said Mrs. Honeycomb. " I could
listen to him for hours, if one could only understand what he means."
" The trouble is that one is not always sure who of them is talking," con
tinued the Hierophant.
" Sometimes it is Krashibashi, at other times it is
Rataramorubatchi, and then again it may only be one of the inferior Chelas. I
have therefore made some arrangements with Krashibashi so that there will be
no mistake. I make him give me a sign with the thumb of the Image, so that I
should always know whether it is he."
" Did he give you the sign ? " asked Mr. Green.
" Not this time," replied the Hierophant, " and I have my doubts as to
whether it really was Krashibashi, because he spoke such incomprehensible
gibberish.
Who ever saw a divine spirit ?
What does he mean by that spirit
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revealing to man all sorts of things
want is facts and not speculations.

?

I tell you, ladies and gentlemen, what we
I am a scientist.

If anyone wants to make

me believe that he is an Adept, let him levitate himself ; let him write an occult
letter or make himself invisible.

We do not want to be preached at.

We want

something tangible."
" But then," said Mrs. Honeycomb, " he spoke so nicely about love and how
it transforms one's whole being.

I had some experience of that.

When I was

married I was an entirely different person."
Mr. Green heaved a sigh.
Such and si milar conversations took place frequently at Urur, and while
Pancho was astonished at the profundity of the thoughts uttered by the Image,
he was equally surprised at the way in which they were received by the Hier�
phant and his followers.

The most exalted ideas were rendered ridiculous by

being misinterpreted and misapplied.

The Talking Image spoke of things of

which the members of the Society for the Distribution of Wisdom could form
no conception.

Moreover, they had never agreed about a definition of terms,

and applied the same words to things which were very different from each
other.

Thus the story of the building of the Tower of Babel was repeated

again, and will always be repeated as long as men do not possess a true concep
tion of the things they are talking about ; for whenever they seek to build a
system of thought concerned with those transcendental regions where the mate
rial perception ceases and the true ideal begins, their conceptions differ, and a
" confusion of tongues " takes place.
If the doctrines of the Talking Image were misunderstood even by its own
immediate followers, it is not surprising that when they reached the general
public they were still more misrepresented and their meaning distorted.

Espe·

dally its utterances against the abuses of s�lled religion, and against the
wiles of priestcraft, were looked upon by many as attacks upon the spirit of
religion ;

its denial of the existence of a mutable and entra-cosmic God was

misconstrued into a denial of Deity, that universal divine Power, pure and self
existent, which causes the attractions by which all forms are created.
There were many who saw in the Image nothing but a destroyer of their own
cherished opinions, and they were not slow in denouncing doctrines which they
were incapable of comprehending.
Truth is welcome to everyone so long as it does not come into conflict with
one's adopted opinions or with one's own personal interests ; but when it appears
in the shape of an enemy seeking to destroy beloved hobbies and prejudices,
which are parts of our very selves, grown into our flesh, it becomes hateful and
driven away.

is

Thus the truths pronounced by the Image were now persecuted

by the intellectual but unspiritual scribes and pharisees, distorted and crucified,
as in times of old, and The Image itself was denounced by the clergy as being
the instrument of the devil
The jealousy of the African scientists became awakened, for their knowledge
was to a great extent a mere belief on accepted authority.

How could an Image

dare to know things about which respectable bookmakers and University pro
fessors knew nothing

?

Such effrontery could not

be

tolerated.

The point of

view from which these scientific critics looked upon transcendental matters

was

far lower than that of the unknown intelligence that spoke through the Image.
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They were used to stick to externalities and smail details. They were not able
to conceive of the Unity of the Ail and to foilow the Image into the higher
regions of abstract ideas, where form ceases to exist. Hence they soon joined
the clergy in their vilifications and persecutions of the Talking Image of Urur,
and spoke and wrote a great deal against it.
While the enemies of the Society for the Distribution of Wisdom thus did
their very best to make its name known all over the world, those who belonged to
it spent all the power at their command to ruin still more effectuaily its reputa
tion. There were many who, like Pancho, Mr. Green and Mrs. Honeycomb,
had not the faintest conception of what self·knowledge means, and who, never
theless, imagined it to be their duty to enlighten the world about things which
were entirely unknown to themselves. They mistook " wisdom " for a belief in
certain statements supposed to come from the Mysterious Brotherhood ; and the
rubbish published by them was often sufficiently intolerable to frighten away for
ever any honest investigator. In fact the S. D. W. assumed an entirely sectarian
character, and differed from other sects only in so far as it advocated more
superstitions than the rest.
Mr. Green became the obedient servant of Madame Corneiiie according to
-directions received from Krashibashi. Meeting her in the garden he apologized
to her for his rudeness, and begged her to become his guru and guide.
" I will consider the matter," said Madame Corneiile, " but you wiii have to
submit to some tests to try your obedience."
" I shaH do all you command me to ; " urged Mr. Green, " because I want
to become a real and accepted Chela, as soon as I can."
" Very wei�" she said, " bring me a stick."
Mr. Green went, and soon returned from the woodshed with a stick of dry
wood, and handed it to the housekeeper.
" And now I shaii throw this stick as far as I can," said Madame Comeiiie,
" and you wiil pick and bring it back to me."
" But, Madame Comeille ! . . ." groaned Mr. Green.
" Just as you please, " she interrupted. " If you do not obey, you can leave
it alone. The consequences wiii fail upon yourself."
" Oh, but I will I I will ! . . . Certainly I " stuttered Mr. Green.
On flew the stick. " Now, apporfe I " she ordered in French.
Mr. Green proceeded to move gravely in the direction of the stick.
" Hurry on I " she commanded.
He quickened his steps as much as his dignity would permit him, but Madame
Comeiiie was not satisfied. She ordered him to run, and Mr. Green had to
run, and to bring the stick back to her. She then threw it in another direction
and made him run for it again, and she repeated her " test " several times to
the great amusement of the servants who were watching the spectacle.
" Now, Mr. Green," said Madame Corneille, after he had become fuily ex
hausted and was panting for breath, " you wiil have to report to me every day
the exact state of your feelings. You know that Krashibashi can read ail your
thoughts. If you should keep any of them secret from me, he would become
extremely displeased. Take good care not to forget anything in your con
fessions."
Mr. Green promised to obey, and henceforward he confessed his thoughts
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every evening to Madame Corneille.

He told her about a sweetheart whom he

had left behind, in the old country, and whose name was Minnie.

He

had

promised to marry her ; but that was before he had known anything about the
Mysterious Brotherhood.

When he saw opening before him the bright prospect

of being selected for Chelaship, with all the rights and privileges attached to
such a position, he had abandoned his Minnie.

He now confessed that he

was

still thinking of her a great deal, and would be pleased to have her as a co
partner in chelaship ; but he had been told that this could not be done.
As Mr. Green advanced in his chelaship, he became conscious of being beset
by temptations of various kinds.

Some of these were as terrible as the trials

through which the H ierophant himself had passed unscathed.

For instance,

there were a number of mango trees in the park of Urur, and as the fruits
began to ripen, a negro woman of advanced age was set to watch over them
The natural charms of that negro

lest they should be pilfered by the boys.
woman

attracted - Mr.

Green's

attention.

Ignorant

of the

reason why she

walked daily up and down in the vicinity of the small house in which he resided,
and which was situated in the garden, he persuaded himseif that she had been
sent by the M ysterious Brotherhood as a

temptation

to test his moral character.

But Mr. Green was not so easily caught in the snares as that.

He could see

So taking his chair

through it all ; nor did he wish to evade the temptation.

out on the porch, he sat on it for long hours, watching the woman, and setting
his teeth-he resisted the temptation to the bitter end.
Pancho's temptations were of a different kind.

He thought a great deal of

Conchita and it seemed as if some invisible powers were continually trying to
drag him back to his home.

Still, he did not wish to return.

For what little

he had heard from the Talking Image seemed to him of far greater importance
than everything else in life.

Sometimes he feared he was not doing his duty

in remaining so far away from his wife, and that the latter might be in need of
him.

He was, therefore, very glad when, about a month after his arrival, he

received a letter from Conchita in answer to the one he had written to her from
Hong Kong, and found it full of affectionate words.

Among other things it

contained the following passage :
" Do you know, my beloved one, how delicious it is to give oneself up en
tirely and without reserve to the being we love ; to be absolutely in his power,
to belong to him fully, body and soul ?

Surely such a love, to which one gives

up one's whole being to be absorbed by him whom we love, cannot be sinful or
selfish.

Such is my love.

My body is here, but my soul is with you.

There

are a thousand invisible threads which seem to drag it out of me, so that it
may fly away and be united with your soul.

Our spiritual seances have been

discontinued, but in the place of it I am making psychic experiments.

Juana

has brought a man who is said to be a good mesmeriser, and who can put
people into a trance so that they become clairvoyant.

By his aid I hope to

loosen the links which hold my soul to this helpless body, so that it may follow
you across the sea and become cognizant of your presence.
" As to your returning, I will only say : Do not return before you have com
pleted your investigations.
fully as I belong to you.

When you return I want you to belong to me

as

I am longing to see you, and waiting to welcome you

back to my heart ; but I have no other will than yours.

Stay as long as you
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consider it necessary, and whatever you may decide will always have my entire
consent."
Pancho did not exactly like the idea of Conchita having a man to magnetize
her, but on further reflection he thought that, if it amused her, it might, perhaps,
help to divert her mind.

He felt a great relief at having received Conchita's

consent to his staying as long as he wished, and in return, he was as perfectly
willing to give her his permission to continue her psychic experiments if she
could derive any satisfaction from them.
" How strange it is," he thought, " that we cannot love two objects at one and
the same time with the same intensity of power I

If we love one, the other is

sure to be neglected.

If I love Krashibashi with all my heart, Conchita has to

have less of my love.

If I love Conchita, Krashibashi will not be attracted to

me as he is, and will not give me his secrets.

What shall I do ? "

" Simpleton ! " murmured an interior voice.

" Will you never be satisfied

that Krashibashi exists nowhere outside of your own imagination ? "
" Let his name be what it may," argued Pancho, " I know that there is some
power, and a high intelligence external to myself.
absorbed in the head of the Image.
my head ?

I have seen the rosy light

Why could not the same rosy light enter

Why could not the Master communicate with me ?

There is some

mystery in this, and it will be of no use for me to return to my wife before I
have found it out."
By special permission of Madame Corneille, who was the chief and supreme
keeper of the Shrine, hoping to clear his doubts still further, he obtained another
interview with the Image.

Thi! was an extraordinary favour, for the Image was

not accessible to all persons at all times, but only to Madame Corneille and to
Messrs. Malaban and

Ram,

who were real and accepted probationary Chelas,

while the rest were only titulary ones (save Mr. Green, who was now a real
titulary and probationary one).

Nor was it customary to permit anyone to see

the I mage alone, without being accompanied by one of the Chelas, to carry out
the prescribed fumigations to keep evil spirits away.
On this occasion, however, Pancho received little satisfaction from the Image,
which seemed to give forth merely a reflection of his own thoughts.

It repeated

in substance the same sentences that were contained in the letter which Pancho
had received through Mr. Puffer, and in which it was said that " he who desires
to devote his services to the Mysterious Brotherhood must do so with his whole
heart, his whole mind, implicitly and without any reserve," etc.
" Why is it that the occultist is not permitted to have a wife ? " asked Pancho.
" Did not King Solomon have

700

wives and

300 concubines, and was he not the

wisest of men ? "
" It is not so much the external associations of the body as the associations of
the mind, which hinder the seeker after truth to find
the Image.

his

own divine self," replied

" Let him who desires to unite himself with truth beware of forming

adulterous connections with false opinions and unholy feelings.

He who em·

braces the views of another person and imagines that he has thereby come into
possession of self-knowledge is deluded.
Form to Principle.

Matter is not superior to Spirit, nor

External conditions alone cannot prevent Spirit from rising

above Matter, if it really desires to rise above it, or to obtain the knowledge of
truth."
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" Where can we find truth ? " asked Pancho.
" He who knows the

One," replied

the Image, " knows AlL

He who knows

the many, knows nothing."
" But who is the One ? " asked Pancho.

" And where will I find it ? "

" The One is everywhere, and the fruit upon the tree of Knowledge does not
ripen by its. own efforts.

Everything will be accomplished in the fulness of its

own time.''
" But if I can accomplish nothing by my own efforts," said Pancho, " what is
the use of trying to work at all ? "
" No one
Image.

can

give to himself that which he does not possess," replied the

" H e can do nothing more than throw away that which is an impedi

ment to his unfoldment.

All light comes from the interior sun."

" But when will that light appear ? " still went on Pancho, and the answer
came :

·

"

Blessed are those who can live in time as if they were in eternity, and

in

eternity as if they were in time."
" What does this mean ? " he asked.
No answer followed, and no further response could be elicited from the
Image.
Pancho desired very much to know who the ONE was, whom one should know
to know everything.

He asked the Hierophant about it.

" Can't you see," answered Captain B umpkins, " that it is Krashibashi ?

If

you once get acquainted with Krashibashi, he will tell you everything.''

CHAPTER XI.
INTRIGUES.
WHILE Pancho is staying in Africa seeking for Light, it is our duty to see what

Conchita is doing.
For a couple of weeks after Pancho's departure, a deep melancholy took
possession of her mind

Even her spiritualistic s�ances ceased to interest her,

for, however wise were the sayings of " Purity," they consisted in generalities
regarding morals and religion which contained nothing new to Conchita ; they
did not give her any satisfactory information as to what her husband

was

doing

and when he would return.
If she could have risen up to the clouds, and followed with clairvoyant vision
the ship that carried her truant lover away, she would have been happy.

She

would have given worlds to have her inner sight opened even for one short
moment of time, and to see Pancho's thoughts.

She knew that such things

could be done, there was abundant proof in the history of spiritualism, and in
the annals of the Society for the D iscovery of Unknown Sciences, to show
that persons at the moment of death had appeared to their friends in distant
countries.

Why could not she do the same ?

Why could not she die for a

moment and go to see Pancho and then live again ?
The idea of becoming a clairvoyant took entire possession of
mind,

and began to envelop her reason.

Juana

Conchita's

had already told her of a
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man who had extraordinary powers of developing mediumship and clairvoyance
in others and she made up her mind to ask Juana to introduce him to her.
" M r. Smith," answered Juana, " will be ready at any time to attend to your
orders."
Mr. " Smith," who in reality was nobody else but Mr. Hagarcl, came, and at
his first visit Conchita felt an indescribable repugnance to him.

Something

was it her own clairvoyance, or intuition ?-seemed to tell her that this person
was

dangerous.

Nevertheless her curiosity overcame her repugnance ; she

concluded to try the experiment and " Purity " predicted that it would be
successfuL
Mr. Hagard was not entirely without psychological powers.

He knew how to

influence weaker minds by the power of his superior will, or to use a modern
phrase, to " hypnotize " them without their knowledge and he often made use of
this power in making bargains.

Once, merely for the purpose of testing his

power, he had willed three of his friends, young men of good character to go to
certain place and get drunk ; he watched them as they left, one after another,
and before midnight, he had the pleasure of seeing that they were so beastly
drunk that they had to be carried off by the police, and moreover two of
these three young persons, who heretofore had not been addicted to the use of
spiritual liquors, now took to drinking without any further hypnotization and
were now drunken sots, unfit for business of any kind.
Conchita submitted to be " magnetized " by " M r. Smith." Every evening M r.
Hagard would come, and putting his hands upon Conchita's head, who at first
shrunk back at his touch, he would pour streams of vile and gross material
thought, impregnated with evil will into her mind.

In this work he was

assisted by the wily Juana who acted upon Conchita's imagination by giving real
or pretended " spirit-communications " and " Purity " gave her blessing to the
work of destruction.

Gradually thoughts and feelings which had heretofore

been unknown to her began to grow within Conchita's mind, to fill her soul
with

desires whose nature astonished her and to load her imagination with

pictures of

a repugnant character.

Whether or not any other means were

taken to poison Conchita's will and imagination, we are unable to say ; it is only
stated that, incredible as it may appear, the image of Pancho became gradually
less prominent in her mind, and was displaced by an inexplicable affection for
Mr. Hagard.

At first Conchita was astonished at this change and laughed at

its absurdity ; but the link was now formed and grew stronger every day until it
was too strong to be broken.
Some poet says that vice, seen too often -and becoming familiar, is first
endured, and at last embraced, and one of the greatest modern occultists

says

that any inordinate desire or thought having once taken root within the mind
may become developed and take form, gaining power over all other desires,
thoughts and actions, clouding and enveloping the understanding and at last
destroying the supremacy of divine Reason.
Conchita perceived that she was losing her own self, and

that another

" spirit " was taking possession of her, but it was now too late to reject the
intruder.

Her thoughts and her manners became changed ; she began to feel

pleasure in things which she had formerly abhorred, she laughed at Mr. Hagard's
frivolous jokes and wept afterwards because she had been so foolish as to find
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them amusing.

She accepted Mr. Hagard's invitation to visit places of public

amusement with him, and, to make a long story short, she became strongly
attracted to Mr. Hagard, while somehow she hated him from the bottom of
her heart.
Once, in the beginning of this strange infatuation and some six weeks after
Pancho's departure, she received a letter from her husband, which
written from Hong Kong and she answered it

as

he had

we have seen in an affectionate

manner ; but after this, Juana took good care that no more letters from Africa
were received by Con chita, while the communications

received

from

the

" spirits " went to corroborate her suspicion that Pancho had found another
charmer in Africa.

In Conchita's mind, the image of Pancho faded away in

spite of her efforts to hold it and Mr. Hagard's will took possession of her heart.
At last she was attacked by a severe spell of sickness for which the doctors
could find no appropriate name in their books on Pathology ;
classified as " Hysteria."
dying, and when at
changed.

but which they

For a long time she seemed to be at the point of

last her physical health returned, she was very much

But we will not run ahead of the regular course of events.

While this drama was being enacted in San Francisco and Conchita's ruin
accomplished, intrigues of a different kind took place at Urur.
The Hierophant had made great friends with Mrs. Honeycomb, and Madame
Corneille's authority was on the wane.

She was an intelligent woman and of

keen perceptions, and could easily foresee that the time was coming when Mrs.
Honeycomb would oust her from her position as high priestess of the Shrine.
She was cordially hated and feared by all the Chelas except Mr. Green, who in
was now the accepted

obedience to the orders received from Krashibashi

disciple of Madame Corneille, confessing to her all his little s ecrets and sins and
obeying her orders in all things.

Thereby he expected to obtain the favour of

the Mysterious B rotherhood and to have the time of his probation shortened.
Not that he had any other

Of the existence of Krashibashi he had no doubt.

proofs of his existence except the letter found at the foot of the Image, but was
this not enough

?

Moreover, his existence was believed in by many respectable

persons, and to doubt it would have been undeniably a grave offence, which
Krashibashi would have resented.
believe in him.

Therefore, Mr. Green did not dare to dis·

Most of the time he sat in his room, thinking of this Adept, and

gradually the latter took form in his imagination.

A dark-looking face appeared

to him in his dreams, and was preparing to speak.

Knocks and raps were heard

in Mr. Green's bedstead, at which he was at first very much frightened.

But

one night he took courage, and asked, as loud raps were heard :
" Who is there

?"

Then a faint voice, as if coming from a great distance, spoke and said :
'' It is-me-Bro-brother,-Kra-shi-ba-shi."
It nearly frightened Mr. Green to death, and he hid himself under the bed
clothes.

But in the morning his courage returned, and since then he became

convinced that he was rapidly progressing towards adeptship.
But to return to Madame Corneille, we may also see what she is doing.
Let the reader take some of the magic salve which we herewith present to
him and anoint his eyes.

He will then see what is taking place in the room of

M onsieur and Madame Corneille and listen to their conversation.
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Monsieur Corneille is sitting on a sofa, smoking his pipe, while Madame stands
near the window, watching the clouds.

" Fermez Ia porte, tna chere I "

said M onsieur, " and tell me a leetal vat you

know."
Madame Cornejlle went out upon the verandah, and examined carefully to
see whether anybody was listening.

Having satisfied herself that no one was

near, she returned and locked the door.
" This Mr. Green," she said, moving a chair to the sofa, and seating herself
by the side of her consort, " has told me that Bumpkins promised Mrs. Honey
comb to give the Image into her charge.

I tell you, our position here is no

longer secure."

" Mais,"

replied Monsieur Corneille, " you can write a letter and send away

Monsieur Bumpkin."
" True," answered Madame Corneille ; but that would only delay the crisis,
for he will return again.

I am seriously thinking of accepting the proposal of

the Rev. Mr. Sniff, who offered to pay me a good round sum if we will only
deli..-er the Image to him."
" 'Ow much will Monsieur Sniff pay ? "
" Mr. Sniff," said Madame Corneille, " has no money ; but he acts in the name
of the bishop, and what Mr. Sniff promises is just as good as if the bishop had
promised it himself."

" 1Vevare I "

exclaimed Monsieur Corneille.

" I do not believe in ze promises

of Monsieur le bishop, nor in ze promises of M onsieur Sniff.

I prefer to 'ave

ze money in my pocket."
" I will go and see him," said Madame Corneille, " I think he will pay well
if we destroy the Image."

" Eh

/den I " answared Monsieur Corneille ; " you may try a leetal."

Madame Corneille prepared herself to drive to the city, and M.

Corneille

went to see the coach man to order the carriage.
Mrs. Honeycomb's time was very much taken up with preparations to fight
the Black Magicians.

She had placed vessels with oil of vitriol not only in her

own chamber, but in nearly all the rooms of the house.

She had attempted to

see the Black l\lagicians in the magic crystal which Captain Bumpkins still had in
his possession, but she had seen nothing.

She therefore made up her mind to

buy a large looking-glass and to prepare it herself according to certain rules and
incantations prescribed in an old book dealing with sorcery.

She was walking

across the compound, when she saw Madame Corneille coming out of her rooms
fully dressed.
" Are you going to drive to the city, dear ? " asked Mrs. Honeycomb.
" Yes, dear," replied Madame Corneille. " I am going to make some purchases
Can I do anything for you ? "
" I think I will go with you," said Mrs. Honeycomb.

" I ha..-e not yet had

a good look at the city, and I want to select a good mirror."
M adame Corneille did not care for company on her errand, and so she said
that it was quite impossible for her to take anyone.

" The day is hot and it will

be too hard for the poor old horse to carry a third person besides myself and the
driver," she added.
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" I will wait then until to-morrow," answered Mrs. Honeycomb. " To-morrow
I will go out shopping, and you can remain at home."
" I am very much obliged to you," said Madame Corneille, " but it is my
business to attend to the shopping, and I would never dare to trust my horse to
a stranger."
" I thought," replied Mrs. Honeycomb, " that the horse belonged to Captain
Bumpkins, and that I had as much right to it as yourself ? "
" It has been put into my charge," snapped Madame Corneille, " and I shall
see that my animals are not ill-treated."
" Do you mean to insinuate," asked indignantly Mrs. Honeycomb, " that I am
in the habit of ill-treating animals ? "
" You are a stranger to me," replied Madame Corneille, " and I know from
yourself the way you treated your h usband."
" I must confess," cried the other, " that I am not accustomed to such language.
It seems that in Africa one can learn all sorts of things. When I was at Saratoga.
my friend the Countess Carnivalli. . . . "
" Do not trouble yourself to give me lessons in etiquette ; they are not
appreciated."
" Nevertheless it seems that you need them very much," retorted Mrs.
Honeycomb.
" All I have to say," replied Madame Corneille, " is, that if the looking-glasses
at Urur are not large enough to show off your beautiful figure, you will have to
go to the city to buy another mirror at your own expense."
" People living in glass-houses should not throw stones," hissed Mrs. Honey
comb. " I heard Captain Bumpkins say that you had goggle eyes and a crooked
nose."
" My face is good enough for my h usband," answered Madame Corneille ;
" but I doubt whether you will ever catch a man again, in spite of all the arts
you may practise before your looking-glass."
" Perhaps I had a more intelligent husband than you seem to have," was the
snub.
" And perhaps many more than I had," sarcastically grinned Madame
Corneille.
Pale with rage Mrs. Honeycomb turned and walked away, and Madame
Corneille entering the carriage ordered the coachman to drive to the city. We
will follow her there.
We see her alight in front of a shop where she makes some purchases. She
then motions the coachman to wait for her return and walks on foot through
several streets and narrow lanes until she arrives at a stone wall enclosing a
garden. There she stops at a door over which is a cross hewn in the stone. She
rings the bell, and presently a Hottentot opens the door. He seems to know
her, for he nods as if in answer to a question. Madame Corneille enters the
house and walks directly to the Rev. Sniff's room.
Rev. Sniff is a serious looking gentleman in clerical clothes. His narrow fore·
head is crowned with thin blonde hair. A large mouth with thin lips, the upper
of which is very protruding, seems to divide his smooth shaven face into two
halves from ear to ear, while his sharply pointed nose and his projecting chin
seem to be attracted towards each other, giving him the appearance of a nut-
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cracker. Nor is this comparison entirely out of place ; for Mr. Sniff had cracked
many a hard nut in the interest of his church, and by his eloquence and the
unctuosity of his manners he had caused many an inheritance to slip away from
it lawful heirs, for the benefit of his congregation.
When Madame Corneille entered the hal� he was reading a novel, but for
some as yet unexplained reason no sooner did he heard a step than he hid the
book under a sofa pillow and took up a ponderous bible. When he saw Madame
Corneille he smiled and rubbed his hands.
" Welcome, my daughter," he said. " I am always glad to see a faithful
member of our blessed church. May I ask you what brings you here this
morning ? "
" I just dropped in to see how you were doing," she replied.
" Thanks to the Lord," said Rev. Sniff, " my health is very good. But how
are things at Urur ? Are the devils there still having it their own way ? Is
there no sign of repentance or change of heart ? "
" Some more devils have come," rudely replied Madame Corneille, " and they
will soon begin tormenting you unless we put an end to their game."
" You are right, my daugther, and I see that you are in a good Christian mood.
When you were here last, you seemed to have some doubts with regard to the
propriety of destroying the devil's tool. I rejoice to see that the Lord has at last
opened your eyes ; and hope that you have not forgotten the sacred teaching of
your childhood, when at your holy confirmation you were made to promise
allegiance to our blessed church. Let us destroy this framework of falsehood
which the father of lies has invented the better to blind the eyes of those whose
souls he would lead to eternal predition."
" We have to make a living, Mr. Sniff," coolly observed Madame Corneille.
" If we work for the church, we expect to get paid by the church."
" My dear Madame Corneille," was the soft reply. " He who serves the altar
is entitled to get his living from the altar, says the Bible : will you help us to do
away with the Image ? "
" That," said Madame Corneille, " depends on the conditions we are offered.
If we can agree. . . . How much are you willing to pay ? "
" The servants of the Lord are poor," replied the Rev. gentleman. " Why
should you care for �ilver and gold which rusts and is destroyed by the moth ?
What are all the joys of the earth compared with the blessings which you will
receive when you appear before the Eternal ; when you receive your heavenly
reward in Paradise for having been a successful co-labourer in the sacred cause
of religion and gained a victory over the devil ! "
" You may as well spare your breath, Mr. Sniff," said Madame Corneille. " I
am not so easily discarded with fine talk. For all the jewels which pave the
streets of your heavenly city I could not buy a mess of baked potatoes. It's
quite right that christianity should gain a victory ; but how much are you willing
to give for it ? "
" 0, Madame Corneille ! " exclaimed Rev. Sniff. " I actually believe that
the poison which these wicked heretics-whom may the Lord destroy-have
poured into your ears, has not yet been eliminated from your system. But let
me tell you that an influential friend of the church ha� put a thousand dollars at
my disposal, which I may use as I see proper, to advance the cause of religion."
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" A thousand dollars ! " contemptuously chuckled Madame Corneille. " Why
Captain Bumpkins or Mr. Green would give me twice that amount, if I would
only betray the plot to them. Say ten thousand, and then we may begin talking."
" Oh, my sister ! " groaned Mr. Sniff. " How would you expect to find ten
thousand dollars among those who have forsaken the vanities of this world ?
The missionary funds are almost exhausted, and there has been no famine this
year. If I do all in my power, I may perhaps bring up the subscription to two
thousand."
" I shall come some other time, when you are better disposed," said Madame
Corneille, turning to go.
'' Stay I " cried the Rev. Sniff, " Suppose I should collect three thousand ;
what guarantee can you give that we shall succeed in confounding this work of
the devil ? "
" I will destroy the Image," she replied.
" This is not enough," said Rev. Sniff. " Above all it is necessary that you
should destroy its reputation ; show that all that it has done, has been accom·
plished by tricks, ventriloquism, and slight of hand."
" All this is easy enough."
" Then you will have to show that all its messages are the work of the devi�"
he continued.
" How can they be the work of the devil if they are done by ventriloquism ?"
inquired Madame Corneille. " The two statements are incompatible."
" That does not make any difference," said Sniff. " People do not reason so
deeply. The more theories the better. Each one may then select the ex·
planation that suits him best. Those who do not believe in the devil may
choose ventriloquism, and those who do not belive in ventriloquism
may go to
.
the deviL"
" I will attend to all that, but not for three thousand dollars."
" I could not give a cent more ; we could not afford it, times are too bad.
Doubt and irreligion are on the increase, and the number of infidels are growing
at a fearful rate. Scepticism is rampant. It has ceased to be looked upon as a
crime, and the authority of the church is openly disregarded. The churches
are empty and contributions scarce. If we get a heathen converted, he costs
us a great deal more than he is worth. There are numbers of these rascals
whom I have baptized a dozen times over, whose faces I know, but who come
to me each time under another name so as to get their fee. See the money they
cost us. It is only by casting our bread upon the waters that we can expect
to get a return.
" I will consult my husband about it," she said.
" Let me know your decision to-morrow. And now, farewell, my daughter ;
and may the blessing of the Lord be upon you, so that you may succeed in your
undertaking."
So saying, the Rev. Mr. Sniff gave his blessing to her, and Madame Corneille
went away rejoicing over the money which she expected to get. Mr. Sniff
watched her through the window, and as he saw her pass' out through the door,
a malicious grin crept over his face, and he whispered, " There is many a slip
between the cup and the lip." He then snapped his fingers, and took from
under the pillow the novel which he had hidden away
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Had Pancho bought the magic mirror, recommended to him by the Hiero
phant, he would undoubtedly have been able to see that there were some dis
organizing elements within the folds of the S. D. W. He would have perceived
the devils of vanity, conceit, envy and avarice enter within the sacred precincts
of the temple, in spite of Mrs. Honeycomb's vessels with vitriol ; and that they
had all one common leader-a great Black Master Magician, an expert in
creating illusions, whose name was " SELFISHNESS." Even the magnetism which
the Chelas had accumulated by letting their hair and nails grow to an enormous
size did not prove strong enough to serve them as armour, and protect them
against the attacks of these unseen enemies. Messrs. Malaban and Ram
disliked all non-Africans, and especially those Europeans who were presumptuous
enough to aspire to Chelaship in the Mysterious Brotherhood. This was a
right which they believed to belong to Africans alone, as the Brothers themselves
were said to be of the African race. Neither Mr. Malab:m nor Mr. Ram had
ever been outside of Africa, nor did they know the least thing about European
ci�ilization and science. As a benighted inhabitant of China looks upon all
foreigners as barbarians, so these African Chelas considered all Europeans as
inferior beings. • Mr. Malaban was a descendant of a noble family of Hottentots,
while in the veins of Mr. Ram ran the blood of the Caffirs. Both of these gentle
men were co-editors of the " Light from the Shrine," a journal which expounded
the views of the leaders of the Society for the Distribution of Wisdom. Mr.
Malaban's writing's were very much in demand, on account of the self-assurance
with which he wrote about things of which he knew absolutely nothing. :\Jr.
Ram wrote little, but talked a great deal. Once the flow of his eloquence had
started there was no means of knowing when it would stop.
If we enter the editorial room we find Malaban and Ram holding friendly
converse. Both are squatting on the floor, and smoking their pipes. :\Jr.
Malaban had just finished writing an article for the " Light from the Shrine,"
and reads it to Mr. Ram. It is as follows :
" WESTERN SCIENCE AND ITS ABSURDITIES.
" Some Western ' scientists ' have again dished up the absurd statement that
the moon could not be inhabited, because, as they say, there is neither water
nor air m it. One of our ' esteemed correspondents '-of course, a European
-is innocent enough to ask us whether we believe in that statement. We will not
waste our time in entering upon a lengthy examination of the question how
these so-called ' scientists ' can know that there is neither water nor air in the
Moon, as they have never been there themselves. All we wish to say is that it
has been stated over and over again and repeated in the pages of the ' Light
from the Shrine,' that there are beings that can live without water and air ;
and we are, moreover, informed by a higher authority than ourselves, that there
is a very ancient book called ' Gulliver's Travels,' which gives an exact de
scription of the inhabitants of the Moon. The time, however, for such revela
tions to be given out to the world has not yet arnved ; nor are we, ourselves,
permitted to give out any detailed accounts in regard to the nature of the lunar
inhabitants, as such mysteries are not to be divulged to the vulgar. But we
* And had they known anything they would have felt the more justified, since they would have
found Europeans treating publ icl y as niggers " Aryan Parsis, and the highest of our very Christian
land, talking of the Aryan Hindus as an inftrior race.-LEo.l
"
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warn our readers that they should pay more attention to what we write. If they
cannot remember what we have already said, let them search the back numbers
of our journal, as our time is too precious to be wasted in answering questions
which have already been answered, and plainly enough to be understood by any
one gifted with common sense. Even if the bright side of the Moon were
without water and air, there is no reason why the dark side of it should not
have as much of it as is desirable, if not more."
" Hit them right ! " exclaimed Mr. Ram. " Unless you talk plain English
with these fellows, they will have no respect for yolL The style of the article
is vigorous. They will think it has been dictated by the Talking Image itself.
But do you know anything about the inhabitants of the Moon ? "
" Not I," replied Malaban ; " but I heard Madame Corneille say to her
husband that he looked like the man in the Moon. So of course there must be
men in it."
" These stupid Europeans," said Mr. Ram, " seem to think that Krashibashi
has nothing to do but to answer their foolish questions ! Here is a letter from
a woman calling herself the Countess of Carnivalli, with a request to submit it
to the Mysterious Brotherhood. Listen :
' Mv DEAR SIR.-I cry to you from the depths of despair. I perceive
with horror that I am getting older and uglier with every day. I have read your
article on the Elixir of Lzfe, showing how youth and beauty could be restored.
I entreat you, for pity's sake, to send me a bottle of that Elixir, with directions
how to use it. Send it C. 0. D. All charges will be paid. Yours with the
greatest reverence,
' THE CouNTESs CARNIVALLI.'
" Here is another letter from London," continued Mr. Ram.

' Office of David Solomon Hirsch.
' MR. KRASHIBASHI EsQ., URUR.- Dear Sir.-" Light from the Shrine "
received and contents duly noted. Please forward, by return mail, price list of
Philosopher's Stones and samples. We hope to dispose of several gross among
Members of Parliament, City and Club men. How much is the amount of
commission ?-Respectfully,
' D. s. HIRSCH.' "
" How can we send him a Philosopher's Stone ? " remarked Malaban.
have never seen one myself."
" Here is also an application for Chelaship," contmued Mr. Ram.

"

I

' DEAR SIR.-The undersigned longs to be admitted to Chelaship, and hereby
promises the strictest obedience to any and all orders coming from unknown
Superiors. Yours very truly,
1 A. SINGLETON.' "
" He is a suitable person," saith Malaban. " He must be accepted."
" Here is another from Madagascar," said Mr. Ram.
' CAPTAIN BuMPKINS.-Dear Sir,-I have the honour to inform you that I
have been appointed by the " Society for the Discovery of Unknown Sciences,"
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to go to Urur and investigate the claims of the Mysterious Brotherhood.

If

they prove to be satisfactory, the Brothers may be certain of the warmest
support of our Society.

I am here on this island for the purpose of obtaining

a specimen of the Unicorn, in the interest of science ; but I have not yet been
successful.

There would certainly be no better occasion for the Mysterious

Brothers to prove their wonderful powers than by assisting me in securing a
Unicorn.

If they grant my request, please ask them also to let me have a

specimen of the

Pho:nix for our

ornithological collection.

One that has already

been reborn from its ashes preferred.-Yours very sincerely,
' H. BoTTLER.' "
" We will have to submit this letter to the Talking Image," said Ram.
" There is no need of bothering K.rashibashi about it," replied Malaban, " I
am

his Chela, and

if I answer it in his name it is just as good as if Krashibashi

had written the answer himself.''
" Malaban ! " sounded a shrill voice from the top story of the temple.
turned pale, and hurried upstairs to the room where the Image stood.
no signs of life; but from its interior sounded a voice, saying :
" Fool !

Malaban
It showed

Do not let me hear you say again that a letter written by you is just

as good as one written by Krashibashi."
'' I did not know," stammered Malaban, " that you were listening.

I wanted

to save Krashibashi the trouble.''
" Begone," commanded the voice, " and do not plagiarize so much.

It all falls

back on me.''
" How. about the Unicorn ? " asked Malaban.
" Tell the Bottler to come," said the Image.

" Avaunt ! "

Malaban retired with a reverential bow, but before he had fully descended
the stairs, he heard himself called again.

Once more he hurried upstairs.

" What are your orders ? " he asked the I mage.
" Nothing," it replied.

" I wanted to say something, but I have changed my

mind."

(To be continued.)

F. HARTMANN.

" A VOICE FROM OVER THE SEAS."
A QUESTION has reached the Head of the Esoteric section of the Theosophical
Society, regarding the alleged representation of that Section in America. This
question is accompanied by a cutting from the Press of April 2 1 st, 1 889, which
reads as follows :" Dr. Elliot Coues, the Founder of the Gnostic Theosophical Society of
Washington, is also perpetual President of the Esoteric Theosophical Society of
America."
In reply, I most emphatically state that I am entirely ignorant of the origin
or career of the above named " Esoteric Theosophical Society " of which Dr.
Coues is said to be the " perpetual President," and that this gentleman is in no
way connected with the Esoteric Section of the T. S. of which I am the sole
Head ; nor can I help thinking that the said Esoteric " Theosophical Society "
is a printer's mistake. The only Esoteric Society which has any LEGAL right to
the name " Theosophical " is that which Col. Olcott founded and chartered in
London in October, 1 888, for the proofs of which see LUCIFER of that month.
H. P. BLAVATSKY.
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A SOCIALIST'S STORY.

( MARY MERIVALE. )

THEN turned she to some shelter, but I paced
All night the shore, while eddying fancies chased
Their wraith-lights thro' my brain, and I could see
My life set picture-wise in front of me :
I saw the ill-built cottage damp and small,
Where scarcely room to lie might be for all ;
I saw myself again a sickly child
Whose weary sleepless hours some thought beguiled
Watching the trickle of the freezing rain
That found my limbs thro' the worn counterpane,
And heard the weary sigh our mother gave
As still she stitched . . . . and then I saw a grave
And she lay in it, and my sister said
" The old disease has killed her, lack of bread ! "
And then I saw myself grown tall and thin
Straining each nerve amid the hellish din
Of the vast mill, where myriad iron hands
Were always twisting myriad threads and strands
And where my task was to be at the call
Of each and everyone, a butt for all
When things ran smooth to tease and jeer at will,
But when they tangled it was harder still ;
'Twas always " Damn the boy ! " " The lazy lout ! "
And kicks and cuffs and curses flew about
Till truly I grew dazed, the constant strain
Of listening 'mid that whirl had dulled my brain,
And scarce I heeded if they spoke to me,
The mill's hoarse raving seemed an angry sea
That roared and clamoured, stifling soul and sense,
Until one day an agony intense
Pierced thro' my lethargy, and I was fain
To wake to life 'mid bitter racking pain ;
Bearing some load beyond my strength I fell
Into those iron fingers twisting well
Their daily dole of thread, and I could see
The bleeding wreck borne forth in agony,
Then all grew dark . . . . but slowly I was 'ware
Of gentle hands and eyes, and tender care,
And waking from the hideous dream at last
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" See if a perfect life needs not the twain,
" Woman and man ; go, Christ shall come again
" In woman's form, the lessons that he taught
" Fall from her lips, sweetened by her sweet thought
" That sees instinctive what our science shows ;
" Stronger is love than hate, and whoso throws
" All personal aims on the world's intense fire,
" Shall find each flame a step to lift him higher,
" And as he rises thro' the sharp fresh air
" Of conquered sense, mightier to do and dare
" Shall wax the race ; no personal crown we see
" In the grand future of humanity !
" Hath not our science, with its heart of gold,
" Shown myriad changes, marvellous, manifold,
" Wrought by some shadowy vapour or faint gas,
" Or half-invisible powder, whose strength has
" Shattered the mountains, shaken down the hill,
" And strewn the ocean with gaunt wreckage, till
" We marvel what strong demon lay within
" The innocent azure ; · and shall selfish sin
" Be mightier than the hills and rocks that frown
" From off the height of reons proudly down ?
" No ! science is truth and love, and shall prevail !
" H onour to all who strive, yea, tho' they fail,
" More honour still, so they deny not truth
" And in old age betray the dreams of youth !
" Perchance this Mary Merivale may be
" Light-bringer to our darkened century ;
" Perchance her very weakness in our sight
" Is as the hidden strength of dynamite
" To blast all selfishness and sloth and sin,
" And let the glory of the future in ! "
And so I left him and went forth to her ;
Yet sought her not at once, bvt 'mid the stir
Of cities, or the silence of the hills
I studied and I dreamed ; since he fulfils
H is labour best who best has learned to know
Its danger and its pain . . . while high and low,
Whatever soul came nigh me, I would hail
With " have you heard of Mary Merivale ? "
Till folk named me " the seeker," and some few
Followed and hearkened seeking for her too,
And still wherever Socialists we met,
We spake her nnme and mi!>Sion, and we set
As 'twere a body-guard around her way,
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And then at last as we grew sad that day,
She stood amidst us, and my soul was fain
To follow her till death. . . .
All this gleamed plain
Before mine eyes, as pacing dreamily
I watched the night out by the quiet sea ;
And then I pondered o'er her words, and then
Thought of that watcher blessed above all men
Who waited for her in some small sweet home
Where, tho' she yearned to, she might never come ;
And marvelled at his blindness who could stay
When she who loved him had been borne away
By her great-hearted love for all the race !
Ah how the fierce blood tingled in my face,
•• Would God some fate had set me by her side
•• Perchance even now " . . . I strode on haggard-eyed,
But ere the thought was ended, lo there came
A faint rose-light, and sweet morn's oriflamme
Flushed all the waking east, and I was 'ware
Another day had dawned, and here and there
The little birds awoke, and sudden sprang
A-singing with light hearts, and as they sang
I saw her coming, grave and fresh, and tair,
The invisible crown set on her yellow hair,
And in her eyes such childlike purity
As slew the devil in the heart of me.
•• Good morrow, brother," said she, and her face
Had made it good e'en in hell's torture place !
Then fared we on together, and we spake
Of those deep-hearted things that swiftly make
Or life-friends clinging closelier day by day,
Or mere acquaintance drifting swift away ;
Since all may be mere surface friends who know
Naught of the secrets hidden close below
The rippling stream of life, but once they reach
The depths that hold the jewels, on the beach
Of usual talk, the daily common-place
No more with shallow speech their souls can pace,
But wholly friends in hopes, beliefs, and aims,
Or wholly aliens they, while life remains !
EVELYN PYNE.
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tt b e £ 1 t i t r o f t h e lD e \l t l .
(Translated from the Gennan

of E. T. A. Hoffmann.)

(Continuedfrom the April Number.)
C H A P T E R X I .-(Continued.)

"

mJ HOU mayest be at ease," said Euphemie, " about all that has thrown thee
Jl into such doubt and fear ; in fact, I am glad that things have happened as they have with regard to Hermogen, for now I both

can

and

must speak with thee about several matters on which I have so long kept
silence.

Thou must admit that I have succeeded in conquering an exceptional

mental mastery over everything that surrounds me in life, and this, I believe, is
easier for a woman than for you.

True, it demands nothing less than that, in

addition to the nameless, irresistible charm of appearance, which Nature

can

bestow on a woman, there shall dwell in her that higher principle which fuses
that charm into one with her intellectual power, and then rules it as she chooses.
It is th at peculiar, wonderful stepping outside of oneself, which enables one to
look at one's ' Self ' from an external standpoint, as an instrument serving the
higher will to attain that end, which it has set for itself as the highest which
be achieved in life.

can

Can there be anything loftier than to rule life in life, to bind,

as with a mighty spell, all its appearances, all its rich pleasures, and force them
to obey the absolute will of the ruler ?

Thou, Victorin, wast always one of the

few who thoroughly understood me ; thou too hadst set thy standpoint above
thy Self, and therefore I · did not disdain to raise thee as my royal consort to my
throne in the higher empire.

Secresy added to the charm of our alliaDce, and

our seeming separation served only to give scope to our fantastic humour, which,
as though for our amusement, played with the trivial circumstances of every-day
life.

Is not our being together now the boldest piece of daring which, thought

of from our loftier mental plane, laughs at the powerlessness of conventional
narrowness ?

Even in thy present strange shape and being, which thy garb

alone does not produce, it seems to me a� though the subtler elements in thee
bowed before the higher ruling and determining principle, working marvellously
outwards, changing even shape and form of the physica� so that it appears quite
to accord with what was fixed for it. Now with this view of things springing up from
deep in my being, thou knowest how thoroughly I despise all conventional
narrowness.

The Baron is to me a machine, grown disgusting to utter

weariness,

which, worn out in serving my purpose, now lies there dead, like clockwork that
has run down.

Reinhold is too narrow brained for me to pay heed to him,

Aurelie, a good child, so we have only to deal with Hermogen-I have confessed
to thee already, that Hermogen, the first time I saw him, made a marvellous im
pression upon me.
I held him capable of entering the higher life, which I
wished to open to him, and-was mistaken for the first time.

There was in him

something hostile to me, something which revolted against me i.n constant
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active opposition, so that even the charm which enmeshed others against their
will , repelled him.

He remained cold, gloomy, unexpansive, and by resisting

me with a strange, wonderful strength, he excited my longing to begin the
struggle in which he should be conquered.

I had already resolved on this

struggle, when the Baron told me how he had proposed to Hermogen a union
with me, but that the latter had declined it on any terms.

At that moment,

there shone through me, like a god-like flash, the thought of marrying the Baron
himself, and so of clearing away at a blow all the little conventional considera
tions which often cramped me most unpleasantly : but I talked often enough
over that marriage with thee, Victorin ; I disposed of thy doubts by action, for
in a few days I succeeded in making the old man into the most stupid and
tender of lovers, so that he was forced to consider what

I

had willed, as the

fulfilment of his own most cherished desire, a desire he had hardly dared to ex
press.

But deep in the background, there still lay in me the thought of revenge

on Hermogen, a revenge that should now be easier and more satisfying.
blow was deferred, so as to strike truer and heavier.

The

Did I know thy inner

nature less well, did I not know that thou are able to rise to the height of my
views, I would hesitate to tell thee more of the matter, now that it is over and
done with.
" I set myself the task of understanding Hermogen in his inner being ; I
appeared in the capita� gloomy, absorbed in myself, and so formed a contrast to
Hermogen, who lived, cheerful and merry, in the active occupations of his mili
tary service.

His uncle's illness forbade all brilliant receptions, and I managed

to avoid even the visits of my immediate surroundings.

Hermogen came to me,

perhaps only to fulfil the duty he owed his step-mother ; he found me lost in
gloomy thought, and as, surprised at the marked change in me, he enquired
pressingly into its cause, I confessed Ito him, with tears, that the Baron's bad
health, which he only concealed with difficulty, made me fear to lose him soon,
a thought which was terrible, nay, unbearable to me.

He was deeply moved,

and as I then went on to describe, with an expression of the deepest feeling,
the happiness of my married life with the Baron ; as I tenderly and vividly entered
into the minutest details of our life in the country ;

as

I unfolded more and

more in its full glory the Baron's splendid character, his whole being, so that it
became more and more clearly evident how boundlessly I honoured him, nay,
how completely I lived in him ; as I did this, Hermogen's astonishment and sur
prise seemed to increase more and more.

He struggled visibly with himself, but

the power, which now like my very self had penetrated his inner being, con
quered the hostile principle, which heretofore had resisted me ; I was certain o f
m y triumph, when h e came again on the next day.
" He found me alone, still gloomier, still more uneasy than the day before. I
spoke of the Baron and of my inexpressible longing to see him again.

Soon

Hermogen was no longer the same man ; he hung on my glances and their
dangerous fire fell blazing into his heart.

When my hand rested in his, his

often trembled convulsively and deep sighs escaped his breast. I had calculated
rightly the highest summit of this unconscious exaltation.

The evening on

which he was to fall, I did not disdain even those arts, which are so much
abused, yet ever repeated with so much effect.

It succeeded I

The results

were more terrible than I had pictured to myself, and yet they only heightened
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my triumph, by exhibiting my power in the most 5triking manner. The power,
wherewith I had battled against the hostile principle which heretofore had
expressed itself in strange presentiments, broke his spirit, he went mad, as thou
knowest, though tiii now thou couldst not know its real cause. It is strange
that the insane, as though they stood in some closer relation to the spiritual, and
responded, so to say, internally, more readily though unconsciously to the
spiritual principle in others, often perceive what lies hidden in us and express it
in strange echoes, so that the gruesome voice of a second " I " seizes on us
with an eerie shudder. Thus it may well be, especially in the peculiar relation
in which thou, Hermogen and I stand, that he, in some mysterious way, sees
through, and thus is hostile to, thee ; but in that there lies not the smallest
danger for us. Consider, even if he broke out openly with his enmity to thee,
if he said : Trust not the disguised priest ; who would take it for anything but
an idea bred of madness, especially since Reinhold was so kind as to recognize
in thee Father Medardus ?
However, it is certain that thou canst no longer
work on Hermogen as I had willed and planned. My revenge is full, and
Hermogen is now as useless to me as a toy thrown aside, and the more burden
some since he most likely holds it for a penance to see me, and therefore
pursues me with his fixed, dead-alive looks. He must disappear, and I had
thought of using thee to strengthen him in the idea of entering a cloister, and
at the same time to render the Baron as well as friend Reinhold, the adviser,
more inclined to yield to his desire, by making them the most pressing represent
ations that the health of Hermogen's soul required once for all the cloister. In
fact Hermogen is distasteful to me in the highest degree, the sight of him often
gives me a shock ; he must go I The only person, to whom he appears quite
otherwise, is Aurelie, th e pious, childish child ; only through her canst thou act
on Hermogen, and I will take care that thou comest into closer relations with
her. If thou findest a suitable combination of external circumstances, thou
canst also reveal to Reinhold, or to the Baron, how Hermogen has confessed to
thee a terrible crime, on which naturally, according to thy duty, thou must keep
silence-But more of this hereafter !-Now thou knowest all, Victorin, act and
remain mine. Rule with me over this idiotic world of puppets that revolves about
us. Life must yield us its most glorious pleasures, without cramping us in its
narrowness ! " We saw the Baron in the distance, and went to meet him as though
engaged in pious conversation.
Perchance it needed only Euphemie's declaration of her life's tendency, to
cause me to feel the superior power which, like the emanation of higher
principles, inspired my inner nature. Something superhuman had entered my
being, which suddenly lifted me to a standpoint from which everything appeared
to me in another shape, in another colour than heretofore.
The strength of
mind, the power over life, of which Euphemie boasted, was to me worthy only
of the bitterest scorn. In the very moment when the miserable creature fancied
herself playing l)er loose and thoughtless game with the most dangerous en·
tanglements of life, she had fallen a prey to the chance or the evil fate which
guided my hand.
It was my might alone which, fired by mysterious powers,
could force her in her madness to mistake for a friend and ally one, who, only
wearing for her destruction the casual outer appearance of that friend, held her
like the very power of the enemy, so that no further freedom could be possible.
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Euphemie seemed despicable t o m e i n her vain, selfish madness, and my rela
tionship to her the more hateful as Aurelie lived in my heart, and she alone
was the cause of the sins I had committed, if I had still held as sin what now
seemed to me the highest summit of all earthly pleasure. I resolved to make
the fullest use of the power dwelling in me, and thus to grasp myself the en
chanted wand and draw the circles in which all the appearances around me
should move for my pleasure.
CHAPTER XII.
THE Baron and Reinhold vied with one another in making my life in the castle
as pleasant as possible : not the faintest suspicion of my relation to Euphemie
awoke in them ; on the contrary the Baron often said, as if in an involuntary
outpouring of his heart, that only through me had Euphemie been quite restored
to him ; and this seemed to me clearly to indicate the correctness of Reinhold's
suggestion, that some chance or other must have revealed to the Baron the traces
of Euphemie's secret doings. Hermogen I seldom saw, he avoided me with
visible fear and embarrassment, which the Baron and Reinhold ascribed to his
shrinking from my holy and pious nature and from my spiritual power, which
saw through his distracted mind. Aurelie too seemed purposely to shun my
gaze, she avoided me, and when I spoke to her, she was shy and embarrassed
like Hermogen. I felt almost certain that the insane Hermogen had expressed
to Aurelie those fearful presentiments which made me shudder, but still it
appeared possible to combat the bad impression. Probably at the Baroness'
suggestion, who wished to bring me into closer relations with Aurelie so as to work
upon Hermogen through her, the Baron begged me to instruct Aurelie in the
higher mysteries of religion. Thus did Euphemie herself provide me with the
means of attaining what was most glorious, in the thousand luscious pictures that
my glowing imagination had painted for me. What else was that vision in the
church, but the promise of the higher power acting upon me, to give her to me
from whose possession alone the calming of the storm could be hoped, which,
raging within me, flung me hither and thither on its tossing waves.-To see
Aurelie, to be near her, even to touch her dress, set me on fire. I could feel
the burning blood-stream mount to the mysterious workshop of thought, and thus
I spoke of the wonderful mysteries of religion in fiery pictures, whose deeper
meaning was the lustful madness of the most burning, craving Jove. Thus the
fire of my discourse, like electric shocks, should penetrate Aurelie's interior, in
spite of her resistance.-Unconsciously to herself, the pictures I had cast into
her soul should unfold themselves wonderfully, and appear more glowing and
fiery in their deeper meaning, which then should fill her breast with foretastes of
unknown pleasure, till, tortured and rent with nameless longing, she should throw
herself into my arms. I carefully prepared myself for the so-called lessons with
Aurelie, I made my discourse more expressive ; attentively, with folded hands
and lowered eyes, the pious child listened, but no movement, not even a low sigh
betrayed any deeper action of my words.-My efforts brought me no further ;
instead of kindling in Aurelie the destroying fire which should lay her open to
seduction, the conflagration in myself only grew fiercer and more agonising.
Mad with pain and Just, I brooded over plans for Aurelie's destruction, and while
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I feigned bliss and delight with Euphemie, there sprouted in my soul a burning
hatred, that, in strange contradiction, gave to my bearing towards the Baroness
a something wild, terrible, before which she herself trembled.-Far from her
was every trace of the secret, that lay hid in my breast, and, involuntarily, I was
forced to give play to the domination which I was ever more and more assuming
over her.
It often crossed my mind to end my pain by a well-<:alculated act of
violence, to which Aurelie should succumb ; but when I saw her, it seemed
to me as though an angel stood beside her, shielding, and protecting, and
defying the might of the enemy. A shudder then quivered through my
limbs, and my evil purpose grew cold. At -last I hit on the idea of praying
with her ; for in prayer the glow of meditation streams out more fiercely, and
the most secret stirrings awaken and lift their heads as upon roaring waters,
they stretch out their polyp-like arms to seize on that unknown, which shall still
the nameless longing wherewith the breast is torn. Then may the earthly,
proclaiming itself as the heavenly, boldly present itself before the excited
feelings, and in the highest pleasure here below promise the fulfilment of the
infinite longing ; the unconscious passion is deceived, and the striving after the
holy, the unearthly, is broken in the nameless, never known charm of earthly
desires.-Even in the fact that she was to repeat after me prayers I myself had
composed, I thought I detected an advantage for my treacherous intentions.
So it was !-For kneeling beside me, repeating my prayers with heaven
turned gaze, her cheeks took a higher colour and her bosom rose and felL-1
took her hands as though in the ardour of prayer, and pressed them to my
breast, I was so near to her that I felt the warmth of her body, her loosened
locks hung over my shoulder ; I was beside myself with maddening longing, I
threw my arms around her in wild desire, already my kisses burnt upon her
lips, on her bosom, when, with a piercing cry, she freed herself from my arms.
I had not the strength to hold her, it was as if a flash of lightning streamed
down, shattering me !-She fled rapidly into the neighbouring room ! the door
opened and Hermogen showed himself on 'the threshold, he stood still regard
ing me with the fearful, horrible gaze of the wildest insanity. Then, summon·
ing all my strength. I advanced boldly towards him, and cried in a tone of
defiant command : " What seekest thou here ? Begone, thou madman I " But
Hermogen stretched out his right hand towards me, and spoke in a dull and
shuddering tone : " I desired to fight with thee, but I have no sword, and
thou art Murder, for drops of blood stream from thy eyes and hang in thy
beard I
He disappeared shutting the door violently, and left me alone, grinding my
teeth for rage at myself, for having allowed the power of the moment to sweep
me away, so that now a betrayal threatened me with destruction. There was
no one to be seen ; I had time enough to regain my manhood ; and the spirit
that dwelt within me soon showed me the means of avoiding all evil conse
quences from this bad beginning.
As soon as it was possible, I hurried to Euphemie, and with daring rashness
recounted to her all that had happened with Aurelie. Euphemie seemed not
to take the matter as lightly as I should have wished, and I could understand
that, notwithstanding her boasted strength of mind and lofty view of things, yet
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petty jealousy could find room within her. Moreover she might well fear that
Aurelie would complain of me, and so the nimbus of my holiness be dimmed,
and our secret endangered. From a feeling of shrinking that I cannot explain
even to myself, I concealed Hermogen's appearance on the scene and his
terrible piercing words.
Euphemie was silent for a few minutes, and stared at me strangely, seem
ingly lost in deep thought.
" Doest thou not guess, Victorin ? " she said at length, " what glorious
thoughts, worthy of my mind, are now streaming through me ?-But thou
canst not yet unfold thy wings to follow the daring flight I am ready to begin.
That thou, thou who shouldst sweep with full mastery above all life's appear
ances, canst not kneel near a passably pretty girl without embracing and kissing
her, surprises me, little as I grudge thee the desire that sprang up within thee.
As I know Aurelie, she will be full of shame and silent over what has happened,
and at the outside withdraw herself under some pretext from thy too passionate
teaching. Therefore, I do not in the least fear those annoying consequences
which thy light·mindedness, thy uncontrolled lust might have produced-! hate
her not, this Aurelie, but her simplicity, her quiet piety, behind which lurks an
unbearable pride, irritate me. Never, although I did not disdain to play
with her, never have I been able to win her confidence ; she remained shy
and unexpansive. This disinclination to cling to me, nay this proud avoiding
of me, awakens in me the most unpleasant feelings. It is a sublime idea to see
the flower broken and fading away, which now so prides itself on the wealth
of its gleaming colours ! I grant thee the carrying out of this sublime idea,
and means shall not be wanting to reach the end easily and certainly. The
guilt shall fall on Hermogen's head and crush him utterly ! " Euphemie spoke
further about her plan, becoming with every word more hateful to me ; for I
saw in her only the common criminal woman, and much as I thirsted for
Aurelie's destruction, since only through it could I hope to escape from the
boundless agony of insane love which tore my breast, yet Euphemie's cc:ropera
tion seemed to me despicable. I therefore, to her no jsmall astonishment, re
fused her proposal, for inwardly I was firmly resolved to carry·out through my
own strength the project in which Euphemie wished to force her assistance upon
me.
As the Baroness had conjectured, Aurelie remained in her room, excusing
herself with an indisposition, thus withdrawing herself from my teaching for the
next few days. Hermogen, contrary to his custom, was now much in the
company of Reinhold and the Baron, he seemed less withdrawn into himself,
but wilder, �ore violent. He was often heard speaking loudly and emphatically,
and I noticed that he regarded me with looks of suppressed rage, whenever
chance brought me in his way : also the bearing of Reinhold and the Baron
changed in a few days in quite a strange manner. Without in the least dimi
nishing the attention and respect they had previously shown me, it seemed as
if, oppressed by a wonderful premonitory feeling, they could not find that hearty,
friendly tone which had hitherto enlivened our conversation. All that they said
to me was so forced, so frosty, that, tormented as I was by all kinds of con
jectures, I had to make a real effort to appear natural.
Euphemie's glances, which I could always interpret aright, told me that some-
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thing or other had happened, which had specially disturbed her, but all day long
it was impossible for us to converse unobserved.In the depth of the night, when all in the castle had long been asleep, a
tapestried door opened in my room, which I myself had not noticed, and
Euphemie entered in a state of excitement such as I had as never yet seen in her.
" Victorin," she said, " treason threatens us ; it

is Hermogen,

the insane

Hermogen, w ho, put on the track by strange premonitions, has discovered our
secret.

By all kinds of allusions, sounding like the gruesome, terrible oracles of

some dark power which rules over us, he has inspired in the Baron a suspicion
which, without being clearly expressed, yet pursues and tortures me.

Who thou

art, that under this holy garb Graf Victorin is hidden : this seems entirely con
cealed from Hermogen ; on the other hand, he maintains that all the treachery,
all the deceit, all the destruction which will butst upon us, lies with thee, nay
that, like the evil one himself, the monk has entered the house, and inspired by
some devilish power, broods some damnable treachery.

It cannot go on like

this ; I am weary of the restraint that the childish old Baron puts upon me,
who, as it seems, in morbid jealousy will anxiously watch my every step.

I will

cast aside this toy, that has now become wearisome, and thou, Victorin, wilt
the more readily bow to my wishes, as thus thou escapest at once the danger of
being at last detected and so of seeing the lofty relationship that our genius has
created, sink down into a vulgar, commonplace disguise I The tiresome old man
must be removed, so let us consult how this can best be done, but first hear my
opinion.

Thou knowest that every morning, while Reinhold is occupied, the

Baron goes out alone into the mountains, to solace himself in his own way with
nature. Slip out before him and try to meet him at the gate of the park. Not
far from here there is a wild, gruesome mass of rocks ; when the wanderer has
climbed them, there yawns before him on the one side a black bottomless abyss,
there, jutting upwards over the abyss, is the so-called Devil's Seat.

The legend

goes that poisonous gases rise from the abyss, which stupefy and drag down to
certain death the - rash mortal who dares to peer down into the depths, to dis
cover what is hidden below.

The Baron, who laughs to scorn the legend, has

often stood upon that rock over the abyss, to enjoy the view which there opens
before one.

It will be easy to induce him of his own accord to lead thee to

the dangerous spot ; once he stands there, staring at the view, one powerful
blow of thy fist releases us for ever from this feeble fooL"-" No, never," I
cried angrily : " I know the frightful abyss, I know the Devil's Seat, never !
Away with thee and with the crime that thou wouldst have me do ! " Euphemie
sprang up, a wild light flamed in her look, her face was distorted with the
raging passion that stormed in her.

" Miserable weakling," she cried ; " thou

darest in dull cowardice to oppose what I have resolved on ?
bend to the shameful yoke, than reign with me ?

Thou wilt rather

But thou art in my power,

vainly dost thou writhe against the might that holds thee chained at m y feet !
Thou shalt execute my behest, to-morrow he, whose sight galls me, must have
ceased to live I "

.
As Euphemie spoke these words, the profoundest contempt for her poor and

feeble boasting came over me, and in bitter irony I laughed shrilly i n her face,
so that she trembled, and the deathly pallor of fear and deep dread overspread
her face.
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" Mad woman," I cried, " thou who dreamest of ruling over life, of playing
with its events, have a care, lest this toy tum in thy hand to a sharp weapon and
slay thee l Know, miserable woman, that I, whom in thy feeble madness thou
thinkest to rule, that I hold thee like very fate fast chained and in my power ;
thy sinful play is but the convulsive writhing of the fettered and caged wild
beast ! Know, miserable creature, that thy lover lies dashed to pieces in that
very abyss, and that in his stead thou hast embraced the very spirit of ven
geance ! Begone and despair ! "
Euphemie staggered ; she was on the point of sinking to the ground in con
vulsive trembling, I seized her and forced her through the secret door down the
passage. The thought rose within me to kill her, I abstained without knowing
it, for in the first moment after I shut the secret door I believed I had accom
plished the deed ! I heard a piercing shriek and the banging of doors.

( To be continued.)_
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N OT I CE.
THE KEY TO THEOSOPHY.
THERE has long been a pressing need for a book which shall contain 1. a clear
statement of the fundamental truths upon which the system of thought known as
Theosophy is ba:;ed, free as far as possible from technicality, and uncompli
cated by the details of the evolution of men and worlds, which belong properly
to a more advanced study of Theosophy. 2. A plain and frank outline of the
relation :>f Theosophy to Religion in general, and to various modem move
ments. 3· The truth in regard to some of the misconceptions and calumnies
which are laid to the charge of the Theosophical Society.
These objects H. P. Blavatsky has endeavoured to fulfil in a book bearing
the above title, now in the press, which will be published early next month,
price Five Shillings.
The work is in dialogue form, and intended as much for the general public
as for Theosophists, every effort having been made to render it as clear and
complete as possible.
Theosophical Publishing Co. Ld.,
7 Duke Street,
Adelphi, W.C.
N.B.-Subscription Price, payable up to 3 1 st July, 3.'6.
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" Heat not a furnace for your foe so hot
That it do singe yourself.'
-8HAKESPEARE.

" He who tells a lie is not sensible how great a
task he undertakes ; for he must be forced to invent
twenty more to maintain that one."

-POPE.
" ATTENTION, T HEOSOPHISTS ! "
ROTESQUE contrasts and paradoxes are the very pith of our age.

G

We

might, therefore, permitting ourselves for once to follow suit, publish
under the above title certain very

prefer to leave the pages of our

LuciFER

untlteosophical adivifies.

But we

untainted with the recital of untheo

sophical backbiting, malicious calumnies and attempts to ruin our character.

Those who would learn our answer (and that of trustworthy witnesses) to the
slanders that find such a ready hospitality in a spiritual organ of America, are
invited to turn to

Light of June

1st, and June 8th, 1889.

All attacks would have been

ignored and never mentioned could they,

without danger to the Theosophical Society, but be relegated by us t o that
common pit of oblivion, in which crawl and hiss, struggling to come to light, all
the venomous monsters bred by calumny, envy, hatred and revenge-most of
them the progeny, alas, of those who, once upon a time, took pride in calling
.
themselves, Theosophists (! /)
The old truism, that they whom the gods would destroy, they first make mad,
is once more vindicated.

Calumnies are effective only on the condition that

they should not be so readily refuted.

It is easy enough to bear false witness

against one who is unable to establish an undeniable

alibi.

It is as easy, for

a traducer to charge a person with having said or done that or the other, at a
date when t.he accused and the accuser were both in the same country, if not in
the same town.

The credibility and likelihood of such accusations become,

however, rather shaky if the accused party can furnish precise dates-awkward
things to deal with--corroborated by numbers of persons to the effect that at
the date mentioned he was

Io,ooo

pondence with the accusing party.

mile.s away, and did not even hold any corres
" One lie must be thatched with another,

or truth will soon rain through," says a proverb.
The London

republish

Light,

always fair to al� was forced to publish-or rather to

from the Chicago

Religio-Phil. journal-a very strange letter.

may even say two letters in one, as the reader will see for himself.
" strange " because it is so transparent in its animus, so very

We

We call it

imprudent and

so

-easily refuted that both the writers-intellectual, and hoary with life-experience
as they really are-seem to give themselves entirely away for a mere song, for
the pleasure, one would almost say, of inflicting an ugly scratch, whether it
reaches the person aimed at, or simply produces a commotion among the
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innocent and the credulous ones who believe all they read. So evident are the
motives of this joint production-spite and revenge-that, were we certain
that no true theosophist would be thereby affected, we would have never gone
out of our way to refute the silly invention. It seems almost undignified to even
notice it, but truth had to be shown at all costs.
We wonder, when our Theosophists and public will have read, in Li'gkt of
June 8th, our several answers, what will remain of Dr. Coues' denunciation of
one who had never at any time been anything else than a true friend and de
fender of his ? The " hoax " with which Dr. Coues charges Mme. B. in his
letter thus returns home, part and parcel, to roost with the learned President of
the Gnosti'c T. S. of Washington. May it do him good !
An American paper makes a great fuss over the reception made to Dr. Coues
in New York by various people, theosophists and others, who in the words of
one of the daily papers " united to honour him (Dr. Coues) as a theosophist and
a sdenti'st."
As a Scientist, the Society and the public cannot honour the Smithsonian
Professor too much ; but as a THEOSOPHIST-Heaven save the mark I ! Dr.
Coues is a very eminent, world-known naturalist and ornithologist. But why
should he, for all that, behave with his brother theosophists as if the latter were
no better than geese, and try to stuff them as he does ? There is a line of
demarcation that has to be drawn somewhere.
And now we have a few more words to say to a Weekly in America. For
years the R. P. Journal assumed the monopoly of denouncing and attacking us
in almost every issue, and for years we have ignored it and kept silent. But for
once, a month or so ago, we raised a mild protest in LuciFER, simply remarking
that our contemporary of Chicago repeated " unverified cackle." At this, the R.
P. J., feeling very indignant, replies : " The JouRNAL does not repeat ' un
verified cackle,' and unlike the Tartarian termagant has ' discretion ' enough not
to juggle.
Don't you " repeat unverified cackle " dear old Journal ? And what do you
call the lying Billingsgate of W. Emette Coleman, and above all your " Coues
Collins " letter, reprinted in Light, and answered in its number of June the 8th
of last week ? Or perhaps, you think the name " cackle " too mild and would
like to replace it with the term " malicious slander " ? So be it. As to your
having " discretion enough not to juggle," no one has ever thought of accusing
you of it. But you have constantly charged the same upon the " Tartarian
termagant," and this without the slightest shadow of real proof. This is neither
" reli'gi'ous " nor " phi'losophical."-[ED.]
Esoteri'c Buddhism is decidedly on the brain of our journalists. This is what
we read in the Ti'mes of the 8th instant. Take out the qualification, and you
will have some truth in this :EsOTERIC

BUDDHISM IN JAPAN,-Colonel Olcott, whose connection With " Esoteric Buddhism "

is well known, is at present making a tour in Japan.

He has been well received by the Buddhist

priesthood, and is delivering lectures all over the country, advising the people to maint'l.in the prin
ciples of the Buddhist faith and not to change for western doctrines of any kind.

At a lecture in

Tokio on the necessity of a religious basis for education, he bfogan by comparing the free and upright
bearing of the Japanese with that of the natives of India, who seemed to have lost the sentiment of
nationality.

Living in an atmosphere of disregard, if not contempt, for their old traditions

customs, taught to value only foreign systems and philosophies, the Indian spirit of patriotism

and
and
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independence had been numbed. Their men had become submissive and cringing. But the Japan�
bore themselves as free men, and in congratulating them heartily upon it, Colonel Olcott called upon
them not to prostrate themselves at the shrine of foreign civilization. He added that the Theosophical
Society had done much in India and Ceylon to direct men's attention to the faith of their forefathers
and to the past of their country, and be warned his hearers not to judge Western civilization by its
superficial aspects, for beneath these Jay enormous misery and distress.

Colonel H. S. Olcott is decidedly a Buddhist of the Southern school, and a
very convinced and earnest one ; but why should the Times make of him a
follower of Mr. Sinnett's Esoteric Buddhism instead of Gautama the B uddha's
Dharma ? This is a trifle, however, and the above extract does give some faint
idea of the really great work which our President has been doing in Japan. Of
course a Times writer cannot be expected to fully understand what Col. Olcott's
real mission has been, and he forgets entirely to mention that the main idea was
to weld together the Buddhists of India and Japan by showing them that the true
fundamental character underlying all the Buddhist religious schools is the same,
and by making Theosophy the connecting link. In a letter just received from
Col. Olcott he says that he has delivered 49 lectures, and expects before he
leaves to give a dozen more-that his travels have extended over 900 miles of
territory, and that his addresses have caused a deep and pennanent excitement.
The students of the Tokyo Imperial University Higher Schools of the Metropolis
have formed a Young Men's Buddhist Association a Ia the Y. M. C. Associations
of the West. Several magazines have sprung up, and to his horror, one is called
Olcotti I
Our President will probably reach England in August, and during September
and October he hopes to take a lecturing tour in England and Ireland. The
arrangements for this will soon be commenced, and much assistance can be given
by Theosophists in various parts of the country, who will kindly send information
to Herbert Coryn, Secretary of Theosophical Lecturing Society, 7, Duke
Street, Adelphi, London, W.C. as to the opportunities of obtaining halls (with
terms, etc.) in towns where audiences are likely to take interest in the subject of
Theosophy.

THEOSOPH ICAL LEAVEN.

'S EA RLY

two months after date of publication, the February
number of LUCIFER has reached me in the out-of-the-way
corner!of the world where my lot is cast. The whole devoured
with customary eagerness, there is one article in particular which has
impressed me deeply, and suggested many thoughts. I refer to the
second article, by Mrs. J. C. Ver Planck, entitled " Theosophy in Daily
Life." I should like to be permitted to express my sense of indebted
ness to the writer, and to thank her warmly for the soul-stirring appeal
which, as the mouthpiece for the time being of the Cause, she has made
to her fellow-members. May the response be swift and abundant !
Surely no Theosophist worthy of the name can read Mrs. Ver Planck's
glowing words without responsively catching fire, without being roused
to do more, and more practical, work for the race he professes to love so
well.

Jlb'1
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The whole spirit and tenour of the paper is so admirable that it would
be no easy task to discriminate between part and part in respect of
stimulative and energizing value. But if the distinction had to be
made, I should feel disposed to give the award to the latter part of the
second paragraph on page 4 5 1 . For the writer there emphasizes that
aspect of practical Theosophy which of all is perhaps most frequently
forgotten or neglected by the Fellows. To live in the world while not
being of it, has in all ages been the task of tasks. How often the ardent
aspirant feels as if it would be a comparatively light thing to " leave all,
rise up, and follow " the Truth ! But to remain amongst low and de
grading associations, chained to occupations which involve constant
contact with some of the unloveliest aspects of poor humanity, obliged
to hear and see much the very hearing and seeing of which deadens and
dulls the inner ear and eye-to be thus, without hope of escape, and yet
to feel called to a higher and nobler life, is an experience as painful as
it is common. And the crux lies in the attempt to reconcile the follow
ing of the lofty aim with the due discharge of the responsibilities laid
upon us by Karma. To steer a straight path between the two extremes
of abuse and neglect is the first, and, in some points, the hardest lesson.
As the passage referred to indicates, the true Theosophist is in danger
of forgetting, in his aspirations after spiritual development, that he is still
a man among men, bound to his fellows in a thousand ways and
solemnly called upon to discharge properly the ordinary duties of life.
To discharge them properly, mark ; not perfunctorily, anyhow, so only
that they be got rid of w ith the least possible expenditure of time and
energy. It is the failure to apprehend this, a failure springing from a
misconception of what constitutes that august reality called DUTY, which
is the cause that the charge of iciness, unhumanness and stony-heartedness
is so often brought against those who strive to purify themselves, whether
they be Theosophists in name or only in spirit. And, as pointed out, it
is a terrible mistake, a sorrowful pity. The world wants melting not
freezing. For its redemption it needs, it is true, the gods above ; but it
also needs warm and loving hearts of flesh below, by the side, at the
right hand and the left. As I heard it well expressed by a brother
Theosophist lately, the ideal at which we ordinary folks should aim -we,
who are not within reach of even the lowest rank of Chelaship by a
hundred incarnations or more !-is to be wholesome men and women,
taking our part outwardly with willingness and without reserve in the
occupations proper to humanity in its present stage of development,
good citizens, good business men or housewives, good companions, able
to play with the children, to laugh at the innocent jest, to lighten the gloom
of life by tiny candle beams of cheerfulness as well as by flashes of
revelation ; and yet at the same time to strive in the silence of our
hearts after enlightenment and purification with all the ardour of which
we are capable. Inwardly let the Theosophist be aspirant, student, dis
ciple, ascetic if he will-and wisely may ; outwardly let him be cheerful,
23
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bright, natural, human. Otherwise, he will only repel where he longed
to attract ; do harm where he most wished to do good.
As to the exceptional cases mentioned by Mrs. Ver Planck in the
next paragraph but one :-It may perhaps be asked by someone, " How
can I be sure that I am .not one of those exceptional persons who ought
either to withdraw wholly from the world, or at any rate to have nothing
to do with it beyond what they must for purposes of obtaining mere
sustenance or making direct spiritual effort for its improvement ? " Good
friend ! do not worry, as our American brothers would say.
That you
can ask the question is proof positive that it is not as you surmise may
If you were so called, be very sure that the call
perhaps be the case.
would be most unmistakably plain. If, studying the workings of Karma
i n the lines of our life (broadly, without attempting the precise analysis
of details which only a very high degree of knowledge could enable to
be made with accuracy and profit)-if, so studying, we find that our path
lies naturally along the beaten tracks of daily life, from which we can
diverge only at the price of duties neglected, hearts wronged, work left
undone-then we may be perfectly certain that we are not yet ripe for
anything but the ordinary human lot, that we are not yet fit to be . . . .
other than what we are.
I f dissatisfied with what we are-why ! it is
open to us to change ourself, in the sure faith that change of em·iron·
But, while thus seeking to
ment will follow " as the night the day."
change our " specific gravity," do not let us forget that in the meantime
we are HERE, and not YO�DER ; and that the time has not yet come for
us to renounce companionship with the " common crowd." \Ve can share
their honest work without being worldly, their innocent pleasures without
being frivolous.
So cordially do I endorse the spirit and most of the letter of Mrs. Ver
Planck's article that it is with some hesitation I venture to express
doubts as to the wisdom of the suggestions for practical Theosophical
work made at the foot of p. 45 3 and head of p. 454· Hesitation-lest I
appear to be lacking in sympathy with her aims ; an appearance which
would indeed be a delusion, " Maya " ! For I am wholly at one with
her as to the end to be striven for. The difference is merely as to the
means.
Mrs. Ver Planck urges the formation of such distinctive agencies for
social progress as " Branch Sunday Schools,'' '' Branch Free Libraries,''
and the like. The following extract fairly summarizes her position :
" Not only should we join with outsiders in such good deccs as
they have found to do, but we ought to have some distinctively
Theosophical work of our own, first as individuals, next as Branches."
If she enunciates this as a rule of universal application, I must differ
from her.
Putting on one side India, one might count upon one's fingers the
number of places where such distinctively Theosophical work could be
commenced with any reasonable prospect of success-ie., of doing good
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proportionate to the time, energy and money expended. India, o f course,
offers special advantages and facilities for such enterprises. Her children
are already familiar with most of the foundation truths of Theosophy,
The Society's work amongst them is one of revival, of resurrection ;
whereas amongst Westerns it is but too often a work of construction
almost ab zi1iti'o. And India is not honeycombed with alr eady existing
organizations of all kinds, as is the case with most European nations and
their offspring. So that different standards of judgment must be applied
to such dissimilar cases.
Turning from India and the East in general, we see in Europe,
America, and elsewhere a few small groups of " True Believers," often
separated from each other by long distances, and in only a few places
such as London and New York-so large in numbers and of such
influence and res�urces as to be in a position to start purely Theo
sophical work on a scale worth the cost. Now, that in tkese places
the Branches ought to boldly dare and grandly do is a proposition
which is simply axiomatic. And the two centres above named, in
producing " Lucifer," " The Theosophical Publishing Co.," and " The
Path," have furnished comforting proof that our Fellows are sufficiently
hot-hearted to burst into spontaneous flame when civilization rakes
together a sufficient number of them. But I must demur to the pro
position that the Branches ought one and all thus to " distinguish "
themselves, in the literal sense of the word ; and to the converse
proposition, that the absence of such markedly Theosophical activity
is an indication of apathy and indifference. Di'i' avertite omen I
What is the position of nine out of ten of the ex-Asian Branches ?
They are in cities, where social machinery of every kind-alike for dam
nation and salvation-abounds even to redundancy ; where exist
organizations of every conceivable kind for every conceivable purpose,
supplied with funds, buildings, and trained workers. Now, would it be
wise for a mere handful of men-perhaps some thirty or forty out of a
population of as many thousands-to attempt to start new associations
of their own, when the scale upon which they could build would of
necessity be so limited, so insignificant ? Would it not be much better
for the Cause that they should throw themselves heartily into the already
existing organizations (but only where, of course, they could do so con
scientiously) and-without Jesuitry or deceit of any kind-endeavour to
permeate them wi'tk tke leaven of Tkeosopki'cal tntths ? " The kingdom of
Heaven is like unto leaven, which a woman took, and ki'd in three
measures of meal, till the whole was leavened."
. . . . . . We should not too readily assume that, because our Branches
are not engaged in enterprises which are openly and avowedly Theoso
phical, therefore the members are lukewarm and indifferent. Though it
may be so in some places, it surely is not in all ; nor can 1 believe it is so
in most. For the H idden Wisdom takes hold of a man firmly, if at all; and
once penetrated with its influence, external manifestation of that influence in
2 3.
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some mode is surely almost inevitable. But it is a marked characteristic of
the benign radiance which springs from the Wisdom of the Ages, that it
inspires prudence as well as zeal, discretion as well as enthusiasm, patience
that can wait, devotion that can achieve the crowning triumph, and efface
itself. In many places the Branch, for a long time to come, can only be
the rendezvous where members shall meet to encourage themselves and
each other ; to kindle afresh the fire of aspiration ; to learn by teaching,
and to teach by learning. But outside the lodge walls their influnce will
have to be exercised for the most part gently and imperceptibly, even as
the sun softens the hard earth-I trust my brother members not to mis·
understand me. Of course I do not say that we are to be afraid to speak
out. The man who does not do so when the occasion is suitable, the op
portunity fitting, is a coward and a fain!ant-or worse. But I do say that
when members are so circumstanced that overt action would be ineffec
tual as the dashing of waves upon the rock, it will be better for them to
saturate the earth upon which the rock rests and so to undermine it To
the average Philistine certain names act as the red rag to the bull. Then
let us humour his amiable little weakness-drop names for the time being
-and get him to take medicine out of unlabelled bottles. And . . .
do not let us hastily conclude, because we see little, that litttle is being
done.
Before we build, we have to lay
Foundations in the stubborn clay,
And spend ourselves for many a day
On work that never shows.
The last page but one of Mrs. Ver Planck's paper remarkably con
firms the position I have taken. The " Credit Foncier of Sinaloa "
(on learning of which I " thank God and take courage ! " for I was a
Socialist before I was a Theosophist, and Theosophy has purified but
not emasculated my Socialism)-could such an enterprise have been es
tablished by Theosophists only for many long years to come ? And
could a Theosophist do better than fling his life with sublime recklessness
into such a glorious undertaking, by whomsoever inaugurated ? Better,
beyond doubt, to have the Theosophical spirit in a Theosophical body ;
infinitely better ! But when and where that cannot be done, and till that
can be done, let us make the best use we can of existing agencies. Let
us make modern thought " ferment " with the " leaven " of Theosophy,
and in due time all we desire will follow.
ERNEST HAWTHORN, F. T. 5.
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(torrespont>ence.
" MODERN SPIRITUAL HISTORY " AND THE THEOSOPHICAL
SOCIETY.•

To the Editor of LuciFER.
No doubt many of your readers will be aware that, for some considerable
time, there has been published week by week in the Medium, what purports
to be a " history " of the most imposing personages of Modern Spiritual
History ; but instead of a clear record, with a general view of both sides of the
question being presented, it is only a reiteration-of what might appear on the
surface-the most damaging points against the claims, as " Teachers " and
" Leaders " of certain expressions of Modern Spiritual Thought. Whether it
has succeeded in its object of vilification of the persons concerned, is more
than doubtfuL t
A careful perusal by your readers of the following correspondence will reveal
that the " Editor of the Medium," with a generosity and charity characteristic of
him, has refused to insert in his Joumal a criticism on the conduct and motive
for action of the " Author of Modern Spiritual History."
It is somewhat reassuring to learn directly from the " Editor of a Journal," after
so much vilification, and so much smoke, that there is no fire, and no accusation
intended against the personages named in " Modern Spiritual History."
It is more gratifying still to find, that the one-sided view of " Modern
Spiritual History," as unfolded by William Oxley, had no purpose in view, and
no object to serve ; in other words, that the collection and presentation of only
the assumed most damaging points agamst the personages figuring in " Modern
Spiritual History," was purely a labour of Love on their behalf, and in the cause
of Truth. How far any reasonable Being will accept from the " Editor of the
Mtdium " such an explanation, it is not for me to say.
After more than twenty years' experience of the Journal in question, it is not
strange to me to find such a source or avenue of public expression as in the
Medium. It is so entirely antagonistic and averse to " Organization," " Personal
Unfoldment," and " Personal Expression-in any form whatsoever," that no one,
with ordinary powers of perception, who have week by week, and year by year,
watched the gradual decay of the various efforts, under various names, made by
the " Editor of the Medium " to found successfully " a Spiritual Institution " of
light and leading, with himself as its despotic " head," (and possibly its " tail "
* \Ve must apologise to our correspondent for the omission of part of his letter, as well as of some
passages from the accompanying documents. This correspondence has been awaiting publication
since March last, and the great pressure on our space renders its insertion in t:rlmso QUITE im
possible.-{_Eo.]
t We can assure our esteemed correspondent that the attempt made has proved a sad failurc..:..iii
our case, at any rate. For years we have not read a single paragraph in the ltftdittm and Daymall,
and feel as indifferent to its abuse or praise as the moon to the nocturnal howling of jackals.-LEo.l
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too), can but perceive in these things THE CAUSE for the action it now pursues
i n such a wholesome manner.
Had the efforts of the assumed " head " of the " Spiritual Institution,"

been
of

crowned with successful life as an " Organization," and as " a leading power

Spiritual Thought and expression," instead of a gradual decay of power and
influence, we should have had no one-sided review, and no vilification of the life
and labours of the personages named in " Modern Spiritual History," by
William Oxley. •
Truly !

common

How birds of a feather will flock together, and unite in a

cause, will only be too apparent by a careful perusal of the correspondence
sent you herewith.
Both " Writer " and " Publisher " of " Modern Spiritual History, " have
in common for the basis of their action.

much

And while we cannot but seriously

regret the failure of their noble and personal efforts to stamp a record " in .
history " as " Leaders " and " Teachers " of some kind of " Spiritual Thought,"
we cannot, in fairness to all parties,

admit their failure,

ground

as a charitable

of action, to denounce everything and everybody who make bold attempts with
better success materially.

•

No one can deplore more than ourselves the claim of a " Material

Ego

"

to

co-equal rights and powers with the " Godhead," or " Soul " ; and while we

claim
in some

may seriously regret-according to our unfoldment-such an injudicious
and expression, we cannot lose sight of the fact, that we all possess
degree a portion of that " divinity " which called us into Being.
The following letters are commended to the attention of your readers.
Believe me, yours,
A.
To MR. JA M ES

D.

BATHELL.

BuRNS.

SIR,Will you kindly accept the enclosed letter for insertion in the " Medium."
Of course !

If you cannot in your judgment see your way to its early publi

cation in your Jouma� will you please oblige by returning the MS. to

me by

next post in the enclosed stamped envelope.
Every person connected with the Theosophical Society, and Mr. Oxley in
particular, are undeniably unknown to me in a material sense-by any

personal

contact whatsoever, so that my letter is purely the outcome of an independent
condition ; being brought forward entirely in the interests of truth and

justice

as perceived by myself, and to reveal to the readers of your Journal the cha• The petty spite shown to us by Mr. W. Oxley, an

e.r-F. T.S., is very natural. An ardent
began by
writing letters to one of our Masters, whose neglect to notice him, and his Angelic Rewlatimu, burt
his feelings. · Moreover, the criticism which BusiriJ, the ancient Aryan " Spirit '" and SAGE in his
" Philosophy of Spiri t ' " received at the hands of Mr. Subba Row and other Hindus in the TMcso
pll.iJI ( Viik No. of May, r88:z el Mf/. ) was not calculated to make the flame of brotherly love bum
brighter in Mr. Oxley s bosom. He would be more than an average Spiritualist, verily a sage or an
Indian philosopher himself, had he accepted the just criticism in a brotherly spirit and ne--er �taliated.
But Mr. Oxley is not a philosopher, still less a sage ! hence this laborious though vain attempt at
Theosophist at first, but a still more ardent Spiritualist, this tender-hearted gt-ntleman

mud lll.ruwing.

We hope he will not catch cold during tbe operation.-[ Eo.l
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racter of the " Accuser," thereby enabling them to judge for themselves the
worth and value of a condition of things in Spiritual matters, which is much to
be regretted.
Believe me, &c.
A. D. BATHELL.
1 5 Southampton Row.
London April 25th 1 889.
To MR. A. D. BATHELL.
�IR,Certainly you are no " thought reader," or you would never have wasted
yourself by supposing I could find time to read a childish and malicious rigma
role like enclosed. If I wished to damage the Theosophical Society, I would put
forward such an apologist. No accusation has been brought against the T.S., or
Madame B. in MEDIUM ; only a " history " derived from the public Hfe of thP
Society.
Mr. Oxley never put himself forward as a Messiah. Nor as the Recorder of
a Circle did he take the responsibility of fhe proceedings. The " Mighty
Power " operates through all mankind according to the measure of the man to
receive it. Which may account for your scepticism on the point.
Don't bother me with any more of your nonsense. What you have learnt
" without personal contact whatever," is only the evolution of your own
uncrucified individuality.
Your obedient servant,
J. BURNS.

TQ the Edi/Qr Qj the " Medium, etc."
April 26th 1 8 89.
StR,-Please accept my sincere thanks for your kind letter of yesterday.
You are quite correct in your surmises. Facts are more valuable to-day than
mere " thought· readings."
It was the mQst distant //tQugltt in my conceptions, to believe, after such a
long experience of your Journal, that the " Head of the Spiritual Institution,"
and the " Editor of the Medium," would condescend to read and comprehend
such " childish and malicious rigmaroles " as documentary facts, based upon
actual experience. For such things as these are by nature foreign to most selfish
influences, who see in themselves only a reflection of " Perfection."
My wish is in no wise to damage the Theosophical Society, or any other
Society, but to speak the Truth as far as it is known to me. And at the same
time to have something more tangible than mere empty words for a foundation
upon which my Thoughts are developed. Such procedures, based upon actual
experience, and borne out by documentary facts, need no apology, and fear no
recoil.
" No accusatton has been brought against the Theosophical Society, or Madame
Blavatsky in the ' Medium,' only a ' history,' derived from the public life of the
Society." Certainly not I It would have been more to the point and consistent
with honour, had a direct charge been formulated against, not only the Theo
sophical Society, but those other noble men and women, who have endeavoured
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-perhaps you would say, abnormally-to attract around them influences to
unfold their alleged conceptions. Truly ! This is a point far wide of the mark.
The word " accusation " is not used once in the whole of my communication.
There is a vast difference, in my opinion, between " a direct accusation " and
" a gross vilification."
In matters of " history," it is usual to present a general view of both sides of
the question. Whether Mr. Oxley has given a fair comment of matters in his
" Modern Spiritual History," is open to grave debate.
How far the " Recorder of Angelic Revelations," did take the responsibility
and sway of the proceeding of that assumed " Angelic Circle is a matter of
opinion, strongly open to question.
With an utter recklessness, and a total disregard of the commonest rules of moral
procedure, YOU AVER, in the face of an undeniable documentary fact to the
contrary, " that William Oxley never put himself forward as a ' Messiah,' or ' the
Agent, or Actor, of a Mighty Power.' " By what Spiritual or Material Law can
you answer for a Being apart from yourself ? How do you know what l\Ir.
Oxley has done ? Are you the keeper of his Thoughts ? Are you the governor
of his actions ? The unerring Guide and Counsellor of his life and Spiritual
unfoldment ? If you are all these in reality, your averment would not in the
least efface from my mind those memorable words, written by Mr. Oxley himself,
now before me :" I also have a work in that direction, as the Agent, or Actor for a Mighty
Power, that you may, or may not, reckon with or without, as the case may be.'' And
your wild assumption and vague generalities, that the " Mighty Power " referred
to by Mr. Oxley was a " general power, operating through all mankind according
to the measure of the man to receive it," is flatly contradicted by Mr. Oxley's
own words. Otherwise, why does he state " That it is a power whom we may,
or may not, reckon with or without, as the case may be " ? If it were a general
and universal power, operating through all mankind, it is beside the mark to
question its right of action and influence in any degree whatsoever. Such a
universal influence would be paramount and primal in all things. The " Mighty
Power " referred to by Mr. Oxley, was NOT a general power, but one presumed
by himself to be specially in the ascendant to-day, and interested in his unfold
ment and his material workings. To wit : The influences claiming to be the
Authors of the expressions of " Angelic Revelations."
And with regard to my scepticism on this point of a " governing power," :Mr.
Oxley will tell you a very different tale. Perhaps it might be as well to aver on
my own behalf, that the whole constitution of my Being has perfect confidence in
the powers of the " Spirit and Soul, even to unfold a Material World, and to
change its ultimate course of action by the mere flash of a single thought.
Beyond this communication, it is not my intention, at present, to " bother "
you with any more documentary facts.
Whatever it has fallen to my lot to learn, " without any personal contact what
soever," fortunately, is verified by hard, cruel facts, which you cannot truthfully
gainsay. Hence, having no defence and no case, you deal in vilification insteld
of Truth, in empty words instead of Facts.
Whatever you may mean by saying " whatever you have learnt without personll
contact is only the evolution of your own uncrucified individuality " is best
"
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known to yourself. To my unfoldment, such a sentence has neither sense nor
meaning. . . . . .
Now let me enlighten you with a few words of Truth.
Although my communication was addressed to the " Editor of the Medium,"
it was neither written nor intended for insertion in your journal, but for publica
tion in another quarter.
Your states were so well known to me, that to attempt to question your
despotic j udgment - in any form - would be treated with the greatest dis
courtesy.
It was to obtain a document in your own handwriting, which the world could
not gainsay, embodying your refusal to publish both sides of the question at
issue.
It was further to prevent Mr. Oxley, and yourself, too, from being in a posi
tion to say that my communication was purposely published in a journal in which
you could claim no right of reply or explanation.
Many thanks for having fulfilled to the letter both my wishes and the
estimate of your character as to the justice and charity which you wisely bestow
towards all classes of Thinkers and Writers.
Believe me, Yours most faithfully,
A. D. BATHELL.
To James Burns.

To the Editor oftize " Medium and Da;·break."
SIR,A$ a reader of the Medium since its very first inception-a copy of
every issue being in my keeping-it is hoped that you will give me that latitude
of public expression which you have so faithfully accorded to others.
My theme is in reference specially to the latest phases of " Modern Spiritual
History " as unfolde!l in the Medium, by William Oxley.
It will be as well at the very outset of my remarks, so as to remove all false
impressions, to state most distinctly that no more determined opposition, upon
every plane of Being, was for years ever offered to some of the modes, ex
pressions, and procedures of Theosophists, than has been offered by myself, and
my attracted states. Yet, in deference to this long and continued opposition,
there is no doubt now, that a climax has been reached, the limits of fair
play and justice trampled under foot. That Society had been outraged, and
the true facts of " Modern Spiritual History " somewhat violated, by an assumed
" Leader of Spiritual Thought "-a veritable " Messiah," who, in his bitterness
of spirit, and his jealousy, has seen fit to denounce in no unmeasured terms, co
workers like unto himself. And what are the facts of the case ? Simply these :In the year 187 3, there was formed in Manchester, a Spiritual circle, best
known by the mme of the circle of " Angelic Revelations." And many of your
readers will remember, that in the year 1 87 5, with a great flourish of trumpets,
was published the first volume of those alleged " Angelic Revelations." Sub
sequent volumes followed until five had been issued. In the meantime, what
about this " Circle of Angelic Revelations ? " This mighty avenue of expression
and Spiritual unfoldment ? This generator of a " Male Messiah " in human
form ? Why I it had collapsed-fatally collapsed. Never more again to meet
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in the material world. And what does Mr. Oxley say to me in his letter dated
January n th 188s, with respect to this particular point-this fatal and igno
minious collapse. " I know sufficient to cause me to acquiesce in the wisdom
and love of the course adopted." It is a grand thing when difficulties beset us
and our passions recoil upon us, to acquiesce in the wisdom and love of a power
that removes from our path what might develop into a serious rival.
Were these the whole of the considerations involved, the matter might rest
and be left in oblivion ; but they are not. There are graver issues, graver con·
siderations, so deep and so damaging to the " Messiahship " of Mr. Oxley, as
to demand, in the interests of Truth, that the world should know them, should
know the man, and the value of his expressions.
[ Mr. Batheii here details the circumstances under which his correspondence
with Mr. Oxley began, and points out the discourtesy of the latter's subsequent
conduct. He then proceeds ]:Mr. Oxley in a letter dated January 2oth 188s, says :- " Your reference to
Madame Blavatsky is quite in accordance with what has been told me, and
which is stored up with other documents, referring to my association with the
Theosophical Society, and what the result is to be."
Now, it is evident from this documentary fact, that in the year I885, Wiiliam
Oxley was in association with the Theosophical Society. And there is a docu
ment in my possession from an official of the Theosophical Society, distinctly
stating, " that Mr. Oxley had considerably bothered Mr. Sinnett, and entreated
to be taken as a Chela," it being well known that his application had been
declined. This was the result that he was waiting for, and to which he refers.
How different would have been the issues, had his application been accepted by
the Theosophical Society, is more than apparent.
Again l Mr. Oxley being incompetent to deal with my communications
himself, wrote me as follows on February 1 oth 1 885. " The ·present overture is
for the purpose of asking Mr. A. D. B. if he would object to have the corres
pondence continued with another in the place of the writer, and Mr. A. D. B.,
may possibly know who the third party is."
A most astounding application. A most astounding admission of my being
able to read " Thought states " correctly, and this, from a " Leader of Thought,"
a veritable " Messiah."
[The gentleman referred to by Mr. Oxley was, says Mr. Bathe!� a member of
the T. S. and our correspondent complains of the treatment he received from
both of them.-En.]
From long experience, Mr. Oxley reminds me of a man with a great sorrow ;
a man who has miserably failed in his own pretentions to " Messiahship." He
is so laden with his sorrow, that he can find no·better balm for his wounds than
attempting to destroy by the most sweeping and unfounded assertions, based
upon irrelevant matter, the noble, but somewhat crude attempts of those bold
men and women, who, whatever their creed, whatever their unfoldment, have
made a deeper imprint on the minds of men than the " Recorder of Angelic
Revelations."
It would be as well, in the interests of Truth and justice, while Mr. Oxley is
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publicly unfolding matters of " Modern Spiritual History," if he were asked to
give a few facts concerning that alleged circle of " Angelic Revelations." What
about the birth of a child from the surroundings of that assumed " Angelic
Circle " presuming to be the " New Messiah in Male Form," but which, unfortu
nately, afterwards turned out to be a Female. Such points as this, and the
serious and fatal collapse of that assumed " Angelic Circle," &c., &c., would
form an interesting episode, a very crowning point for that " Modern Spiritual
History," which Mr. Oxley, in his bitterness of spirit, has thought well to hold
up to ridicule, and to say nothing of the merits the various " Leaders " may
possess for minds less subtle than his own.
Verily l who should throw stones ? Certainly not the " Recorder of Angelic
Revelations."
Where are Mr. Oxley's direct documentary facts for his " Modern Spiritual
History ? " In his own possession ? Certainly not
What is the basis from which Mr. Oxley draws his assumed facts of " Modern
Spiritual History ? " From actual experience and contact with the persons
concerned ? No. Verily l most of them are gleanings from the fields of
antagonistic states, mere surface effusions from interests involved in the highest
degree. Far be it from my wish to uphold in their entirety any of the inj udi
cious workings of those noble men and women, whose claims the " Recorder of
Angelic Revelations " has already publicly considered. But let me be distinctly
understood, in the interests of the common cause, to aver in all charity, that he
who would cast the first stone at the great impulses and noble attempts
however crude-to unfold the Godhead anew, should at least be prepared with
a conception of Thought, and a system of expression, more worthy of emula
tion than those they seek to destroy.
Madame Blavatsky (in a material sense a complete stranger to me), what
ever her faults, whatever her unfoldment, can at least claim to have directed in
some degree towards a spiritual shrine some of the greatest intellects of the age.
She stands to-day, as she has always stood, the very expression and combination
of an unfoldment, unique in its character, almost unfathomable in its process.
A great and a mighty contrast to the " Recorder of Angelic Revelation."
Verily, extremes meet. On the one hand we have before us an influence,
seeking by all the powers it possesses, both in craft and intellect, • to draw
around her, by the most peculiar and subtile metaphysics, a galaxy of minds, to
unfold her alleged conceptions of the Godhead. On the other hand, we
have before us an influence, " the Agent or Actor of a Mi'ghty Power," a
" Recorder of certain alleged Angelic Revelations "-whic.h it is more than
apparent have utterly failed to attract material states-seeking by all the powers
he may possess, with borrowed plumes, and hearsay evidence, to destroy the
unfolding thoughts of a co-worker, whom he can never hope to equal, either
in Spiritual conception or modes of construction and destruction.
These are the issues before us, and had they come when the flame of
the East was high in the ascendant, brilliant in the extreme in its attractiveness
and delusiveness, they might have been worthy of consideration ; but as they
come now, when that Eastern flame has been reduced by long persistent efforts
•

Surely such an influence made up of " craft anci intellect " must be the devil ? We trust it is
of our kind defender.-{Eo.]

Japstt.S 'a/ami
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to its proper limits and conceptions, it is only adding insult to injury for any
one to seek to gain popular applause-the shouts of the mob for the trumpet of
fame-as Mr. Oxley is doing, but attempting to vilify, under the name of
" Modern Spiritual History," those bold men and women, who, regardless of
the world's sneers, have made a greater mark on the world's record than he
has himself been able to imprint upon it
There is another point to which attention should be directed. Where was
this valiant warrior, this " Agent-or Actor-of a Mighty Power," this
" Recorder of Angelic Revelations," this assumed noble defender of the unfolding
Spiritual Thoughts, when the battle was raging, when the fight was the fiercest,
between what is termed " Spiritualism and Theosophy." Why ! he was
alternating himself in the direction of Theosophy, actually pandering to and
in contact with-almost as a brother-a certain Mr. L
(of Manchester) a
prominent member of Theosophical Society, thereby hoping and entreating
to gain power and position in that very Society, which he now denounces as
a fraud and a delusion. Whether there are in the wide, wide world, such Beings
as " Initiates," " Adepts," or " Mahatmas," in Occult and Spiritual Science, or
men and women with a deeper knowledge and a greater understanding of the
hidden mysteries than falls to the lot of the common humanity, is not in this
letter under direct consideration. Certain it is, however, that Mr. Oxley,
who claims himself to be the Agent, or Actor, of a " Mighty•Power," believes
in the existence of such unfoldments and avenues of superior expression ; for
it is a fact, proved by documentary evidence, that he repeatedly addressed
communications to the " Mahatmas " who have an interest in the Theo
sophical Society, and to Madame Blavatsky. But, with a wisdom and
tact, and a keen sense of perception which the very letters unseen
carried with them, and which some of us in the Western world might wisely
emulate for the sake of our peace and contentment, they declined to answer
him, on the grounds that he was not an influence to be trusted, and had
done nothing to entitle him to their special confidence and consideration.
--

Such procedures as are detailed in the foregoing, mark the man, and reveal
to all honourable and consistent men and women what little value should be
attached to such an inconsistent state and expression as the " Recorder of
Angelic Revelations."
My communication is in nowise to uphold the procedures of Theosophy to
the detriment of the Spiritualistic cause, for each, in their own particular domain,
have as much right to live as the other ; have purposes to fulfil, and knowledge
to unfold, of which the world will do well to take note.
We have had the character of the accused, week by week, most freely venti
lated in the columns of the " Medium," and as a matter of honour and justice
to your readers we claim to present in public form, so far as we know it from
actual experience and documentary evidence, the character of the accuser.
In conclusion, let me say that, to my mind, the accuser has committed as
grave an outrage upon the public sympathies as he claims for the accused.
When we seek to lead the way, and to redress a wrong, we should at least
have clean hands, a pure motive and a noble purpose. Can the accuser claim,
in all honesty, one of those sentiments ? If documentary evidence is worth
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anything at all, the vilifications contained in " Modern Spiritual History," by
William Oxley, are mere surface effusions, the reflections of a jealous mind,
who, having miserably failed in his own pretensions to " Messiahship," or the
" Agent of a Mighty Power " seeks, in the greatness and the bitterness of his
fall, to destroy broadcast evt:ry other influence with like pretensions.
It is evidently a case-" As I have failed, none others shall succeed."
A. D. BATHELL.
EDITOR's NoTE.-As we are very little concerned with either the pop-guns
shot at us, or those who amuse themselves in shooting them, we at first hesitated
to insert the above. Having so many of our own quarrels on hand, we were
unwilling to meddle with those of others. We have not the pleasure of knowing
Mr. Bathell personally ; but since his letter throws independently such a flood
of light on the true causes of the animus of some of our ex-Fellows-ever the
most relentless in slandering the Society-we publish it most willingly.
Personally, we feel very grateful to Mr. Bathell for his considerate defence.
As, however, the experience of several years has proved to us that every slander
on the T. S. has only led to the increase of its members, and every direct attack
against the Founders and lie about the modest editor of this journa� have in
variably brought to the front unexpected and devoted friends, we feel rather
unwilling to lose our dear and faithful detractors and slanderers. May they
prosper and increase, the charitable and truthful souls I As the Khalif of the
tale, who would not part with a beloved boil, for the latter helped to purify and
keep his blood in good order, so we would not part-if it can only be avoided
-with our active and amiable calumniators. They are the generous and volun
teer scavengers of the Theosophical Society, so to speak, its vernal blue pill
and black draught. Every malicious fib of theirs is an additional bar furnished
to us gratis toward the erection of our Theosophical Eiffel Tower, and the future
eminence of its architects. Dearly beloved enemies, pray let yourselves be
entreated not to turn your backs upon us !
THE THIRD EYE.
The teachings contained in the second volume of the Secret Doctrine, res
pecting the Third Eye, throw a light on the problems which have aroused com
parative anatomy and zoology, and bring these sciences directly in face of the
teaching of the " Masters." If this had oeen done before, much trouble
would have been saved, and the paper on which " Koot Hoomi Unveiled "
was printed might have been applied to some more useful purpose. Let us
see how modern science has laid down a foundation from which the Higher
Teaching may be spread.
We have to consider the important memoir, which Sir Richard Owen pub
lished a few years ago. • In it he describes the conario-hypophysial tract, in
detail, and traces out the pineal and pituitary bodies from man downwards,
until in Amphioxus, where the cerebral expansion of the myelencephalon is too
* Aspects of the Body in Vertebrates and Invertebrates. Svo. London, r883. I may say that the
word " conarium " which has been used by Professor Owen, is in every way more convenient than
that of pineal gland. As the object is not a secreting gl:md, and (except in man) is unlike a pine
cone, it is better to return to the old and in every way more elegant terminology.
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feebly indicated, the homologue of any part of the tract in question has bafRed
Sir R. Owen's quest, unless the pore or ciliated canal leading thereto may be in
such relation.
In the mammalian series it may be observed that in the lower and smaller
members, as the brain loses in relative size and complexity, the " pineal " or
conaria! and pituitary or hypophysial bodies and connections show a relatively
larger size, with a less parenchymatous and a less interrupted tubular structure than
in the human brain. In the lower, if not lowest forms of the feathered class,
Sir Richard Owen has noticed a groove in the basisphenoid bone, which leads to a
foramen opening into the seat of the pituitary body. In Reptiles, however,
the proportions of the conaria-hypophysial tract to the cerebral hemispheres
become greater, and a vascular chord is continued up from the hollow
" pineal " part of the tract, beyond the cleft between the pros-and mesen
cephalon, to a contiguous opening in the bony cranial roof in a proportion of
the class, which proportion is greatest* in the extinct members. t This " pineal "
production perforates as a rule the parietal bone, but in some species the
suture between that bone and the frontal, rarely the frontal bone itself, and
then near the suture, always opposite the interval between the fore and mid·
brains. Beyond this hole, commonly called foramen parielale, but which may
preferably be termed foramm pineala, the upward continuation of the conario
hypopophysial tract or tube is closed by the scalp or supracranial integument.
The characters of the parietal or " pineal " foramen in the genera Galesaurus,
Petroplzrym, Dicynodon, Plydzognallms, Oudenodon,_ Kislocephalus, and Proco
lophodon are described by Sir Richard Owen in the below cited work. In some of
these genera the hole is unusually large. Similar characters are shown by
Trema/osaurus Braum· and by Rlzinosaurus Jasikovi:+ H. P. Blavatsky §
gives a reference to a work by Forscheldt on Labyrinlhodon, in which the " third
eye " is stated to have existed. This statement is extremely probable, but I
have not seen Forscheldt's work, the original type specimens of Labyrinlhodon
are in Germany, I believe, and the figures by Jaeger are not clear. Ichthyo
saurus longifrons shows it distinctly, and it might be well expected to exist in
Labyrinlhodon.
Swedenborg, who as a compnative anatomist ranked higher than as a
theologian, considered that " the pineal gland, the infundibulum and the
pituitary gland elaborated the white or lymphatic blood of the brain." II Henle
described the pineal as a lymphatic gland. Meynert regarded it as a ganglion
originating the pigmentum cells, which are of two sizes. Magendie concluded
its function to be mechanical ; that the pineal acted as a kind of a plug, ob·
structing the communication between the third and fourth ventricles. Balfour'
states that no satisfactory suggestions have yet been offered as to the nature of
• Owen, R. Monograph on /clllllyoplerygia ( Palreontographical Society, 4to. p. 9�). plate
xxiii. fig. 1, f).
t Owen, R. Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of the Fossil Reptilia from South Africa in the
British Museum.
::: Bronn, Lethrea Geognostica, Stuttgardt, 1855· Atlas, pl. xiii. fig. 12.
Atlas, pl. XXI".
fig. I.
§ Secret Doctrine, vol. ii. p. 249·
11 Swedcnborg. The Brain considered Anatomically, Physiologically and Philosophically. By R. L.
Tafel.
, Balfour. Comparative Embryology, Vol. ii 257-258.
•.
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the pineal gland, but referring to its position external to the skull in Amphibia,
he says that it there " forms a mass originally described by Stieda as the cerebral
gland."
From a careful examination of the above facts, it may be concluded that the
colossal Triassic reptile of South Africa, the great fish lizards of the Mesozoic
age, and perhaps the Labyrinthodon, had a " third eye." In some of these
animals the foramen through which the pedicle passed that supported the eye,
was of large size. An examination of this foramen is sufficient to show that it
was not produced by any deficiency in the formation of phosphate of lime in
cartilage. It is in no wise comparable to a " fontanelle."
It may be assumed that the third eye of Ichthyosaurus may have been
as richly endowed with sclerotic plates as the two other eyes. A restoration of
the Third-Eyed Reptile, like those in the Crystal Palace, would give a peculiarly
fearful idea of the features of the old saurian, which we could scarcely describe
as
" Mons/rum /zorrendum, informe, ingens, cui lumen ademptum."
The pencil of a good artist like the late Waterhouse Hawkins or E. W. Cooke,
R.A., could have drawn such a Thing. The present generation is as deficient
in elementary anatomy as in artistic taste.
Mr. W. H. Spencer's memoir was certainly the most brilliant contribution to
the zoology of the subject. His scientific exactitude is beyond all prais e,
though his paper is certainly injured by the i maginary diagrams, which pledge
the author to the evolution theory. He gives a diagram to show the develop
ment of the epiphysis from an internally placed eye in the " brain " of an
ancestor common to Tunica/a and higher Chordata. Those who from the
standpoint of occult or anatomical knowledge, are unable to realise such an
ancestor, cannot admire this diagram.•
However, the historical notices alone " endow '' Mr. Spencer's paper " with
artistic merit." Brandt,t in 1 829, seems to have been the first who recognised
that an internal modification existed in Lacerta agilis corresponding to the
special scale. The external modification was also figured in Milne Edwards t
and Duge.§ Forty years after, the Germans halting with tardy steps in the
race for discovery, Leydig I I described the organ with clearness and described
it as Lacerta agilis, L. muralis, L. z•ivipara and Anguis fragili's.
Rabl
Ruckhard, in 1 882,� considered that the organ was devoted to recognise the
presence of heat. The first to suggest that it was a rudimentary eye was u
Ahlborn. Van Wijhe •t contributed important facts on the development of the
epiphysis. De Graaf •t was the first to show the resemblance between this
structure and the invertebrate eye. Mr. Spencer, with praiseworthy exactitude,
* On the Presence and Structure of the Pine.·l.l Eye in Lcuertilia. Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science. 8vo. Lond. 1887, pp. 165-238,
t Medizinisch Zoologie. Bard i. , p. t6o.
:): Histoire des Uzards. Ann. Sci. Nat. xvi., so.
§ Genre Lacerta. Ann. Sci. Nat. xvi., 337·
II Arten der Saurier, 1872, p. 72, pt. 12.
41)" Entwickelung des Gehirns der Knochenfische. Arch. fiir Nat. & Phys. 1882, p. I I I.
•• Gehirn der Petromyzon. Zeitschrift fUr \Vissenschaften, 1882, 230.
•+ Canalis Neurcntericus der Wirbelthiere. Zoo! . Anz. t8f4, 683.
*:;: Epiphyse bei Amphibien & Reptilien. Zoo! . Anz. �·
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has investigated the history of this organ in twenty-nine (at least) different
species of livin g reptiles.

He comes to the conclusion that "the pineal eye in Lacertilia is a rudimentary
structure ; that at the p resent time it is not so highly developed as it must have
been at some previous period, when fully functional.

I t is indeed difficult to

ascertain whether the structure is now functional at aiL"
Wiedersheim, *' in a paper mentioned by Mr. Spencer, but which I have not
yet seen, has argued that in
rudimentary.
praise.

A

Varanus,

at least, the organ is functional and not

Of Mr. Spencer's diagrams of the eye, I can say nothing but

series of longitudinal vertical sections across the eye, within the

parietal foramen and the pineal stalk, have shown that the eye, in whatever con
dition i t exists i n reptiles, is a structure that exhibits a true eyeball, a retina and
an optic nerve.

In a large proportion of lizards this internal structure is asso·

ciated with the modification of an outward scale, which indicates the position
of the third eye in living reptiles.
the
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functional activity.

The teacher who has inspired the author of

has told us of the races in which this third eye was in
It is indeed significant that it is in existing lizards, and

serpent-like forms, that the

nahash

( V:-tJ ) should have preserved the traces

of the third eye.
Cope has pointed out that in the cast of an extinct reptilian of the Permian,
the cavity within the parietal foramen, presumably filled through life by the
epiphysis, is of enormous size.

In addition to this, Professor Cope points out a

large posterior process, leading back towards the optic Jobes and roof of the
thalamencephalon which, without doubt, as Mr. Spencer indicates, represents
the flattened p ineal stalk.
Pointing out

The conclusions of Mr. Spencer are emphatic.

the differences which

exist between this eye and that of the

Tunicates, he shows that there is not sufficient evidence to prove or disprove
the existence of the organ within the group

Amphibia,

Pisces ;

and is found among Jiving forms only in

it was present in extinct

Lacertilia.

In all forms at

present existing it is in a rudimentary state, and though its structure is better
developed in some than in others, it is perfectly functional in none.

" THE

ACTED NO LONGER. " t It was present, most highly developed, in
extinct Amphibia (Labyrinthodonta) and the large group of extinct forms, as
Ichthyosaurus, Plesi'osaurus, Iguanodon, some of which may possibly be regarded
as ancestors alike of Jiving Reptilia and Aves. Mr. Spencer's last word breathes
THIRD

EYE

the spirit of truth, for he says, " The pineal eye may p robably most rightly be
·

considered as peculiarly a semi-organ of pre-Tertiary periods."
Here we are brought at once to consider the light that comparative anatomy
and pal::eontology are beginning to throw on the formation of the Third Eye,
and we may carefully i nvestigate whether or not it will be found that this teaching
is perfectly on all fours with that of the Occultist.

To the student of human

nature, who thinks with Mephistopheles that the world does not advance except
spirally, and that the great mind-thinkers of the present only reach points that
have already been sculptured by their predecessors, the manner in which the
" evolutionists " have let themselves down is sufficiently comic.
ance of a third eye was sufficiently startling.
*

Spencer loc. cit., p. :n6, March z886.
t Secret Doctrine, vol. ii. 20, 289.

For the appear

Had it been at all like that of a
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Tunicate, it might have been a satisfactory bit of evidence. But as it differs
from a Tunicate eye, it is difficult to know with what care even such evolutionists
as Sir John Lubbock • will tackle the ill-fitting and unplea'iant subject. For it
is quite on the lapis that it is the teaching of the Secret Doctrine that may help
the teachings of the Zoologist. If we have a raison d';tre for the existence of a
third eye, its modifications have a value.
I therefore respectfully ask the Editor of LuciFER :
I. What evidence is there of the existence of the Third eye, other than in
ichthyopterygia, :Sauropterygi'a, Anomodonlia, Labyri'nthodonli'a, but among
existing forms ?
I I. Outside the Lacerlili'a described by Mr. Spencer, is there any other living
C. CARTER BLAKE, .Dod. Sci'.
animal which shows the " Third Eye " ?
EDITOR's NoTE.-As three-eyed men are no longer extant, what evidence can
be expected other than of a circumstantial character ? What evidence is there,
we may ask in our turn, that men were once upon a time apes with tails, or men
with tails, except that of Hreckelian and Darwinian inferences based on the fact
that the human spine ends with what seems the stumped root of a tail. The
one inference is as good and as sdenli'fic as the other.

To the Edi'tor of LUCIFER.
DoEs not the statement about the materialist not having a self-conscious sun·ival
after death, in your important article " On the Mysteries of the After Life,"
require some qualification ? There is a difference,between the natures of many who
are called materialists-and some who call themselves such are not materialists at
al� but really agnostics. They are men of great soul-men of the broadest sympathy
and love of their fellows, who thus practise in life the first great precept of Theo
sophy ; Universal Brotherhood. Their mental attitude is due to the unfortunate
influences that have guided their education ; trained under materialistic condi
tions, their reason has accepted the logic of these conditions, but in reality their
heart knows better than their brain, and in talking and associating with such
men I have been impressed by the fact that they were indeed unconsciously
Theosophists in their fundamental conceptions of life, even though they might
laugh if they w·
id so, not understanding in the least.
Are not such men
the converse of the many professed Christians, who are content with a verbal
adherence to their doctrines, simply telling themselves that they believe, and
then thinking no more about it-deeming a spoken or written word of assent all
that is essential to their salvation ? The latter, of c ourse, are true materialists.
An illustration appears in the brief article in the same number of Lucifer :
" Another Automatic Writing." The gentleman is spoken of as " as great a
materialist as ever lived," and while to be sure he may be a professed materialist,
were he not at heart something quite the reverse of a genuine materialist would
he be capable of receiving such psychic influences ?
S. B.
ANSWER.
THE qualification. of the general statement which our correspondent quotes is im
plied in the article itself. It is there explained that it is the deep and sincere
* Senses, Instincts, and Intelligence of Animals.

Bvo. , London, 188<).

p. 126.
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conviction in a man's mind that there is no life after death which is the cause of
his having no such conscious life. It does not matter what a man calls himself;
the vital question is what he really believes in his inmost heart.
The key-note to the whole question of the Devachanic existence is that a man
creates, in the literal sense of the word, his own future.
EXISTING ATLANTEANS.
THE subjects discussed in the Secret Doctrine bring anthropologists face to face
with the sources of their scientific knowledge. There is much which, though
proceeding from a high source of Eastern intelligence, yet is found, on examina
tion, to accord, in every respect, with the teachings of erudite and careful
Western reasoners from purely inductive methods of thought. The extinction
of the immediate predecessors of our fifth race, either by sudden or gradual pro·
cesses, is a fact which tends very closely to the speculation of the more ad·
vanced anthropologists of England.
What if the Atlantean race still survives among us ? The researches of
Professor Rhys • have shown that the Welsh were a divided nation. Professor
Rudler t has supported this opinion. Mr. Bonwick, t in his investigations,
" Who are the Irish ? " has shown that the waves of successive invasion have
destroyed all hope of being able to predicate of a given individual, " This is a
pure-blooded Irishman, with such and such cranial characters." Dr. Beddoe §
has pointed out the problems that we have to solve. He says, " I thing some
reason can be shown for suspecting the existence of some Mongoloid race in
the modern population of Wales and the West of England." He gives as a
proof the " Chinese eye," and other characters. This type seems to be common
in Wales, in West Somerset, and especially in Cornwall. No instances of this
type have turned up among the heads from the East of England, and very few
from Ireland. Dr. Beddoe believes, however, that specimens of it might easily
be found in the mountainous parts of Connaught, especially on the borders of
Sligo and Roscommon. There is an Irish type, known to Mr. Hector Maclean,
and described by him, II which Dr. Beddoe derives from the race of Cro-magnon,
and that none the less because, like some other Irish types, it is evidently
common in Spain. It is said to be pretty common in the Hebrides, but rare in
the Highlands. Beddoe has frequently observed it in the West of Ireland, but
it is curious, psychologically, that the most exquisite examples of it never would
submit to measurement.
Though the head is large, the intelligence is low, and
there is a great deal of cunning and suspicion.
While Ireland is apparently its
present centre, most of its lineaments are such as lead us to think of Africa as its
possible birth-place ; and it may be well, provisionally, to call it Africanoid, ap
plying the name Atlantean, which has been suggested, to the widely-diffused
Negro-Berber race type. Though Beddoe believes this Africanoid type to be of
very high antiquity, it must be acknowledged tl).at we have no evidence carrying
back its presence in the British Isles, beyond the polished stone period.
• Lectures on \Velsh Philology.

t
!
§
II

2nd Edition.

Address to Department Anthropology.
Who arc the Irish ?

Svo.. London, 1879.

Report, British Association, r88o, p.

61_5.

Bvo. , London, r88o.

Bristol and London, 1885.
The R:tces of Britain. Svo.
Anthropological Review, \'Ol. iv., p. 2 1 f.
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Speaking generally of Ireland, we may say that the " index of nigrescence " •
oscillates between 14 and 78. A population akin to that of England occurs
in the east, while the Western, and more especially the Southern counties are
especially dark. Three localities, however, are ipsis Hiberniis Hibernior. These
are Mallow, county Cork, with an index of nigrescence of 8o·6, Castlemaine,
county Kerry (1. N. 8 q), and Clifden, county Galway (1 . N. 89 ·5). We
have in this an exceptional population existing in the British Isles.
It behoves me, therefore, to ask you :
r. Is it not possible that this race may be - the descendants of the old
Atlanteans, and, like them, of diverse origin from the populations of the rest of
Irelanrl ?
2. On the theory that these pe:>ple existed at a former time in greater number,
may such a fact in any way account for the legends of great magicians having
lived in the West of Ireland ?
The sources of knowledge possessed by the respondent to these questions is
greater than that which modern anthropology can bring to bear. JJavus sum,
non CEdipus.
c. CARTER BLAKE.
EDITOR's NOTE.-It is a tradition among Occultists in general, and taught as
an historical fact in Occult philosophy, that what is now Ireland was once upon
a time the abode of the Atlanteans, emigrants from the submerged island
mentioned by Plato. Of all the British Isles, Ireland is the most ancient by
several thousands of years. Inferences and " working hypotheses " are left to
the Ethnologists, Anthropologists and Geologists. The master and keepers of
the old science claim to have preserved genuine records, and we Theosophists
-i.e., most of us, believe it implicitly. Official Science may deny, but what
does it matter ? Has not Science begun by denying almost everything it accepts
now ?

A FEW QUERIES.
As you kindly invite questions relating to Theosophy, I make free to put
forward some doubts, which I should feel very thankful if you would solve.
1. How are the nine actually known planets to be reconciled with the seven
of Theosophy ? t
2. How may it be possible for any one who has no independent means to
subsist upon to enter upon Chela-ship ? It seems as if the very first indispen
sable rules laid down in the April number of LuciFER, would render it abso
lutely impossible for any person, who has to earn his bread in any way, save
perhaps that of writing books, to mount even the first steps of the ladder. Or
does it mean, perchance, that some other human being should always sacrifice
himself, should toil and labour many years of his life in order to facilitate the
sublime aspiiings to Adeptship-of another ? One would think, in that case,
• It is, perhaps, necessary to say that this ready means of comparing the colours of two peoples
or localities is obtained by subtracting the number of red and fair-haired persons from that of the
dark-haired, together with twice the black-haired.
Thus, D + 2 N
+ F)= Index.
t The reasons are state<! in he Secret DvdriJU in several places.
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that the humbler brother or sister (humanly, not kindredly speaking) was on the
righter track to perfection according to the precepts of Theosophy. •

3·

Has any woman ever attained to Adeptship proper ?

Will her intellectual

and spiritual nature and gifts permit it, even while supposing that her physical
nature might endure the hardships therefrom indispensable ?

It should seem

that the ultimate fate of " Fleta, "t in this her incarnation tends to demonstrate the
negative answer to this question.

But, on the other hand, it would testify of a,

least said, curious partiality on the part of the " All-love " and All-wisdom " to
have denied woman, that half of humanity which is said to be the counter-type
of even that Wisdom-Love being the masculine,

Wisdom

the feminine, principle

in Deity-the means and possibilities to claim and attain the same high wisdom
which is attainable for men. :j:
Hoping for an elucidating answer in the pages of

LuCIFER.

c. s.

Stockholm.
We copy the following curious advertisement from the

Two Worlds,

a spirit

ualistic paper.

" Mr. Joseph Blackburn, of Keighley, has taken a course of study in anatomy, physiology, the
general principles of pathology, the science of tine forces, including the nature of electricity,
magnetism (of various kinds), light, colour, mind, cure, magnetic massage, and other natural forces.
Therefore, we, acting under the sanction of a charter granted by the State of New York, do hereby
award this diploma, conferring upon the above named person the honourable title of Doctor of Mag·
netics, abbreviated by D.M., whereby it is signified that he is duly qualified to administer sun-baths,
water baths, massage, mental and psychological forces, electricity, suncharges, substances, and other
refined natural agencies for upbuilding the systcm.-Signed, E. D. Babbit, M.D. ; F. G. Welch,
M.D."-[Advt.}-From the current issue of THE Two WORLDS,
Modest young students of the mystic who may be tired of standing behind a
counter have here a fine opportunity offered to them.

To become suddenly,

and without any transition, a " Magus " in possession of the universal

panaaa,

one has but to apply for a diploma, signed by two well-known " M. D." s of New
But
York, conferring on one " the honourable title of Doctor of Magnetics."
what is a " Doctor of

Magnetics " 1

qualified to administer

.

•

.

. " suhstanas,"

and what are these " substances " ?
I n a country where such quack advertisements are possible, and where people
peck at them like sparrows at cherries, no one ought to laugh at Theosophists,
• Chelaship has nothing wllalroer to do with means of subsistence or anything of the kind, for
a man can isolate his mind entirely from his body and its surroundings. Chelaship is a J/ak of ,;ru/,
rather than n life according to hard and fast rules on the physic-al plane. This applies especially to
the earlier, probationary period, while the rules given in Lucifer for April last pertain properly to a
later stage, that of actual occult training and the development of occult powers and insighL These
rules indicate, however, the mode of life which ought to be followed by all aspirants StJ far aJ
prac/ica!Jk, since it is the most helpful oto them in their aspirntions.
It should never be forgotten that Occultism is concerned with the inner man who must be strength·
ened and freed from the dominion of the physical body and its surroundings, which must become his
servants. Hence the firJt and chief necessity ofChelaship is a spirit of absolute unselfishness and de
votion to Truth ; then follow self-knowledge anrl self-mastery. These are all-important ; while out·
ward observance of fixed rules of life is a matter of secondary moment.
t Fleta is a picture of a black magician, hence her fate. She is the Queen of Dugpas, selfish to the
core and sacrificing all anrl everything to her desire for power.-[Eo)
t Woman has as good a chance as any man has to reach high Adeptship. Why she does no
succeed in this direction in Europe is simply due to her early education and the social prejudice which
causes her to be regarded as inferior to man. This prejudice, amounting to n curse in Christian
lands, was mainly derived from the Jewish Bible, and man has profited by it.-[Eo.)
.

•

·
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who seem the only people, so far, who thoroughly see through them. And yet,
it is such Doctors " Dulcamara," who are the bitterest enemies and persecutors
of Theosophy-sub rosa, of course. It is they who bring the true mystic science
and philosophy into disrepute.
In support of this, we append a queer letter
out of two just received from a trustworthy correspondent, which form a sugges
tive commentary on advertisements of the type of the one quoted above. One
is a private letter ; therefore all we can say of it is, that the writer calls himself a
Brother of " the Dew and Light," and signs " Magus " (? We know several
Maguses, " which is which ? ")
This one claims acquaintance with many
illustrious personages from the " Astral plane," with whom he holds councils ;
and he snubs the person whom he addresses as one whose presence has never
been recorded therein, because, perhaps, as he adds he is " not sufficiently
developed to meet in council on the astral plane."
Forsooth, an illustrious
correspondent this I
The other comes from a Victim, apparently. Here it is :" THE DEW AND THE LIGHT."
There is a certain bogus occult society known by the name of " Ros. Crux.
Fratres," or the Order of the " Dew and the Light," whose headquarters are at
Keighley, and which has members in almost every town in England.
The above society is trying to seduce all young students of the occult to
become members of their society, and in order to impress them with its import
ance, the leaders say " Send us your time of birth (and so on) and if found
suitable you will be admitted into the Society."
They profess to teach students of the occult the following subjects, viz. :
I st, Alchemy ; 2nd, The Philosophy of Life ; 3rd, the Divine Art of Astrology ;
4th, the Herbs and their value as medicines ; and 5th, the Astral influences. But
when the student becomes a member, he finds that they are incapable of teach
ing any of these subjects, and that they have imposed upon him with mysterious
words and high-sounding phrases. They profess to be in the possession of much
knowledge which they cannot give to the student, until he has attained to their
state, and this knowledge is copied from books, which they either possess, or
borrow or steal, and when they descend to originality it is simply one mass of
error and nonsense.
One man who is more learned in Black Magic than
the rest, tries to project himself on the astral plane and beget astral
children. (? !)
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

They also derive their learning from Elementals and Spirit-guides (Francisco,
the monk, Mr. Sheldon, and Abdalla Ben Yusef, the latter professing to have
been an Arabian Adept, are the names of their three guides).
The members boast that they sacrifice kids and they have already sacrificed
One of the members keeps a goat that is heavy with kid at the present
two.
time, no doubt intended for this use.
When the members meet in Lodge, they transact no business except talking
rubbish, if that can be called business.
Thus the students, whom they have
beguiled, are left famishing for knowledge which they cannot give.
They are
also untiring in telling how they can raise Elementals, and they are on the point
of forming a circle for obtaining information of a forbidden kind.
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The Society is composed chiefly of Spiritualists, and bogus Astrologers, who
delight in taking money from servant-girls, and there are men in the Society
who are blind followers of Hiram Butler of America.
In the beginning of the year 1888, they started a magazine entitled " The
Lamp of Thoth," which they issued monthly, price one shilling. It existed for
seven months, and then fell through.
Nearly all the matter that it contained,
was copied from occult books, and that which was said to be original was nothing
but Black Magic or nonsense.
ONE WHO HAS BEEN DUPED.

ROSICRUCIAN SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
To the Editor of LUCIFER.
HAVING been informed of the existence of a body of men in the North of
England, styling themselves " Ros. Crux. Fratres " or the " Order of the Dew
and the Light," and further that they claim to be the true and only descendants
of the medireval " Fraternitas Rosre Crucis," I feel it my duty on behalf of the
Metropolitan College of the Rosicrucian Society of England to make this public
disclaimer of any connection with these pretenders.
The Soc. Ros. in Anglia has four colleges in England, whose head-quarters
are in London, York, Lancaster, and Bristol ; it is in alliance with other societies
of the same stock in Scotland, Australia, and the United States. The " Supreme
Magus in the outer " of England is Dr. Wm. R. Woodman ; of Scotland the
Earl of Kintore ; of the United States C. E. Meyer of Philadelphia. The
object of these societies is the study of the Occult Sciences according to the
Western or Kabbalistic School. The lowest grade of Zelator is alone worked in
the regular assemblies, at which the fratres meet to read and discuss lectures on
mystical subjects ; any higher knowledge or occult practice is the privilege of a
few earnest and successful Initiates who certainly never publish their rank or
attainments. If any person in this country be found trading on the title
" Rosicrucian," or using it for gain, he is certainly in no way connected with the
Society : and even if he have been admitted to Zelatorship in the United States
has ipso facto forfeited his membership.
The Theosophical Society is in amity with the Rosicrucian Society of
England, and believes in its bona fides, although, as representing the Eastern
Wisdom, the T. S. naturally differs in some of its views from the Soc.
Ros.
The Secretary General of the Society, Dr. Wynn Westcott, Hon°. IX. will be
pleased to give further information as to the true status of any claimant to high
rank among the Rosicrucians : letters should be sent to the High Council
Office, 396, Camden Road, London.
Hoping you will kindly insert this in the pages of LUCIFER,
I have the honour to be, &c.,
S. L. MAC GREGOR-MATHERS, 8°1
Secretary of the Metropolitan College, and :\!ember of the
High Council of England.
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Our correspondent adds the following :-

The Hermehi: Stutlents of the Rosicrucian G. D. in the outer.
THE chiefs of the Second order fearing that the proceedings of certain men in

the Northern Counties of England may by exhibition of pretended powers and
Rosicrucian dignities lead students away from the Higher Paths of Mysticism,
into Goetic practices, desire that all Fratres and Sorores of the G. D. will ac
cordingly warn the unwary and uninitiated that no such persons hold any
warrant from us, nor possess our ancient and secret knowledge.
Given forth from the M . . A . · •
of
Sapiens dominabitur Astris.
Deo duce comite ferro.
Non omnis moriar.
Vincit omnia veritas.
•

Published by order of the above : Sapere Aude : Cancellarius in Londinense.

IS THE BUD(D)HIST AN ATHEIST ?
ON p. 203, May No., your contributor states " . . . Chinese or Japanese Budd
hism, for the religion of those Countries is so hopelessly distorted by the in
tervening of Confucianism, Taoism and Shintoism-as to present but little
interest to the student of the pure doctrine "-this is followed by more that I
need not quote as to the Greater and Lesser Vehicles.
The entire paragraph is itself so hopelessly awry that I protest emphatically,
though briefly, against its acceptance.
China received Budhism from India ; Japan from Corea, China and India
direct. The Mahayana (Greater) and Hinayana (Lesser) doctrines are well
known in China and in Japan, as well as the Secret Doctrine, called in Japan,
Ji mitzu, Hi mitzz or Mi"tzu, derived from India-and I venture to assert that
nowhere will be found more interesting material by the competent student than
in Japan and its Budhistic literature.
I am etc.,
C. PFOUNDES, late of Japan.
Corr. Memb., Geogr. Soc., Japan, etc.

TO THE BRITISH THEOSOPH ISTS.
I A M most desirous of obtaining the co-operation of all Fellows of the Theo
sophical Society in a special branch of work which I have undertaken in con.
nection with the Theosophical movement.
As Theosophy becomes more widely known we find an increasing number of
references to it in the daily and other papers.
Some of these notices are
favourable, others quite the reverse, while many mistakes and mis-statements

·.
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are inserted, which it is hi5hly important should not be allowed to pass without
protest or correction.
In order to bring influence to bear upon the press generally, and more par
ticularly to correct the erroneous statements which are becoming so frequent, I
have undertaken, with the assistance of several Fellows of the Society, a
systematic work in connection with the press. By this means it is intended to
secure the insertion of articles explanatory of Theosophy generally, in as many
journals as possible, and also to correct whatever may be published which is
prejudicial to the interests of the movement.
Every Fellow of the Society can give valuable assistance in this matter, if
only to the extent of supplying information. Your co-operation is therefore
earnestly desired in one or more of the following ways :(a) By sending me information concerning the names, addresses, etc., of
any editors or journalists who are favourably inclined towards Theo
sophy, and who would be willing to publish articles thereon.

(b) By writing short articles explanatory of Theosophy in genera� or notices
of Theosophical publications, or explanations of any one aspect or
point in connection with Theosophy, to be sent to me for insertion in
one or more of the journals which I have on my list.
Editors are
often willing to insert short reviews or notices of a publication or
book, even if they will not insert an article specifically connected with
Theosophy. I am at present greatly in want of short reviews of the
" Secret Doctrine."
(c) By sending to me cuttings from any paper you may happen to
come across containing any reference to Theosophy. If the refer·
ence is one which requires an answer, it would be of great assist
ance if you were also able to write the reply, and send it to me
along with the cutting.
Trusting to receive your assistance in this matter to whatever extent
you are able, and that you will bear this in mind whenever an oppor·
tunity occurs,
I am,
Yours fraternally ,
A. A. M. DE P A LLA N DT
36, Bryanston Street, Hyde Park, W.
.
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FORCE OF PREJ U D I C E.
" The difference is as great between
The optics seeing, as the objects
seen.
All manners take a tincture from our
own,
Or some discolour'd through our pas·
sion shown ;
Or fancy 's beam enlarges, multiplies,
Contracts, inverts, and gives ten thou
sand dyes."

-POPE.

"

T is, indeed, shorter and easier to proceed from ignorance to
knowledge than from error," says J enlan.
But who in our age of religions gnashing their teeth at one
another, of sects innumerable, of " isms " and " ists " performing a wild
fandango on the top of each other's heads to the rhythmical accompani
ment of tongues, instead of castanets, clappering invectives-who will
confess to his error ? Nevertheless, all cannot be true. Nor can it be
made clear by any method of reasoning, why men should on the one
hand hold so tenaciously to opinions which most of them have adopted,
not begotten, while they feel so savagely inimical to other sets of opinions,
generated by somebody else !
Of this truth the past history of Theosophy and the Theosophical
Society is a striking illustration.
It is not that men do not desire
novelty, or that progress and growth of thought are not welcomed. Our
age is as greedy to set up new idols as it is to overthrow the old gods ;
as ready to give lavish hospitality to new ideas, as to kick out most un
ceremoniously theories that now seem to them effete. These new ideas
may be as stupid as green cucumbers in a hot milk soup, as unwelcome to
the majority as a fly in communion wine. Suffice it, however, that they
emanate from a scientific brain, a recognized " authority," for them to be
welcomed with open arms by the fanatics of science. I n this our century,
as all know, every one in society, whether intellectual or scientific, dull
25
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or ignorant, is ceaselessly running after some new thing. More so even,
in truth, than the Athenian of Paul's day. Unfortunately, the new crazes
men run after, now as then, are not trutlzs-much as modern Society
prides itself on living in an age of facts-but simply corroborations of
men's hobbies, whether religious or scientific. Facts, indeed, are eagerly
sought after, by all-from the solemn conclaves of Science who seem to
hang the destinies of the human race on the correct definition of the
anatomy of a mosquito's proboscis, down to half-starved penny-a-liner on
the war-path after sensational news. But, it is only such facts as serve
to pander to one or another of the prejudices and preconceptions, which
are the ruling forces in the modern mind that are sure of their
welcome.
Anything outside of such facts ; any new or old idea unpopular and
distasteful, for some mysterious reason or other, to the prevailing irmical
authorities, will very soon be made to feel its unpopularity. Regarded
askance, at first, with uplifted eyebrows and in wonderment, it will begin
by being solemnly and almost d priori tabooed and thence refused per
secula secu!ontm even a dispassionate hearing. People will begin to
comment upon it-each faction in the light of its own prejudice and
special craze. Then, each will proceed to distort it - the mutually
inimical factions even clubbing their inventions, so as to slay the intruder
with the more certainty, until each and all will be running amuck at it
Thus act all the religious £sms, even so all the independent Societies,
whether scientific, free-thinking, Agnostic or Secularistic. Not one of
these has the faintest correct conception about Theosophy or the Society
of this name ; none of them has ever gone to the trouble of even enquir
ing about either-yet, one and all will sit in Solomon's seat and judge
the hateful (perhaps, because dangerous ?) intruder, in the light of their
respective misconceptions. \Ve are not likely to stop to argue Theosophy
with religious fanatics. Such remarks are beneath contempt, as those in
" Word and \Vork " which, speaking of '' the prevalence of Spiritualism
and its advance under the new form of Tlzeosop!ty " (?), strikes both
with a sledge-hammer tempered in holy water, by fi rst accusing both
Spiritualism and Theosophy of " imposture," and then of having the
devil. *-But when in addition to sectarian fanatics, missionaries and
foggy retrogrades, in general, we find such clear-headed, cool, intellectual
giants as M r. Bradlaugh falling into the common errors and prejudice
the thing becomes more serious.
It is so serious, indeed, that we do not hesitate to enter a respectful yet
firm protest in the pages of ourjou mal-the only organ that is likely to
publish all that we have to say. The task is an easy one. Mr. Brad* M any, however," it adds, " who have had fuller knowledge of spiritualistic pretensions than we
have, are convinced that, in some cases, there are real communications from the spirit world. If
such there be, we have no doubt whence they come. They are certainly from beneath, not from
above." 0 Sancia Si111plicitas, which still believes in the droi/-by perceiving its own face in the
mirror, no doubt ?
"
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laugh has j ust published his views upon Theosophy in half a column of
his National Reformer (June 30th) in which article-" Some Words of
Explanation "-we find some half-a-dozen of the most regrettable miscon
ceptions about the supposed beliefs of Theosophists. We publish it in
extenso as it speaks for itself and shows the reason of his displeasure.
Passages that we mean to controvert are underlined.
SOME WORDS OF EXPLANATION.
The review of Madame Blavatsky's book in the last National Reformer and
an announcement in the Sun have brought me several letters on the subject of
Theosophy. I am asked for explanation as to what Theosophy is, and as to my
opinions on Theosophy. The word " theosoph " is old, and was used among
the N eoplatonists. From the dictionary, its new meaning appears to be, " one
who claims to have a knowledge of God, or of the laws of nature by means of
i nternal illumination." An Atheist certainly cannot be a Theosophist. A Deist
might be a Theosophist A Monist could not be a Theosophist. Theosophy must
at least i11volve Dualism. Modern Theosophy, according to Madame Blavatsky,
as set out in last week's issue, asserts much that I do not believe, and alleges
some things which to me are certainly not true. I have not had the oppor
tunity of reading Madame Blavatsky's two volumes, but I have read during the
past ten years many publications from the pen of herself, Colonel Olcott, and
other Theosophists; They appear to me to have sought to rehabilitate a kind of
Spiritualism in Eastern phraseology. I think many of their allegations utterly
erroneous, and their reasonings wholly unsound. I very deeply indeed regret
that my colleague and co-worker has, with somewhat of suddenness, and without
any interchange of ideas with myself, adopted as facts, matters which seem to
me as unreal as if is possible for any fiction to be. My regret is greater as I
know 1\lrs. Besant's devotion to any course she believes to be true. I know
that she will always be earnest in the advocacy of any views she undertakes to
defend, and I look to possible developments of her Theosophic opinions with
the very gravest misgiving. The editorial policy of this paper is unchanged,
and is directly antagonistic to all forms of Theosophy. I would have preferred
on this subject to have held my peace, for the publicly disagreeing with Mrs.
Besant on her adoption of Socialism has caused pain to both ; but on reading
her article and taking the public announcement made of her having joined the
Theosophical organisation, I owe it to those who look to me for guidance to say
this with clearness.
C. BRADLAUGH.

It is of course useless to go out of our way to try and convert Mr.
Bradlaugh from his views as a thorough Materialist and Atheist to our
Pantheism (for real Theosophy is that), nor have we ever sought by word
or deed to convert Mrs. Besant. She has joined us entirely of her own
free will and accord, though the fact gave all eamest Theosophists un
bounded satisfaction, and to us personally more pleasure than we have
felt for a long time. But we will simply appeal to Mr. Bradlaugh's well
known sense of j ustice and fairness, and prove to him that he is mis2 5•
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taken-at any rate, as to the views of Colonel Olcott and the present
writer, and also in the interpretation he gives to the term " Theosophy."
It will be sufficient to say that if Mr. Bradlaugh knew anything of the
Rules of our Society he would know that if even he, the Head of
Secularism, were to become to-day a member of the Theosophical
Society, such an action would not necessitate his giving up one iota of his
Secularistic ideas. We have greater atheists in the T.S. than he ever
was or can be, namely, Hindus belonging to certain all-denying sects.
Mr. Bradlaugh believes in mesmerism, at all events he has great curative
powers himself, and therefore could not well deny the presence in some
persons of such mysterious faculties ; whereas, if you attempted to speak
of mesmerism or even of hypnotism to the said Hindus, they would only
shrug their shoulders at you, and laugh. Membership in the Theosophical
Society does not expose the " Fellows " to any interference with their
religious, irreligious, political, philosophical or scientific views. The
Society is not a sectarian nor is it a religious body, but simply a nucleus
of men devoted to the search after truth, whencesoever it may come. Mrs.
Annie Besant was right when stating, in the same issue of the National
Reformer, that the three objects of the Theosophical Society are :
" to found a Universal Brotherhood without distinction of race or creed ; to
forward the study of Aryan literature and philosophy ; to investigate unexplained
laws of nature and the psychical powers latent in man. On matters of religious
opinion, the members are absolutely free. The founders of the society deny a
personal God, and a somewhat subtle form of Pantheism is taught as the
Theosophic view of the Universe, though even this is not forced on members
of the Society."

To this Mrs. Besant adds, over her own signature, that though she
cannot, in the National Reformer, state fully her reasons for joining the
T. S., yet she has
" no desire to hide the fact that this form of Pantheism appears to promise
solution of some problems, especially problems in psychology, which Atheism
leaves untouched."

We seriously hope that she will not be disappointed.
The second object of the T. S., i.e. the Eastern philosophy interpreted
esoterically, has never yet failed to solve many a problem for those who
study the subject seriously. It is only those others, who, without being
natural mystics, rush heedlessly into the mysteries of the unexplained
psychic powers latent in every man (in Mr. Bradlaugh himself, as well
as in any other) from ambition, curiosity or simple vanity-that generally
come to grief and make the T. S. responsible for their own failure.
Now what is there that could prevent even Mr. Bradlaugh from join
ing the T. S. ? We will take up the argument point by point.
Is it because Mr. Bradlaugh is an Individualist, an English Radical of
the old school, that he capnot sympathize with such a lofty idea as the
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U niversal Brotherhood of Man ? His well-known kindness of heart, his
proven philanthropy, his life-long efforts in the cause of the suffering
and the oppressed, would seem to prove the contrary in his practice,
whatever his theoretical views on the subject may be. But, if perchance
he clings to his theories in the face of his practice, then let us leave aside
this, the first object of the T. S. Some members of our Society, unfor
tunately, sympathize as little as he might with this noble, but perchance
(to Mr. Bradlaugh) somewhat Utopian ideal. No member is obliged to
feel in full sympathy with all three objects ; suffice that he should be in
sympathy with one of the three, and be willing not to oppose the two
others, to render him eligible to membership in the T. S.
Is it because he is an Atheist ? To begin with, we dispute " the new
meaning " he quotes from the dictionary that " a Theosophist is one who
claims to have a knowledge of God." No one can claim a knowledge of
God," the absolute and unknowable universal Principle ; and in a
personal god Eastern Theosophists (therefore Olcott and Blavatsky) do
not believe. But if Mr. Bradlaugh contends that in that case the
name is a misnomer, we shall reply : tluosopltia properly means uot a
knowledge of " God " but of gods, i.e., di·vine, that is superhuman know
ledge. Surely Mr. Bradlaugh will not assert that human knowledge
exhausts the universe and that no wisdom is possible outside the con
sciousness of man ?
And why cannot a .Monist be a Theosophist ? And why must Theo
sophy at least involve dualism ? Theosophy teaches a far stricter and
more far-reaching JV/onism than does Secularism. The Monism of the
latter may be described as materialistic and summed up in the words,
•,• Blind Force and Blind Matter ultimating in Thought."
But this
begging Mr. Bradlaugh's pardon-is bastard Monism. The Monism of
Theosophy is truly philosophical. We conceive of the universe as one
in essence and origin. And though we speak of Spirit and Matter as its
two poles, yet we state emphatically that they can only be considered
as distinct from the standpoint of human, mayavic (z:e., illusionary)
consciousness.
We therefore conceive of spirit and matter as one in essence and not as
separate and distinct antitheses.
What then are the " matters " that seem to Mr. Bradlaugh " as unreal
as it is possible for any fiction to be " ? We hope he is not referring to
those physical phenomena, which most unfortunately have been confused
in the Western mind with philosophical Theosophy ? Real as these
manifestations are-inasmuch as they were not produced by " conjuring
tricks " of any kind-still the best of them are, ever were and ever
will be, no better than psyclzological illusions, as the writer herself always
called them to the disgust of many of her phenomenally inclined friends.
These " unrealities " were all very well as toys, during the infancy of
Theosophy ; but we can assure Mr. Bradlaugh that all his Secularists
•·
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might join the T. S. without ever being expected to believe in them
even though he himself produces the same " unreal " but beneficent
" illusions " in his mesmeric cures, of many of which we heard long ago.
And surely the editor of the National Reformer will not call " unreal "
the ethical and ennobling aspects of Theosophy, the undeniable effects
of which are so apparent among the bulk of Theosophists-notwith
standing a back-biting and quarrelling minority ? Surely again he will
not deny the elevating and strengthening influence of such beliefs as
those in Reincarnation and Karma, doctrines which solve undeniably
many a social problem that seeks elsewhere in vain for a solution ?
The Secularists are fond of speaking of Science as " the Saviour of
Man," and should, therefore, be ready to welcome new facts and listen
to new theories. But are they prepared to listen to theories and accept
facts that come to them from races which, in their insular pride, they
term effete ? For not only do the latter lack the sanction of orthodox
\Vestem Science, but they are stated in an unfamiliar form and arc
supported by reasoning not cast in the mould of the inductive system,
which has usurped a spurious place in the eyes of \Vestern thinkers.
The Secularists, if they wish to remain consistent materialists, will
have perforce to shut out more than half the universe from the range of
their explanations : that part namely, which includes mental phenomena,
especially those of a comparatively rare and exceptional nature. Or do
they imagine, perhaps, that in psychology-the youngest of the Sciences
-everything is already known ? Witness the Psychic Research Society
with its Cambridge luminaries-sorry descendants of Henry M ore !-how
vain and frantic its efforts, efforts that have so far resulted only in
making confusion worse confounded. And why ? Because they ha\·e
foolishly endeavoured to test and to explain psychic phenomena on a
physical basis. No Western psychologist has, so far, been able to gire
any adequate explanation even of the simplest phenomenon of con
sciousness-sense perception.
The phenomena of thought-transference, hypnotism, suggestion, and
many other mental and psychic manifestations, formerly regarded as
supernatural or the work of the devil, are now recognized as purely
natural phenomena. And yet it is in truth the same powers, only
intensified tenfold, that are those " unrealities " Mr. Bradlaugh speaks
about. Manipulated by those who have inherited the tradition of
thousands of years of study and observation of such forces, their
laws and modes of operations-what wonder that they should result
in effects, unknown to science, but supernatural only in the eyes of
ignorance.
Eastern Mystics and Theosophists do not believe in miracles, any
more than do the Secularists ; what then is there superstitious in such
studies ?
Why should discoveries so arrived at, and laws formulated in ac-
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cordance with strict and cautious investigation be regarded as " rehabili
tated Spiritualism " ?
I t is a historically recognized fact that Europe owes the revival of its
civilization and culture, after the destruction of the Roman Empire, to
Eastern influence. The Arabs in Spain and the GreP-ks of Constanti
nople brought with them only that which they had acquired from nations
lying still further Eastward. Even the glories of the classical age owed
their beginnings to the germs received by the Greeks from Egypt and
Phcenicia. The far remote, so-called antediluvian, ancestors of Egypt
and those of the Brahmin Aryans sprang once upon a time from the
same stock. However much scientific opinions may vary as to the
genealogical and ethnological sequence of events, yet the fact remains
undeniable that every germ of civilization which the West has cultivated
and developed has been received from the East. Why then should the
English Secularists and Freethinkers in general, who certainly do not
pride themselves on theit imaginary descent from the lost ten tribes, why
should they be so reluctant to accept the possibility of further enlighten
ment coming to them from that East, which was the cradle of their race ?
And why should they, who above all, ought to be free from prejudice,
fanaticism, and narrow-mindedness, the exclusive prerogatives of religious
bodies, why, we ask, should they who lay claim to free thought, and
have suffered so much themselves from fanatical persecution, why, in the
name of wonder, should they so readily allow themselves to be blinded
by the very prejudices which they condemn ?
This and many other similar instances bring out with the utmost
clearness the right of the Theosophical Society to fair and impartial
hearing ; as also the fact that of all the now existing " isms " and " ists,"
our organization is the only body entirely and absolutely free from all in
tolerance, do::matism, and prejudice.
The Theosophical Society, indeed, as a body, is the only one which
opens its arms to all, imposing on none its own special beliefs, strictly
limited to the small imzer group within it, called the Esoteric Section.
It is truly Universal in spirit and constitution. It recognises and fosters
no exclusiveness, no preconceptions. In the T. S. alone do men meet in
the common search for truth, on a platform from which all dogmatism,
all sectarianism, all mutual party hatred and condemnation are excluded ;
for, accepting every grain of truth wherever it is found, it waits in patience
till the chaff that accompanies it falls off by itself. It recognizes and
knows of, and therefore avoids its representatives in its ranks- but
one enemy-an enemy common to all, namely, Roman Catholicism, and
that only because of its auricular confession. But even this exception
exists only so far as regards its inmr group, for reasons too apparent to
need explanation.
Theosophy is monistic through and through. It seeks the one Truth
in all religions, in all science, in all experience, as in every system
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of thought. What aim can be nobler, more universal, more all
embracing ?
But evidently the world has not yet learned to regard Theosophy in
this light, and the necessity of disabusing at least some of the best minds
in the English-speaking countries, of the prejudices springing from the
tares sown in them by our unscrupulous enemies is felt more than ever
at this j uncture. It is with the hope of weeding these minds from all
such misconceptions, and of making the position of Theosophy plainer and
clearer, that the present writer has prepared a small volume, called " The
Key to Theosophy," now in the press, and to be published very shortly.
Therein are gathered in the shape of dialogue all the principal errors
about, and objections to, Theosophy and its teachings, and more detailed
and fuller arguments in proof of the assertions made in this article will
be found in that work. The writer will make it her duty to se.1d an
early copy-not to the editor of the National Reformer-but to Mr.
Bradlaugh personally. Knowing him by reputation for long years, it is
impossible for us to believe that our critic would ever condescend to
follow the example of most of the editors, lay or clerical, and condemn a
work on faitlt even before he had cut open its pages, merely because of
the unpopularity of its author and the subject treated.
In that volume it will be found that the chief concern of Theosophists
is Searclt after Truth, and the investigation of such problems in Nature
and Man which are mysteries to-day, but may become secrets, open to
science, to-morrow. Is this a course which Mr. Bradlaugh would oppose ?
Does !lis judgment belong to the category of those that can never be
open to revision ? " This shall be your creed and belief, and therefore,
all investigation is useless," is a dictum of the Roman Catholic Church.
It cannot be that of the Secularists-if they would remain true to their
colours.
��

A PRISONED SOUL.
You love me not ! You think me cold and proud ;
A narrow heart, a narrow soul besidePrize more the burning words to me denied
Than soaring thought that may not cry aloud,
And shake to silence the world's gaping crowd I
Oh God, to fling my soul's barred portals wide
And stand before you free, strong, ardent-eyed,
Until your spirit before my true self bowed I
Never on earth my dearest may this be ;
Within all flame, without all ice I stand,
A prisoned soul, while in your careless hand
You hold unknowing Love's mighty master key :
Fate's riddles are hard to read, what heart hath spanned
Life's chasm of tears thro' Love's eternity ?
EVELYN PYN&

j

THE FIRST RA CE.

THE FIRST RACE.
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HE thought that the highest man had an archetype or prototype and
that the conception of man antedated in time the historical evidence of
his body is one which links together both the Platonic and the Occult
teachings. The " ideas " of the Platonists are the " astral forms " of the Occult
ists, the " archetypes " of Sir Richard Owen, the " Prototypes " of Rochet.
The modern school of science, which is Darwinian, and consequently avoids all
questions bearing on the philosophy of animal creation, ignores the anatomical
teaching which pupils received from Sir Richard Owen in 1848 & 1849. But
this theory is found to closely accord with the ideas Madame Blavatsky has
sketched out.
If we look at the diagram of the vertebrate archetype in Owen's book .,. side
by side with those of the fish, the crocodile, the bird, the mammal, and man,
we see that we have in reality the " astral man " of the race depicted. If we look
at the picture of the prototype of man drawn by Rochet t (p. 1 8) the Adam
Kadmon created male and female is before us. In the words of Swinburne :
" None, seeing us cloven in sunder
\Viii weep, or laugh, or wonder."

·

And we have a type of man shown which is essentially transcendental.
But after all, what is transcendental anatomy ? What is that which seeks to
pierce into the real Bedeutung of things whereby the memory of the old
anatomical forms is preserved ?
The greatest transcendentalist is the one who, either through the memory of
past re-incarnations, or from his own knowledge has remembered most of the
early forms of humanity. He does not express what might be, but remembers
what has been.
It must not be imagined of course, that the universal concepts which are iden
tical with the archetypes, are the ideas in the mind of the Deity, who is limitless
and indiscrete,i but merely in the mind of the observer. Such ultra realism as
was taught by William of Champeaux is not inferred by the transcendental
anatomist of the school of Oken, Owen, or Knox. We may realise the conception
of anatomists, and believe in the existence of forms. We must not be content
to see in community of pattern mere community of descent, which may or may
not be proven. Owen has searched as a reverend student may search, by the
scientific use of the imagination, for the very thought that passed through the
mind of the supreme designer, whose eyes beheld the " substance " of man, being
yet imperfect, and in whose account every limb was written.§
A reverend mind and a good anatomist dare only have attempted this task.
Owen has said in his " Nature of Limbs : " ( 8th Vol. Lond. 1849.)
* Archetype and Homologies of the Vertebrate Skeleton.
t The Prototype of Man. Svo. 1886, p. 18.
:): R. F. Clarke, S. J. Logic. Svo. Lon d. t888, p. 16o.
§ Ps. cxxxviii, 14, xs.

Svo. Lond. x8..j8.
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" To what natural laws or secondary cause the orderly succession and
progression of such organic phenomena may have been committed to us, we
as yet are ignorant.
" But, if without derogation of the Divine power, we may conceive the existence
of such ministers and personify them by the term ' Nature,' we learn from the
past history of our globe that she has advanced with slow and stately steps•
guided by the archetypal light amidst the wreck of worlds, from the first
embodiment of the vertebrate idea under its old ichthyic vestment, until it
became arrayed in the glorious garb of the Human form."
H ere Owen merely speaks of an " ichthyic vestment " (Joe. cit. p. 86), not of
a " fishy nature " ; and never dreamt that his successors would so far warp his
words as to affirm the descent of man from fish.
And in another passage in the same work :
" The inference as to the possibility of the vertebrate type being the basis of
the organisation of some of the inhabitants of other planets will not appear so
hazardous, when it is remembered that orbits or protection cavities of the eyes
of the vertebrata of this planet arc constructed of modified vertebr;e. Our
thoughts are free to soar as far as any legitimate analogy to guide them rightly
in the boundless ocean of unknown truth. And if censure be merited for here
indulging, even for a moment, in pure speculation it may perhaps be disarmed
by reflection.
Mivart has said and said well, ' If man and the Orang are
diverging descendants of a creature with certain cerebral characters then that
remote ancestor must alw have had the wrist of the Chimpanzee, the voice of
a long armed ape, the bladebone of the Gorilla, the chin of the Siamang, the
skull-dome of an American ape, the ischium of a slender Loris, the whiskers and
beard of a Saki, the liver and stomach of the Gibbons,' and a number of other
characters in which the various several forms of the higher and lower Primalu
respectively approximate to man."
The archetype of man, as conceived by the transcendental anatomist, is
united in a form which Owen has drawn. Fishlike though it may have been, it
does not represent the form of any actual tish, or even such a type as we find in
Amphio.r:us. But the teachings of Theosophy serve to help out the specula
tions of the comparative anatomist, resting on the book of Dzyan, which
corroborates the teachings of the higher sal'ant. The two methods of thought
have been found to accord, and the " Secret Doctrine," from whatever source it
may have been derived, is found to be in perfect harmony with the rigorous
teachings of comparative anatomy.
Speculation on the primitive archetype of vertebrate, the form which we find
in the second race developed under circumstances detailed in the Book of
Dzyan becomes less premature to the comparative anatomist of the generation
of Owen and de Blainville than to those who peruse Haeckel, or the
" evolutionists." Sto super vias antiquas.
c. CARTER BLAKE, D. Sc.

* Mivart.

" Man and Apes," Bvo., London, r87J, p. 176.

THE VISION OF SCIPIO.

THE
HE

VISION OF SCI PIO.

A VERSION OF CICERO'S " SOMNIUM SClPION IS."

short fragment of Cicero generally known as the Vision of
Scipio to those who are seeking for the scattered pearls, which
once adorned the sacred bosom of the pure virgin of the mysteries,
before she was defiled and her robe and jewels trampled in the mire of
the sty, is perhaps the most interesting record in the voluminous writings
of the great Roman orator.
Whence Tully derived his information, whether from the writings of
the outer schools of Pythagorean and Platonic philosophy, or from
private sources, is in the present case immaterial.
Antiquity has appealed to a higher tribunal in these later days for
j ustification, and, as a witness in this all important case, we welcome the
noble Scipio, and bid him come into the fair and open court of LUCIFER,
there to plead his cause in words so eloquent, wise and clear, that the
jury, LUCIFER'S good readers, will require no further comment.*
For those who like dates and facts, and the anatomical processes of
modern chronicle-ism, with its dry-boned rattle, it may be stated that
the occasion of the vision was as follows.
At the outbreak of the third Punic War 1 49 B.C., P. Corn. Scipio
.tEmilianus Africanus l\I inor, the philosopher and polished man of letters,
accompanied the Roman army to Africa, and there met with the aged
Massinissa, prince of 1'\umidia, the friend of his great-grandfather by
adoption, the renowned Africanus (Major). After spending the day in
discussing the political institutions of their respective countries and in re
collections by the aged prince of the elder Africanus, for whom he still
retained the most lively affection, Scipio, wearied by the lengthy con
versation and exhausted by his journey, retired to his couch and soon
fell into a profound sleep. And while he slept the vision of his grandsire
appeared to him, in that form which was more familiar to Scipio from
his statue than from his own person, and after foretelling the future
exploits of his adopted grandson and the incidents of his death in full
detail, continued (Scipio narrating the story) :
" But that you may be the readier to protect your country, know this
of a surety. All who have preserved, helped or increased their country,
save in heaven a certain and assigned place, there in blessedness to
enjoy a sempiternal age. For to the Supreme Deity, which rules the
whole of this universe, nothing on earth is more acceptable than the
assemblies and gatherings of men united by law, which are called States.

T
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It is from this region that the rulers and preservers of States proceed
and hither do they return."
Hereupon, although excessively frightened, I asked whether my father
Paulus too and others, whom we thought annihilated, still lived.•
" To be sure they do," answered Africanus, " for they have flown
from the chains of their bodies, as out of a prison. That which you call
life is death. But behold your father Paulus approaching you."
And when I saw my father, I burst into a great flood of tears. But
he, folding me to his breast, with kisses, forbade me to weep. And as
soon as I had dried my tears and began to be able to speak, I said :
" Prythee, most reverend and excellent father, since this is a state of life,
as I hear from African us, why do I tarry on earth and not hasten to join
you in this state ? " t
" It may not be," he replied, " for u nless that Deity, whose temple is
the whole of this, which you behold, shall free you from those ties
which keep you in the body ; the way hither cannot be open to you.
For this is the law which governs the birth of men ; that they should
maintain that globe, which you see is the middle one in this temple, and
which is called the earth. And a soul has been given them from those
sempiternal fires, which you call constellations and stars. These being
of a globular and round nature and ensouled with divine minds, perform
their cycles and orbits with wonderful rapidity. Wherefore, both you,
Publius, and all good men should keep their soul in the guardianship
of the body, and should not quit the life of mortals without the command
of that Being, by whom the soul was given to you, lest you should seem to
have been untrue to that duty to mankind, which has been assigned you
by the Deity. Practise, therefore, j ustice and the spirit of d uty, ! like
as both your grandsire here and I, your father, have done. Now duty,
excellent though it is when shown to parents and relations, is best of
all, when practised towards one's country.§ S uch a mode of life is the
path to Heaven and to this assembly of men, who have lived, but now
freed from their body inhabit the place, which you see."
Now that place was a circle shining with dazzling splendour amid the
stars,ll which you, after the Greeks, call the Milky Way, and from it all
other objects seemed to me, as I gazed, exceedingly bright and mar
vellous. There were stars which we have never seen from earth ; and
the magnitudes of all of them were such as we have never suspected.
The smallest of them was the star, which being furthest from Heaven
and nearest to earth, shone with a borrowed light.IJ Moreover, the
stellar globes far exceeded the earth in magnitude, which now to me
* Erlinelos, a strong word in contradistinction to viverel expressing the continuance of life.
t Hac.
::: PieltU.

§ The Roman mind saw no higher duty than this. It was necessarily the
race even in its best days of warriors and statesmen.
I lnlff'Jfammas, flaming bodies.
llj Heaven (ccelum) here means the Liui<I!MS Orbis, the Milky Way.
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THE VISION OF SCIPIO.
appeared so small, that I was grie\•ed to see our empire contracted, as it
were, into a very point.•
Now as I continued to gaze thereon with increasing interest, Africanus
continued :
" How long will your attention be fixed earthwards ? Do you not
perceive into what precincts t you are come ?
All things are bound together with nine spheres or globes. The last
of these is celestial, and embraces all the others, being that supreme
Deity which restrains and contains the rest. In this sphere are fixed
the sempiternal cyclic revolutions of the stars,t and to it are subjected
the seven spheres, which revolve backwards with a contrary motion to
the celestial sphere.§ Of these the star they call on earth Saturnian,
possesses one sphere. Next comes that splendour, which is said to be of
J upiter, propitious and salutary to the human race. Then a sphere of
a red colour and terrible to the earth, which you say is of Mars. Next
in order and almost under the mid region the Sun holds place, the leader
and chief and director of the remaining lights, the mind of the world
and its controlling principle, of such magnitude that it illumines and
fills all things with its light. The two orbits of Venus and Mercury
follow the Sun, as attendants. In the lowest sphere the Moon revolves,
lit by the rays of the Sun. Below this there is nothing, which is not
subject to death and decay, except the souls bestowed on the race of
men by the gift of the gods. Above the moon, however, all things are
eternal. For the Earth, which is the middle and ninth sphere, both does
not move and is lowest, and all ponderable bodies arc carried towards it
by their natural gravity." ll
And when I recovered myself from my amazed contemplation of these
*

The above lines, as well as the still more extraordinary passage in the sequel, written some fifty

years B.C. , are such a stumbling block to the critics, that the wildest hypotheses have been put forward
with all the parade of learning.

Among others the following is interesting.

" If we compare this

passage with the fortieth chapter of the Prophecies of Isaiah, and with other parts of the same
prophecy we shall find it difficult to believe th:lt that inspired book had not in part, or wholly, come

to the knowledge of the Romans as early as the age of Cicero."
is as follows (v.

22) :-"

The passage of Isaiah referred to

It is He that sitteth upon the circle of the earth, and the inhabitants

thereof are as grasshoppers."

The other passages referred to have not as yet been discovered by the

translator.

Ver6um sapimli salis.
t Templum, signifies a portion of the

heavens cut off from the rest, and was the technical term for

the " Houses of the Heavens " in augury.

! /IIi, qui volvu11lur, slellarut11 cursus sempiterni,

a somewhat involved passage ; the translation,

" the original principles of those endless revolutions which the planets perform," is not warranted by
the L."ltin.
§ See
ternal.

Plato, TiiiiiZus, XII.

".

.

•

besides which he made one of the circles external, the other in

The motion of the exterior circle he proclaimed to be that of sameness, and that of the

interior the motion of difference."

ff

If from these nine spheres we subtract the ultimate celestial, and the Earth, which is perishable, we

shall, as in the Eastern system, get a septenary, for the so-called first and seventh principles are really
no principles.

It must be left to the intuition of the student, to decide whether this echo of ancient

science, this fugitive ray from the lamp of the Mysteries, is to be applied literally to the seven physical
bodies called planets in ancient astronomy, or is meant as a hint for those who have ears to hear.
" For the Mercu:r of the Philosophers is not the common mercury."

In occult science the seven

physical " planets " of astrolOIO' are merely symbols of the seven principles of
See Tlu Secrei Doclri11,, Vol.

i., 15:1.

all

material bodies.
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things, " What," I asked, " is this mighty and sweet harmony which fills
my ears ? "
And he replied : " This melody composed of unequal intervals, yet
proportionately harmonized, is produced by the impulse and m otion of
the spheres themselves, which by blending high and low tones produces
uniformly divers symphonies. Such mighty motions cannot be made in
"
silen ce, and nature brings it to pass that the extremes should at one
end give forth a low note, at the other a high tone. Consequently that
highest star-bearing orbit of heaven which I have mentioned, whose
revolution is more rapid, moves with a sharp and vigorous sound :
whereas this sphere of the Moon, which is the lowest, gives forth a very
grave tone. \Vhile the Earth, the ninth, remaining immoveable always
abides in the lowest seat, encompassing the middle place of the
universe." *
" These eight orbits,t two of which have the same power, namely
Mercury and Venus, create a scale of seven distinct intervals ; a number
wltich is tlu connecting principle t of nearly all tlziugs. And learned men
imitating this mystery with strings and vocal harmonies, have won for
themselves a return to this place : like as some others, who, mdowed with
extraordinary 1zatural powers, ha<Je studcd divine sciences e<.'en in earth
life.§
" Now mortals have become deaf to these sounds, by having their ears
continually filled with them ; so much so that hearing is the dullest of
your senses, just as the people who dwell near the Cataracts of the Nile
are defective in their sense of hearing. And so this sound, which is gene
rated by the exceedingly rapid revolution of the whole Cosmos,ll is so
stupendous, that mortal ears cannot contain it : just as you cannot look
at the face of the sun without both sight and sense being overcome by
its rars."
Now, though I was struck with astonishment at these things, I still
kept my eyes turned to the earth. \Vhereupon Africanus said :-" I
perceive, Scipio, that you still gaze upon the seat and home of mortals.
But, if it appears to you so small as it really is, it were better to keep
your eyes ever fixed on these celestial sights, and disregard those of
earth. For what renown from the mouths of men, or glory worth striving
for, can you achieve ? You see that the population of the earth is con* Comp!aa m<dium mundi locum ;
this meaning in any other context.

By giving it, however, its natural signification of " embracing,"

a key to the tone meaning of the term, sphere, i s offered.

monies,

the
bearing

this is generally transl:ited, " occupying the central spot in

universe," a somewhat strange and unnatural rendering of complera, which is never found
Readers who are interested

in

mystic har

the music of the spheres, and their occult correspondences, should carefully study

opening chapters of the

Timd!us of

the

Plato ; this, however, will prove a somewhat desperate under

taking, if the translations of the schoolmen have to be solely relied on.

t

The celestial sphere is not included, seeing that the various tones are produced by the varying

velocity of the different spheres revolving in an opposite direction to the heavenly sphere,
t Nodus.
§ Qui prteslantious ing<niis in vittZ !Jumana divina sludia coluerunt.
II Totius mundi, an additional proof that the physical planets are

not meant in the preceding

d escription.

_ __

_
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fined to scattered and narrow localities, and that vast uninhabited tracts
surround the inhabited specks : that the dwellers on earth also arc so cut
off from one another, that mutual intercourse is impossible : but that
some stalld sideways, some backwards, some directly opposite you, • from
whom you can certainly hope for no glory. You perceive, moreover, that
the earth is also encompassed and surrounded, so to speak, with belts :
two of w!zic!t separated by tlte greatest distmzce alld situated at eac!t end
under tlte very poles of t!ze lzeavm,t you sec are rigid with ice ; but the
middle zone, which is also the largest, is burnt up with the heat of the
sun. Two of these are habitable : the southern zone, the inhabitants of
which lzave tlzeir feet turned towards you,t has no connection with your
race. Of the northern (temperate) zone, however, which you inhabit, see
what a small share you possess. The whole surface inhabited by you, of
small extent north and south, but of greater length east and west, is an
insignificant strip,§ surrounded by the sea, which you call on earth
the Atlantic, the Great Sea, or Ocean. And yet you sec how small it is
in spite of its great name. How, then, is it possible for either your own
name, or that of any of our countrymen, to pass out of these familiar and
well-known countries and either traverse the Caucasus here, which you
see, or cross yonder Ganges ? Who in the rest of the world, cast or west,
or in the extreme northern or southern regions, will hear your name ?
And if you subtract these, you will easily sec, within what narrow limits
your glory seeks to spread itsel(
" How long, again, will those who speak about you, continue to do so ?
For even if future generations should successively desire to hand down
the praises of any one of us, which they may have, in their turn, received
from their fathers, yet, because of tlze cataclysms of water and fire,ll wlziclt
must !tappen at fixed periods, we can attain not even lasting renown, much
less eternal glory. For what docs it profit you to be spoken of by men
who shall be born hereafter, when those arc silent, who were born before
you, not less, indeed, in number, and certainly better men ; when, more
over, no one even of those, who can bear our repute, is able to preserve
the recollections of a single year. Now men usually measure the year by
the sun, that is, by the revolution of one star ; but it is only when tlte rest
* Std partim o!Jiiquas, p.zrtim a versos, pa rti 11• etiam a.iversos stare vobis.

A

somewhat difficult

p:tSsage to do justice to ; the next paragraph, however, proves beyond all doubt that the positions are
referred to a spherical anc:! not a plane surface.

t

If C ic�ro believed the earth was a flat surface, how could he possibly speak of two poles ?

Quoru m australis ille, in quo qui insistunt, adversa vobis urgent vestigia, nihil ad vestrum gmus.
Surely no words could testify more clearly to the science of the ancients I Even a child might con
t

clude the argument with a triumphant Q. E.

D. ,

and yet hear the commentator of the orthodox

schools :-" This is a very curious passage, and if our author's interpreters are to be believed, he
was acquainted with the true figure of the earth, a discovery which is generally thought to have been
reserved for Sir Isaac Newton (? 1), and to have been confirmed by some late experiments ; but I own
I am not without some doubts as to our author's meaning, whether he does not here speak, not of the
whole face of the earth, but of that part of it which was possessed or conquered bj the Romans."

Requiescat in pace I
§ /nfu/a, literally a fillet or ribbon used as an ornament in
II Propter durionu, erusliones que terrarum.

Gu'rHRIE.

the sacrifices.
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of the constellations • have returned to their origi�tal positions, and have
brought back the same aspect of the heaven after long intervals, that the
true revolution of the year can be spoken of. In which cycle I scarcely
dare say how many centuries of mortals are contained. For like as in
olden days, when the soul of Romulus entered into these mansions, men
saw the sun obscured and extinguished, so when the sun shall be again
obscured in the same position and period, and all the signs and stars are
recalled to the same origin, then must you consider the cycle complete.
But you must know that not even the twentieth part of this year has
completed its revolutiun.t
" Wherefore, if you have hopes of a return to this place, where great
and excellent men enjoy all things ; of what value, I ask, is that human
glory, which can scarcely extend to the small fraction of one cycle ?
And so if you would look on high and fix your gaze on this state and
your eternal home ; you will neither devote your life to vulgar fame, nor
centre the hope of your welfare in human rewards. '!_'rue worth itself
by its own attractions should lead you to real achievement. What others
say of you, let them see to it ; for talk they will. But all such fame is
bounded by the narrow limits of the regions which you see. Never yet
has a man enjoyed lasting fame, for death destroys and the oblivion of
posterity engulphs it.t
" And, if indeed, 0, Africanus," I said, " a side path § to the highway
to heaven lies open to men, who have deserved well of their country ;
and though heretofore from my youth up, by treading in the footsteps of
yourself and my father, I have never been untrue to your honourable
reputation ; yet now with such a prospect before me, I will strive with
even greater watchfulness."
" Strive on," said he, " with the assurance that it is notyou, who are
subject to death but your body. For that which is really yourself, is not
the being which your boaily shape declares. But the real man is the
thinkillg" principle II of each, and not the form, which can be pointed to
with the finger. Of this, then, be sure that thou art a God ; in as much
as deity is that which ha,;; will, sensation, memory, foresight, and rules,
regulates and moves the body it has in charge, j ust as the Supreme Deity
does the universe. And like as eternal deity guides the Cosmos which is
in a certain degree subject to decay,,- so a sempiternal soul moves the
* Astra ;

the term

astrum

is never applied to the planets ; it generally means a constellation or a

sign of the zodiac, and is used in the plural as a designation of the hca vcns.

however, is " planets " ; clearly a perversion of the radical meaning.

t

This astronomical cycle was called by the Romans

period of some

25,000

races, and sub-races.

The usual rendering,

Ann us .lfagnus or A nnus Mundanus.

It

is

a

common years, and thl! key to the mystet ies of the Manvantaric cycles, rounds,
The method of calculatiol) of such cycles being one of the most important

branches of occult astronomy, was jealously guarded.

Even in the present Renaissance, figures are

kept back.
t Throughout this remarkable exposition of the emptiness of fame the grand

precept

" kill out

ambitions " re-echoes, emphasised, however with all the logic of the practical Roman mind, so that it
may stand for trial in the open court of Reason, and fight the doubter with physical facts.

§ A hint that even true patriotism is not the Path, though tending in its direction.
U Mens (Manas).
, Cosmic pralaya.
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destructible body. Now that wlzich is ever in motion is eternal. Whereas
that which communicates motion to something else, and which is set
in motion by an external cause, must necessarily cease to exist, when its
motion is exhausted.
" That, therefore, which has the principle of motion in itself, seeing that
it can never fail itself, is the only eternal existence, and moreover is the
source and causative principle of motion to all other bodies endowed
with movement. The causative principle however, can have no ante
cedent cause. For all things spring from this principle, which cannot in
the nature of things be generated from anything else ; for if it were so,
it would cease to be the principal cause. And if this is without beginning,
it can evidently have no end, for if the principle of causation were
destroyed, it could not be reborn from anything else, nor give birth to
any thing out of itself, for all things must necessarily be generated from
the causative principle. The principle of motion, therefore, comes from
that which is endowed with self-movement ; and this can suffer neither
birth nor death ; otherwise every heaven would collapse, and every
nature necessarily come to a standstill, seeing that it could no longer
obtain that force by which it was originally impelled.
" Since, therefore, it is evident that that only is eternal which is self
motive • who is there to deny that this is a rational attribute of souls ?
For everything which is set in motion by external impulse is destitute of
the soul principle,t whereas everything ensouled ! is energised by an
interior and self-created motion ; for this is the soul's proper nature and
power. And if it alone of all things has the attribute of self-movement ;
it surely is not subject to birth but is eternal. E xercise the soul there
fore, in the highest pursuits. Now the noblest interest of a man is the
welfare of his country ; and if the soul is practised and exercised in such
cares, it will the more speedily wing its flight to these mansions and its
proper home. A nd the time of tlzis aclzievement will be greatly short
ened, if even now in the prison of the body, it e.rtmds beyond, and by
contemplating things whiclz are not of the body, witlzdraws itself as much
as possible from its earthly tabernacle.
" For the souls of those who have given themselves up to the pleasures
of the body, and have made themselves the servants of these pleasures,
and under the sway of the passions, whose ruler is pleasure, have trans
gressed the laws of gods and men ; on quitting the body, they hover round
the earth, and do not return to this lzeavenly haven until tlzey have been
tossed about for many ages." §
He vanished and I awoke from sleep.
E. E. 8., F.T.S.
* This is wby the Absolute and the unknown deific Principle, is called " Abwlute Motion " in the
S«nt Doctrine-a " motion," wbicb bas certainly nothing to do with, nor can it be explained by,
that wbicb is called motion on Earth. (Eo.]
I i.e., are reincarnated.
t AtrillttJI,
t ltrllll illtflllt.
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THE SEARCH FOR CHRIST.
" We must

look at the Decalogue in the light

Of an ancient statute, that was meant
For a
To

mild and gnural application,

be understood

with the reservation

That, in certain nst:mces the Right

M11sl

yield to the Expedient ! "

Tlu Goltlm ugmd.-H. W. LoNGFELLOW.

"

W

HERE is the Christ ? "
The question was thundered through the heavens and shook
WJ old earth to her foundations ; and, from among the ignoran�
arrogant, teeming multitudes that swarm the rolling globe, the answer came :
" Lo, here is Christ ! " and " Lo, there ! "
The Spirit thundered forth again : " Where is the Christ ? "
The Eastern world started at the cry, and pointing westward, made answer :
" Lo, there is Christ ! "
It was sunset to the Eastern world. The Spirit swept westward, overtaking
the great sun on his diurnal journey and still calling in accents which vibrated
on the air :
" Where is the Christ ? "
The nations were too lethargic to answer. Rome raised a scarlet cross as a
reply, and England alone cried out lustily and alertly :
" Lo, here is Christ ! "
Here indeed ! The Spirit paused ; this, then was the centre of enlightenment ;
here, on this green, fertile soil was the accumulated intellect of ages ; here was
the Christ, the perfected age ; well might the Spirit pause. But he was confused,
there was something organically wrong ; the place was dark ; the fumes of ill·
health and vice appalled him, he had been misled ; so he called again, and his
voice rang pathetically through England's hills, " Where is the Christ ? "
England roused herself ; a thousand discordant voices, eacn endeavouring to
outvie the other in strength arose, their aura darkening the atmosphere.
" Lo, here ! " " Nay, here l " " He lieth, Spirit, Christ is here ! "
" These are the smaller sects," called the Church of England, assuming an air
of importance. " The unbaptized, perchance ; here is the fold."
The voice of Nonconformity pierced the air.
" The Church is hand in hand with Rome and the deviL Christ dwells with
us alone. "
" They all lie ! " thundered the voice of a Jesuit. " We are the one and only
Church ; these heretics mutilate our doctrines, travesty our ceremonies, and
steal our name l "
" It is useless," sighed the Spirit ; " I will descend still nearer this people,
and I may find what I seek."
He alighted nearer the earth. Above him the fair blue sky reflected a thousand
hues of translucent light ; but as he neared the metropolis, the clouds gathered
·
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Nature wept at the
over his head, and the rain descended in torrents.
anguish of which the Spirit was to be partaker.
A conscious spirit walking the earth, observes nations and men with different
sight to ours which is inverted. He, with developed senses, comprehends the
inner motives of classes and individuals, which prompt the organization of laws
that are for a people's weal or woe.
The Spirit of investigation and advancement was on the search of what he
knew to be a great light. And, could he find the nation who possessed
within themselves the Christ, would he not have found a people with whom
he could co-operate for the enlightenment of all humanity ? He gazed beneath
him ; a thousand gilded crosses and pointed spires marked the metropolis.
" The Christ is not to be found amid these symbols," he mused, " for they all
raise their inharmonious voices in defaming one another. Their pulpits resound
with egotistical virtues and the delinquencies of others and the pondering of
their miserable, puny material, dogmas, while they ignore the spirit of Him
they profess to follow, and whom they call upon so loudly. Yet, patience ; I
will seek farther."
'
At that moment, the blast of a trumpet rent the air ; the Spirit shuddered
before him marched an army in blood-red array, as if fully equipped for war.
" Christian England," he wailed, " what blot on your escutcheon is this ? "
A smile of contemptuous pity was upon every soldier's f:tce. Each man
straightened himself into a more complete gunpowder automaton than before,
and proudly gave answer :
" Spirit, you have been misinformed. We are no blot on our country's
escutcheon, and you should know that this is no light matter denouncing so
glorious, so time-honoured an institution as we, the army, who are paid by the
Government, cajoled by the aristocracy and have the sanction of the Church."
" The sanction of your Church," exclaimed the Spirit. " Does Christianity
then uphold an army of human butchers for slaughtering sister-nations ? "
A dark frown settled on every soldier's brow.
" Nay," they answered, " we carry the gospel to other nations, giving them a
better form of government, which improves them in every way."
" You teach them to misinterpret your bible and give them practice in murder
at the same time," corrected the Spirit. " Ye compass sea and land to make
one proselyte, and when he is made, ye make him twofold more the child of
hell than yourselves." (Mal/h. )
" You misjudge us," they cried. " Go to the Church for an explanation.
You who are stranger, and do not understand this matter. "
" I have not had the advantage of your national education," said the Spirit.
" I am but a student of the laws of nature, and the customs of nations from
their births. I have come to study your nation and improve it, and I find that
the church upholding you has ten laws, one of which is, ' Thou shalt do no
murder.' "
The army shrugged its shoulders. It was scarcely worth their while to stay
arguing with this short-sighted spirit. It was a very busy day with them, as the
Government had told them that they might put on all their gold lace, arm them 
selves with their big pop-guns, and play at war among themselves. So they
curtly answered :
·
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" We cannot waste our time on you to-day ; we are all perfectly aware that
our commandment says, ' Thou shalt do no murder,' but, in certain instances
one must. So our Church has met the difficulty in this way. She earnestly
impresses �i'JOn us that we may not kill except by order of the magistrate, when
we may wear weapons and serve in the wars ; then, the more enemies we kill
the better for every man among us. Good day."
The army moved on with the blast of brazen trumpets and the roll of
booming drums ; the Spirit with darkening brow turned the opposite way : here
as the people hearrl his cry they arose, and with discordant voices answered :
" We are all Christians ; Christ is here ! "
· They were a motley crowd of humanity ; and the florid, burly butcher
sharpening his huge knife, where he stood amid his bleeding animals, shouted
as loudly as the others.
" Christian England," cried the Spirit, " I might have known it ; if you
partake in human bloodshed, why should you not slaughter by the million
creatures who are powerless to defend themselves. Oh, why should a Christian
people live on the agony of a helpless creation ! "
" Where does this Spirit come from who would rob us of our chief support ? "
they asked.
" I come from the School of Altruism,'" answered the Spirit, " to ask you why
you live on the suffering of others ? Egotists ! Is not nature prolific in her
gifts to you ? "
" God created the animals for our consumption,'' they answered.
" No doubt, no doubt," said the Spirit, " and also the sun to warm you, and
Hypocrites, accepting so much, you
a heaven to be peopled by you alone.
could afford to spare."
The people began to grow alarmed. What should they do if they had not these
bleeding carcases upon which to subsist ? Like true Englishmen they flew to
their bibles. How convenient it is for a nation to possess such a book. After
having been mutilated by the material vehicles through which it passed ;
translated according to the selfish, prejudiced fancies of fanatical minds, and
placed it under the dist6rting glass of the Church, it can now be made to prove
anything, or mean exactly opposite to what it says.
So they cried out : " But our bible declares to us that we may live on the
animal kingdom ! "
" How dare you take refuge in a code of laws which none of you follow l It
is written, ' Thou shalt not kill ! ' "
A shiver ran through the multitude. Who was this stranger ? Evidently,
How dared he
one not capable of understanding their commandments.
quote to them from their own Bible ? So they answered : " We kill to live."
" You are not living now,'' said the Spirit gravely. " You have all been
dying, inch by inch, for centuries, and now you are dead. You do not compre
hend it, nevertheless it is so. Where's that nation on the face of this earth so
blinded by selfishness or so hopelessly material as you, Christian nations !
Every man's hand is against his brother, church against church, sect against
sect ; you grow rich and powerful on the misery, oppression and tears of the
weak. You are fast becoming that, of which it shall be written ' Babylon, the
great, is falle n ! ' "
·
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" Who are you, denying our customs and our religion," cried the people
" We are a Christian community, but you are not one of us and do not
know us. It is the clergy who can alone explain the Scriptures. Go to the
Church and she will instruct you."
The Spirit left the multitude standing there, and went on. He was weary and
sick at heart ; he seemed to hear around him the cries of that great army of
innocents, who yearly and hourly die at the hands of cruel men, for the welfare
of an avaricious Herod who sits afar from the screams of anguish, and closes
his ears to any faint cry which may reach him.
Suddenly, such a sight met the Spirit's eyes, that he started back as if an
arrow had pierced his heart.
Below him loomed a high, gloomy building, surrounded by solid stone walls.
Within the yard a gibbet was erected, and on it hung a human being ! Some
few men stood there as witnesses of the death of this, their brother. Yes, their
brother, sharing the common lot of poor humanity ; their brother in sin and
suffering ; their brother, who killed where the Government disapproved, while
the hangman, poor tool, killed also, only in his case the Government approved,
and provided him with a comfortable subsistence for accomplishing their
murders for them.
" ' Thou shalt do no murder I ' " cried the Spirit from above.
The officials looked up aghast.
" ' Murder ? ' " they repeated. " This is not murder."
" If you may murder by wholesale your enemies, should this man be hung
for killing but one of his, and when he had so noble an example set him by
those who make the laws ? Stay thy hands, thou Cain ! "
Officialdom arose in great concern.
" What," it asked. " Do you call this, our servant, under our pay, names
because he fulfils his duty by removing disreputable people who are a disgrace
to a Christian country and break her laws ? "
" Your laws ? " cried the Spirit, " if your Deity committed you to death for
breaking the law, there is not one of you who would not hang on a gibbet such
as this one ere to-morrow's sun arose."
" But, it is right, ' life for life,' " came the answer.
" Then,'' said the Spirit, " you are no Christians but Jews, living under the
old law, the Jewish dispensation ; it is with you as with those of old, ' An eye
for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth.' "
The hearers felt that they had received an unbearable insult.
" Who is this,'' they cried, " disputing our judgment and branding us with
the name of Jews ? We are Christians.''
" You are Pharisees," repeated the Spirit, " under the old Jewish dispensation.
The Jehovah you have created still sits above, dealing out injustice as of yore ;
sentencing ignorant, erring creatures to eternal damnation for the sins of their
three-score years and ten ; which cruelties you imitate by allotting in your
hearts a future Hell for this unrepentant fellow-creature of yours who hangs
there.
Being too mercifu� no doubt, to cheat him out of any time he might
·
spend there in torture, you cut him off ere the three-score years and ten are
accomplished."
The officials extending their charity to the stranger, answered :
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" It is quite evident that you do not understand our form of Government
nor our Religion, for in our Litany it is written, ' The laws of this Realm may
punish Christian men with death for heinous and grievous offences.'"
" Was the man who hangs there a Christian then ? " asked the Spirit. " If
so he is the first I have seen among your nation."
" Stranger, you are mistaken. The man was a murderer ; we should regrtt
much if there were not thousands among us better Christians than he.''
" I have journeyed but among men who are employed in killing for a liveli·
hood ; there is no Christ among them. Where shall I find Him ? "
" We do not meddle in these matters," answered the officials. " Rehgion is
not in our line. We pay the clergy to read the prayers and expound the
Scriptures for us ; go to the Church, she will doubtless make everything quite
clear to you.''
The Spirit sped onward again, crying loudly, " Where is the Christ ! "
His voice pierced the walls of every church. The priests standing before
their altars, with the sacramental wine red on their lips, paused, answering :
" He is here ! He is here ! "
" Silence ! " cried the Spirit. " He is not to be found among you ; the
golden words of your golden laws are obliterated by the blood you have
spilt."
" We ? " cried the churches indignantly. " We are against the shedding of
blood, for it is written, ' Thou shalt do no murder ; ' this we say from our altars
daily, raising our voices in denouncing that of which you say we are partakers.
The Spirit cried out yet more loudly : " Are you so blinded by custom and
by the repetition of a decalogue now meaningless that you cannot see the
spectres which surround your altars ? "
The priests came down from their altars into their chancels, to argue with
this spirit who was denouncing their time-honoured liturgy as a desecration to
the Holy place. Those who wore vestments disrobed, as such sanctified garments
would be unfit for sacramental purposes, were they used outside the sanctuary
for the purpose of arguing with this strange, uncivil, and certainly blasphemous
VISitant. The priests with one consent made answer :
" Our altars are surrounded by no spectres ; your eyes deceive you ; they
are decked with flowers, lights, sculptured apostles, rich draperies, mosaic and
stencilled walls."
" Your flowers stand forth as living preachers to denounce you,'' said the
Spirit. " The crucified Christ carved on yon reredos, stretches his arms in
despair at the sights around him, still crying as of old, ' This people draweth
nigh unto me with their mouth and honoureth me with their lips but their heart
is far from me,'• for your altars drip with the tears of widows and orphans,
while your walls reek with the blood that you have spilt."
The churches armed themselves with their rubrics to be prepared for any
emergency, and answered in tones of wrath :
" Tell us wherein we sin ? Have we caused women to be widowed, or
children orphaned ? Convince us."
" You are the upholders, the instigators of wars without end ; you teach
your sons that they may carry weapons and serve in the wars ; that your people
•

•

Matthew xv., verse 8.
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may live on the sufferings of the lower creation, and that your erring sons are
to be killed for a grievous off�nce.

Every day men soiled with crimson blood

receive, with your sanction, symbols which you call sacred, aye, blood for blood,
and your walls resound with hypocritical thanksgivings to your Deity that H e
has mercifully delivered you from the enemy's hands.

I n other language, this

means that the murderers and others have met in their church (appropriate
place) to thank God that He has graciously allowed them to exterminate by
wholesale their fellow-creatures,

their brothers ; that

they

praise, laud and

magnify His name, because, in place of themselves being slain, another nation
less versed in the arts of war and in the manufacture of destructie>h, has been
the victim.

Oh, shame upon you, hypocrites ! "
" We deplore all

" You do not understand," cried the now furious clergy.

wars as great evils, yet it is meet that we, a nation living under the glorious
light of the Gospel, should subdue the heathen under us and teach them
Christianity ; for they are steeped in sin, ignorance and vice, besides being
subject to laws which are unjust and cruel."
" Churches," said the Spirit sternly,
converting with shot and gunpowrler ?
of

others 1 0,

" can you think of the meek Jesus
How dare you speak of the sin, the v ices

Church, why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother s

eye, but perceivest not the beam that is in thine own eye ?
cast out first the beam that is in thine own eye.' "

' Thou Hypocrite,

You are the upholders of a

fashionable, respectable and wholesale system of murder.

Cast out the beam,

for remember, you who are so devoted to your bibles, it is written,

' When ye

spread forth your hands I will hide mine eyes from you ; yea, when ye make
many prayers I will not hear ; your hands are full of blood.' " t
The churches were roused ; every priest opened his prayer-book and pointed
to the rubrics which upheld their favourite forms of murder.
" ' Ye blind leaders of the blind ' " continued the Spirit ignoring the rubrics,
" who regard killing as
upright.

a

duty and the theft of another's country as honest and

Remember ' He that leadeth into captivity shall go into captivity, and

he that killeth with the sword must be killed with the sword,'

But the New

Testament is too far ahead of you, you are still under the old law.
waste my time in searching for the Christ here.
you.

Why do I

He is not yet come among

England is to-day one vast slaughter-house, and hides her crime under

the name ' Christian ', a name that every day is falling into disrepute and
becoming a bye·word of scorn for the thinking world.

I have done.

Away

with you. ' Bring no more vain oblations ; incense is an abomination unto me,
the new moons and sabbaths, the calling of assemblies, I cannot away with.

is iniquity even

it

the solemn meeting.' " �

A heavy peal of thunder reverberated through the gloomy churches as the
Spirit ceasing to speak, vanished.
A moment later the priests resumed their sacramental offices unabashed ; the
arrny moved on to its work of desolation ; the butchers raised their sharp
knives to pierce the trembling, bleating lambs ; the hangman placed his hand
upon the body of the murdered man.
• Luke vi. verse 41 and part of v. 42·

t Is'liah i. verse rs.
t Isaiah i. verst" IJ.

The Spirit is with us still.
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But England's annals are stained with tears and blood which seal her doom.
The blood of creatures and of men,

the blood of misery and anguish,

the

tears of martyrs, the tears of the starving poor, the blood and tears of the
helpless whose pathetic eyes are lifted to ours in mute appea� all this blood cries
loudly to Heaven I but the " God in Heaven " heeds it not.
But the day is not far distant when England must work out the Karma she
has gathered about her, for she does not sin in ignorance, and in the horizon

there is a little cloud no larger than a man's hand.
" He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the Churches."
For it is the churches which are responsible.
HELEN FAGG.

STREET MUSIC.
They were only street musicians,
They had tramped for many a mile,
For the richer parts of the city
Gave them frowns and never a smile.
So they came to a crowded alley,
W here a bitter and ceaseless strife
For a crust of bread and a garret
Was the sum of the people's life.
Where the fathers were worn and feeble,
Where the sons were hollow of face,
And the daughters had lost their beauty
For want of a breathing space.
Where the children played in the gutter,
'Mid the garbage and filth and dirt,
While their weary and starving mothers
Were living the Song of the Shirt.
The musicians stood for a moment,
Then they softly began to play,
And from flute and harp and viol
Rose the songs of a byegone day.
Through the hovel homes of that alley
Swept the m urm urous voice of the sea,
The breezes from off the hilltops
And the carollings of the lea.
The notes of the lark and the linnet
Floated quivering through the air,
And the scent of cowslips and daisies
Seemed to steal up each broken stair.
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The children crept nearer and nearer,
Forgetting their sorrowful play,
And for one brief moment their fathers
Remembered their own childhood's day.
The birds and meadows and cornfields,
All the joys of their country life,
Ere the grasping greed of the landlords
Drove them into the city strife.
And from off the heart of the women,
Was lifted the burden of care,

As they travelled back to t� eir girlhood,
And the days when sorrow was rare.
They rested their weary, worn fingers,
And their teardrops fell like the rain,
As they sighed with passionate yearning
For the days that come never again.
The chords changed from sadness to triumph,
And mingled with all the regret
Was a hope and a prophecy golden
Of a gladness and joy to be yet.
When the father should glory in manhood,
And the daughter rejoice in her grace,
When the mother should lose all her sorrow,
And the children be happy of face.
When the old world of toil and privation
Should seem like a dream of the night,
And the new world should have its foundations
In justice and wisdom and right.
The music died out in soft sweetness,
Entwined with a pathos of pain,
And the struggle for crust and for garret
Claimed the lives of the toilers again.
But their hearts had been softened and strengthened
In the midst of life's infinite wail,
For the art which is sister to heaven
From the future had lifted the veil.
They say that the people are brutal,
That their instincts of beauty are dead,
Were it so, shame on those who condemn them
To the desperate struggle for bread.
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But they lie in their throats when they say it,
For the people are tender of heart,
And a well spring of beauty lies hidden
Beneath their life's fever and smart.
Day by day burns that fever more fiercely,
Hour by hour grows that smarting more keen,
While the Paradise dims in the distance,
For the pain of to-day comes between.
Yet be of good cheer, oh ! my brothers,
And my sisters, work on till the morn,
Though to-day you must sorrow and suffer,
To-morrow shall freedom be born.
HER BERT BURROWS,

WHAT I S H I S NAME

F.

T.

s.

?

" Behold when I come unto the children of Israel, and shall say unto them, The
God of your fathers hath sent me unto you ; and they shall say to me, what is his
name ?

What shall I say unto them

? "-Exodus iii.

One Spirit King of all the Spheres,
Throughout Eternity, and time
And passing years,

1 AM I

One Guiding Light in all the earth,
Throughout H umanity, in past
And future birth,

1 AM I

One Living Self in all It made,
Throughout Infinity, which is
A living shade,

I AM I

One Ruling Guide to life in peace,
Throughout Futurity, to come
And never cease,

AM !

One Loving Soul in all the earths,
Throughout I mmensity, and now
E're mortal births,

I AM !

One Unknown Voice which speaks to you,•
Throughout Mortality, of loveThe faithful true,

AM !

-WM. C. E LDON SER. J EANT.
•

••

Verily. verily,

I say unto you,

Before Abraham was,

I am."' See Jobo viii.
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®rtental �leantnga.
He hath awakened from the DREAM of life.
'Tis we who, lost in stormy visions, keep
With phantoms an unprofitable strife.

-ADONAIS.
THE candle pales before the lightning. So do our valleys fade, and our plains
become unbeautiful, when the clouds part, and we behold, once in an age, the
light-crowned summits of the everlasting hills.
The clouds close ; and we find our low, unlovely plains, with their dried and
withered life, once more around us.
We fall again to our daily drudgery, our useless toil ; but some memory of the
vision remains for us, after the heavens have been once opened, as
" a presence that is not to be put by,"
working a subtle change, so that we no longer find our narrow world-grave wide
enough.
We !are the true troglodytes. cave-dwellers, though we call our cavern the
world.
We are gnomes, condemned to forced toils, in the kingdom of darkness.
Living for ages in the night-realm, we dream that our darkness is full day.
Once and again, in the midst of the blackness, wonderful, bright vistas flash
for a moment before us, awaking thousand light-echoes in the walls of our
Erebus : fading again into a deeper night.
Once and again, in the silence, sweet faint fairy songs ring out on the stillness
of our night : dying away into a· heavier silence and gloom.
Once and again, fair glowing colours gleam around us, the opal's crimson fire,
the rainbow flame-drops ; only to gleam for a moment and then disappear in the
darkness.
All life is but a perpetual promise ; an engagement renewed but never fulfilled.
Man is a king, dethroned, and cast out from his kingdom ; in chains and in a
dungeon.
Yet he is perpetually reminded of his royal estate, perpetually reminded that
he has power to be free.
But the king is dull, his heart is clogged with heaviness, and he will not listen.
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The imprisoned monarch dreams his dungeon a palace, his fetters seem
chains of gold.
Man is the imprisoned monarch, who is bound with fetters ; he himself holds
the key of the prison, he alone can unloose the fetters.
But the king dreams on.
The heart of a beggar will not be content with half the universe, says a sage,
he is not born to a part, but to the whole.
So it is that in the world's garden blest with the choicest fruit, the most scented
flowers ; thrilled with the sweetest melodies, fanned by perfume-laden airs ; we
are silently apprised that there is that which is sweeter than melody, and more
joyful than joy.
Our life is the ante-room of the palace where our true treasure lies.
The door may be opened in life ; it may be opened by death : but there is a
death which will not open the door.
What is the treasure that lies within ?
Is it power ? or wisdom ? or happiness, or love ?
It is none of these things, and yet it is them all ; for it is the life of them : a
rare and precious quality, pure essence, whose presence alone gives these things
their worth. It is amrita, the joy of the Celestials.
Useless to seek to seize the ocean-echo, by clasping the shell in which it lies
hid : as useless to try to seize this essence by grasping the form in which for a
moment it shone.
" As a bird alights on a branch, and then hops to another branch, so it is
with THAT : it appears for a moment under one form ; then under another."
He who would drink this essence must dare to possess it pure ; must willingly
throw aside the dust-covered treasures of earth that harboured its flavour before.
The secret unconscious conviction that this divine essence exists ; this Better
than Best is no dream ; this is the power that renders endurable life's long
burden of pain, or deadlier stil� of monotony.
When the gleam of this essence shines forth, amidst the darkness of life, we
believe the sorrow of eons a price too small for so splendid a recompense. The
first strong day of power repays in full the weakness of ages.
But that recompense escapes us ; the day of strength does not dawn.
The leaden clouds clash together ; the fair glimpse of heaven is shut oul
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Man cries aloud in desolation, a poor captive beating his life out against the
bars.
Then quietness falls on the struggler's soul ; he learns that the prize may be
his, as soon as the price is paid ; and he learns that the price is himself.
Two oracles there are, graved in the shrine of the heart.
The First : Thou, Man, art the heir to fulness of life.
The Second : No life that is bounded can ever satisfy thy soul.
In every meeting of mortals, though their brains are stuffed full of all the
follies and madnesses of the world ; thou:{h their hearts and minds are drugged
with the dull intoxication of self and sense, there is quite unknown, or hardly
suspected by these former, another far different company ; august, powerful,
beneficent ; living with the everlasting laws ; breathing the pure air of divinity ;
watching in silence their mortal companions, and making their presence felt by
quiet, scarce·heard monitions in the recess of the heart ; gently and steadily
leading the weak and uncertain steps of the mortals up the steep path of
divinity.
These august immortals are no other than the mortals them�elves ; as they are
now in promise, and as they will one day be in consciousness and life : when
man shall have left behind that garment of follies which he, though a divinity,
yet consents to wear.
Divine apotheosis, long toiled for redemption, when to folly, dullness, and
strife shall succeed mutual knowledge and mutual trust ; when instead of the
sullied desires and thoughts that now disfigure and debase him, man shall have
claimed his high hopes and royal duties ; when to the impotence and futility of
man the mortal shall succeed the power and endurance of man the divinity ;
when death shall have fled before life, and the grave shall melt away into
immortality.
On that day the august company of watchers, the strangers unseen in the
earthly company, shall have taken the place of the poor actors who now usurp
the stage.
These divinities that we shall become, will recognize nothing lower than
universal aims ; with their motives and actions, the mighty sweep of the celestial
laws and the galaxies shall be in harmony ; their work shall be for truth, and for
universal love.
When the silence falls upon us we can hear their voices, pointing out in the
quiet light of divine law the true path for us to follow.
By these and other pictures, symboh, and metaphors, we seek to express the
conviction that this all-too solid looking world, this matter-of-fact earth of ours,
with its fields and houses, streets and cities, is not the sum and crown of the
universe : but that under this material seeming, lies hid the world of spiritual
life, of divine law.
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That we poor mortals, who can but raise our heads some six feet from the
earth, towards the firmament of stars, can nevertheless, raise ourselves into the
celestial inner world on which the material universe floats, like foam on a river
of pure water ; that in the inner world we can hear the music of the eternities,
can learn the full richness of the celestial powers that surround us ; and perceive
the complementary parts of all that seems broken and futile and fragmentary on
earth.
By these and the like metaphors, we would express the belief, that even in the
midst of the follies and madness which surround him on earth, man is yet an
immortal god.
That all calculations and human actions and foresights which count him to be
less than this, must, either soon or late, be doomed to futility.
That all men who see in their fellows less than gods and immortals in the
making and who act towards them on this lower assumption, must sooner or later
revise their opinions if they would not war with the unconquerable.
All the air resounds with the presence of spirit and spiritual laws.
This spirit it is, that, under the myriad illusions of life, works steadily towards
its goal ; silently, imperceptibly, irresistibly, moving on to divinity.
Let us catch the echo from that great ocean which is borne in upon us, let
us divine the working of the true life-spirit ; and we can, without fear or
apprehension, leave to the guidance of this power the doubtful destiny of our
life.
Under all the futilities and insanities that fill up our earth life this power is
silently at work.
These terribly engrossing futilities and trifles are but the veil cast by the
great magician over his work.
By this glamour of Time are concealed from the weak souls of men, the
dark abysses around them ; the terrible and mighty laws which incessantly
direct their life.
These laws penetrate in all their power and mystery to the profoundest
immensities of space ; they work in their wonder and might through the longest
ages of time.
Around us, above us, within us, the forces of spirit are here.
As the ice-floes melt before the summer, and the deep oceans beneath come
once more to the light of the sun, so shall the seeming realities and stubborn
materials of the world melt and dissolve before the silent, unperceived, irresis
tible advance of the celestial laws, and the world shall once more wear the
crown of divinity.
C.J., F.T.S.

A WOMANS MISSION.

A WOMA N'S

M I S S ION.

(MARY MERIVALE. )
ONE even as we sat in the spring weather,
While rose a crescent moon across the sea,
And myriad little stars sprang forth together,
She turned her grey eyes suddenly on me ;
And " dear," she said " true lover and true poet,
" What should a woman-Christ do if she came ?
" Perchance from you my seeking soul may know it ! "
" Then were my cursed lips as touched with flame !
Blind fool I was ! We poets are such creatures
As windstruck harps endowed with sudden breath,
Mere bundles of thrilled nerves with human features,
Mere strings that sing of life and love and death.
And lose themselves in singing, echo fashion ;
Our life, the very heart of us is dumb,
But beats below the voice with silent passion
And seeks the utterance that will never come
So I with swift words that fell thick as showers
Of apple-blossoms on some maiden's hair,
Wrought out the woman-Christ with her sweet powers
Alas, my darling's doom I pictured there !
I told how clear-eyed with the age's straining
Up perilous paths of science and of thought,
To fuller life and deeper soul attaining
New light unto Christ's blessed lore she brought :
I said, too, she would sift the grain for seeding
To perfect thinking and to perfect life
From chaff of custom, coward-cant unheeding,
True woman always, whether maid or wife .
True woman in the sweetest sense, upholding
Ideals ever, loving unto death ;
Yea, growing tenderer as life unfolding
Shows hard, stern truths for visions youth dreameth.
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How, j udging from the inmost heart and being
Of queen or peasant girl, crowned king or thief,
Because all nature's heart her heart was seeing,
All joy grew her joy, and all grief her grie£
And freedom would she teach, not outward only,
From rule of king or cant, or godless law,
But freedom from the pride that makes men lonely,
And wounds each kindred heart with fierce brute claw.
And freedom from the selfishness that snatches
Sw-eet fruit from hungering lips, and swiftly drinks
The wine another's weakness needs, or patches
His leaking boat while the great slave-ship sinks !
And freedom from all coward bonds that barter
The soul's shame for lip honour brazenly,
Set man's dead word before God's living charter,
Link loveless souls with hideous mockery.
To souls unloving, yet, if mad, despairing,
They burst their fetters, curse them quick or dead,
And crown themselves with Christ's name, only bearing
The devil's image in his gracious stead !
I told how, careless of the cold world's clamour,
Straight-eyed and fearless to the unknown end
Her steps would go, lit by no sudden glamour,
But steady sunlight that the gods would lend
U nto her path ; and for her precious dower
She bore such innocence and purity
Each human heart grew sweet as a rose-flower,
And scathless thro' sin's furnace glided she.
And then I told of fiendish craft betraying
The woman-Christ unto some shameful death,
While love slept on, nor knew. all time for praying
Had sped in dreams. . . . Alas whom love faileth.
Shall any God have pity or compassion
To shelter them 'neath fragrance of his wings ?
No God save death, who coldly in his fashion
Lays equal hands on beggars or on kings I

j
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But Mary with her great eyes full of yearnin g,
And little hands clasped firmly on her breast.
With love's red roses in her sweet face burning,
And all the magic, mystic unexprest
The loved one bears about her, spake full slowly,
" My soul hath had her answer, well I know
" This mission you have pictured high and holy
" Is mine alone, dear-heart, and I must go.
" Ah, love, my trembling lips all calmly utter
" The bitter words that sever us for aye I "
Then sobbing fell she with a bird-like flutter
Of lips and hands, and on my bosom lay :
And sudden all my swift words left me, winging

I know not whither, or to earth or sky ;
I strained her to that heart her voice was wringing,
But save by frantic kisses naught spake I.
Of all the terror and the anguish growing
Beneath the mournful glory of her eyes,
While visions of the future caught me, showing
The coming darkness when the sun should rise.
" 0h, speak," she cried at last, " beloved, hear me I
" I dare not falter, dare not fail to go !
" Have you no word now the dark hour draws near me ?
" Mine own heart's heart hath not God willed it so ? "
And then at last the torrent of my sorrow
Burst forth in rushing, inarticulate speech.

I knelt at her dear feet, and sought to borrow
Some mightier power that her soul might reach :
" Dear Heart," I pleaded, " hath God might to sever
" Linked hearts like ours ? Nay ! 'Tis some demon's spell
" Laid on you by the fi end, who rests not ever
" From tempting loving souls to treason's hell !
" For how should you be true to all our brothers
" If false to me ? my dearest, turn again ;
" Have we not chosen each from out all others ?
" Is not our precious task made clear and plain ?
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" To love and labour, and to see before us
" A gleaming ladder step by step appear,
" Whereby we reach the stars that glimmer o'er us,
" Each step by deeper loving growing clear ?
" And if love's ladder broken be, or darkened,
" I-tow shall we reach life's stars ? . . . Oh soul of me
" Have not the very spirits within us hearkened
" And breathed responses to love's litany ? "
" Yea, dear," she whispered, " each sweet word hath seeded
" Into my soul, and flowcreth therein.
" Your love was all the human in me needed,
" But, ah ! beyond it higher needs begin !
" Love leadeth to the stars, but love of many,
" Yea, love that claspeth all the world as one ;
" Look well amid the saints if there be any
" Who chose her task to do beneath the sun.
" Because I love you best and dearest ever,
" Oh, never doubt the faithful heart of me !
" I dare to leave you, dare dry-eyed to sever
" Love's clinging fetters ! " . . . far across the sea.
There stole a moaning wind-voice like a token
Of some dire deed the dawning day should show,
And, bending as a reed the storm has broken,
I loosed my clasp, and let my darling go ;
For now across the shadowed sky slow stealing,
Came slender golden phantoms, slim and sweet,
And, dreamy-eyed, the sun rose up, revealing
The shivering stars hasting with silent feet
Behind their cloudland, and the birds were singing
Their first swift question to the flushing day,
And sweet against the blue white gulls were winging,
And all were glad no cursing God knew they !
EVELYN PYNE.
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THE YOGA PHILOSOPHY OF PATANJ ALI.*

T

HE word Yoga means union, or that merging of mind and soul in
the Divine element within us which is otherwise called concen
tration. Yoga (or concentration) is therefore that realisation of
our oneness with the Supreme that has been the aim of mystics of all
ages and all creeds. To reach this highest possible point of spiritual
development, it is obvious that the whole of the threefold nature of
man must be developed upon its various lines ; that is, the physical, the
mental, and the spiritual elements must receive an appropriate and
simultaneous training, or we have a want of that harmony which is a
necessary concomitant of perfection. A chain can be no stronger than
its weakest link, and if any link in the triple chain of our being be
imperfect, the whole must suffer the consequences.
Concentration is used in two senses, as Yoga, or union with the Divine
and as the employment of the means to that union. The one is the
result, the other is the method leading towards that result.
I say
" towards )V'hat result " advisedly, the goal being so far beyond any
present hope of attainment.
There are two systems of Yoga, the Hatlta (or Physical) and the
Raja (or mental Yoga). The first is said to be derived from Ha the
sun, and Tlta the moon, used as symbols for the regulated breathing
supposed to produce the desired condition. " In the Hatha Yoga
practice," says Mr. Judge, in his very interesting Introduction to the
Aphorisms of Patanjali, " the result is psychic development, at the
delay or expense of the spiritual nature." Raja-Yoga is said to be
derived from the root raj to shine, in allusion to the luminosity of the
soul or Atman, and therefore means union with the Supreme Soul.
" The initiatory training of a true Vedantin Raj Yogi, must be the
nourishing of a sleepless and ardent desire of doing all in his power for
the good of mankind on the ordinary physical plane, his activity being
transferred, however, to the higher astral and spiritual planes as his
development proceeds." t
Mr. J udge also tells us in his Introduction that there were two
Patanjalis, the one known as a commentator upon the grammarian
Panini, who wrote, according to the authority of Prof. Goldstiicker and
others, about the year 1 40 B.C. ; the author of the Aphorisms being an
older and altogether legendary character, of whom nothing remains but
this book. But in a long and exhaustive article on the date of Sri
Sankaracharya (" Five Years of Theosophy," p. 27 8) Patanjali ts
A11 interpretatitm by W. Q. Judge, assisted by
* THE YOGA APHORISIIIS OF PATANJALI.
James Henderson Connelly, New York.
t Mohini Cbatterji on " Morality and Pantheism."
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mentioned as the Gunt or spiritual teacher of Sankara, under the name
of Govinda Yogi, it being the custom of Initiates to assume a new
name. This Patanjali is declared to be the great author of the Mahab
hashya, the Yoga Sutras and a book on medicine and anatomy, and the
Sutra period probably ended about 500 B.C., " though it is uncertain
how far it extended into the depths of Indian antiquity. Patanjali was
the author of the Yoga Sutras, anrl this fact has not been doubted by
any Hindu writer up to this time. Mr. Weber thinks, however, that the
author of the Yoga Sutras might be a different man from the author
of the Mahabashya, though he does not venture to assign any reason
for his supposition."
The Yoga Aphorisms are divided into four books. Book First
explains what practical concentration is, the obstacles to its acquirement
and the way to overcome them.
Book Second treats of the means of acquiring concentration through
the purification of the body and the mind, and its results.
Book Third analyses concentration in its higher metaphysical form, as
the synthesis of attention, contemplation, and meditation, and shows
how this leads to direct cognition, and absolute independence of the in
fluence of the body, and its obscurations of the intellect The tools of
the spirit having been made perfect, the mind becomes one with the
soul, and isolatio11, e11tancipation, or perfect concentration follows.
The essential nature of Isolation forms the subject of the Fourth (and
last) Book.
The soul is defined (in Aphorism 20, Book Second) as the Perceiver,
and seems to be identified by Patanjali with the conscious Ego. We are
to conceive of it as the holder or possessor of the mind, which may be
compared to a mirror wherein all truth may be reflected, provided the
conditions are suitable. If the body be impure or imperfect, the mirror
of the mind is like a glass where the quicksilver is partly worn away,
and the reflecting surface is impaired, or like one whose surface is dull
and tarnished, or covered with dust. If the mind be not under control,
the mirror is shaken by the winds or passion or impulse, or idle fancies,
and the shadows of external things flit confusedly across its swaying
surface, and we see nothing.
The first thing to be done, then, that we may secure the perfect reflec
tion of the Higher Self, is to eliminate all these adverse conditions, and
this is the object of the Yoga Aphorisms. " Concentration," says Patan
jali, " is the hindering of the modifications of the thinking principle " (or
mind.) In the fine lecture by W. K. Clifford on " Some of the Condi
tions of Mental Development," ( 1 868) he shows how constant such modi
fications are. " If you will carefully consider what you have done most
often during the day," says that distinguished philosopher, " you will find
that you have really done nothing else from morning to night but ckangt
your mind. . . . Did you perform any deliberate action ? There was
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the change of mind from indecision to decision, from desire to volition,
from volition to act. . . . In a word, whatever you have done, or felt, or
thought, you will find upon reflection that you could not possibly be
conscious of anything else than a change of mind."
These changes may be either sudden or gradual. In the latter case
they are more properly called " modifications," perhaps, and Patanjali
tells us that they are of five kinds, and are painful or not painful. They
are Correct Cognition, llfisconception, Fancy, Sleep, and Memory ; that is,
the mind may be led away from its subject of thought by ( 1 ) ideas that
are true in themselves, or (2) false in themselves, by ( 3 ) idle notions
suggested by some verbal association, by (4) sleep, or by ( 5 ) recollections.
These modifications of the thinking principle, or as we more often say,
this wandering of the mind, may be hindered in two ways, which are
called Exercise and Dispassion. The former, the first step towards the
far-off goal, is that mechanical fastening of the mind upon one point for
a given length of time without intermission, which is called Attention,
and is intended to strengthen the controlling power of the thinking
principle. This is the preliminary sharpening of the tools or, to keep to
the original metaphor, practice in the effort to hold the mirror perfectly
still. The second step, Dispassion, is the attainment of freedom from all
passions, desires, and ambitions, which cloud and obscure the mirror. /
Carried to the utmost, it is indifference to all else than soul. This pur- .
ification of the mind is to be accomplished through the practice of
Bene�·olence, Tenderness, Complacency (which means, I suppose, cheerful
ness), and a disregard of the virtue or vice, the happiness or pain, of our
fellow men. This does not mean that we are to be indifferent to the
circumstances of others, but simply that we are not to allow our
sympathies to upset our mental and moral equilibrium, and it is an exact
corollary to the first maxim of the " Light on the Path."-" Before the
eyes can see, they must be incapable of tears."
The obstacles to the attainment of this serene andlimperturbed con
dition, are enumerated as Sickness, Languor, Doubt, Carelessness, Lazi
ness, Addictiotz to obJects of sense, Erroneous perceptiotz, Failure to attain
any stage (of abstraction), and Instability (to remain therein if
attained).
These obstacles are to be overcome, and the virtues before-named to
be practised, and then follows a description of various physical and
mental aids that will help the student in his difficult task, such as certain
exercises in breathing, or the banishment of an evil thought by dwelling
upon its opposite, or by pondering upon anything that one approves.
I n conclusion, we have a description of the highest form of purely in
tellectual concentration, culminating in what is called " Meditation with
out a seed," where there is no longer any distinct mental recognition of
the object, but vision has taken its place. This seems to be akin to the
Gnosis of the Neo-Platonists.

\
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Book Second deals more particularly with the physical and moral aids
to concentration, being directed to the establishment of meditation and
the elimination of " afflictions." These, as may be judged by the name, are
of a more passive and involuntary character than the " obstacles " men
tioned in Book First, and are Ignorance, Egoism, Desire, A version, and
Teuacity of Life, or what Schopenhauer calls " the will to live." These
" afflictions " are inherent parts of our nature, whereas the " obstacles "
are faults that lie more upon the surface, and can be more readily shaken
off. They concern our mental attitude, the others lie at the very
foundation of our being. Of these afflictions lguorance is the origin and
synthesis, being equivalent to Tamas (or Darkness) one of the three
qualities that comprehend all things. It is mental or moral blindness,
or the confounding of good and evil, eternal and transitory, pure and
impure.
Egoism consists in identifying the ego, or soul, the power that sees,
with the power of seeing ; that is, in confounding the soul with the mind
that is its tool, as ignorant persons confound the mind with the organs
of sense, and imagine it is the eye that sees. For as the mind uses the
eye, so the soul uses the mind. We realise this when we say, " My
mind is confused, I (that is, the soul or ego) cannot see the idea"
Desire and A version mean, respectively, such dwelling upon pleasure
or pain as perturbs the mind, and renders it incapable of the serene peace
(described in the First Book) which is essential to perfect concentration.
Desire and Aversion necessarily include all inordinate affections, and all
forms of cowardice, whether moral or physical, the latter coming under
the head of aversion to pain.
The tenacious desire for earthly existence, or " the will to live,'' is the
natural tendency of humanity, without which existence under ordinary
conditions would be impossible. It is this tendency that produces rein
carnation, and that must be conquered ultimately or the cycle of re-l?irths
would never cease.
It is from these five elements that spring the roots of our merits and
demerits, or, in other words, that Karma, whose fructification in each suc
ceeding life on earth is either pleasure or pain. But to the man of
perfect spiritual cultivation, all earthly things are grievous (since all
the natural qualities are hindrances to the attainment of perfect concen
tration, or union with the Divine), and therefore in such an one, the desire
for earthly life must gradually be lost.
From the fact that in our present form of life the soul is so closely
wedded to the mind, and the mind to the body, her vision is impeded,
and she is constantly misled. The past cannot be changed, the present
cannot be shunned, but for the future we can prepare, by avoiding all acts
likely to cause pain to ourselves or others, at the same time that we re
frain from any fear or dread of what the morrow may bring forth.
, For the U niverse exists for the sake of the soul's experience and
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emancipation-why then should we be troubled ? The means of quitting
the state of bondage to matter (which is caused by ignorance of the true
nature of the soul and its relations), is perfect discriminative knowledge.
This is of seven kinds (not named by Patanjali), and until it is attained
in perfection, a partial iiiumination only wiii be the result of the practices
conducive to concentration. These are eight in number, and comprise,
like those mentioned in the First Book, physical, mental, and moral
development, one of them alone, Forbearance, covering abstention from
ail the sins mentioned in the Decalogue.
From this simultaneous development of man's threefold nature, there
necessarily results both purity and strength, culminating in that per
fection of power which produces superlative felicity. The Secotzd Book
concludes with a description of these eight practices, and their results.
The Tlzird Book begins with an analysis of concentration in its higher
inteilectual form, as composed of Attention, Contemplatioll, and
Meditation.
Attention is fixing the mind upon a place, object or subject.
Contemplation is the continuance of this attention.
Meditation is contemplation d irected to a material substance or object
of sense.
The concentration resulting from the union of ail these is cailed
Sallyama, and is to be used in overcoming those more subtle modifica
tions of the mind suffered by the advanced student, who has overcome
those described in the preceding books, and we are told that this more
purely inteilectual form of concentration is especiaily efficacious for the
attainment of " distinct cognition." Although not immediately pro
ductive of it, it precedes that kind of meditation in which distinct
cognition of the object is lost, cailed " meditation without a seed," and
described at the end of the First Book. The Victorine Mystics of the
I 2th century divided Contemplation into six stages, two belonging to
Imagination, whose objects are Sensibilia, or sensible things ; two
belonging to Reason, bztelligibilia or truths concerning what is invisible,
but accessible to reason, and two to Intuition, llltellectibz1ia, or unseen
truth above reason. In fact, the resemblances are very numerous
between the teachings of Richard of St. Victor and those of Patanjali.
But this is not the place to dweil upon this comparison; nor does it
seem worth while here to enlarge upon the subtle definition of the
the properties of objects that foilow the analysis of Concentration.
The larger portion of the Third Book is taken up by a description
of the wonderful powers, both physical and mental, resulting from
perfect control of the mind, and of ail its hitherto undeveloped, and to
most of us, unsuspected faculties. The 5oth maxim says : " In the
ascetic who has acquired the accurate discriminative knowledge of the
truth, and of the nature of the soul, there arises a knowledge of ail
existences in their essential natures, and a mastery over them."
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I n this Book we see traced out the steps to the acquirement of
perfect control of the physical through the mental, and the exemplifi
cation of the manner in which all knowledge may be reflected in the
mirror of the mind, when made perfectly pure and held in perfect
control. This is the highest stage of purely intellectual development,
the ultimate point to which the mind of man can attain, but there is a
further step, for in the last maxim of the Third Book we are told :
" When the mind no longer conceives itself to be the knower or experi
encer, and has become one with the soul, the real knower and experi
encer, Isolation takes place, and the soul is emancipated,"
The Fourth Book proceeds to treat of this Isolation and its essential
nature. I t begins by defining the reasons for the variety of characters
inherent in mankind, showing how each character is modified by the
results of former lives, and how these characters may be still further
modified by the proper use of the proper means. This modifying
process is called " the removal of mental deposits," or in other words,
of the accumulated experiences through which the entity has passed,
which have left their traces upon it, as the different geological periods
have left their record in the various strata of the earth.
Maxim 2 3 tells us, that the mind, though assuming various forms
by reason of these innumerable mental deposits, exists for the purpose
of the soul's emancipation, and co-operates thereto. The mind, being
the instrument of the soul, exists for the soul's sake ; the soul cannot
be said to exist for the sake of its instrument, any more than the sense
of sight exists for the sake of the eye. Having arrived at this per
fection of Knowledge, if the ascetic strenuously banishes all other
thoughts, and is free from desire to exercise the powers that lie within
his reach ( " is not desirous of the fruits," says Patanjali), and yet is not
inactive, he arrives at the state called Dharma-Megha the cloud of
virtue,'' so-called because it brings that spiritual rain that causes the
soul to blossom into emancipation. Then from the infinite heaven of
absolute knowledge, the knowable seems a little thing and easy to grasp,
then the modifications of the qualities cease to be, having accomplished
their purpose, and time likewise is no more, for to emancipated soul there
is nothing left but eternity, wherein past, present, and future are but
one. Such a soul, having ceased to mistake the qualities of objects for
realities, " abides in its own nature," and is upon the threshold of abso
lute union with the Divine.
For the greater part of mankind the First Book alone contains more
than can be mastered in an ordinary lifetime, and therefore I have only
sketched, in the briefest and most superficial manner, the general sub
jects of the last three Books. Theosophists owe a debt of gratitude to
Mr. J udge, for having put within the reach of all, a work of such far
reaching import, such subtle analysis, and such tremendous grasp, as the
"
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It is not a book to be hastily read, but to be pondered and inwardly
digested, to be comprehended by the intellect, and apprehended by the
soul, and then wrought into the tissue of our life !

KATHERINE H I LLARD, F.T.S.

T

THE NATURE OF MATTER A N D THE PERSO NALITY.

I

is well-known that throughout the universe runs the fundamental
distinction into subject and object. Thus knowledge consists of a
knower and a thing that is known, sight is made up of a seer and
a thing seen, and so on. A great deal may be learnt by studying things
in their two aspects side by side. I propose in this way to consider
personality and matter, which are the positive and negative aspect of the
same thing.
What we call " Matter " can be known to an ordinary mind only
through impressions conveyed to the senses. All we can be certain of
with regard to it is that it produces certain sensations, and we have no
reason for supposing that anything exists apart from these sensations.
Now, considering the five senses separately, it appears that we derive our
idea of matter or substance from sight and touch alone ; for we are unable
to form any conception, from the senses of smell, taste and hearing, of any
object or substance which may possess these qualities as attributes. All
we know is that there is a certain odour or a certain flavour or a certain
sound, but in the absence of sight and touch we should never think of
connecting them with any idea of substance. There seems to be a
specially mayavic character about the senses of sight and touch, and in
order to get an unbiassed view of the nature of matter, we ought to
recognise their illusory nature and regard them in the same way as we do
the three other senses. In short we should regard fo.rm and touch as
separate entities, rather than as attributes of a substance which could
exist apart from them.
Matter thus becomes reduced to a bundle of agents producing certain
sensory impressions in our minds. But what are these agents ? Eastern
metaphysics teaches that they are certain forces in nature called " tatwas,"
which permeate the whole objective universe, so that a substance may
be described as " a centre of tatwic vibration." The objective aspect of
these tatwas affects universal or primordial substance, and causes
what we call matter ; while the subj«:!ctive aspect affects universal
mind, and causes what we call our senses. Thus, when we perceive
an object, the centres of tatwic force which we call our senses, vibrate in
u nison with the centres of tatwic forces which we call the object Thus
-we have arrived at a conception of matter as being a bundle of forces
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working in primordial substance, and hence we realise that actual iden
tity of matter and force which is a tenet of the occultists.
Bearing in mind this fact, it is evident that in order to obtain complete
control over the objective universe, it is only necessary to be able to
control these forces and manipulate them at our will. But we have
seen that these same forces, in their subjective aspect, form our sensorium
and produce all the effects of perception. Eastern occultists further
maintain that our animal souls arc made up of the same vibrations,
which are known to us under the name of emotions, feelings, desires or
wishes.
Hence, if we are to control the tatwic forces as they exist in the ob
jective universe, we must be able to control them as they manifest them
selves in our souls ; in other words, we must learn to master our passions,
so that by resisting the forces of nature we may become independent of
them, and be their masters instead of their slaves. And is not this the
great lesson taught by all occult teachers to their pupils, and impressed
upon us at every turn as the great object of achievement for the
aspirant ? When we first enter upon our esoteric studies we have to take
these and similar truths on faith, but when by pondering the mysteries of
nature we are able to deduce the same truths for ourselves, an additional
stimulus to our progress is afforded.
And now, in pursuance of my original plan, let me apply to the sub
jective aspect, or " personality," the same reasoning as I have applied to
the objective aspect, or " Matter." J ust as Matter, when stripped of all
the forces which endow it with distinctive characteristics, is reduced to
a universal and undifferentiated substance ; so, when the forces which
constitute the personality are removed, nothing is left behind but the
true Self, which being undifferentiated is common to all individuals. For
what we call our personality is nothing more than a collection of
emotions and fancies, which are merely centres of tatwic vibration in the
soul, and when we have obtained the mastery over them and can control
them at will, we shall have destroyed personality, and be in a position to
realise that the only true operator is the Higher Self.
Thus we shall have arrived at the great occult Truth of the one universal
" Something " in its true aspects of Spirit and Matter, the former being
U niversal M ind, and the latter the Akasa or Waters of Space in which
the former is reflected.
H. T. EDGE, F.T.S.
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ttbe ttalhtng )mage of 'Ulrur.

CHAPTER XII.
A MIRACLE.

� AR be it from us to throw a slur upon any of our fellow-men, or, still
� worse, to impugn the intelligence of any legally-constituted authority.

Nor do we wish to besmirch the memory of good people by attributing
wrong motives to what they did. An old proverb says that to h im to whom
God gives an office He also gives the qualifications necessary to fill it. But in
spite of all this, it is true, and the cloak of charity is not long enough to hide the
fact, that, in comparatively modern times, at a certain village to which a negro,
by some mishap, found his way, he was rubbed and washed by order of the
authorities, for the purpose of making him white, because these good and well
meaning people had never heard of black men. The burgomaster, especially,
was not a little indignant that a strange vagabond should dare to appear in his
presence with such a black face.
It is in the nature of man that he should fear and hate that which he does not
know, and persecute that which he does not understand. Thus it has been
before, and history never ceases repeating itself. The huntsman is proud of
killing a bird such as has never been seen, and the scientist knows of no greater
pleasure than to examine a new discovery in its minutest details, even if that ex
amination involves the destruction of the object.
Let the new discovery be a bird of the woods or a truth descended from
H eaven for the purpose of redeeming the world, it will always have to be ill
treated by ignorance, misunderstood, and its form destroyed before poor and
benighted humanity will awaken to a true understanding of its nature. In vain
the history of Galileo is shouted into the ears of the modern scientist, he himself
constitutes a petty tribunal of inquisition, and acts like the one which objected
to the rotundity of the earth, whenever he finds a truth not in accordance with
his adopted opinions.
We do not claim that this should not be so ; we believe that everything is the
outcome of previously existing conditions, and therefore exactly what is must be.
We do not propose to blame the world for not being better than it is ; we would
merely like to have it clearly understood what it is. Neither credulity nor
scepticism is the true saviour of mankind.
The history of Chrtslina Mirabilis, born in 1 1 50 at Luettich, who had the
power of flying from tree to tree like a bird, and who could not be caught until
some ruffian succeeded in breaking her leg with a stick of wood thrown at her, or
that of Joseph of Cuparltno, born on J uly 1 7th, 1 603, at Naples, who was first
tortured on the rack by the Holy Inquisition, and afterwards made a saint,
because he was in possession of certain powers, of which the majority of other
persons do not know that they exist.
These and a thousand similar histories
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might be cited to show that Self-opinionatedness is the spouse of Ignorance, and
Cruelty is their child
Nor does the history of the Talking Image of Urur show that those who wish
to pry with curious eyes into the mysteries of Nature have become any wiser
than their forefathers, who likewise hunted for external proofs, for the purpose
of convincing themselves, by argumentation, of the existence of things which
they ought to have been capable of perceiving within their own selves.
Phenomena of a strange and occult character continued to take place in the pre
sence of the Talking Image. The ringing of invisible silver bells was often heard
in the air, and occult letters were dropped on the heads of the Chelas, but the
greatest phenomenon of all that occurred, and one which may truly be con
sidered of a miraculous nature, was ' that some of the benighted Chelas and
Members of the Society for Distribution of Wisdom actually said and wrote
certain things, whose character bore self-evident proof that they must have emanated
from an intelligence superior to their own.
Unfortunately, such an inspiration
never lasted. Thus, Mrs. Honeycomb wrote a little book entitled " Rays of
Wisdom," which contained great and exalted thoughts, and was evidently full of
divine inspiration ; a book which she herself neither understood, nor did she
follow the counsels given therein. It was nevertheless, a very remarkable book,
and one which seemed to be the outcome of the magnetism of Rataramorubatchi
poured upon Mrs. Honeycomb's head.
Mr. Green, likewise, after having received several numbers of the Edwardsville
Herald, sent to him by a friend, and which spoke in a flattering manner of his
prospects of being advanced to the hierophantic chair, felt encouraged to sit
down and try some of Krashibashi's magnetism, an effort which we are glad to
state was not without a certain result. He went into poetry, and, with his per·
mission, we will give the reader a speimen of his productions :" Do you know for what I'm yearning ?
Guess, ah, guess what it can be !
I am yearning after learning
All 'bout Mulaprakri'li.
" I am yearning, like the parrots,
Without mustard cannot be,
And like mules that yearn for carrots,
After Mulaprakrili."
If we take into consideration the fact that Mr. Green never wrote any poetry
before, we shall clearly perceive· that he must have been inspired ; for, although
the form of the poem is somewhat defective, the underlying ideas are very sug
gestive and beautiful.
But Pancho's brain, we are sorry to say, remained entirely inactive, even
under the combined influence of the magnetism of Krashibashi and Rataramoru
batchi, for, being of a mulish and stubborn nature, he would continually do his
own thinking, and not allow the ideas of the Mysterious Brotherhood to take
shape in his mind.
Madame Corneille's occult powers were of a different kind. Her speciality
seemed to be the production of direct occult letters without the application of
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magnetism of any kind ; and, moreover, the occult letters produced through her
strange mediumistic powers offered the extraordinary advantage of always
appearing at the time when they best served her purpose.
Thus a few days after the interview between Madame Corneille and Rev.
Sniff, Captain Bumpkins found an occult letter while alone in his room.

Its

contents were as follows :
" Mv DEAR B UM PKI Ns.

-

In consideration of the valuable

services which

you have rendered to the cause of Truth, and as a reward for your indefatigable
labours, I am authorised by the great

I Am

to communicate to you the

following :
" You are aware that the chiefs of the Mysterious Brotherhood live in a city
called Kakodumbala, situated within the inaccessible mountam regions of the
Lybian desert, and guarded by a legion of grim elementals.

No mortal foot has

ever found the way to the place where we live, nor could it be approached by
a balloon, as we would immediately send a thunderbolt to annihilate the intruder ;
but to you, our esteemed Hierophant, we will disclose the fact that there are
subterranean passages leading under the mountains to the doors of our city.
He who is wise enough to discover such a passage, courageous enough to enter
it and strong enough to encounter the foul air contained therein, if once he safely
passes through that passage, to him the doors of our city will be opened, and
the remaining years of his Chelaship will be remitted.

We will give him a

diploma to show to the world that he is a member of the Mysterious Brother
hood and he shall be entitled to wear a green ribbon with the order of the Blue
Elephant suspended upon his breast.

Hoping that you will make the attempt

to find the subterranean passage, so that you may be introduced to the great ' I
Am,' I remain, Yours faithfully,
" KRASHIBASHI."

Where, ah, where, can we find words·to express and picture the delight which
Captain Bumpkins experienced after reading this letter
to immediataly start for the mountains, and

!

He made up his mind

discover the subterranean hole.

He did not for a moment consider the dangers connected with such a perilous
undertaking ; he only thought of the diploma, of the order of the Blue
Elephant and of his introduction to the great

I Am,

whom he rightly supposed

to be a personage superior to the rest of the Mysterious Brotherhood, and whom
he pictured to himself as an old benevolent man, with a long grey beard, dresssd
in a white gown, with a crown upon his head, and reading the

Bhagavat-Gita.

Thus the Hierophant left, and for several weeks, nothing unusual happened
at Urur.

Madame Corneille frequently went to the city, presumably to hold

interviews with the Rev. Sniff.

Mrs. Honeycomb was searching for means to

discover the whereabouts of the Black Magicians, Mr. Green occupied himself
with evolving thoughts for the benefit of Humanity, and Pancho wasted his
time in worrying because he did not know certain things, instead of employing
it in seeking to obtain knowledge of them.
At this time some violent attacks were made by certain newspapers upon the
Talking I mage, and its doctrines.

These were said to be pernicious, and the

occult phenomena taking place at Urur were denounced as sleight-of-hand per
formances.

They were made, it was averred, by Mr. Green and the other
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Chelas, for the purpose of enticing the guilible 1into the Society for the Distri
bution of Wisdom. Especiaily " The Missionary," a paper published at the
city was virulent in his attacks upon the Image, saying that it was possessed by
devils, and that ail it said was produced by ventriloquism ; that Krashibashi and
Rataraborumatchi were spooks and impostors, and that the I mage ought to be
destroyed and its supporters prosecuted . by law.
To substantiate these claims a number of letters were published by " The
Missionary," and these letters were said to be copies from originals signed by
Krashibashi and Rataramorubatchi. The originals were to be privately shown
at the office of " The Missionary," whose editor was the Rev. Sniff. This threw
a great deal of discredit upon the Mysterious Brotherhood, impugning as it did
the honesty of Krashihashi, the veracity of Rataramorubatchi and the inteili
gence of Captain Bumpkins and Mr. Green. The foilowing are some of the
specimens, as they appeared.

" Extracts " jrQm The MissiQnar;·.
" Mv DEAR MADAME CoRNEJLLE. The Mysterious Brotherhood is sorely
in need of money. Please persuade Captain Bumpkins to appoint a committee
to go to London and to rob the Bank of England of a few miiiions of pounds.
Let him choose for that purpose only people of inteiligence-if any such may
be found. Let them be provided with crowbars and dynamite, and take good
care not to be caught. Yours for the truth, RATARABORUMATCHI."
The second letter, in different handwriting, was addressed to the Hierophant.
" Mv DEAR CAPTAIN BuMPKINS. You know that every Chela must have a
master, whose orders he must obey implicitly, but whom he is not permitted to
know until he becomes finaily initiated after having had his obedience tested
and tried in every way. You wiii probably soon be offered a high position in
the government. Accept it, but whatever the go\·ernment may order you to
do, always remember that you must first of ail obey the orders of your un
known Master. Not the enemy of the government, but the enemy of your
Master is your enemy. Do not for;jet this, and all wiii be weii with you, even
if the government goes to the deuce. Yours faithfuily, KRASHIBASHI."
The third letter was in stiii another handwriting, and to experts that
were cailed in, have never been able fuily to determine the name of the
mysterious Brother who wrote it. It was as foiiows :
" SAPRISTI ! Shal we submit to bay our mon�e to the Gouvernement ? Shal
we supprimer our raison 7 Shail we listen to the enseignments of MQnsieur /e
bishop ? No, nevare I We wiii eat up these Hottentots. They wiii be nothing
to us but a defeuner a Ia jQurchelle."
The last one was signed by the " Talking Image " itself, although it has
never been explained how an image of stone could write a letter without being
made to write it by some external influence. It ran thus :
" Oh, how weary I am of life in a world where everything without a single
exception is the product of ignorance ; a world which is only one grand halluci
nation. Please show me one man or woman who is not a fool and I will thank
you for it. Alas, he who thinks that he is not a fool is surely the greatest of a!�
because life itself is a tomfoolery, and if he were not a fool, he would not have
been born at aiL What but vanity is even the greatness of the kings in this
world . . ."
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(The rest of_ the letter-it was stated-could not be published for reasons
that are intimately connected with the interests of religion and morality.)
Such villainous and seditious letters, subversive to the authority of church
and state, and tending to overthrow the very foundations of society-(for what
would become of society if every person should consider the other a fool ?)
could not be tolerated. Even the friends of the Image did not wish to be told
th�t they were fools ; the scientists stormed, the clergy raged, the aristocracy be
came indignant ; the Government was applied to for protection, and the public
demanded in a loud voice that the Image should be destroyed.
To crown the exposure, a letter in the handwriting of Mr. Green was found
and published in " The Missionary." It was addressed to a medical man, and
its contents were as follows :
" Dear Sir,-I have been informed that you have a good remedy by which
the power of ventriloquism can be developed. Ever since I came to Urur, I
and the other Chelas have been engaged in making ' the Image ' talk by our ven
triloquism and we are all affected with sore throat and cramps in the digestive
organs. If you can give me any advice, please address."
·" GREEN EsQ, CH ELA, URuR."
This letter, which, however, afterwards was declared to be a forgery, settled
the matter. It proved beyond the possibility of a doubt, that the Image was
not only possessed by devils, but that all its utterances were the results of frauds
and impostures produced by Mr. Green, Mr. Malaban and Ram. Henceforth,
the clamour of the press, and the outcry of the public, could not be treated any
longer with indifference. It was necessary that an example should be made
and the culprits be punished.
These were dark days for the Society for the Distribution of Wisdom. While
the Hierophant was away, seeking for the subterranean hole that leads to the
city of Kakadumbala, they were like a herd of sheep without their leader, not
knowing which way to go. In vain Messrs. Malaban, Ram and Green sent
lengthy communications to the papers in defence of the Mysterious Brother
hood ; the former expressing his contempt for the vile insinuations of
" The Missionary," which he would not have condescended to answer if it were
not for the benefit of humanity ; while the latter stated that he had studied
Latin and Greek, and that, therefore, even a child might see that he was not the
man to be easily imposed on. Alas, for poor humanity ! All these communications
were returned with the ominous words written on the margin, " declined with
thanks." In vain Mrs. Honeycomb, being certain that it all was the work of
Black Magicians, substituted nitric acid for the oil of vitriol, the latter having
proved to be ineffective to restore harmony at Urur. Krashibashi and Ra
taramorubatchi seemed to have gone to sleep. Whether they had emigrated,
or found it beneath their dignity to meddle with such trifling affairs, has not
been ascertained ; because Captain Bumpkins was gone and the Chelas were not
permitted to tell. At last, however, a communication was given through the
" Image," signed by the great I Am, in which he said that on a certain day he
would give a public proof of his power, and existence, and perform a miracle.
This letter created a great sensation, and a kind of armistice was silently
agreed upon between the friends and the foes of the Image, until the day of the
miracle should arrive.
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At this time an event occurred which created a great sensation among the
members of the Society for the Distribution of Wisdom.
certained how the rumour originated ; but

It has never been as

on a certain day the news

was

suddenly spread that a living Adept, a member of the M ysterious Brotherhood,
had been seen near the Shrine, and was now inhabiting one of the forests
adjoining Urur.

The appearance of a man-eating tiger i n the vicinity of

an

African village, would not have created a greater sensation than did this report
about the presence of a man who was really wise.

The Chelas were

to run about and gesticulate in

and everyone whCJ was

not an invalid

took to the

Green along with

an excited manner,

woods in search of the supposed Adept.

the others swore that

seen
Mr.

until he had

he would not return

attained his object.

Pancho went likewise to the forest ; but for a di fferent purpose.

He had begun

to think that it would be of little use to hunt for an Adept from whom to
receive further instruction, as long as the instructions which he already possessed
were not carried out.

Moreover, he was led to believe that spiritual know

lelge is of a subjective kind, which cannot be taught by words ; but that it
consists in a knowledge of certain powers existing within oneself, and which
must exist therein before one is able to know them.
but wanted to

study

He cared no more for talk

the germs of power existing within himself, and to

practise that meditation which is taught in the ancient books.
tr..mslation of Edwin Arnold's
it of a Yogi ; that is

to say

H e got the

" Song Celestial," and read the description in
of one who has attained the power of being

self-conscious of divine truth.
"

.

•

. . Sequestered should he sit

Steadfastly meditating, solitary,
His thoughts controled, his passions laid away,
Quit of belongings.

In a fair still spot,

Having his fixed abode-not too much raised
Nor yet too low-let him abide ; his goods
A cloth, a deerskin and the Kusa grass.
There setting hard his mind upon the One,
Restraining heart and senses, silent, calm,
Let him accomplish Yoga and achieve
Pureness of soul, holding immovable
Body and neck and head, his gaze absorbed
Upon his nose end."
Pancho:made up his mind to follow these directions and to try the experiment
I I c knew of a quiet secluded spot near the seashore, where he could practise
t h t: ceremony prescribed in the Bhagavat Gita, without being disturbed.

r,·, olved to make the trial.

He

True, he thought that a little more clothing than

a

d o th would do no harm and he had neither a deer skin nor a supply of Kusa
;.:ra-;s ; but these were evidently matters of secondary consideration.

So taking his hat he proceeded towards the seashore.
n·

He did not follow the

td but went through the forest and jungle to a place where stood

an

< k , :rted Mahommedan temple whose walls were crumbling to pieces.
me�unted the platform in front of it.

old
He

This platform was about four feet high
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and consequently " not too much raised nor yet too low."
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There he sat down,

making himself as comfortable as possible, watching for a while the moonbeams
He
playing upon the foaming waves and listening to the sound of the surf.
·
then tried to keep his body, head and neck immovable, and directed his gaze
upon his nose end, not without fear however of getting a permanent squint.
Some months had now elapsed and Pancho had received no further news from
his wife.

To his troubles about philosophical questions was added the anxiety

to know the reason of Conchita's silence.
received no ans1ver.

He had written several letters, but

He had even began to make himself familiar with the

thought that she was dead.

In this opinion he was confirmed by the fact that

he dreamed of her frequently and believed at times he saw her form even after
awakening ; but no sooner did his external consciousness become fully re-estab
lished, than the apparition disappeared.
He tried to think of nothing, but did not succeed, for thoughts of Conchita
came into his mind ; when his eyes were attracted to the moonbeams that fell
through the branches.

Suddenly it seemed to him as if there was a cloud-like

mist floating between the trees, and that it grew denser and denser, until it
assumed the well-known form of Conchita, robed in white ; but far more beautiful
than he had ever seen her in life.

Her face was radiant with joy, her eyes

seemed to penetrate to his very soul, she smiled, and although her lips did not
move, nevertheless it seemed to him that he heard her saying :
" Do not grieve my beloved one, all will be welL"
" Is it then true," thought Pancho, " that you are dead ? " and as if in answer
to his thoughts the form replied :
" Not dead ; but gone before."
" How happy you seem to be," cried Pancho, and heard in reply :
" Joy ! joy ! There is no death. My power to communicate with you is growing
stronger.

Farewell ! "

" Farewell ! " echoed Pancho, as the dear form faded away.
How long Pancho sat in that place meditating about the vision he he had
seen is not known ; but he was suddenly disturbed by a voice speaking in solemn
accents the words :
" Rum, shrum, Korumbulum, satawaki, Karibaki, Krashibashi."

It

was Mr. Green's voice, and as Pancho looked around, there in the moon

light stood Mr. Green himself, repeating the above meaningless words.

But

what was most peculiar about him was that he was dressed in absolutely nothing
except a loin cloth, his white flesh forming a strong contrast with the dark back
ground of trees."
" Rum, shrum, Korumbulum I " it sounded again, when Pancho exclaimed :
" What are you doing, Mr. Green ?

Are you not afraid of snakes ? "

" No snake will bite him who has been selected to become a hierophant,"
replied Mr. Green.

"I

have become a real probationary Chela and I am under

the special protection of Krashibashi who will see that

I

am not bitten by

snakes."
" But what has become of your clothes ? " asked Pancho.

"I

took them off," replied �r. Green, " for it is written that a real Yogi must

wear nothing but a loin cloth.
" And what are the words you spoke ? " asked Pancho.
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" I am sorry that you have listened," answered Mr. Green. " They are a sacred
formula that was given to me by my lruru."
Pancho looked into the eyes of Mr. Green and what he saw there was-insanity !
Then it seemed to him as if he had suddenly become aware of an abyss yawning
at his feet, and that he himself was on the verge of it. He knew that if he
should go one step further he himself would become a maniac like Mr. G reen.
By a good deal of persuasion he prevailed upon Mr. Green to put on his
clothes and return home with him. From this simple act of kindness Pancho
received more interior satisfaction and spiritual strength, than if he had stood
upon one leg for a week, or held his breath for a month, or gont: through any
similar kind of ceremony prescribed by the Yoga philosophy. In the meantime
the day was approaching when Krashibashi was to perform his miracle. On the
evening before the great day, numerous visitors had arrived for the purpose of
witnessing it. Among the former was Mr. Bottler, in his official capacity as
deputy of the Society for the D iscovery of Unknown Sciences, and it was on him
that now hung the hopes of the S. D. W. He was looked upon as the redeemer
who was sure to confound the enemies of the Society, by proving beyond any
reasonable doubt the existence of the Mysterious Brotherhood ; and what Mr.
Bottler said confirmed the members of the S. D. W. in their belief that they
would gain a complete victory over their detractors.
" I congratulate the members of the Society for the Distribution of Wtsdom,"
said Mr. Bottler, " that a man of such eminent qualifications as I possess has
been selected to investigate the claims of the Mysterious B rotherhood. If these
Brothers exist, I say, let their doctrines be believed, by all means ; but if they
do not exist, then their doctrines should not be accepted, for what they teach
can only be pernicious in the extreme. If it can be shown that the raps which
were made in the presence of the Imag_e were not produced by the great Krashi
bashi, but by a being of an inferior order, then I say, I shall not believe for a
moment in his theories of evolution ; but if Krashibashi himself produced these
raps, then I shall announce to the world that his doctrines are true. "
These wise words of Mr. Bottler were received with great applause.
" There can be no doubt that there exists a source of inspiration,"• observed
M r. Green.
" If there is such a source," observed Mr. Bottler, " let it be shown.
Let it
come forward and show whether or not it can stand the test of scientific re
search. What is this power which claims to be the source of inspiration ? To
what category does it belong ? What is its chemical composition ?
How shall
it be cla�sified ? Let it give us visible and tangible proof of its existence. Until
this is done, I for one shall refuse to believe."
Mr. Bottler was then introduced to Madame Corneille, and they soon became
friends. She made to him certain revelations intensely interesting and highly
important for the promotion of science. What the exact nature of these re\·ela
tions was has never been fully revealed, from that day to this. It was merely
whispered that Mr. Bottler was provided with a large-sized flask to be corked
with Solomon's seal, and into which he expected to ensnare a living Adept to be
henceforward preserved in the M useum of his Society.
Supper, to which a number of guests were invited, was announced. During
* A " Mahatmic

Force ? " [Eo.]
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that meal Mr. Bottler astonished the members of the Society for the Distribution
of Wisdom by his profound learning.
Mr. Green proposed

a

toast to Mr. Bottler, the representative member of the

Society for the Discovery of Unknown Sciences, and in answer to it Mr. Bottler
rose and said :
" Well may modern science be proud of the results it has achieved !

All that

has been formerly considered occult, has now been thoroughly explained, and
new discoveries are continually being made by science.

Through my own in

fatigable labours, carried on with an immense amount of patience and exact
ness for a number of years, I have succeeded in proving beyond the possibility
of contradiction, that if we take one of these rotato-spheroidal Calcium-<;arbo
nate-exudates of embryonial-gallinaceous intermediary formations " ( here Mr.

Bottler took up an egg from the table), " and by the exercise of a certain
amount of force perforate the polar

curvature-maxima

of the same situated dia

metrically_ opposite, disturbing the equilibrium within the exterior periphery,
either by suitable mechanical appliances, or even by physiological means, we
may create variations between the internal and external tensions of the fluids
contained within the said ovoid body.

In consequence of this, the protoplasmic

sarcode mass with all the physiological products belonging thereunto, will be ex
pelled either with a constant or varying velocity, in a straight or parabolic direc
tion, according to the fundamental laws governing the hydrodynamic equations
of fluidic and semi-fluidic bodies."
Larger and larger grew the eyes of Mr. Green during Mr. Bottler's discourse.
Formerly he had imagined that to suck an egg it was only necessary to make a
hole in each end ; but now he saw the profundity of his ignorance.

The

members of the Society for the D istribution of Wisdom listened awe-struck and
in silence, and their attention reached its climax when Mr. Bottler proceeded to
demonstrate by beautiful experiment the truth of the theory he had so clearly
explained.

He

solemnly perforated the ovoid body ; but as the egg was hard

boiled-a circumstance which Mr. Bottler could not have foreseen-the experi
ment failed this time.
The eventful day had arrived
The great day of the

MIRACLE.

Early in the morning large crowds assembled

at Urur ; but only a certain number of selected people received admission cards
to enter the shrine.

At the appointed hour the procession could be seen wend

ing its way to the temple.

There was Malaban Babu with his unavoidable flag,

and Ram-Garu carrying incense, Messrs. Bottler, Green, Pancho, Mrs. Honey
comb with other Chelas, besides a great number of experts and dignitaries that
had come from the city to witness the performance.

They entered the temple

and ascended the stairs leading to the sacred room.

They opened the door in

solemn silence and raised their eyes in reverential awe.

They looked in the

direction of the Shrine, and then stared wildly at each other. . . .
The

" Talking Image

"

was gone I . .

.

.

FRANZ HARTIIIANN.

(To 6e continrud.)
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THE SEVEN MYSTERY NAMES.

W

H I C H are the genuine seven mystery names ? That Mikatl
Gabriel, Raphael, Oriel, Sea/tiel, Jehudiel and Barachiel, are
substitutes only we have been told already by some Masters,
and by Mme. Blavatsky. (See LUCIFER, July I 5, I 888, pp. 3 5 5-365.) Let
us, then, try and find out the real names-if we can.
Different authors give different names to the " seven mystery gods," or
the 11 seven spirits of God," as the Apocalypse has it. My research
unfortunately too short and too incomplete - led to the following
result :
I.
In Heptameron by Pietro de A bano,
1 . Michael is the angel of Suttday
0.
Monday
2. Gabriel
"
"
]}
3·
4
5·
6.
7·

Samael
Raphael
Sachiel
A nael
Cassie!

"

"

"

,

"

"

"

"

"

"

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

3.
�.
21- ·

?.

'? ·

I I.
In Semiphoras, one of the many so-called
seven planetary angels are named :
1. Zaphiel 1;- .
2. Zadkiel 21- .
3· Camael (! .
4· Raphael 0 .
The Planetary Spirits are called :
? Sabathiel, 21- Zedekiel, 3 Madimiel, 0
? Nogahel, � Coahabiah, or Cochabiel, and

" Keys of Solomon," tlu
5· Haniel
6. Michael
7· Gabriel

?.

�.
}).

Semeliel, or Semishiah
D J arechel, or J evanael

The planets themselves are given the following names :
? Sabachay, 21- Sodech, 3 Modym, 0 Hamnia, ? Noga, � Cochab
and D Lavahan.

I II.

In The Invocation of St. Christopher, or 11 Christopheles-Gebet " (the
Prayer of Christopher), the seven archangels are named :
Gabriel, Raphael, Michael, Uriel, Zacharia, Emanuel, and Cluzra
phael.

IV.

I n De Magia Veterum by A rbatel the seven planets are enumerated
thus :
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I . Onpltiel, or Op!tiel ? .
2. fop/tiel 2J. . 3 · Samae/
5· A nael ? . 6. Raphael � . 7· Gabriel D·

J' .

0.

4· Micltael

The seven angels standing before the Lord are said to be :
I . ? Oriphiel.
4- 0
2. ? Anael.
3· 2J. Zachariel.
5· � Raphael. 6. J' Samuel (Samael ?). 7· D Gabriel.

M ichael.

v.
In Semiphoras, or Schemhamphorasch Salomonis Regis, the

7 heights of the planets and the 7 planetary angels are called :
1. Samaym (Schamaym).
1. Opltanzel.
Gabriel

2. Raaquin.

)).
Zachariel,

Raphael � .

3· Saaquin.

3 · Barael.

Anabel,

Avahel
4-

Machonon.

2. Trchagara.

?.

M ichael.

4-

Quelamia.

0.

5· Mathey.

5 · A nazimur.

Samael,

Saball J' .

6. Sebul. Zachiel, 2J. .
7· A rabat. Cassiel, ? .

6. Pascltar.
7· Boel.

VI.
In The Great Grimoire of tlte Pope Honorius the Spin"ts of tlte air are
enumerated thus :
4-

1. Micltael,
Raphael � .

(Cassiel ?) ? .

2. Gabriel, ll·
3· Gamael (Samael ?) J .
0.
5 · Serachiel (Sachiel ?) 2J. . 6. A nael ? . 7· Kapltpiel
VII.

In The Telescope of Zoroaster, also called Tlte Kabbala of tlte Magi,
the

"

Intelligences " are given the following names :

1. (a.) Genltelia, Sun-intelligence, material or elementary.
(b.) Psychhelia, Sun-intelligence, spiritual or ethereal.
2. (a.) Seleno, Moon-intelligence, material.
(b.) Psychomene, Moon-intelligence, spiritual or ethereal.
3· Erosia, Venus-intelligence.
4- Panurgio, Mercury-intelligence.
5· Lethophoro, Saturn-intelligence.
6. Aglae, J upiter-intelligence.
7· Adamasto, Mars-intelligence.
V I I I.
In Cypriani Citatio A ngelorum the " angels " enumerated are not less
than eight, as witness this invocation :
" Cito imprecor, requiro atque exoro jam vos, o A /mazie!, A riel, A na
tltamia, Ezebul, A biul, Ezea, Ahesin et Calizabin, angelos Dei sanctis
simos."
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In a book of black magic IX.
the blaareck shadows
spirits, or
named : of the planetary
(Mephi
stopheles?) (Anifel ?) ?
Azi
b
ael
?)
(Barbuel ?)
X.
In administrators" are mentioned :
the following
"seven
(Saturn). Seal:
(Jupiter). Seal: �
(Mars). Seal:
(Sol). Seal : �
(Venus). Seal: �
(Mercury). Seal: �
(Luna). Seal: t....tJJ
In are mentioned asbya variXI.
ation.the same names, in
XII.
In
pri
n
ted
in
are named:
?.
21- ·
?
XIII.
Ina),a publi
recentshed in Stockholm, Sweden, the followi(Ilnlugstrerad
Verldshitos
tori
are
sai
d
be the names of
?
(the
morniGoddess
ng Star,of
the
Goddess
of
Battle),
and
(the
Eveni
n
g
Star,
the
Love), ? .
XIV.
The
vi. consists
(21- ? )
( ? ).
( ?)
(? ?)
XV.the Moon Jupiter Eloi,
cal
l
s
the
Sun
Venus Mercury
and Saturn

Dr. johann Faustens Miracul-Kunst und
Wunder-Buch oder Die schwarze Rabe, auch der Dreifacke Hollenzwang
genannt,
" the seven Grand
dukes of Hell "
1. Aziel 0 . 2. Mephistophelis
D· 3· Marbuel(J .
4· A riel � .
5· A niguel (
2/- .
6. A nise/
. 7·
Baifael
1;•

Claviculae Salomonis, id est Theosophia Pneumatica,
'E:!!S'

1. A ratkron.

2. Bet/tor.

1r.�r

3· Phaleg.

,.7

4· Och.

.

5· Hagith.

6. Ophiel.

7· Phul.

De Magia Veterum
Salomonis,

A rbatel

Magia Divina,

1 . A rathron,
. 6. Of/tiel, � .

2. Bet/tor,
7· Pkul,

Clavz"cctlae

as

1 745, the planetary dukes
3· Phaleg, 3 . 4 A h, 0 .

5· Hagitlt,

D·

Illustrated History of the World

(i. 77)

the Chaldean planetary gods :
1 . Samas 0 .
2. Sin, D·
3. A dar, or Adarmalik,
(Nebo), � . 5· Nergal, (J . 6. Marduk, 21- · ;a. /star
b Bz1it

.

4 A'abll

Ophicplanetary group (Origen in Celsum
25)
of:
1. Michael, 0.
2. Sunel,
. 3· Raphael, � . 4 Gabriel, ]).
Thantabaoth,
?
6. Eratsaoth, � . J. Ouriel,
.

Origenes
Sabao,

Orai,

A donai,
Astap!tai,

jao,
lldabaoth.

S·

Mars

NOTES ON THE SE VEN M YS TER Y NAMES.
NOTE

In
1.
and

the

••

Bi6k,

Tlu Su11

Assyrian

i19i1

:

I.

the two greater and the five minor lights " are named :

Shamas

C.tam����tAI

{150

a

(5

times) ;

0"1.1J

Clures

(3

times) ;

times).

lliO'l)

T)'J; Jare cAI {liO times) ; i1.:1.:1? Le6attaA (10 tim�).
J. Mars : C'!W� Maadi,_ C,N Adot�� .
at/ta6.
4- Mercury
: :l�ili� CocAia6, the oldest name ; later : :lJ!I� C
5· /11piter : �.V.J .):ll� CocAia6 Baal.
6. Vmn : i1Jnr n�l NQga Za.taraAI ; n"R)O MQ/eiktAI, or
2.

Tlu MOtm :

-

(Mylitta?).

1·

Sat11r.. :

o

-

SlutJUsAI, Babylonian

y T

T

n�� .)�l�
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CocAia6 Slaiz66a1AI, or

��JfTlj

N�l?'O

MQ/idtu

SA1a6a1Aii (Shabbath:Li ? ), and

'[,l_.Jili

S.ta66etAia {Shabbethi ?).

NOTE II.
In the Ki11p of China, the Sun is called /i, the Moon

aese name

Ywi,

Vm111'

and the planets Si11g.

Chi

is Ki11 Si11g {the Metal Star) ; Merc11ry's 1s Sp11i Si11g {the Water Star) ; Sal11rn is

named T11 Si11g {the Earth Star) ; Mars, HQ Si11g {the Fire Star) ; and /11piter, Mo Si11g {the Wood
Star).

Jupiter is called " the pL'lnel of the year " and is placed in the east ; Mars, " the planet of the

wandering light," in th«i s.luth ; Venus, " the great white star," in the west ; Mercury, " the planet of
the hours," in the north ; and Saturn, " the planet of control {self-control?) and calm," in mid

heaven. Die Btligwn 11Ni der C111f11l der alte11
•

•

•

•

D11p11i.s, in his Btligio" u,iverstlk (i.

75) ,

CAiiiiUm,

by Dr. J. H. Plath, Munich,

•

•

•

•

11162.

that, during the worship of different days, the vowel, hallowed to the ruling planet, was sung.
the seven notes of the musical scale.

•

says, that every planet is represented by a vowel, and

Si, is said to represent the moon ; Ut,

Venus ; Mi, the Sun ; Fa, Mars ; Sol, Jupiter, and

La,

Saturn.

(Do),

Hence

Mercury ; Re,

This was the music of the spheres.

Furthf'rntore, seven of the well-known metals were connected with the planets, viz., pld with the Sun,

silw:r

with the Moon, lead with Saturn, irrm with Man, lin with Jupiter, fllicluilver with Mercury,

and cQp�r w1th Venus.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

real 6o"a fide mystery names ? Well, the truth has more than one side, and
more than one name, too. I, for my part, thought for a long time that those mentioned under
Nos. X, XI, and XII, wer.. the true ones. But as I believe those mentioned under Nos. XIII. and
XV. to be in some way genuine, too, I dare not say that I have found or can point out the genuine
Now, which are the

mystf'ry names yet.
ness" ?

\\ ill not Mme. Blavatsky kindly bring light to this " hidden thing of dark·

If thiS information cannot be given before the i11iliatimo,

I am waiting for that.

jAKOB BONGGREN, F.T.S.
'

t.
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NOTES O N THE SEVEN MYSTERY NAMES.

T

H E above article cannot fail to attract the attention of all lovers of
the occult, and it will not, I think, prove uninteresting to the
student of comparative philology.
In considering a subject of
this nature from the standpoint of the Theosophist it is advantageous to
know that these planetary names are of a generic nature, and refer as
much to the various planes, spheres, principles, states, and conditions of
Being, as to the planetary bodies themselves ; or the humanity which
inhabits them. Moreover they have reference to certain intelligent
Forces in the universe, which may be considered separately, as in relation
to Spiritual entities, or in the aggregate as a collective manifestation of
the On e Life.

l
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Borrowing a little of the light of L ucifer, we may profitably reflect
upon this interesting subject.
No doubt our able author is right when he says, " It seems to be no
easy task to tell which of the different series of names is nearest the
truth." When we know that different names have been conferred upon
the same planetary bodies in almost every language, and this with the
view of pourtraying their several different characteristics, and further,
when we regard the inevitable confusion and the distortion of those
names by transmission through the centuries from one nation to another,
it becomes, as said, no easy task to make a complete identification
between even two of the different systems of nomenclature.
But it may not be unprofitable to make a comparative survey of the
results which have rewarded, in no small degree, the patient investiga
tions of our compiler.
A-To begin then with the sun, or Sol. As the name suggests he is
the O n or One, the adjective form of which word is " only." In the
Sanskrit we have the word Sum or Sam which means " all," and which
by transliteration becomes our word Sun.
Hence also the Hebrew,
slumesh, samazon, Samson, &c. (Comp. Table 1 3 , No. I.)
Under these names of Sol, Sum, Shem, On, An, &c. the solar sphere
becomes a natural symbol of Svabhavat, the " All Being," whose light is
Wisdom, whose heat is Love, and in the union of which consists the
Intelligence of Life.
In table 2 it will be seen that Raphael is attributed to the sun and
Michael to the planet Mercury, while in tables 3 , 4, 5 and 6, the arrange
ment favours the exchange of these names, giving M ichael to the sun
and Raphael to Mercury. This latter method agrees with the above
remarks as regards the sun. Mercury's Regent we will consider in its
order.
" Michael is formed from three Hebrew words, Mi-who, Cah-like,
Al-God ; i.e., Who is like unto God ? and for the sake of analogy we
may ask, " What is like unto the sun ? " In note 2 the Chinese name is
given as Ji. This becomes in the Sanskrit, jee, and in Hebrew, Cluy,
both of which mean " life." In table 9 Aziel seems to get its name from
Az-flame, and A/-a power. Och and Ah in tables 10 and 1 2 may be
considered as the same, the ch, as is often the case, changes here to the
aspirate equivalent. Og, Ah, A hi, U ch, Ag, are all oriental names for
the sun or its spiritual counterpart. It may be remarked here that
Shemesh denotes the solar light, as distinguished from cltammak, the
solar heat, and clteres, the solar body. Thus at the outset we may see
how the " mystery names " become thrice mystical when we fail to take
into consideration the fact that a name in the pristine sense denotes a
quality of the abstract noumenon, and not of the thing itself.
B.-The moon, as may be seen from the above remark, has more names
than all the other planets put together ; for, on account of its swift
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motion, its nearness to the earth, its powerful magnetic influence, and
other more occult reasons, it would present innumerable qualities which
might escape notice in the case of planets having a slower motion in
orbits more distant from the earth.
In Table 1 , the name of Gabriel is given to the Moon, and it means
the powerful or " strong god." But this name, we know, is the Hebrew
name for Mars, whence also the name Kabir or Cabeir. The word Geber
means " strong," and it is often used to designate a male, and yet we know
that it was applied to the moon by the Egyptians and Chaldeans. The
explanation of this seeming contradiction lies on the fact that the moon
was sacred to them as a symbol of the male-female power in nature, and
they called the moon in this sense, Aphroditos, which embodied the
male Lunus and the female Luna. So we may safely affirm that Gabriel
is a name indicative merely of one of the lunar qualities, viz., strength,
but most probably when in association with Mars. By Jerecheal, Table
2, the lunar light is denoted. Jerech is the Hebrew for a lunar month,
i.e., the period of its changes in regard to the light source, Sol, from one
new moon to the next. The same root is met with in the name of the
city Jericho. I t may be noted here that the word for the second day of
the week, over which the moon has dominion, is called in the Hebrew
Shenz: which means, " my repetition, my second, or my confirmation,"
and it may certainly be said of the emblem of Isis that it is second only
to that of the celestial Osiris, which is the Echod, or One ; Rasit, or first.
Jevanal (ibid) is from Hebrew J unah or J evanah, a dove, which like
the moon is a symbol of the Holy Spirit of the Western world, the
Brahma-vach of the Orient, and the Ruach-hequedosh of the middle
ground.• This word Jevanah is no doubt a cognate of the Sanskrit
jivana-to foster, restore or revive ; hence the accepted characteristic of
the Third Person of the Christian orthodoxy, the Restorer. The Greek
Holy Spirit is called J uno, the Bride (comp. Sanskrit ]una, juven, &c.,
under root joov).
J uno Lucina was the goddess invoked by the
Romans during childbirth. Levahan (note L ; is from Hebrew Ieben,
whiteness.
I n Table 5 we find the moon called Samayn or Shemayn, which we
may translate as the " one of many names," since the word is the plural
form of Shem, which denotes a state, condition, place, or name. I ts fit
ness with regard to the moon is very apparer t. Selene, Table ;. is the
Greek name for the moon. It is curious to note the occult signification
of the expression so well-known even in our own country, that the new
born babe was " got out of the parsley bed." The simple explanation of
the fact is that the Greek for parsley, is Selinon I but as said, there is an
occult truth lying beneath the surface of this quaint figure of speech.
Mephistopheles, as a name for the moon, is very apt, and its meaning,
" lover of the clouds," neatly conveys the idea of certain characteristics
•

Vid� Secret Doctrine,

vol.

i., P· So.
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of the lunar orb, which will suggest themselves to the occultist without
particular mention in this place. Phul, Table IO, may be the Hebrew
root of the words for " sacrifice, intercession &c." as in the Sanskrit Bul,
a sacrifice, meaning also power, strength, virus, like the Hebrew Geber.
We may note that Bol, or Baal, was the name of the ruler to whom as
Baal-berith, the Egyptians sacrificed the bull in order to celebrate the
conjunction of Sol and Luna in the sign Taurus, the equinox of the
ancients.
Jao. Table I S, is so well-known as a name for the Holy Spirit that no
comment need be made upon the name at this place. Lilah, Lilith,
Delilah, Vach Vacca, Bacchus, are all names of the multinomial orb.
C.-The planet Mars rules Tuesday, the third day of the week. In
Sanskrit the root Mar denotes " conflict, affliction, battle," and the word
Samur has also the same signification, as will be seen in the names of
Mars, Samuel, Samael, &c. The sphere of Mars has been identified with
the Hindu Vishnu. The root number of Mars is 3, and the worshippers
of Vishnu in some parts of I ndia are distinguished by bearing on their
foreheads three parallel red lines. Belshalisha was worshipped by the
Egyptians under the form of a triple-headed man, armed as a warrior ;
also as Persis and Perseus, " the fire of Zeus, or J upiter " This denotes
the lightning flash of the god of thunder, and is the Fohatic sharp two
edged sword of the gods. Camael, Tab. 2, describes Mars as the " power
or spirit of heat " - cham or cam. M adimial means the " spirit of the
vehement ones "-Madim, hence English-mad. The word vehement
seems to suggest the secret Vahan or vehicle of the Alhim, i.e. Fohat ;
vulzni being the Sanskrit for fire, as well as agnz� Modym is the same
as the name Madim. Adorn (note I ) is a Hebrew term denoting " red
ness," a state inseparable from the things of Mars. Emanuel, Table 3,
son of Zeuspater is a kabiric name for Mars. Adamasto, Table 7, has
a cCJmmon root with the words Kadam, Kadmon, Cadmus, Gaudama,
Gotoma, &c. which are generic names for the parents of the Kaliyuga,
or Iron age of Mars. Maruel, Barbuel, and Maravel, are all of the same
root, Mar. (vide Table 9.) Phale� or Peleg, Table IO, means to " sever,
distribute, divide," and refers to the Cabiric or martial sword. Suriel,
Table I 4, is the same as Zuriel. The root sar (Sanskrit) means strength
vigour, excellency, and likewise iron. The Hebrew Sheir or Ser, means
a ruler, governor, or commander, whence perhaps the English-Sir, sire,
&c. This expression is equal to the Spanish, Don, Greek, Adonis, and
Hebrew, Adonay ; all of which terms are applied to Mars in his capacity
of Kabiric ruler. In Table I 5 , the name Suriel is applied to the sun,
while Sabao or Saba, meaning a host, or an army, is given to Mars by
Origen- from which incident we may still further evidence the mutability
of this nomenclature.
D.-Mercury, the fourth planet of the Sapta, rules the fourth day of
the week, i.e. Woden's day. This Woden is the same as Odin and
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Buddha. As Hermes he is called the messenger of the gods, and we
may hence suspect an association between Woden and Vudan, the San
skrit word for the mouth. As Mercury he is the swift-winged messenger of
the gods, in the matter of merx or trade, and perhaps mer-cura, the
waters of healing. Thus in Table I, he is called Raphael, " the spirit of
healing." Besides the waters of healing, Mercury is said to hold the
Caduceus, i.e. the Kedeshi-ash, '' or flame of the holy ones," which means
the spirit of truth. The Hebrew for 4, the root number of Mercury, is
Reboah, which denotes vibration, agitation, &c. qualities peculiarly con
nected with the operations of the mercurial element of Akasa, and the
astral fluid. Cochabiel, Table 2, means the spirit of the astral ljght, for
cocab means to shine, and is used in reference to the stars as Jereclt to
the moon and shemesh to the sun (see ante par. A.) Coahabiah is from
coah, to burn, being here no doubt a reference to the nearness of the
mercurial orb to the sun. Those who u nderstand the symbolism of the
East, will see under this figure of the burning mercury, the Egyptian
sphinx, which at the end of the soli-mercurial period is said to be con
sumed in the flames of the sun on the temple of Osiris. A Chaldean
name for the Phrenix was Calo, which means to consume. In Tables 3
and 5, the Regents of J upiter and Mercury are given as the same in one
instance viz., Zecharial, but this may be accounted. for by the fact that
zecar sometimes means to remember, and in this sense refers to the
nature of the mercurial faculty which is vested in the astral light z:e. the
memo ria mundi.
The Chinese name for Mercury, the " water star," clearly refers to the
nature of the healing, cleansing and convertible spirit of Raphael. Pan
urgio, Table 7, is from the Greek Pan, all, and urgon, work, and is ex
pressive of the skill which the god of merx showed in this respect.
Argus was the warder of J uno, no doubt the same as Kartikya the
warder of Pravati, who is said to have six faces and one hundred eyes.
Ariel, in Table 9, means the " Spirit of Light," or " of the River."
The Hebrew ar, to flow, likewise denotes flame and by the insertion o,
a formative (u) wav or vau, it becomes :ight (see par. F.).
Ophiel, Table I I , is the spirit of Oph, Opis, or Avis. The root Oph
(Hebrew) means to flutter or vibrate ; a tremulous motion, hence Ouph
a bird, or winged creature. In the book of Hermes, mention is made of
" the all-powerful sceptre which holds the Ophion." This refers to the
Caduceus of Mercury which holds the winged serpents united i e., Oph
Yoni.
Nabu, Table 1 3, is Nebo, a term often used in Oriental countries as a
mark of distinction, like Azar (strong). In the name Nabonazar they
are combined. Nebo means " to put forth, utter, pour out, produce
interpret, or prophesy," and has evident allusion to the reproductive
memory of Hermes, and to his prerogative as " Interpreter of the Gods."
Nebo, is Dagon, the Sun-fish, Oannes, Johannes, Jonah, &c., other names
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for Mercurius, " the water star." Astaphai, Table I S, seems to be from
Stao-phe, the appointed Mouth, Hebrew, Setp!ti, but it may be Chaldean,
asta or vesta, fire, and phe or pi, mouth.
E.-J upiter, Table I , is called Sachiel, which we may regard as a
modification of Zadkiel or Tzedekial, as in Tables 2 and S· Tzedek
( Hebrew) means j udgment, justice (Latin, Judex). The Sth day over
which J upiter has dominion is called in Genesis I. Chemesh, which
means " to make regular, to equalize," as in the species of the animal
kingdom, the cosmic order of the elements, or the ideas of the mind.
Chemesh thus means, " to array or set in order, to make ready." The
various names of Jupiter, such as Devapatri, Deopater, Zeuspater, Tao,
Theo, Jove, J oveh, J ehovah, &c., are all cognate expressions having
reference to Brahma, the creator, with whom this planet has been
associated. Thus the names Jove, J oveh, Jehovah, are but Jah-vah i.e.
Brahm:tviraj and Brahm:t-vach.
The Hindu name for Jupiter is Bripusputi Z:e., Lord of C reation, in
the sense of an expansion of Himself. The H ebrew Bra means " to
create." Sodech, Table 2, is Zodek, Zadok or Tzedek. As Cocab
Baal, the Star God, Thor is represented as a powerful man (naked,
holding a sceptre in his right hand and seven lightnings in the left ;
he stands upon the clouds of thunder, and his head is crowned by seven
stars. Thor means a circulator.
As Zacharia, Jupiter is known as
" the strong God," i.e., Zecar-Jah. J ophiel, Table 4t is the intelligence of
the Sphere of Jupiter ; the word no doubt being a form of Hebrew
ja!tvah.
Zebu), Table S, is the Recompenser, Karmic Law or J ustice. Pashar
is " the expanding flame," i.e., Brahm:t, from Brih, to expand.
Aglae, Table 7, means the circulator or the Revolver. It is worth
noticing that such names as Thor, Zebu), Shebul, Agla, all convey the
same idea of revolution and circulation, which fitly describe the Karmic
Law of Justice, the specific quality of Zedekial or Zachiel ; and, when
united with Brih, Bra, Brahm:t, &c. the expanders, a very clear idea of
the principles of Cosmic Evolution is obtained. Bethar, Tables IO and
I 2, is a form of Thor and refers to Baal Bethor, " the undefiled."
Marduk, Table 1 3, is Lord God : and if this may be Meradag, then it
denotes " the Lord of the Increase," i.e., the Creator.
Thauthabaoth, Table 1 4, is from Toth, Tat, Tad, Dat, Dad (a father)
and Abuth, swelling, distention, or expansion, and here again J upiter is
identified with Br-aum, and Brahm.
Eloi, Table I S, means simply " my God."
F.-Venus as Van-esh and Luxfero, Phosphorus or Lucifer, must be
well known to all our readers. Venus is also called Bhavanee, Parvutee,
Pravati, and Doorga, the impregnable, " Kartikya and Pravati,'' or
Mercury and Venus, and conjointly Hermes-Aphrodite, z:e. the An
drogynous Buddhi-Manas. Venus rules over Friday the 6th day ;
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Hebrew Sis or Shesh, meaning bright, cheerful, sparkling. Venus is
variously called Lucifer, Hesperus, Vesta, Hestia &c. Of the Vestal
virgins there were sir said to be the guardians of the Sacred fi re. This
mythos when viewed in connection with Venus, whose root number is
Six, at once suggests the Linga Yoni and Solipse i.e., the two interlaced
triangles, or six pointed star, with a central Fire or Life source called
Bhavani or Venus (vide symbol of Theosophical Society). Anael, Haniel,
Tables I and 2, is Diana, Anna. Hannah, the Bride of On Hannie!,
(Hebrew) means the Gracious Spirit or Power. Freya or Frigga, the
Northern Goddess of Beauty is the same as Phria (Hebrew) the Fruitful.
Therefore as the Vestal Virgin of Heaven, Venus is the Sacred Nun, the
fruitful yet immaculate source of life. The word " Nun " means a fish ;
hence arises the sacred association of " the diet of fish " with Dies Veneris.
N ogahel, from Nogah, to shine or glitter, doubtless refers to the appearance
of the planet Venus, and such of us as are more nearly under its
magnetic influence ; thus Nogah and Nogah Zaharah (Hebrew) is " the
pellucid brightness " or " the clear shining " (ibid note 1 ). Moledotha
or Molyedoth means " She who filleth the hands." Uric!, Table 3, is the
Spirit of Light The Hebrew Aur, light, is from Ar, to flow, whence we
may conclude that the " undulatory theory " of liglzt was that supported
by the Hebrews and their Teachers, the Chaldeans and Egyptians. The
formative letter U, vau, or wav (numerical value six), means to connect,
link, hook together, or to marry, by which peculiarities it became
a special sign for Venus. U riel, A uriel, or Oriel is the same as
Luxfero, " the Light bearer."
Kin Sing, the metal star (note I ) is likewise the Ken, or Queen Star
Kinya (Sanskrit) means the Virgin, Ceres, the sign Virgo ; and Kansyuh,
the Queen's metal or copper, is the metal ruled by Venus. Kin, the
Chinese, means " to foretell " and Nechesh, the Hebrew for copper, also
means " to augur, to divine, or to foretell the future." The influence of
the planet Venus in this respect is well-known to all Astrologers (e.g.
see Zadkiel's Grammar of Astrology, ch. X.)
Anabel, Table 5, and Anael are the same. Barael, Hebrew Bar, to
cleanse, is the Spirit of Purity. Erosia, Table 7, is the Goddess of Love,
Eros. Hagith, Tables 10 and I 2, means " the festive " or " the dancer " ;
terms which are almost inseparable in Eastern Countries, as it was
always the custom to celebrate the return (Haga) of festivals, by dancing,
singing, and the like Venus demonstrations. Orai, Table I 5, is Ouriel
or Uriel.
G-Saturn or Sat-ar-nons, the " pure Light mind " is also known as
Chronos, the god of time, and Charon, the mystic conveyer of souls into
H ades. Saturn rules the 7th day, i.e., the Sabbath ; hence the Hebrew
name of Saturn was Shebatael. The word Sabbath means to rest, to
stay, cease or complete. Thus Saturn is sometimes compared to the
Hindu Shiv, " the Restorer " or " the Destroyer." Sab or Shiv in
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Hebrew (English, Save) means to turn back, to restore, as by old age,
death or pralaya. Cassie!, Table r , means Cold, and is applie:l, in the
Hebrew, to denote that state of rigidity or paralysis (pralaya) in the
astral fluid which is the cause of Nature's death, both individually and
generally. Thus Job xxxviii, v. 3 1 , should be rendered " canst thou
bind the (modnuth kimah) trembling heat, or loose the (kesi/ tipetech)
bonds of coldness ? "
Zaphiel, Table 2, means " the concealed or hidden." Charaphael,
Table 3 , denotes the Spirit of Devastation, i.e., Shiv. Chereph (Hebrew)
means to strip, to lay waste, or to desolate ; it is a name for the winter .
Oriphiel or Orphael, table 4, is the Spirit of Bereavement. Ophiel, as
applied to Saturn, or Chronos, may denote the Ouph or Serpent which
comprehends the universe, a symbol of continuous revolution
and endless
'
Being.
Tu Sing, the earth star (note 1 ) denotes the Saturnine nature in its
lowest or material aspect, the cold, condensing, binding power in
Cosmos. Kaphiel, Table 6, denotes the compacted, condensed or con
gealed state of the elements while under Saturn's influence. I t also
signifies gloom or depression, a condition not uncommon among Satur
nine souls. Lethophoro, Table 7, is the angel of deathJ or forgetfulness
(Lethum).
The Lethean waters, over which Saturn presides, are said to encircle
the lower world and it is therefore required that all souls passing to and
fro between this world and another should pass through these waters of
forgetfulness. Persons who cannot understand that they have had
previous incarnations on this or another planet, will do well to examine
this mythos and find out what the nature of these mystic waters actually is.
Arathron, Table r o, is " the one who encircles the Light,'' i.e. the great
mystery or Darkness. Adar-malik means the strong king. Perhaps the
Egyptian worship of Moloch, who is said to devour his own children ;
was only a corrupted idolatry of " Shiv, the Destroyer." Eratzaoth,
Table 1 4, is identical with the Chinese Tu Sing or " Earth Star "
Hebrew, Eretz, the earth. Ildabaoth is the Hebrew I ldabuth, which
means " the progenitor of the fathers," i.e., of the Devapitars and their
earthly prototypes, the ancient patriarchs. In this sense Saturn is a
type of the Great Mystery, the I nfinite Being ; Bhu (Sanskrit) to be ;
Hebrew, the Boundless (vide, Gen. i. 2).
In making these notes upon the different names of the planetary
spheres, as given in the foregoing article by Brother Bonggren, I have been
forced to leave out of mention, for the most part, those contained in
Table 8, for I confess ignorance as to their origin, although some of the
roots seem quite familiar.
Therefore, while offering these remarks
as an addendum to the patient and careful researches of our author, I shall
hope, with him, that LUCIFER will supply our deficiency. The presence
of eight names in Table 8 is to me an obstacle in itself.
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Saturn and Mercury, Sol and Mars, and the Moon and Venus have
many names in common, which arises from the fact that the natures of
these spheres are in many respects similar. I n conclusion it is necessary
to remark that, although the Chaldeans, Egyptians, and Hebrews, and
latterly the Greeks and Romans, have attributed the septenary power of
� ature to the then known bodies of the solar system, yet the oriental
sages of even earlier times had quite a different foundation for a similar
system of nomenclature.
The Seven Rishis are the Divine Sages, Prajapatis, or Lordly Sons
who are said by the Hindus to rule over the seven locas or " spheres." •
In applying the planetary symbols of the solar system to indicate these
seven Lokas and the principles of the microcosm corresponding to them ,
the Hindu Sages placed them in the following order : Saturn Jupiter,
Mars, Sol, Venus, Mercury, and Moon as determined by their respective
Geocentric radii. By a repetition of this order to the 1 0th place we
obtain the planetary names for the days of the week from the integers of
the series as follows : Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, &c.
Ten was the number of signs in the most ancient Zodiac, and it is a
sacred number arising out of the union of the phallus and circle or linga
yoni, i.e., the Alpha and Omega of C reation. These ten signs as " the
gates of the lower world," have reference to their paradigms in the
Microcosmos, z:e., Adam Kadmon, Androgynos, or Hermes-Aphrodite.
The Hebrew termination Al or El, arbitrarily rendered by me as
" spirit or power," is the masculine singular of the word Alhim
(Eiohim.)
The H is a feminine termination, and I M the plural affix. Thus it
becomes an occult and, to lexicographers, an inexplicable name, having
reference to the Mystic Seven in One.
Each of these seven is dual, making the esoteric 14 thus : by Kabalistic Temurah, A = 1, 1 = 3. h = S, i = I , and m=4 ; total 14. ( Vide
Secret Doctrine, vol. i., p. 9 1 .)
Here I must leave the subject in the hands of my readers, having pro
duced sufficient evidence, no doubt, to show that there is a great deal of
valuable esoteric knowledge still hidden in the various " Mystery Names
of the Seven Worlds."
SEPHARIAL.
* Which spheres or lokas mean esoterically the seven globes of our planetary chain, as
even Rounds, etc.-{Eo.]
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I

N the course of our systematic study of the Secret Doctrine, which
we have now pursued for nearly six months, we have arrived at
"" ·
the conclusion o f the Stanzas o f the 1 st volume. I t would b e well to
pause and ask ourselves what is the nett gain which we have derived ?
In what respects are our ideas altered or modified, what have we learnt
which is new, and how much do we recognise the value of the Book ?
It has been no easy matter to form a clear and concise idea of the modus
operandi of cosmogenesis as set forth in the stanzas and the accompany
ing commentary. They do not profess to do more than lift the corner
of the veil. Large numbers of intermediate slokas we are told are
omitted, and certain occult keys, which it is not yet permitted to make
public, are withheld. Those who are members of the Esoteric Section
of the T. S. have a better chance of understanding the matter than the
ordinary read�r, but since numbers who have attended our Thursday
evening meetings are not Esotericists, it has been impossible to treat the
matter from any but an exoteric stand-point.
In order to present an abstract principle in anything like a compre
hensible manner, it is necessary that it should be represented i n some
form having reference to our ordinary methods of intellectual apprehen
sion, and our ordinary states of consciousness. Some kind of form is
indispensable for the conceptions which arise out of our present state of
consciousness, and the one great fallacy which we should constantly
guard against, is the mistaking of the form for the reality, the effect
for the cause. It is this self same illusion of form, Maya, which is
which is the great deceiver, the great tempter. It deceives our physical
senses and our intellectual faculties. It is the cause of all the illusive
forms of superstition and reli�ion which have prevailed in all ages.
Let not the student of the Secret Doctrine fall under the same illu·
sion, and mistake the form which is there presented for the principles
which u nderlie the form, or materialize into a dogma the priceless treasure
of wisdom and knowledge therein contained.
I know that some have come to grief over the various celestial
Hierarchies of Dhyan Chohans, being totally unable to connect these
with the physical forces with which they are familiar, or to see any
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connection whatever between them and the physical un iverse. Perhaps
if they wil l dematerialize their ideas of celestial beings, disconnect them
from all preconceived ideas of Angels and Archangels derived from
Biblical fairy tales, instilled into their youthful minds-not an easy
matter, by the way-and give free play to their intuition, they will
be able to surmount what at present appears to them such a formid
able obstacle.
The mysteries of Parabrahm have been touched upon more than
once, and it has been pointed out that this term is not used to designate
either a God or a machine, but as a purely metaphysical zbstraction
albeit the one reality, the absolute. Nevertheless Parabra!tm appears to
have been a very hard nut for some to crack, as also the first and second
Logos, Brahma and Brahmd, Folzat, and a host of other perso�tified
forces. We can hardly be surprised if the casual and superficial reader
should be lost in the vast pantheon of the Secret Doctrine, and should
fly for comparative intellectual safety to the orthodox doctrine of the
trinity.
But let us not, as students of the Secret Doctrine, be hasty in forming
either our conceptions or our conclusions. We must bear in mind that
we are dealing with the imaginative powers of the Eastern mind, and
with the deepest and most subtle of metaphysical and philosophical
systems. Let us try and understand the Secret Doctrine in its material
ized form, and then, when we have mastered the form, we may be the
better able to understand what that form represents.
Setting aside now all concrete ideas having reference to the form in
which the teachings are moulded, I imagine that those who have
followed closely the course of instructions, cannot have failed to have
grasped some general principles of the utmost importance. They cannot
have failed to have obtained such a broad and comprehensive view of
the law of evolution, of the essential unity and oneness of nature
including in that term both the visible and the invisible universe-and
of the law of correspondences and analogy, such as could not have been
obtained by them by the study of half the scientific books in the
world.
Science prides itself upon its generalizations, such as the law of the
conservation of energy and the doctrine of evolution, and these two
doctrines have certainly been responsible, more than anything else that
science has done, for the breaking down of the narrow and superstitious
conceptions of the government of the universe by the personal fiat of a
Biblical Jehovah.
But the Secret Doctrine carries these generalizations immeasurably
further than even science itself has yet ventured to do. The Secret
Doctrine, in fact, proceeds by an opposite method to that of science. The
methods of science are inductive, proceeding from particulars to uni .
versals ; the method of the Secret Doctnne is deductive, proceeding from
29
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universals to particulars.
Now each of these methods has its own
particular application and value. Implicit faith should not be placed in
either the one or the other, but each should be used in a legitimate
way. Science ignores altogether the deductive method, Her general
izations and theories are built upon a vast mass of accumulated facts,
which scientific men are ever adding to, while at the same time they
endeavour to piece them together so as to form a connected whole. The
generalizations of science are the result of numbers of isolated observa
tions and experiments. It may fall to the lot of some one man to
enunciat<! some particular law of nature, which he is therefore said to
have discovered, and which is labelled with his name ; but it is seldom
the case that the discovery is due to his own unaided and original
observations. He is indebted to n umberless other experimenters, it may
be to a line of research which has been carried on for centuries, but it
has fallen to the lot of this particular ir.dividual to crown the efforts of
others by the enunciation of a law which binds together and shows the
essential relation of phenomena, which have hitherto appeared to be
isolated and arbitrary.
But we may well doubt whether science by means of the inductive
method can ever teach us anything respecting the dee�Jer prol:·-··ts o
our consciousness, can ever reach such generalizations and principles as
are to be found in the Secret Doctrine. Science refuses to deal with
metaphysics, or even· with such physics as psychical phenomena, and we
certainly cannot, as individuals, afford to wait until science shall have
seen fit to offer a solution of certain problems with which we are more
immediately acquainted. Let us recognise the value of inductive science
i n its own proper sphere, but meanwhile let us also use the deductive
method, and see whether we cannot arrive at general principles without
having to spend our lives in accumulating innumerable facts, or in
labelling with learned names the min utest subdivisions of every insect
or plant which we can meet with in the remotest corners of the
globe.
If we push back our enquiries respecting the phenomenal universe,
and the causes which are operating to produce the effects which we see
around us, we very soon reach a point where physics cannot help us, and
where we must resort to metaphysics and abstract ideas. \Ve cannot
employ the inductive method here, for we have exhausted our knowledge
<Jf facts. \Ve stand before the great ocean of the unknown, that strange
illusion which we call time and space. What is to be our guide here ;
how does the Secret Doctrine help us ?
By analogy. By showing us the past, the present and the future, con
tained in the highest possible metaphysical abstraction, in the Absolute
or Parabrahm, and then proceeding downwards through the various
manifestations in time and space of this one absolute reality-always by
analogy, and in lines that never vary i n principle-until we reach those
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fi nite manifestations which constitute our present physical universe, and
our human consciousness.
Analogy is the great law of the Secret Doctrine. As above, so
below. The microcosm is a reflection of the macrocosm. These occult
axioms are to be found elsewhere, but in no other book are they so ex�
emplified, or worked out in such detail, or made to cover such a vast
area as in the Secret Doctrine. Truly this is a key which is worth
having, an universal key with which we can unlock one by one every
mystery of our being. We must first of all learn to grasp firmly this
principle of analogy, and if we do this I imagine that we shall soon dis
cover its value in every department of those regions which we are en
deavouring to penetrate.
And now we stand face to face with the greate�t question of all. Thus
far we have been dealing with cosmogenesis, and have only incidentally
touched on the deeper problems of life and consciousness. Stanza V I I.
opens with these words :-" Behold the beginning of sentient formless
life." " Formless life ! " What can we apprehend of life without form ?
And yet as we read and re-read the stanza it impresses us with a sub
limity of philosophic thought which surely is nowhere else to be found.
It presents itself to our mind like a ray of the one Divine Life itself
flashed into the darkness of our materiality ; or like the lightning in the
blackness of the n ight it suddenly illumines the earth, enabling us to
discern the outlines of our surroundings-then leaves us in deeper
darkness.
What is this deep mystery of Life, these countless myriads of lives
" the beams and the sparks of one moon reflected in the running waves
of all the rivers of earth ? "
Tell us, oh, Sphinx, of the three letters and the nin � ! Tell us-lest
the insatiable desire to know which you have instilled into our minds
pursue you as Nemesis through countless reincarnations.
What is life, mind, consciousness, man ? Are not all these conglomer
ated, collected, distributed, permutated, annihilated, in the stanza be
fore us, till our brain becomes a fiery whirlwind, and our reason sinks
into the deep waters of space. We stand before the mystery of Life ;
we catch a glimpse of the awful depths of our own being, and those
heights to scale which we must become-Gods ! We stand for a mo
ment on the verge of that infinite consciousness where there is neither
great nor small, being or non-being, time or space, light or darkness, sound
or silence.
The stanza reads like the great diapason tone of nature ; it swells into
a harmony that seems the very source of our being. Who but a great
musician or magician can analyse these tones, or fit them to the scale of
our earth-bound consciousness. Let us pause and listen, if perchance
we may attune our minds to the divine harmony, and carry some portion
of it with us into our daily life. Truly our task has been no light one
2 9.
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thus far, but with the strength we have gained we will still push for
ward, and master these deeper secrets of life by which alone we can hope
to free ourselves from the great illusion.
WILLIAM KINGSLAND.

COLONEL OLCOTT IN JAPAN.

To the Editor of LuCIFER.
Kioto, Japan. 2 1 Apri� 1889.
Availing myself of the first opportunity since my convalescence, I beg to
thank, through the medium of your journal, those friends who so kindly made
inquiries as to the state of my health, and who were so anxious about my
recovery. Extreme lassitude, brought on by overwork in the Ceylon Section,
broke down my constitution ; a change was necessary, remaining in Colombo was
injurious to my health, and Colonel Olcott thinking that change of air, perfect
rest from work, and a sea·voyage would bring me round again, brought me over
here. He also wished me to become known to the Japanese in view of future
international intercourse.
So far as Hong Kong everything went well. Saigon is a French Colony, and.
by-the-way, a beautiful city, eminently French in its appearance ; having a limited
trade, almost entirely in the hands of the Chinese. Hong Kong, a British
colony, was quite a contrast to that quiet and tropical city, Saigon. Here was
that activity and bustle which one sees in a busy commercial city. Standing near
the clock tower, it was a most striking experience to see the unending stream of
jinrickshas and the throngs of busy Chinamen in their picturesque dresses,
passing to and fro. The day of our arrival was the one after the Chinese New
Year. Here, too, the Chinese carry on a brisk trade. Hong Kong was cold,
and overcoats were found indispensable. From Hong Kong to Shanghai we had
a rough sea, cold winds and rain. In Shanghai the temperature had fallen to
34 deg. Fah. To one from the tropics, who had never experienced a winter, this
sort of weather was an unpleasant, not to say dangerous, novelty ; at least I found
it so. From Shanghai to Kioto was a trying passage ; I could not bear the
cold, I felt as if I would freeze to death. At last my debilitated constitution
succumbed ; I was attacked first with rheumatism in the extremities, which
subsequently changed into an agonising neuralgia, preventing my moving
about Japan with Colonel Olcott, and serving him as Secretary. Mr. Noguchi
having also fallen ill, the President has been left to get on in the best way he
could, to our deep regret.
On the 9th of February we arrived in Kobe. As soon as the s.s. IJjimnah
anchored, the members of the " Col. Olcott committee," and a few of the Chief
Priests, came on board to welcome the " Imastraka " Olcott. On the pier about
a hundred priests, representing all the sects having temples in Kobe, were
waiting to present him with an address of welcome. After the presentation of
the address, Colonel Olcott and party were escorted to a famous local temple of
the Tendai sect, where arrangements had been made for our entertainment. The
temple is an admirable construction in the Japanese style of architecture and
excited our admiration, so neat, so beautifully decorated in that perfect taste and
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delicacy of touch for which the Japanese are famous. On the 9th Colonel Olcott
in a short address made the audience understand that Buddhism is a philosophy
whose ethics were now gaining ground among the intellectual minds of Europe
,
and America, and that they should cling to their national religion. On the
following morning he spoke again before leaving Kobe for Kioto, the religious
and ancient capital of Japan, where we arrived in the evening. The Kioto Rail
way Station was the scene of tumultuous activity. Thousands of men, women
and children had gathered ; all the students of the Western and Eastern Hon
ganjis, numbering about 1, I oo, lined the streets to do honour to the welcome
guest. We were taken to the Cheonin temple of the Pureland sect, a venerable
and imposing structure, the very sight of which impresses one with a feeling of
awe. Here reigns a supreme calm. It stands amid beautiful scenery and for
contemvlative minds seems a paradise. In the vast preaching Hall of this
venerable pile, to an audience of thousands of people, Colonel Olcott made his
first public lecture. The greatest enthusiasm was provoked by his fiery address,
the audience listened with rapt attention save when they broke out into thunder
ing applause. J ust near the shrine where the image of Lord Buddha is placed,
Colonel Olcott stood on a raised platform. His venerable figure and dignified
presence instantly commanded attention. He raised his hand to enforce quiet,
repeated the " Pansil," and then began his discourse in a clear, strong voice that
reached the furthest auditor. Mr. Noguchi, surprised at the calmness of the
audience in the Patcheappah Hall, Madras, had made Colonel Olcott understand
that a Japanese audience would always be turbulent. Quite the contrary, it
proved ; this and all his other monster audiences have listened to catch his every
word ; and he has held them under his perfect command.
As was to be expected, Colonel Olcott's arrival has frightened and excited
the Christians. You will see in the following extract from a Japanese
influential magazine-the Dando Kai-the silly things Christians say of him ;
just as they have done in India and Ceylon these past ten years, but to no
purpose.
" The arrival of Colonel Olcott has caused great excitement among the
" Christians in Japan. They say that he is an adventurer, a man of bad prin
" ciples, and an advocate of a dying cause. How mean and cowardly are these
•• Christians !
They may use the unprincipled pens at their disposal as much
" as they choose, but they cannot weaken the effects of his good principles, nor
" fasten upon him any of their scandalous insinuations. They do not produce
When he was told
•• the least effect upon Colonel Olcott or upon Buddhism.
" in Tokyo that the Christians were abusing him, he only smiled and said :
" ' This has been the case in all countries : these are the weapons that they
" ' employ. I do not mind their slanders in the least ; it is like the chirping of
Do not worry, my
•• ' birds in the trees, or the croaking of frogs in a swamp.
" ' Japanese Brothers, they can never beat us ; our Religion is based upon
.. ' Truth ! ' We thoroughly concur in these ideas, and recommend our Japanese
" Brothers and Sisters to pay no attention to these slanderers. It is a common
•• observation of the world that an ugly woman hates a beautiful one, and evil
We feel great pity, however, for those who are Christians
•• hates righteousness.
" that, while ignorant entirely of our doctrines, they are crying out their fantastic
•• ideas to the four corners, as when one dog barks all the others imitate him.
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" How ridiculous this all is ! How great has Colonel Olcott's influence become
" in Japan."
Colonel Olcott's first lecture in the religious capital was on the 1 2th February,
and the promulgation of the Japanese New Constitution occurred on the I Ith.
It has been noted as a " curious coincidence." If I remember aright, Colonel
Olcott's first lecture after his arrival in Bombay was given on the 1 3th of March
1 R7 9, and that day has proved the commencement of a New Era of thought in
India.
The most important event at the opening of Colonel Olcott's Japanese
Mission was the Convention he called of Chief Priests o f all sects, to give
them clearly to understand the absolutely mental attitude he intended to main
tain between them. In response to his invitation, 1 7 chief priests, representing
the 1 2 Buddhist Sects, assembled together on the 1 3th of February in the
Emperor's Room of the Cheonin Temple. He read his address with solemn
earnestness, and it was interpreted to them. Subsequently the Sanskrit letter
of the High Priest Sumangala, addressed to his Japanese co-religionists, which
Colonel Olcott had brought with him, was also read and interpreted. The
assembled priests were brought to a sense of duty, and the result was so com
plete an unanimity that a committee of Priests was formed, representing all
the Sects, to manage his tour and defray all the expenses. On the 2 3rd of
February Colonel Olcott left for Tokyo, and remained there almost a month,
during which time he delivered eleven addresses ; nine on Religion, and one
each on Education and Agriculture. His work there was a complete success
His address before the Education Society of Japan was so much appreciated
that the Vice-Minister of Education sent him an official letter thanking him.
He was also elected an Honorary Member of the Japan Agricultural Society
in appreciation of his discourse on agriculture, and presented with a pair of
cloisonne vases.
The Governor of Tokyo, Baron Takasaki, gave a dinner-party in honour of
our President, and invited all the Ministers of the Cabinet then in the city. All
the principal ministers, including the Prime Minister, and several high officers of
the I mperial Household, were present. Colonel Olcott, upon invitation, gave his
views upon the political and religious state of Japan. His main point was that,
unless politics go hand in hand with Religion, anarchy would be the result. The
stability of a Government rests on a moral basis, and is represented by the
average conscientiousness and patriotism of the masses ; it is therefore of the
utmost importance that the morality of the people should be cared for in any
scheme of national education, and Buddhism, which brought civilization into
Japan, offers the highest guarantees for its future greatness. The Empire is now
passing through a crisis, brought about by the strife of two different factors.
European material civilization and Buddhism. These two can never agree, for
they regard man from two different standpoints : the one tends to brutalising,
the other to ennobling the individual.
Colonel Olcott's lectures being all extemporaneous and upon topics suggested
at the moment by the Committee, I am unfortunately unable to give you their
substance. I myself having been confined to my sick room and unable to read the
full reports with which the newspapers of Japan have teemed. There can be no
doubt, however, from all I hear that they have created a profound i mpression,
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not only upon the masses but upon the higher classes as well. His portrait has
been lithographed and engraved for various papers, new magazines have been
started at Tokyo, Nagoya and other places to commemorate his visit. The
Governors of provinces have entertained him at dinners, and had him address
invited audiences of the (/ite. The Priests of different sects have presented
him with more than a thousand volumes for the Adyar Library, and a joint
·
committee representing all the Sects has travelled with him throughout the
Empire. H is name, which was already familiar to the peoples of India and
Ceylon, ha5 now become known to the whole Japanese Nation, and invitations
keep pouring in from the most distant places for him to visit them. Thus this
single mission, undertaken by one man against the well-meant protest of a few
short-sighted friends, has at a single stroke effected that friendly union between
the Buddhists of Japan and Ceylon which the earnest Buddhists of the latter
country had hoped for but thought impossible.
As for the kindness shown to me by my co-religionists during my long illness
I have no words to describe it. For sixty days and nights they watched, nursed
and took care of me as tenderly as a mother would take care of her child. Such
heartfelt sympathy I could only expect from my dearest ones ; but the hearts of
the Japanese are overflowing with kindness. That system of Philosophy, based
on Love, which has " made Asia mild " has imbued the Japanese heart with
kindness, and I have been the gainer. I shall never forget them.
From Colonel Olcott's diary I get the following additional particulars : Among
the notable men he met in Tokyo were Mr. Hinton, author of "A Persian King, "
and other philosophical monographs which are included in the Theosophist
Manager's Book List ; Mr. Basil Hall Chamberlain, Secretary of the Asiatic
Society ; Mr. Satow, a well known Sinalogue ; Capt. J. M. James, another ;
Professors Fennelosa and Divers of the University ; Capt. Brinkley, R.A., Editor'
of the Japan Mail,- and General C. W. Legendre, an old companion in arms,
whom he saw desperately wounded in the Battle of Newbern. On the 2 3rd
March he left Tokyo for Sandai, far away to the north, where he was honoured
with a public dinner by the Governor, and lectured to audiences which almost
broke the floor of the building. Utsonorniya, Mayabashi, Tagasaki, Yokohama,
Shizuoka, Hamamatsu, Okasaki, N azoya, N arumi, Gifu and Ogaki were in turn
visited, and the same success repeated at each station. A gratifying circumstance
was the hoisting of the new Buddhist Flag, introduced by our Society into Ceylon
two years ago, and now universally adopted there, at each Japanese town where he
lectured. Upan arrival he found it hoisted at the temple, sometimes also over the
gate of his hotel, and even at the railway station. Its beauty makes it popular, and
its non sectarian or local character commends it as a common symbol of their faith
for all Buddhists. I should here mention that his Imperial Majesty has accepted
a copy of it offered by Colonel Olcott along with a stone relic from Buddha
Gaya, leaves of the Bo trees of Gaya and Anaradhapura, and some photos of
sacred shrines in Ceylon sent by the Buddhists of our Island. The collection
has been placed in the Imperial M useum.
After a few days' rest at Kioto, the President began the final portion of his
tour by visiting and lecturing at Nara, Osorka, where the Governor and General
commanding, Baron Takashima, entertained him at a dinner, to which the leading
military and civilian officers were invited ; Ho·din-ji, Nagahama, N ogasuma and
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Hikone, the last-named three lying along the shore of the beautiful Lake Birvah.
He is again in Kioto for a few days to organize a large branch of the Theo
sophical Society, and will presently start for Nagasaki and other places in the
extreme south, whence he is to work his way back to Kobe, at which port he
will take steamer-probably on the qth June-for Colombo and Madras.
H. DHAMMAPALA.
A rumour has been current that Colonel Olcott is coming to England to
preach Buddhism.
Now while Colonel Olcott is undeniably a sincere and
convinced Buddhist, as many other members of the T.S. are Christians,
H i ndus or M ussulmen, yet he would never dream of preaching Buddhism in
England, for the fundamental rules of the Society forbid any member to preach
his own religion to others not of the same faith. I n Japan, Colonel Olcott has
been preaching Buddhism to Buddhists ; but he comes to England to preach
THEOSOPHY-not any sectarian creed or religion.
(From the Pall Mall Gazelle of June 28th, 1 889. )

AN AMERICAN MISSIONARY OF BUDD H ISM.
COLONEL OLCOTT

AIII

O N G THE JAPANESE.

News from Japan published in the Glasgow Herald is to the effect that
Colonel Olcott's tour is creating a veritable furore. His first reception was of a
mixed character, some of the Buddhist priests welcoming him, others giving
him the cold shoulder. Then his lectures in the capital began to excite popular
interest, which was intensified as he went through the larger provincial town,;.
The latest news of him is from Nagoya, a large commercial town between Tokio
'and Kioto. Here he had audiences at each lecture of about four thousand
people, and it is said that the wildest applause everywhere greets his declarations
that the closest relationship exists between the stable progress of the nation and
the maintenance of true Buddhism. At the time the last news left, Colonel
Olcott, having made a tour in the north, was progressing towards the south,
where Buddhism always had a stronger and more earnest hold upon the people.
The Buddhists who control Colonel Olcott's tour, seeing the effect he is pro
ducing, are hurrying about from place to place, so that he is delivering orations
and lectures in three or four different places in the same day, as if he were an
octogenarian ex-Prime Minister of G-reat Britain. The really striking part of
the business is that Colonel Olcott does not speak a word of Japanese ; his
lectures are therefore delivered in English, and translated on the platform by an
interpreter, sentence by sentence as he goes along. In this way, of course, all the
eloquence and verve are taken out of the discourse before it reaches the audience.
There is no chance for working the latter up to enthusiasm by mere words ; hence
the speaker who succeeds as Colonel Olcott has done in arousing public meetings
in this way must find a strong sympathy between him and it already existing.
No doubt the novel spectacle of an Occidental inculcating the view that there
is no religion like that of B uddha has something to do with it. It is not only
the common people that gladly hear him, but also the high officials. I n many
of the large towns through which he passed special meetings were held at times
suitable to officials, at which they alone were present. Of the reality of the
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impression he is creating there is no doubt ; how permanent it may be no one
can tell. Apropos of this topic, I may mention that for the first time a
Unitarian missionary has put in an appearance in Japan. He belongs to the
United States, and has already got entangled in a theological discussion in the
press. This, indeed, is how his advent became generally known.
" LA KABBALE."

To the Editor of LuciFER.
I HAVE just finished the article, under the above title, by " Papus " in L'Inilialio11
-if I am rightly informed-the official journal of the French Theosophical
Society " Hermes." At any rate, it is stated in the text of its Prospectus (on
page z of cover) that though " not exclusively theosophical, the journal numbers
amongst its editors the most learned of the French Theosophists."
If so, it is doubly to be regretted that M. " Papus," its editor in chief, though
counting himself among the most learned Theosophists, should be so very u�r
lheosophical and at the same time so very ignorant even of the rudiments of
Indian philosophy. He shows himself so destitute of the knowledge even of the
commonest names in the Hindu Pantheon as to quote, in terms of the highest
approva� a paragraph which displays an ignorance so crass as only to be equalled
by the ridiculous caricature which the author makes of the quasi-Sanskrit names
and terms he uses.
On the preceding page (June number, r 889 ; p. z r 8) M. Papus has just
indulged in a lofty and pompous criticism of Subba Rao, Mr. Sinnett, Dr. Hart
mann and Mdme. Blavatsky. He warns his readers against relying wholly upon
the teachings emanating from the Theosophical Society, as these " almost always
lack method ; " and he observes that none of the works of the authors just men
tioned " furnish sufficient data for the establishment of the relations between the
Kabalistic Sephiroth and the Hindu doctrines."
The Hindu Sephiroth, according to the author whom M. Papus declares to
have " re-discovered the mystic Organon of the ancient Hindus," a list which M.
Papus himself adopts and tabulates on page 2 1 9, are as follows : Mai·a, Oum (sic),
Haranguerbehah (sic), Porsh (sic), Pradiapat (sic), Prakrah (sic), and Prall (sic).
I presume he means to refer to what scholars name Hiranyagarbha, Purusha,
Prajapali, Prakritt� and Prana; but what in the name of wisdom these have to
do with the Sephiroth, no student of Indian philosophy can imagine. When
further M. Papus identifies Malchuth (the Kingdom) with " Pran," which
means Life, and Geburah with Oum, the synthesis of Brahm3, Vishnu and
Siva, which three he has just identified with Kether, Chochmah and Binah,
the distracted reader can only fear that " too much learning has made him mad."
That one who constitutes himself the lofty and condescending critic of such a
profound metaphysician as Subba Rao, of such a learned symbologist as M dme.
Blavatsky, should make such an abject display of ignorance of the simplest ele
ments of the topic he deals with, is profoundly to be regretted for the sake of
Theosophy in France, and the reputation of the Hermes Branch especially.
W. R. OLD.
[NoTE.-Madame Blavatsky being absent in France, the Sub-Editor has taken
the responsibility of inserting the above letter from a very learned English
Kabalist, who is also well acquainted with the Hindu system.]
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certainly appears to be making giant strides in India, the Native

Press vying with the English and American in its haste to publish any kind of
news

detrimental

to individuals who, if they have no other claim upon its con

sideration, are at least fellow creatures possessed of human feelings.
Strange feature of Human Nature this ; pre·eminently that of our dying cycle !
Let us suppose that some hallucinated scribbler were to send from England or
America to, say, India, the following :" A number of Enthusiastic Theosophists met at Hyde Park with the object of
voting an equestrian statue of Colonel H. S. Olcott in recognition of his many
virtues and eminent civic and military services. The meeting was very impressive
and solemn, and after singing an ardent hymn of praise to H. P. Blavatsky, they
adjourned, shedding tears of brotherly love ! "
What paper, even a native

Daily

in India, would ever think of reprinting such

trash without any verification or even a word of comment ? !

We feel certain

that, every kind of corroboration from other sources notwithstanding, no paper
would hasten to repeat the news, simply because it would be too good, and too
absurd to be true.

Why then do we find that every Editor-our old friend and

brother the Editor of the

Indian Mirror

included-jumps with joy at any

malicious denunciation and falsehood published by enemies in third-rate papers
in England against the Theosophical Society.
A Theosophist sends us from India a cutting from the

Calcutta .Mirror of

May 24th about " Theosophy in London."
After sundry grandilo<1uent compliments to Mr. Sinnett-may they do him
good ! -we read the following, containing a falsehood in every line.
" The Thursday evening meetings are still held at Madam's house
but the whole movement appears to have suffered a very grievous check.

•

•

•

A lady

who came over from America to study Theosophy under Madame Blavatsky has
acted as a spy in the camp.

She remained for some time under the roof of

Madame as a disciple, and now she has suddenly turned round, and in full
Council of the initiated has renounced Madame and all her works (like the pro
verbial Satan and his works,) and has even denounced her.

•

•

•

The

American neophyte stigmatized Madame Blavatsky as an imposter and was
followed by several influential members as she left the meeting.

Our modem

prophets have often a bad time of it in these days " &c., &c.
It matters not whether we begin at the top, bottom, or middle of this pack of
lies-deception runs throughout.

But why should " a spy " u ndertake to de

nounce a person as " an imposter " ?

Does not this sound rather like a want of

diplomacy to say the least ?
As no such denouncement has been made by anyone (our meetings including
neither missionaries nor Psychic researchers) this is lie number

one I

Falsehoods

second, third, fourth, fi fth &c., consist in the statements that there was a row in

full Council ,- that there was a spy from America, that several injluenlial
members !tad left ,- that the American " lady " was a neophyte or that she studiti
under Mme. B. (a familiar expression this, we have heard it before ! ) ; and that
the T. S. has " a bad time of it."
Now

as

a matter of fact only one, or at most two, of the " influential members "

of the Society have left it during the past twelve months.

Of rows, it is true, we
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have had plenty, and we may expect more, so long as human nature is the same
among Theosophists as everywhere else. We advise our noble friends, " the mild
Hindus," to beware of all such republications of third-rate stuff at fifth hand,
which comes to them under the inviting title of " the latest news." We know
who wrote the lines quoted, we are aware also of the motive under which they
were written ; we have already read it before, and we gave it no attention. But
when it is foisted on our Hindu friends with no other purpose ostensibly than
to excite malicious spleen, we are forced, out of respect for their friendship, and
anxiety for their welfare, to make a frank and emphatic dmial of these falsehoods.
Has the Editor of the Indian Mirror suddenly become afflicted with a violent
fear of, or a desire to pander to, the missionaries, we wonder ?
THE WORK OF THE " ESOTERIC SECTION OF THE T. S."

TO ALL THE " PLEDGED " THEOSOPHISTS.
THE Washington Evening Star of June the zznd, x 889, contains an article full
of the most ungentlemanly and false denunciations inspired by the ex-President
of the " Gnostic Theosophical Society " (now dischartered), attacking the best
Theosophists of America, the Society and the undersigned. Speaking of Occult
magnetism the traducer expresses himself as follows :
•· 1

want to emphasize the dangers there are in the knowledge of these occult powers and forces

without the

mvra/ stamina

to usc that knowledge for goorl. "

So far so good. The " Ex-President " here repeats only that, which H. P.
Blavats -whom he accuses in print of " tricks, fraud and deviltry " (?)
insult scorns and laughs at-was the first to teach in the T.S. and its
literature. But being himself just one of those who lack " moral stamina," he
adds to it the following insinuation :-

�

�

. ' Take an illustration of what I say, that recent very bad case of the Boston Theosophists (?)

f�tlly exposed 6y 1/u prus.
or for evil.

1 here

is a true, real and actual psychic force.

I t may

be used

so

for good

Any honest theosophical society makes a study of this force and attempts to direct it

toward the Improvement of mankind.

But such a society works quietly and never strolls about the

country," etc. , etc.

Every one knows that no " Boston Theosophists " have ever been " exposed
by the press " neither " fully " nor partially ; but only the " Esoteric " humbug
of H iram Butler and his mythical adept " I,ooo years old." And it is as well
known that of the " Butler " Esoteric clique, not one has ever been a member
of the T. S. however much those crows tried to parade in theosophical plumage
by cribbing all they could from our books. Therefore, it becomes quite evident
that the intention of the ex-President of the defunct gnostic Branch of the
T. S. was to maliciously identify and connect theosophists in general with the
Butlerites. He does not name Hiram Butler, but, relying upon the public
ignorance, insinuates the identity ; an action than which none baser or more
cunning could be conceived. At the same time it is as evident that those
whom he seeks to strike at are the " Esotericists " of the T. S. and the Head of
the Section, as he repeatedly calls the " pledged " theosophists Mme
" Blavatsky's dupes."
Whether any pledged or unpledged theosophists will resent the malicious
calumny and insinuation is their own concern. My humble advice is, to show
the greatest contempt for an action which dishonours but the perpetrator of
such a base attack. Only in view of the term " Esoteric " and " Esotericism "
having been so desecrated by the Boston Butlerites ; and rendered so ridiculous
by the non-existent and mythical " Esoteric Theosophical Society " of America,
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Invented by its " Perpetual President " (" perpetual peacock," rather as neatly
rendered by a .:::alifomian lady)-our Esoteric Section had better drop its name.
The Council in England has decided to call it the " Arcane " instead of the
" Esoteric " Section and we hope the American Council will accede to this.
It has the advantage of being a name which has not been dragged in mire
and ridicule by charlatans as has the term Esoteric.
Hoping this name will be sancti oned by our President, Col. H. S. Olcott,
and readily adopted by the pledged members,-! remain, fraternally, etc.,
(Signed) H. P. BLAVATSKY.
Head of the Arcane (late Esoteric) Section of the T. S.
Fontainebleau, -July 7 th, 1 889.
A FEW ADDRESSES TO MME. BLAVATSKY.

(Called forth by the malicious attacks of the T. S.'s enemies.)

attacks

As the slanders against the Theosophical Society, and the base and entirely unwarranted

against our Esoteric St.-ction and its Head, are increasing in America, we publish the following addresses

Mme.
and is a

and votes of confidence out of the many assurances of gratitude and loyalty received by
Blavatsky, since a new persecution was started against her.

The first one speaks for itself,

complete answer to the lies and libels started by an t:r- Theosophist (just expelled from the Society
by the American Council), namely, that the Esoteric Section is " a new
by H . P. B."

trick,"

and a

" fraud

started

We withhold the signatures on the first address, just to shield honourable men

from

vile attacks.-(SUB-EDITOR.l

To MADAME H. P. BLAVATSKY.
• • • • •
DEAR MADAME,Monday, June 24th, 1889.
We, the undersigned, members of the HoRus LODGE of the Esoteric
Section of the Theosophical Society, have read the various papers sent to us
from time to time, relating to the • • affair, and we unanimously express our
contempt for the dishonourable actions of both • • (parties concerned),
especially in regard to their breach of the pledges of secresy and fidelity to the
T. S. We beg you to accept our sincere sympathy with you in this trouble,
knowing how disheartening it must be to you to have your earnest efforts thus
combated by such dishonourable dealing. We have every confidence in JOU
as an occuit teacher, and earnestly ask you to continue the E. S. instructions to
us at the earliest opportunity. It matters not to us 'Whether the said teaclling be
the fruits of your own labour, or the instructions of the Mahatmas. We are

satisfied to receive what is to us undoubtedly valuable instruction, and some of us,
who have been students of so-called Occultism for the last ten years, are salisfod
that we have at last got upon the Right Path, through ;·our great and va!UIJble
assista nce.-We are, Dear Madame, yours most sincerely and fraternally,
(Signed),

President's name, followed by those of the Members.

The underlined passage proves ( t) that Mme. Blavatsky possesses the esoteric knowledge requisite
for teaching occult sciences-from whatever source she has it ;-and (2) that since old

Kabalists and

Occultists have found that they can learn something from her, as the sentence " we have at last g01

upon Ike Riglli Path

through your (her) valuable assistance," plainly shows,-that the

Esoteric
besto..td
only by one person-namely an American ex-theosophist now expelled, and that his motives alld
malicious revengeful spirit are well known, whatever he may write, cause to be written, or s:ay can
never influence a true theosophist-least of all one who is a pledged student of Occultism. Ha\ing
Section of the T.S. can hardly be a fraud or a

trid.

As these epithets, however, are freely

invented a bogus Esoteric Theosophical Society of America, of which he created himself ''
President," the foundation of a real Esoteric Section of the T.S. interfered of course

which, we regret to say, were to fool the credulous crowds of his admirers.

Hence,

Perpetual

with his plans
as be bad n<Yer

belonged to the E.S., nor had his mythical Esoteric Society been chartered by the Council at Ad�-ar,
it naturally had to fall through when a

real Esoteric Section was announced.

Hence, again,

his o.er·
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tions to show the real E.S. of the T.S. a /war, a !Jut�Wug, and its Head a " fraud " " bent on a nno
trick." His conduct having been exposed, he now seeks to produce a reaction by resorting to false
hoods and bogus exposures. We pity one once so high and now so fallen (whose name we do not
pronounce out of respect for his family, though every theosophist knows him). Let him do the worst
he may ; his Lett"' to H. P. Blavatsky, now printed in America, have unveiled him more than he
can ever hope to unveil any of those whom he so hates.-{SUB-EDITOR.]
Resolutions adopted by " Pm N r LOMA LonGE of the Theosophical Society,"
June zoth 1 889, at San Diego, California.
Whereas a base and unwarrantable attack has been made by certain Fellows
of the Theosophical Society upon Mme.

H. P. Blavatsky, and through her

upon the T. S. in general, therefore be itResolved-That we, the members of " Point Lorna Lodge " of the T. S. located
at San Diego (California), do hereby re-affirm our loyalty to the Theosophical
cause, and our allegiance to its Founders and Leaders.
Resolved-That we denounce and condemn all such attempts to destroy thP.
unity and usefulness of the Society, all endeavours to vilify its Leaders by whom
soever made, and that we will withstand such attacks to the best of our power
and ability.
Resolved-That recognizing the

prominent

services rendered

by Mdme.

Blavatsky to Theosophy, also the many persecutions she has thereby endured,
we offer a tribute of thanks, respect, sympathy and love, with the hope and b�lief
that she will live down all such treacherous attempts, and that she may for many
years continue to be our Teacher.
T. DoEKING, M.D., President.

(Signed),

At a Regular meeting of the Golden Gate Lodge of the T. S., held June 1 5th,
1 889, the following Resolutions were unanimously adopted ; the same to be
entered upon the minutes of the Lodge, and a copy to be sent to Mme.

H. P.

Blavatsky and published in the Press :Whereas, A base and unwarrantable attack has been made by certain Fellows
of the Theosophical Society upon Mme. Blavatsky, and through her upon the
Theosophical Society in genera� therefore be it
Resolved-That we, the members of the Golden Gate Lodge of the T. S.,
located at San Francisco, Cala., do hereby reaffirm our loyalty to

the Theo

sophical cause and our allegiance to its Founders and LeadersResolved-That we denounce and condemn all such attempts to destroy the
unity and usefulness of the T. S., and all endeavours to vilify its leaders, by
whomsoever made ; and that we will withstand all such attacks to the best of our
power and abilityResolved-That, recognizing the pre-eminent services rendered by Mme.

H. P.

Blavatsky to Theosophy ; also the many persecutions she has thereby endured,
we offer her a tribute of thanks, respect, sympathy, and love, with the hope and
belief that she will live down all such treacherous attempts, and that she may for
many years continue to be our Teacher.
(Signed),

THEO. G. En. WoLLEB,
Pres. Golden Gate Lodge T. S .
. ALLEN GRIFFITHS,

San Francisco, Cala., June 1 6, x 889.

Sec. Golden Gate Lodge T. S.
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�orrespon�ence.
-WORLD-IMPROVEMENT OR WORLD- DELIVERANCE.
You yourself must make an effon.

The Tathll.gatas are only preachers.-If a

man find no
behind.
walk alone ;

prudent companion, let him walk alone like a king who has left his conquered country
It is better to live alone ; there is no companionship with the

fools.

Let a man

let him commit no sin, with few wishes-like an elephant in the forest.

Dlurmmapada : 6r, 276, 329, 330·
Sutta Nipata : I. 3, § § I2 and I3.

To the Editor of LuciFER.
A VERY important paragraph which you wrote in No. 3 of your " Revue Theoso
phique," published in Paris, May 2 rst 1 889 (pp. 6 and 7 ), has caused very serious
doubts in the minds of some of your readers in Germany-doubts, probably
caused by our misunderstanding you or by your shortness of expression. Will
you permit me to state our view of the case, and will you have the kindness to
'
give us on this basis your opinion of it publicly, perhaps in LuciFER ?
You were speaking of Indian " yogis " and European " saints " and said :
La sagesse orientale• nous apprend que le yogi Indou qui
rhermite chretien qui se retire, com me aux temps

ainsi que

deux que des �goistes accomplis.
et nirvanique refuge contre

Ia

s'isole dans un for�! imp!n�trable,
jadis, dans le d6en, ne son! tous

L'un, agit dans !'unique but de trouver dans !'essence one

rc�incarnation ; !'autre, dans le but de sauver son llme,-tous les

deux ne pensent qu'a eux-m�mes.

Leur motif est tout

personnel ;

car, en admettant qu'Jis

atteignent le but, ne sont-ils pas comme lc soldat poltron, qui d�sene I armlt au

!'action, pour se prt!server des balles ?

personne autre qu'eux·m�mes ; ils se mont rent, par contrc,

/'kumanit! qu ' i ls fu itnt et dlurtmt.

moment de
n'aident
profon&ment indi,#lrmts au sort de

En s'isolant ainsi, ni le yogi, ni le

"

saint,"

You do not plainly say what you expect a true sage to do ; but further on
you refer to our Lord, the Buddha, and to what He did We readily accept
His example as well as His teachings for our ideal rule ; but from those stanzas
I have quoted above, it appears, that what he expected his disciples to do, does
not quite agree with what you seem to expect from them.b

(a) The editor of LuciFER and the Revue Theosophique, pleads guilty to an
omissiOn. She ought to have qualified, " Ia sagesse Orientale " by adding the
adjective ' esolerique.'
(b) The Western disciples and followers of the Lord Buddha's ethics lay very
little stress on the dead letter (and often fanciful) translations of Buddhist
Sulras by European Orientalists. From such scholars as Messrs. Max Miiller and
Weber, down to the last amateur Orientalist who dabbles in Buddhism disfigured
by translation and proudly boasts of his knowledge, no Sanskrit or Pali scholar
has so far understood correctly that which is taught ; witness Monier Williams'
fallacious assumption that Buddha never taught anything esoteric I Therefore
neither the Dhammapada nor the S11/la Nipala are an exception, nor a proof to
us in their now mutilated and misunderstood text. Nagarjuna laid it down, as a
rule that " every Buddha has both a revealed and a mystic doctrine." The
" esoteric is for the multitudes and new disciples," to whom our correspondent
evidently belongs. This plain truth was understood even by such a prejudiced
j
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H e taught that all the world, or the three worlds, in fact, every existence, is
pain, or leading to pain and grief. World and existence is pain and evil per se.
It is a mistake (avidya) to believe that desire can be satisfied. All worldly desires
lead in the end to dissatisfaction, and the desire (the thirst) to live is the cause of
all evil. Only those who are striving to deliver (to save or to redeem) them
selves from all existence (from their thirst for existence), leading the " happy
life " of a perfect bhikshu, only those are sages ; only those attain nirvana and,
when they die, paranirvana, which is absolute and changeless being.c
No doubt some sort of development or so-called improvement, evolution and
involution, is going on in the world ; but just for this reason the Buddha
taught (like Krishna before him), that the world is, " unreality, maya, avidya."
Every actual form of existence has become, has· grown to be what it is ; it will
continue changing and will have an end, like it had a beginning as a form.
Absolute being without " form " and " name," this alone is true reality, and is
worth striving at for a real sage. d
Now what did our Lord, the Buddha, do and how did He live ? He did not
in any way try to improve the world; he did not strive to realise socialistic
problems, to solve the labour question or to better the worldly affairs of the poor,
nor the rich either ; he did not meddle with science, he did not teach cosmology
and such like ; • quite on the contrary ; he lived in the most unworldly manner, he
begged for his food and taught his disciples to do the same ; he left, and taught
his disciples to leave, all worldly life and affairs, to give up their families and to
remain homeless, like he did and like he lived himself.c
Against this cannot be brought forward, that these are only the teachings of
the Hinayana system and that perhaps the Mahayana of the Northern Buddhists
is the only right one ; for this latter Jays even more stress than the former on the
self-improvement and continued retirement from the world of the bhikshu, until
he has reached the perfection of a Buddha. True, the Mahayana system says,
* l>falunka Sutta

in Spence Hardy, " Manual of Buddhism," p.

end of the work (VoL iii. of " Pha)Te MS." ; also

Cu//avagga,

ix.

375· Saymuttaka Niktiya
I, 4· )

at the

scholar as the Rev. J. Edkins, who passed almost all his life in China studying
Buddhism, and who says in his " Chinese Buddhism " :
(Ch. iii.) " The esoteric was for the Bodhisattvas and advanced pupils, such as Kashiapa.

It is not

be transmitted by A nandas as
the Sutras. For example, the

communicated in the form of definite language, and could not, therefore,

tkjinite d<>etrine among tile Sutras.

Yet,

it is virtually con tained in

" Sutra of the Lotus of the good Law," which is regarded as containing the cream of the revealed
doctrine, Is to be viewed as a sort of ori�nal document

of tile esoteric teaching, wlti/e it is in form

·l
Moreover we perceive that our learned correspondent has entirely misunder
stood the fundamental idea in what we wrote m our May editorial, " Le Phare de
l' Inconnu in the Rerue Tlzfosophique. We protest against such an interpretation
and will prove that it errs in the course of this article.
(c) An exoteric and frequent mistake. Nirvana may be reached during man's
life, and after his death in the Manvantara or life-kalpa he belongs to. Paranir
vana ( " beyond " Nirvana) is reached only when the Manvantara has closed and
during the " night " of the Universe or Pralaya. Such is the esoteric teaching.
(d) J ust so ; and this is the theosophical teaching.
( ) Quite right again. But to live " like he lived himself " one has to remain
as an ascetic among the multitudes, or the world, for 45 years. This argument

esoteric."

•

[Italics are ours
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that not every Arahat has already attained highest perfection ; it distinguishes
Cravanas. Tratykeabuddhas and Bodhisattvas, of whom the latter only are con·
sidered the true spiritual sons of the Buddha, who are to be Buddhas themselves
in their final future life and who have already realised the highest state of ecstacy,
the Bodhi state, which is next to Nirvana.
Until a bhikshu or arhat has sufficiently progressed in perfection and wisdom,
" playing at " Buddha and fixing himself up as an example or as a teacher to the
world, is likely not only to throw him entirely off his path, but also to cause annoy·
ance to those who are truly qualified for such work and who are fit to serve as ideal
examples for others. None of us is a Buddha, and I do not know which of us
might be a Bodhisattva ; not everyone can be one, and not everyone was by the
Buddha himself expected to become one, as is clearly and repeatedly expressed in
the Saddharma Pundarika, the principal Mahayana work.f Nevertheless, admitting
for argument's sake, that we were somehow fit 'to serve as specimen sages for
" the world " and to improve " humanity "-now what can and what ought we to
do then ?
therefore, goes directly against our correspondent's main idea. That against
which we protested in the criticized article was not the ascetic life, i. e., the life
of one entirely divorced, morally and mentally, from the world, the ever-changing
maya, ·vith its false deceptive pleasures, but the life of a hermit, useless to all
and as useless to himself, in the long run ; at any rate entirely selfish. We believe
we rightly understand our learned critic in saying that the point of his letter lies
in the appeal to the teaching and practice of the Lord Gautama Buddha in
support of withdrawal and isolation from the world, as contrasted with an oppo
site course of conduct. And here it is where his mistake lies and he opens
himself to a severer and more just criticism than that he would inflict on us.
The Lord Gautama was never a hermit, save during the first six years of his
ascetic life, the time it took him to enter fully " on the Path." In the
" Supplementary account of the three religions " (San-Kiea-)"t:su) it is stated that
in the seventh year of his exercises of abstinence and solitary meditation,
Buddha thought, " I had better eat, lest the heretics should say that Nirvana is
attained in famishing the body." Then he ate, sat for his transformation for six
more days and on the seventh day of the second month obtained his first
Samadhi. Then, having " attained the perfect view of the highest truth," he
arose and went to Benares where he delivered his first discourses. From that
time forward for nearly half a century, he remained in the world, teaching the
world salvation. His first disciples were nearly all Upasakas (lay brothers,) the
neophytes being permitted to continue in their positions in social life and not
even required to join the monastic community. And those who did, were
generally sent by the Master, to travel and proselytize, instructing in the doctrine
of the four miseries all those with whom they met.
(f) Our correspondent is too well read in Buddhist Sutras not to be aware of
the existence of the esoteric system taught precisely in the Yo�aduzrJa or the
contemplative Mahayana schools. And in that system the hermit or yogi !if�,
except for a few.years of preliminary teaching, is strongly obj'uted /o and caUed
SELFISHNEss. Witness Buddha in those superb pages of Light of Asia (Book the
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We certainly can have nothing to do with humanity in the sense of the " world,"
nothing with worldly affairs and their improvement. What else should we do,
than to be "projondement indifferents " to them, to "fuir et deserter " them ?
Is not this " army " which we are deserting, just that " humanity " which the
Dhammapada rightly terms " the fools " ; and is it not just that " worldly life "
which our Lord taught us to quit ? What else should we strive at then but to
take " refuge against re-incarnation," refuge with the Buddha, his dharma and
his sangha ! 1
Fifth) when arguing with and reprimanding the self-torturing Yogis, whom,
" sadly eyeing," the Lord asks :
. Wherefore add ye ills to life
.
Which is so evil ? "
When told in answer that they stake brief agonies to gain the larger joys of
Nirvana, what does He say ? This :
" Yet if they last
A myriad years . . . . they fade at length,
Those joys
Speak ! Do your Gods endure
For ever, brothers ? "
" Nay," the Yogis said,
Only great Brahm endures ; the Gods but live."
"

.

.

•

•

.

.

,

•

•

.

•

•

Now if our correspondent understood as he should, these lines rendered in
blank verse, yet word for word as in the Sutras, he would have a better idea of
the esoteric teaching that he now has ; and, having understood it, he would not
oppose what we said ; for not only was self-torture, selfish solicitude, and life in
the jungle simply for one's own salvation condemned in the Mahayana (in the
real esoteric system, not the mutilated translations he reads) but even renunciation
of Nirvana for the sake of mankind is preached therein. One of its fundamental
laws is, that ordinary morality is insufficient to deliver one from rebirth ; one has
to practise the six Paramitas or cardinal virtues for it : 1. Charity, 2. Chastity,
3· Patience, 4· Industry, 5· Meditation, 6. Ingenuousness (or open ness of heart,
sincerity). And how can a hermit practise charity or industry if he runs away
from man ? Bodhisattvas, who, having fulfilled all the conditions of Buddhaship,
have the right to forthwith enter Nirvana, prefer instead, out of unlimited pity
for the suffering ignorant world, to renounce this state of bliss and become
M'rmanakayas. They don the Sambhogaka;·a (the invisible body) in order to
serve mankind, i.e., to live a sentient life after death and suffer immensely at the
sight of human miseries (most of which, being Karmic, they are not at liberty to
relieve) for the sake of having a chance of inspiring a few with the desire of
learning the truth and thus saving themselves. (By the bye, all that Schlagent
weitt and others have written about the Nirmanakaya body is erroneous.) Such
is t h e true meaning of the Mahayana teaching. " I believe that not all the
Buddhas enter Niivana," says, among other things, the disciple of the Mahayana
school in his address to " the Buddhas (or Budhisattvas) of confession "-referring
to this secret teaching.
(') The quotation with which our correspondent heads his letter does not bear
the interpretation he puts upon it. No one acquainted with the spirit of the
metaphors used in Buddhist philosophy would read it as Mr. Hiibbe Schleiden
does. Th::: man advised to walk " like a king who has left his conquered country
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But we further think, that the Buddha-as in every other respect-was quite
right also on this point, even if one considers it as a scientist, as an historian
or as a psychologist, not as a bhikshu. What real and essential improvement of
the " world " can be made ? Perhaps in carrying out socialistic problems a state
might be arrived at, where every human individual would be sufficiently cared
for, so that he could addict more spare time to his spiritual self-improvement if
he wished to do so ; but if he does no/ wish to improve himselj, the best social
organization will not make or help him do so. On the contrary, my own
experience, at least, is just the re\·erse. The spiritually or rather mystically
highest developed living human individual I know is a poor common weaver
and moreover consumptive, who was until lately in such a position employed in
a cotton-mill, that he was as much treated as a dog, like most labourers are, by
their joint-stock employers. Still this man is in his innel life quite independent
of his worldly misery ; his hea\·enly or rather divine peace and satisfaction is at
any time his refuge, and no one can rob him of that. He fears no d�th, no
hunger, no pain, no want, no injustice, no cruelty ! h
behind," implies that he who has conquered his passions and for whom worldly
who will
not believe in him, but had better leave them alone to their Karma ; but it
certainly does not mean that they are fools intellectually. Nor does it imply
that the disciples should leave the world ; " Our Lord " taught us as much as
" the Lord Jesus " did, the " Lord Krishna " and other " Lords " all " Sons of
God "-to quit the " worldly " life, not muz, least of all suffering, ignorant
Humanity. But surely neither, the Lord Gautama Buddha less than any one of
the above enumerated, would have taught us the monstrous and selfish doctrine
of remaining "profondemen/ indifferen/s " to the woes and miseries of mankind,
or to desert those who cry daily and hourly for help to us, more favoured than
they. This is an outrageously selfish and cruel system of life, by whomsoever
adopted ! It is neither Buddhistic, nor Christian, nor theosophicll, but the
nightmare of a doctrine of the worst schools of Pessimism, such as would be
probably discountenanced by Schoppenhauer and Von Hartmann themselves !
Our critic sees in the " army " of H umanity-those " fools " that the JJ/wm
mapada alludes to. We are sorry to find him calling himself names, as we
suppose he still belongs to Humanity, whether he likes it or not. And if he tells
us in the exuberance of his modesty that he is quite prepared to fall under the
flattering category, then we answer that no true Buddhist ought, agreeably to the
Dhammapadic injunctions, to accept " companionship " with him. This does not
promise him a very brilliant future with " the Buddha, his dharma and his
Sangha." To call the whole of Humanity " fools " is a risky thing, anyhow ; to
treat as such that portion of mankind which groans and suffers under the burden
of its national and individual Karma, and refuse it, under this pretext, help and
sympathy - is positively revolting. He who does not say v.-ith the Master :
" Mercy alone opens the gate to save the whole race of mankind " is unworthy of
that Master.
(h) And yet this man lives in, and with the world, which fact does not prevent

maya exists no longer, need not lose his time in trying to convert those

his inner " Buddhaship ; " 110r shall he ever be called a " deserter " and a coward,
epithets which he would richly deserve had he abandoned his wife and family,
instead of working for them, not for his own " dear " self.
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You will concede, I suppose, that Karma is not originated by external causes,
but only by each individual for himself. Anyone who has made himself fit for
and worthy of a good opportunity, will surely find it ; and if you put another
unworthy one into the very best of circumstances, he will not avail himself of
them properly ; they will rather serve kim to draw him down into the mire
which is his delight.
But perhaps you reply : it is, nevertheless, our duty to create as many good
opportunities as we can, for humanity in general, that all those who are worthy
of them, might find them all the sooner. Quite right ! we fully agree and we
are certainly doing our best in this respect. But will this improve the spiritual
welfare of " humanity " ? Never, not by an atom, we think. Humanity, as a
wkole, will always remain comparatively the same " fools," which they have
always been. Suppose we had succeeded in establishing an ideal organization
of mankind, do you think these " fools " would be any the wiser by it, or any
the more satisfied and happy ? i Certainly not, they would always invent new
wants, new pretensions, new claims ; the " world " will for ever go on striving
for " worldly perfection " only.
Our present social organization is greatly
improved on the system of the middle-ages : still, is our present time any the
happier, any the more satisfied than our ancestors have been at the time of the
Niebelunge or of King Arthur ? I think, if there has been any change in
satisfaction, it was for the worse ; our present time is more greedy and less
content than any former age. Whoever expects his self-improvement by means
of any world-improvement or any external means and causes, has yet to be
sorely undeceived ; and happy for him if this experience will come to him
before the end of his present life !
A very clever modern philosopher has invented the theory that the best plan
to get rid of this misery of the " world," would be our giving ourselves up to it
the best we could, in order to hasten this evil process to its early end.-Vain
hope ! Avidya is as endless as it is beginningless. A universe has a beginning
and has an end, but others will begin and end after it, just like one day follows
the other ; and as there has been an endless series of worlds before, thus will
there be an endless series afterwards. Causality can never have had a beginning
nor can it have an end. And every " world," that will ever be, will always be
" world," that is pain and " evil." j
Therefore, like Karma, also deliverance, redemption or salvation (from the
world) can never be any otherwise than " personal," or let us rather say " indi
vidual." The world, of course, can never be delivered from itself, from the

(i) This is no business of ours, but that of their respective Karma. On this
principle we should have to deny to every starving wretch a piece of bread,
because, forsooth, he will be just as hungry to-morrow ?
(j) And therefore, Sauve qui peut, is our correspondent's motto ? Had the" All Honoured, Wisest, Best, most Pitiful,
The Teacher of Nirvana, and the Law."
taught the heartless principle Apr!s moi le deluge, I do not think that the
learned editor of the SPHINX would have had much of a chance of being
converted to Buddhism as he is now. Very true that his Buddhism seems to be
no bet�er than the exoteric dry and half-broken rind, of European fabrication, of
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" world," from pain and evil. And no one can be delivered therefrom by anyone
else.-You certainly do not teach vicarious atonement ! Or, can anyone save
his neighbour ? Can one apple make ripe another apple hanging next to it ? k
Now what else can we do but live the " happy life " of bikshus without
wants, without pretensions, without desires ? And if our good example calls or
draws to us others who seek for the same happiness, then we try to teach them
the best we can. But this is another rather doubtful question to us ! Not only
are we not properly fit to teach, but if we were, we require proper persons to be
taught, persons who are not only willing, but who are also fit to listen to us. 1
In spite of all these difficulties and quite conscious of our own incompetency,
we nevertheless venture now to publish books and journals, in which we try to
explain Indian religio-philosophy io the best of our understanding. Thus every
one who has eyes may read it, and who has ears may hear it-if his good
Karma is ripening ! What else do you expect us agnams to do ? 01 Are we not
rather to be blamed already, that we undertake such work, for which we-nul
being Buddhas, nor even Bodhisattvas-are as badly qualified as a recruit is fit
to serve as general field-marshal. And if you cannot find fault with us, can
you say that those " yogis " or " saints " whom you seem to blame in your above
passage, were in a better position and could have done more ? If, however
they were, what ought they to have done ?
that grand fruit of altruistic mercy, and pity for all that lives-real Eastern
Buddhism and especially its esoteric doctrines.
(k ) No .: but the apple can either screen its neighbour from the sun, and, de·
priving it of its share of light and heat, prevent its ripening, or sharing with it the
dangers from worms and the urchin's hand, thus diminish that danger by one half.
As to Karma this is again a misconception. There is such a thing as a natiunal,
besides a personal or individual Karma in this world. But our correspondent
seems to have either never heard of it, or misunderstood once more, in his own
way.
(1) Fais que doz"s, advienne que pourra. When did the Lord Buddha make a
preliminary selection in his audiences ? Did he not agreeably to allegory and
History, preach and convert demons and gods, bad and good men ? Dr. Hiibbe
Schleiden seems more Catholic than the Pope, more prim than an old-fashioned
English house-wife, and certainly more squeamish than Lord Buddha ever was.
" Teach vicarious atonement ? " certainly we do no not. But it is safer (and more
modest at any rate) to make too much of one's neighbours and fellow-men than
to look at every one as on so much dirt under one's feet. If I am a foo� it is no
reason why I should see a fool in everyone else. We leave to our critic the
difficult task of discerning who is, and who is not fit to listen to us, and, in the
absence of positive proof, prefer postulating that every man has a responsive chord
in his nature that will vibrate and respond to words of kindness and of truth.
( ) We expect you not to regard everyone else as an " agnam "-if by this
word an ignoramus is meant. To help to deliver the world from the curse of
Avid;·a (ignorance) we have only to learn from those who know more than we
do, and teach those who know less. This is just the object we have in view
in spreading theosophical literature and trying to explain " Indian rtligi�
philosophy.
01
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We are fully aware that a true Buddhist and a sage, or-if you like-theoso
phist, must always be every inch an altruist. And when we are acting altruist·
ically, it is perhaps no bad sign in regard to what we some day might become ;
but every thing at its proper time : where competency does not keep pace with
altruism in development and in display, it might do more harm than good.
Thus we feel even not quite sure whether our conscience ought not to blame us
for our well-intended, but pert work ; and the only excuse we can find for our
thus giving way to the promptings of our heart is, that those persons who really
might be properly qualified, do not come forward, do not help us, do not do this
e\·idently necessary work : "
Yours �espectfully,
H U BBE-SCHLEIDEN.
Neuhausen, Munich, J une r st, 1 889.
(0) An apocalyptic utterance this. I think, however, that I dimly understand.
Those who are " properly qualified, do 11ot come forward, do not help us, do not
do this evidently neccessary work." Don't THEY ? How does our pessimistic
correspondent know 'I I " guess " and " surmise " that they do, and very much
so. For had the T. S. and its members been left to their own fate and Karma,
there would not be much of it left to-day, under the relentless persecutions,
slander, scandals, purposely set on foot, and the malicious hatred of our enemies
-open and secret.
H. P. BLAVATSKY.

THE BANQUET • (IL CONVITO) OF DANTE ALIGHIERI.

� I S S H I LLARD has i n her translation of Dante's fragment called " I I
cDJ!. Convito," produced a scholarly and deeply intuitive work. She has

evidently studied closely the great poet's other writings, bringing to
bear upon this his well-known but minor poem the full result of her research.
In the i ntroduction she points out concisely, but with great force, some of the
man y arguments on the troubled question of dates in regard to the periods of
writing and publication of the various poems. For the readers of LUCIFER,
however, such questions are of minor importance as compared with the true
meaning of Dante's compositions. The translation now under review shows
perhaps the mystic character of the theme and its treatment more clearly than
any of those that have gone before, and it is this side of the subject that wiii
now be dwelt upon rather than its scholastic merits.
For thos e who know the A B C of occult philosophy there can be no shadow
of doubt as to the meaning conveyed in Dante's writings. He discloses himself
all through them as a veritable mystic. Even for the more conventional scholar,
" 11 Convito," in Miss Hillard's presentation, can bear no other interpretation.
In Chapter I. of the commentary on the r st Canzone, Dante says that " books
The
can be understood and ought to be explained in four princip:U senses."
first is literal, the second allegorical, which " is a truth concealed beneath a fair
• By
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fiction," the third the moral, the fourth anagogical or mystical, that is, beyond
sense.

There are but three of these Canzoni, and they are used by Dante as

texts fo r the more detailed exposition of his ideas.

The book consists conse

quently of prose commentaries rather than of verses, and the commentaries
truth to say are both diffuse and pedantic, although the Canzoni themselves are
quite the opposite.
The main idea of the Banquet is to be found in the search of the soul for
Divine Philosophy, or in other words, the struggle upwards of the soul towards
its

Higher Self and God.

The Alchemists of

the middle ages were never

weary of telling the few for whom they wrote of the true way to grasp this real
knowledge.
the

The emancipation of the soul from the body, or the blending of

different

r�ndering

planes

of consciousness, was

the physical body what

it

will

the goal

to be

attained,

eventually become, a

thus

vehicle in

which the higher nature can work for the good of humanity, unshackled by
the

ordinary drawbacks and

desires

of the

flesh.

The alchemists

veiled

their teaching by symbolising the soul, spirit and higher principles in man
under various names, such as sulphur, mercury, silver, gold, the red and green
dragon, etc., but those who look for the spirit underlying the letter of their
works are not misled by these terms.

They know that by the transmutation

of the baser metals into gold was implied, as stated above, the purification of
the

soul from the dross of the body and the bringing of it into

conscious

relation with the spiritual soul.
In like manner it would seem that Dante endeavoured to teach the same
truths, sheltering them also from the apprehension of the dangerous classes by a
symbology quite as misleading to the conventional reader as that of the
alchemists, although not so beguiling in form to the greedy and ambitious.
this he was wise, as results have proved.

In

His works have probably been

more widely read and less understood than those of any other writer of his time,
and he has been always recognised as a great poet, an exceptional man of learning
and ability, while he has been spared the persecution and hard treatment that the
alchemists, from their larger claims upon the imagination of the people, drew
upon themselve�.

His books perhaps, however, reflect the research and erudi

tion of the student rather than the actual results of direct experiment, and
it may be doubted whether he attained to more than a profound appreciation of
the spiritual possibilities inherent in himself and mankind.
M iss Hillard's introduction is by no means the least attractive portion of this
volume.

She puts forward so concisely and reasonably the harvest gathered

during her studies, enforcing her views with so much moderation on the much
debated question as to the reality of Beatrice as a flesh and blood woman that
one cannot but trust her as a reliable and most intelligent guide.
" After careful con�ideration of Dante's definition of the
that it necessarily implies the
of

the

existence

historical

.

literal,

She says

I cannot find

. . . the argument for the

necessity

of the actual Beatrice falls to the ground when we admit

that the literal is often what the poet himself calls

' a beautiful fiction.'

It

is quite possible, nay probable, that Dante at the age of nine may have fallen in
love with a little neighbour . . . . but I
identify that ideal with Beatrice
himself.

can

Portinari from

not see that we have any right to
any evidence furnished by Dante

Such identification rests solely upon the authority of that exceedingly
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untrustworthy romancer, Boccaccio." Miss Hillard also argues in support of
her position that Dante was a student of the " Philosophy of Plato, Aristotle,
the .A<:neid of Virgil, Cicero's Dream of Scipio, and his various essays, the
Consolations of Bodhius, the suggestive words of the Apocalypse, and the Book
of the Wisdom of Solomon."
The authoress then gives her reading of " II Convito," taken in its four
meanings, the literal, allegorical, moral, and mystical ; but a quotation giving the
last will here be sufficient.
She says " We have a soul that having recog
nised its true blessedness in the Divine Wisdom, loses itself for a time in the
things of this world, shortly to repent and to turn back to that blessed Beatrice
that gazeth continually upon the face of God, for she is privy to the mysteries of
the knowledge of God, and a lover of His Works."
To all admirers of Dante this book cannot but be welcome. Whether they
agree with Miss Hillard's views or whether they prefer to retain the more
widely received opinion of Dante's love for Beatrice Portinari as a woman whose
death he never ceased to regret, they must appreciate the honesty of purpose
that characterises the work, as much as the literary skill of its presentation.
H ERTHA. •

m H E general purport o f this little volume i s admirably expressed b y the
J1. motto, from the concluding chorus of the Second Part of Goethe's Faust,

which stands on its title-page : Das ewig-weibliche zieht uns hinan. The
author, a Theosophist and member of the E. S., is deeply imbued with the im
portance of woman's mission and work in life. She quotes very aptly from a
wide range of mystic writers, prominently Isis Unveiied and The Secret Doctrine,
and shows in a most able manner the nature of the part which woman is called
upon to play in restoring to equilibrium the unbalanced natural forces which are
the cause of the evil and misery which surround us. She writes with deep feeling,
thoughtfully and with evident care, and her work abounds in striking passages ;
two of which we cannot forbear to quote : speaking of the necessity for conquer
ing the illusions of physical life, she writes :
" In the language of the world people are called

as an axe is dulled, by wrongly using them.

dlsillwionl,

because their senses have been dulled

The overcoming illusions is quite a different thing-the

senses are at their keenest and freshest, and to them is added the sixth sense, an imperial sense, which
crowns as with a diadem the perfect man."

This remark is one which all mystics would do well to lay to heart.
Again, describing the present condition of women, we find the following passage
of great force and truth :
" The feminine is receptive, passive, and the race can never be renewed, restored, till woman is
receptive to the highest-receptive to the influx of Spirit.

She is awakening from man idolatry, from

priest worshipping, from idolatry of the physical and intellectual, to a higher worship and a higher
receptivity-this in time will renovate the race.

V.'oman has been submerged and has submerged

herself in the material, and has therefore lost peace and power.

She has made herself pass ive and

receptive to the physical and intellectual man and has idolized his errors, which were reflected upon

herself and upon her children.

She has exalted and extolled the man of war and warlike deeds.

She

often exalts and worships the more rapacious man of modern ' civilization ' because he, too, lays the
spoils of proYinces at her feet."

But though looking to woman as the future deliverer of the race, the author is
no blind worshipper of her sex as such. She rightly regards the sexes as mutually
* OR THE SPIRITUAL SIDE OF THE WOMAN QUKSTION,

California,

1889-
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Elizabeth Hughes.
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complementary, equal, but different ; and has not fallen into the great error which
has engulphed so many mystic writers of regarding sex as a permanent attribute
of the individuality.

She is thus saved from that false conception of comple

mentary individualities of opposite sex, which figures so largely in the writings of
Lake Harris and Laurence Oliphant, a conception which is responsible for much
immorality and for the gross materialization of things spiritual.

The author

states in plain words that true harmony and perfection can only be reached by
the individual

wi'lkin kimselj, i.e., by the mystic marriage of Soul with Spirit,

not by any imaginary " sympneumatical " union with a counterpart of opposite
sex.
She is right also in saying that the woman must first become herself, must free
herself internally in mind and heart, before she can take her rightful place in
external life.

When she has done so, she will not need to force her way, for she

will find her true sphere and place by natural development.

The outer ever

follows upon and reflects the inner.
There are many pages of great beauty, full of healthy and suggestive-thought
in this work, and last but not least, it is free from all trace of morbidness, of
sickly sentimentality and cant.

We cordially recommend it to our readers.

" THE NATIONALIST."

•

U DW ARD BELLAMY'S remarkable romance, " Looking Backward," has
.Jal started in America a movement that bids fair to become of considerable
importance.

Men

and women

touched with

" the

enthusiasm of

humanity," and feeling a sense of personal shame for the inhumanity of our
present social system, have been fired by the beauty of the Socialist Utopia to
make an effort towards bringing it about ; and they are gathering themselves into
" Nationalist Clubs " to work for its realisation.

The name " Nationalist " is ill

chosen, connoting as it does in the minds of most the separateness of the
different nations rather than the internationality of the Socialist ideal ; but it is
used, not to mark off peoples from each other, but to indicate the breaking down
of the narrower barriers of class and the nationalisation of the land and capital
now held as private property.

The central idea of the movement, as expressed

in the constitution of the Boston Nationalist Club, is " The nationalisation of
industry and the promotion of the Brotherhood of Humanity."
Club has established

The Boston

Tke Nationalist as its organ, and starts its career with

articles from the pens of Edward Bellamy himself, CoL T. Wentworth Higginson,
H. Willard Austin, J. Ransom Bridge, Cyrus Field Willard, and others, and
among those who promise contributions are Mrs. Helen Campbel� author of the
" Prisoners of Poverty," Laurence Gronlund, the well-known Socialist, Rabbi
Schindler and Thaddeus B. Wakeman. In the opening number Edward Bellamy
tells how he came to write " Looking Backward " starting with the idea of

"a

fairy tale of social felicity " and transmuting it into " the vehicle of a definite
scheme of industrial organisation."

We notice with interest that three of the

writers in this first issue belong to the Theosophical Brotherhood, a sign that the
American brethren mean to work, as well as speak, for the Brotherhood of
Humanity.
•

�by, t88ry.

We wish our young contemporary good speed.
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THE " N I NE-D AYS' WONDE R " PRESS.
" Let God be true but every man a liar."
(Romans, iii. 4.)
"

Let the foolish jackass bray,
The wind will carry the sound away."

(A Persian Proverb.)

T

H E pot-au feu of sensational news about Theosophy keeps seething
night and day in the Press kitchens of our globe. Amid the
fumes escaping therefrom, the Theosophical Society and its
adherents are made to assume before the public the most distorted and
varied forms-grotesque and menacing, grinning and smiling-but (to
the me.nbers of the said body) these outlines are invariably jumbled up
and often distorted beyond recognition. And to that shadowy phantom
of the Theosophical Spook, like a variegated tail to a kite, our humble name
is generally attached.
" Man, know thyself," is an aphorism echoed among our generation of
unbel ievers, from the remotest times of antiquity. The wise precept is
pretty closely followed-in one sense, at any rate-by mankind ; indi
viduals do know themselves generally speaking, but it is ten to one that
they will not share their knowledge with the inquisitive outsider. And
when some of them occasionally do, so accustomed is our modern public
to lies, that no one is believed when he speaks the truth, least of all
about himself. This is the cause why, in our day, truth is systematically
boycotted and severely exiled from the public papers and journals. The
fact is that truth is not as sensational as falsehood. It fails to tickle
the reader's bump of gossip and love of slander as effectually as a cock
and-bull story. And, therefore, since the columns of a paper have to
be filled up, nolens volens, and since unvarnished, common, every-day
events are too monotonous, too matter-of-fact, to satisfy the reader's
greediness for sensation the help of the imagination is indispensable in
the dailies and weeklies. Hard is the task of some editors. Let us be
lenient to them.
" Mother, tell me a story," urged a little boy.
31
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" What shall I tell you, dear ? Do you want a pretty one out of the
Bible ? "
" No, no ! " roared the little innocent. " 'Cause you say it's all true in
"
the Bible, and I want a lie-story. It's so much funnier. .
There is little difference between the average public and our small
boy. Both prefer " lie-stories."
I n our human conceit we have been labouring hitherto under the im
pression that, so far as human knowledge goes, we know all that is to be
known about the Society we have founded and our own uninteresting
personality. We are now being daily and rudely awakened from this
dream of pride to the sad reality. The press of the two worlds knows
the two far better than we do ourselves. Journalists talk of us as if they
had invented both ; as indeed they have, as far as the Theosophy and
doings of the Society and its founders in tlteir columns are concerned.
Owing to the nu merous " lie-stories," the ignorance of the public with
regard to the real T. S. deepens with every day, and the Society is now
the terra incognita, the Pa;'s de Cocag1ze of modern ti mes. I t is above
all in the spiritualistic papers- supposed to be the organs of the highest
spirituality !-that both editors and their contributors are dreaming
dreams and seeing deceitful visions in their boots. And yet surely the
editors-at any rate, of some of the spiritualistic papers-ought to know
better.
But, like all other men, editors are subject to occasional sickness,
absence, and rest, and then sub-editors will play ducks and drakes with
their magazines, and will turn their best friends into enemies. This
has happened with more than one weekly and monthly ; aye, with our
LUCIFER and the Tlteosoplu'st lately. (See " Theosophical Activities,"
the " Adyar Puzzle."
Therefore is it that we find also in Lz:';!tt, by one " Colenso," ravings
about Theosophical doctrines, that have never existed in our teachings.
By the bye, a query for our own information. It is generally held as
a mean and base action for any man to hit a fellow creature from
beh ind a dark corner, masked, or otherwise protected from recognition.
An anonymous letter is regarded as too cont� mptible to be taken any
notice of. A man who, fighting a duel, will surreptitiously protect
himself with a coat of mail is as bad as one who will play with marked
cards. This no one will deny. Why then should not this rule hold
equally good in the case of a man who insults another in a public paper
over a secure pseudonym ? A nom de plume is permissible only so long
as the person using it acts from a feeling of modesty or some other
plausible reason. But when he wields it as a personal shield, from,
behind which he hits and insults an opponent, this ought to be regarded
as a co11temptible and a cowardly actiott. " Let him who hath ears
hear." Avt's au.r amateurs of pseudonyms. Ye Gods, how loose the
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<:ode of honour and morals has become to-day, when compared with that
which we were taught to respect in our young days !
Verily logic has drawn its n ight cap over its eyes and gone to bed in
the present generation. M e n and especially i rate editors will fib by the
gross, for the sole pleasure thereof. Witness our old friend Charles
Dana of the N. Y. Sun, who has lately devoted to Colonel Olcott and
H. P. Blavatsky quite a flattering editorial. Described therein as two
remarkably clever i mpostors, we are credited with having m:�.de a con ·
siderable amount of money out of our " dupes." To crown this sympa
thetic biography the writer of the present pages is introduced to the
notice of the Sun's numerous readers as-" a snuffy old woman."
All this is just what might and ought to be expected from an amiable
and well-bred editor. M r. Charles Dana, who sat for years on the late
Rev. H. \Vard Beecher, who harassed to death that " truly good man,"
Deacon Richard Smith, of Cincinnati, and his " wicked partner " Romeo ;
and who has never failed hitherto to endow his political opponents with
d irect lineal descent on the maternal side from the genus canis-is very
d iscreet and magnanimous in having called us only that.
But why
.. snuif.y old woman " ? Surely this is an incorrect epithet, a mistake pro
ceeding from a confusion of snuff and tobacco, and might be truthfully
characterized as a botanical lapsus calauu:
Had the eloquent solar
editor said instead " a smoky old woman," he would have branded the
subject of his criticism all the same, and avoided being called names by
us for being caught in a fib. For, in the opinion of the American
Puritans-the worthy descendants of those pious P ilgrim-Fathers who
declared tobacco the " devil's weed " and burnt and tortured their New
England witches-to smoke is as bad as to snuff and �·ice versa.
All this is due to the fact that though editors who know anything at
all of their modest colleague of LUCIFER are few, yet each has to
propitiate his subscribers, hence to besmear with literary mud all men and
things unpopular i n the sight of his readers. Human sacrifice has to be
offered to public prejudice. Yet they might and should perform this
a l ittle more gracefully ; the more so as our pity for poor struggling
humanity is so genuine and true that we sincerely rejoice to be made,
even by our enemies, the means for turning an additional honest penny,
or getting a subscriber or two more for their papers at the expense of
politeness and truth. The latter is their own private Karma. But
people have to get their bread and butter, whether they pander to their
customers one way or the other, by lying about and slandering innocent
people, or advertising quack nostrums along with materializing spooks.
Darwinism has to be vindicated by the survival of the fittest, i n any and
-every case, and we are willing to admit that one paper apes the other
simply on the ground and principle of pure atavism.
It will thus be seen that, personally, we do not feel the slightest ob31*
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jection to serving as material for press gossip. It is only when the repu·
tation of the Theosophical Society as a whole is being attacked that we
feel bound to speak out and deny glaring falsehoods and calumny. So
large and broad indeed is our sympathy for the pen and ink fraternity
struggling for existence, that-not unlike the pious J ains of Bombay,
who offer publicly in the Hospital for Animals their living bodies as
pasture fields for millions of a (in polite Society nondescript) variety of
blood-feeding insects, white and black-we feel as willing to place our
personality as a wave offering on the altar of newspaper gossip, if it can
only benefit anyone. But why, instead of honestly interviewing well
informed members of the T. S.-why resort to inventions ? Truth
pure and simple, dearly beloved Knights errant of the quill and pencil,
is often " stranger than fiction." In Theosophy it offers the richest
harvests if only the speculator would go to the right field and " strike
oil '' on the right spot. Diri. This is a word to the wise.
Nor need we go far out of our way to preach to the unwise ; or
expatiate at any length upon the weekly freaks of the (U n-) Religio and
(Un-)Piu1osopltical journal, our American well-wisher of the Far West
Good, square, downright lies about Theosophy and the Theosophists,
whom the editor has placed on his black list, seem to have become its
speciality. Since the poor Journal-a very respectable organ in its day
-has opened its columns to a contributor in full delirium tremens of
squelched ambition, and made of him its prize-fighter, the latter in his
turn has made of the Journal his garbage-bin. Keep silence, Theoso
phists, if ye are wise. He who stoops to analyze or even notice such
indescribable and nauseating filth, only risks dirtying his hands. We
have been just told that the editor refuses to print one word in our
defence by our friends, insisting that " H. P. Blavatsky should write what
she has to say about it herself." Heaven forbid that we should touch the
Journal with pincers, let alone parade our name in such a Noah's ark ! Let
the journal rave and break its head against dead walls by publishing
stolen documents offered to the public as " profound secrets erposed,"
while these documents have been printed from the first for wide, though
" private " circulation, and have been sent to all who asked for them. Let
the said joumal severely alone, we say ; for it is now performing its own
hari-kari, singing its own funereal dirge, its venomous Billingsgate having
poisoned but itself, and left it a clawless and toothless drivelling idiot.
Peace be with thee, old chatter-box ! We forgive thee, for the sake of
merits and virtues in thy days of youth. I n later years we have paid
little attention to, and have hardly seen it ; and now we take a solemn vow
never to read the R. P. f. again. Friends from America, who send us
occasionally cuttings from our scandal-loving and erring contemporary,
abstain in future, and save your postage. Henceforth such cuttings will
be invariably thrown into the waste paper basket.
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Far more amusing and harmless are the occasional references to
Theosophy in the English press, though whenever we are mentioned
personally, our name is almost invariably associated with doings and
sayings to which we have to plead " not guilty." Thus the Northern
Wh ig of Belfast, has suddenly discovered the presence of :,

" Mdlle. (?) Blavatsky, the lady whose name is associated with the doctrines known as
Theosophy, at the Mansion House meeting in support of sending female medical aid
to India."

The reporter must be a clairvoyant medium. We have never set our
foot in the Mansion House, never attended any meetings, and have been
moreover, for the last five weeks, on a visit to France and J ersey. We
disclaim the power of ubiquity.
Less innocent, however, are the repeated attacks on Theosophy and
its teachings by a contributor, a bullying descendant of Ananias, in
the Agnostic Joumal, who maintains that these doctrines, as taught in
the " Blavatsky Lodge," are " phallic worship "-pure and simple ! I
This shows both ignorance and malevolence. A vaunt, you slanderer of
the ages ! Your name will not disgrace the pages of LUCIFER, and
your lying words are your own condemnation.
Another contributor who signs his letter " Cyril " confesses himself in
the same journal a broken reed truly, declaring that one day he flatters
himself that he is a Theosophist, and the next discovers that he is " only
a bat, sitting in the outer darkness below the horizon." To explain this
shifting mood, he brings forth a new accusation against us. We are
taken to task for saying in our last editorial that :" • Theosophia properly means not a knowledge of God, but of Gods-that is divine,
that is superhuman, knowiedge,' so says Madame Blavatsky."

Well, so she says ; and what is more she maintains it. But " Cyril "
believes otherwise and expresses it in the following words :" And, mirabile dictu, although Theosophy is a knowledge of the gods, an Atheist,
she asserts, can be a Theosophist ! The Atheist who is solicited to join the Theoso
phical Society wrote the other week : ' An Atheis t certainly cannot be a Theosophist.'
This is so obvious that it hardly required to be stated. We shall next see the proposi
tion put solemnly on record : An Atheist cannot be a Theist. I have no patience with
a system that will throw overboard its every principle in order to compass a convert.
Till I read the first article in Lucifer, for J uly, I was of opinion that Theosophy was
something. Now I think, and till further notice I shall continue to think, it is nothing.
-Yours truly,

" CYRIL."
Now that's really heartrending. Yet the plaint does not quite tally
with facts, nor with the spirit of our Theosophical Society. No atheist,
says Cyril, can be a Theosophist. It does not follow. All depends
whether the term is derived from theos or theoi, god or gods, and we say
it is from " gods." The term is not Christian, but was coined by poly
theists and by the Neo-Platonists who believed in gods, and preceded,
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as we prove in the " Key to Theosophy," Christianity by long centuries.
I n " Christendom " an atheist means one who does not believe in God ;
in " Heathendom " or India, an atheist (Nastika) is one (whether a theist
or an atheist) who disbelieves in the gods ; and an atheist and a poly
theist are not quite the same thing. To say, therefore, that an atheist
cannot be a Theist, is to apply it only to Europe or America, for the
remark could not hold water in non-Christian lands. Now our Society is
international and universal. It boasts of having no creed, of being 11(!
sect, and while showing outward respect for every religion and school of
thought, it prides itself on belonging, as a Society, to none, save that of
truth-or Theosophy. What can you do with that, esteemed " Cyril " ?
And why should you ascribe to backsliding that which exists only in
your own fancy ? Had you read our Statutes and Rules and acquainted
yourself with the Society's policy, from its beginning, you would have
paused before writing as you have. Whether rightly or wrongly (from
the Christian standpoint) we have adopted the word Theosophy and see
in the term a meaning quite different from that which a Theist or a
Christian gives to it. Were it as you say, how could we have thousands
of Buddhists-godless, atheistical Buddhists like those of the Siamese
sect at Ceylon-as members of the T. S. ? 'What would become of the
President-Founder of the T. S., Colonel Olcott, a cnnfessed Buddhist
hence as godless as Mr. B radlaugh himself, in the sense of rejecting
every idea of a personal, or extra-cosmic god ? A happy day, neverthe
less, would it be for Theosophy, could we have in our Society many such
A theisU, yet genuine tnte Theosophists, as the High Priest of Ceylon,
Sumangala, or even that same Colonel Olcott, all his worldly shortcom
ings notwithstanding. We call the Lord Gautama Buddha, the greatest
Theosophist of the past ages. Will our critic rise and deny this,
also, on the ground that Buddha was an Atheist ?
'Where, or how, then , have we sinned in our editorial against our pn·,r
ciples ? " Cyril " seems to think that we have departed from them in
order to " compass a convert " ; in other words to pander to Mr. Brad
laugh ? This is the first time in our long life that we have been accused
ofpanderin.r: to any living being. Why not say next that we may pander
to the Archbishop of Canterbury ? For surely there is more hope of seeing
the Primate of England joining our ranks than in entertaining the same
idea with regard to the M.P. for Northampton.
This is really silly, respected " Cyril." qo, and sin no more.
Speaking of Mr. B radlaugh one is naturally led to think of Mrs. A nnie
Besant, for so many years his right arm in the propagation of Free
thought. Her " perversion " as the materialists call it-to Theosophy
seems to have caused a great stir all over the United Kingdom. Hmv
severely the blow is felt by our opponents is evidenced by a recrudescence
of bitter attacks upon us by the Freethinkers, who have hitherto left us
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personally u�disturbed. Aye, the prize was worth fighting for, as there
can rarely be found a truer embodiment of the first and uppermost
Theosophical principle (as it stands the first in rank among the objects of
our Society)-the Brotherhood of man, than Annie Besant. She is indeed
the ideal of practical altruism and well may Gerald Massey have greeted
her as he has by writing :
Though we stand not side by side
In the front of battle wide,
Oft I think of you with pride,
Fellow soldier in the fight,
Oft I see you flash by night
Fiery hearted for the Right !
You for others sow the grain,
Yours the tears of ripening rain,
Theirs the smiting harvest-gain.

Why then should not every noble hearted Freethinker, every true and
right minded materialist think of her " with pride " just the same now as
then ? Though she fights no longer for stony-cold, scientific Materialism,
yet by joining the ranks of those most of whom regard as exemplars ot
boundless love for human ity the Buddha and the ideal Christ, the two
pioneer and champion Socialists of the historical ages-Annie Besant
can do but the more good in the right direction of social reform and help
for the weak and the oppressed.
But if her conversion to Theosophy has increased the number of our
enemies it has brought us if not friends at least fair-minded judges from
a quite unexpected quarter-a clerical journal. True, this journal is
" The Church Reformer " and its editor the very liberal and socialistic
Rev. M r. Stewart D. Headlam, the motto of whose magazine is tour very
aggressive lines by William Blake. Still his action is unprecedenteJ in
the annals of clerical publications, as he actually declares that there is
much good in Theosophical Nazareth ami proceeds to show it. His
leading article of this month, devoted to Annie Besant and Theosophy,
is headed, " My soul is athirst for God." " Athirst for truth '' would be
perhaps more appropriate and correct, but we need not quarrel over
trifles. The chief point is to ascertain what the reverend gentleman
thinks of our Society and to point out, that like the rest, he seems to
misunderstand our real doctrines.
Having told his reader of a story once current about the Prince of
Wales who " used to say that if ever he took to religion he should ' go in
for Charlie Wood's religion ' " Mr. Heaulam proceeds to add :" In the same way, many, who have not troubled themselves much about religion in
the past, will now be inclined to give a good deal of attention to Theosophy simply
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because it has become Mrs. Besant's reli'gion. And, indeed, the religion which ' finds '
a woman so noble and self-sacrificing as Mrs. Besant is, must have a great deal in
it. For the really interesting fact about Mrs. Besant having become a fellow of the
Theosophical Society consists in this, that while Christians, Buddhists, M ahometans,
can all be Theosophists, an Atltei'sl cannot, and therefore her election to that Society
is a clear declaration on her part, that after trying it consistently and earnestly for
many years, she has found that atheism does not satisfy, does not answer the needs of
human nature."

The italics are ours. While feeling grateful to the reverend writer for
allowing Theosophy to have " a great deal in it," we are sorry to find our
selves compelled to point out some inaccuracies, seemingly trifling, in
truth very important. First of all, Theosophy is not, and never was a
religion, necessitating belief in any God. Therefore, any Atheist is at
full liberty to join our Society, and may, without ceasing to be an Atheist
at all-t:e., a disbeliever in a personal God-become the grandest Theo
sophist living. As we have just explained this very fully, it is quite
useless to go over the old ground again.. Suffice it to say, that at the
very summit of her atheism Mrs. Besant has always been a Theosophist
in action and in heart. She has only given a more defined and sincere
expression now to her longing and aspirations after the truth, by declaring
herself a member of the Theosophical Brotherhood, and no more. There
fore though truly she is " the most strenuous of all workers for humanity,"
one is permitted to doubt whether she has plainly said, " My soul is
athirst for God," unless the reverend writer uses the term, " God " meta
phorically, as we Theosophists often do. But, it is quite correct to say
that " having for long done the will (i.e., put in practice the first of the
Theosophical principles) she is now beginning to know of the doctrine."
But this doctrine, let us hope, will never lead her to make again " her
communion at a Christian altar," in other words to renounce the whole
and the absolute for the part and the finite. For if she has " worked to
see that the people were properly fed, clothed and housed," . . . " visited
the prisoners and cared for the oppressed," she has done only that which
Buddha taught before Christ and archaic Theosophy, the Wisdom Religion,
before Buddha ; aye, from days prehistoric.
To the same kind of objection, though necessitating but a slight
amendment, belongs the following truthful remark by Mr. Headlam :
". . . • . indeed, so far from there being any contradiction between Theosophy and
the religion of Jesus Christ, page after page of Theosophical teaching is almost word
for word like the teaching of a pious Evangelical or a devout Catholic ; and Mrs.
Besant is already bringing into prominence that teaching as to brotherhood, which
has always been in Theosophical books, though not always in Theosophical action."

The second part of the proposition is quite correct ; the first needs a
reminder. If the Theosophical teaching is so like that of an Evangelical
or a Catholic, it is not because Theosophy took Christianity as an
exemplar, but because symbolical, and later dogmatic and ritualistic
Christianity are simply an edition copied, with slight modifications, by
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the Church Fathers from Pagan symbology and Gnosticism ; the old
religions of the Gentiles being, in their tum, the more or less faithful
echoes of the WISDO}f RELIG ION, or-" Theosophy."
Mr. Headlam concludes his editorial with the following reincarnation
of the Delphic puzzle : " If Crcesus crosses the Halys, he will destroy a
great empire." " The battle between them " (the Theosophists), he says :
" and the Christians, with their love of beauty and kingdom of Heaven
upon earth, will come later on."
To whom shall we ascribe the " love of beauty and kingdom of Heaven
upon earth " ? To Christians or Theosophists ? If the former, then all
Christians arc Mystics, and, consequently, Theosophists-which is far
from being the case. If to the latter, then we hope that the Reverend
gentleman may be proved no true prophet, lest haply the Christians be
found to fight against the gods.
If this kingdom of Heaven or N cw J crusalem is to be a reality, then a
common platform for all religions, sciences ant\ philosophies must be
found. This, Christianity per se, cannot, in the nature of things, offer
neither, for that matter, can any other so-called religion- as it now
stands ; for all unduly exaggerate the personality of their Founders,
Christianity more than others, as it makes J csus very God of very God ,
and of his brother-teachers in Cllrist (or C IIRISTOS) false prophets. We
speak here of modern Church Christianity, not of the mystic religion of
Christos, the LOGOS, the Western aspect of the one religious philosophy,
which can bind all men together as brothers. I t is in the service of the
latter that the Theosophical Society has become a humble handmaiden ;
seeking earnestly, but so far, vainly, her fellow servants among the bedi
zened flunkeys of State-religions in the great WORLD's FAIR.

[We re-print with great pleasure the " Restoration of Theosophy "
from the Clmrch Refo rme r, as a most striking " Sign of the Times." Our
C hristian members especially will read it with joy, though, if believers
in reincarnation, they must be fully aware that the " Sacraments and
Graces " of any church are comparatively as transitory as their own
ephemeral personalities, and for their efficacy depend on thejaitll of the
assistants. Forms and observances in religion, from praying calabashes
to Extreme Unction, are to be compared to the ceremonies of Magic
which are mere aids to the wavering ; the Wzll, to be really efficacious,
must be constan t ; the fits and starts of emotion do but make the path
more difficult.
We have always had a high opinion of the metaphysical and philo
sophical ability of our Hindu brothers, but have never ven tured to hymn
their praise so loudly as " H. P. M.", who verily seems to out-Hector
Hector, and who yet utters a perfect truth.-[SUB-EDIT.]
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T H E R ESTORATION OF T H EOSOPHY.
I.
THAT was an apt remark of Sir Thomas More when he compared the revival of
Greek philosophy in the sixteenth century, to the wooden horse in which armed
Greeks were hidden for the ruin of barbarous Troy. For it is difficult, nowadays,
for us to realise how complete was the revolution of thought. Active, fearless
research took the place of speculation and theorising. Every pro�·ince of nature
was attacked and transformed.
And yet, an impartial review of the middle ages seems to show that there then
existed powers unknown and incomprehensible to the official science of to-day.
A midst all the imposture arid superstition with which alchemy and astrology are
associated, no honest historian can deny that there were men who, without th�
advantages of modern apparatus could anticipate the discoveries of modern
chemists, and could transmute the baser metals into gold and silver ; that others,
although ignorant of the distance between the earth and the moon, were able to
foretell the future with accuracy by means of the planets ; and that in the domain
of medicine certain wonderful cures were effected, and life prolonged far beyond
the usual limits by men who knew nothing of the modern science of physiology.
For there existed a school of occult science in the western world, which, however,
was swept away or sunk into disrepute at the time of the Renaissance.
The Renaissance, although its result has been to teach only a half truth (by
limiting the methods of research to sensory perception), has yet prepared the
world for a new revelation of Theosophy, by the high development of the
reasoning faculties that it has occasioned. That the senses are insufficient as a
means of research is in fact, seemingly realised by our leading scientific men
themselves. Thus Professor Balfour Stewart confesses that they have not
succeeded ·in solving the problem as to the nature of life, but have only driven
the difficulty into a borderland of thick darkness, into which the light of know
ledge has not been able to penetrate.• And Le Conte t and Professor Huxley
equally acknowledge how limited are the powers of investigation at their command.
The eye can only take in rays of light of a certain quality ; only certain waves
of sound ever reach the membranes of the ear.
On the contrary, he who can enter on the system of training required to form
a Theosophist and can develope the state of ecstacy, is no longer dependent upon
the limited powers of the five senses for knowledge of surrounding nature. " He
has developed a spiritual hearing that makes the most distant and most hidden
sounds audible, a sight which sweeps the area of the whole solar system, and
penetrates the most solid bodies along •with the hypothetical ether of modern
Having learnt the laws of natural forces and the sovereign
science.
capabilities of the human will, he may make ' miracles ' his playthings and do
wonders that would take the conceit out of even a modern philosopher." II
All this is very enticing ; but the powers referred to are only acquired after a
very long and tedious training, and only by men of absolute purity and unity of
*

" Consenation of Energy;·

II

p. 163.

Col.. Olcott"s Lecture>,

t Ibid., p. 171.
r. 140·
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purpose. We know but few modern instances, although the condition of ecstasy is
well known in India and in the Tyrol.
But valuable as Theosophy may be to the unprej udiced man of science, this
is not by any means its true province. Liddell and Scott defined Tluosoplzia as
" the knowledge of things divine." It is the scientific basis of all the great
religions of the world-the wisdom of Solomon-the missing link between
religion and materialistic science. We find it alike in the Vedas, the Bible and
the Avestas. We can trace additional scraps of it amid the legends of the
American Indians. But it is in B uddhism and Christianity that it has found its
highest triumphs over material nature, and its most profound adepts. Th'e
Buddhist esoteric school is now in a flourishing state, shedding life and light
over that great religion of the Eas t. But our own Christian system of transcen
dental science with its won derful literature and its grand examples of the past ;
a few scattered monks and some dilettante dabblers in occultism pretty well re
present the sum total. Instead of studying this true science, our theologians
have only the poor little " science " of biblical psychology, together with all
kinds of makeshift explanations to meet the onslaughts of scepticism. What
wonder that our missionaries make so little progress in India when the most
ignorant Hindu knows more of religious philosophy than the great majority of
these would-be teachers !
But a better time is foreshadowed. We may hope much from the renewed
study ( under the auspices of· the present head of the Roman church) of the
works of St. Thomas Aquinas.§ And in the English Church that same school
of thought which has renewed religious life in the country, restored the sacra
ments and induced an inquiry into the social difficulties of the age, is also
beginning to turn its attention to Theosophy. This " Divine Wisdom " may
again flourish in its true home-the Catholic church.
Here the would-be-;1dept
may follow the footsteps of Nazarene and Hermetic. Assisted on his path of
difficulty and danger by the Sacraments and Graces of the Church he may ad
vance with confidence from plane to plane towards the perfect light of the
absolute.
H. P. M.
(From The Church Reformer for July.)
§ Scholasticism was in reality, although not in its tendencies apparently, an attempt to spiritualbc

medireval

theology on the basis of theosophy.

N O TI C E .
The Sub-Editor desires to apologise lo llze subscribers to, and readers of,
LuciFER for the delay whiclz has occurred in the appearance of the present number.
II lzas been cauud by the absence of the Editor, whose lua/1/z imperative!;• de
manded res/ and a brief absence from England, thus mlailing delay and dzfficully
in the preparation and editing of this issue.
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A POETICAL TRANSLATION OF C HAPTER I.

OF
T H E D H A MMAPA D A.
BY SIR EDWIN ARNOLD, K. C. I E , C.S.I.
.

.

Author of " The L£glzt of As£a," &c.
[Written specially for " The Buddhist." •]
c:

THOUGHT in the mind hath made us. What we are
By thought was wrought and built. If a man's mind
Hath evil thoughts, pain comes on him as comes
The wheel the ox behind.
All that we are is what we thought and willed ;
Our thoughts shape us and frame. If one endure
In purity of thought, joy follows him
As his own shadow-sure.
" He hath defamed me, wronged me, injured me,
Abased me, beaten me ! " If one should keep
Thoughts like these angry words within his breast
Hatreds will never sleep.
" He hath defamed me, wronged me, injured me,
Abased me, beaten me ! " If one shall send
Such angry words(away for pardoning thoughts
Hatreds will have an end.
For never anywhere at any time
D id hatred cease by hatred. Always 'tis
By love that hatred ceases-only Love,
The ancient Law is this.
The m any, who are foolish, have forgotOr never knew-how mortal wrongs pass by :
But they who know and who remember, let
Transient quarrels die.
Whoso abides, looking for joy, unschooled,
Gluttonous, weak, in idle luxuries,
Mara will overthrow him, as fierce winds
Level short-rooted trees.

• The weekly organ of the Colombo TkoJopll.ual Soeuty, edited by Mr. C. W. Leadbeater,
61 Maliban Street, Colombo, Ceylon. Price per a1111um 75. All Theosophists ought to subscribe.-
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Whoso abides, disowning joys, controiied ,
Temperate, faithful, strong, shunning ail ill,
Ma.ra shaii no more overthrow that man
Than the wind doth a hill.
Whoso Kdshya wears-the yeilow robe
Being anishkashya •-not sin-free,
Nor heeding truth and governance-unfit
To wear that dress is he.
But whoso, being ni'shkashya, pure,
Clean from offence, doth still in virtues dweii,
Regarding temperance and truth-that man
Weareth Kdshya well.
Whoso imagines truth in the untrue,
And in the true finds untruth-he expires
Never attaining knowledge : life is waste ;
He foilows vain desires.
Whoso d iscerns in truth the true, and sees
The false in falseness with unblinded eye,
He shaii attain to knowledge ; life with such
Aims weii before it die.
As rain breaks through an ill-thatched roof, so break
Passions through minds that holy thought despise ;
As rain runs from a perfect thatch, so run
Passions from off the wise.
The evil-doer mourneth in this world,
And mourneth in the world to come ; in both
He grieveth. When he sees fruits of his deeds
To see he will be loath ;
The righteous man rejoiceth in this world
And in the world to come : in both he takes
Pleasure. When he shaii see fruit of his works
The good sight gladness�makes.
Glad is he living, glad in dying, glad
Having once died ; glad always, glad to know
What good deeds he hath done,:glad to foresee
More good where he shaii go.
•

There is a play here upon the words

Kasllya, '' impurity."

Kdsllya,

"

the yellow robe

"

of

the Bu<:ldhist Priest, and
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The lawless man, who, not obeying LAW,
Leaf after leaf recites, and line by line,
No Buddhist is he, but a foolish herd
\Vho counts another's kine.
The law-obeying, loving one, who knows
Only one verse of DHAR:\IA, but hath ceased
From envy, hatred, malice, foolishnessHe is the Buddhist Priest.
London, M ay 14th, 1 889.
E DWIN ARNOLD.

r

THE D H A M M A PADA.
� HE Dltammapada is a compilation of verses,• principally from the
Sutrapitaka, made at the fi rst great council of the Buddhist Church
(which was held in the year after the passing away of our LORD
B U DDHA, at the Sattapanni cave ncar Rajagriha, under the presidency of
the great M ahakasyapa) and confirmed at the two succeeding councils.
The selection was made as a sort of manual for the student of the spirit
of true Buddhism, and almost all the purely moral sayings of our LoRD
are included in it. It is not to be supposed that there is any chrono
logical order to be observed in its compilation ; in many cases where two
or three verses are to be found upon the same subject they were deli
vered by LORD B UDDHA on entirely different occasions. The word
Dltammapada is usually translated " Verses of the Law " ; perhaps
' ' Portions of the LAw " would be more correct, as there is a reference
here to the Sattatimsa-bodltipakkltiya-dltamma, or " The Thirty-seven
Portions or Parts of the LAW " t (or thirty-seven steps of the Path to
NIRVANA) laid down by our LORD : but Buddhist terminology in the
English language is at present so unsettled and unsatisfactory that it is
very difficult to give a· translation which shall at once convey the whole
meaning of the original as understood by an Eastern student. The
Dltammapada is said to have three meanings, one within the other :
first, its obvious meaning, second, that contained in what is called " the
abridged or contracted explanation," and third, that contained in the
complete or perfect explanation. As known to the Southern Church, it
consists of twenty-six sections, which are named as follows :
1 . Yamakavagga :t (the section of the pairs of opposites) containing

j

· ·

* In the Chinese preface to the Dluumnapada it is written :-" The verses called Dhammapada are
selections from all :,jutras.
The><! .1re the words of BUDDHA Himself, spoken as occasion suggested,
not at any one time, but at various times. and the cause and end of their being spoken is also related
in the different :,jutras. After B U D D H A left the world, Ananda collected a certain number of volumes,
in each of which the ord s of BL'DDHA are quoted, whether the Sutra be large or small, with this in·
troductory phrase :-' Thus I have heard. ' It was from these works that the Shamans (monks) in
after years copied out the various (;athas, some of four lines, some of six lines, and attached to each
set a title according to the subject therdn explained. But all these verses without exception are taken
from some one or other of the accepted Scriptures, and therefore they are called ' Law·verses ' or Scrip·
ture extracts, because they are found in the canon."

w

t The " Thirty-seven Portions of the Law " are the Sattipathana, or Four Earnest Meditations, the
Su:mmappadhana, or Four Great Efforts, the lddhipada, or Four Steps to the attainment of wonderful
powers, the IJu:lani, or Fi,·e Superhuman Powers, the lndriyani, or Five Superhuman Senses, the
IJodhi-anga, or Seven Kinds of Wisdom, and the Arya·ashtangika marga , or :\'oble Eight-fold Path.
These are explained in the second part of Mr. C. W. Lead beater's Introductory Catec!Usm of BMddllis•,
the English translation of'which will commence to appear in our next issue.
::: This is the one translated abo,·e by Sir Edwin Arnold.
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series of verses arranged i n pairs, the second of which praises some
particular virtue, while the first shows the evil of its opposite.
2. Appamddavagga (the section on hastening to do good), which
shows the evils of delay and the necessity of hastening to perform good
works.
3· Ckittava,gga (the section of the mind or of thought) which speaks
of the corruption and the cleansing of the mind, and the attainment of
purity of heart. ,
4· Puppltava,c;ga (the section of flowers) which shows the exaltation of
the way to N I RVANA, and compares the life of a man who follows the
thirty-seven Portions of the Doctrine to a carefully-woven garland of
beautiful flowers-each virtue being a blossom fitted in the exact place
where it can show to the best advan tage and most add to the beauty of
the whole.
S · Bd!avagga (the section of the fool) explaining the nature of the
•
foolish man.
6. Pa11ditaPa_<;ga (the section of the wise man) showing the nature and
customs of the truly wise man.
7. A raltatavagga (the section of the Arahats) which speaks of the
qualifications and powers or the Arahat or fully-developed man.
8. Sdltassavagga (the section of thousands) so called because it states
that one good word is better than a thousand foolish ones, that one
verse well-understood is better than a thousand repeated without under
standing, &c.
9· Pt'lpavaxga (the section of sin) explaining the action of sin and the
method of escaping from it and attaining salvation.
1 0. Dandava,c;ga (the section of injuries or punishments) which con
demns the infliction of injury on anyone.
I I . jardvagxa (the section of decay) which explajns the nature of the
decay of the body, and the coming of old age.
I 2. Atta'vagga (the section of self-i.e., self-protection) explaining how
to protect oneself from all spiritual harm.
I 3· Lokavagga (the section of the world) speaking of this world and
the future worlds, and pointing out the Good Path.
I4. Buddltavagga (the section of the B U DDHAS) in which the qualities
of a B U DDHA are mentioned.
I 5- Sukltavagga (the section of happiness) showing in what true
happiness consists.
I 6. Piyavagga (the section of affection) showing the good and evil of
the affections, and on what objects they should be fixed, and bidding us
beware of sin.
1 7. Kodltavagga (the section of anger) warning us against the evil
effects of anger.
I 8. 1l1alavagga (the section of impurity) adverting to the evils of im
purity either of mind or body.
a
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19. Dhammatavagga (the section of morality) explaining the nature of
the true Doctrine, and the necessity of holding firmly by it.
20. 1l1aggavagga (the section of the Path) in which the nature of the
Noble Eight-fold Path is explained.
2 1 . Pakinnakavagga (the miscellaneous section containing advice on
various subjects.
2 2. Nirayavagga (the section of the hells) describing the nature of the
men whose karma will bring upon them terrible suffering after death.
2 3. Nagavagga (the section of the great) which explains the nature of
the truly great man. This is sometimes called the elephant section.
24. Tanhavagga (the section of desire) showing what desire or lust is,
and its evil effects.
25. Bhikkhu11agga (the section of monastic life) describing how a monk
should live.
26. Brahmmzavagga (the section ·of the Brahman) showing that the
true Brahman is the pure-minded man, whether his birth be high or low
-not the mere man of high caste.
There is at present no satisfactory English translation of the Dltamma
pada, for even that of Professor Max MUller contains many inaccuracies.
I do not for a moment wish to depreciate Professor Max MUller's
undoubted scholarship in Sanskrit, but I consider that when he has
attempted through his knowledge of Sanskrit to translate Pali literature,
he has frequently been unsuccessful. U nless one studies the commen
tary (A tthakatlta) it is quite impossible fully to comprehend and enjoy
the beauty of the ancient texts. European scholars spend much time
and labour in studying philology and searching for roots and derivations,
and yet they often mistake the simplest meanings for want of under
standing the living spirit of our religion. We have a proverb which says :
" Among small shrubs the castor-plant passes for a great tree "-some
thing equivalent, I suppose, to the English saying :-" Among the blind
the one-eyed man is king '' : and I think some of the European Sanskrit
and Pali scholars must be estimated on this principle. I hear that Sir
Monier Williams has lately presumed to write a book against Buddhism
in which he assumes a perfect acquaintance with Sanskrit and Pali ; yet
when he came to see me a few years ago his knowledge of both languages
appeared somewhat rudimentary, and in the latter at any rate he was
quite unable to frame an intelligible sentence.
In conclusion I may say that I consider the study of the Dltammapada
of the greatest importance, since it is of itself sufficient, if properly com
prehended, to give a perfect understanding of the nature of BUDDHA'S
religion. I am much pleased to hear that Sir Edwin Arnold, to whom
we already owe so much, has commenced a poetical translation of it, and
I hope that he will find time to conclude it.
H. SUMANGALA, High Priest.
Colombo, Full Moon of Asala, 243 3-(]uly 1 2, 1889.)
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KARMA A N D SOC I A L I M P ROVEM ENT.

N face of the terrible wrongs an:l daily misery suffered by the disin
herited masses in every civilised country, the impulse of true
hearted men and women who recognise the tie of human brother
hood, is to spring forward with helping hand and to labour for the
improvement of the condition of the poor.
In the past, by well
intentioned, but too often ill-resulting, charity-in the present by efforts
to bring about a change in the very foundations of the social system
this tribute of human service has been rendered by all worthy of the
name of man. Lately, however, taking advantage of misunderstood
Theosophical teachings, a new view of human duty has been promul
gated by a few-the duty to sit idly regarding the sufferings of the more
unfortunate members of the human family, murmuring : " It is their
Karma. We cannot interfere with Karma. We must not fight against
Karma."
By some this view has been accepted reluctantly, from a motive that is
more creditable morally than it is well-founded intellectually. They
sincerely desire to range themselves in the universal order, to conform
themselves to natural law, to avoid vain and fretful railing, which is at
<>nee undignified and useless. They bear their own griefs in stoical
silence and suffer without complaint, and expect others to do the same.
But with the larger nul\lber it is to be feared Karma is used as a cloak
for lacking sympathy and slothful indifference ; they are as sensitive to
pain for themselves as they are insensitive to it for other people, and
while they use Karma as an excuse for not helping others they never
allow it to avail as a reason for not helping themselves. Such have yet
to learn the very alphabet of Theosophy, to realise that the bond of
brotherhood is so real a fact in nature that as none can rise without
helping upwards also his brothers, so the degradation of those brothers
must be a clog on him in his efforts to progress. For such this paper is
not written ; it is intended only as a help to the former class, by offering
them some suggestions from a fellow student on the complex and diffi
cult question of the bearing of Karmic law on schemes of social improve
ment. To me, at once a Socialist and a Theosophist, the matter is of
vital importance, for the possibility of realising Socialism turns on the
capacity of the human race for self-improvement ; and if man be a mere
helpless straw on the strea m of Destiny, the strenuous efforts of the
Socialist would be but useless
writhings, exhausting strength without
.
producing progress.
The first step towards unravelling our tangle is to realise clearly what
we mean by Karma. I am inclined to think that a good many Theoso32
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phists coming out of ecclesiastical religions, unconsciously transfer to
Karma their conceptions of a personal God, and so acquire a vague sort
of notion that there is some kind of rebellious blasphemy in any
attempts to modify exterior conditions ; that these conditions exist by
the will of some supreme Power, and that we must not, therefore,
struggle against them. To state in plain language this vaguely-felt
notion is, of course, to show its baselessness. Karma is not a person, a
conscious agent : it is a law, impersonal and unconscious. It is, as
Colonel Olcott said, " the law of ethical causation " ; it is an invariable
sequence, the expression on our terrestrial plane of a fundamental prin
ciple which binds together the Cosmos, the reflexion in the phenomena!
,
world of the eternal noumenon.
Now in that it is a law, we can argue as to its working by analogy from
the working of other laws on the physical plane, laws which are easier to
trace and to understand. On every hand we are surrounded by " natural
laws " ; we cannot breathe, or speak, or move, save in harmony with these
laws, and it might seem, at first sight, as though we must be mere passive
lumps, pushed hither and thither by the hurtling forces around us. Yet
we move through life in conscious freedom, and, so true is that great
word, " Nature is conquered by obedience," that we use these very laws,
which look like barriers, to bring about the realisation of our wishes,
learning to select and to combine the forces by which we can effect any
desired result. The very fact that these laws are immutable, that they
are invariable sequences, enables us to depend upon them with absolute
confidence ; we have to guard ourselves against the intrusion of fresh
forces which would modify the result, but given complete knowledge
complete for our purpose, that is-of the forces we are using, and
sufficient skill in the handling of them, and we can calculate with cer
tainty the resulting event. " Complete knowledge is complete prevision,"
it has been truly said, and such prevision guides, it does not fetter, action ;
it lends exactitude to our aim without dictating in what direction we
shall shoot ; it does not command any particular course, but tells u s how
to follow the course chosen with the greatest efficiency, with the least
expenditure of strength.
Least of all does the knowledge that we are in a realm of law compel
us to sit idly by, and watch, without effort to prevent, evils which are
brought about by the action of the various forces at work around us.
The observed tendency of bodies to move towards each other is described
by men of science as " the Ia w of gravitation." It would be idle " to fight
against " this law ; but it would be idiotic to allow a rock to fall on a
child's head, when a little muscular action would divert its course, on the
plea that we cannot fight against gravitation, and that the rock i s moving
in obedience to that law. This instance, simple as it is, gives the key to
the riddle ; we cannot change natural laws, but we can modify the results
brought about by their action by the introduction of new forces.
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Let us apply this reasoning to Karmic law. The Karma of the indi
vidual is the resultant of the forces flowing from the actions of that
individual in this and in past incarnations. (I am omitting, for the
present, the bearing on the individual of the national or collective Karma.)
At any moment it is, so to speak, a fixed quantity, the resultant of all
past unexhausted forces. But with each moment he is generating fresh
Karma, and the force thus added to the previous combination must
inevitably affect the resultant. In the endless chain of causation each
effect, as it is born, becomes itself a new cause, and the totality is changed
by the addition of that unit. Let us grant that at any given moment a
man's misery-filled position is the inevitable result of Karma. In that
position he is continuing to generate Karma. Is there any law which
says that he must continue to generate evil Karma, creating fresh misery
for a dreary and hopeless future ? Nowhere have I read any such teach
ing, and the very fact of progress implies the contrary. But further,
since men are members of a Brotherhood joined together by an under
lying unity, they must necessarily affect each other ; and any aid that I
can give my brother as he strives to tread the upward path will be a
force introduced on the same lines as his, improving the future for us
both. Let him be depraved, miserable, desperate, yet must my love for
him, my faith in him, my hope for him, come as fresh forces i nto his life,
and while they cannot change his past nor the present that results from
it, they can and must modify his future, all that l ies in front of the
present hour. Nor should it be forgotten that the very love and brother
liness that work for improvement are themselves the result of Karmic
law, and these ameliorative influences have been preparing in the past as
much as the evils which they are seeking to remove. We do not and
cannot really interfere with Karma ; every struggle for social improve
ment is the inevitable outcome of past causes, is itself part of Karma, and
proves that some of the evil Karma generated in the past has worn itself
out, has become exhausted.
Suppose it is agreed that the Karma now a-making may be modified
by the efforts of those who are suffering and of those who sympathise
with them, it may yet be argued : " These people deserve their misery,
why should we intervene to save them from a deserved punishment ? "
Again postponing any answer that may come from the recognition of a
collective Karma, there are two replies to the above question. First,
any improvement that we can make in their lot must fall within the limita
tions of Karmic law. We cannot escape from law. I t may be that their
evil Karma is exhausting itself, and that the help we bring is as much
deserved by them as was their previous suffering. Each of us is, in a
sense, a Karmic agent, and if we can decrease human poverty and
misery it is because, in the revolution of the centuries, the time has come
for that social improvement to be made. I f we slothfully and selfishly
refuse to do our appointed share in sowing the good seed, we are gener•
32
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ating fresh evil Karma by our refusal, and though the good seed will be
sown by other hands and bear its glorious fruit, we are shutting our
selves out from a share of that harvest, sowing thorns and thistles which
shall spring up in our path in some future incarnation, to tear our feet
until we have trodden them down by selfless discharge of duty.
The second answer is that the principle of Brotherhood forbids us to
stand aside looking on at the suffering of our brother, however that
suffering may have been caused. A man may, by his own carelessness,
have broken his leg. Are we therefore to look at him, as he lies in agony,
refusing to bring him aid or to bear him home, because he has brought
the suffering on himself ? His Karma will work itself out in bodily
suffering without our giving an additional pinch, and we need not be so
nervously anxious to take the universe into our charge and to see that
it works properly.
If we must busy ourselves with superintending
the working of law, might it not be as well to develop a little anxiety
on the other side, and exert ourselves lest anyone should receive more
than his share of suffering ? This is quite as l ikely as that he should
receive less, but I have not noticed any fear lest such resul t should
accrue from our non-interference. The answer which would probably
be made to any such suggestion would be that as Karma is based on
j ustice, or rather is the expression of justice, no such overplus of
pain could be wreaked. Then, on the same argument, no overplus of
happiness can be brought about, and we can work with a free hand,
knowing that we are within a realm of law, and cannot overstep it, even
if we would. W c can no more evade Karma than we can evade any
other law of the Cosmos ; any efforts of ours that dash against its
barriers will only fall back shivered into pieces, while any that
succeed, by the very fact of their success, prove that they are in
harmony with universal law.
Those who fear that they would be doing wrong in trying to change
external conditions seldom extend this abstinence to efforts to modify
interior conditions, or refuse to aid in the moral improvement of others.
Yet inner affections, as much as outer circumstances, arc under the sway
of Karmic law, and if we may seck to improve the one there is no
reason, in consistency, why we should not seck to improve the other.
Further, if we should not try to help forward the improvement of others,
lest we should interfere with Karma, ought we to try to effect self-im
provement ? The strenuous effects made by Theosophists to progress
toward!! a higher plane of being are quite as much an interference with
Karma as any efforts towards bringing about a better social state ; and
if we are to listen to the pleas of fatalistic reasoners we should refuse
to move, physically or morally, lest we should interfere with the work
ings of a Ia w, which, we are told in the same breath, is irresistible and
cannot be evaded. A saner view of human life bids us see in the present
the creation of the past, and in the future the creation of the present,
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and so spurs u s to unceasing efforts to bring about physical and moral
improvement, initiating the causes whose effects shall be a better condi
tion of humanity.
Throughout the preceding arguments I have dealt only with indivi
dual Karma, but in contemplating our social state it is impossible to
ignore the fact that collective life also generates a collective Karma, and
that many may be whipped by the lash of this national fate. Our false
standard of worth, our worship of rank and gold, our unbridled luxury,
our shameful poverty, our slothful enjoyment, our pain-driven labour, all
these combine to work out a national resultant seen equally in the e111m i
of the palace and the brutality of the slum. If, as a nation, we are to
generate better "Karma, we must change the causes which are working
for future evil, and by national effort must place society on a sounder
because more moral basis. The upper and middle classes who, in most
unbrotherly fashion, have grabbed superfluities for themselves, while
others are in lack of necessaries, receive their share of the national
Karma in the hardening of their consciences and the materialising of
their minds, a natural retribution which, to the insight of the saint, is in
many degrees more terrible than the physical suffering of the poor. We
cannot avoid the mental and bodily degradation, the withering and the
dwarfing of our higher nature, which are the Karma from an evil past ;
but we need not lie down content with them, we need not continue them ;
let us improve the present, and the embryo of a nobler future will be
generated by the efforts of to-day.
From the personal point of view we may profit by belief in this " law
of ethical causation " in our own aspect towards our environment. We
can use Karma as a shield against the arrows of a hostile destiny, as a
coat of mail against the dagger-thrusts of envious fortune. While not
permitting it to paralyse our efforts to build the future better than we
have built the present, we can draw from it a dignified serenity, a
stedfast courage, as of one too proudly strong to lament over the results
of his own folly, or to break into fretful complainings over the outcome
of his own acts. The wise man learns experience from the past, he does
not weep over it ; there is no time for tears while the moments are flying
by on which depends the future of the individual and of the race.
To those who come from Materialism into Theosophy, there is nothing
repugnant or novel in the idea of Karmic law, save in so far as it
touches on the pre-existence of the individual and of his survival after
death. The materialist is already accustomed to the conception of the
reign of law, to the idea of causation, to the inevitableness of natural
sequence. Like the Theosophist, he regards the present as the necessary
outcome of the past, not the result of an arbitrary will but the expression
of an inexorable law. Admitting this, he has also learned to utilize laws
instead of being flung helplessly about by them, and so easily realises
that here, as elsewhere, knowledge of law should not lead to fatalistic
acquiescence but to active co-operation.
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For those who enter Theosophy from the Churches, the acceptance
of the stern doctrine of Karmic law must at first be accompanied by
some stress and pain. For as Alexander Fullerton well says in his
" Wilkesbarre Letters " : " Almost without exception, religious systems
have provided machinery through which destiny was to be modified by
some other agency than merit. Even when not set in motion by the
grosser forces of cash or influence, it at least required some degree of
information and some degree of intelligence, thus at once introducing an
element of disparity where all should be upon a level. The doctrine of
Karma replaces this with the principle of rigorous equality, sweeping
away every distinction of intellect, creed, fortune, caste and influence
and applying to every man the one test of personal desert With un
sparing hand-for not a germ of deception must be left-it uproots all
schemes of substitution, of sacrifice, vicarious or individual, of expiatory
rites, of penances, and compoundings, and vows, clears the ground of
every trace of intercession or of priestcraft, and uplifts the simple, intelli
gible precept-Character determines destiny."
The moral fibre of many people has become so atrophied through the
teaching of the doctrines of vicarious atonement, imputed righteousnesr,
substitutionary sacrifice, that the bracing doctrine of personal responsi
bility seems to demand an exertion they are incapable of making. They
are so accustomed to be carried that they fear to walk, and shrink even
from the attempt to put their foot to the ground. To these we can
answer nothing save the reminder that facts will not change to suit our
fancies, and that it is the part of .wisdom to learn to like what is when
we cannot transform what is into what we like. There is, however, this
further comfort for them, that exercise of the moral limbs will soon bring
the feeling of returning health, and with health exertion will become a
pleasure instead of a pain. Not only so, but the sense of reality is in
itself a source of enjoyment ; we have done with shams, we have cast
aside subterfuges, and we stand facing Nature, naked, perhaps, but our
selves.
There is, however, one aspect of the attempts to bring about social im
provement which may be in the minds of some, although it is not directly
connected with Karmic law. " Can we change to any good effect the
surroundings of the poor, while they themselves, the men and the women,
remain as they are ? Must we not reform them ere we attempt to reform
their environment ? If we begin from outside, instead of from within,
shall we not be wasting our efforts, only to find the purer surroundings
defiled with the old uncleanness ? " There is much reason in this argu
ment, and frankly, though sorrowfully, I admit that I do not believe that
any change in the environment would avail to raise some of the older in
habitants of our slums. They have lost the power of adaptation, of
further growth, and they must die as they have lived. But there are
many who desire a better state of things, and these would respond
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gladly to the influences of a purer atmosphere. Then there are the
children whom we are educating, however inadequately, and for these, in
whom the inner change has begun and is working, it is urgently necessary
to provide better and more wholesome surroundings. Physical science
shews us how organism and environment act and re-act on one another ;
a plant cannot grow in darkness, nor the flowers of love and purity in an
atmosphere of vice and crime. True, the inherent force of humanity is
such that it will bring forth some blossoms despite the most unfavourable
circumstances, and we are often startled by flashes of the most unex
pected nobility in the lowest depths ; but the average amount of
development will be conditioned by the surroundings, and if we would
raise the type we must environ it with health-giving and not with
malarious influences.
The path, then, of the Theosophist seems to me to be plain : it is one
of self-sacrificing and strenuous endeavour to raise his brethren out of
poverty, out of misery, out of evil of every kind. This duty shines
clearly out of the darkness that surrounds us, and who shall say that this
beacon-light, faithfully followed, may not be the harbinger of the perfect
day ?
ANNIE BESANT, F.T.S.

ER RATA.
OWING to the absence of the Editor of LUCIFER and the consequent
delay in going to press the following errata were overlooked in our July
number :Page 424. it is the article entitled " An American Missionary of
Buddhism," which is quoted from the Pall Mall Gazette of June 28th,
I 88 9, and not the paragraph which refers to Col. Olcott's visit to
England.
Page 4 26, line 2 I , " Calcutta Mirror " should be " Indian M irror."
Page 427, in " The work of the ' Esoteric Section of the T. s.," the
omission of the word " she " in the roth line of that article entirely
distorts the sense of the paragraph. It should read-" insults she (£. e.
H. P. B.) scorns and laughs at "-whereas it would appear from the
print that the " Ex-president " insults, scorns and lauglzs at her !
Page 4 29, the name of the President of the Point Lorna Lodge is
T. Docking not Doeking.
Page 430, last line but one, " esoteric " should be exoteric, as the
quotation following clearly shows.-[SuB-ED.]
I
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A M YSTERIOUS ADVENTU RE I N T H E H I MALAYAS.

WAS slowly walking my pony up the steep bridle path leading
�rom the charmingly situated bungalow of a hospitabl.e tea P!anter
m th e R ungneet va 11 ey, w h ere a num ber of t he S tatJon res1 dent'>
had assembled for tennis and the usual concomitants of tea and gossip.
Far above me, astride of the forest covered ridge connecting the giant
foot-hills of the H imalayas, hung Darjeeling ; that most romantic of the
Indian hill stations.
Reining in my little Thibetan pony, I paused at a turn of the winding
path in order to allow a companion, who had lagged considerably behind,
to overtake me.
It was a glorious evening in the early part oi June, evidently the
beginning of the usual break in the rainy season. The sun, on the point
of setting, flooded all with a bright golden glow ; not a cloud obscured
the green and amber sky, although the deep valleys at my feet were
already filling with the white vapour of the coming night. The giant
" Kinchinjunga " t:owering 28457 feet into the pure atmosphere, and some
of its lofty neighbours in the snowy range fairly blazed forth from their
settings of j utting crag and sombre precipice. From where I sat I could
see, over yonder in Sikkim, the smoke curling from the summit of a flat
topped hill. It is the smouldering funeral pyre of some Buddhist lama,
lately an inmate of the lonely monastery whose gleaming white walls
look like a patch of snow half hidden in the green of the steep mountain
side.
Beyond those glittering snows undefiled by the foot of mortal, lies
mysterious, unknown Thibet. No Europeans (not even natives now) are
allowed to cross the lofty passes which are guarded night and day.
Perchance, could one penetrate there, he would discover the secret of the
" Yogi," or unearth the Holy Books of ancient creeds which, tradition
has it, lie jealously concealed in the almost inaccessible monasteries. My
gaze was fascinated by those great wal is of green ice and sombre rock
which so effectually shut out the matter-of-fact nineteenth century from
the Home of Mystery.
But most frequently my eyes returned to that mighty giant, " Kinchin
junga." It is the passionate longing to tread those virgin snows and to
scale those desolate crags that has brought me to I ndia.
Yes ! gentle reader. I confess to belonging to that much ridiculed
much censured brotherhood of mountain climbers. Familiarity, although
it has not in this instance bred contempt, has, however, caused me to
weary of the awful abysses of the Matterhorn, of the treacherous ice
slopes of the Aiguille Verte, and the oft-experienced perils of the Ober__
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land giants. I must have new worlds to conquer, and consequently I
.
have come to indulge my insatiate passion in the reputably unbreathable
atmosphere of the virgin Himalayas.
Although I have a large circle of acquaintances within the climbing
brotherhood, still I found it impossible to sufficiently fire any one of
them with my enthusiasm. Those whose occupations at home made it
impossible to undertake the long journey were loud in their regrets, and
talked much of what they would have done had they been free, but all
the men of leisure to whom I addressed myself had " made other plans."
And so I was alone-not quite alone, however. In my wanderings in
the Alps I had for years past been accompanied by a man, whose
adopted home was among the glaciers of the Val Ferret. Although a
somewhat mysterious character, coming from nobody knew exactly
where, Rimaye was one of the boldest cragsmen I have ever seen, and
possessed in addition a cheerful disposition and the most unerring in
stinct in mountain craft. I had on one occasion nursed him during a
terrible fever, and the honest fellow was grateful beyond words, and
attached to me with the blind attachment of a huge St. Bernard dog.
To this trusty companion in many a perilous hour, I had hesitatingly
unfolded my cherished dream, and had found him, somewhat to my
surprise I confess, not only willing, but exceedingly eager to accompany
me. He had no ties, he said, and where Monsieur was pleased to go,
there would he also follow, if Monsieur would permit it.
Poor, faithful Rimaye ! His devotion cost him the life he valued so
lightly, and his bones lie bleaching on the inaccessible Indian snows.
But I must not anticipate.
As I sat on my pony, gazing in ecstacy on the fading lights on great
Kinchinjunga, and tracing out on the reddened snows the route I would
attempt, my companion joined me, and following the direction of my
eyes, exclaimed :
" What ! still thinking of that crazy expedition ? Better give it up,
old man ; no good can come of it. It is simply suicide for two men to
attempt such a thing."
" Give it up ! " I cried. " Never ! Rimaye returned this morning
from a reconnoitring excursion to Sungtafou, and he is confident of
success. Besides, the permit from the Raja of Sikkim to cross his
territory has arrived, and the coolies and outfit are ready. I will start
to-morrow."
And in spite of the protests and urging of my many friends, on the
morrow start I did.
For the first day Rimaye and I were able to ride the stout little
ponies we had provided ourselves with, but towards the noon of the
second, the track became so steep and dangerous that we were forced
to abandon them, and to continue our journey on foot. With a local
guide we marched on in front, while the fifty coolies who carried our
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outfit, guns, and provisions for three weeks' camping, straggled in an
endless line behind us.
The next two days' travelling was extremely slow and fatiguing, as
we had to cross over three of the intervening ranges. From the back of
a range, eight or nine thousand feet in height, we would plunge to the
bottom of a valley a few hundred feet above sea level, only to climb
and plunge again. On the evening of the fifth day, however, we pitched
our little camp on the bare and barren mountain side close to the
glaciers and at an elevation, taken by barometrical observation, of
nearly 1 6,000 feet.
Behind us rose a serrated ridge of rocky teeth, sprinkled here and
there with patches of snow. Rimaye and I decided to leave the coolies
to establish the camp which would be our headquarters during the
expeditions we projected, and to start off at once to reconnoitre our
position from some point of vantage on the ridge.
A two hours' scramble brought us to the summit of a pinnacle, the
height of which I calculated at over 1 8,000 feet, and which commanded
an extensive view of the surrounding ranges. Directly in front of us,
separated only by a deep glacier-choked gorge, rose the stupendous
mass of Kinchinjunga, looking (on a larger scale) very much as Monte
Rosa does from the Gornergrat. Huge glaciers tumbled down its pre
cipitous flanks in every direction, but for experienced climbers there
seemed to be no absolutely insurmountable barrier.
" If only our lungs hold out, if only we can breathe, we shall succeed,"
I cried, exulting already at the prospect of victory.
" Ne crazgne:: rim, Monsieur, we shall breathe all right," replied Rim aye,
who had never been able to grasp the theory of man's inability to live
in an extremely rarefied atmosphere. But I confess I did not always
share the brave fellow's conviction, for although we felt no inconvenience
whatever at our present height, I reflected that to reach yon glittering
summit we must rise another ten thousand feet and more.
The weather being perfect, and the moon nearly full, we decided then
and there to start out alone a little before midnight on the following
evening, leaving the coolies and camp under the charge of my native
body-servant, a thoroughly trustworthy man from the hills about Simla.
Accordingly we set to work before darkness came on, to map out and
note down the route we proposed to follow, and to fix in our minds the
peculiarities of the ground we should have to cover.
After finishing our observations we started out and climbed down
briskly in order to reach the camp before dark.
\Ve had been descending rapidly for twenty minutes or more and were
scrambling over the huge boulders and debris fallen from the cliffs
above·, when suddenly I heard Rimaye, who was slightly in ad vance,
utter a cry of surprise. Thinking he had chanced upon a bear, and
remembering that we had nothing but our revolvers with us, I sang out
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to him to give the beast a wide berth and hurry on. My voice, however,
crossed his words :
" Come quickly, Monsieur ; I cannot make it out."
In a moment I was beside him, and, my eyes following the direction
of his outstretched hand, I saw the prostrate figure of a man lying just
within the shelter of a small natural cave formed by a huge block of
granite resting on two nearly square boulders.
My astonishment was so great at seeing a human being in such a
place that I could, for a moment, neither move nor utter a word.
" He must be asleep," whispered Rim aye, " or my shout would certamly
have roused him. " Di'able I II a l 'orei'lle dure," he muttered, after
another ineffectual halloo.
We scrambled down and stood over tht! apparently sleeping figure.
It was that of a very old man with a flowing white beard, and clad in a
snowy linen robe such as is worn by prosperous Hindoos in the plains.
He had no head-gear of any kind ; but his long hair fell in clustering
silver curls about his shoulders. I thought I had never looked upon a
more noble face, and even Rimaye who was not given to sentimentalism,
muttered an involuntary : " Di'eu I qu'i'l est beau I "
I knelt at his side and gently shook his shoulder, but the body was
cold and rigid as a corpse.
" He is dead," I said, looking over at Rimaye who was examining his
other side.
" He is undoubtedly dead, Monsieur. But he can only have died but
a very short time since, or surely the beasts and birds would have found
him out ! "
I laid my hand on his heart but could detect no pulsation, however
faint, while the skin felt clammy and was as yellow as old ivory.
Darkness had now nearly closed in, but we knew that the moon would
rise in less than an hour. As I rose from my kneeling position I noticed
a dark object covered with writing which had c:mght in a fold of the
white robe. I drew it forth and discovered it to be a broken fragment
of an ancient palm-leaf book ; the characters inscribed upon it I imme
diately recognized as Sanskrit. Putting it mechanically in my pocket, I
again turned to the prostrate form.
If we could render no other assistance the body should at least be
decently interred, safe from the desecrating claws of the hideous vultures.
It was therefore agreed that Rimaye should watch by the corpse while I
hurried to the camp to summon aid, for it would have been impossible
for two men to carry such a burden over the rough ground we had to
traverse.
As soon as there was sufficient light, therefore, I set forth, and in less
than an hour had reached the camp. After a rapid consultation in
Hindustani with my servant, I started back accompanied by four coolies
to retrace my steps to the scene of our adventure.
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Before very long we came in sight of a huge needle of rock which I
had noted as a land-mark, and I knew we must be near the spot where
I had left my companion.
Scarcely had we penetrated the labyrinth of boulders and debris,
however, when I was astonished to sec Rimaye coming slowly towards
us.
I cried out to him to know why he had deserted his post, but received
no reply, and when he came up I noticed a peculiar dazed look on his
face. He seemed surprised to sec the coolies with me, and asked where
I had met them. On my telling him that I had found them at the camp,
and brought them to carry back the body, he looked puzzled, but the
dull look immediately returned, and he merely mumbled some dis
connected phrases in his patois of the Val Ferret.
Impatient, and rather indignant too, I pushed past him and, calling to
my servant to follow, set about hunting in the bright moonlight for the
natural cave. I had no great difficulty in retracing my steps, and after
about half an hour came upon the huge boulder and its granite
supports.
But search as I would no trace could be found of the body I had left
there, although my handkerchief, which had slipped from my pocket
as I bent over the prostrate figure, was still lying where it had fallen.
Utterly mystified I again turned to Rimaye, who had followed with
the others, and demanded angrily what had occurred during my absence.
He seemed, however, totally at a loss to comprehend my questions, and
evidently had no recollection of the spot where we stood.
Perceiving that it was impossible to get anything out of him in his
present state, and remarking, moreover, the alarmed and quec;tioning
glances my servant cast upon me, I realized that all present had a strong
suspicion that my head was affected by the sun, which had been unusu
ally strong during the day.
I therefore made a limp excuse that there had probably been some
mistake, and that we had better return to camp, promising myself at the
same time, that I would make a searching investigation of the extra
ordinary affair when som� hours' rest should have restored R imaye's
evidently over-taxed brain.
REMSEN WHITEHOUSE.

( To be continued.)

Death is a black camel that kneels at everybody's door.
A

little hill in a low place thinks itself a great mountain.

The rose grows from the thorn, not the thorn from the rose.
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1Rumbers, tbeir ®ccult ]po wer an� !Dl?Stic 1Dtrtues.
A SUMMARY OF THE DOCTRINES OF THE ADEPTS OF INDIA, MAGI OF
BABYLON, PYTHAGOREANS, KABBALISTS, AND MEDI/EVAL MAGICIANS.*

PRE FACE.
SEVEN years have passed since this essay was written, and the MSS .
pages have been lent to many friends and students of mystic lore and
occult meanings. It is only at the earnest request of these kindly
critics that I have consented to publish this volume. The contents are
necessarily of a fragmentary character, and have been collected from an
immense number of sources ; the original matter has been intentionally re
duced to the least possible quantity, so as to obtain space for the inclu
sion of the utmost amount of anci ent, quaint, and occult learning. It is
impossible to give even an appro ximate list of works which have been
consulted ; direct quotations have been acknowledged in numerous in
stances, and (perhaps naturally) many a statement might have been
equally well quoted from the book of a contemporary author, a medi;eval
monk, a Roman historian, a Greek poet, or a Hindoo Adept : to give
the credit to the modern author would not be fair to the ancient sage,
to refer the reader to a Sanscrit tome would be in most cases only loss
of time and waste of paper. My great difficulty has been to supply
information mystic enough to match the ideal of the work, and yet not
so esoteric as to convey truths which higher Masters have ordered to be
still concealed. Esoteric knowledge is open to all who with ardour
combined with humility seck it, but it is not to be offered to the scorner
as an object for contumely.
I must apologise for the barbarous appearance of foreign words, but
it was not found practicable to supply Sanscrit, Coptic, Chaldee and
G reek type, so the words have had to be translated. Hebrew and
Chaldec should of course be read from right to left, and it was at first
intended so to print them in their converted form, but the appearance of
H ebrew in English letter� reversed was too grotesque ; ADN I is a represen
tation of the Aleph, daleth, nun, yod, of " Adonai," but INDA is sheer bar
barity : in the case of Hebrew words I have added the pronunciation.
The " Secret Doctrine " of Mme. Blavatsky, a work of immense
erudition containing a vast fund of archaic doctrine, has supplied me
with valuable quotations, which are the only recent additions to this
treatise. If any readers desire a deeper insight into the analogies
between numbers and ideas, I refer them in addition to the works of
0 By W. W. WESTCOTT, M.B., Author of " The I siac Tablet," " The Everburning
Lamps of the Ancients," and translator of the " Sepher Yetzirah."
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Eliphaz Levi, Athanasius Kircher, Godfrey H iggins, Michael Maier, and
John Heydon ; I have quoted from each of these authorities, and
Thomas Taylor's " Theoretic A rithmetic " has supplied me with a great
part of the purely arithmetical notions of the Pythagoreans, the elucida
tion of which was mainly due to him. In conclusion, I request my
readers,A ut perlege et recte intellige,
Aut aostine a censura.
W. WYN N WESTCOTT, Fra. Ros. Cru. I X0•
396, Camden Road, London, N.
The author will be pleased to receive additions and suggestions, from
earnest students of either the Eastern or Western schools of Occultism.
CONTENTS.
PART.
PART
PART
PART

I.-Pythagoras, his tenets and his followers.
D.-Pythagorean view of Numbers.
1 1 1.-Kabbalistic view of Numbers.
IV.-Properties of the Numbers individually.
1 . Monad.
6. Hexad.
7· Heptad.
2. Duad.
8. Octad.
3 . Triad.
4- Tetrad.
9· N onad.
5· Pentad.
10. Decad.
PART. V.-H igher Numbers.
PART. VI.-Numbers of the A pocalypse.
PART I.
PYTHAGORAS, HIS TEN ETS A N D HIS FOLLOWERS.
P YTHAGORAS, one of the greatest philosophers of ancient E urope, was
the son of Mnesarchus, an engraver, he was born about the year 5 80 B.C.
either at Samos an island in the lEgean Sea, or as some say, at Sidon in
Phcenicia. Very little is known of his early life, beyond the fact that he
won prizes for feats of agility at the Olympic Ga rr;es ; having attained
manhood, and feeling dissatisfied with the amount of knowledge to be
gained at home, he left his native land and spent many years in travel,
visiting in turn most of the great centres of Learning. H istory narrates that
his pilgrimage in search of wisdom extended to Egypt, Hindostan ,
Persia, Crete, and Palestine, and that he gathered from each country fresh
stores of information, and succeeded in becoming well acquainted with
the Esoteric Wisdom as well as with the popular esoteric knowledge of
each.
He returned with his mind well stored, and his judgment matured, to
his home intending to open there a College of learning, but this he found
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to be impracticable owing to the opposition of its turbulent ruler
Polycrates. Failing in this design he migrated to Crotona a noted
city in Magna Gra!cia, which was a colony founded by Dorians on
the South coast of Italy. It was here that this ever famous Philo
sopher founded his College or Society of Students, which became
known all over the civilized world as the central assembly of the
learned of Europe ; and here it was in secret conclave that Pythagoras
taught that occult wisdom which he had gathered from the Gymno
sophists and Brahmins of India, from the Hierophants of Egypt, the
Oracle of Delphi, the Id<!!an cave, and from the Kabbalah of the Hebrew
Rabbis and Chaldean Magi. For nearly forty years he taught his pupils,
and exhibited his wonderful powers ; but an end was put to his institu
tion and he himself was forced to flee from the city, owing to a conspiracy
and rebellion which arose on account of a quarrel between the people of
Crotona and the inhabitants of Sybaris : he succeeded in reaching
Metapontum where he is said to have died about the year 500 B.C.
Among the ancient authors from whom we derive our knowledge of
the life and doctrines of Pythagoras, and his successors, the following are
notable :B.C. 4 50.-Herodotus who speaks of the mysteries of the Pytha
goreans as similar to those of Orpheus.
B.C. 394.-Archytas of Tarentum who left a fragment upon Pytha
gorean Arithmetic.
B.C. 3 80.-Theon of Smyrna.
B.C. 370.-Philolaus ; from three books of this author it is believed
that Plato compiled his book Tim<l!us ; he was probably the
first who committed to writing the doctrines of Pythagoras.
B.C. 3 2 2.-Aristotle ; refer to his " Metaphysica," " Moralia magna "
and " Nicomachean Ethics." Nicomachus of Stagyra was his
father.
B.C. 276.-Eratosthenes, author of a work entitled " Kokkinon "
or " Cribrum " a " Sieve to separate prime from composite
numbers."
B.C. 40.-Cicero ; refer to his works " De Finibus " and " De natura
Deorum.''
so. A.D.-Nicomachus of Gerasa ; Treatises on Arithmetic and
Harmony.
00.
A.D.-Porphyry of Tyre , a great philosopher, sometimes
3
named in Syriac Melekh or King, was the pupil of Longinus
and Plotinus.
340. A.D.-Jamblicus wrote " De mysteriis," " De vita Pythagorica,''
" The arithmetic of Nicomachus of Gerasa," and " The Theo
logical properties of Numbers."
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450. A.D.-Proclus in his commentary on the " Works and Days '
of Hesiod, gives Information concerning the Pythagorean views
of numbers.
56o. A.D.-Simplicius of Cilicia a contemporary of J ustinian.
850. A.D.-Photius of Constantinople has left a Bibliotheca of the
ideas of the older philosophers.

Coming down to more recent times the following authors should be
consulted : Meursius, J ohannes, 1 620 ; Meibomius, Marcus, 1 650 ; and
Kircher, Athanasius, 1 66o. They collected and epitomized all that was
extant of previous authors concer'ling the doctrines of the Pythgoreans.
The first eminent follower of Pythagoras was Arist<eus who married
Theano the widow of his master : next followed Mnesarchus the son of
Pythagoras ; and later Bulagoras, Tidas, and Diodorus the Aspendian.
After the original school was dispersed the chief instructors became
Clinias and Philolaus at Heraclea ; Theorides and Eurytus at Meta
pontum ; and Arc�ytas the sage of Tarentum.
The school of Pythagoras had several peculiar characteristics ; every
new member was obliged to pass a period of five years of contemplation
in perfect silence ; the members held everything in common, and re
jected animal food ; they were believers in the doctrine of metempsy
chosis ; and were inspired with an ardent and implicit faith in their
founder and teacher. So much did the element of faith enter into their
training that " autos eplta "-" He said it " was to them complete proof.
Intense fraternal affection between the pupils was also a marked feature
of the school, hence their saying " my friend is my other self " has be
come a by-word to this day. The teaching was in a great measure
secret, and certain studies and knowledge were allotted to each class and
grade of instruction : merit and ability alone sufficed to enable anyone
to pass to the higher classes and to a knowledge of the more recondite
mysteries. No person was permitted to commit to writing any tenet, or
secret doctrine, and so far as is known no pupil ever broke the rule, until
after his death and the dispersion of the school.
We arc thus entirely dependent on the scraps of information which
have been handed down to us from his successors, and from his and their
critics. A considerable amount of uncertainty, therefore, is inseparable
from any consideration of the real doctrines of Pythagoras himself, but
we are on surer ground when we investigate the opinions of his
followers.
It is recorded that his instruction to his followers was formulated into
two great divisions, the science of numbers, and the theory of magnitude:
the former division included two branches, arithmetic and musical
harmony ; the latter was further subdivided into the consideration of
magnitude at rest-geometry, and magnitude in motion-astronomy.
The most striking peculiarities of his doctrines are dependent on the
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mathematical conceptions, numerical ideas, and impersonations, upon
which his philosophy was founded.
The principles governing Numbers were supposed to be the principle.>
.of all Real Existences ; and as Numbers are the primary constituents of
Mathematical Quantities, and at the same time present many analogies
to various realities, it was further inferred that the elements of numbers
were the clements of Realities. To Pythagoras himself, it is believed
that the natives of Europe owe the first teaching of the properties of
Numbers, of the principles of music, and of physics ; but there is evidence
tnat he had visited Central Asia, and there had acquired the mathematical
ideas which form the basis of his doctrine. The modes of thought in
troduced by Pythagoras, and followed by his successor Jamblichus and
others, became known later on by the titles of the " Italian school," or the
" Doric school.''
The followers of Pythagoras delivered their knowledge to pupils, fitted
by selection, and by training to receive it, in secret ; but to others by
numerical and mathematical names and notions. Hence they called
forms numbers ; a point, the monad ; a line, the duad ; a superficies, the
triad ; and a solid, the tetrad.
Intuitive knowledge was referred to the
Reason and causation ,
,
,.
I magination (form or rupa) ,
,
Sensation of material objects ,

Monad
D uad
Triad
Tetrad

type 0
type o-o
type �
type o

I ndeed, they referred every object, planet, man, idea and essence, to
some number or other, in a way which to most moderns must seem
curious and mystical in the highest degree.
" The numerals of Pythagoras," says Porphyry, who lived about 300
A.D.� " were hieroglyphic symbols, by means whereof he explained all
ideas concerning the nature of things," and the same method of explain
ing the secrets of nature is once again being insisted upon by the new
revelation of the Secret Doctrine, by Madame Blavatsky.
" Numbers arc a key to the ancient views of cosmogony-in its broad
sense, spiritually as well as physically considered, and to the evolution of
the present human race ; all systems of religious mysticism are based
upon numerals : the sacredness of numbers begins with the Great First
Cause, the One, and ends only with the nought or zero -symbol of the
infinite and boundless universe." Isis Unveiled, vol. ii. 407.
Tradition narrates that the students of the Pythagorean school at first
classed as Exoterici or A uscultantes, listeners, were privileged to rise by
merit and abi lity to the higher grade of Genuini, Perfecti, Mathcmatici,
or the most coveted title of Esoterici.

( To be c<mtinued.)
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AB SOLUTE MOTION.

T

HAT which is revealed manifests that which was unrevealed ; that
which exists predicates that which is non-existent because formal
life proclaims a previous condition of formlessness when that
something which has assumed shape must have been chaotic.
These considerations allow us to postulate a formless Infinite from
the presence around us of formal life. But an Infinite in this condition
of non-being is inconceivable to a finite mind and only borrows a
fictitious existence from the relative value which, like a shadow, is cast
by the formal entities of the universe into Space.
Attributeless and in itself unknown, we have only one conception by
which it can be ! brou6ht into the ken of human minds. It is that of
Motion. A simple synthesis of that which is and is not. The one is
motion active, the other is motion in a latent state which then represents
something more than this as we shall endeavour to prove. That which
is not becomes that which is through change ; and the " becoming " is
both change and motion. This latter is in its abstraction unconditioned
by relative values and exhibits by its reality the only direct effect which
the positive world may appreciate from the realm of outer darkness on
shadowless light.
By studying nature and her developments as the unfolding of co
related forces, we find that law governs the activity of positive life.
Change is the form of law ; and law is a fiat whose impulse is Reason.
Hence, in those high regions of Spirituality, where all is apparent
abstraction, the first great change from unthinkable to conceivable Life
must have been due to Reason acting as an impulse to activity.
None will deny that Reason can only be appreciated by its effects ;
while as the substantial cause of these it escapes our grasp. Yet not
withstanding the intangibility of Reason as a Thing its existence as
the origin of every Form of objective life is universally admitted and
we are assured that each isolated rational conception is connected
through chains of thought each to each, having a corresponding series
of effects on the phenomenal planes. We say that by its act or motion ,
Reason manifests itself and that Reason in the Abstract is Absolute
Motion, all Concrete Reasons, as definite portions of the Reason of
Reasons, are connected together by their common origin which then
becomes the quality of rationality. They are visible on the positive
plane as motions of different kinds which have a common basis of action
in Absolute Motion, the alter ego of the indefinite quality " Rationality."
Thus the immaterial world of reason corresponds in every particular
to the familiar world of form. While reason thus materialises itself
through the mere act of Being these conceptions become in their tum
the visible cause of that of which in reality they are but the effect
creating an illusive appearance of mbjectivity.
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Absolute Motion and the Reason of Reasons or Form and its Life
constitute the two terms of an equation where equality exhibits the
perfection of Being under the Form of the law of Equilibrium. So that,
no sooner has change become active than its activity is lost in its own
Perfection ; and the active equality of opposition between the negative
and positive poles or planes, submerges the Revealed one in Subsistence.
Thus the Unrevealed reveals itself as a triad of Reason-Change
Absolute Motion.
Change is motion which resolves itself into the third quality. Abso
lute motion is change completed. Both are to a finite perception
practically the same as an infinite abstraction ; and yet logically there
lies a difference between them. The former represents Form ; the
latter the process of formation. The former as Supreme Wisdom dis
appears leaving the latter as its representative on the positive plane.
To illustrate our meaning we will clothe it in that archaic allegory
which is symbolised by the snake emblem of eternity incubating the
Egg or Universe with its breath. Beneath this symbolism lies a simple
and logical deduction. To breathe we must first inhale. Space swells
with a breath of Divine Life ; that is to say it conceives an idea. This
inflation resembles that of the lungs of Man when, in obedience to the
abstract command " Live," they expand and fill with air. The move
ment which is the visible sign of this action is, in Space, the change
from non-being to Being which, as one complete inflation, stands for
Absolute Motion. The point to which we give this title represents that
reached by the swing of life from its position of rest to its furthest
limit ; as a First Vibration it is, as Space and Power, a synthesis or
every possible quantity of motion. I n science we call it half a vibration.
To complete a whole one the return swing of equal energy �s necessary.
This is symbolised as the outbreathing of the breath. But the point
of Absolute M otion is, as a completed act, one of Absolute Rest. It is
the Perfect Form, the Revealed One which, as soon as its completed
movement or swing from one point to the other is made, is lost in its
own Perfection. The opposition of Absolute Motion to Absolute Rest
which together form the point whi'h marks the limit of the vibratory
swing, is an active one. So that it must be represented by a Force or
Power exuding from between these two opposing units. This is the
mmzifestation of Absolute Motion and as such has been called the De
miurgos. It equals the " becoming " of subsistence into existence and
also equals Infinite Change as the result of the impulse of a supreme
Wisdom. As breath it is continuous exhalation of energy (the energy
of opposition) equal in quantity to the meaning of its Reason and
divided into units of Space and Time. For the instant of complete
manifestation is the Unit of Manifested Power. It disappears with its
Form into subsistence at the moment of Perfection but the light has
flashed through Space. Its gloomy depths have received a mortal
wound for they have become measurable and Time has circumscribed
33 .
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i t. The standard of measure has been completed as Absolnte Motion
or the point of rest reached by the swing of the first vibration synthesis
of all subsequent divisions of motion. Comparative value is possible
and differentation must follow.
The continuance of the outbreathing of Space is measured by these
units and is equitable and constant. I t is the source and maintainer of Life,
and, as representing the work done by opposing forces, it is that power .
which subtends the Universe and prevents it from being submerged
beneath the immensity of Non-Being.
We can now define the full meaning of the term Energy. It is more
than motion, for it is the activity of Reason, and also its guiding or in
forming principle. It is law and its form. Motion, the positive pole, is
the manifestation of Reason, while this latter as the negative pole is, by
reflected personality, the life of the former. Thus supreme \Visdom
becomes both positive and negative in its absolute unity ; being wholly
negative before, and wholly positive after manifestation, when, motion
differentiating, Reason becomes the author of its formal Life.
We have said that the change of the Unknowable from its plane of
sub-existent being is a necessarily complete one, and is an absolute
motion, in which two conditions of the I nfinite become manifest by their
equality of opposition. Therefore this act introduces the I nfinite into
the positive plane of existence as a universe of form. Hence, if we allow
that a supreme Reason was the cause of this change, we must conclude
that the Universe is an aggregate of details which, taken together, con
strue the meaning or Reason of its Being. It may be objected as a
logical impossibility that the Infinite Nothing can become an infinite
Thing, because limits do not belong to the Infinite. But, i f we admit, as
we are bound to do as Reasonable Beings, that there is a Reason for all
things, we dispose of this objection at once. For by the logical com
pleteness of this admission, we make the Infinite a conceiver of a fi nite
idea which, being attributeless, is infinite as form, and yet is limited by
the meaning of the conception.
The nett result of our argument may be summed up as fol lows : The
U nmanifest conceives an idea which, as a Reason for action, becomes
m anifested as absolute motion which, embracing in itself its impulse or
negative pole and its action or positive pole, becomes Energy. Energy
becomes a creative breath ; shadowing itself in . Space, it brings into
relief the existence of non-being, which then becomes Ethereal Pressure,
or the materialisation of the Infinite spirituality of Reason as a positive
unreality.
As absolute motion we have a definite amount of energy deposited in
Space. It is simply the form of Abstract Reason and acquires a
definite character as the quality of Rationality. I n its comprehensive
simplicity it lies at the back of every manifestation. I ts nature we
have seen is due to Power exerted by manifest Life in opposition to non
being and is equal in its strength and continuity to the Reason of Life.
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Therefore it requires an equation which in order to keep the positive
manifestation from subsidence must be ever maintained in perfection
between itself and the smallest atom of formal energy as well as the
greatest agglomeration of such atoms in complex forms. Thus no
matter what proportion the meaning of a definite form bears to the
Reason of Reasons, and we hold that every existing thing exists as a
relative value to this supreme unit of wisdom, absolute motion must
equal it in energy and character. This necessitates a change of quality
in absolute motion while maintaining the quantity of energy constant.
And thus we obtain the fundamental number on which the universe is
built. For it can be proved that the study of vibrations in Nature is
also the study of pure motion. Now vibrations, where energy is con
stant but character variable, consists of octaves. These are states of
balance reached by seven steps. Thus Seven represents Change ; Eight
stands for Form or completed change where, as an octave, it represents
the same energy of motion differently apportioned as to Space and
Time from that from which it changed. Eight represents " Rationality "
in the abstract. Seven represents the countless meanings of eight.
Complex forms result from the drifting together of definite atoms of
energy under the ubiquitous and even pressure of the Ethereal medium
in which they lie. These must, in order to coalesce as forms, possess
such a mutual interaction of forces that their resultant is that unit
quantity of energy which equals the unit " absolute motion." The
process of " becoming " being an incomplete manifestation of Reason
does not at once appeal to a rational being with that insistance of
seeming reality with which completed forms do, and hence exterior Life
is more i mpressive at first sight that its inner meanings. But, as it is
the seven which give the explanation of what we see, it is only by
examining the processes of Nature's changes that real knowledge may
be obtained.
Absolute motion takes seven steps to its antithesis, absolute rest, or
material equilibrium. Each of these is a note underlying a world of
harmonies or overtones. These, while forming distinct regions of Life
according to the fundamental note which generates them, are naturally
sensitive to activities in each other ; for they all arc sub-divisions of one
base tone or Reason. Thus seven great planes of Life, whose mingling
produces many other sub-planes, lie around us. l'vlan impresses his
Personality on the golden strings which vibrate with the energy of
Being at various points ; and, damping them, cuts out those harmonies
which require those nodes as quantities of energy in their characteristics
or natural wave lengths.
Thus he introduces separation in the harmonious sequence of universal
Life and shuts off frcm himself higher planes of existence. Therefore,
as we destroy our Personality or Selfishness, we bring automatically into
play a higher consciousness and a more extended comprehensiveness.
Thus motion is the author of our being, the expounder of its causes and
the material or eternal substance which forms the univ-erse.
TOSS WILLIAMS.
J une 1 8, 1 889.
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\t be Ualhtng Jmage of 'Ulrur.
C HAPTER XIII.

THE BOOK OF MYSTERIES.

1£. N indescribable consternation was caused at Urur by the mysterious dis
� appearance of the Talking Image. Those that had come to enjoy the

fun of seeing a miracle declared themselves to have been cheated ;

they stormed and raged and denounced the Image as being the work of the
devil.

The leaders of the Society for Distribution of Wisdom hung their heads

in shame and mortification ; because now the existence of sages was beyond the
possibility of being demonstrated to

science.

The Chelas looked wise, but

in their wisdom threw out only ambiguous hints ; for as a matter of coarse
they were not permitted to tell that which they were supposed to know.
The room of the Image was in perfect order and nothing was missing in it,
only the air therein · seemed to be somewhat different from what it had been
before ;

but this difference was only perceptible to those who were of a

sensitive nature and, for all we know, it may have existed only in their imagina·
tion.

Everyone agreed that the Image was too ponderous to have been carried

away without making a noise that would have attracted attention, as it would
have required at least six strong men to bring it down the narrow and winding
s tairs.

There was no blood, nor any burnt remnants, nor any other sign that a

crime had been committed.

There was only one plausible theory, namely, that

it had been thrown out of the window into the river below ; and in that case it
would have im mediately sunk to the bottom on account of its heavy weight.
But even this theory was hardly admissible, because the window was found to
be fastened from the inside and the room had been carefully locked by Madame
Corneille.

Immediate search however was made in the river by native fisher
The Image was gone.

men, experts in diving ; but nothing was found.

alone was absolutely certain and beyond the possibility of a doubt.

This

Its goneness

required no other scientific proof, but the fact remained that it was absent ; a
fact which was self-evident even to the most superficial observer and undeniable
even by the most stubborn logician ; but the manner in which it had left and
where it went remained a mystery.
All the researches proved vain.
for the recovery of the Image.

A rich Hottentot offered a con siderable sum

The scientific experts appointed one committee

after another to find out its whereabouts.

They nearly split their heads in inves

tigating the matter ; but no trace could be found.

They took measurements and

photographs of the rooms and chemically analyzed the wal!s of the buildings ;
they examined and cross-examined a score of witnesses, accepting such evidence
as agreed with the opinions which they had already formed, and rejecting that
which seemed to them impossible or improbable, or for which there was no
p recedent to be found in their books.
M r. Bottler was furious.

He deeply felt his - disappointment and mortification,
He had already failed in securing a Unicorn

which must have been very severe.
and a phcenix.
was

by another

The petrified wood of Noah's ark, which he had discovered,
scientist

proved

to

belong

to

a species of tree

existing
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po5terior to that historical event ; in the remnants of the tower of Babylon about
which he had written a book, a piece of a coffee-cup was found, bearing an
inscription in English and the story of the drowning of Pharaoh's army i n the
Red Sea was by Mr. Bottler's opponents asserted to be a mere allegory.

Now

in addition to all that, the bottle wherein he had hoped to capture a Mysterious
Brother still stood empty ;

its open orifice gaping

at

him in a

manner and as if asking to be filled and closed with Solomon's Seal.
failure was therefore very annoying.

reproachful
This new

H is reputation as an expert in matters that

belong to the occult was at stake.

Something must be done to save it.

He

therefore sat down a n d wrote deliberately a " Report " t o t h e " Society for the
Discovery of Unknown Sciences " ; from which we will extract in sum and
substance the following points :
r.

" The ' Talking I mage of Urur,' never had any real existence.

It was

merely an epidemic and collective hallucination caused by a dislocation of the
normal threshold of

consciousness, a state in which the perceptions of the

transcendental subject becomes hopelessly mingled up and confused with the
perceptions of the personality and therefore the mind deranged."
2. " The M ysterious Brotherhood never had and never can have any exist

ence ; for it is indis;Jutable that if a class of beings in possession of superhuman
intelligence were to exist, they would be i ntelligent enough not to let slip an
opportunity to

obtain the endorsement of

well-educated

scientists, together with their aid and assistance.

and experienced

The very fact that these

" mysterious brothers " failed to appear before a representative of the Discovery
of Unknown Sciences, is prima

facie

evidence that there are none such, or that

they are afraid of being examined."
3·

"

Viewed from a religio-philosophical-scientific point of view a belief i n

Talking Images a n d Mysterious Brotherhoods may Without hesitation b e pro
nounced to be a deplorable folly, a degrading and immoral superstition, which
ought to be immediately frowned down."
4· " Your

commissioner furthermore suggests that according to his exact

mathematical calculations the ' Talking Image ' must have had a specific gravity
surpassing from 1 2 3 5 to 2 2 7 2 times that of Platina or Tridium and it conse
quently follows that its specific pressure upon any conceivable substratum could
not have been less than 4040, nor more than 4 5, 4 40 atmospheric preso ures to
the square-inch ; a weight which c..1.nnot
It seems therefore, according to

be resisted by any known material.

my calculations of probabilities absolutely

certain that the said Image is now on its way towards the centre of gravitation
of this globe, and, according to the' law of quadratic acceleration of velocity, it
may be supposed to have already arrived at its destination."
Thus Mr. Bottler's report made for the time being an end to the belief in
Talking Images and Mysterious
although

Brotherhoods, and there were many who,

having seen and conversed with the Image, began to have serious

doubts as to whether they had not been deluded, hallucinated or imposed upon
in some inexplainable way ;

because seeing without understanding does not

convey true knowledge, nor can any such knowledge be acquired by those who
seek to understand that which they have never seen with the eyes of the body
or with the eye of the spirit.

L UCiFER.
With the disappearance of the Talking Image the main source from which
the members of the Society for the Distribution of Wisdom received that inform·
at ion and those opinions which constituted their " wisdom," was dried up and
exhausted. It is true that there were many who continued to write under the
influence of the spirit ; but as their doctrines differed from each o ther, they
must have been inspired by a variety of spirits, and could not all have been
inspired by the Spirit of Truth.
Thus, while one eminent Fellow of the S. D.W., stated that the inhalation of
carbonic gas through both nostrils was necessary to produce a sage ; another not
less eminent Fellow asserted that the inhalation of such a gas was deleterious to
spiritual development and that it would be necessary to inhale pure oxygen by
one nostril and blown out by the other.
One authoritati,·ely speaking Fellow found out that it requires a daily con
sumption of two p ounds of pork and three pounds of beans to turn a sinner into
a Saint, while another writer, who claimed to be better informed, condemned
pork and beans and wanted to r�tise a crop of Saints by feeding them exclusi,·ely
on certain quantities of rice and asses-milk.
One wanted to t urn the people into Adepts by shutting them up in air-tight
underground holes, another proposed for that purpose a small room of sun-dried
clay, not more than six feet h igh and with only one window. Still others
taught that to produce a mysterious brother it was necessary to sit cross-legged
on the top of a mountain and to hold on to one's toes. Some suggested that a
long woollen ribbon should be swallowed for the purpose of purification and
others proclaimed as the only means for salvation the internal application of
soap and water.
But we will not enter into a more detailed description of the various external
means by which the members of the S. D. W. expected to effect internal, t:e.,
spiritual perfection, and how by the exercise of their own mortal will they ex
pected to draw down upon them the Light of the Universal Spirit, which comes to
man in no other way than by the grarc of that Spirit alone. Important as the
publication of such vagaries might be for the instruction of those who actually
seek for eternal Truth for its own sake and not for their own aggrandizement, their
exposure might create ill feelings among some of the still living remnants of that
S. D. W., which (we are inclined to imagine) does not exist any more. Ignorance
has such an ugly face that whenever a mirror is held up before her, in which to
behold herself, she becomes angry, but not any wiser by it.
Love of truth compels us to state that neither Pancho nor Mrs. Honeycomb
nor Mr. G reen made serious efforts to go through the gymnastic exercises pre
scribed for those who wish to become sages and saints.
Pancho was still thirsting for knowledge. He, like the rest, did not know that
God can only be known to God, or, to express it in other words, that the Truth
can only be known to itself. He wanted to grasp with his finite mind the
mysteries of infinity. Not ha,·ing the remotest conception of the nature of the
true Faith, he, like the rest, imagined that believing in the statements of well
authenticated authorities was identical with true knowledge. He, like the others,
did not know that divine truth can only be given by divine truth it!;elf. Not
being able to see the Truth, he craved for information about it from others.
The Talking Image was gone and could therefore not give him any more inform-
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mation ; he was trying to find not the truth itself but some other person from
whom to receive information. *Among the most prominent members of the Society for the Distribution of
Wisdom, there was a man whose name was Caramba, a Yery learned person and of
superior intelligence. The most singular stories were circulating about him, as
to how he was able to control the spirits of nature and make them obey his
commands. He was regarded by many as being a member, in disguise, of the
Mysterious Brotherhood and it was in fact an open secret within the ranks of the
S. D. W. that he had invented a telescope for discovering the Divinity in the
Univtrse.
This man was said to be in possession of a mysterious and very ancient book
from which he had learned all that he knew in regard to the mysteries of Nature
and God. To obtain a look at that book was now all that Pancho desired ; but
in regard to this Caramba was extremely reticent, and only after repeated efforts
Pancho succeeded in . eliciting a promise from him that it should be produced.
" This book," s:1id Caramba, " is not in my possession ; it is hidden away in a
tomb and guarded by grim Elementals. If you ha\·e the courage to face those
terrible powers of Nature, I may by your aid obtain possession of it.''
Pancho declared that he was ready to dare everything for the sake of the truth,
and proposed to go immediately to the tomb where the treasure was hidden.
" Such a difficult work," said Caramba, " can only be undertaktn when the
aspect of the constellations is favourable. \\'hen the sun enters the sign of
Aries, we will begin the work. In the meantime prepare yourself by fasting and
prayer."
Fortunately it was the beginning of the year and the time when the sun enters
the sign of Aries was not far away. Soon that day arrived and at midnight,
Caramba and Pancho went together to the tomb to rescue the " Book of
l\lysteries " from the power of the elemental spirits of Kature.
Dark was the night, and the clouds, like sombre phantastic shadows on a
still darker background, were floating rapidly over the sky, driven by the wind
that sighed in the tree tops. A storm was gathering in the west ; these huge
masses of solid darkness were seen to ad\·ance excluding entirely from sight the
light of solitary stars that here and there appeared through rents in the clouds.
The road Jed them through a forest, and at last they stood before a dilapidated
edifice, looking like the remnants of an ancient tomb.
Here they entered and descended by a flight of stairs into a subterranean
vault. Overgrown with moss were the walls, as Pancho could feel by touching
them with his hands on descending. Cautiously they went below and the first
thing they saw, after striking a light, was a huge snake of a poisonous kind,
gliding over the floor and disappearing in a dark corner.
" Thus," said Caramba, " when man descends within his own self, in search
of the greatest of treasures, his soul, the first object that meets his sight after
"' To attempt to make cluu the rlifft'n net• hdwet·n trut• sclf-knowlnlgc and that which is usually
called " knowledge," Lut \\ hidt i� n1trely o pm io n , is the prinnpal obj�..- c t 1or '' hich this talc has been
wtitten. It h::ts 11ot been written for th e purpo�c of t·xro�mg the :--h urtcuming� of :.1 ny per�on or per�ons
who may have cau.5�e to bdic:n.· to �ee thln1�ehL� caric�Hurnl in the ptr�on� uf our !'>tut y ; but for the
purpose of opening the ep.:!, of !I C nw in n:gnrd to the nnture of di\'inc 'I ruth it�df, !o-Uch as cannot be
found in books nor recci \ ed by informaticn, but which i> rcct i\ul by the 'I ruth it>clf becoming ali,-c
within the receiver, or. to exprt'�S it in otht·r words, to show that all llarnt:d di��ertations nnd i n vesti
gations regarding the Holy lJho't will he mdt·>s and fooli,h. a' long as one has not the Holy Ghost
(the !:'pirit of Holines.) \\ ithin onc•clf. 'J o tlw'c who know of no Truth in thcm>clves, even this object
of our story v. il l be incomprch< n>ihle. -AuniOR.
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the mental darkness is dispelled is the snake of self-love being driven away by
the light of divine wisdom."
Pancho listened to those words ; but they made no impression on his mind.
He had never heard of a man descending within himself, and did not know how
it could be done.

As to finding hi mself, he thought that he had found his own

self long ago in his thoughts.

He had always hved in his thoughts ; that is to

say in the realm of the Imagination.

He did not know that there was another

realm in which a man could live ; the realm of self-conscious Will.
Caramba now opened the bag which he had brought with him and which
contained six candles, a book, piece of chalk, and a dagger.

The six candles he

lighted and stuck them on the ground in the form of a circle, and then by means
of the piece of chalk he dre�v a smaller circle upon the ancient marble floor ;
but the dagger he took unto himself, and bidding Pancho to follow him he entered
the circle and opened the book which he had brought with him, and which was
said to contain the secret formulas necessary to be pronounced for the conjura
tion of the elemental spirits of nature.
A glance at that book convinced Pancho that it was nothing more nor less but
" Ollendorfs ready method of learning French " ; whereupon he expressed to
Caramba his surprise and astonishment ; but the latter saici :
" I do not know French, and the sentences in this book are all gibberish to
me ; but it will make no difference in which way

I

will arouse my will to defy

the dwellers of the threshold, that stand guard over the Book of Mystery.
Listen in awe and be silent, and under no circumstances leave the magic circle
that will surely protect you."
Thereupon Caramba began his conj uration, reading in a loud and solemn voice
the words that were printed in that French gram mar, and his voice sounded
dismally, reverberating from the walls of the \'ault.

" Mu11sieur I " it sounded, " s'il vous plait, donnez moi votre camf."
" Oui, Monsieur, je vous le rendrai I "
More and more terrible sounded the voice of Caramba, his eyes were lit up
by a supernatural fire, such as causes the lion to divert his head from the pene
trating looks of his guardian and the tiger to slink away from his intended prey.
A strange influence seemed to pervade the air of the vault and the walls seemed
to tremble.

Suddenly one of the lights went out and then another and when

the sixth candle was extinguished by that invisible power which seemed to
pervade the place like some horror that can be felt by the soul, but neither
seen with the

eyes

nor touched by the hands, groans and cries of distress

were heard as if issuing from the bowels of the earth and strange forms seemed
to flit about in the gloom, that seemed to be alive and substantial ; but they
were not defined enough to show what character for good or for evil they were
intended to represent.
Fain would Pancho have left ; but his body was as if paralyzed-not with
fear-but as by a withdrawing of his vitality that seemed to be absorbed by
these invisible beings and give life to them.

At last a gleam as if of some

supermundane light seemed to issue from the ground, there appeared to be

a

cave in the floor, where before no such opening had been seen ; and at the
bottom of the cave was an open casket containing the scrolls that constituted the
" Book of Mysteries."
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" Esl-ce que 1/IOUChoirs apparli'mnen/ a messieurs les etrangers ou a messieurs
les anglai's f " " Non, monsieur, ils apparli'ennenl .� moi I " sounded the voice
of Caramba, assuming an indescribable pitch, and the scrolls were seen to rise
from the casket, and as if carried by invisible hands, they floated into the circle
and were laid at Caramba's feet.

As soon as this was accomplished a clap of

thunder seemed to shake the earth in its foundation ; the rain was heard to fall
down in torrents above the vault ; but within the cave all was tranquil, and as if
ignited by some magic power the six candles were burning again.
" It is acco mplished

!

"

said C aramba.

" The book which has for centuries

heen promised to the world, is now in our possession.

Thus is the will of man

victorious over the inhabitants of the Astral Ligh t."
Home they went through the mire and the splashing rain, and for several days
Pancho kept on poring over the contents of the Book of M ysteries ; receiving
therefrom however no benefit ; for alth ough that book contained the greatest of
truths ; he was not in possession of the key necessary for their comprehension.
That key is the understanding ; for there can be no other key to the understand
ing of Wisdom, than Wisdom itself.
Many years afterwards, when

by the .Afercy of God

a better light had come

over Pancho's mind, he could see the wisdom of these· contents ; but at that
time they appeared to him as utter folly and nonsense ; so that he threw away
the copies which he had taken, and of which only a few remnants thave been
recovered which we herewith present to the reader as examples to show what
Wisdom was contained within that mysterious book.

Extracts from the Book of Mysteries.
One of the scrolls preserved contained a prescription for the purpose of
preserving perpetual youth.

It read as follows :

" If you wish to preserve your youth, or after having become old, turn young again ;
rub yourself two or three times a week with the juice of Cassia, and every night be
fore going to bed, lay upon your hear/ a plaster, made of the following ingredients :

OriCIIIal Saffron, Red Rose lear•es, Sandal wood, Aloes and Amber.
Liquefy the whole in a sufficient quantity of Oil of Roses and add enough of
While Virgin- Wax to give it the necessary consistency. I n the morning this
must be taken off and carefully enclosed in a leaden box ( l;> ) to be preserved till

the following n ight, when it is again to be applied."

Another scroll contained a still more incomprehensible prescription.

It was

said to be the sum and substance of all that was necessary to prepare the

Philo

sopher's Sione ;

as it indeed is, as all will see, provided they are capable to

understand its secret meaning.

Paracelsus and

It was · a prescription given by

Theophras/us

was as follows :

" If you wish to prepare the true Philosopher's Stone, all you will have to do
is to transform the moon in the sky into pure water, and throw her upon the
earth.

You will then have accomplished a great miracle.

Clean her again from

all impurity, and put her into her old place, and she will then shine more beau
tiful than before ; but if she is melancholy, put her into a bath of beauty, and
paint her with the abiding splendour taken from the raw earth, a process that
will be agreeable to her.

Force her to remain in that bath for a while, and she

will then remain voluntarily in it for ever, and you may render her tractable
_
according to your pleasure."
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This was more than Pancho could endure. H e had never heard of any other
moon than the eternal moon, the satellite of our planet, and, as a matter of
course, nobody could treat her in the way prescribed by Paracelsus. H e already
felt his head swimming. He was now fully convinced that books on occultism
were useless trash, an:l the hermetic philosophers nothing less than lunatics, that
ought to be shut up in a madhouse ; and if these prescriptions had not been
sufficient to produce in him that conviction, the reading of the following story
contained in the Book of Mysteries, would have been alone enough to com-ince
him.
AN ALCHE�IlCAL STORY.
A student of the secret sciences wanted to learn the art how to make pure
gold by artificial means. He applied for instruction to a sage who had travelled
for many years in the East, and was well versed in alchemy. At first the sage
was unwilling to teach the secret, but at last he consented. He ga,·e to the
student a little of a red powder in a small bottle, and told him to melt ten pounds
of lead in a crucible, and then to add the tenth part of a grain of the red powder,
boiling the same together for a qmrter of an hour, after which all the lead would
be transformed into gold. He, however, entreated and implored him, that
during the time of boiling the lead, he should not let the thought of a rhinoceros
come into his mind ; " for," he said, " if you think a bout a rhinoceros during
that t ime, the whole process will be spoiled, and you will have at the end nothing
but boiled lead."
Thereupon the student of the secret sciences promised to follow the advice of
the sage. He immediately procured some lead and a crucible, and proceeded to
try the experiment. He tried it very often ; but every time, when the lead began
to boil, the thought of a rhinoceros came into his mind, and the more he tried to
avoid i t, the more did he think of that beast, and his process was spoiled every
time. At last the red powder was all gone, and the sage reiused to give him
another sup;Jly. Then the student, having wasted his time and his money, be
came very angry, and cursed the sage, and said that he would never have thought
of a rhinoceros if the sage had not mentioned it to him.
When Pancho had finished reading the scrolls, he flung them into a corner.
Full of disgust, he went to Caramba, and said :
" Do you want to make sport of me by representing to me a book filled with
impossible prescriptions and puerile stories as being a book full of wisdom ? Well
it would be, if it had been left in the har;ds of the grim Elementals ; for more
stupid nonsense I never saw in my life."
" I always thought," answered Caramba, " that there was something queer
about these prescriptions."
" And did it, then, never occur to you," asked Pancho, " that all such books
are written by madmen, published by idiots, and bought only by fools ? "
" The fact of the matter is," replied Caramba, " that he who wishes to judge
about religious matters correctly, and wants to know the secrets of Alchemy,
must know in what country the Paradise was situated and what kind of appks
grew therein. He must know of what kind of wood Noah's ark was built and
what kind of animals were contained therein. What kind of water was transformed
into what kind of wine at the wedding at Car.a and what were the names
of the parties that contracted the marriage. What kind of cement was used at
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the building of the Tower at Babylon and from what kind of a tomb did
Christ resurrect after his crucifixion. Where does the best Mercury grow and
what is the oril!inal c..1.use of the rainbow ? "
To this Pancho answered and said :
" The fact of the matter is, that I care nothing about the place where the
Paradise was situated, nor about the apples that grew in that garden. I am not
interested in � oah's ark, neither do I care a straw about the animals that
were contained therein. It is a matter of perfect indifference to me what kind
of wine was made at the wedding of Cana, nor am I anyway concerned i n
the marriage of strangers. The cement used at the building of the Tower of
Babylon was probably some kind of Portland cement and the tomb from which
Christ was resurrected was presumably like any other tomb in that country.
M ercury is a mineral and docs not grow upon trees, and as to the cause of the
rainbow, if you ever come to a civilized country, most any schoolboy will be
able to inform you about it."
So saying Pancho walked away.
Just about at that time a great split occurred in the Society for the D istribu
tion· of Wisdom. Some of the members had been led to disbelieve in the
existence of the M ysterious Brotherhood, while others still believed in it, and
as the truth of everything that the Society knew or believed to know, depended
on the say-so of those Brothers, it was a most serious matter, for it was said
that if they existed, then that which was taught in their name must be true ;
while if they did not exist, then all m�tst be false (a most logical conclusion ! ),
and thus perhaps, for the first time in the history of the world the life of
Universal Truth was made to depend on the existence of a body of unknown
Adepts, instead of the existence of the Adepts depending on the presence of
the truth.
Thus the black magicians in spite of all precautions taken by the secret
committee of defence did their work most effectively. The storm of passion
was aroused and different opinions clashed together like waves in a stormy sea
in the outer circle of the Society for the D1stribution of Wisdom. B ut in the
inner circle to which only those belonged that were more advanced, the
initiated ones, to whom some of the more serious secrets had been confided,
dissensions of a different character took place. There were some who said
among the three Wings that appeared at the cradle of Christ, Melchior was the
first, Balthasar the second, and Kaspar third. Others maintained that Melchior
was the ftrst and Kaspar the second ; while still others attempted to prove by
historical evidence, at once logical and convincing, that Kaspar was the first
and superior, attributing to :Melchior only an inferior character and to Balthasar
no value at all.
Thus the inner section of the Society for the D istribution of Wisdom became
divided against itself in three different camps. There were the �Ielchiorites,
the Kasparites and the Balthasarites, and they fought among themselves with the
same intrepidity that characterised the theologians of the m iddle-ages when the
world was stirred into commotion by their attempt; to decide the important
question, whether Adam in Paradise was or was not in possession of a navel.
But as to Pancho, we are sorry to say, he had become entirely indifferent to
all that.
He cared no longer about the �Iysterious Brotherhood, nor about the three
Wings of the East, and he was even heard to utter the blasphemy, that it would
be safer to put one's faith in the truth itself, than in the assertions of Krashibashi
or Rataraborumatchi or any other Adept, whether he existed or not.
By
expressing such views he made himself many enemies among the members of
the Society for the Distribution of Wisdom. He finally resolved to return to
his home.
( To be confi11ucd. )
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ANNIE

B E SANT AN D

T H E O S O P H Y.

AT the Hall of Science, Old Street, on Sunday evening, August 4th, Annie
Besant undertook to vindicate the step she had taken in becoming a Theo
sophist.
she

The audience consisted mainly of the Freethought p:uty o f which

has been for so many

years

a

prominent leader, and the

entirely filled before she occupied the platform.

Hall

was

On commencing her address,

she admitted the right of the Freethought party to an explanation of

the

causes that led her to take a step which had occasioned considerable pain to
many with whom she had been closely associated for years.
Taking as her text the motto of the party, " We seek for truth," she replied
to some of the criticisms directed against her, by showing that the essential
characteristics of the movement with which she had been identified in the past, and
to which she still adhered, were free thought, free investigation, and free speech.
Having repudiated the suggestion that the fr(!l'!thought platform should be re
stricted to negative criticism of supernatural religions, she claimed the right, as
a Freethinker, to adopt any lines of investigation which seemed to give promise
of the satisfactory solution of the great problem of life.
She divided her programme into two parts, to be dealt with in successive lectures.
In the first of these she proposed to show by what process she had been led to
vacate the purely materialistic ground for the more subtle metaphysics of Thea
sophie doctrine.
It had been with her a matter of gradual unfoldment, not a sudden change of
front as was falsely stated by some of her critics.

She had steadily and · per

sistently pushed her way through the difficulties which presented themselves on
the physical side of this great problem of life.
search for the key to this mystery.

Years had been spent in the

Scalpel in hand, she had pursued those paths

which anatomy and physiology had opened up ; but without coming any nearer
to the solution of the problem.

With crucible and scale she had tested the

ground covered by the science of chemistry.

All that text·book and practice

could teach in the physical sciences, in botany, geology, electricity, etc. ; all that
appeared to offer as a reward for labour and thought, the priceless pearl of truth,
she had pursued with unremitting effort.

But at the end of each new path she

was confronted by a dead, impenetrable wall of
consciousness

!

the mind

!

the thought

and was as often beaten back.

!

matter !

where was the life

!

the

Time after time she renewed her efforts,

And so the time came, as come it must to all,

when this inductive method of investigation on purely materialistic ground would
no longer yield fruit for labour.

Up, to this time, the antithesis of mind

matter, of thought and brain, was as marked as it had ever been, and

as

and
the

distinction between them widened in her perception, the hope of bridging the
gulf became less-there was no nexus between them, no link upon which she
could trust her uncertain feet, and yet, prophetic hope

! she argued there must

be a way over, thought and its instrument must be related.

A study of psy

chology only led her into greater difficu lties, for it only served to emphasise still
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more plainly the line of demarcation already existing in her mind between
t hought, sensation, and the vibration of brain-cells. At this point in her progress
the teachings of the oriental philosophy as presented i n Theosophical literature
came under her notice.
The " Search for Truth " had never been relinquished, and the abiding hope
that-however deeply " hidden in a well " it might be-truth could at length be
found, disposed her restless mind to the investigation of this new subject.

The

result was briefly this : Mrs. Besant found in Theosophy what she believes to be
the means of a solution to the problem of Being.

And some of those with

whom she had for so long a time been a fellow searcher after truth, as indeed
she still is, turned round upon her with a charge of

" inconsistency

"

I

What Annie Besant replied to this charge can be best said in her own

words :-

" The law of life is progress, it is development and it i s growth.
remains the same ; the plant

changes

because it

lives.

The fossil

Mark the seed hidden in

the darkness of the soil ; it swells and sends out a tiny root, growing downwards.
Presently it shoots upwards, unfolding two green leaves to the light and to the

air.

Is it inconsistent because it spreads its leaves to the sunlight, because the

leaf is not a root

?

But after awhile instead of a leaf bud it puts out a flower

bud, and spreads the glory of blossom to the skies, with fragrance and colour.
Is it inconsistent because it developes the flower in addition to the earlier
leaves

?

But now the colour fades, the fragrance vanishes, the petals drop to

earth, and the fruit grows and ripens, fulfilling the law of its life.

Is it

inconsistent because fruit succeeds to flower, as fl ower to leaf, and leaf to root
Growth yes ; change yes ;

inconsistency

NO

!

?

For in life's cycle growth and

change must come, and fossilization is death, not life."-The charge of " incon
sistency " could no more be applied to her than to the boy whose development
into manhood rendered his clothes no longer fit for him.

Freethought, she said,

had never yet stipulated by what means we should " seek for truth," nor on
what lines we should carry on our investigations.

She then instanced a large

number of psychic and mental phenomena, for which materialistic science had
never yet found a sufficiently lucid explanation.

She concluded her lecture by

stating that she did not believe that man, as he is known to-day, is the highest
possible product of evolution.

She looked at the record of the past and saw

that all was change and progress, and in the future of the human race she had
great and increasing hopes.
At brief intervals throughout the lecture, she was greeted with vociferous and
prolonged applause, and the Hindu gentlemen who were present, conwicuous
by their quiet mien, nodded their frequent approval in silent but significant
manner.

An interesting discussion followed.

The chief objections urged against

the lecturer's position were that her acceptance of Theosophic doctrine was a
retrogression into the darkness of Oriental superstition from which we have long
emerged, and that the theory of thought and brain-cell vibration being identical,
was sufficient to bridge over the difficulties she had presented.

Her reply to

these points was first, that just as the school of modern materialistic science was
a revival of Greek thought, so the lines of investigation into metaphysical pro
blems could be taken up only where they had been laid down, many centuries
back, in the East.

If there was no retrogression in the one case there

was
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none in the other. A study of any science could be greatly facilitated by refer
ence to the writing3 of " specialists " on the subject, and this was the case also
in regard to metaphysics ; and then secondly, in regard to the identity of
thought and cell-vibration, the difficulty arose when we tried to account for
" memory," which, on this th eory, pre-supposes that the vibration was at once
the cause of memory and also the effect, that is, the thing remembered.
Other illustrations of the difficulties hedging this theory were given by the
Lecturer. The greatest interest was excited throughout the discussion, which
lasted for about an hour, and on retiring Annie Besant was enthusiastically
cheered.
The second lecture on the subject of " lV!zy I became a Tluosophisl," was
delivered by Annie Besant at the Hall of Science, Old Street, on the 1 r th
inst. The Hall was crowded to excess, and from first to last it was evident that
the lecturer was l istened to with intense intere�t.
As great interest has been shown in regard to Annie Besant's views on
Theosophy, we have thought it advisable to obtain a verbatim report of her
address, which we print below.
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A

LECTURE

Delivered by M rs. llesant at the Hall of Science, Old Street, London, E.C.
THE Chairman introducing M rs. llesant to the audience said that this was a continua
tion of a lecture delivered by Mrs. llesant on the previous Sunday evening, and at its
·Conclusion there would be a discussion, and those who wished to take part in it must
come up on the platform.

He then introduced Mrs. llesant, who was received with

prolonged : cheering.

M RS. 13ESANT : Friends.

You will remember that last Sunday I confined what

I had to say entirely to the various difficulties, the various problems to which, as I put
them to you, answers were not found along the ordinary lines of science or in the
philosophy of M aterialism.

To-night, leaving the question of those difficul ties, which

will be I trust in the minds of most of you (as otherwise to-night's lecture will not be
thoroughly intelligible), I am going to try to show what solution, or at least what promise
of solution there is along the Jines that roughly are known as Theosophy, Jines which I

am

now trying to follow in the hope of obtaining the light which I have tried to find

elsewhere (Hear, hear).

And first a word on the Theosophical Society, for it was the

mere joining of that society which gave rise to so much criticism as to my action, and,
as I cannot but think, to so much misconception.

The objects of the Theosophical

Society are three, and there is only one out of the three that you are bound to accept
when you join it.

The first and the obligatory object is to be the nucleus of a

universal brotherhood ( H ear, hear); that is to say that in joining the Theosophical Society
you refuse to make any distinction of rank, or class, or sex, or nation, or race ( Cheers).
Every man and every woman is to stand for you on the common and equal ground
of humanity,

a

right to brotherhood because h uman, and '' ith nothing smaller than

humanity to bound the platform on which you stand.

I say no more on that first and

only necessary object. U pon that, I imagine, in a Hall like this, absolutely no discussion
or controversy can arise (Cheers).

The second object is one that would appeal chiefly
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to the student, and to very many of the students among Freethinkers. It is to pro
mote the study of Aryan and other religions, but especially Aryan philosophy.
On
that I need say nothing, for on that clearly very little co!'ltroversy need arise.
The third object is the one where discord might come in. To investigate the
unexplained laws in nature and psychical powers latent in man. That is the third
object, and it is one which of course raises the most controversy, and on which the
discussion is hkely to arise ; but what I want to put to you as far as the Society is
concerned is this, that it pledges you to no theory, that i t forces upon you no view, that
it doesn't ask you to accept one view of the universe or another. So far as entrance
within its limits is concerned all that it says to you is, " Here is a line of investigation
that you may take up if you choose, the unexplained in nature and the psychical powers
latent in man." Now in order that you may not suppose that I am in any sense
lessening, or in any sense trying to make these objects seem smaller than they are, I
will read you a paper that I got from America during the past week. In St.
Louis, where a Theosophical Society applied for a Charter of Incorporation, the Court
th ought it right to investigate the objects of the Society before giving the legal
sanction which this Charter of Incorporation implies, dealing specially with the third
object, dealing with this investigation into the unknown and the latent psychical powers
in man. The Report on which the Court granted the Charter of In:orporation says
that " the object of the Society, whether attainable or not, is undeniably laudable.
Assuming that there are physical and psychical phenomena unexplained, theosophy
seeks to explain them. Assuming that there are human powers yet latent in man
theosophy seeks to discover them " ; and then it goes on to quote two or three opinions
of learned and eminent men of science on the very points with which the Theosophical
Society specially endeavours to deal, quoting Sir William Hamilton, whom the Report
speaks of as " probably the most acute and undeniably the most learned of English
metaphysicians that ever lived " ; they quote him as saying, " However astonishing, it is
now proved beyond all rational doubt that in certain abnormal states of the nervous
organism perceptions are possible through other than the ordinary channels of the
senses." Then again, quoting the late President Wayland of Brown University, he
said dealing, with clairvoyance, " The subject seems to me well worthy of the most
searching and candid examination. It is by no means deserving of ridicule, but
demands the attention of the most philosophic enquiry."
On this Report presented to the Court the Charter of Incorporation was granted, and
I mention that to you now to show you that many wild and foolish assertions made
about the Theosoph ical Society by people who have never taken the trouble to
investigate its objects are wholly baseless, that they ought not to be made, and that
mere empty ridicule of what you don't understand is a weapon that is unworthy of the
Freethinker and ought not to be employed (Loud cheers).
There is one other point in connection with Hypnotism, of which I spoke of course
last Sunday, to which I think it well to draw your attention. There is sitting in Paris
now, or was during the last week, a Congress of scientific men investigating the subject
of hypnotism. At that Congress of course Dr. Charcot and others were present ; and
so far has hypnotism gone, that a society is actually being formed in England in order
to set up a school where the science may be carefully studied ; and they arc proposing
that a law shall be passed forbidding the practice of hypnotism to anyone except
medical men or those who are properly qualified for the study. I only mention that to
show you how far this has been going on, and how remarkable are the things that have
been done in Paris-those cases for instance in which Dr. Charcot has made his name
specially eminent, where he has used hypnotism instead of chloroform in specially
dangerous cases, where, by simply paralysing the brain centres, without the danger to the
heart, which you have from chloroform, he has been able to operate in the most critical
cases, while the persons under hypnotism could not feel although able to talk and to
understand. Not only physically has it been used, but morally as well, so that in some
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cases dishonest people have been hypnotised : under those conditions the suggestion
of honesty has been made to them and when they have come out of that condition
there are cases in which the cure has been absolutely complete ; in others it has lasted
for years. It has been used thus for what are called moral cures, as well as in dealing
with physical diseases. I put this to you to show you that some things that may seem
startling are nevertheless making their way distinctly into the realm of science, and to
warn you lest you be too hasty in denying before you understand, and lest with this very
subject, which goes quite into the special realm which is examined by theosophy, lest
you should simply jeer at it because you have not read what scientific men have done
and the records of discoveries more marvellous almost than any others which have
been made during the century.
I pass now from this, out of what we should call the Theosophical Society and the
very slight bonds that are put upon its members, into Theosophy itself. Not everyone
who is a member of the society is a Theosophist. You will see from the objects that
I put to you that many persons might join it who in no sense accepted the Theoso
phical view of the Universe. Supposing you not only became a member of the society,
but that you desired to become a student of Theosophy. Then, of course, you will
come to those special teachings which it is my duty to lay before you to night. I can
only do this in very broad outline. The subject is a very complex one, it is full of a
mass of details, and all that I can do in an hour's lecture is to trace the more im
portant doctrines that specially differentiate Theosophy and present them to you in as
intelligible a fashion as it is possible to do in dealing with a subject that probably is
new to most of you. This one word of warning I would give to any who may take
up Theosophical literature anrl begin to study it for themselves, and still more to those
who may not study but who may take simply second-hand some information about it
from opponents. You know the kmd of caricature of Materialist teaching� that you
sometimes hear from Christian Evidence agents when they are attacking Freethought
and Freethinkers. It is quite possible to ,make anything I idiculous by suppressing
the broad outline and bringing forward some insignificant detail, or by separating
details from their context so that you do not see how they fall into the general sc:heme.
I daresay some of you may have heard the presentation of Darwin's great theory,
which you certainly would hardly recognise as the result of his patient labour and his
long-continued experiments. You may have heard of a wonderful picture about the
astonishment of the papa·and the mamma monkey when they found themselves the
possessors of a human child. ( Laughter.) Just such caricatures are made of Theo
sophy. Just such foolish expressions of ridicule are cast upon it, and I say to you, if
you want to understand, you;must be willing to study, and not take your judgment on
a vast philosophy simply by a few phrases or partly perhaps by methods that are not
understood. (Hear, hear.) Suppose then you come forward as a student of Theosophy.
The very first statement that will be made to you, the very first warning that you will
receive will be, " There is no such thing as the supernatural ; there is no such thing as
miracle. (Hear, hear.) However wonderful anything that you may come across, it is
explicable by natural law. However startling, however strange some phenomenon, it
is your ignorance that makes it startling, and knowledge will explain to you how it is.�
(Loud cheers.) That is the very first statement that you meet, that you must throw aside
every notion of the supernatural and the miraculous, that the Universe and Nature are
co-extensive, that there is nothing!bcyond, or above, or outside. ( Hear, hear.) The next
step is the denial of a personal God. The Theosophists cannot believe in a personal
or anthropomorphic God of Christendom or of religions other than Christianity. The
Theosophist is bound to say that you cannot have the limitations of personality when
you are tracing the source of the Universe ; that you cannot have an extra·cosmic
power, but must search for an inter-cosmic life ; and where the difference comes
between the Atheist and the Theosophist is this : the Theosophist is a Pantheist. If
I put to you the opposition as straightly as it can be put, it will be this. Looking back
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into the far beginning of things, at that time of which Crookes, the great English
chemist, tells us that matter was homogeneous and universally diffu sed ere yet it had
aggregated into atoms. Looking back to that far-off time, there are two possible
solutions that are before you. The first is that the Universe as we know it, is the result of
the gradual building together of atoms into molecules, of molecules into larger masses,
of those masses into the suns and the worlds that we know. Is the Universe the
<>utcome of the clashing of these myriad atoms, of the forces which work amongst
the.n and in them, until at last that senseless matter and that blin::l force ultimate i n
the human. consciousness, create the human mind ? Is that the fashion i n which the
universe has been builded ? Or instead of the clash of matter and of force are you to
see in the universe the unfolding of a univP.rsal life ? Are you to see intelligence
guiding the atoms, and mind guiding the laws ? Is it life or not-life that is at the very
core of being, at the very heart of the universe ? Those are the two answers to the
great problem. Atheism takes the first, Pantheism takes the second, and the Theo 
sophist embraces the Pantheistic hypothesis as alone giving sufficiency of cause for
the effects we see around u>. I do not propose to go further into that Pantheistic
question. There is scarcely any need to justify the existence of Pantheism in the
intellectual world. Bruno died for it in Rome, Spinoza argued for it in Holland. It
has its place in the world of thought and none can deny to Pantheism a right to be a
mighty philosophy, the found ltion of some of the greatest systems in the world.
I pass from that. Take then now what one may fairly call the Great Unknown X
in the equation of the universe, unknowable to us, inconceivable by us, and there
fore there is not much to be gained by spending too much time on that part of
the subject. As Buddha said long ago, Those questions take us nowhere ; we had
better deal more with the things which are comprehensible by the human intelligence.
'
Now the Theosophist says, positing that unknown X, its primal manife station is triple
in its nature. You have substance or matter ; you have life or motion ; you have
intelligence or consciousness ; that is to say that going back as far as thought will
carry us we never expect to come to a time when there will not be this substance, this
motion, this intelligence. That triune manifestation of the unknown X is the furthest
point backward to which our thought can reach.
Passing again for the moment from that, I come to what will probably be a diffi culty
in the minds of many of you. which I want to deal with at this stage, because it is here
that if you were studying Theosophy the difficulty would meet you. Every theory of
the universe that comes to you, comes to you on the authority of some thinker or
another. The religious theory comes to you by the authority of a church or a priest.
The scientific theory comes to you on the authority of some great scientific thinker,
who has proved his right to be listened to in the world of thought.
But there is this great difference between the theory put forward by the priest and
the theory put forward by the scientific teacher. The one says, " You must believe.
You cannot prove it; you cannot investigate it ; you cannot analyse it ; you must take
it on authority and on faith." The other says, " Much of this theory will be difficult
for you to grasp ; some of it will be incomprehensible to you without scientific know
ledge; but I have proved it step by step ; it is based on experiment, not on faith ; it is
based on knowledge, not on guess, and you can verify it for yourseh·es if you will take
the same pains that I have taken and travel along the same road along which I have
gone. \Vhile you have not studied you can't 1prove it. While you know nothing
about !he subject much of it will appear to you contradict.ory and possibly absurd ; but
it is all b.1sed on fact and therefore it is verifiable. 1 do not ask you to accept it ; I do
not tell you that you will be damned if you don't believe it (Laughter), but I tell 1you
it is truth, and I have proved it to be truth, and you can prove it to be truth for your·
selves as you go along." There again you have authority, but it is �uthority tl.at is
based on a foundation that you can test for yourself, and that 1 venture to say is the
great difference between the authority of the priest and;the authority of the scientific
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teacher. The one you can verify as you go along the road ; the other you must
believe, and no evidence is vouchsafed.
Now Theosophy comes under the second of these categories : that is to say its
teachers do not take the tone of the priest ; they take the tone of the scientific teacher .
They do not say you must believe ; they simply say to you, " This is the truth as we
have found it. You can study it, you can verify it ; you can go over for yourself the
experiments through which we have gone. If you take our theories they will guide
you. If you take our hypotheses they will help you. But if you choose to reject
them do it if you will, and only believe as far as you can verify, only accept as far as
you are able to understand." But you may say to me, " You use the word teachers.
Who are they ? " Those whom we call teachers of Theosophy have been known by a
great many names, and as some of the names are Sanskrit they seem to have given
a good deal of offence ; but these teachers or masters as they are called, are nothing
more than human beings who have studied a special subject very carefully, who have
obtained a knowledge of nature which I S larger than the ordinary knowledge ; and
who because they know are able to do things that ignorant people cannot do ; and
who because they : have studied have knowledge greater than that to which others
can pretend. But you blunder very much as to the Theosophical position if you
suppose these people are put forward as in any sense supernatural beings. They are
nothing of the kind. They are ordinary human beings, or extraordinary only in this
sense, in the sense that the specialist, the scientific man, is extraordinary when you take
him amongst a group of average laymen. They have more knowledge, but only be
cause they ha\·e studied. It has not come to them supernaturally, but by patience and
long-continued investigation ;into the secrets of the great Mother Nature. These
then are the people that we mean when we speak of the teachers of Theosophy, and
the theories of the universe that the Theosophist studies come to him from these. And
mind, in H indostan where some of them live, they are known by the people who live
there as you know those amongst whom you live. It is quite fair to say, do they
exist ? but if you want to know whether they exist or not you must take the same
means of investigation here that you would take if you wanted to find out if the
Emperor of Germany were a real person. Some people know them personally by
speech, by sight, by correspondence, as you may know those amongst whom you have
lived. Others only know them at second·hand by the testimony of these. That
naturally is my own position. I have talked with and cross-examined people who
have been in daily contact with these men, and I have found nothing supernatural,
no claim on miraculous power, but the simplest and most straightforward statement
as to how they lived and what work they performed. The testimony, so far as I was
able to judge, was testimony based on truth and on knowledge, and backed up, let me
add, by personal possession of some of the knowledge and some of the powers used in
a perfectly natural and simple way in the ordinary habits of daily life, and not as a
show, or in order to surprise and astonish.
Now whether you believe in the existence of those men or not is not to them of the
smallest concern. They have never been anxious to press themselves upon the world,
nor do they threaten you, as the Christian God is supposed to do, with various pains
and penalties if you deny their existence. All they say is, " It is your own loss ; it is
your own business. \Ve are ready to help if you want it, and if you don't we will
wait until you do " ; that is to say, there is no great parade or ostentation, or attempt
to force the knowledge, but the willingness to help the student which you find in
every man of science, who may not always think it worth while to leave his own line
of investigation to throw knowledge amongst those who are indifferent ; but they
are always ready to help when the desire for help is sincere, and to open the stores
of knowledge to all who come desiring to know, and who are willing to learn
in order that they may understand. These teachers, then, speaking of the nature
of man, make certain definite statements about it which by the student of Theosophy
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are accepted as true as a basis for further investigation. I f he does not choose he
need not, but most of us do. Those are the famous seven principles so much talked
of ; that is to say, that the Theosophist learns that man is not a simple organism,
and that for the purposes of understanding the organism you may divide him into
seven parts. Some philosophies d1vide him into five, some into six, and some into
seven, but the Theosophist takes the seven-fold division, as the most intelligible and
throwing most light, especially on the mental functions of man. Those seven principles
have been so often named that I need not trouble you with their names to-night For
the purposes of my lecture it will be sufficient to group them, not to take them as seven,
but grouped together, that is, dividing the seven into three groups, because that simpler
division will be sufficient for all that I can do tonight Dividing them, then, into the
three groups, you get what is called the individuality of man, that which makes the
personal I, that which you mean when you say " I." That includes the intellectual life
of man. It includes also, the Theosophist would say, the spiritual life, that is, the spark
of the universal spirit which he believes to be in each human frame, that part of the
mighty life of nature, which acting through and in every natural object, is in man as in
all the rest. That first group, then, the Ego, is what the Theosophist looks on as a group
in man separable from the body. I will show you, in a moment, the line of proof on
which that statement goes, but this individuality consists of the intellectual and the
spiritual life, not separated from matter, as some people would imagine, for we know no
separation of intelligence from material basis ; we say that so far as investigation has
gone, there is no such thing as pure intelligence, that is as intelligence divided from all
material substratum.
You may remember I put to you as the primal existence,
substance, or matter ; life, or motion ; intelligence, or consciousness ; and those we
believe never to be separated, so that the disembodied soul, as it is sometimes
spoken of, is a thing unknown in the Theosophical philosophy. The other group ( I
will not take i t a s three, a s I said, for I prefer t o take it a s two, for the momen t)
-the other group will include the physical body, with the whole of man's appetites
and passions, that, in fact, which you would call his lower nature ; and we assert
that the higher nature, or the individuality, forms one group, and the lower nature,
that is the body, with its physical life, or vitality, with its passions and desires, that that
forms another group which is separable from the higher intelligence, from the higher
nature. Now there, of course, is a point where great discord and controversy will
arise. We allege it, not as a supernatural thing, but as a natural fact. Many of you
will have heard, casually, probably, of what are called " Astral appearances." That
phrase is often used to designate the Ego separated from the body, and appearing
separated from it. The mere fact that it appears, shows you it is partly material,
because it is only where you are dealing with the material that visibility can possibly
come in.
Now I ask you to throw back your minds to some difficulties I put last Sunday.
spoke about clairvoyance ; I spoke about clair-audience ; I spoke of the intensifyingof the
senses in disease ; I spoke of thought-transference and of hypnotism. The whole of the
phenomena which come under those great groups are explained by the Theosophist by
this separability of the Ego from the bodily frame, the possibility of its existing apart from
it and manifesting itself away from it; all this, with the reading at a distance that you get
in the clairvoyant, is explained by the Theosophist as being the projection of this intelli
gence, this Ego, out of the material frame for awhile. The phenomena that you get in
disease, where there is a strange intensity of perception and where a sick person can
hear at a distance at which ordinary hearing is quite impossible, is explained by the
Theosophist that where you have the higher and the lower nature balancing each other
very often the lower is more vigorous than the higher; there this special acuteness will
be impossible ; but when physical disease of the bodily frame comes, when the
lower nature for the time is weakened by the stress of the disease, then you find for the
time the rising above it of the higher nature, and those cases that are so common in
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medical records are rendered intelligible by the fact of the Ego having, as it were, got
through the material covering and exercising its intellectual faculties through the separa
ting veil which the ordinary body makes. But the Theosophist says if it is done by
disease it is done badly. If it is the result of disease it is necessarily mischievous; it is
likely to be untrustworthy; but you can, if you choose to go through the necessary training,
give to the higher self the mastery over the lower without mischievously lowering the
vitality of the body or making it unfit for the duties of daily life ; and very much of the
training which is gone thr11ugh by the practical student, as apart from the theoretical
student of Theosophy, has for its object the training and development of the higher
nature, making it master over the lower, so that what you get unconsciously in the
mesmeric state you may get consciously in the more highly evolved state, so that
higher and lower may work together with powers that are impossible until that evolu·
tion has been gone through.
Now that I put to you as a Theosophical explanation. I don't ask you to accept it.
I don't ask you to take it for granted at first going off, but I do say, as it gives at least
an intelligible hypothesis which includes under it a large number of phenomena which
are utterly wanting of comprehensibleness under any other supposition, it is at least
worth your investigation, unless of course you say that you know evetything, unless you
are sure no wider knowledge will ever dawn on the human race than this happy nine
teenth century at the present time possesses. Of course if you are satisfied, there is no
reason to enquire. If you have all, there is no object in going further; but if you lind
a hypoth esis offered you which does give some sort of explanation for puzzling psychical
phenomena, we say at least it is worth investigation, and it is only foolish to ridicule it
until you have experimented and tried to understand it. This higher nature of man.
this Ego, separable as we see from the body, does not perish when the body dies. There
again you come to the point of differentiation between the Atheistic and Pantheistic
philosophies. There you have the point of divergence between large numbers of you
who are present, and I who believed like you, but have been driven out of it by study
and by further investigation. (Loud applause.)
And this leads to the doctrine that will most certainly in European countries be met
with the most opposition, although it is accepted as you know by vast numbers in the
Ortental world, and has been so accepted for these many hundred years-1 mean the
doctrine of re-incarnation.
N ow I saw the: other day a statement " M rs. Besant goes in for the transmigration of
souls." I did not think it possible for a statement showing so much ignorance to have
been seriously made. Transmigration of souls, the old doctrine which is still believed
in in Hindostan and was very widely tat:ght at one period of the world's history, is the
doctrine that the living principle of man can go into lower forms of animal life and so
on. There is no such doctrine as that found in Theosophical teachings. What is said
is this : That the individuality of man does not perish with the one body that it ani·
mates at any special time; and I point out to you some facts in human life which,
although they do not prove the proposition, suggest there may be something in it. The
statement is that this Ego can incarnate itself in different personalhies at long intervals
in the world's history; that is to say that when you are born you do not live for the
first time on earth; neither when you die will you have passed through your last
exrerience.
Frankly this doctrine will I know raise an immense amount of opposition in your
minds (Hear, hear) chiefly because it is new (Loud cheers, and a voice, " It's as old as
the hills "). That is so, but I mean new to modern scientific thought. Now I will put
to you one or two difficulties I hinted at last week.
Take the case of a boy like H offman. H e is able to compose, that is to say he can
make an arrangement of notes and a succession of notes which implies the knowledge
of certain laws of harmony. I t does not imply merely a good ear ; it does not im�ly
merely a lively musical imagination, it implies a knowledge of musical science and of
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principles it takes years to acquire in the ordinary way. Now the only tutor he had
was his father, and his father has less knowledge of harmony than this boy has shewn in
his compositions. You say " Genius." What is genius ? You answer nothing by using a
word. We are trying to get at facts, not merely to use words as counters, and we ask
what is the genius that enables this child to show a knowledge, a scientific knowledge,
which he has not been years enough in the world to acquire in the ordinary way.
Now the explanation of that from the Theosophical standpoint would be that that
knowledge was partly at least acquired in a previous stage of existence, so that thus
Wordsworth's fancy is not only a dream -his notion that you brought knowledge with
you is not only a mere stretch of poetical fancy, but is a real truth in nature,
manifesting itself in this special way. Now you may say, that comes by hereditary
transmission. Have you ever thought of the tremendous difficulties involved and
covered by that easy phrase ? Think of the evolution of the child from the junction
of two cells. Think of the slow growth of body and of brain, and remember it is all
fashioned out of the mother after the co-operation of the father. Then when you get
to your transmission of genius, through generation after generation, when you try to get
it to your physical basis, you must, if you are honest, face the tremendous difficulties
which are implied in these marvellous abilities which the child shows being trans
mitted through generation after generation, and all bound up together in one single
cell, invisible except under a high power of the microscope, till you come in your
physical science to difficulties quite as tremendous as any which can possibly be put
to you in the psychical explanatiQn of these things. I f everything were plain sailing,
if we could see from the beginning to the end how that brain is made which has this
enormous amount of knowledge, then you might refuse to look at any other explanation.
The gravest men of science will tell you that they do not understand, and if you take
the hypothesis of a man like Darwin (certainly not a man to be laughed at or to be
made fun of, but a man who in his theory of pangenesis makes the greatest strain on
human belief it is possible to make) when you see how far a scientific man is driven
by the difficulties of the argument, you may then think it worth while at least to be
thoughtful in reference to the problem, and not throw aside with a laugh an
explanation which you do not understand (Loud cheers).
Of course in dealing with this the position of the convinced Theosophist is that this
doctrine has come to him on the authority of the teachers of whom I spoke, who know
it as H uxley knows any animal into which he examines in life ; that is to say of those who
have gained that stage of human development in which you look back on your past
and are able to trace the steps whereby you have grown into real human maturity.
But there again they tell us, " You need not believe it until you can prove it for your
self ; you can take it if you choose or accept if you will, but if you think you are wiser
than we who have studied, throw it aside by all means until the time comes for your
own knowledge, and then you will see the truth as we see it to-day."
On this again hinges the law of Karma, that is the law in the world of ethics, " The
law of ethical causation " as Colonel Olcott calls it, a law which ought not to be difficult
of conception by the ordinary secularist, because if there is one thing which we have
insisted upon more than another it is that in the moral world, as in the mental and in
the physical, it is impossible to escape from the realm of law. This doctrine of
Karma shows the connection of the present and the past. The whole moral, mental,
and physical condition of the world is the outcome of causes set going in the past, and
that which you see is the inevitable result of the working of those forces.
Now dealing with that point Mr. Foote said somewhat hastily, " If you accept the
law of Karma what about your Socialism ? for every Social reformer fights against
Karma." That shows the utter misconception of the meaning of law. Law is not
the declared will of some superior being ; it is the ascertained sequence of events.
We cannot help the law whether we like it or not, and all that this law tells us, like
any physical law, is there are certain conditions of action, and the better you under-
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stand them the more you will be able to control the results that flow from them.
Every one who thinks must admit that all that exists to-day is the inevitable result of
what has existed in the past ; but that does not make you sit down and refuse to act.
On the contrary, the moment you understand everything goes by law, you have a
motive for action ; for if the present has been made.by·the past, the present makes the
future as the past has made it. Just as the effects around you are noticeable because
the causes have been set going in the past, so the causes you set going•to-day will bear
their fruits in the future, and so by working now you can mould the future and make it
better and happier than the past.
The only difference that comes in between the Atheist and the Theosophist in con·
nection with the Jaw of Karma would be this : The Theosophist says to a man " You
will have to reap your own harvest." The Atheist would say " The reaping of that
harvest will be cancelled by your death." That is, of course, a very serious and grave
difference. \Ve say the man cannot escape. Sooner or later he will reap the fruits
of his own action ; sooner or later this law, under the sway of which he is, will bring
about the effects of which his own actions have been the cause. There is no cancel
ment at death ; there is no getting rid of the debt ; you will have to pay it to the utter
most farthing, and it is there that the law of Karma turns on re-incarnation, making it
part of a coherent scheme, tracing man's destiny from the far past into the far future
of his life. It is to be said for it from the moral point of view, those two things are
believed in by the Buddhists ; they believe in re-incarnation and they believe in the
Jaw of Karma, and the result of that belief has been that there is less crime amongst
them than amongst any other religionists. I have here a passage from last year's Secu:ar
Almanack inowhich there is a comparison between the amount of crime amongst the
Buddhists of India and amongst other religionists. It is taken from the government
report, so it is the nearest approach to accuracy we are able to get at. Out of every 274
Europeans one person is condemned for crime. Out of every 799 native Christians
one person is condemned for crime ; and only one person is condemned for crime out
of every 3,787 Buddhists. It seems to be a good working theory of life whether you
believe it or not, and it is very easy to understand how that force would work amongst
people who for generations have been trained in this belief, upon whom it works as a
moralising power whose strength no one can deny.
I pass from this to another point. I have scarcely time to speak of physical powers,
but this has drawn so much attention in the outside world that it would seem as if I
wanted to avoid it if I left it untouched. I mean what is called phenomena.
It is
a stupid word, because it only means appearances, but it is used in the sense of unusual
occurrences. Now these phenomena may be divided roughly into four classes First
you have a very large number, the greatest number, that simply are magnetic pheno
mena.
You know how extraordinary are the results you can obtain by using the
ordinary apparatus for electrical or magnetic experiments. You know also how
many things a re alleged by the Spiritualists to occur by means of spirits.
Now one thing that Madame Blavatsky set herself to do in America was to show
that what the Spiritualist c:ould do by alleged spirits in the dark, she could do in 'the day·
light naturally and without the aid of spirits at all, and she alleged and proved by
action that you could bring about the phenomena which are generally met in the
spiritualistic seance rooms without any help from spirits at all, but by the mere utihsing
of little known natural Jaws. The larger number of the phenomena come under that
head. They are really magnetic phenomena done without the ordinary apparatus. I
will take one as an instance. You know that with an electro-magnet if you cut the
circuit which joins it to the electric battery, anyone who likes can raise the iron.
Without saying anything to anybody you can just screw your wire on the battery
and the strongest man will not be able to lift the magnet. I am taking it for granted
you have a battery of fair strength. That is done with the ordinary apparatus. An
object can be simila!ly fixed-that is the allegation I am putting to you-without the
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apparatus, but by the same force, the force of magnetism, only directed without the
assistance of a wtre. You need not believe, but I want that you should understand
the Theosophical position in the matter, that there is no pretence or trick
at all, no pretence of anything but natural forces used by persons who understand
them, to produce their natural results. Then again you get another set of pheno
mena which are not thus explicable. They are in the nature of psychical conjuring.
You know how a conjurer will deceive you and how he will make you think all sorts of
things which are not true. You may play the same tricks with people's brains that
you can play with their eyes, and a certain number of these phenomena are merely, to
use Madame Blavatsky's own phrase, " psychological conjuring." One day, with
some half a dozen other people, there was some talk about getting frightened by
things you don't understand. There was a gentleman there, a very well-known man,
who said he would not be frightened by anything ; he had no nerves o.nd he didn't
mind what happened. '· Very well,'' was the answer, " pick up my handkerchief."
The handkerchief was going to be picked up, when suddenly a snake of the cobra kind
appeared beside it and the gentleman started back. That was simply a psychological
delusion. There was no snake at all ; and I asked what would have happened if he had
put forward his hand. He would have found it was not there. If you are a person of
strong will you can impose your own thought on the person who is with you and make
them see what you want them to see. It is merely a case of momentary hypnotism.
You know what fools people make of themselves when mesmerised, though there is
nothing in the way at all. This she called conjuring, because these are merely illusions,
merely tricks which are played by persons who know how to play them. Many others
are simply ex1 licable by thought transference, the power of making a person think and
telling them what they are thinking ; not dealing with anything which is wonderful,
except that all nature's powers are wonderful, only we lose the sense of wonder when
we deal with what we are accustomed to, while the sense of wonder is awake when
we come to sudden cases which we are not accustomed to meet. Those three will
cover most phenomena. There is on e other kind, the transference of objects, that does
not come under any of the three. Those are certainly the most difficult to understand
and the most difficult to believe, bi.Jt here again you are not bound to believe them. You
may be a Theosophist without believing in them.
It is only a question of evidence.
If you can get the evidence that convinces you there is no strain made upon your
faith.
The last point I will put to you is another which I know will raise antagonism, and
I am sure you will pardon me if I purposely raise those which I know you will dis·
agree with, because it is only right that I should put frankly those things which you
think are the most unreasonable and the most unlikely to be true. I think it better
to do that than to deal with what is common to us all. This last point is that life, or
rather living beings, exist outside our globe and atmosphere, right through the whole
of this mighty universe.
Now I will ask you quietly for a moment to think whether you are prepared to deny the
possibility of that hypothesis. Do you really think that in the whole of this universe you
are the only beings who live ? Do you think all the mighty forces of nature at work for
milleniums on milleniums have ultimated in life on this one little globe only ? If you do
not, you can have no quarrel with the Theosophists. I f you admit you may have such
living beings, they will be different from us because the conditions are different; if you
take that great scientific law, that wherever there is life, it will be life conditioned by
its environment, then you ,must be prepared to admit that there will be forms of life
very different from yours, and in this universe, in which we are as but a grain of sand,
there may be the most marvellous forms of living things, of which we know abso
lutely nothing. The moment you grant that, you grant all we ask, because you have
opened up then the universe for investigation, and it is only a question of power to in
vestigate and power to give out what you have found by your investigation. I am not
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now putting whether you accept or not the views which 1have been put forward by
some as to the nature of these living beings, or forms, or anything else. I am only
pointing out to you that, unless you are going to be full of the most stupendous self
conceit, you cannot deny the possibility of living things other than those you know.
Then they say " superstition." What is there superstitious in believing there may be
living things different from ourselves under different conditions of life and manifesting
themselves within their condition ? The answer is, that will bring us all back to
priestcraft. If you shut your eyes, yes ; for wherever there is darkness thete is
superstition, and out of superstition and ignorance comes the chance of the priest to
tyrannize, and if you are wise you will say, " No, we will understand, we will investigate,
we won't believe until we do understand, and we won't accept until we know. But we
won't be fools enoug-h to tie a bandage round our eyes and then say we can't see."
Now it is alleged here again that information may be obtained either second-hand from
others or first-hand by yourself, for the whole of this comes down to personal investiga
tion. I f you really want to kno1v the truth, you can never know until you know of
personal knowledge, and everything else is second-hand, and, to a large extent, not
valuable. If you want to know, you must go along the lines of learning which have
been traced by those who are further on in the subject than yots are. Study for yourself.
In this Hall there are many whom I have taught, and it is very likely some of them
will remember the difficulties they at first had over the microscope, and the large
amount of faith they were good enough to repose in me as a teacher when I said
there were things there " hich they could not see. Why not ? Because they had no
practice ; because in every natural science you have to go through some drudgery
and apprenticeship before you are able to understand, or even to see. The person
who first looks sees a lot of blobs he cannot understand ; generally he is misled, and
thinks he has found some animal, or that a bit of dirt on the lens is some fresh
organism that no one has ever found out. ( Laughter.) Similar blunders will lie
in the road of the practical student of forms of life other than our own, but just
as patience in the one case gets over it, so does patience in the other, and until
you have tried and studied, you have no right to pass an opinion upon the subject at
all. In fact, what I am pleading for here is knowledge and the right to im·estigate;
and I am not easily frightened by bogey cries about superstition, because I have seen
too many ghosts made up of turnip tops and sheets to run away from the road 1
want to travel, for fear of meeting one of the bogeys there. I am prepared to take
the risk, and I never found superstition flourish on the soil of knowledge, or found
those who were trying to learn were those who were most likely to give way to the
claims of credulity or yield a blind faith to any man who lived.
In closing this lecture, I can only say to you that I am far more c.:�nscious
than you can be how very, very little credit- I have really done to my subject, but it
is a hard one to deal with amongst those who know nothing of it, a difficult one
with its fresh conceptions and, as some people will think, somewhat uncanny
clothing to make it seem like a respectable nineteenth-century gentleman in the eyes
of an audience such as this. They do not like, some of them, its Oriental garb,
forgetting that words are only sounds to com·ey what we mean, and in every
science we get a terminology which is very tiresome to the student when he is be
ginning ; and I have only, in leaving this for to-night and in leaving it to any of you
who may be inclined to search for yourselves, I have only to say one personal word
before I sit down. I am told that if I am a Theosophist I am unfair to Secularism
and that I have gone too far to stand on the Secular platform. The moment my
brethren of the N.S.S. tell me that, that moment I will leave it ; but I will never give
your enemies and mine the right of saying I left the ranks of organized Freethought
of my own free will. (Loud applause.) If you want me to go, say so, and I will go.
( " No.") If you desire I should not stand on this platform, to-night shall be the last time
I shall ever stand here, but not of my my own free will, for I hold that Freethougbt is
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I Jove too well

the party I have worked with for 1 5 years to give one handle to the enemy if I can
help it by word or act of mine; but there is one thing I will not do for any party, and
that is to be traitor to the truth as I see it, or to hold my•lips when I have anything to
say that I believe will

be useful to the men and women around me.

Many years have passed since, in a quiet country vicarage, I took a vow to be true
to truth all through my life, and to follow her wherever she might lead me.

On that

first moment, when she called me, I left home, social position, friends, and went out
alone into the world with my child in my arms.

Later, her cry came to me once more,

demanding that last wealth of mine, and I laid then my child at her feet as I had laid
aU else, so that I might keep unstained the loyalty I had sworn to her. And for the
rest of my life,

as

in its past, this one fealty I will keep unstained.

me they must fail ; if human Jove leave me it must go;

so

If friendships fail

that I

be true to that

one truth I follow, and strive to do her service in the world in which I Jive.

She may
I will

l ead me into the desert, I will go after her ; she may strip me of all love,
still cling to her; and I ask for no loftier epitaph on my tombstone than this :

" SHE TRIED TO FOLLOW TRUTH."
(Loud and continued cheering.)

THE

DEEPER MEANING.

Is it only the nightingale singing
In the moonlight, calm and chiii,
And the flickering !.'hadows dancing
Far over the vale and hiii
As the clear, sweet notes resounding
Seem to make them faint and thriii ?
Or is it

their voice

in the echoes

Of the passionate haunting song
That is stealing in loving accents
From the land for which we long ?
Are they gazing in help and pity
That radiant spirit throng ?

Is it only the sound of water
That. fills the still warm air,
With a rippling tender murmur
That makes e'en the day more fair,
As the sunbeams sport with the shadows
Tiii they gild the mountains there ?
Or is it their garments rustling
As they strive to make us feel
Through the soothing charm of Nature
Their secret influen ce steal,
And seek with their magic virtues
Our sorrow and strife to heal ?

Ah ! if we would only listen,

'Mtd

life's unending strife,

For the voices of help and c omfort
That thriii through the day and night,
They would guide our erring footsteps
More swiflly to the Light.
MARGUER!TJ;.
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(From the Theosophist of July, r 889.)
THE PRES I D ENT'S RETURN.

mJ HE President-Founder,

.JL

Colonel H. S. Olcott, arrived i n Ceylon on the

x gth of June, and is expected at Headquarters about the x s t of J uly.

RECEPTI O N TO COL. OLCOTT BY T H E B U D D H ISTS O N H IS
R ETURN FRO M JAPAN.
Last night the Theosophical Hall at the Petean presented an animated scene
owing to the welcome reception given by the Burldhists to Col. Olcott on his
return from Japan.

The Hall was tastefully decorated with f.:rns and flowt:rs

(a good many hampers of the latter being sent down by upcountry Theosophists),
and illuminated most brilliantly with Japanese lanterns.

The Buddhist and the

national flags (presents from the Japanese to the local Buddhists) were flying.
The meeting was announced to commence at

8

p.m., and one hour before, the

place was so literally crowded by an anxious audience of Buddhists, that there
was hardly standing room, and several had to return owing to want of accorn·
modation.

For some time back there never was such a crowd at the Theo

sophical Hall.
The meeting commenced at

8

p.m., when there were on the platform CoL

Olcott, High Priest Sumangala (Chairman), Subhuti and two other yellow robed
monks.

The proceedings commenced with the Pansil.

High Priest Sumangala

then said that they were assembled to-day to welcome Col. Olcott on his return
from Japan after his

successful mission there.

Before he called upon the

Colonel to address the meeting, he said that the Assistant Secretary of the
" Nari Shikakadhana Samagama " would read an address of welcome to Col.
Olcott on behalf of the members of the Society.
Miss M. E. de Silva then stepped forward and read the following address,
which received a loud applause.

( Miss de Silva is the first Buddhist Sinhalese

young lady that ever read an address in English before a crowded audience,
and she deserves credit for the very able manner in which she acquitted herself
last night.)
To CoL. H. S. OLCOTT,

President of the Theosophical Society.
SrR,-We, the members of the " Nari Shikakadhana Samag:tma," beg to accord
you a cordial welcome.

Our Society has been organised recently for the promotion of Female educa

tion in Ceylon, and it may not be out of place to bring to your notice the fact
of the neglected state of education among our women.

We take this opportunity to ask you, whom we consider a benefactor of the
Sinhalese, to direct us in the path to success.

SO l
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W e are conscious o f your unselfish labours for the welfare o f Buddhism, and
we do not hesitate to say that were it not for the Theosophical Society, of which
you hold the distinguished position of President-Foun der, the philosophy of our
Lord would not receive that attention, investigation and acceptance by the
Europeans and Americans which it now receives.
In Ceylon, the Buddhists owe you a deep debt of gratitude for the revival you
have caused among them to bring their ancestral faith to its just position, and
you have besides brought home to them the advantages of education.
We do not wish to confine our remarks to the good you have done to Ceylon,
but may we be permitted to say that the fruits of your labours elsewhere, also,
are now being gratefully accepted and enjoyed by thousands of people.

We

have heard and read with delight, accounts of the immense success of your
mission to Japan, and hope to hear ere long of its having borne grand results.
There have sprung up branches of your Society, in the short time it has been
founded, in every civilized part of the globe, and that fact alone speaks of the
beneficent effects of Theosophy.
We thank you most heartily for your unselfish attention and labours for the
sake of humanity, and trust most sincerely that your career of usefulness may be
prolonged.
We remain, Sir,
YouR BUDDH IST SISTERS.
Mr. Weerakoon then read the Sinhalese translation of the above.

Colonel

Olcott replied in very fitting terms and congratulated his Buddhist sisters of
Ceylon on the very laudable objects of their new Society.
him the greatest pleasure to have read in the

He said i t gave

Ce)·lon Examifler

and in other

journals whilst at Japan, about the movement, and he hoped that it may be the
means of bringing education to every corner of the Sinhalese nation.
The Chairman then called upon the Colonel to give a brief sketch of his
interesting mission to Japan.
Colonel Olcott then said :-" Respected and beloved High Priest, and you,
my Buddhist brothers and sisters, I thank you very heartily for the cordial
welcome you have given me on my return from my long journey and hard work
in Japan.

I shall never forget my sensations on the q th January last, when,

with the High Priest's solemn blessing and your hearty cheers still ringing i n
my ears, I passed out of this Hall into t h e moonlit streets o f this beautiful city
on my way to take this important mission.

That was indeed an impressive

occasion, and yet this, perhaps, is no less impressive ; for to-day I have come
to report to you that the mission is accomplished-the work is done-which
brings together once more into friendly relations the two great divisions of the
Buddhist Church -·the first step towards the healing of the breach made two
thousand years ago.

And this work is really one of world-wide importance, for

it cannot be denied, even by its bitterest enemies, that there is a great revival
of our glorious religion amo,ng Buddhist nations, and also that it is receiving
great attention from other nations not nominally Buddhistic.
" You have known me now for nine years, and you know that
and no sectarian, but that

I

I

am no bigot

try to make my life reflect the tolerant spirit of our

LoRD-that I have no thought of forcing my opinions on any man, but wish
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only that my brother men should accept the doctrines of Buddhism when fully
satisfied by reason that they are true.

O ur

LORD

taught us, and by his perfect

example showed us, that by unfailing kindness the hearts even of its bitterest
foes may be won.

We of the Theosophical Society have by that

means

made ourselves trusted as much by the Parsees and Hindus of India

as

by

our Buddhist brothers in Ceylon :

and at our an nuli convention delegates

of

to3ether,

many different religions

another

as

meet

and

yet they

all regard one

brothers, b ecause we teach the doctrine of perfect tolerance and

kindness.
" When I became a Buddhist fi fteen years ago, I was much pained to find
that the Buddhist nations were not friendly with one another, and that even
their sacred books were said to differ.

It seemed to me a great pity that there

should be such a separation among tho>e who were the followers of the same

LORD,

since it could

not but greatly weaken the influence and

power of

our common religion ; and as to the sacred books, surely instead of the two
parties holding aloof from one another, the proper course would be to institute a
careful comparison of the two scriptures, and so try to discover what part of
each belongs to the true doctrine, that we may all agree to teach that, and that
only.
" The priests

present know,

and

that I have been speaking for
other Buddhist countries and
union among them.

the

years

members of

the

S ociety

know,

about the i mportance of going to

endeavouring to

effect some sort of spiritual

Some years ago I went to Burmah with Mr. Leadbeater,

but in conse 1uence of the political condition of the country at that time we
were unable to do much work there, and therefore . • soon returned.

For a long

time my attention was specially fi xed upon Japan, and since I found that no one
else seemed ready to go there as a represc:ntat!ve of Southern Buddhism, I at
last decided to go myself.

My friends here did not give me much encourage

ment, for they thought that J apan was too far away to allow of the development

of much sympathy between that country and our own ; but personally I felt
sure that the Japanese would prove to be ready to listen in a friendly manner to
a

brother Buddhist speaking to them for the good of our common faith.

This

opinion was shared by our revered High Priest, who has from the first done all
that he could to help me in my work for B uddhism, and, as you all remember,
sent me forth on this very expedition with his special blessing o n the 1 7 th of
January last.

Now on my return I am happy to be able to tell him and tell you

all, that the result of my visit to that distant empire exceeded my most sanguine
expectations, and that all and more than all that I ever dared to hope for has
been accomplished.
'' It is to-day exactly five months since I sailed from this port, and six weeks
of that time was spent in going and com ing, for the distance by sea is no Jess
than five thousand miles.
during which

time I

I was on shore in Japan one hundred and seven days,

travelled from Sendai on the north of Japan to the

extreme south of the Empire-eight hundred miles in a straight line."

( Here

Colonel Olcott exhibited a large map of Japan, and pointed out the places men
tioned).

" As you see, Japan is an island empire, and the number of islands is

very great, amounting altogether to about two thousand, large and smalL D uring
my tour I visited thirty-three towns, all of which are marked on this map. In
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the capital (called Yeddo or Tokio) alone there are one million two hundred
thousan<.I Buddhists-nearly half as many as we have in the whole of Ceylon.
In Japan there are thirty seven millions of people, all speaking the one language,
and all nominally Buddhists, but divided into eight sects. Now, we have three
sects here, but there is no real difference between their beliefs on any point of
importance ; but in Japan there is a difference of beli�f between the various
sects. As is always the case where there is sectarianism, there is a good deal of
hard feeling between the sects, and they are not accustomed to work together in
any way. I made up my mind from the first not to touch sectarianism-not to
have the slightest connection with it in any way whatever. I always avoid it
in any country, and it would have been especially unwise for me, as representing
the Southern Church, to have anything to say to any special sect in Japan
more particularly as we know so little of the sacred books of the Northern
C hurch. Our sacred scriptures are written in Pili and usually on palm leaves ;
here " (exhibiting it) " is a Japanese sacred boo�<, written (as are all their scrip
tures) in the Chinese language on fine silk-paper-very light, but very durable.
The writing, as you see, runs backwards and is in every respect quite different
from ours. This book contains the story of the life of the Bodhisat and
the Bu DDHA, and is profusely illustnted with very finely-executed wood
engravings.
" On arrival in Japan the first thing I did was to call together the
Chiefs of the eight sects in order that I might discuss with them the state of
B uddhism in the country, and read to them the San-,krit letter from the High
Priest SumanJala which I bore. All these Chief Priests accordingly met to
gether (althoutih, as I said, they have not acted in unison before), and I told them
that I could not consent to do anyth:ng at all unless they would all agree to
gether to ap;JOint a committee to manage my tour, so that it might be clearly
understood that I had no sectarian purpose. I told them that I represented no
sect in Ceylon, but the whole Buddhist Church of the country, and I wished to
secure the friendship of the whole Priesthood of Japan, that it was only on these
terms that I would work.
They accepted the terms immediately, and
app::�inted a joint committee, which collected over Rs. 1 z,ooo for expenses,
made all the necessary arrangements for my tour, and travelled with me all over
Japan.
" The greatest number of addresses I had ever before delivered within one
hundred days was in the South of Ceylon, where I spoke fifty seven times
within that period ; but during the hundred and seven days of my stay in
Japan I delivered seventy-six public addresses, and my committee estimated
that my audiences averaged z,soo, so that I must have carried the message of
fraternal love from Ceylon to about two hundred thousand Japanese Buddhists.
I am happy to say that my addresses everywhere excited the greatest enthusiasm,
and that my remarks-on the absolute necessity of union between the Northern
and Southern Churches were always loudly cheered. These medals which I show
you were presented)o me by various Japanese societies that were kind enough to
elect me as an honorary member, and these three gentlemen who stand before you
here are sent to learn Pili from the High Priest Sumangala, that they may
return and teach the doctrine of the Southern Church to the Japanese. Before
I left, also, the High Priests all came together again at a farewell meeting, and
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gave me a Sanskrit letter m reply to that from our own High Priest,
Sumangala.
" It is now two thousand three hundred years since the quarrel about the
sacred books arose between the Northern and Southern Churches, so in
breaking down the wall between them we may well say we h we accom
plished an historical event. Here is the proof of it in thts Sanskrit letter-a
message of friendship from North to South. You see it is tied up, as are all
complimentary presents or letters in Japan, with string of two colours, made of
fine paper.
" Among the ideas of the Northern Buddhists is one about what they call
A!IHTA BuDDHA, which appears to be the Spirit of the Bu DDHAS, which is always
existent in the universe, and sends out from time to time the BuDDHAS Who
have been born on earth. The images of this A �I ITA BuDDHA are very beautiful
-just like those of our LOR D ; and some of them are among the finest speci
mens of carving I have ever seen anywhere.
" One sign of the goodwill felt towards us by the Japanese was their presenting
u s with this Japanese imperial fla�, the red ball on which represents the sun
Japan being called " The Empire of the Rising Sun "-I suppose because it is as
far east as we can go. Speaking on this subject I may mention that one result
of my visit to Japan is the universal adoption of the Buddhist flag there ; I found
it flying everywhere, from north to south, and some of them were splendid
specimens too-four yards in length by three in height. One evening before I
left there was a splendid display of fireworks, and as some of the bombs burst at
the height of one hundred and fifty yards, out from it there came the B uddhist
flag, so beautifully arranged that it stood up straight and fluttered in the breeze.
This went to my heart, for there in the sky I saw the sign of the brotherhood of
Buddhist nations.
" I will leave my young brother Dhammapala to tell you with what truly fraternal
love the Japanese treated him during his illness-how earnestly they tried to do
everything in their power for him, and even to anticipate his wants. I hope you
will all remember how kind the Japanese have been to one of yourselves, and will
resolve in turn to treat all Jap::tne3e in the same way.
" Our friends there gave me a number of religious paintings-some of our
LORD, some of AMITA B uDDHA, some of various Arahats, whom they c�ll Rakans.
H ere is a picture on silk " (showing it) " which is at least eight hundred years
old. It is that of a female figure called Quanon, which signifies the embodiment
of the mercy felt for mankind by Ar.UTA BuDDHA. This painting, since it is on
a religious subject, is called a mandara, while a similar painting on a non-religious
subject is called a kakamono; they are to be seen hung on the walls of every
house in Japan.
" I hope you will bear in mind that Japan is now in relation with you ; always
treat the Japanese well, and give them no cause to write home and complain
that the Sinhalese, though pure in religion, are not always so in their lives. I will
now ask one of my Japanese companions to say a few words to you." (Great
applause.)
Mr. T. Kawakami then rose and said :-" When Colonel Olcott and �Ir.
Dham mapala came to Japan the B uddhists rejoiced greatly, and Jap:mesc
Buddhism was greatly strengthened. I regard all the Buddhists in Ceylon as my
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brothers. Three more friends have come with me to study, and we expect to
stay for three or four years, so I hope you will give us all your friendship and
brotherly love. The Buddhists of Ceylon and those of Japan must be united ;
then the religion will become a still greater power in the world than it is now."
Colonel Olcott then said :-" The meeting of High Priests specially asked me
to put these young men under the tuition of our High Priest Sumangab, saying
that he was to be their Spiritual chief, while the Theosophical Society was to t:1ke
charge of their worldly affairs.
" One more subject I must mention before closing, and that is the Ladies'
Society for the Promotion of Female Education. When I heard of this Associa
tion during my stay in Japan, I felt great joy, for it was one of the things
principally needed to complete our movement here. I wish to tell my sisters of
this Society that they need have no fears for its future, and I invoke the blessing
of the Three Gems on them and on their Society. Let them make their noble
sacrifice of time and money until there is no more ignorance left in our beautiful
island-till children are everywhere brought up to follow those precepts which
are the only rules for the happiness and true welfare of the world." (Tremendous
applause.)
A Japanese Priest then said :-" This is a very happy and a very important
occas10n. The Northern and Southern Churches are like two brothers who
separated long ago in the heat of youth, and have remained estranged through
many years ; but now at last they have met and shaken hands once more, and
we must hope that they will proceed to embrace one another, and that the
fraternal embrace will be but the commencement of an intimate and lasting union."
(Great applause.)
In closing the meeting, the High Priest Sumangala said :-" You have all
heard Colonel Ol!:ott's account of his mission to Japan, and it must have made
you all glad and proud to hear it.
The propagation and improvement of
Buddhism is the noblest work in the world, and tnat is the work in which
Colonel Olcott has been engaged. It is true that there is a slight difference
between the Northern and Southern Churches, but still the Japanese are Budd
hists as we are, and are struggling against the maleficent influence of Christianity
as we are, and we therefore look upon them as our brothers. We must never
forget the cordial reception that they have given to Colonel Olcott as our repre
sentative, and the brotherly love that they have shown towards us. I trust that
this may be the commencement of a real spiritual union between all B uddhist
countries."
The above report was forwarded to the

mented

by extracts

from

The Buddltist. l

Theosophist by Mr.

Peter d'Abr�w. and has

been

supple

COLONEL O LCOTT IN JA PAN.
" We observe, says a Japanese paper, that in Nagoya Colonel Olcott ha.s been
welcomed with extraordinary enthusiasm. His lectures were attended by
fully four thousand people on each occasion, and the wildest applause greeted
his declarations of the close relationship that must, in his opinion, exist be
tween the revival of Buddhism and the stable progress of the nation. Evi
dently the people's hearts are inclined towards such teaching, for it is not at
all likely that addresses, which necessarily lose nearly all their nerve in trans-
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lation, could rouse an audience to sympathy so strongly marked unless a power
ful feeling existed in favour of the speaker's idea. Of course the farther south
Colonel Olcott goes, the warmer the response his preaching is sure to awaken.
Religion in Tokyo and religiou in Kyoto are two very different things. Nagoya
occupies, perhaps, an intermediate position in respect of the vitality of its citizens'
creed. It would seem that Colonel Olcott's Buddhist guides are determined not
to let the grass grow under his feet. We read that he proceeded from Nagoya
and delivered a lecture there, returning at noon to address an immense audience
in the Haugan Temple, and winding up with a third address to the governor
and a select party of about 2 50 at 7 o'clock in the evening. We have noted that
the Tokyo critics express amusement at the notion that an American should be
brought to Japan to propagate Buddhism. The criticism is certainly just if it be
held that the Buddhist creed is essentially the property of the Orient, and that
Westerners even have no proper share in propagating it. But the masses do not
reason so closely. The coming of Colonel Olcott has evidently given Buddhism
a fillip in Japan.
(N'"adras Mail.)
"-

A PUZZLE FROM ADYAR.
the cat is abroad the mice dance in the house it seems. Since Colonel
Olcott sailed for Japan, the Theosophist has never ceased to surprise its European
readers, and especially the Fellows of our Society, with most unexpected capers.
It is as if the Sphinx had emigrated from the Nile and was determined to con
tinue offering her puzzles broadca-;t to the CEdip uses of the Society.
Now what may be the meaning of this extraordinary, and most tactless
" sorli'e " of the esteemed acting editor of our Theosophist ? Is he, owing to the
relaxing climate of Southern India, ill, or like our (and his) editor-enemies across
the Atbntic, also dreaming uncanny dreams and sc::eing lying visions--or what ?
And let me remind him at· once that he must not fc:: el offended by these remarks,
a� he h:ts i mperatively c:tlled them forth himself. Lucxn;R, the PATH and the
THEOSOPHIST are the only organs of communication with the Fellows of our
Society, each in its respective country. Since the acting editor of the Theosophist
ha� chosen to giv� a wid� publicity in hi' org:t'1. t::> a'monn1l fancies, he has no
right to expect a r .!ply throu:;h any other channel th:tn LUCIFER. Moreover, if
he fails to underst.m d all the seriousness of his implied charges against me and
sevc!ral honourable men, he may realise them better, when he reads the present.
Already his enigmatical letter to Light has done mischief enough. While its
purport was evidently to fight some windmills of his own creation, an inimical
spiritualist who signs " Colenso " has jumped at the good opportunity afforded
him to misrepresent that letter. In his malicious philippic called " Koothoomi
Dethroned " he seeks to show that Mr. Harte's letter announces that the
" Master:; " are thrown overboard by the T. S. and " Mme. Blavatsky dethroned.''
Is it this that " Richard Harte, acting editor of the Theosophist," sought to
convey to the Spiritualists in his letter in lz'ght of July 6th ?
Without further enc1uiry as to the real meaning of the Li'glzl letter, what does
he try to insinuate by the following in the July number of the T!teosophzsl 1
WHEN

A DISCLA I M ER.

The Editor of the

Tluosophist has

much pleasure 1n publishing the following extracts from a letter

from Mr. Bertram Keightley. Secretary of the " Esoteric Section .. of the Theosophical Society. to one
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of the Commissioners, which have been handed to him for publication.
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It should be explained that

the clenial therein contained refers to certain surmises and reports afloat in the Society, and which were
see mingly corroborated by apparently ar6ilrary anrl u11<krlla11d proceedings by certain Fellows known
to be members of the Esoteric Section.

To this I, the " Head of the Esoteric Section," answer :
1. Mr. Bertram Keightley's letter, though containing the truth, and nothing but
the truth, was never intended for publication, as a sentence in it proves.
Therefore the acting Editor had 110 rzght to publish it.
2. Fellows of the E. S. having to be first of all Fellows of the Theosophical
Society, what does the sentence " Fellows known to be members of the E. S "
who stand accused by Mr. Harte (or even by some idiotic reports afloat in the
Society) of " arbitrary and underhand proceedings"-mean ? Is not such a
sentence a gross insult thrown into the face of honourable men-far better
Theosophists than any of their accusers-and of myself ?
3 · What were the silly reports ? That the " British or the American Section,"
and even the " Blavatsky Lodge " of the Theosophical Society wanted to " boss
Adyar."
For this is what is said in the Theosophist in the alleged " dis
claimer " :Mr. Keightley tells this Commissioner that be must not believe " lllal

�m

1/u

1/u E•oleric Section lla• a11y,
1/u ki11d. " Again he

Jiiglllul, p�etm•io11 lo ' 6oH ' flu Tluo•opllicai Society or a11yllli11g of

H. P. B• .Jir•l a11tl foremoJI, fuJI aJ Joyal to 1/u Tluo•opllicai Society a11d to Atlyar
1/u Coio11d ca11 poHi6Jy 6e. " And yet again he s:\ys : · ' / nave 11ollli11g wwrt to Jay, except io repeal
i11 1/u MOilfo,..,.ai and po•ilive ma1111er my aJJurallce lllal tlun iJ 1101 a word of lrulll i11 1/u Ilaltmml
lllal llu E•oteric Seclio11 "a• a11y delin or prtlm•wn lo ' 6oH ' a11y oilier part or SeciW11 of 1/u T. S."
says : " IVe are aJJ,
as

Amen I But before I reproduce the acting editor's further marvellous com
ments thereon, I claim the right to say a few words on the subject. Since, as
said, the· letter was never meant to be paraded in print- chiefly, perhaps,
because qui s'excuse s'accuse-it is no criticism to show that it contains that
which I would describe as a meaningless flap-doodle, or, rather, a pair of them,
something quite pardonable in a private and hastily-written letter, but quite un
pardonable and grotesque when appearing as a published document.
x st. That the E. S. had never any pretensions to " boss the T. S." stands to
reason : with the exception of CoL Olcott, the President, the Esoteric Section
has nothing whatever to do with the Theosophical Society, its Council or officers.
It is a Section entirely apart from the exoteric body, and independent of it,
H. P. B. alone being responsible for its members, as shown in the official an
nouncement over the signature of the President Founder himself. It follows,
therefore, that the E. S., as a body, owes no allegiance whatever to the Theo
sophical Society, as a Society, least of all to Adyar.
2nd. It is pure nonsense to say that " H. P. B . . . . is loyal to the Theo
sophical Society and to Adyar " ( ! ?). H. P. B. is loyal to death to the
Theosopltical CAUSE, and those great Teachers whose philosophy can alone bina
the whole of Humanity info one Brotherhood. Together with Col. Olcott, she
is the chief Founder and Builder of the Society which was and is meant to
represent that CAUSE ; and if she is so loyal to H. S. Olcott, it is not at all
because of his being its 1 1 President," but, firstly, because there is no man living
who has worked harder for that Society, or been more devoted to it than the
Colonel, and, secondly, because she regards him as a loyal friend and co
worker. Therefore the degree of her sympathies with the 11 Theosophical
Society and Adyar " depends upon the degree of the loyalty of that Society to
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the CAUSE.

Let it break away from the original lines and show- disloyalty in its

policy to the CAUSE and the original programme of the Society, and H. P. B.
calling the T. S.

dislo;•al,

will shake it off like dust from her feet.

And what does " loyalty to Adyar " mean, in the name of all wonders ? What
is Adyar, apart from that CAUSE and the

who represent i t ?

two

(not

one

Founder, if you please)

Why not loyal to the compound or the bath-room of Adyar ?

Adyar is the present Headquarters of the Society, because these " Headquarters
are wherever the President is," as stated in the rules.

To be logical, the

Fellows of the T. S. had to be loyal to Japan while Col. Olcott was there, and to
London during his presence here.

There is no longer a " Parent Society " ; it

abolished and replaced by an aggregate body of Theosophical Societies,

autonomous,

is

all

as are the States of America, and all under one Head President,

who, together with H. P. Blavatsky, will champion the CAUSE against the whole
world.

Such is the real state of things.

What then, again, can be the meaning of the following comments by the
acting Editor, who follows Mr. Keightley's letter with these profoundly wise
remarks :
It is to

be

circulars " will

hoped that after this very distinct and authoritative disclaimer no further " private

be issued

by any members of the Esoteric Section, calling upon the Fellows to oppose

the action of the General Council, because " Madame Blavatsky does not approve of it " ; and also
that silly editorials, declaring that Theosophy is degenerating into obedience to the dictates of
Madame Blavatsky, like that in a recent issue of the Re/igio-Philoiojhit:a/ youma/, will cease to appear.

The " private circulars " of the E. S. have nothing to do with the acting editor
of the

Theosophist nor

has he any right to meddle with them.

Whenever " Madame Blavatsky does not approve " of " an action of the
General Council,"

•

she will say so openly and to their faces.

Because (a)

M adame Blavatsky does not owe the slightest allegiance to a Council which is
liable at any moment to issue silly and

untheosophical ukases /

and

(b)

for the

simple reason that she recognizes but one person in the T. S. besides herself,
namely Colonel Olcott, as having the right of effecting fundamental re-organiza
tions in a Society which owes its life to them, and for which they are both

karmically reponsible. I f the acting editor makes slight account of a sacred
pledge, neither Col. Olcott nor H. P. Blavatsky are likely to do so. H. P.
Blavatsky will always bow before the decision of the majority of a �ection or
even a simple Branch ; but she will ever protest against the decision of the
General Council, were it composed of Archangels and Dhyan Chohans them
selves, if their decision seems to her unjust, or untheosophical, or fails to meet
with the approval of

the majority of

the Fellows.

No more than H. P.

Blavatsky has the President Founder the right of exercising autocracy or papal
powers, and Col. Olcott would be the last man in the world to attempt to do so.
I t is the two Founders and especially the President, who have virtually sworn
allegiance to the Fellows, whom they have to protect, and teach those who want
to be taught, and not to tyrannize and rule over them.
And now I have said over my own signature what I had to say and that which
ought to have been said in so many plain words long ago.

The public is all

agog with the silliest stories about our doings, and the supposed and
dissensions in the Society.
* Or

real

Let every one know the truth at last, in which there

'' Commissioners '' of whom Mr.

R Harte is one. (Eo. J
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is nothing to make any one ashamed, and which alone can put an end to a
most painful and strained feeling.
The acting editor of the

This truth is as simple as can be.

Tlzeosoplzist

has taken it into his head that the

Esoteric Section together with the British and American Sections, were either
conspiring or preparing to conspire against what he most curiously calls " Adyar "
and its authority.

Now being a most devoted fellow of the T. S. and attached

to the President, his zeal in hunting up this mare's nest has led him to become
more Catholic than the Pope.

That is all, and

I hope that such misunder·

standings and hallucinations will come to an end with the return of the Presi
dent to India.

Had he been at home, he, at any rate, would have objected to

all those dark hints and cloaked sayings that have of late incessantly appeared
in the

Theosophist to

the great delight of our enemies.

We readily understand

that owing to lack of original contributions the acting editor should reproduce a
bungled up and � ensational report from the N.
Keightley speaks."

Y. Times and call it " Dr.

But when jumping at a sentence of Dr. Keightley's, who i n

speaking of some " prominent members," said that they h a d " abandoned or
been

read out of the fold,"

he

gPavely adds in a foot-note that this is

" another mistake of the reporter," as " no Fellow of the Theosophical Society
has been expelled of recent years ; " it is time some one should tell the
esteemed acting editor plainly that for the pleasure of hitting imaginary enemies

he allows the reader to think that he does not know what he is talking about.
If through neglect at Adyar the names of the expelled Fellows have not been
entered in the books, it does not follow that Sections and Branches like the
" London Lodge " and others which
no right to expel, any one.

are autonomous have

not expelled, or had

Again, what on earth does he mean by pretending

that the reporter has " confounded the Blavatsky Lodge with the Theosophical
Society " ?

Is not the Blavatsky Lodge, like the London, Dublin, or any

other " Lodge," a branch of, and a Theosophical Society ?
read in our unfortunate

What next shall we

Tlzeosoplzis/ 1

But it is time for me to close.

If Mr. Harte persists still in acting in such a

strange and untheosophical way, then the sooner the President settles these
matters the better for all concerned.
Owing to such undignified quibbles, Adyar and especially the

Tlzeosoplzist

are fast becoming the laughing stock of Theosophists themselves as well as of
their enemies ; the bushels of letters received by me to that effect, being a good
proof of it.
I end by assuring him that there is no need for him to pose as Colonel Olcott's
protecting angel.
other.

Neither he nor I need a third party to screen us from each

We have worked and toiled and suffered together for fifteen long years,

and if after all these years of mutual friendship the President Founder were
capable of lending ear to insane accusations and turning against me, well-the
world is wide enough for both.

Let the new Exoteric Theosophical Society

headed by Mr. Harte, play at red tape if the President Jets them and let the
General Council expel me for " disloyalty," if again, Colonel Olcott should be so
blind as to fail to see where the " true friend " and his duty lie.
they hasten to do so, at the first sign of

their disloyalty to

Only unless

the CAUSE-it is I who

will have resigned my office of Corresponding Secretary for life and left the

Society.

This will not prevent me from remaining at the head of those-who

will follow me.

H. P. BLAVATSKY.
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(From the Washington Press, Saturday, July 6, 1 88g.)

The " Blavatsky Theosophical Society," an organization for the d iffusion of
knowledge of theosophy, held its first public meeting last night at Wonn's Hall,
No. 62 1, Sixth Street, North· West. Thirty-five or forty persons . . . . were
present and listened to an introductory address by the President, Professor
Anthony Higgins, of this city, who explained Theosophy and repelled some of
the slanders upon, and base imitations of it. It was announced that public in
formation about Theosophy would be given every Friday evening at the Hall
This Theosophical Society expects soon to place at the disposal of the interested
public a creditable library of Theosophical literature and books on occult
subjects, a large number of which have already been received by the pres:dent,
Prof. H iggins . . . . "
(From the Washington " Post " of July gth.)
The Blavatsky Theosophical Society and Universal Brotherhood of the
District filed a certificate of incorporation yesterday. The object is to form a
nucleus of a Universal Brotherhood without distinction as to race, creed or
colour ; to promote the study of Aryan and other Eastern literature . . . . to
investigate the unexplained laws in nature and the psychical powers latent in man.
Anthony Higgins, Reave! Savage, Nina Savage, and Marie Musaeus are the
managers.
This is the second Branch Theosophical Society which has become chartered
or incorporated in the United States, the Aryan Theosophical Society of New
York having first given the example. Thus no bogus Theosophical Societies
a danger that threatened us closely-are henceforth possible, either in the New
York or Columbia Districts. Many other branches will follow in their respective
States. This news is indeed welcome. All our best thanks and warmest grati·
tude are due to the courage and promptitude with which our honoured Brother,
M r. Anthony H iggins, has placed the name of the Society of which he is
President beyond the reach of enemies and imitators.-[H. P. B.]

N O T I C E.
The Secretary of the Blavatsky Lodge T. S. begs to apologise to all those who
are interested in its work for the long delay in the publication of its promised

Transactions. Madame Blavatsky's bad health, and the heavy extra work
entailed in the preparation of " TH E KEY TO TH EOSOPH Y " and " THE VOICE
OF THE SILENCE," have prevented her from editing these transactions for the
press-hence the delay.

CORRESPONDENCE.
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<!orresponbence.
- ·-

To the Editor of

LuciFER.

THE great Sir Robert Peel used to say that the importance of any movement

be best n:easured by the amount of opposition brought against it.

can

Now if that

aphorism be true, then the members of the Ros Crux Fratres, or Brothers of the
Dew and Light, may be congratulated on their importance and influence in the
country ; for they have received marked attention in your magazine for June last.
One ot your correspondents who signs himself-" One who has been Duped,"
admits that " they have members in almost every town in England," and he
might have said Scotland, Wales, and America also.
Now I am a member of the Ros Crux Fratres, and so far
personally I should have taken no notice of these letters.

as

I am concerned

For in the first place

they abound in nothing but misrepresentations and statements of a puerile and
foolish nature, and therefore, by the universal law of the survival of the good and
true only, they must ha,·e fallen to the ground sooner or later.

The fact is the

majority of people " worrit " themselves too much about trivial and insignificant
matters, forgetting that the One Universal Supreme Reason regulates everything
for the ultimate good of each individual and the common good of all.
in the second place because a person

can

And

use his time and enC'rgies to better

purposes, both for himself individually and the public generally, than by troubling
his mind about correspondence which has for its object the traducing or pulling
down of the character of any man or of any body of men.

Each man will

work out his own Karma which he has generated either in this or a former life,
and the soul will seek that e xperience which is necessary to its own de,·elopment
and unfoldment ; and if he " who has been duped," thinks he has been chosen
to be the unhappy instrument to inflict Karma on any one, then he is so much
the more to be pitied for his unenviable position.

Besides the style of his cor

respondence is much to be condemned as it cannot tend to the development of
the soul powers.

It has been laid down by all the masters of the Occult Sciences

that " gentle thoughts, good deeds, and kind words, and good will to all mankind
and entire oblivion of self are the most efficacious means of obtaining knowledge
and preparing for the reception of higher wisdom."

Or again " the heart must

be filled with loving kindness to all living beings, and watch for opportunities of

doing secret kindness to all within our reach," and these things will lead to
power with God and man.

Now can any one see any of those things in the

letter o f " One who has been Duped ? "

The one grand object which every

right-minded Occultist ought to keep in view is the spreading of the Sacred
Sciences for the betterment and uplifting of humanity, but letters like this before
rr.e arc not calculated to benefit Occult teaching whether they injure it or not.
Coming now to the subject of the letter of " One who has been D uped."
the first place the writer does not give his real name.

In

If his motives were

honourable and his statements true why should he fear gi,·ing his name ?

In
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correspondence, where no honour is at stake, a nom de plume would do well
enough, but in a letter like this before me which deals with personalities, either
directly or indirectly, the rules of good warfare require him to face the enemy
openly and honourably, and not fight under cover of ambush in the assassin style.
But it so happens that we ourselves know who the writer is, whatever he may say to
the contrary. In fact there is a trio of them, two of whom have been suspended
from the Brotherhood of Ros Crux Fratres, and the other is a most unfortunate
and disappointed man. However this style of warfare is in exact keeping with
the writer's charac�er ; for he leads us to infer in his letter that he belongs to the
Ros Crux Fratres and considers himself " duped" Now every one who enters
that Brotherhood takes a most sacred and solemn oath " before God and his
most holy angels," that he will keep inviolate the secrets of the society, and it is
also an eternal oath, and therefore, whether the members are able to teach him
the subjects mentioned in his letter or · not, or whether he considers himself
duped or not, does not release him from that oath. And therefore what can we
say of a man who makes light of breaking an oath which he took " before God
and not before man only " ? To say the least-he is a perjured man, and that
being so what reliance can be placed on any of his statements ? Now it is
understood that the trio referred to above have taken a vow to break up the
society of the Dew and Light ! This explains the motives, and accounts for the
style of the letter of " One who has been Duped." It also explains one of the
reasons why he does not sign his name, for it would not be to his social interest
for the public to know that the most sacred and eternal oath counts as nothing to
him. But how absurd and ridiculous it is for a simple trio to think they can break
up a Brotherhood who are true to their oath. These men are too weak to break
anything up. You have repeatedly laid it down in your journal that " goodness
alone is power. " Now I maintain that the spirit and motives of the letter before
me show that they are not good men. Good men could not have written such a
letter. These men can have power nowhere but in the realm of Black Magic
that he speaks about, which is quite in harmony with a character that counts as
noth ing the most sacred and binding oath. And their Black Magic can injure
no one only those who place themselves open to it.
Next, he says, " the Society is trying to sedul:e all young students of the
Occult to become members of their Society."
Now in the preamble of their rules the applicant is given expressly to under
stand that the Society ask no one to join them, in these words : " we do not ask
thee to join us, but thou seekest our circle." He says then, " they profess to
teach Alchemy ; philosophy of life ; the Divine art of Astrology ; H erbs and
their value as medicines ; and the Astral influences." \Veil now, these are very
nice subjects and to attempt to teach them even is a step in the right direction.
But I should like to know the difference between " The Divine art of
Astrology, and the Astral influences." The writer has evidently got mixed up
amongst it ; and I don't wonder, because it is quite clear that his brain is not
sufficiently unfolded to grasp such subjects. Besides, in his confusion, he has
omitted one of the principal subjects altogether.
With regard to the members being incapable of teaching these subjects, I
myself have been connected with the Society of the " Dew and Ligh t " about
I 8 months, and although I have been an Occult Student for many years, yet I
·
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have learned more i n two or three of the above named subjects during these last
r8 months than ever I knew before ; and one of the trio connected with the
letter in your journal was present at my initiation and spoke in high and glowing
terms of the advantages to be derived from the Society. As to " stealing
book;, and one man being more learned in Black Magic than the rest, etc," we
can afford to dismiss it as so much rubbish.
He then says, " they also derive their learning from Elementals and spirit
guides." Now any student of Occult Sciences knows that an Elemental can
give learning to no one. The fact is, the writer of the letter before me does
not know what an Elemental is. Elementals are nature-spirits which possess
force only, and which can be directed and controlled by the trained will of the
Adept. He then goes on to say that " the members boast that they sacrifice
kids, and that one of them keeps a goat that is heavy with kid at the present
time, etc." But why should they " boast " of that. He is as much misinformed
in this as in many other things, for none of the members at Keighley keep a
goat.
He then says that " the Society is composed of spiritualists and bogus as tro
logers, etc." Well I have studied astrology for r8 years, without intermission ;
I have studied Raphael's, or the Arabian system ; and Zadkiel's or the Ptole
metic and Placidean systems, and in these things I fear no man. The fact is
I am the Astrologer for the Brotherhood of the Dew and Light, and have to
examine applicant's nativities, and I am certain that if I had examined this
person's nativity who pretends to have " been duped," I should never have passed
him for membersh ip, because his nativity would have shown that he would
prove false to his oath and betray the secrets of the Society.
With regard to the Lamp of Thotlt which is now going on, all the matter in
that journal has for its object the instruction and betterment of the members,
and it is strictly a private journal, and therefore it is immaterial whether the
matter be copied or original so long as that object is attained.
We now come to Mr. M. G. Mathers' letter about the Rosicrucians in
England. Now this letter is one mass of pomp and show, and flourish of
trumpets. He tells us about their colleges, the Supreme Magus, the Earls,
Right Honourables, Doctors, etc. But he does not say a wotd about the
dinners and suppers which constitute the principal work of that august Sc.ciety.
The fact is, the letter is altogether unnecessary. The R. C. F. does not claim
to have any connection whatever with the Fraternitas Rosre Crucis of medireval
times. They claim to be what they arc and no more and no less, viz. Brothers
of the Dew and Light.
With all dderence to the Supreme Magus, the Earls, Right Honourables,
and Doctors, etc., no doubt these " are all honourable men," at least I hope
they are. But according to LUCIFER for October 15 r 888, page 91, it does not
require one to be a member of the Metropolitan College of Rosicrucians to get
in communion with the Adepts, for it is there well and truly stated " that the
potential adept may exist in the Whitechapels and Five Points of Europe and
America, as well as in the cleaner and more cultured quarters ; that some poor
ragged wretch begging a crust of bread may be ' whiter-souled ' and more
attractive to the adept than the average bishop in his robe, or the cultured
citizen in his costly dress," or perhaps than many in the four colleges of
Rosicrucians in England.

L UCIFER.
In concluding this letter I may say that although " One who has been
duped " may string together another lot o f ridiculous and absurd misrepresenta
tions, :md Mr. Mathers may give another flourish of trumpets from the top of
the Metropolitan College of " Soc. Ros. in Anglia," yet I shall not consider
myself called upon to continue the correspondence in answer to their letters,
unless called upon to do so by my own order, because my own psychical
development, and the interest of occultism generally may be better secured and
advanced by cultivating a warm and kindly feeling towards all mankind than by
wasting my time in refuting what may be advanced by a trio of disappointed
men who enter a society for purely selfish and worldly purposes, and who
consider themselves " duped " because they don't find the materialist
" philosopher's stone " and turn everything into gold. I have the honour to
be, etc.
DAVID LuND, Fern Cottage, Keighley,
Secretary and member of the Society of the Dew and Light.

To the Edtlor of

LuciFER.

MR. LUND says my statements are puerile and foolish. I shall endeavour to
show you to the contrary, and that he is acting a part of deception and dis
honour both on his own part and that of his society.
As to his remarks on Karma and goodness of life and actions, you will no
doubt be better able to deal with them than I. It is not long since the " con·
trois " of his society were dead against Reincarnation.
Why this change
now ?
Referring to my using a nom-deplume, it was my policy to draw out a reply.
Had I put my own name there would not have been this opportunity to further
expose this deceptive fraud. In due time, if necessary, I shall disclose my
name, and then Mr. Lund and his colleagues will see how wrong they have been
in blaming three men, who so far as I can hear were not suspended from the
society, but withdrew from it when they found the principal leaders had no
higher ambition than to pose as Quack Doctors and public fortune-tellers, whose
advertisements can be seen in the fly-leaves of most of the spiritualist papers
under various nom-de-plumes, touting for fees, and willing to advise and answer
any question at so many shillings each, no matter whether it be of the affairs of
Life or Death ; while the boasted adepts turned out to be so-called spirit controls,
who were at all times willing to adapt their opinion to the prevailing one at the
t ime being, or to please the company present. I am not �urprised they with
drew. Mr. Lund !'ays good men could not have written such a letter as my last
one. The men he reiers to did not write the letter, neither had the two he
He abuses them from the fulness of his
refers to anything to do with it.
divine goodness.
He said if my nativity had been allowed to pass his hands I should not have
been initiated. Mr. Lund did examine my nativity and commented upon it
favourably. So much for his astrology and divine agency. It is very short·
sighted for him to say he has been an astrologer for eighteen years. Yet " One
who has been Duped " i s the despair of his art.
The kid which Mr. Lund kept, died just after I sent my last letter to you. I
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necessary I could give you the day (not the hour).

I do not draw nativities ;

but this unfortunate death was a loophole for Mr. Lund to say that none of the
members at Keighley keep a goat.

Yet on the minutes of this society for May

1 rth, r 8 8 8, the following will be found :

" Proposed that the occult festival take place on the roth of June,

wizen a kid

will be sacrificed."
Can

I

say more to convince you how wilfully Mr. Lund would deceive ?

gives you to understand that they do not ask people to join their Society.
personally acquainted with two who were asked to join, and who refused.

He

I

am
As

to the members being capable of teach ing or even guiding a student in any of
the paths of occult study, that is a matter of opinion, and may the Most High
protect me from such.
Mr. Lund thinks I got mixed up amongst matters.

Who wouldn't ?

Imagine

the Astro Magus of the Society, Mr. Lund, dressed in a Black Robe, upon his
head a sugar-loaf cap painted in various colours, and the signs of the Zodiac
around the edge.

He does not see how symbolic they are of his position.

The

cap is the shape of that generally worn by the Zany, and the Black Robe would
no doubt represent the darkness and obscurity of his mind in his Zodiacal
wanderings.
Do teachers of occult sciences adopt such guise as the above, which is only
the description of one of them ?
He refers to the preamble of their rules, etcetera.
copied word for word.
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if

I

Here is a portion from it

It would be too long for the pages of

one issue of

sent it in full, but this will give you an idea of the immense

presumption of these men.
" The Brothers' letter to one who seeks to enter the Ros Crux Fratres.
" Do not ask who the persons are that write these letters, but judge of the value
of the writings by their own merits.
" Our community has existed ever since the first day of creation, and will con
tinue so to do until all time.

It is the society of the children of light, and its

members are those who know the light.
We have a school in which

We know the value of man's destiny.

Divine Wisdom herself is the tf'.acher, and she

teacheth all that desireth it for its own sake, and not for any worldly advantage
that may result from its possession.
" The mysteries explained in that school, concern everything that can possibly
be known in Regard to

God, Man and Nature.

All the andent sages

have been

taught in our school, and no one has ever learnt true wisdom in any other
place.

" It

has amongst its members not only of this globe, but also of other Worlds,

they are distributed all over the Umverse.
and follow the same method of studying it.

They all study in one book only,
Our Society is composed of the

Elect of those who are seeking the light and he who has the greatest receptivity
for that light is our chief.
member

Our place of Meeting is intuitively known to every

(at present in a coffee tavern) and easily reached by all no matter where

they reside.

" We are in possession of the Greatest Mysteries, and yet our Society is not a
secret one, for our secrets are open to every one who is capable of receiving
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them. Our Secrets cannot be sold for money, nor can they be demonstrated
publicly. Our Secrecy is not caused by our unwillingness to instruct, but by
the weakness and unfitness of those that ask for instruction.
" They are comprehensible only to those whose Hearts are able to receive
Wisdom and Parental love, and in whom those powers have begun to awaken.
H is clear Views will then enable him to see the foundations of all Religious
Systems, and will recognise within a modification of relative truth, which have
not yet entered into Equilibrium by the attainment of knowledge.
" Humanity lives in the world of Symbols, whose meaning is not yet understood
by many, but the day is approaching when the living spirit within these symbols
will be generally known. Perfect knowledge of God, perfect knowledge of Nature
and of man, are the true lights upon the Altar of Truth, illuminating the Archway
of the Temple of Wisdom.
" There is only one Fundamental Religion, and only one Fundamental
Brotherhood (and so on).
" Our Duty is to assist in the Birth of truth and to open the shell wherein it is
contained, and to vivify the Dead H ieroglyphics.
" We are not influenced by party, nor do we expect any personal reward for
our labour.
" We are in possession of Light which enables us to know the deepest mysteries
of Nature, and we have a fire by which we are nourished and by which we may
act upon everything in Nature.
" TVe possess the key to unlock all the secrets and knowledge_ of the link that
unites this planet with the other worlds.
" We possess ALL the ANCIENT Books of Wisdom.
.
" Ever;•thing in Nature is subject to Our TVill, for our will is one with that of
the universal Spirit, the motive power of the Universe and the eternal power of
all life. But still we need No information, either from men or Books, for we
have the power to perceive everything that exists, and to read in the Book of
Nature, wherein no error occurs.
" Everything is taught in our schools, for our teacher is the light that produces
all things. We could tell you of the most wonderful things that are known to us,
and which are so far beyond the reach of the most erudite philosopher of this
age, even as the sun i's distant from the earth, but which are as near to us as tlu
lt"ghl of the spirit from which they Emanate.
" But it is not our intention to excite your curiosity (and so on).

" Do you wish to become a member of our Society ? If so, enter within your
own H eart.
" Do you wish to know the Brothers ? If so, learn to know the Divinity
manifesting itself Within your own Soul. Seek within you that which is perfect,
immortal, and not subject to change, and when you have found it, you will
have entered our Society, and we shall become known to you. But before you
can enter, you must have formed the resolution in your own mind that you will
fling off, as soon as possible, all the imperfections of your own Nature (and so on).
" The most important advice we can give you is Man ktzow tlzpelf.
" The above propositions will be sufficient for you to meditate upon, until you
are admitted into the Brotherhood as a neophyte after which you will receive
instructions for the higher Degrees, until ultimately you become an ADEPT.
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" Brother of Earth, we submit the following brief rules for thy consideration.
" We do not ask you to join us but thou seekest our circle. Hast thou well
considered thy way ? and art thou prepared to give up those things which are of
the Earth, Earthy, in order to follow the Divine Mistress Wisdom ?
" We bid thee remember the oath thou must take is an Eternal oath, not given
to man alone, but to the POWERS whose aid thou seekest. And thou wilt never
be released from that oath. If thou canst submit to our Conditions we will be
glad to lead thee th rough the portals of Wisdom's temple, and there thou may
with us view Nature's vast expanse, where true knowledge and power ever await
the pure in heart.
" Unto thee greeting in the name of the Brotherhood."
(Signed with a distorted copy of one of E. Levi's pantacles).
After reading the above, what do you think of an oath, which has been
obtained by such means as the above suggests ?
Imagine a number of men met together and a planetary spirit invoked, in
whose supposed presence the candidate is obligated to secrecy. (They have no
secrets or information apart from the occult literature of the day. ) Can that
which is below invoke that which is above, if not, what would be the peculiarity
of a planetary spirit invoked under such circumstances ? It could not be good.
The query is : Is this a kind of a compact with an Evil Spirit ? I am personally
convinced good and high spiritual influences cannot possibly link themselves
with men who shirk the duty of their station in life, and to avoid the labour of
the honest man take to dealing out astrology and quack medicines as a profession.
I consider it my duty to warn the public against these men. I can gain nothing
by this long letter, but the public may, and thus take the hint to keep their
money in their pockets.

ONE WHO HAS BEEN DUPED.
To tl1e Editor of LUCIFER.

I AM very pleased to find that the brothers of the Dew and the Light,-which
names are I suppose their translation of their alternative title, Ros and Crux,
lay · no claim to be lineal descendants of the Fratres Rosre Crucis of Germany ; for
the similarity of the names seemed as if there had been an intention to claim
hereditary descent. I do not know who " One who has been duped " may be,
nor am I aware who are the other two gentlemen who form the trio mentioned
by Mr. Lund, but I feel constrained to note that he does not deny that his asso
ciates claim and profess to teach Alchemy, the Philosophy of Life, the Divine
Art of Astrology, Herbs, and Astral influences, and that they have failed to
satisfy the discontented trio that they are so able. I also notice that Mr. Lund
gives no denial to the charge of sacrificing kids, he only asks-Why they should
boast of doing so ?-well, I don't know ; besides this he makes a very di!>ingenuous
evasion of the charge that one member keeps a goat, heavy with kid, intended
for future sacrifice,-simply remarking that " none of the members at Keighley "
do so. No denial is given to the assertion that their sole guides are a Monk,
a Mr., and an Arab son of Joseph somebody. But worst of all I much regret that
no disclaimer is urged against the charge that some of their number have taken
the money of servant-girls. I beg of him to contradict this. Oddly enough
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Mr. Lund does not seem hurt by the suggestion that the original contents of
" Thoth " are either black magic or nonsense. The teaching capabilities of Mr.
Lund are open to doubt, when he, as Members' Secretary and The Astrologer
of the Brotherhood, writes " but I should like to know the difference between the
' Divine Art of Astrology ' and ' Astral influences '.'' Well - if there be no
difference, words have no meaning, visions are about, and things are not what
they seem. An Art is the practice of a Science ; Astral influences are neither
one thing nor the other, but may be the subject of both ; if there be any confusion
Mr. Lund makes it.
The Soc. Ros. in Aug. is, like the Theosophical Society, well used to censure ;
and its members have learned to smile at unfriendly attacks ; we Rosicrucians
confess to taking dinners and even suppers also when we require them, and I
can make a shrewd guess that even Mr. Lund is not beyond feeling hungry and
even thirsty sometimes, for neither light nor dew are very satisfying, except to
vegetables. But when I.e goes further and asserts that the dinners constitute
the principal work of the august Soc. Ros. in Aug., he talks about what he
knows nothing about, and the statement is moreover a delicate perversion of the
Truth, which I am sure cannot tend to the development of Mr. Lund's " soul
powers."-Faithfully yours,
W. W. WESTCOTT, M.B., Univ. Lond.,
Master of the Metropolitan College.
" MODERN SPIRITUAL HISTORY " AND THE THEOSOPHICAL
SOCIETY.
To the Editor of LuciFER.
WILL you kindly allow me a short space in your Journal to inform those of your
readers who were in anywise interested in the papers bearing upon " Modern
Spiritual History " and the Theosophical Society, that Mr. Oxley, in his rejoinder
(published in Medium of June 28th, 1 889), declines to enter upon any contro
versy or explanation whatever with myself with regard to those papers. It
therefore behoves me to emphasize-no matter how loud the protestations and
lamentations may be-that the communications already published in LuciFER,
are solely based upon documentary evidence, and contain only the absolute
truth.
It is upon these grounds that Mr. Oxley has been compelled to take the
ignominious course of declining to discuss a matter in which both his honour and
his integrity are concerned.
As Mr. Oxley insinuate� that the letters published in LuciFER contain
" downright untruths," and " have soiled its pages by the insertion," there is no
objection on my part-if Mr. Oxley is agreeable-to my placing the whole of
the correspondence • for a time in the hands of the T. S. so that the •• high
minded ladies and gentlemen " connected with the T. S. can judge for themselves
how far the truth has been violated.

*

That is to say-the whole of the correspondence which has passed between myself and Messrs. Oxley,

" Hoyora Korahari," Binney, Adshead, and others.

All envelopes, post cards, tissue copies, and

notes of the " Occult Readings " from time to time of the states concerned.
furnished bound together in the order as matters accumulated.

-{A. D. B.)

The whole to

be
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goodly volume, and, t o the " I nitiated," 1 t

IS

There bein_j m1ny demonstrations-b :>rne out by

documentary evidence-how a complete str.mger (which :\Ir. Oxley is to myself
even to this day), can by the p:>wer of the " Spirit " and " Soul Egos," know
the workings of men without material contact.
In conclusion, pl�ase allow me to iniorm your readers that
now

rescinded his claim to rank as a

Mr.

Oxley has

Spiritual Htslorian, and that he has altered

the title of hi5 book from " :\lodern Spiritual History " to that of " Modern
Messiahs."

A very wise proceeding, considering

the one-sided and biassed

review �Ir. Oxley attempted to put forward a5 matters of h istory.
A. D.

B.\THELL.

'R e l' i e w s .
" C LOTHED WITH THE S U N " : "
BEI X G THE B O O K OF T H E I LL U :\I I N ATIONS OF A N N A
(BON US) KINGSFORD.

flu�
�

(Edited by

EDWARD MAITLAND.)

NE of the reproache� most frquently cast into the teeth of students and
followers of mysticism is that each of the Seers, Prophets and Revealers,
whose teachings form their study, differs from every other, not only in

points of detail but in essentials.
reason.

This accusation has indeed some show of

It gains also more apparent weight and cogency from the circumstance

that the followers of various Illumi nators are but too apt to be betrayed by
human weakness and desire for finality into accentuating their points of differ
ence from other students, instead of seeking out and emphasising those of
agreement.
In reviewing the work now under consideration, the identity of its funda
mental teachings with those of Theosophy is so striking that any points of
difference in detail entirely disappear in the comparison.
more remarkable because, although Dr. Kingsford was

a

This identity is the
Theosophist and well

acquainted with Theosophical literature, yet her claim to the original and
independent reception and promulgation of these teachings is indefeasible.
In deed a strong argument in support of the reality oi Seership in general and
the truth of that interior revelation and vision on which all mysticism lays such
stress, might be built upon this identity of the fundamental teachings set forth
in this work with those of the " Secret Doctrine. "

But this would lead too far.

We propose, however, as the best tribute to M rs.

Kingsford's wonderful

genius and marvellous l ucidity of insight into the hidden thmgs of Nature and
Religion, to point out in some detail the remarkable agreements, amounting
almost to identity, which exist between the views arrived at by Dr. Kingsford
through her own independent investigations and the time·honoured teachings of
the Wisdom Religion.

* London : GEORGE REDWAY.

Price lOS. 6d.

·
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I n Mr. Edward Maitland's
passage on the

Preface to this work, there occurs a very important
method, or process of investigation followed. He lays great

stress upon the fact that these illuminations are " in no way due to artificial
stimulation of faculty " whether by means of drugs, hypnotism or mesmerism ;
but solely to the exercise of intense will-power and aspiration
highest truth.

towards the

In other passages, moreover, it is made very plain that both the

authors distrusted all mediumistic communications and so·called spirit teachings
quite as much as do the Theosophists.

Thus both in what they accept and

what they reject they are in complete agreement with the Eastern teaching as
regards method. •
Now as regards teaching and doctrine.

Both the great fundamental doctrines

of Theosophy-Karma and Reincarnation t-are fully and unreservedly ac
cepted ; and these are by far the most important of all in their bearing upon
practical life. Philosophically, the basis of Mrs. Kingsford's creed is Pantheism, :
including as its corollary the belief in the
" divinity " of Jesus Christ.§

" humanity," as distinguished from the

In this again, as also in regarding " Christ " as a

" Principle " not a " Person," they are in accord with the " Secret Doctrine."
So far then we find identity of philosophical basis-Pantheism ; identity of
fundamental mystical doctrine-Christ a principle not a person ;

identity of

basic teaching in relation to practical life-Karma and Reincarnation.
But more ; Dr. Kingsford, who is often claimed by our friends the Spiritual
ists as belonging to them, teaches the much abused Theosophical doctrine of
" Shells."

Thus we read on p.

5 1 et seq. : " When a person dies, a portion of the

soul remains unconsumec1-untransmuted, that is, into spirit."
page
•

And again, on

7 2, " There is no supreme personal positive evil existence such

Devil is ordinarily supposed to be (another Theosophical doctrine).
only the negation of God (Theosophy again

!)

. . . .

as

the

There is

But there are evil spirits,

the souls of bad men on their downward road to final extinction.
are ·wont to associate themselves with persons in the flesh, &c.''

And these

On pages

14 7
148 the doctrine is still more clearly expressed : " The earthly mind (anima
bruta-<Jur ' lower Manas ') is that part of man which contains his material
and

memory, abilities, affections, cares. . . .

This mind is shed with the body and

shade (our

linga slzanra), and is, as it were, an individual in itself." This whole
passage is an admirable exposition of Theosophical teaching on the post
mortem states, and is ident ical even i n detail with Eastern doctrines on the
subject.
Take again the explanation of the " Origin of Evil " on pages

82, 83 et seq. It

is exactly the view taught in Theosophy ; though even more striking, in their agree
ment with the " Wisdom Religion," are the passages(pp. 1 9 7

LIFE,"

et seq ) on " THE ONE
.

a term, by-the-bye, first introduced by Madame Blavatsky.

It would be

curious to know, in relation to it, whether Dr. Kingsford adopted the term her
self, or whether she first knew of it through an Illumination.

In any case this

" exercise " or meditation might have been written by a Hindu chela, or by some
Western student of the " Secret Doctrine," so close is its agreement with the
teaching of that work. l!
• Preface, xiii. and xiv.

Also pp. 56, 57·
t Preface, xxvi.
II Note especially §I (1) and (:a).

: Preface,

u.
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But i t may be urged that this identity o f teaching proves nothing, since all
these doctrines were familiar to the world before Dr. Kingsford's reception of
them, and, in particular, that as a student of mysticism and Theosophy she must
have been well acquainted with them.

Let us pass on, then, to the. examination

of other points of mystical doctrine, and again we shall find the closest agree
ment between the illuminations received by the wonderful seeress and the teach
ings put forward in the " Secret Doctrine."

Now most of these teachings were

received by Dr. Kingsford long before the " Secret Doctrine " was published ;
while the fact that they were kept secret by their recipients till now, more than a
year after the publication of H. P. Blavatsky's work, proves the independence of
the latter.

" I I.

To quote :-

Such as is the invisible is the visible also, for there is no boundary line

betwixt spirit and matter.

" 1 2.

Matter is spirit made exteriorly cognisable .
.

has written :

.

.

" • Madame Blavatsky

" Matter is crystallised spirit ; spirit the sublimation of matter.

They are the two poles of the one Reality. "
Even in details of symbolism, the identity of doctrine is apparent.

Compare

with the Proem to the " Secret Doctrine " the following beautiful passage :
" 3· Now the spirit of Elohim is original life, and the heavenly waters are space
and dimension.

4· He is the line, and She is the circle." t

And even more

striking is the agreement between the stages of " becoming " symbolised by the

3

logoi and the seven rays given in the " Secret Doctrine " and the account of

the same

process summarised on pages

work.

27 5

and

276

of Dr.

Kingsford's

But we must rapidly on, noting however that the doctrine of the reincarnation
of planets sketched on page

q6 is in perfect harmony with the
qo el seq. of the book so often

process described in Vol. I. pp.
is also the very remarkable

more detailed
mentioned, as

aperru of the origin of human responsibility con

tained in the following lines.t

" But, in truth, Psyche is the most complex of

essences, and of this complexity is born
The view of

responsibility."
Prayer held by Dr. Kingsford is also entirely Theosophical.

She expresses herself thus : " Prayer means the intense direction of the will
and desire towards the H ighest ; an unchanging intent to know nothing but the
Highest " ; § and again

:

11

When thou prayest thou invokest the God within

thee ; and from the God within thee thou receivest thy good things." ll
Quite
Dr.

as

remarkable as any of these agreements of doctrine, is the fact that

Kingsford has reached conclusions regarding the historical origins

of

Christianity in close accord with what has hitherto been known only to a few
members of the T. S.

Speaking of the Gospel narrative, she says :

11

All the

conversations in the Gospels were fabricated by the aid of various books in
1
order to illustrate and e nforce particular doctrines." !U 1 The gospel life of Jesus
is made up of the lives of all the divine teachers before him .
to crown all, she gives in the remarkable passages on pages

.

.

I27

.

•

."

and

And

I28

an

account of the composition of the Gospels in the library of Alexandria which
tallies accurately with what Madame Blavatsky wrote three years ago in the
third volume of the " Secret D octrine " which is not yet published. Again Dr.
Kingsford's emphatic condemnation of the doctrine of vicarious Atonement on
•

P.

226.

t P. 223.

t P. 'ss.

§ 1'. 55·

1'. 2�3.

v.

45·

�i

P.

IJ6.

36
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pages u 8 and I I 9 might have been written by Madame Blavatsky herself, so
outspoken and severe is the criticism of its immorality.
Lastly, though these are points of detail, the explanation of the purpose and
meaning of the Great Pyramid given on page 86, agrees precisely with that
given in Theosophical teaching, while on page 89 it is stated that both Egypt
and India were colonised from Thibet, a fact that had not, so far as we are aware,
been stated openly previous to the publication of the " Secret Doctrine."
To conclude this somewhat long notice of a book that should be studied hy
all who are interested in Theosophical or mystic studies. Great gratitude is due
to Mr. Maitland for his clear, moderate and admirable preface, while of the
work itself we cannot speak too highly. It will remain a worthy companion to
the " Perfect Way," as a lasti.ng monument to the genius, the intellect, the lofty
and penetrating insight and the great spirituality of Dr. Anna Kingsford.

THE LIGHT OF EGYPT.

S

EVERAL months before the publication of this work, simply by glancing
at a small pamphlet which gave a summary of the headings of its chapters,
we had said : " This comes from the same hierarchy of unscrupulous
enemies and plagiarists, of the Butler-Nemo and the ' H. B. of L.' clique."
When we received it for review, and had read its first pages, we felt more than
ever convinced that the quill which traced the author's introductory remarks and
his reasons for its publication-was drawn from the same goose as the pen of
Nemo, of the Hiram-Buth:r gang, who wrote Theosophia a few months ago.
We did not care to learn the name of its anonymous author or authors rather ;
It was sufficient for
we knew them by their landmarks and literary emanations.
us to read sneers about " the sacerdotalism of the decaying Orient," vituperations
against Karma and Reincarnation and the writers' (for there are several) impu
dently expressed declaration, that '' the writer(s) only desires to impress upon
the reader's candid mind the fact ·that his earnest effort is to expose that
particular section of Buddhistic theosophy (esoteric so called) that would fasten
the cramping shackles of theological dogma upon the rising genius of the
Western race "-to recognize the author, rather by his donkey's ears than by his
" cloven foot." However great the help given to that " author " by persons more
intelligent than himself, his " ears " are plainly visible. We recognize them in
the accusations of selfishness launched against the Eastern Masters and the
qualification of dogma given to teachings more broadly Catholic and unsectarian
than those of any other school the world over.
And now comes a corroboration of our idea in the shape of a complete exposl
of the " author " whose wish was to expose " Buddhistic Theosophy." We might
go farther than the " Path " and append to the review of the " Light of Egypt "
the " author's " photograph. We have it from a 9ouble plate, one showing • • •
before, and the other after, the unpleasant and arbitrary ceremony of being photo
graphed gratis by those in authority. The author and " adept " of " twenty
years' occult study " is an old acquaintance, known in London and Yorkshire to
many outside the large circle of his dupes and victims. But we pause to await
further developments.
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Meanwhile this is what the
"

11

Path " of New York says of this great

collective

author" :" This is a paper-covered book of :z g :z pages to which the author is afraid to

put a name.

It is not by the editor of the R . P. J. because he is known to be a

ridiculer of theosophical works, and this book is a plagiarism similar to Street's

Hidden Way, only that here the author has assimilated doctrines put forth in
Isis Unveiied, Esoteric Buddhism, The Secret Doctrine, and The
Theosophist, and then dressed them up in slightly different words. The method

such works as

adopted to make it appear original is to omit citation of authorities and to de
nounce the doctrines of Karma and Reincarnation as applicable to this earth,
while admitted otherwise.

A whole chapter is devoted to Karma, but we find i t

illogical and very muddy.

The theory of life-waves along the planetary chain,

first put forward in

The Theosophist and modified in Esoteric Buddhism, is
hers, after 11 twenty years of intercourse with the Adepts

adopted by the author as
of Light."

It is strange that it was not brought forward before in the author's

other works.

On page 85 we find a reproduction of what H. P. Blavatsky long

ago said, " The fifth race is coming to a close, and already forerunners of the
sixth race are among the people," and has repeated in her
p. 444, vol

:z.

Secret Doctrine at

After ridiculing Karma on the ground that if the first races had

no Karma there could not be the present fall, the author proceeds to answer the
question, " What is the real cause of so much misery in the world ? " by gravely
stating " it is the result of innumerable laws, which in their action and reaction
produce discord

in the scale of h u man development "-only another way of

saying, " it is the result of Karma "-and then devotes a page or two to proving
it is. Karma by showing the gradual degradation of man through the various ages.

The preface astonished us, for the book is a rehash, pretty well done, of theo

sophical doctrines from first to last.

A great blemish is the ignorant mistake of

calling Karma, D evachan, and Reincarnation, " Buddhist doctrine," when mere
tyros know they are Brahmanical Vedic doctrines taught to Buddhists.

" What

is new in the book is not true, and what is true is not new " but qu ite theosophical.
Its numerous

ex cathedra unsupported statements about nature are as refreshing

as those in theosophical writings, lacking, however, the logical and reasonable
force of the latter.

The second part is devoted to astrology, and is merely

another rehash of all that can be found in Lilly, Ptolemy, Sibley, and others. The
book is by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten, and will no doubt be as good a business
venture as her other two works."
We hope next month to give in

Lucifer a detailed examination of this preten

tious volume and to exhibit, by quotations and parallel passages, the outrageous
character of its wholesale plagiarisms and the emptiness of its claims to authority.
A DDRESSES DELIVERED BEFORE THE LONDON SP IRITUALIST
ALLIANCE, D U R I N G THE YEARS 1 884

S

TO

1 889."

PIRITUALISTS are to be congratulated on possessing such able exponents
of the facts and scope of their movement as the authors of the Addresses,
delivered before the London Spiritualistic Alliance during the years 1 884

to 1 888.
* London :

Cross, W.C.

Every address, without exception, is marked with a breadth and
THE

PSYCHOLOGICAL PRESS AsSOCIATION,

:z,

Duke Street, Adelphi, Charing
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tolerance that shows a remarkably healthy tone in the several speakers. The
old-school " Spiritualist " is apparently fast dying out and might, to a great
extent, be disregarded, if it were not for the obnoxious presence of the lively
stock of prejudices which he has so zealously procreated. This,_ however, was
in some sort necessary, and is indeed true of the introduction or re-introduction
of all facts, nay rather is the safety-valve of every truth.
The three addresses of the President are all of interest, two of them
especially, as showing the efforts made by prominent spiritualists at home and
abroad to so simplify the official credo as to make it cover the widest possible
ground and, therefore, secure conditions for greater co-operation. In this there
can be little doubt that such men have struck the right note.
Fortunately, however, the enunciation of a definition which draws any strong
line of demarcation between " Spiritualists " and " non-Spiritualists," is nowhere
attempted, but only hints towards a platform which will include all real Spirz"
lualisls in the broadest sense.
In which connection we may quote from the address entitled, " Spiritualism
-some aspects of comfort," where the speaker describes its utility as confirming
" much contained in all the sacred books of the world, and of the especial
singleness, purity, freedom from all spiritual adulterations of those held in
especial veneration by Christian races and communities ; and finally, and aboYe
all, by the assistance afforded by it to Theosophy-truly so called-by which I
mean the more intellectual apprehension of Divine things-the cultus of the
Holy Spirit or Divine Wisdom of God."
It is of course impossible to know what the author may mean by " spiritual
adulterations " or " God," yet in spite of the nomenclature and although . the
harmony is set in the Christian key, it is a beautiful harmony and only to be
surpassed by that divine music which requires all the instruments of the world
orchestra.
The phenomena of mediumship are dealt with very skilfully by Major-General
Drayson who refutes the objections of " Scientists " in a truly scientific manner,
although his criticism of the occult powers of the Eastern schools and of the
few hints of their science which have been lately given, is not free from the
fallacy of generalising from insufficient evidence of which he convicts his
" Scientific " objectors so splendidly.
The two addresses of the Rev. Page Hopps, " The seers or prophets of the
Old Testament " and " The ideal Holy Ghost," shew this writer in his happiest
mood, and are marked with that sound common sense which has made him so
general a favourite.
In conclusion, to those who have but a superficial acquaintance with the move
ment, these addresses will be of the greatest service and will throw quite a new
light on the evolution of Spiritualism.
MYSTICAL LA YS.•

A

VOLU M E of poetry, to which the title is not strictly appropriate. We
have a Drama in four acts, a Fairy Operetta and some other pieces
which can hardly come under that designation ; and of these we do not
propose to speak. Soul Reveries, A Dream of Life, The Nemesis of Evil
* POEMS : by

A. F. TINDALL.

A. Mus. T.

C. 4-
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contain more of the mystic element. They are marked by the same breadth of
conception and largeness of view which is to be found in the prose writings
of the author on these subjects. It is pleasant to see a stirring of real thought
in the direction of spiritual investigation ; and we welcome these evidences of a
tendency to look facts in the face and to seek for their explanation in a spirit of
large and sympathetic toleration.

GEONOMY - CREATION

OF
CONTINENTS
CURRENTS.

KOSMO-NOMIA - GROWTH OF WORLDS
GRAVITATION.

" F
I

AND

BY

OCEAN

CAUSE

OF

By J. STANLEY GRIMEs.•

a philosophic angel, with a knowledge of the principles of geonomy,
could have been seated on some distant world, and have seen our
globe when the ocean first covered it, and ' the Spirit of God moved
upon the face of the waters,' in elliptical paths, he could, by mere deductive
reasoning, have predicted all the most important events and changes that have
since occurred in the physical history of the earth. He could have foreseen that
the sediment would accumulate in the centres of the ellipses and produce three
pairs of sinking basins, and raise three pairs of analogous continents, and that,
consequently, the circumpolar seas would be landlocked and glaciated, and then
burst forth and produce terrible floods of water and ice, gravel and boulders."
These " elliptical paths," the author claims, are to do as much for geology as
the Newtonian law of ·gravitation �has done for astronomy. Geonomy-for the
laws of the distribution of land and water are at length discovered-is to be a
science working on a strictly mathematical basis.
The author has undoubtedly treated the unsatisfactory and much debated
subject of ocean currents in a novel and ingenious manner, and in this direction
the general features of his theory are open to few objections, but further than
this we cannot go with him. These rhomboidal elliptical currents do not satis
factorily account for the peculiar formation of the existing continents, especially
their pointed extremities and toxodromic trends in both northern and southern
hemispheres. The general tapering and plastic drawing south is not explained
by his theory, but on the contrary, it requires that the southern continents
should be reversed so as to make a similar configuration from poles to equator.
Moreover, no account is taken of the existence of the submerged continents,
known as Atlantis and Lemuria, which disarrange the configuration of the
currents and continents in a most distressing manner. No explanation whatever
is offered of the arbitrary assumption that there were three pairs of ellipses started
i n the original " Waters."
We are therefore obliged, though reluctant to fight with the gods, to demur to
the judgment of the " philosophic angel."
In the kosmo-nomia, the theory of latent heat in the formation of nebulre is
advocated as against the once favourite hypothesis of free heat, which now
begins to lie under the suspicion of insufficiently explaining the facts.
* Philadelphia : J.

B.

LIPPINCOTT CO.MPAIW, 1889.
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Mr. Grimes' theory of Gravitation is as follows :r. Each and every particle of planetary and. ponderable matter is continuaily
assimilating and condensing ether, and setting free its latent heat
2. This process necessarily produces vacua, which the surrounding ether moves
to fill.
3· The movement thus produced is the immediate cause of gravitation."

These vacua are afterwards described as being perfect (?) and ether " the only
uncompounded substance in existence, destitute of every property, excepting its
capability of occupying space and being moved," which, as far as the ether is
concerned is no news. That the author, however, has enlightened us on the
" cause " of gravitation is extremely doubtful.
THE LINGUALUMINA O R LANGUAGE OF LIGHT.

A PHILOSO

PH ICAL LANGUAGE FOR I NTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION.*

A

WORK which offers to all men a universal method by which they may
communicate their ideas to each other, is certainly worthy our notice,
not from the anthropological or the philological standpoint, but rather
from the theosophical one, for the speculations of Mr. Dyer indicate that he
peradventure, attempts to reconstruct the language spoken by the Pitris, and of
which successive men have lost the key to the original roots. These were few.
The processes which tended to their extinction have been told in the legend of
the Tower of Babel, and those persons who, like Charnock, have sought for the
primitive roots, have pursued a weary and an uphill path. Into the source of
Mr. Dyer's knowledge we need not enquire. Suffice it to say that a professional
philologist will consider him as a ripe scholar. He probably, like many other,
good men before his time, is writing a few hundred years in advance of the
instruction of his audience. This is like the lady's speech in Sheridan's play,
very much to the credit of his charity, if not of his judgment. Still, he has
attempted a teaching which is absolutely impossible to be accepted by the vulgar,
and we must remember that it is the vulgar who form the majority of the speakers
of any language. It is hardly necessary to say that he has no " fad " as to the
" Anglo Saxon " language, whatever that may be, being the language of the future.
Lingua Lumina (why not call it Lingua Latina ? ) is as inflectional as the most
ardent advocate of Southern European languages may desire, and appears to be
formed on a clear plan. There is much even for the trained philologist to learn
in the pamphlet, which puts some of the difficult points of the philology of the
future in a nutshell. The proposed scheme wiii probably be adopted long before
Volaplik, which was founded on far less philosophical principles. We are able
to recognise in this work, what is really likely to be a strong plant in the philology
of the future. It is intelligibly and weii written, and will evoke thought, and
stimulate enquiry into some of the puzzles connected with the word-knowledge
of the future.
* By

F. W. DYER. 8\"0. LONDON, 1889.
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WILL-POWER. •

D

R. TOM ROBINSON has published a little book that indicates some
theosophical ideas. His opinions are based on the improved modern
It is strange how the pendulum of human
school of physiology.
thought, which had steadily indicated, under the influence of Darwinism, a kind
of material physiology, h3.S now steadily swung back to ideas which, on the
whole, run on all-fours with, or are not contradictory of the Wisdom of the East.
It is lucky for Dr. Robinson that his work was published in 1 889, as in 1 869 it
would have attracted some attacks on the part of the materialists. But we are
now beginning to improve ourselves out of the Darwinian crazes of our youth,
which as they are no longer fashionable, may die out like the crinolines and peg
tops of Leech's pictures of human nature as it was. 1 999 will merely wonder
what manner of men the Evolutionists could have been, the " Jelly people," as
Dr. Robinson calls them, who are always to be found in the " tail of any great
movement."
Dr. Robinson's creed is :
" I believe every man and woman, who has a sound mind, to be capable of
controlling their own thoughts, words, and deeds.
" I believe the Will-power obeys the same laws as the muscles of the arm.
" I believe, by use and a right conception of life and duty, that we can all
develop this Will-power by use, until it becomes so powerful that it will surmount
any obstacle which lies within the range of possibility.
" I believe that very few human beings ever reach the maximum of their
Will-power. "
Such a declaration is, on the whole, closely in accordance with that of
Occultism, though it is not expressed in the same language. In this argument
the capabilities of the human will are practically infinite, but it is very
doubtful whether in the present age of self-indulgence, people will not let the
power of the will die out, as did the Third Eye-in an extinct race of men. Dr.
Robinson has a cheerful style of telling elementary facts, and this work will
familiarize the general public with the elementary notions of will-power.
*

..

The Power of the Will," by ToM ROBINSON, M.D.

Gilbert

& Rivington, 1889.

THE SOUL'S TRUE GLORY AND I M MORTALITY.
What tho' for realms beyond the stars
No " Spirit '' leaves the Dead
From dungeon depths and iron bars
The Soul her light will shed !
She feels her glory not to be
That Self should always liveBut, from her hands, so pure and free,
Some onward help to givc: I
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Should Self sublimer fruits evolve
As endless ages sweepOr-like the bloom of Spring-dissolve
In Death's eternal sleepAlike-to bless the World around
She feels her full reward
Although on high no " Heaven " be found
For " favourites of the Lord."
She scorns a Heaven of sordid price
That sinless " blood " hath cost ;
Where, wafted, sounds thro' Paradise
The wailings of the " Lost " !
She smiles at Hell's enslaving fear,
Nor heeds the tyrant's nodYet hails, where Love and Truth appear,
Her bright, Incarnate God !
'Mid tortures wreaked in days of wrong
She bids her sons rejoice !
And echoing ages still prolong
The music of her voice !
Upon her Infant's hallow'd face
Descends her image, fair,
And, stampt upon the distant race
The hallow'd form is there !
Mid Earth's dark hells-in anguish hurl'd
She sits-a Saviour QueenAnd breathes her mandates thro' the World
From Cross-or Guillotine !
Daughter of sorrow-dark and deep !
Thine orphan'd lot was ca�t
To wander thro' the World, and weep,
Before the biting blast !
Mother of Ages calm and bright !
Thine orb ou Earth shall rise !
Man yet beQold-renew'd in Light
Heaven's Kingdom, 'neath Ike sides !
Evil to Man shall cease to cling !
Delusions melt to air !
And Light, and Love, and Order, spring
From clouds of black Despair !

F. W. OvER.

